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PREFACE 


"Egyptologists as a whole have adopted a 
somewhat uncritical attitude in dealing with 
these un-Egyptian products, and have shown 
too great a readiness to assign certain types 
of vase to the Aegean, to Cyprus, or to Syria, 
without even asking whether such types occur 
in these regions, still less whether they are 
native there. 

"Difficulties and misunders tandings could 
easily be cleared away if excavators who find 
foreign vases in Egypt would make a careful 
examination and record of the nature of the 
clay and even the smallest details of tech
nique, and if, in making comparisons with 
other countries, they would keep the question 
of date continually before their eyes." 

These strictures on the state of Egyptological 
research in 1920, the pertinence of which has 
been far from diminished by the passage of 
years, came from the pen of the late G. A. 
Wainwright in the report of his excavations 
at el-Balabish (Balabish, p. 61). It is a tribute 
to his knowledge and foresight that he singled 
out for special note in the foreign pots he 
himself found those very features which are 
known to-day to be most important for an
swering the questions raised by their presence 
in Egypt. Indeed the initial aim of this study 
is to do no more than carry out his enligh
tened recommendations, made so long ago, 
by sUbmitting the Cypriote Bronze Age pottery 
found in Egypt to a critical examination of 
the kind he justly believed it deserved. 

Credit for the first full-scale attempt to 
review the evidence for contacts between Cyp

rus and Egypt during the Bronze Age is due 
to the distinguished Swedish archaeologist, 
Professor E. Gjerstad, whose diligent investi
gations brought to light a mass of valuable 
data, and laid the cornerstone to the scientific 
structure of Cypriote prehistory (Studies on 
Prehistoric Cyprus). Despite the comparatively 
small number of Cypriote pots he was able 
to note from Egypt in his chapter on foreign 
relations (ibid., pp. 304 ff., 316 ff.), he anti
cipated 'with remarkable accuracy some of 
the more important conclusions reached in 
the present, much more comprehensive study. 
Quite apart from his recognition that the 
route plied by Cypriote ships between the 
island and Egypt skirted the Asiatic coast 
(ibid., pp. 316 ff.), he correctly divined that 
the contacts were made up not of "occasional 
and irregular trading expeditions; but of per
manent, frequent, . and regular connexions 
(not, however, assuming time-tables!)" (ibid. , 
p. 317). He also came to the conclusions that 
the "Late Cypriote ware appears in Egypt 
from the beginning of the New Empire (prob
ably already in the XVIIth Dynasty) but not 
before. Even in the beginning of the XVIIIth 
Dynasty it was present in abundance . . . 
Further the Base-ring types found in Egypt 
are almost without exception the small jug 
with funnel-lip or the spindle-shaped flask. 
This must be for some special reason - it 
must be due to the fact that the commodity 
which constituted the contents of this type 
of vase was transported to Egypt; or that 
specially the type of vase in which this 
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commodity was kept followed with the con
tents" (SPC, pp. 321 f.). Not one of these 
points needs any but minor modification in 
view of subsequent discoveries. 

It would not be unjust to say that no writ
ten research since the publication of Studies 
un Prehistoric Cyprus has superseded Gjer
stad's pioneer work. In 1940 Dr (now Profes
sor) E. Sjoqvist produced a more up-to-date 
coverage of the material. He made a large, 
but by no means, even at that time, exhaustive 
collection of published references to Cypriote 
vessels from Egypt, and presented them in 
tabular form, grouping the pots under Wares 
(Problems of the Late Cypriote Bronze Age, 
pp. 151 ff., 168 ff.). The obvious advantages 
of this method for analysis were not fully 
realised, and few deductions were made. 
Seventeen years later Dr P. Astrom published 
his treatise on the Middle Cypriote Bronze 
Age (The Middle Cypriote Bronze Age), in
cluding a detailed account of the island 's 
exports during this period (ibid., pp. 206 ff.). 
It was for the most part based on documen
tary evidence and did not incorporate much 
new material. But all-out efforts were made 
to review the internal chronology of each-

context, heralding a completely fresh ap
proach to the analysis of deposits containing 
Cypriote pottery. Too often in the past the 
excavator's dates have been blindly accepted, 
without realising that sometimes they were 
determined by the Cypriote vases themsel "es! 

The current state of Egyptological know
ledge is epitomised by Helck's compendium 
of "verschiedene fremdartige Gefasse" (Die 
Beziehungen Agyptens Zll Vorderasien im 3. 
und 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr., pp. 417 ff.). The 
types, which are illustrated by misleading 
schematic drawings, have not all been cor
rectly identified. Type 1 (ibid., p. 418) is the 
Cypriote Base-ring I juglet, but includes one 
glaring instance of mistaken attribu tion, 
which is mentioned below. Type 2 (ibid., 
p. 418) does not belong to Cypriote While 
Slip I, since its form, style of decoration and 
fabric are all Egyptian. It is left to the text 
to explain that Type 3 (ibid., pp. 418 f.) is 

meant to be a Red Lustrous \Vheel-made 
\Vare spindle bottle. The references, however, 
contain genuine specimens as well as Egyp
tian copies, e.g. D1SHASHA No. 2 and ABY
DOS Nos. 16, 17 . Type 4 (Helck, BezieJwngen, 
p. 419) is a pilgrim flask of a variety made 
in Egypt. Type 5 (ibid., p. 419) comprises a 
mixture of imported Mycenaean stirrup vases 
and Egyptian imitations (e.g. Brunton, Curob, 
PI. XXXIX. 97 B). Type () (Helck, Bezie
hungen, p. 420) is the Cypriote B.R. II juglet, 
but Types 7-11 (ibid., pp. 420 f.) are all 
Egyptian. The reference to vessels of Type 1 
containing wine in the tomb of Tutankhamun 

(ibid., pp. 418, 420) is misquoted, and should 
be The Tomb of Tut.Ankh.Amen lII, p. 147, 
where discussion of these jars begin. A group 
of abou t a dozen, alleged to be of Syrian 
form (The Tomb of Tut.Ankh.Amen III, PI. 
L . C, p. 149), is in fact typically Egyptian in 
shape and ware. The tomb yielded no foreign 
pottery, let alone B.R. I juglets! 

No summary of past achievements would 
be complete without acknowledging the obli
gation, in which all students of the Levant 
share, to Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie. It was 
he who first drew the scholarly world's notice 
to the range of foreign pottery in Egypt, 
recognising and publishing it in a manner 
at that time befitting the singular importance 
of its discovery (llJahun, Kahun and Curob). 

Why has the Cypriote pottery found in 
Egypt been chosen to illustrate the connec
tions which existed between these two count
ries in the Bronze Age? The main justification 
for relying almost exclusively on its evidence 
lies in the fact that it is the only unmistakable 
product of the island's industry which has up 
till now been identified amongst the remains 
from Egypt. Future research requiring spe
cialised techniques may disclose the existence 
of other Cypriote commodities in Egypt, e.g. 
metals , cloth etc., traces of which have not 
yet been detected. The oft repeated assertion 
that Cypriote copper was brought into Egypt 
rests on the identification of Alasia with the 
whole oi' part of Cyprus (Hill, it History of 
Cyprus I, pp. 36 ff.; Enkomi-Alasia I, pp. 
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·1 H.). The archaeological objeclions to this 
thesis were eloquently and cOlwincingly stated 
fifty years ago by \Vainwright ([(fio XIV, 
1915, pp. 1 H.), and remain just as valid to
day. As the equation depends on philological 
evidence, which the wri ler is ul1nble 10 conlest 
with authority, all mention of Alasia has been 
omitted from the ensuing pages. In the ab
sence of supplementary data immediately to 
hand, it may be surmised that the pots from 
Cyprus, being the only archaeological proof 
in Egypt that the two countries came into 
contact during the Bronze Age, largely, if not 
wholly characterise the kind of relationship 
they maintained. 

The scope of this essay has been circum
scribed by the state of the published compara
tive evidence from Cyprus and Syria. Astrom 
is at present preparing a definitive Corpus of 
the Late Bronze Age pottery from CYPfllS, 
including much hitherto unpublished material. 
The results will appear in The Swedish Cyp
rus Expedition Vol. IV Part 1 B. There seems 
little point in duplicating his work, just to 
complete the archaeological picture of Cypro
Egyptian relations. When his book is printed, 
it will be possible to assess with far greater 
detail the impact of the findings from Egypt 
on the interpretation of the archaeological 
remains in Cyprus. Meanwhile the outlines of 
the connection can be clearly defined by 
comparing the Cypriote pottery from Egypt 
with that from the site of Ras Shamra in 
Syria. The intermediary role played by that 
city in commercial transactions between Cyp
rus and Syria has long been recognised by 
Schaeffer (The Cuneitorm Texts ot Ras 
Slwmra -- Ugaril, p. 19 ; Stratigraphie com
parce, p . 380 n. 2). On the site has been 
discovered a very large amount of Cypriote 
pottery, which, though not always published 
in as full detail as one could have wished 
for, nevertheless has the great advantage of 
uniform presentation, illustrated with photo
graphs and drawings that make identifications 
a matter more of informed precision than of 
inspired guess-work. 

This thesis could IIOt have been wrilten 

without the encouragement and assistance of 
Professor \V. n. Emery, who supervised the 
work throughout its production. To him 
I am deeply indebted. The realisation of the 
project has been attended by many difficul
ties, not the least of which was a chronic 
shortage of finance. I am beholden in more 
ways than one to the following for the valu
able support they have given me: - Mrs 
1"1. K. G. Simpson; the Worshipful Company 
of Grocers , London; the Egypt Exploration 
Society; Sir lfor Evans, Provost of University 
College; Dr R. D. NIcLellan, Senior Tutor, 
University College ; the Vice-Chancellor's Dis
cretionary Fund, University of London ; the 
Sir Ernest Cassel, Charles Henry Foyle and 
Sir Richard Stapley TrLlsts; the Central Re
search Funds Committee, University of London; 
NIr and NIrs J . C. Merrillees; the Irwin Fund, 
University of London; NIr A. J. Eastman, 
Senior External Affairs Representative, Aus
tralia House, London, and the Department 
of External Affairs, Canberra, Australia. 

No undertaking on this scale is possible 
without the collaboration or interest of many 
scholars and experts. To them all, for the 
manifold services they have rendered me, 
I am most grateful, in particular to the Rev. 
Dr A. J. ArkelI , Dr P. Astrom, Dr P. Dikaios, 
Miss M. Drower, Dr R. O. Faulkner, Dr Victor 
Ghirghis, Dr J. B. Hennessy, l\Ir H. W. M. 
Hodges, Dr Vassos Karageorghis, Mr B. J. 
Kemp, Mr Kyriakos Nikolaou, NIr D. B. 
O'Connor, Mrs 1. Ojamaa-Koskinnen, l'vIrs J. 
Crowfoot Payne, Professor T. Sa ve-Soder
bergh, Professor C. F. A. Schaeffer, Mr H. 
S. Smith , the late Professor J. R. B. Stewart, 
Miss C. Talbot, Miss J . du Plat Taylor, and 
the late Mr G. A. Wainwright. My only excuse 
for not having acknowledged each contribu
tion individually is that the inclusion of all 
these references would have added inordi
nately to the length of the text! But for the 
co-operation of museums and other institu
tions, a list of which will be found on 
pp. xix f., it would not have been possible to 
build up the volume of evidence needed to 
reappraise the subject of Ihis thesis in a 
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comprehensive manner. I offer my thanks 
for the generous help they have given me. 
To NII' A. D. Baynes-Cope, Dr R. · L. Feller, 
Mr H. W. M. Hodges, Dr E. G. Eellett, Mr R. 
D. IVleikle, Mr A. E. Parkinson, Dr T. E . Wall is 
and Miss C. Western are due particular thanks 
for having done so mllch to help make 
it possible for tests to be carried out 
on the contents of the Cypriote pots, and 
for other expert assistance. I owe a special 
debt to the Curators of the Museum of 
Antiquities, Cairo, and to the Service des 
antiquites de I'Egypte for having done 
all in their power to make my visit to 
Egypt informative and interesting. For having 
given me access to unpublished excavation 
records I am most grateful to the Department 
of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British 
Museum ; the Egypt Exploration Society, Pro
fessor VV. B. Emery, Professor H. W. Fair
man, 1\1r B. J. Kemp, Mr H. S. Smith, Mr 
W. Stevenson Smith, and Mr E. L. B. Terrace. 
The Egypt Exploration Society also gave me 
the privilege and benefit of participating in 
its excavations at Buhen in the Sudan in the 
winter of 1963/64, under the direction of 
Professor Emery. 

I must finally commend my wife for the 
patience with which she has painstakingly 
read through the typescript, and has borne 

the inevitable demands made by this research 
on my time and energy. Her cheerful accep
tance of wha t have not been easy times 
compels an even greater measure of my thanks 
and affection. 

London, April, ltlu5. 
R. S. Merrillces 

This thesis was submitted to the University 
of London in April, 1965, for the Degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy. It was examined in 
June of the same year and recommended for 
a Doctorate. The Degree was duly awarded 
on 7th July, 1965. 

I am greatly indebted to Dr Paul Astrom 
and his Swedish colleagues, especially Profes
sor E. Gjerstad, for their efforts on my 
behalf to have the thesis published. Through 
force of circumstances Dr Astrom has also 
had to bear the labour of arranging the plates 
and assembling the text , illustrations and 
maps for submission to the printers in Swe
den. It is a source of particular gratification 
that the volume is being printed in the very 
country which, Cyprus itself excepted, has 
made the single most outstanding contribution 
to the study of Cypriote archaeology. 

Canberra, August 1966. 

R.S.M. 
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throu gh Miss K. Friberg; information from Dr P . 

As trom ). 
5. 	 ZA WY ET EL-ARYAN No. 4. B.R.! jugle t Type 

113a(ii) (p. I:~) (w ith permission from the Museum 

of Fine Arts, Boston, through Messrs. 'N. Stevenson 
Smith and E. L. B. Terrace). 

6. 	 ZA WY ET EL-ARYAN No. 9. B.R.! juglet Type 
IBa(ii) (p. 14) (with permission from the Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston, through Messrs. \\T. Stevenson 

Smith and E. L. B. Terrace). 
7. 	 SAQQARA No. 59. B.H.! .iuglet Type IBa(ii) (p.28). 
8 	 M AIDUM No. 29. B.R.r juglet Type IBa (ii) (p. 36) 

(witb p ermission from the University Museum , 
Philadelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor). 

9. 	 MAIDUM No. 30. B.R.! juglet Type IBa(ii) (p. 36) 
(with permission from the University Museum, 
Philadelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor). 

Plale X 
1. 	 GUl/OB No. 46. B.R.! juglet Type TBa( ii) (p. 57) 

(with the permission of Professor W. B. Emery). 
2. 	 SIDMANT No. 22. B.R.r juglet Type IBa(ii) (p.62) 

(with permission from the University Mu seum , 
Philadelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor). 

3. 	 SIDIUANT No. 23. B.R.! juglct Type IBa(ii) (p.62) 
(with permission from the University Museum, 

Philndelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor) . 
4. 	 SIDl11ANT No. 24. B.R.! juglet Type IBa(ii) (p.62) 

(with permission from the University Museu lll , 
Philndelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor). 

5. 	 SIDMANT No. 71. B.R.! juglet Type' IBa(ii) (p.76) 
(with permission from the University Museum, 

Philadelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor). 
6 . 	 EL-SA W AMA No. 1. ll.IU juglet Type IBa (ii) 

(p. (3) (with permission from the Universi ty Mu
seum, Philadelphia , through Mr D. B. O'Collnor). 

7. 	 ARY DOS No. 5. n .IU juglet Type IBa(ii) (p . !l7) 

(with permission from the Uni versity j\'luseulll, 

Philadelphia, through Mr D. B. O'COllllorl. 

(with pernll ss lon from the University ~lu seulll , 

Philadelphia , through J\lr D. B. O'Connor). 

9. 	 ABYDOS No. 52. B.R.! juglct Type II3a(ii) (p . 114) 
(wi th pe rmission from the nrooklyn l\luseulIl, 

throug h i\lr O. J . Cooney). 

Plate XI 
I. 	 AnyDOS No. 73. B.lU juglet Type IBa (i i) (pJl. 

117 f.) (wiLh permission from the Medelh avslllusee t, 
through ~Iiss K. Friberg; information from Dr P. 

Astriim). 
2. 	 THEBES No. 6. B.R.! juglet Type lBa(ii) (p. 121) 

(with permission from the University J\lnseulll, 

Philadelphia, through Mr D. B O.'Connor). 
3. 	 EGYPT No. I. I3.lU juglet Type II3a(ii) (p. 142) 

(with the permission of Professor 'IN. B. Emery). 
4. 	 GUROB No. 12. n.B.I juglel Type IBa(v} (p. 50) 

(with pe rmiss ion fronl the Mnsees roya ux d'art et 
d 'histoire, nrussl'ls , through Dr C. de Wit). 

5. 	 SIDM AN1' No. 25. B.R.! juglet Type IBa(v) (p . 62) 
(wi th permission from the University Museum, 

Philadelphia, through NII'D. B. O'Connor). 
6. 	 ABUSIR No. 3. B.R.r juglet Type IBa(vi) (p. 15) 

(with permission from the Cairo Museum). 
7. 	 ZA.WYET EL-ARYAN No. 6. B.R.! double jugle ts 

Type lEb (p. 14) (with permission fr om the Mu 
seum of Fine Arts, Boston, through Messrs. \V. 
Stevenson Smith and E. L. B. Terra ce) . 

8. 	 SAQQARA No. 3. B.R.! double juglels Type IBb 
(pp. 16 L) (with permission from th e Medelhavs
Ill11See t, through Miss K. Friberg; information from 

Or P. Astrom). 
9. 	 SAQQARA No. 4. B.R.I double jugle ts Type lBb 

(p. 17) (with permission from th e Medelhavs· 
museet, through Miss K. Friberg ; informa tion from 

Or P. As trom) . 

Plate XII 
I, 2. GUROB No. 6. B.R.I double juglets Type lBb 

(p. 49) (with permission fro m the University Il'lu
seum, Philadelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor). 

3. 	 S/DM ANT No. 36. n.R.I double juglets Type IBb 

(p. 66) (with permission from th e Ashmolean Mu
seum, through Mrs J. Crowfoot Payne). 

4, 5. S/DMANT No. 72. n .R.! double juglets Type lEb 
(p. 76) (with permission from the University Mu
seum, Philadelphia, thro ugh 1\'lr D. B. O'Connor). 

6. 	 ABYDOS No. 51. B.R.I donble juglets Type IBb 

(p. 114) (with permission from th e Asmolean Mu
seum, through Mrs J. Crowfoot Pay ne) . 

7. 	 QI FT No. I. B.R .I donble jugle ts Type IBb (p. 11 H) 

(w ith permission from the Ashmoleau MuseuIII, 
through Mrs .J. Crowfoot Pnyne). 

Il. 	 ESNA No. 2. n.R.r double juglet s Type Tllh (pp. 
t2;) f.) (with permi ss ioll from the \VelIcol1le IJisto· 

rical Medical MuseulJ1 , through Dr D. M. Oixou). 
H. .WYDOS No. 6. B.lU juglet Type IBa(ji) (p. (7) \J. EGYPT No. 3. n.R.! double jugle ts Type JBb 
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(p . I~ ~) (wilh Ill<' p (' rllli ss inll of Prnfl'ssor \\' . B. 
ElI,,: ry ) . 

Plate Xlfl 

I, 2, 3. A/1l' DOS No. GS . B.lU juglc t Type IBc (i) 
(p. 11 6) (wilh Ih e p ermi ss io n of Professor W . B. 
E m ery ; drawing I;indl y supplied by ~Irs D. E. 
Stewnrt). Drawing Scale I : 1.1. 

Plate xrv 
I. 	 13ENI HASAN No. I. B.R.! jng T ype 11 (p. i s) (with 

permission from the W ell co me His to rica l i'I'Iedical 
Museum , through Dr D. l\L Dixon ). 

2. 	 A13Y DOS No. 42. B.R .! jug Type I I (pp . 112 f. ) . 
Scale 1 :2.1. 

3. 	 Abydos T o mb 949 A 'on. Contents in situ (pp . 112 f. ) 
(w ith th e permission o f P ro fesso r H . W. Fail"lllan, 
thro ugh NIr B. J . Kemp). 

Plate XV 
I. 	 Abydos Tomb 949 A '00. Contents in situ (pp. 112 f. ) 

(w ith th e permission of Professor H . '-\T . Fairman, 

through Mr B. J . Kemp). 
2. 	 ZA WYEl' EL-ARYAN No. 10. B.lU bollle Type 

IIlAa (p. 15) (with permissio n from the' Muscum 
o f Fin e Arts, Bos ton , thro ugh Messr s. \-\T. Steven
so n Smith and E. L. B. Terrace). 

Pla te XVI 
1. 	 J( AHU N No. 17 . B.R.I bo tll e Type JIIAn (p. 46) 

(with permission from th e As hmo lea n lVlusellln, 
through Mrs J . Cro wfoot Payne). 

2. 	 DEIR EL-BALLAS No. 1. B.R.I botlle Type lIIAa 
(p. 110) (w ith permission from the Robert H. Lowie 
Museum of Anthropology, University of Ca lifornia , 
Berkeley, through M. A. B. Elsasser; information 
fro m Dr P. Astrom). I 

3. 	 EL-ARISH No. 1. B.R.! uotll e Type IIJBa (pp. 4 f. ) 
(with permission from th e Ashmolean Mu seum, 
throug h Mrs . J . Crowfoot Payne). 

4. 	 MA/DU,"I No. 20. B.H.! botlle Type JIIBa (p. 35 ) 
(wi th th e permission of Professor W . B. Emery). 

5, 	 6. MAInU ,ll No . 33. B.R.! bo ttle Type IIIBb (p. 37) 
(with the permiss ion of the Un ive rs ity Museum, 
Philadelphia, through Mr D. B. O'Connor). 

Plate XVII 
I. 	 TELL EL-Y AHUDIY A No. 4. B. H.I fla~k Type IVA 

(p. 8) (with the p e rmission of Professor W . B. 

E m ery) . 
2. 	 ZA WYET EL-ARY AN No. 8. B.R .I fl ask Type IVA 

(p . 14) (with permission ft-om th e 1Ilusellm of 
Fine Arts, Boston, through Messrs. W. Stevenson 
S milh a nd E. L . B. Terrace). 

3. 	 S IDM ANT No . 74. ll.fU fl as k Type IVA (p. 77 ) 

(wilh th e pe rmission of Professor "T. B. Emery). 

Plate x\'rrr 
I , 2. ;1nl' DOS 1\0. 20. B.IU flask Type IV A (p. 10;; ) 

(wilh permission frolll tile University Museu"l, 
Philadelphia , through ~Ir D.13 . O·Co""or). 

3, 4. AllY D()S No. 2n. B.R.I fl ask Type I VA (p . 100) 
(wilh pcrmissio n fro m th e NidlOl so n Mu se um , 
thro ug h Professor A. Camhiloglou) . 

Plate XIX 

I , 2. DENDERA No. 2. B.lU flnsk Type J\' A (p. 119) 
(with pe'rmission from th e Unive rsity ~Iu seum , 

Phila delphia , through NIr D. B. O'Connor). 

3. 	 S IDM ANT No. 0. Handle o f B.R.1 closed vesseJ, 
probably juglet Type I or flask Typ e I V (p. iin) . 
Scale 1 : 1.34. 

4. 	 SAQQARA No. GO. W .S.I bo wl Type II (p. 28) (wilh 
permission fro m th e Trus tees of the British Mu
seu"" Ihro ugh NIr R. A. Higg in s). 

Plate XX 
1. 	 E I-HAR AGA No. 10. B.R.! tanka rd T ype V (p. 30). 

Sca le I : 1.5. 

2. 	 SIDMANT No. 8. B.IU lankard Type V (p. 59). 
Scale I : 1. 

3. 	 S IDklANT No. 32. B.R.I tankard Type V (p. 65) 

(with permission from the Ashmolean Museum, 
through i\hs J. Crowfoot Pa y ne) . 

4. 	 ABYDOS No. 22. R .L. spindle bottle Type I (p. 105) 

(with the pe rmiss ion of Professor W. B. E m ery). 

!). 	 THE13ES No. 15. R.L. spindle bottle Type I (pp. 
124 f.) (with permission from the Trustees of the 
British Jl"luseum, through th e Department of 
Egyptian Antiquities ). 

6. 	 THEBES No. 19. R .L . spindle bollle Type I (p. 125) 

(with permi ss ion from th e Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York, through Mr E. Young). 

Plate XXI 
I. 	 Incised pot-mark on base of T E LL EL-YAHUDIYA 

No. 7, R .L. spindl e bOllle Type I (p. 9). Nos. 1- 12. 

Sca le 1 : 1. 

2. 	 Incised pot-mark on base of CU ROB No. 11 , R.L. 

spi ndl e bailie T ype I (p . 50). 

3. 	 Inc ised po t·m a rk on base of ABYDOS No . 13, R.L. 
spindl e bottle Type I (p. 100) . 

4. 	 In c ised pot-mark on base of THEBES No. 15, R.L. 
spindle bOlll e Type I (p. 124). 

5. 	 Inc ised po t-ma rk on base of SAQQARA No . 61, 

!i.L. spindl e bOlll e Type I (p. 20). 

6. 	 In cised pot-mark 011 base o f MAIDUJll No . 31, R.L. 
spindle bo ttle Type I (p. 3G) . 

7. 	 In cised pot-mark on ba se of 13UHEN No . I, R .L. 
spindle bottle Ty pe I (p. UI ) . 

S. 	 Inc ised pot -ma rk 011 base of /(AHUN No. 3, R.L. 
sp indl e bottle Type I (p. 43). 
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0. 	 Illcis('(1 pol·mnrk on base of SIDMANT No. 47, 

1l.L. spindle bOllle Type I (p. (0). 
10. 	 Incised pol'lIIark on base of AflYDOS No. 4, H.L. 

spindle bottle Type I (p. (6). 
11. 	 Incised pol·mark on base of Af?YDOS No. 22, 1l.L. 

spindle bottle Type I (p. 105). 

12. 	 Incised pOl·mark 011 base of HV No. 1, R.L. spindle 

bOllle Type I (p. 118). 
13, 	 U. AlEAIPHIS No . !. R.L. flask Type 11 (pp. 15 f.). 

Scale 1 : 2. 

Plate XXII 
1. 	 MEMPHIS No. 1. R.L. flask Type II (pp. 15 f.) 

(wilh permission from Ihe Truslees of Ihe British 

;\1 IIseUIll , through Ihe Deparllllent of Egyplian 

Antiquities) . 

2. 	 THEBES No . 21. Egyptian copy of R.L. flask 

Type 11 (p. 125) (with permission from Ihe Metro

politan Museum of Art, New York, through Mr 

E. Young). 

3. 	 SAQQARA No. 14. B .R.II jnglet Type IAa (p. 20) 

(with permission from the Medelhavsmuseet, 

through Miss K. Friberg; information from Dr P. 

Astrom). 

4. 	 SAQQAR.1 No . 15. B.R.lI jnglet Type IAa (p. 2{}) 

(with permission from Ihe ?vledelhavsmuseet, 

Ihrough Miss K. Friberg; information from Dr P. 
Astrom). 

5, 	 6. GVROB No. 48. B.R.I! juglet Type lAa (p. 57) 

(with the permission of Professor W. B. Emery). 

Plate XXIII 
1. 	 GVROB No. 15. B.R .IT juglet Type IAa (p. 51) 

(wilh permission from Ihe Ashmolean Museum, 

Ihrough Mrs J. Crowfool PaYlle). 

2. 	 EL-A il'IARNA No. 106. B.R.ll juglel Type IA(?)a 

(pp. 85 L) '(wilh permission trom the Museum 

of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge, through Mr 

S. C. CollaI'd). 

3. 	 EL-BALABISH No.!. B.R.!l juglet Type lAa (p. (4) 
(with permission from Ihe Egypl Exploralion 

Society). Scale 1 : 4.7. 

4. 	 AflVSIR No. 2. B.R.!1 juglet Type IBa (p. 15) 
(with permissIOn from Ihe i\'/edelhavsmusect, 

through Miss K. Friberg; information from Dr P. 

Astrom). 

5. 	 (TVROB No. 31. B.R.!I juglet Type IBa (p. 54) 

(with permission from the Ashmolean Mllseum, 

through Mrs J. Crowfool PaYlle). 

6. 	 EGYPT No. 10. B.R.II juglel Type lC (p. 144) 

(wilh the permission of Professor ,"V. B. Emery). 

Plate XXIV 
1. 	 EL-AMAHNA No. 103. B.R.rr jug Typr II (p. 85) 

(with permissioll from Ihe Museum of Classical 

Ar('haeolog~' , c'ambridge, through i\lr S. C. Collarrl). 

2. 	 (;VROH No. 18. ll.IUI botlle Type I[IBa (p. 51) 

(with permission from the i\lllsees royaux d'arl ('I 

d'histoire, Brussels, through Dr C. de Wit). 

3. 	 THEflES No. 17. B.R.I! flask Type IVA (p. 125) 

(wilh permission from the WeHcome Historical 

Medical Museum, through Dr D. i\l. Dixon). 

4. 	 EL-AMARNA No. 110. B.IUI flask Type IVA 

(p. 86) (with p e rmission from the Brooklyn Mu
seum, through Mr D. J. Cooney). 

Plate XXV 
1. 	 SlDltlANT No . 6 . B.RII flask Type lVB (p. 59) 

(with permission from the Musees royaux d 'arl et 

d 'histoire , Brussels, through Dr C. de ''''it). 
2. 	 EL-tl jUARNA No. 11. B.R.I! flask Type IVB (p. 80) 

(with the permission of Professor '"V. B. Emery). 

3. 	 EL-AMARNA No. 12. B.R.II flask Type IVB (p.80). 

Scale 1 : 2. 
4. 	 EL-AMARNA No. 119. Neck of B.R.If closed vessel, 

probably flask Type IV (p. 88) (drawing Idndly 

supplied by Nlr M. R. Popham). Scale 1: 1. 

5. 	 EL:AMARNA No. ID. B.R.II bowl Type VI (p.81). 

Seale 1 : 1. 
6. 	 EL-AMARNA No. 115. Leg of B.R.n bull-vase 

Type VII (p. 87) (with permission from the 

Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge, 

through Nlr S. c:. Collard). 

Plate XX VI 
1. 	 EL-AMARNA No. 01. Rim sherd of W.S.!l bowl 

Type II (p. 82) (wilh permission from Ihe Ashmo

lean Museum, thro ugh Mrs J . Crowfoot PayJle). 

2. 	 EL-AMARNA No . 03. Rim sherd of W .S.Il bowl 

Type II (p. 82) (with permission from the Ashmo

lean Museum, through Mrs J . Crowfoot Pay ne) . 

3. 	 Zawyet el-Aryan Tomb Z 330 . Contents in situ 
(north end) (p. 14) (with p ermission (I'om the 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boslon, through Messrs. W. 
Stevenson Smith and E. L. B. Terrace). 

4. 	 Zawyet el-Aryan Tomb Z 330. Contents in situ 
(south end) (p. 14) (with permission from Ihe 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boslou, through Messrs. ,"V. 

Stevenson Smilh and E. L. B. Terrace). 

Plate XXVII 

Zawyet el-Aryan Tomb Z 330. PoUery (pp. 13 L) (Neg. 

No. A 595) (with pennission from the Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boslon, through Messrs. ,;1,1. Stevenson 

Smith and E. L. B. Terrace). 

Plate XX VIII 
Zawyet el-Aryan. Scarabs (obverse) (p. 14) (Neg. No. 

A (06) (with pe rmission from the Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston , Ihrough Messrs. '"V. Sle\'enson Smilh 

anel E. L. B. Terrace). 
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Plate XXIX 
lawyet el-Aryan. Scnrabs (reversc) (p. 1·1) (Neg. No. 

A (12) (with permissiun from Ihc \(usellm of finc 
Arts, Boston, throllgh Messrs. \V. StCYCnSOIl Slllith 
and E . L. n. Terrace). 

Plate XXX 
lawyet el ·Aryan. Jewellery (p. 14) (Neg. No. A 614) 

(with permission from the Museum of finc Arts, 
Boston, through Messrs. 'rV. Stevenson Smith and 
E. L. B. Terrace). 

Plate XXXI 
1. lawyet el-Aryan Tomb Z 339. Skeleton in situ 

(p. 15) (with permission from the j\'(useum of Fine 
Arts, Boslon, through Messrs. \V . Stevellsoll Smith 
and E. L. B. Terrace). 

2. 	 Tnrkhan Tomb 1895. Black burnished juglet (p. 30) 
(drawing kindly supplied by Mrs D. E. Stewart). 
Scale 1 : 1. 

3. 	 Abydos Tomb 942 A '09. Contents in situ (p. 112) 
(with tile permission of Professor H. \\T. Fairman, 

through Nlr B. J. Kemp). 
4. 	 Abydos (pp. 112 f.) (Garstang's excavations in 

1(09). POllery (School of Archaeology and Oriental 
Studies Neg. No. A 543) (with the permission of 
Professor H. 'rV. Fairman, through Mr B. ,J. Kemp). 

Plate XXXII 
1-14. el-Sawama Tomb S 15. Contents (pp. 93 f.) 

(with permission from the Egypt Exploration 
Society). Scale 1: 1.2(1.3-6). 1: 2.3 (2),1: 5.8(7-14). 

15. 	 el -Balabish Tomb 13 173. Pot (p. 95) (with per
mission from the Egypt Exploration Society). 

Scale 1 : 4.7. 

Plate XXXIII 
1-3. DeiI' cl-Ballas Cemetery J Tomb 182. Contents 

(p. 119) (with permission from the Robert H. Lowie 
Museulll of Anthropology, Universily of California , 

PLATES 	 xv 

13erkelcy, throllgh i\lr A. n. Etsasser ; infol'lll:ltioll 
froll1 ])1' P . ..\.strullI ) . 

Plate XXXIV 
l. 	 Th ebes Tomb 37. Pullery (pp. 120 f.) (Neg. No. 

IH33) (with permissioll frolll the Metropolitan 
Museulll of Art, New Yorl" through Mr E. Young). 

2. 	 Early B.R.r juglet (pp. 149 f. ) (with permissioll 
frolll th e Ashmolean Museulll, through Dr H. W. 
Catlillg). 

3. 	 Esna. Poltery (pp. 126 f.) (Liverpool School Neg. 
No . E(6) (with pcrmission of Professor H. W. 
fairman , through Mr B. J. J{emp) . 

Plate XXXV 
1, 2. Saqqara (Emery's excaV:llions). Alabaster juglct 

(p. 148) (with the permission of Professor 'vV. B. 
Emery) . 

Plate XXXVI 
1. 	 Saqqara . Alabaster juglet (p. 154) (with permission 

from the Ashmolean Museum, through Nlrs J. 
Cl'owfoot Payne). 

2. 	 Opium poppy (Papaver somniferum). Seed capsule 
(p. 155) (with permission 1'1'0111 the Museum of 
Pharmacognosy, through Dr T. E. Wallis). 

3- 5. faience copy of opium poppy capsule (p. 179) 
(with permission from the Louvre, throngh Mme 
C. Desroches-Noblecourt). 

6. 	 Carnelian necklace with poppy head beads (p. HlII 

(with the permission of Professor 'vV. D. Emery). 

Plate XXXVII 
1. 	 Enkomi. Clay model ship (p. 188) (with permission 

from the Musees royaux d'nrt el d'histoire, Brussels, 
through Dr C. de Wit). 

2. 	 Clay model ships from Maroni ZarLll.-as Site A 
Tomb I (left) and Tomb 7 (right) (p. 188) (wilh 
permission from the Trustees of the British MuseulI!, 
through Mr H. A. Higgins ). 
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CHAPTEH I 


INTRODUCTION 

The catalogue consists of a list of all those 
specimens of Cypriote pottery and their cera
mic imitations, found on sites in Egypt. 
Irrespective of circumstantial evidence favour
ing their inclusion, all pots attributed simply 
to Egypl, but from no known site, have, with 
certain exceptions noted below, been omitted, 
since there exists such a large quantity of 
Cypriote pot tery of unrecorded provenance in 
collections throughout the world tha t the 
archaeological record for th is thesis could 
have been seriously distorted by incorporating 
pieces of dubious origin. It is certainly not 
Cl priori impossible that such vessels as the 
following came from the Nile Valley, to which 
they have been ascribed: the B.S. II flask 
'wi th fish-lllouth projections down either side 
of the body (CV A. Pays-Bas Fasc. 1, PI. 3. 10. 
Musee Scheurleer (La Haye) Fasc. 1, II Ca, 
PI. 1. 10) ; a \V.P. IV askos with cut-away 
side spout (CVA. Pays-Bas Fasc. 1, Pl. 3. 11. 
MlIsee Scheurleer (Lo Haye) Fasc. 1, II Ca, 
PI. 1. 11); a W.P. IV String-Hole Style tripod 
juglet with double spouts (CVA. Pologne Fasc. 
1, PI. 3. 6. Goluch6w: M Llsee Czmloryski Fasc. 
unique, PI. 3. 6); three R.-on-B. bowls 
(Archiiologischer Anzeiger 1925, pp. 96. 2= 
99 Fig. 2; 96. 3, 4); and a B.R. II askos with 
cigar-sbaped body (CVA. Poys-Bos Fasc. 1, 
PI. 3. 16. AIL/see Schcurleer (Lo Hoye) Fasc. 1, 
II C a, PI. 1. 16). Yet the well defined typo
logy of Cypriote containers knowll to have 
been imported by Egypt makes Ihe alleged 

source of such extraordinary vases highly 
suspect. For this reason it has been deemed 
wiser to leave out practicnlly all specimens 
of unknown provenance than to incur the 
justifiable criticism of including vessels, the 
allocation of which cannot be verified. The 
only exceptions to the general rule of excl u
sion are pots, the contents of which have been 
chemically analysed, or which have unusual 
features but almost certainly came from the 
Nile Valley. In the former category a generally 
reliable indication of an Egyptian provenance 
is furnished by the residue itself, in the laller, 
by distinctive traces of the original contents 
adhering to the surfaces of the walls. 

Though there exists much less doubt about 
the source of vessels assigned to sites in 
Egypt, the identification of their localities, 
even contexts, often depends upon such di
verse data as marks or labels on the pots 
themselves, references in lists or letters to the 
distribu lion of objects amongst Museums, or 
equations with photographs and drawings of 
greatly varying quality. Interpretation of all 
these clues is liable to human error which in 
most cases cannot now be rectified, since few 
excavation records consulted in this essay 
for the purposes of establishing the context 
of a vase are sufficiently detailed to rule out 
every possible uncertainty. In the absence of 
further evidence, the research worker is left 
with little choice but to accept, where appro
priate, the word of Museum Files. That, 
however, these are not always accurate and 
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need to be used with caution has been shown 
by correlation with primary sources of infor
mation, such as Tomb Cards or Field Notes. 

The catalogue is divided into sections under 
sites. The order of pots within each site has 
fol' the most part been determined by the 
chronologicnl sequence of discovery or publi
cation, since topographical details are usually 
so imprecise that little 'would be gained by 
trying to arrange them in this way. Each pot 
within its respective sile grouping has been 
given an arbitrary number for ease of refe
rence. The numbers are not consecutive fol' 
the whole cntalogue, but start off with No. 1 
for the first pot noted a t each si le, e.g. 
Zawyet el-Aryan Tomb Z 330 No. 6 becomes 
ZA WYET EL-ARYAN No. 1, whereas Tomb 4 
No. 1 at Abusir, which follows Zawyet el
Aryan in the list of sites, becomes AI3USIR 

No. 1. The sites themselves are set out in 
geographical order from north to south, fol
lowing wherever possible the orthography and 
arrangement adopted by Bertha Porter and 
Rosalind L.B. Moss in Topographical Biblio
graphy of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic 
Texts, Reliefs, and Paintings Vols. I-VII 
(Oxford, 1927 continuing). 

Each Cypriote pot and Egyptian imitation 
which has been seen and examined is indi
cated with an asterisk (*) and identified by 
its present whereabouts, and Accession Num
ber if such exists. The classification of foreign 
pot by Corpus Type is followed by a full 
description of its shape, fabric, maximum 
dimensions and contents, references, where 
applicable, to illustrative and descriptive sour
ces, and finally notes. It was not practicable 
to attempt to measure their cubic capacities, 
as this would have necessitated introducing 
some liquid like water. In the case of closed 
vessels which were cracked or incomplete, this 
course was clearly ruled out. Even submitting 
intact closed vases to this treatment would 
have had its drawbacks. Some still have 
remains of their original contents inside, 
which would have meant that the amount of 
water poured in was less than the pot's total 
capacity; others held loosc matter, which the 

liquid might have dislodged and carried out 
of the container. Those poLs not actually 
handled have been allotted a Corpus Type 
number according to their shapes in the 'Vare 
to which they belong, and described with 
whatever details can be extracted from the 
documentary evidence. Personal observations 
are added to amplify the Type classification, 
and to draw attention to extraordinary fea
Lures. All measurements which have not been 
checked are qualified by "approx [imatelyj", 
except where the source of the information 
is quo Led. 

The Corpus is arranged by Wares in an 
order approximating to the chronological 
succession of their initial appearances in 
Cyprus, and each 'Ware is broken down into 
the shapes by which it is represented in 
Egypt. A Corpus unique to Egypt has been 
devised for two main reasons. In the first 
place no comprehensive Corpus of Late 
Cypriote pottery has yet been published, 
though Astrom is at present organising the 
material. Secondly the limited range in shapes 
of the Cypriote pottery from Egypt makes a 
Corpus, in which the typologies of B.R. I 
and Il, and of W.S. I and II respectively are 
the same, the most suitable for comparative 
purposes. In the case of B.R. I alone, decora
tive schemes have been arranged in a classi
fication which does not apply to B.R. n. 
Sjoqvist's typology in Problems has been 
used to classify the painted patterns on W.S. I 
and 11. The Corpus is set out below on 
p.203. 

Each conLext in which Cypriote pottery 
occurs is then described with all the relevant 
details that the documentatioll allows, noting 
the type of deposit (whether funerary or 
residential), and, where applicable, the sex 
of the interments, position of the foreign 
vases, and associated objects. The list of con
tents in each context, where no in situ plan 
remains, usually starts off with the items of 
gold or silver, followed by those of copper, 
bronze and other metals. Next come objects 
of stone; glass and glaze; wood, ivory, bone 
etc.; and finally of clay. The Cypriote pollery, 
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which IJas already been described at the be
ginning of' each new sect ion, is not included 
in this list, unless its position in the context 
is known and needs to be noted. 'VVhere no 
inventory numbers exist for the objects from 
n context, an arbitrary numerical system has 
been employed in this essay, to simplify the 
discllssion of the comparative evidence which 
follows the presentation of material. Details 
of matter and shape have as a rule been 
explicitly stated, not only to give some im
pression of the respective wealth of each 
context, which will be taken later to reflect 
the professional or social status of the occu
pants, but lo assist with the dating, since the 
repeated occurrence 0[' common types of 
objects, either singly or ill groups, the chrono
logical ranges of which are known, makes it 
possible to form a ready estimate of the date 
in each case where these criteria are present. 

Information on the contexts has not been 
derived solely from published sources, since 
few reports consulted in this Chapter contain 
complete registers of the contents, even ade
quate descriptions or illustrations of those 
objects singled out for mention. For this rea
son unpublished records and material have 
been introduced, both to supplement our 
knowledge of contexts which have already 
appeared in print, and to provide information 
on contexts which have never before been 
published. Nevertheless it should not be 
thought that these descriptions are exhaustive, 
or in any way intended to tal;.e the place of 
a thorough re-examination of all the archaeo
logical evidence. 

Yet no matter how complete the data bas 
been made, the dating of contexts, where 
material inscribed with HoyaJ or personal 
names is lacking, has presented the most 
pressing problem of this thesis. That the task 
has been taclded at all can to some extent be 
justified by this consideration, viz. that any 
study of the Cypriole pottery from Egypt, 
which did not take into account the dating 
evidence offered by its find-spots, and attempt 
to set the laller in their proper cultural and 
chronological perspectives, would be incom

plele, and I1Inrk no advance on the derivalive 
\\'ork that Sj<iqvist has already done. Since it 
was obvious that in many cases the excava
tors' dat es -could not be slIpported, it became 
imperative to review the relative chronology 
of the Second Intermediate Period and N.K., 
of which no study has ever been published, 
with the aim of establishing valid criteria 
for dating the contexts. Ideally this should 
have been the subject for another thesis: for 
which , however, time and space make no 
allowance in the present undertaking. It was 
also apparent that any solution to the prob
lem, which fell short of a full-scale investiga
lion of all the archaeological remains of these 
two periods, would be a compromise, and 
could not therefore meet the most exacting 
requirements. But rather than produce a com
panion study to Stubbings' survey of the 
Mycenaean pottery from Egypt (Mycenaean 
Pottery from the Levant, pp. 56 ff ., 90 ff.) , 
which consists of little more than the repro
duction of two previously compiled lists of 
mostly published vases, it seemed preferable, 
despi te inevitable shortcomings in the me
thods, to prepare a comprehensive report on 
the Cypriote pottery, neglecting no aspect of 
its presence in Egypt. 

The dates of contexts have been established 
with evidence of three different kinds . The 
most valuable guide is afforded by objects 
bearing Royal or private names, including 
scarabs, the reliability of which, often ques
tioned, can be vindica ted by the study of 
different deposits in which scarabs with the 
same Royal nam.e occur. They are so fre 
quently associated with groups of material be
longing to the same types as to mle out 
the possibility of mere co-incidence. There is, 
moreover, no more valid reason for excluding 
scarabs from the dating evidence of a deposit, 
despile their less perishable nature, than there 
is for denying contemporaneity to other items 
in the group, such as pottery. Certain indivi
dual criteria have been used without explicit 
justification of their chronological validity, 
since it has been based on observa tions formed 
from the perusal of a large quantity of 
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l1ln terinl. 'Vherever necessnry, Iheir range, or 
that pari of it relevant to Ih e context, has 
bee n stnled. Typological comparisons of th e 
contellts of a depos it with mal erial in other, 
better dated context s, has commonly been 
employed . The snm total of their indications 
usually mak es it possibl e to gain som e idea 
of the chronological span of th e objects. 

A working knowl edge of th e archn eological 
r emains of the XVI Ilth Dynasty has shown 
that four cultural stages are represe nted. They 
have been called for conveni ence A, B, C 
and D. Tbou gh their bounda ries 3re moslly 
more difficult to define than not, since 
cultural development remained unbroken 
throughout the period, each appea rs to have 
co-incided with a succession of Pha raohs , 
whose rei gns saw no distinctive changes in 
the cultura l scene. Those fea tures most cha
racteristic of each will emerge from the trea t
ment of the dating evidence in the contexts. 
These schematic chronological divisions have 
been used throu ghou t the essay, to the com
plete exclusion of absolu te dates. 

It will need , however, to be borne in mind 
th a t the author follows the absolute chrono
logy r eproduced by Drioton and Vandier 
(L'Egy pie 3rd ed. , pp . 630 f.), and the four 
periods a re set down below with their corre
sponding Pharaohs and yea r spans: 

Dyn. XVIII A: Ahmose I-Thlltmose II 
(1580-1504 B. C.). 

Dyn. XVIII B: H a tshepsllt and Thutmose 
III (1504- 1450 B.C.) . 

Dyn. XVIII C: Amenhotep Il , Thutmose IV 
(1450- 1408 B.C.). 

Dyn. XVIII D: Amenhotep IlI-Horemheb 
(1408-1314 B.C.) . 

At the end of the description of each con
text, and of the objects found with the 
Cypriote containers, the chronological da ta is 
considered, and, where possible, the contents 
are assigned to one or more phases. The 
hyphenation of two phases indica tes a transi
tional dale. It needs finally 10 be emphasised 
that the dates are va lid only if allowance 
is made for the condition of the contexts . For 

few, particubll'ly tomb dl'posits, hn\'c re
maincd undisl nrbed dllring :1 period of over 
3000 years. E\'ell the household rubhish re
co\'ered from thc sand filling rOOms of a 
selllemenl sile is seldom all o[ one period, 
owing to the freq\l ency o[ re-occ\lpation. But 
Ihough Lh e defects of the me lhods adopt ed 
in this essay are manifest, so me allempt has 
a t least been mad e 10 revi se th e excavators' 
da Les, glibly accept ed by most who followed, 
but only too oft en based on even more in
ad equ a te arguments th an those se t down 
below. 

CA TALO GUE 

SINAI 

1. Neck of Cypriote pot (Brussels E 3096) . 

Dimensions : 3.5 X 2.8 cms. 

Hef.: Musees royaux d 'art e t d ' histoire Acces


sion Card. 

2. Base of Cypriote pot (Bruss els E 3096). 

Dimensions: 4.0 X 2.7 cms. 

ReL : Musces roya lLX d 'a rt et d 'h is toi re Acces


sion Card . 

3. Part of base of Cypriote pot (Brussels 
E 3006). 

Dimensions: 4.0 X 1.8 ems. 
R ef.: Musees royaux d'art et d 'hi s toire Acces

sion Ca rd . 

SINAI Nos . 1-3 came from Petrie's excava
tions , though th ere is no m enti on of th em in 
his r eport, Resea rch es in Sinai, and were asso
cia ted with Mycenaea n, probably III A sherds 
(Brussels E 3093, E 3004) . Dependin g upon the 
accura cy of their identifi cation and contexL, 
SINAI Nos. 1- 3 may well have belonged to 
B.R. II juglets of T ype IAa, commonly rep
resented at el-Amarna in th e S'3lne deposits 
as Mycenaean III A pottery (see below, pp. 
78 f f.) . 

EL-ARlSH 

1. RR. I bot tie (Ashmolean C 95; 1892 . 
1033)"' . Type IIJlh Elonga ted ovoid body 
t;lpering 10 a slwllow base-ring with splayed 
sides; tall , narrow, mOre or less cylindrical , 
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plllled back neck with c"crlcd, roughly circu
lar, flat-topped rim: halldle, of flpproximately 
reclnngulnr sec lion, rising slightly from lIpper 
neck to shoulder. Helief decoration of n single 
horizontal plastic belt round neck flt junction 
of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small and 
very small white and light, and occasional 
reddish grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
with thin orange-brown or orange-buff faces 
(on rim and base). MoUled black, brown and 
orange-brown exterior surface, burnished to a 
low finish. 

Height: 16.5 cms. WidLh of body: 6.1 cms. 
Contents: Several grains of barley and one 

husk possibly of some kind of trefoil which 
may have been growing as a 'vveed amongst the 
barley ; structure of glullle epidermis ; the 
starch is barley starch (Wallis). 

Ill.: PI. XVI. 3. Intact. 

The sherd of a Mycenaean llIA-B stirrup 
vase (Ashmolean AE 305) is also said to have 
come from the same site (111 PL) p. 94). 

NABESHA (TELL FARUN) 

1. Town. B.R. I juglet (B.M.23590 ; 87 1-1 
1167) *. Type IAa (ii) . Swollen piriform, almost 
oval body \Vi th broad low base-ring with 
slightly concave, flaring sides; tall, narrow, 
tapering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decorfltion of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck a l junction of handle. 

Mottled black, brown and on1l1ge-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
finish. 

Height: 14.1 cms. Width of body: 7.5 cms. 
II I.: PI. Ill. 3. In tact. 

2. Town. B.R. I (?) flask (Boston M.F.A. 87. 
855). Type IV A ('1) . Lentoid body; tall narrow 
neck with flaring mouth; fIat handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of a 
single horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle; five small bosses on front 
of body. 

Brown clay. Dull blflck exterior surfflce. 

Height : ]3.1 CIllS. Width of body: 7.4 cms. 

Ref.: Fairbanks, Catalogue I, p. 43 n. 2 
continued. 

Petrie records that "several small long-· · 
necked flasks of dark brown pottery, with loop 
handles, such as are often fOllnd in Cyprus 
and in Egypt" (Tanis 11, p. 27), turned up in 
the town at l'\abeshfl. None was illustrated, nor 
were any details given of their contexts. 

SAFT EL-HINNA. 

1. Tomb 5. B.R. I jug-let. Type IBa (v). In
cised decoration of two pflrallel horizontal 
lines, enclosing diagonal jab incisions, round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Height remaining: approx. 13.55 cms. 'Vidth 
of body: approx. 6.:35 ems. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. XXXIXB. 10. Ref.: ibid., p. 37. 
Tomb 5 was a sand-pit grave (ibid.) p. 

37), containing a subhemispherical bowl with 
everted rim (No. i) (ibid.) PI. XXXIXC. 27); a 
bowl with carinated body, two handles and 
painted decoration (No. ii) (ibid. ) PI. XXXIXC. 
46); and a bowl with carinated body and 
painted deeoration (No. iii) (ibid.) PI. XXXIXC. 
47). 

Nos. ii and iii belong basically to the same 
type, which can be paralleled by bowls with a 
black painted band round the rim , a feature 
which is itself typic~l of Dyn. XVIlI A, in the 
following graves at Gurob: Tomb 32 (Brunton , 
Gurob) PI. XXXIII. 10K), dated to Dyn. X VIII A 
by the tflll slender jar with incised decoration 
(ibid.) PIs. XIV, XXXIV. 25G); Tomb 72 (ibid.) 

PI. XXXIlI. 10K), accompanied by a type of 
jar (ibid.) PI. XXXVI. 36W) which also occurs 
in Tomb 8, dated to early Dyn. XVIII A by the 
lall slender jar with a black painted band 
round the rim (ibid.) Pl. XXXIV. 24B) and 
Tomb 75 (ibid., PI. XXI. 35), placed in the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period 
by the rdt-r' scarab (ibid.) PI. XXI. 29). 

The contents of Saft el-Hinna Tomb 5 are 
homogeneous, and belong to Dyn. XVIII A, 
probably early. 

2. Tomb 41. B.R. JI flask (Brussels E 2(07) *'. 
Type IV A. Lenloid body with back segment 
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slightly more swollen than front, and jllnction 
between them roughly rounded; tall, narrow, 
tapering, pulled back neck wilh bell-shaped 
rim; rough handle, of approximately rectangu
lar section, from upper neck to shoulder. 
Painted decoration of two groups, each of 
four parallel lines, crossing each other dia
gonally on either segment of body. 

Black exterior surface, mollled with brown 
on back segment, and burnished to a very low 
finish; matt white painted decoration. 

Height: 13.6 ems. Width of body: 7.95X 
4.85 ems. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. XXXIXn. 14 (inaccurate). 
Piece of rim is missing. 

A black and yellow amulet (ibid. , p. 45) in 
the shape of a human face (ibid., PI. XXXVIII. 
47) is the only other object recorded from 
Tomb 41. Similar pendants of the same co
lours turned up in Saft el-Hinna Tombs 126 
(ibid., PI. XXXVIII. 44), 311 (ibid., PI. 
XXXVIII. 43) and 381 (ibid., p. 39). These 
three tombs were assigned by the excavator 
to the XXIIlrd to XXVIth Dynasties (ibid., 

p. 39). The evidence is insufficient to date the 
contents of Tomb 41. 

3. Cemetery. B.R. II juglet (Brussels E 
2606) *. Type IAa. Swollen piriform body 
with broad low base-ring with concave splay
ing sides and curled back edge; narrow, 
tapering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim; thick handle, of rectangular section, 
from upper neck to shoulder. No painted 
decora tion visible. 

Fairly hard clay with many very small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica , fired grey with orange faces (on rim). 
Mottled black, grey, brown, reddish- and 
orange-brown exterior surface, burnished to 
a very low finish. 

Height: ] 3.7 ems. Width of body: 7.6 cms. 

Ill.: H IC, PI. XXXIXn. 12. Intact. Badly 
desurfaced. 

4. Cemetery. B.B . If jllglel. Type IAa. Pain
led decoralion of groups, each of four parallel 
lines, round neck und over body, 

Height: approx. 14.1 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 7.2 cms. 

Ill.: HIe, PIs. XXX\,IlIA. top righl photo. 
centre; XXXIXB. 13. 

ALl l\-fARA 

1. Tomb 217. B.RlI bottle. Type lIIB(?)a. 
Bell-shaped rim. Painted decoration of two 
parallel horizontal lines round lower neck; 
three parallel horizontal lines round body. 

Width of body: approx. 7.85 cms. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. XXXIXB. 6. 


2. Tomb 217. B.R. II bottle. Type III. 
ReI'.: HIC, p. 51, where it is stated Ihat two 

examples of ALl MARA No. 1 type 'were 
fOllnd in the tomb. 

3. Tomb 217. B.R.Il juglel. Type lUa. Paiu
ted decoration of groups, each of three paral
lel lines, round neck and dO'wn body. 

Height ': approx. 14.5 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.65 ems. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. xxxlxn. 7. 

4. Tomb 217. B.R. II juglel. Type rAa. 
Painted decoration of groups, each of four 
parallel lines, round lower neck and crossing 
all over body. 

Height: approx. 14.0 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.85 cms. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. XXXIXB. 8. 
Tomb 217 was a pottery face coffin burinl 

(slipper-shaped) (HIC, p. 51), with which had 
been interred some bronze (No. i); three ala
baster pots (No. ii) (ibid., Pl. XXXIXL. 2); 
two scarabs (No. iii); blue pendants and other 
beads (No. iv); a small white glaze pot with 
m ud in the bottom (No. v); a button-based 
juglet (No. vi) (ibid., PI. XXXIXB. 4) ; a juglet 
with pointed base and pinched trefoil spout 
(No. vii) (ibid., PI. XXXIXB. 5); two tall 
slender jars, one plain (No. viii) (ibid., PI. 
XXXIXC. 55), the other with painted decora
tion (No. ix) (ibid., PI. XXXIXC. 56); three 
more jars of various lypes (Nos. x-xii) 
(ibid., Pis. XXXIXC. 61, XXXIXD. 93, 106 
respectively); a pilgrim fic1Sk (No. xiii) (ibid. , 

PI. XXXIXD. 111 type); two small reel saucers 
(No. xiv); and a coffin face (No. xv). 
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1\'0. ii is all X\'llllh Dynasty type. I\o. vi 
is characteristic of the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period . Parallels for No. 
vii occur in Thebes Tomb 37 Coffin 63 (Five 
Years' Explorations , PI. LXVIII. 1. lOp row, 
second from left), dated to Dyn. XVIII A by 
the Black Polished jug (ibid., PI. LXVllI. 1. 
top row, third from left), and in graves at 
Aniba (Aniba lI, PI. 8l. 36a, 3), belonging 
to Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., p . 132). Nos. viii and 
ix are typical of Dyn. XVIII A. 

However, despite the chronological unani
mity of Nos. vi-ix, th e contents of Ali Mara 
Tomb 217 were apparently not homogeneous, 
as they have been dated by the excavator to 
the XVIIIth and XIXth Dynasties (HIC, p. 51). 

5. Tomb 235. n.R. I jllglet (Brussels E 
2605 ) *. Type IAa(ii). Pirifornt body with 
broad low base-ring wilh more or less 
s traigh t, flaring sides; narrow, irregularly 
tapering, slightly pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck 
to shoulder. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Mottled brown exterior surface, burnished 
to a low to medium finish. 

Height: 13.2 cms. Width of body: 7.2 cms. 

Ill.: H IC, PI. XXXIXB. 11. Intact. Late 
fabric. 

A pilgrim flask (ibid., PI. XXXIXD. 111) 
is the only other object noted from Tomb 235. 
It is insufficient to date the context. 

TELL EL-RATABA 

1. Great HOllse 10. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. 
Type I. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. XXX VC. boLlom row, second 
from right. 

Great House 10 (ibid ., PIs. XXXIIA, XXXV, 
XXXVA) was situated a t the highest point of 
the town mound (ibid., p. 29) , and yielded 
a miscellaneous collection of objects (ibid., 
PIs. XXXIII, XXXIVB, XXXI VC, XXXVC, 
XXXVI, marked "10" ). Amongsl them was 
a scarab of Amenhotep III (ibid., PI. XXXIII. 

11), on the basis of which Petrie dated the 
initial occllpation of the building to about 
1400 13.C. (HIC, p. 29). However, from the 
house also came two pots (ibid., PIs. XXXVC. 
hot tom left, XXXVI. 15), probably belonging 
to the XXIInd Dynasty (ibid., p. 33), in which 
were found two cloth parcels stamped with 
seals (ibid ., PI. XXXIII. 9, 10) and containing 
silver (ibid ., p. 29). The closest pamllels in 
style and design for tlte seals are to be found 
in sca rabs (BDS, PI. VIII. 192, 262 respec
tively) dated by Petrie to the Second Inter
mediate Period (ibid., pp. 15 f.). 

Though the circumstances of their discovery 
limit the seals' value for the chronology of 
the structure, they do indicate that the site 
of Tell el-Rataba, if not necessarily Great 
House 10, was occupied during the Second 
Intermediate Period. Confirmation of this date 
is supplied by three scarabs (H IC, PI. XXXIII. 
3, 5, 5A), which were recovered probably 
from the town rubbish, and assigned to the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period 
(ibid., p. 32). No satisfactory date can there
fore be reached for TELL EL-RATABA No. 1. G 

2. Town. Sherd of W.S. II bowl, with stump 
of one side of wish-bone handle. Type n. 
Sj6qvist Bo"vl Type 2a (Problems, p. 45 Fig. 
10). Painted decoration of ladder patterns. 

Buff ware. 

Ill.: H IC, PI. XXX VI. 6. Ref.: ibid., p. 33. 

TELL EL-RATABA No. 2 was found in the 
north-north-east part of the town "on the 
washed -down earth of the walls, before the 
town rubbish had accumulated" (ibid., p. 33). 
Its date cannot be determined . 

3. B.R. II bottle. Type IIlB. Painted decora
tion of three parallel horizontal lines round 
upper body. 

Black ware; white painted decoration. 

Width of body : approx. 4 .2 cms. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. XXXVI. 1. Ref.: ibid., p. 33. 
Petrie states that "Many examples of fo

l'eigll poLLery were found at Retabeh, mostly 
in the town" (ibid., p. 3:3) . The location of 
TELL EL-RATA BA No. 3 has not been cited. 
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TELL EL-YAHUDlYA 

1. Tomb 23. B.R. I juglet. T ype IBa (ii ) . 
Relief decora tion of two parall el horizontal 
plastic b elts roulId neck al junclion of handle. 

Height: approx. 14.4 cms. Width of body: 
approx. G.8 cms. 

Ill.: HI C, PI. XIIC. 23. right. 

Tomb 23 was an open sand grave, in which 
had bee n pl aced the body of a m an , lying 
full length on his back (ibid. , p . 1G). TELL 
EL-YAHUD IYA No. 1 was at the left side of 
the skull, the bowl with incUfving rim (No. i) 
(ibid ., PI. XIIC. 23. centre group, top right) 
inverted a t the left of the jaw, and the 
tankard (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XIIC . 23. centre 
group, top left) at the side of the left humer
us . The positions of the pottery coffin face 
(No. iii) (ibid., PI. XIIC. 23. left) , and the 
bowl wilh carinated body a nd decoration 
(No . iv) (ibid. , PI. XIIC. 23. centre group, 
bottom), which was apparently fragmentary, 
have not been stated in the repo rt. 

Petrie believed that No. i was of Ptolemaic 
style (ibid., p. 16; compare ibid., PI. XXXIXH. 
266-274), but assigned the other three pots 
(TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 1, Nos. ii and iv) 
to the time of Thutmose Ill. No. ii, however, 
could da te to Dyn . XVIII A or B, and No. iv, 
though much larger, belongs to the same type 
as a bowl from Gurob Tomb 401 (Bruntoll, 
Cl/fob, PI. XXXIII. 10J), which has a black 
painted line round the rim dating it to Dyn . 
XVIII A. Petrie concluded that "the burial is 
la te, and that the pottery was robbed from an 

.earlier tomb" (HIC, p . 16). In these circum
stances no date can be given to TELL EL
YAHUDIY A No. 1. 

2. Tomb 24. B.R. I juglet (U.e. 13421)*. 
Type IBa (ii). Piriform body with trumpet 
base-ring with concave splaying sides; ta ll , 
narrow, tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; 
narrow strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Relief decora tion of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junc tion 
of handle. 

Extremely hard clay wi th some very small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 

mica , fir ed grey 10 grey-black with orange
brown faces (on rim). ~rolLlcd bJn ck, brown 
and bright orange-brown exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish. 

Hei ght: approx. 14.4 cms. Width of body: 
6.2 cms. 

Ill.: HIC , PI. XIIC. botlom left. The rim is 
now missing. 

3. Tomb 24. B.R. I juglet (Brussels E 2608) *. 
Type IBa(ii). Swollen piriform body 'with 
trumpet base-ring with concave fl a ring sides; 
tall , narrow, tapering, slightly pulled back 
neck with bell-shaped rim ; strap ha ndl e from 
upper neck to shoulder. Reli ef decoration of 
two parallel horizontal plas tic belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Black exterior surface, mottled with brown, 
and burnished to a low to medium finish. 

Height: 14.8 cms. Width of body: 6.9 cms. 
Ill. : HIC, PI. XIIC. bottom centre. Mended. 

Handle, and parts of neck and body are 
missing. 

4. Tomb 24. B.R. I flask (U.C. 13434) *. 
Type IVA. Lentoid body with front segment 
more swollen than back , and junction between 
them indistinctly carinated; ta ll, narrow, taper
ing, pulled back neck with broad, everted, 
circular rim with flatt ened top sloping gently 
inwards ; thickish strap handle from above 
mid-neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of a 
single, angUlar, horizontal plastic belt round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many sma ll 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
fine organic malter and mica, fired grey with 
thin brown outer face. Mottled black, grey, 
brown and buff ex terior surface, burnish ed 
to a low finish . 

Height: 13.7 ems. Width of body: 7.65X 
5.5 	cms. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. XIlC. bottom right ; PI. XVII. 
1. 	 Intact. 

The burial of Tomb 24 was in a pottery 
coffin (HIC, p. 16), accompanied by a B.R. I 
jugJet, TELL EL-YAHUDlYA No. 2 or 3, 
which lay at th e wes t, head end (ibid., PI. XII. 
in situ plan). Outside the coffin, on the south 
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side, were found two lall slender jars (Nos. 
i, ii) (HIe, PI. XITD. 24 . left, second from 
left respectively) and a pot (No. iii) (ibid., 
PI. XIID. 24. right group. top row, left). The 
rest of the gl-ave-goods, which had been 
placed in a row along the north side of the 
coffin, comprised a bowl with flat base and 
everted rim (No. iv) (ibid., PI. XITD. 24. right 
group. centre row, left); a kohl pot (No. v) 
(ibid., PI. XIID. 24. right group. bottom row, 
left); a cylindrical vase (No. vi) (ibid., 
PI. XIID. 24. right group. bottom row, right); 
a stemmed handleless vase (No. vii) (ibid., 
PI. XIID. 24. right group. top row, right); 
and the two other B.B. I vases, TELL EL
y AHUDIYA Nos. 2 or 3, and 4. The blue 
glazed uadjet (No. viii) (ibid., PI. XIID. right 
group. centre row, right) appears to have 
been intrusive (ibid., p. 16). 

The shapes of Nos. i, iv and vii can be 
paralleled in Gurob Tomb 27 (Brunton, Gurob, 
PI. XXII. 32 (= No. i), 36 (= No. iv), 42 
(= No. vii)), which dates 10 Dyn. XVIII A (see 
below, pp. 55 f.). With the exception of No. viii, 
the contents of Tell el-Yahudiya Tomb 24 are 
homogeneous, and belong to Dyn. XVIII A, 
though Petrie had ascribed them to the time 
of Thutmose III (HIe, p. 16). 

5. Tomb 47. Egyptian juglet, decorated in 
W.P. VI style (U.C. 13453)*. 

Drab white exterior surface; black painted 
decora tion. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. VIIIB. 102; PI. II. 1. 
Though no other objects are recorded from 

Tomb 47, the shape of TELL EL-YAHUDIYA 
No. 5 is itself a guide to the date, since it 
has more in common with the Black Polished 
jug type (e.g. ibid., PI. VIlIB. 108), which 
is characteristic of DYI1 . XVIII A, than with the 
earlier Tell el-Yahudiya ·Ware. 

6. Tomb 52. Egyptian juglet, decorated in 
W.P. VI style (U.C.13454)*. 

Mottled orange and creamy-white exterior 
surface; black painted decoration. 

Ill.: HIe, Pl. VIIIB. 101; PI. H. 2. 

TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 6 was the only 
object recorded from Tomb 52. The shape of 

its body, with the tumbler base, is closely 
modelled on the imported \V.P. VI juglet, 
Type I. 

7. Tomb 54. R.L. spindle bottle (Brussels 
E 2313) *. Type I. Tall narrow body tapering 
to a thick everted base-ring ; tall, narrow, 
irregularly tapering neck with disc-shaped 
rim with flattened top sloping outwards; 
handle, of flattened oval section, from upper 
neck to shoulder. Low relief decora tion of a 
single, almost indistinguishable, horizontal 
belt round neck at junction of handle . Incised 
pot-mark on base (PI. XXI. 1). 

l'vIottled orange, orange-red and orange
brown exterior surface, with grey streaks 
down part of one side, burnished to a low 
finish. 

Height: 37 .35 cms. Width of body: 6.0 cms. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. XIIA. bottom right. Intact. 

The contents of Tomb 54 consisted entirely 
of pottery (ibid ., p. 16), including bowls with 
black painted bands round the rims (ibid., 
PI. XIIA. 54. top and centre rows); a drop 
pot similarly ornamented (ibid., PI. XIIA. 54. 
bottom row, left); two tall slender jars (ibid. , 
PI. XIIA. 54. bottom row, second and third 
from left) ; and a basin "vith carinated shoul
der and painted decoration round the rim 
(ibid., PI. XIIA. 54. bottom row, centre group, 
top). All these vases are typical of Dyn. 
XVIII A, to which the assemblage belongs. 

8. Tomb 55. B.n. I juglet (Brussels E 2609) *. 
Type IAa(i). Squat piriform body with cari
nated shoulder and broad, very low base-ring 
with short, straight, expanding sides; very 
tall, narrow, tapering neck with bell-shaped 
rim ; narrow handle, of rectangular section, 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decOl'a
tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle; on shoul
der of body, a plastic arc on either side and 
in front of neck. 

Mottled black, brown and orange-brown 
exterior 	surface, burnished to a high finish. 

Height: 13.2 cms. \Vidth of body: 7.25 cms. 
Ill.: HIe, PI. XIII. top left ; PI. 11. 3, 4. 
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Mend ed. Handl e, and small parts of neck and 
body are mi ssing. 

The only ot her ohjects from Tomb 55 are 
I.wo Lall slender jars with incised decoration 
(HIe, PI. XIII. centre row, left and right). 
Petrie states that this kind of jar is never 
found und er ThuLmose Ill, but under his 
successors, AmenhoLep Il and Thutmose IV 
(ibid. , p. 16). However, the contexts of the 
specimens found loose in the Temple of 
Amenhotep rr (PeLrie, Six Temples (It Thebes. 
1896, PI. V. 1, pp. 5 f.) and in the tomb under 
the Temple of ThuLmose IV (ibid., PI. VII. 12, 
p. 8) are too disturbed to permit fixed dating. 
Jars of this type do not in fact occur during 
the reign of Thutmose Ill, but are typical 
of Dyn. XVIII A, to 'which Tell el-Yahudiya 
Tomb 55 belongs . 

9. Tomb 59. Egyptian juglet, decorated in 
W.P. VI style. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. VIIIB. 99 . 

TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 9, which is the 
only object noted from Tomb 59, owes its 
shaIle mostly to the Black Polished jug type 
(e.g. ibid. , PI. VIIIB. 106), which is typical 
of Dyn. XVIII A. 

10. Tomb 64. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa(iii?l. 
No reli ef decoration drawn round neck at 
junction of handle; a single vertical plastic 
belt down front of body, off-centre to the 
right. 

Width of body: approx. 6.75 cms. 


Ill.: HIe, PI. XIIC. 64. left. 


11 . Tomb 64. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii) (?) . 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plast.ic belts round nee\(. at junction of handle. 
Though no base-ring has been drawn, it is 
most unlikely that the juglet lacked one, 
especially since there is no break at the base 
in the body conLour. If a low base-ring had 
been completely broken off, it could have 
given the impression that the juglet had 
originally had a round base. 

Height remaining (?): approx. 13.75 cms. 
'Width of body: approx. 7.65 ems. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. XIIC. 64. second froll1 left. 

12. Tomb 64. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type J. 

'Vidth of body : approx. 8.1 cms. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. XIIC . 64. second group from 


right , top . 

13. Tomb 64 . R.L. (?) spindle hOllle. Type 1. 

Width of body : approx. 9.6 cms. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. XIIC. 64. second group frol11 


right, bottom. 
A stemmed handleless vase (No. i) (ibid. , 

PI. Xrrc. 64. right group, Lop) and a cylindri
cal va se (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XIIC. 64. right 
group, bottom) were also found in Tomb 64. 
Though the contents have been da Led by the 
ex.cavator to the time of Thutmose III (ibid., 
p. 16) , Nos. i and ii could just as well belong 
to Dyn. XVIII A, where they are in fact 
typologically more at home. The gravc-goods 
are more likely, therefore, to date to Dyn. 
XVIII A. 

14. Tomb 414. B.R. I juglet. Type IAn (ii) . 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck a t junction of handle. 

Height : approx. 11.85 cms. Width of body: 
approx.. 6.15 cms. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. XIII. bottom row, left. 
Tomb 414 also contained a tall slender jar 

(ibid. , PI. XIII. bottom row, second from left). 
Though the pottery has been assigned to the 
time of Amenhotep II (ibid., p. 16), the jar 
has a close parallel in Tell el- Yahudiya Tomb 
403 (ibid. , PI. XIII. bottom row, right), the 
contents of which also included two tall 
slender jars with incised decoration (ibid., 
PI. XIII. bottom row, second and third from 
right). They date Tombs 403 and 414 to 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

15. Basket Deposit. B.R. I double juglets. 
Type mb. Belief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round upp er neck of 
each juglet. 

Height to rims: approx.. 10.95 cms. Width 
of either body: approx. 4.35 ems. 

Ill.: HIe, PI. XIIB. bottom right. 
TELL EL-YAHUJ)IYA No. J5 was one of 

a group of ohjects fOUild ill a basket which 
had been covered with a l1Iat and buried in 
clean sand in the cemetery (ilJid., p. 16). The 

http:plast.ic
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rest of the contents (HIC, PI. XllB, p . 16) 
comprise a blue glaze bus t of a human figure 
(No. i); a shallow glaze (?) bowl with painted 
decoration on the in sid e (No. ii); a shell, 
ring and beads (No. iii) ; two ivory wands 
in the shape of a rms with hand terminals, 
found one on top of the other (No. iv); a 
basin with carinated body, two handles and 
decoration (No. v); a s temmed handleless vase 
(No. vi); and the globular body of a closed 
vessel with flat base a nd ha ndle to shoulder 
(No. vii). 

No. v belongs to the same type as Saft el
Hinna Tomb 5 No. ii (HI C, PI. XXXIXC. 46), 
of Dyn. X VIII A date (see above, p . 5). No. 
vii in shape and size closely resembles the 
Black Polished jug type (e.g. ibid., PI. VIllE. 
108) , which is characteristic of Dyn. XVIII A. 
Though Petrie has dated the Basket Deposit 
to the reign of Thutmose III (ibid., p . 16), 
the objects are homogeneous, a nd in agree
ment with a Dyn. XVIII A da te. 

16. Egyptian juglet, probably d ecorated in 
W.P. VI style. 

Ill.: HIC, PI. VIIIB. 100. Neck a lone re
mains. 

HELlOPOLlS 

1. B.R. I double juglets. Type IBb. Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round upper neck of each juglet. 

H eight: 11.3 ems. 'Width of ei ther body: 
4 .4 ems. 

Ill.: CFA . U.S.A. Fuse. 4, PI. 135 . 3. Th e 
Hobinson Collection, Baltimore, III D. Fasc. 1, 
PI. 11. 3. Ref.: ibid., p. 12. 

2. W.S. 1- 11 tankard (Toronto C 158). Type 
1. Sjoqvist Jug Type 3a (problems, p . 45 
Fig. 10). Painted decoration. 

White slip; dull dark brown painted d eco
ra tion . 

Height: 49.5 cms. Width of body: 24.5 cms. 
(The measurements (Robinson, Catalogue I , 

p. 10 No . 38) must have been accidentally 
tra ll sposed, as the height of the vase is cer
tainly greater than its maximum width) . 

Ill. : Robinson , Cataloglle I, p. 10 No. 38 ; 

Robinson, Catalogue ll, PI. HI. 38. Ref. : 
Robin so n, C((talogue I, p. 10 No. 38. 

3 . B.R.lI bull-vase (Cairo J 35243) *. Type 
VII. Sjoqvist n .R. I Bull -s haped Vase (Prob
leIns , p. 36 Fig. 7, where it has been incor
rectly attributed to H.R.l). Long narrow body, 
of circular section, snpported by four slightly 
curved, tapering legs, and having concave 
flanks and a flattened rump down the centre 
of which descends a vertica l plastic belt to 
represent the tail ; in the nape of the neck 
is a circular hole, from the base of which 
a thick loop hand le, of rec tangular section, 
rises to just beyond mid-body on back ; on 
either side of h ead, a curved horn tapering to 
a point; benea th each horn, covering junction 
of horn and head, a projec tin g plastic ear; 
on either side of face, a plastic button with 
circular incision , to represen t the eyes; snou t 
tapers to a small round mou th; vertical plastic 
belt down centre of front of body, from 
mouth to between legs, to r epresent the dew
lap. Painted decoration of parallel oblique 
lines along either side of body . 

Black exterior surface, mottled with brown 
and orange-brown, and burnished to a very 
low, almost matt finish; matt white painted 
decoration. 

Length: 14.5 cms. (Journal d'entree) or 15.0 
cms. (Index Card). Ref.: SPC, p. 318. Intac t. 

4. Heliopolis (?). B.R. 11 bull-vase (Cairo 
C 2777) *. Type VII. Sj6qvi s t Type as HELlO 
POLlS No. 3 above. Short bod y, of circular 
sec tion , supported by four s trai ght tapering 
legs, and having concave flanks and a fl a t
tened rump down the centre of which de
scends a prominent vertical plastic belt to 
represent the tail; in the nape of the neck 
is a circular hole, from the base of which 
a narrow loop handle, of rectangular section, 
ri ses to just beyond mid-neck on back; on 
either s ide of h ead, a curved horn tapering 
to a point ; beneath each horn, covering junc
tion of horn a nd head, a projec ting plas tic 
em ; on either side of face , a plastic button 
with c ircular incision , to represent the eyes; 
short cylindrical snout with a small round 
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mouth; vertical pins tic belt down centre of 
front of body, from snout to between legs, 
10 represent the dewlap. Painted decoration 
of two inverted arboriform designs down 
either side of body. 

Black nnd brown ex terior surface, bur
nished to a low finish; matt white painted 
decOl'a tion. 

Height: 10.5 cms. Length: 13.0 cms. (Index 
Card). 

Fore-legs and right ear are missing. The 
provenance of this vase, which has been 
drawn frol11 a reference in Gjerstad's Note 
Books, requires verification. 

EL-GIZA 

1. South of el-Giza. 2/362/ 1. B.R. I juglet (Cairo 
J 43213) *. Type IBa(ii). Piriform body with 
trumpet base-ring with concave flaring sides; 
tall, narrow, tapering neck with b ell-shaped 
rim; narrow thickish handle, of approximately 
recta ngular section, from upper neck to shoul
der. Relief decoration of two parallel horizon
tal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle, 

Motlled black, and dark and light brown 
exterior surface, burnished to a low finish. 

Height: 13.6 ems. Width of body: 6.9 ems. 
Ill.: PI. IX. 4=Medelhavsmuseet Neg. No. 

C 9429. 	right. Ref.: SPC, p. 318. Intact. 

EL-GIZA No. 1 came from the 1911 - 13 
excavations of the Harvard - Boston Expedi
tion, under the direction of Reisner and 
Fisher. There is no reference to the Cypriote 
pot in the preliminary report on the work 
(Annales XIII, 1914, pp. 227 ff.), or in the 
final accounts of the excavations (Reisner, 
A History of the Giza Necropolis Vols. I, II). 

2. Tomb 5. B.R. I double juglets (Cairo 
J60627)*. Type IBb. Two juglets joined 
together, each of a piriform body with broad 
trumpet base-ring with roughly straight, 
flaring sides ; tall , narrow, slightly tapering 
pulled back neck with bell-shaped rim; relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
bells round upper neck, incomplete on the 
inside back. The juglets are joined a t the 

bodies, and converge slightly to join at the 
rims; strap handle, with circular piercing in 
top, rising slightly from rims to shoulders , 
where it bifurcates. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired orange (on outer face). Mottled black, 
brown, orange- and light reddish-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a medium finish. 

Height lo rims: 10.1 ems. Width of either 
body: 4.0 cms. 

Ill.: Sept tombeoux, p. 18 Fig. 9. Intact. 

EL-GIZA No. 2 was one of four objects 
found together in a pit (marked "13" on the 
plan, ibid., PI. V) in Tomb 5, a grave of 
complex plan situated to the right of the 
Tomb of Khnem-hotep (ibid., p. 17). The 
other three objects were alabasters, a cylindri
cal vase (No. i) (ibid., p. 18 Fig. 8. left), a 
stemmed handleless vase (No. ii) (ibid.,p. 18 
Fig. 8. centre), and a bowl with carinated 
body (No. iii) (ibid., p. 18 Fig. 8. right). 

No. iii can be paralleled in Sidmant Tomb 
907 (Sedment Il, PI. LXII. 109), which also 
contained an alabaster lotus flower cup (ibid., 
PI. LXII. 110) of a type that does not occur 
before the time of Thutmose III (lEA 49, 
1963, pp. 98, 100) . On the other hand, neither 
the stemmed handleless vase from el-Giza 
Tomb 5 (No. ii), nor the alabaster kohl pot 
from Sidmant Tomb 907 (Sedment Il, PI. 
LXII. 107), is at all likely to postdate the 
reign of that Pharaoh. 

The groups from el-Giza Tomb 5 and Sid
mant Tomb 907 can both be dated to Dyn. 
XVIII B. 

3. Tomb. n.n. I closed vessel, probably jug
let. Type IAa or IBa. Relief decoration of a 
single horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Height of neck: approx. 5.5 cms. 
Ill.: Se pt tombeaux, p. 30 Fig. 21. centre 

right. Neck alone remains. 

4. Tomb. B.R. I closed vessel, probably 
flask. Type IV. Everted rim. Relief decoration 
of a single horizontal plastic belt round neck 
at junction of handle. 
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Ill.: Sept tomiJcaux, p. 30 Fig. 21. centre 
left. Neck alone remains. 

6. Tomb. n.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type 1. 
The narrowness and irregularly tapering out
line of the body make it more likely to be 
an Egyptian copy. 

\VidLh of body: approx. 5.5 cms. 
Ill.: Sept tombeaux, p. 30 Fig. 21. centre, 

top and bottom portions. 
EL-GlZA Nos. 3-6 were found in the fill 

from the excavations of the tombs (ibid., 
p. 30) which lay about 400 metres east of the 
Pyramid of Khufu (ibid., p. 1). 

G. Nazlet el-Samman. 13.n.II juglet (Cairo 
J72331)*. Type lBc(ii). Swollen piriform 
body with trumpet base-ring with straigllt 
flaring sides; short, broad, cylindrical neck 
with rim in the same contour, having in front 
a short, narrow, pinched, up-turned cut-away 
spout with concave sides and straight lip; 
thick handle, of roughly rectangular section, 
rising from just below rim to shoulder. Painted 
decoration of horizontal and oblique lines 
crossing on body. 

Mottled black, brown and orange exterior 
surface, burnished to a very low finish; matt 
white painted decoration. 

Height: 12.3 cms. Width of body: 6.95 cms. 
Ill.: Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza, 

1935-1936 Vol. VII, PI. XLVII. A. top row, 
right. Intact. 

EL-G/ZA No. 6 was found "in an experi
mental hole in the village of Nezlit Es
Semman" (ibid., p. 118 No. 35). 

7. Pyramid of Khufu: Mortuary Temple. 
B.R II juglel (Cairo J 72327) *. Type IBa. 
Piriform body with trumpet base-ring with 
straight flaring sides; narrow, irregularly ta
pering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoul
der. Painted decoration of parallel horizontal 
lines round neck; groups, each of four short 
parallel lines, placed at varying angles all 
over body. 

Extremely hard clay with occasional me
dium and some small white, dark and brown 
grits, and traces of organic matter and mica, 

fired grey with orange-browll faces (on rii11). 
Mottled black and brown exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish; matt white painted 
decora tion. 

Height: 15.0 cms. Width of body: 7.45 cms. 
Ill.: Selim Hassan, Excavations at Giza, 

Season 1938--39 Vol. X, PI. X. B ..More than 
half of the rim is missing. 

EL-G/ZA No. 7 turned up in the debris of 
the Mortuary Temple (ibid., p. 37). 

ZA WYET EL-ftRYAN 

neisner's RECORDS (in the possession of the 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts). 

1. Tomb Z 3:30 No. 6. RL. spindle bottle. 
Type I. 

Ill.: PI. XXVII =Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. 
A 595. top row, left. 

2. Tomb Z 330 No. 9. B.R I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii). Helief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: PI. XXVII=Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. 
A 595. bottom row, right. 

3. Tomb Z 330 No. 10. B.R I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii). Helief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: PI. XXVII=Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. 
A 595. bottom row, second from right. 

4. Tomb Z 330 No. 11. B.R I juglet (Boston 
M.F.A. 11. 2(07). Type IBa (ii). Helief decora
tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Hed clay. Dull black exterior surface. 
Height: 14.2 cms. Width of body: 6.5 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XXVII=Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. 

A 595. bottom row, third from right; PI. IX. 5. 
HeL: Fairbanks, Catalogue T, p. 43 n. 2 con
tinued; Problems, p. 160, where the Boston 
M.F.A. Accession Number is out of order. 

5. Tomb Z 330 No. 12. B.R. I juglet (Boston 
M.F.A. 11. 2(49). Type TAa (iii). Relief decOl'a
tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle; a single 
vertical plastic belt down front of body. 
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Dull red clay. Dull black exterior surface, 
varying Lo dull red. 

Height: 12.4 cms. Width of body: 13.2 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XXVII = 13ost0I1 M.F.A. Neg. No. 
A 595. bottom row, fourth from right; PI. IV. 1. 
Ref.: Fairbanks, Catalogue I, p. 42 n. 2 ; Pro

blems, p. 160, where not only is the Boston 
M.P.A. Accession Number out of order and in
correctly given as 11. 2499, but lA WY ET EL
ARYAN No. 5 has been inaccurately allotted to 
Jug Type 2 a, instead of to Type 2 b (Problems, 
p. 32 Fig. G) . 

6. Tomb Z 330 No. 13. B.R. I double juglets 
(BosLon M.F.A. 11. 2922) . Type lBb. Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round upper neck of each jug let, incom
plete on the inside back. 

Red clay. Smooth black exterior surface. 
Height: 10.3 cms. Overall width of bodies: 

8.1 cms. 
111.: PI. XXVll =Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. 

A 595. bottom row, fourth from left; Pl. Xl. 7. 
Ref.: Fairbanks, Catalogue I, p. 43 n. 2 con
tinued; Problems, p. 160. 

7. Tomb Z 330: Debris. Neck of B.R. I closed 
vessel. 

Ref.: Reisner's RECORDS. 
Tomb Z 330, and others at the same site re

ferred to in this section, were excavated by the 
Harvard-Boston Expedition in 1910-1911, but 
received no mention in the preliminary report 
(Boston lII.F.A. Bulletin IX, 1911, pp. 54 fL). 
According to Reisner's RECORDS, Tomb Z 330 
lay nearly opposite the south-west corner of 
the Layer Pyramid, attribu ted to Khaba. At the 
bottom of a pit sunk to a depth of 4.70 ms. 
into the rock below the surface of the sand had 
been erected a narrow vaulted chamber of 
mud-brick. In it had been interred a single 
body, of which only a few vertebrae remained 
in situ. At the north or head end was a low 
ledge, 30.0 cms. wide and 22.0 cms. deep (PI. 
XXVI. 3=Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. C 1979),011 
which stood a tall slender jar (No. 1) (PI. XX VU 
=Bostol1 M.F.A. Neg. No. A 595. top row, right 
or second from right), a necked jar with swo]
len body (No. 2) (PI. XXVIl = Boston M.F.A. 

Neg. No. A 595. lop row, Ihird from right), and 
Ihree bowls (Nos. 3-5) (PI. XXVII =Boston 
M.F.A. Neg. No. A 595. top row, second and 
third JrollI left; bottom row, left). 

A t I he sou th end of t.he chamber were two 
groups of grave-goods (PI. XXVI. 4 = Boston 
M.F.A. Neg. No. C 1982), one in the west cor
ner, comprising Ihe R.L. spindle bottle, lA W
YET EL-ARYAN No. 1, and another tall slender 
jar (No. 7) (PI. XXVII =Boston M.F.A. Neg. 
No. A 595. top row, right or second from right) ; 
the other in the east corner, where the five 
Cypriote containers, ZA WYET EL-ARYAN Nos. 
2-G, and a stemmed handleless vase of ala
baster (No . 8) (PI. XX VJl = Boslon M. F.A. Neg. 
No. A 595. bottom row, third from left) were 
situated. 

From the debris came a solid gold ring with 
square bezel bearing the name Lmn-11tp (PI. 
XXX=Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. A 614. bottom 
row, right); a square frit seal enclosed in a gold 
frame and pivoted in a gold ring (PI. XXX = 
Boston l'vI.F.A. Neg. No. A 614. bottom row, 
left); a faience scarab of Thutmose III enclosed 
in a gold frame and privoted in a silver ring (Pis. 
XXVIII, XXIX=Boston M.F.A. Neg. Nos. A 606, 
A 612. second row from bottom, fourth from 
right); the neck of a Cypriote container, lA W
YET EL-ARYAN No. 7; a jar with pointed 
body and two bowls. 

The contents of the tomb belong to the reign 
of Thutmose Ill. 

8. Tomb Z 334 No. X. B.R. I flask (Boston 
M.F.A. 11. 2920). Type IV A. Shallow bell
shaped rim. No decoration visible. 

Ul.: PI. XVII. 2. Ref.: Problems, p. 160, where 
it has been inaccurately assigned to Jug Type 
2a, instead of to Boltle Type 3 (ibid., p. 36 
Fig. 7). 

9. Tomb Z 339 No. 9. B.R. I juglet (Boston 
!vI. F.A. 11. 2938). Type IBa (ii). Relief decora
tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Red clay. Dull black exterior surface. 
Height: 14.5 cms. Width of body: 6.5 cms. 

Ill.: PI. IX. 6. Ref.: Fairbanks, Catalogue I, 
p. 43 11. 2 continued; Problems, p. 159. 
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A(;cording to Heisner 's RECORDS, Tomb Z 
:3:19, all OV:11 piL grave, contained the skeleton 
of a "cry small child with displaced legs (PI. 
XXXI. 1 = 13osLon i\l.F.A. Neg. No. C 1980). 

10. 13.R. I bolLle (Boston M.P.A. 11. 2939). 
Type IIIAa. Disc-shaped rim with flat top 
sloping outwards. Relief decoration of a single 
horizonl~d plastic belt round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Red clay. I31ackish exterior surface. 
Height: 13.6 cms. Width of body: 6.0 cms. 

111.: PI. XV. ~. Ref. : Pairbanks, Cnt%(Jue J, 
pp. 4~ f. 11. 2. 

A13USIR 

1. Tomb 4 No. 1. I3.n. II juglet (Leipzig). 
Type lI3a. Pain ted decora tion of parallel hori
zontal lines rOllnd neck; groups, each of four 
parallel lines, crossing all over body. 

Grey clay. Lightly burnished black exterior 
surface; dull white painted decoratioll. 

Height: 15.0 cms. 

Ill.: ZAS 59, 1924, p. 125 Figure. right; Grii
berfeld bei Abusir, PI. 37. 3. Ref.: Griiberfeld 
bei Abusir, p. 57. 

The grave-goods of Tomb 4 (ibid., pp. 57 f.) 
comprised a bronze finger-ring (No. 3) (ibid., 
PI. 37.2. left); a scarab of green glazed stone 
(No. 4) (ibid., p. 56 Fig. 20. 2); a rectangular 
pendant of glazed stone with incised decoration 
(No. 5) (ibid., PI. 37. 1); a beads of seven rings 
fused together of brown, red , green, blue, white, 
blue and brown glass (No. 2) (ibid., PI. 37. 1) ; 
a rectangular casket and flaL dish of wood (No . 
G) ; and a woven basket (No. 7). 

The inscription on No. 4 can be paralleled 
in Tell el-Ajjul Tomb 1041 on an oval seal (AG 
1I, PI. VII. 21 = Rowe, Scorobs, PI. XXVII . S. 
40), the reverse of which has the name of Thut
mose IV. A comparison for No. 5 is to be found 
in Gurob Tomb 60 (I3runton, Gurob, PI. XXVI. 
21), dated by the plaque (ibid. , PI. XXVI. 17) 
probably to Amenhotep II (ibid ., p. 12). I30nnet 
erroneously stl'l Led that AIJUSIR No. 1 was 
found with a scarab of Amenhotep III (ZAS 59, 
1924, p. 122). Tomb 3 at the same site did, 
however, contain a scarab belonging to this 

Ph;lraoll (No. 4) (;riii)('f/eld bC'i Ahllsir, PI. 37. 
~ , p. !>7). 

The comparative evidence suggests that Abu
sir Tomb 4 belongs to ])YI1. XVIII C. 

2. RH. 1I juglet (Cairo C 2801) *. Type lI3a. 
Swollen piriform, almost globular body with 
broad thick trum pet base-ring with concave flar
ing sides; tall, narrow, irregularly tapering neck, 
set askew on top of body, with bell-shaped rim; 
thickish handle, of roughly rectangular section, 
from upper neck to shoulder. Painted decora
tioll of parallel horizontal lines round neck; 
groups, each of fOLlr parallel lines, crossing all 
over body. 

Mottled blacl<, brown and orange-brown ex
lerior surface, lightly burnished to a very low, 
almost malt finish; malt white painted decora
tion. 

Height: 14.6 cms. Width of body: 6.9 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XXIII. 4=Medelhavsmuseet Neg. No. 

C 9428. left. Ref.: SPC, p . 318. Intact. A coagu
lated mass of sand, cloth and a brown sub
stance fills the mouth of the jugIet. 

3. I3.R. I juglet (Cairo C 3082) *'. Type ma (vi) . 
Piriform body with trumpet base-ring with 
concave splaying sides; short, narro\v, con
cave neck with everted circular rim; handle, of 
roughly circular section , rising from rim to 
shoulder. No decoration. 

Mottled black , brown and orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low finish. 

Height: 7.3 cms . Width of body: 4.75 CIJ.1S. 

Ill.: Robinson, Calologlle J, p. 16 No. 64= 
Hobinson, Cot%gue IJ, PI. V. G4 lype; PI. XI. 
G. Intact. 

4. B.R. juglet (Cairo C 2808). Type I. 

Ref.: SPC, p. 318. 


MEMPHIS 

1. H.. L. flask (B.M. 5177) *. Type II. LenLoid 
body with back segment much more swollen 
than front, and junction between them sharply 
carinated; tall , narrow, slightly tapering neck 
with everted, circular, tllrned-over rim; handle, 
of circular 10 oval section, from upper neck to 
shoulder; near junction of handle with body, 
backside of handle has been evenly sliced a,vay 
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10 forlll n narrow fall-~haped area ill which a 
sigil Iws beell illci.~cd. 

Bed exterior sllrface, burnished to a medium 
finish by spaced vertical marks down neck, 
and spaced marks radiating all over surface 
from centre of each segment of body. 

Height: 23.H cms. Width of oody: 14.8 X 9.6 
cm s. 

Ill.: Hall, A Generctl Introductory Guide to 

the Egyptiun Collections in the British JIlu
sewn Ne,v ed., p. 139 Fig. 68. 27384 (the num
ber of the pot has been wrongly given, and 
should be 5177); PI. XXI. 1:3 , 14; PI. XXII. 1. 
Intact. A dark residue has been left adheri.ng 
to the inside of the neck, just below the 
rilll. 

SAQQARA 

1. B.R. I jllglet (Berlin 1236). Type IBa (ii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck a t junction of handle. 

Dark brown clay. 

Height: approx. 13.9 cms. Width of body: 
approx . 6.6 cms. 

Ill.: L.D. I, p. 155 Pig. 4. Ref.: ibid.} p. 147. 
According to Lepsius, SAQQARA No. 1 was 

one of a number of objects found in the sand 
filling a small shaft on the north side of the 
Pyramid of Teti (L .D. I, p . 147). The other 
items consisted of two small wooden kohl pots 
(ibid.) p. 155 Fig. 6); fragments of a demotic 
papyrus ; a piece of linen with hieroglyphs; two 
wreaths; and several Greek vases (one of ibid.) 

p. 155 Fig. 10 type, and three of ibid.} p. 155 
Fig. 9 type) . These objects must have come 
from mixed deposits, and canllot be used to 
date SAQQARA No. 1. 

2. B.R. If flask (Berlin 1245). Type IVA. Bell
shaped rim. Painted decoration of two groups, 
each of three parallel lines, crossing each other 
near centre of either segment of body. 

Height: approx. 13.8 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 8.8 X 5.6 cms. 

Ill.: L.D. I, p . 150 Fig. 7. Ref. : ](onigliche 

Museen zu Berlin. Ausfiihrliches Verzeichnis der 

uegyptischen Allcrtiimer und GipsClbgiisse (Ber
lin, 1899), p. 437. 

.)"A QQ.lI?A i\o. :2 \\"as fOllnt! illSide a long 

.basket of olack and while palm fiore (L./). I, 

p. 151). The paragraph which concerns this 
discovery has beell included in the record of a 

First lnlermediate Period tomb, which was ex

cavaled east of tbe Mastaba of Kagemni , and 
contained amongst others the coffin of Ipian

khu (ibid.) pp. 147 fL). The basket was said la 

have been brought to light "im Sande ebencla
selbst" (ibid.) p. 151). "ebendaselbsl" was in
terpreled to mean "dieser Kammer" (ibid.) p. 
151 n. 1) , since the descriptions preceding alld 
following the relevant paragraph pertain to the 
First Intermediate Period tomb. It is , however , 
inconceivable that a B.R. II flask of XVlllth 
Dynnsty date (see below, pp. 182 f.) should 
have occurred in a grave, whose shaft, as well 
as chamber, contained coffins of Pirst Inter
mediate Period dale (L.D. I, p. 151) . It seems 
most likely that the basket lay in the surface 
sand, perhaps in the top of the shaft, or at least 
in the immediate vicinity. It may be significant 
that in Koniglich e Museen zu B erlin. Aus/iihr

liches Verzeichnis, p. 198, the basket (Berlin 
1395) is stated to have come "aus einem Grab in 
Sakkara", withou t specifying the First In ler
mediate Period tomb of Ipi ankhu, to which 
reference is elsewhere made (ibid.) pp. 73 f.). 

3. 1861. B.R. I double juglets (Cairo J 17326, 
J 17327; C 2809) *. Type IBb. Two juglels joined 
together, each of a pirifonn body with solid 
trumpet base-ring with concave splaying sides 
and shallow d epression underneath; tall, nar
row, irregularly tapering, pulled back neck 
with bell-shaped rim; relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round upper 
neck, incomplete at the back and on the inside. 
The juglets are joined at the bodies and rims, 
without converging; lhickish strap handle, with 
circular piercing in top , rising almost imper
ceptibly from rims to shoulders, at junction 
with which is another circular piercing. 

Extremely hard clay wilh some small white 
and dark grits, and traces of fine mica, fired 
grey with buff faces (on base-ring). l\IIottled 
black, brown and orange exterior surface, bur

nished la a low to medium finish . 

http:adheri.ng
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liL'jghl 10 rillls: 10.1 ellls. Widlh of" either 
body: -:l.0 ellls. 

Ill.: PI. Xl. 8=Medelha\'s lllllseet Neg. No. C 
U-:l31, second from righl. Jl1lacl. Bases are chip

ped . 

4. Tomb 5~. B.B. I dOllble juglels (Cairo 
.1 :53179) < Typell3b. '1'\\0 juglcts joined lo
gether, each of a pi riform body with 1rumpelbase
ril1g wilh more or less straight expanding sides; 
lall, Harrow, slightly tapering neck with bell
shaped rim; relief decoration of two parallel 
horizolltal plastic belts round upper neck, in
complete on Lhe inside back. The juglets are 
joined at the bodies, and cOl\verge to join al the 
rims; thick handle, of approximalely rectan
gular seclioil, with circular piercing in top , 
from rims to shoulders, where it bifurcates. 

. Exlremely hard clay with a few small while 
and dark gri ts, and traces of mica , fired grey 
with orange-brown outer face. Black exterior 
surface, burnished to a low finish. 

Height to rims: 11.2 cms. YVidth of either 
body: 4.5 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XI. 9=Medelhavsmuseet Neg. No. 
C 9431, second from left. Ref'.: BIE 3e serie, 9, 
1898, p. 407; SPC, p. :H8 (wrongly numbered 
35243). Portions of bodies have been worn away. 

5. Tomb 52. B.R. J (?) juglet (Cairo J 33154). 
Type IBa. 

Black ware. 
Height: 15.0 cms. 
Ref.: BlE 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 405. 

6. 	 Tomb 52. R.L. (?) spindle boltle (Cairo 
J 	33157). Type 1. 

Brownish warc. 
Height: 34.0 cms. 
Hef.: J3J E 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 405; SPC, p. 

318. 

7. 	 Tomb 52. n.R. 11 jug\et (Cairo J 33195). 
Type IB(?)a. Painted linear decoration. 

Reddish ware; white pairited decoration. 
Height: 15.0 cms. 
Ref.: B1E 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 408; SPC, p. 

318 n. 5. 

8. Tomb 52. Rn. I closed vcssel (Cairo 
J 	33196). 

Height: 13.0 cms . 

2 	 R . S. Merrillees 

Hcr.: WE :3'" sl;ric, H, IHUH, p. 408 - " mC'me 
genre qu e lc prcct'dCl1l [J 3:i195=SA.QQARA 

No. 7], S:lns pi ed ni dessins ". 
Tomb 52 wus situalcd in one of thc lhree 

niches of Ihc Mastabn 01" Queen l(iluil, which 
lies north-casl of Ihe Pyramid of Teli (BJE 3e 

scrie, 10, 11:)9\) , p. Ho) . InLo this nurrow space 
had been piled eleven coffins. None of the 
grave-goods which accompallied these inter
menLs was illustrated jn the report or attributed 
Lo i t.s respective owner. The objects consist of a 
bronze dagger witb ebony haft (J 33190) (El E 
3" serie, 9, 1898, p. 408); a bronze chisel (J 
33191) (ibid.) p. 408); a necked limestone vase 
wilh globular body (J 33150) (ibid., p. 405) ; 
I \\"0 poUery (ibid.) pp. 405 L) or limestolle (B/E 
:ie serie, 10, 18H9, p. (6) vas·es (J 33155, J 33167; 
.1 33168 has been incorrectly included , ibid.) 

p . 96) painted to imitaLe serpentine and diorite 
(ibid.) 	p. 96) ; two stemmed handleless vases of 

3ealabaster (J 33158 (BJ E serie, 9, 1898, 
p. 405); J 33177 (ibid., p. 407)); an alabaster 
kohl pot (J 33160) (ibid.) p. 405); a ushabti of 
painted limestone (J 33172) (ibid., p. 406); a 
small coffill of white limesLone, with anthro
poid lid, containing a small rectangular box , 
inside which lay a schist statuette (J 33176) 
(ibid.) pp. 406 f.); a limestone monkey holding 
a pot between his arms (J 33185) (ibid., p. 407); 
an amphora with heart-shaped body, foot and 
narrow neck (J 33189) of blackish breccia 
(ibid.) p. 407) or grey granite (BlE 3e serie, 10, 
1899, p. 96); two scarabs of greenish glazed 
stone (J 33197, J 33198) (B1E 3e serie, 9, 1898, 
p. 408); and a small green faience heart-shaped 
vase (J 33182) (ibid., p. 407). 

Of wood there were two painted rectangular 
boxes (J 33168, J 33171) (ibid.) p. 406); a 
child's coffin conLaining bones (.1 33169) (ibid .) 

p. 406) ; nine small boards, painted white, from 
a box (J 33170) (ibid., p. 406); a comb (J 33178 
(ibid .) p. 407) =C 44307 (CG. Objects de toilette 

I , p . 3)); a head-rest with a Taurt on either 
side of the foot, two TI es on the Lop, and a ver
tical inscription (J 33186) (Bl E 3e serie, 9,1898 , 
p. 407) ; two pieces fixed one on the other in the 
form of a cross (J 33187) (ibid.) p. 407; a rOllnd 
piece in the form of a disc; parlly painted in red, 
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and pierced by five holes (J 33188) (BI E 3e 

serie 9, 1898, p. 407) ; two kohl sticks (J 33199) 
(ibid., p. 408); and a pair of ears, probably 
from a mummy mask (J 33200) (ibid., p. 408). 

. Also discovered were three reed kohl tubes 
(.1 33173 (ibid., p. 406) =C44000 (CG. Objets de 
toilette I, pp. 22 f.); J 33192 (BIE 3e serie, 9, 
1898, p. 408) =C 44001 (CG. Objets de toilette 
I, p. 23); J 33193 (BIE 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 408) 
=C 44508 (CG. Objets de toilette I, p. 22, 
where C 44508 is said Lo be J 33195, which is 
impossible, since J 33195 is SAQQARfl No. 7)); 
a set· of two kohl tubes of reed (J 33194) (BIE 
3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 408) or wood, with a hae
matite kohl stick (e 44524) (CG. Objets de toi
lette I, PI. XIII, pp. 29 f.); and a set of two 
wooden kohl tubes with a kohl stick (J 33183 
(BIE 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 407) =C 44538 (CG. 
Objets de toilette ], p. 37)). Miscellaneous finds 
include fruit and fibres from a basket (.1 33159) 
(BIE 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 405); a shell (J 33174) 
(ibid ., p. 406); five dom nuts (J 33184) (ibid., 
p. 407); and brownish fruit (J 33201) (ibid., 
p.408) . 

The tomb also contained Egyptian pottery, 
comprising a round plate of red ware (J 33161) 
(ibid., p. 405); an amphora with heart-shaped 
body and expanding neck, of reddish ware 
(J 33162) (ibid., p. 405); a tall slender jar of 
red ware (J 33163) (ibid., p. 405); a bowl with 
round base, of red ware (J 33164) (ibid., p. 406); 
two tall slender jars with black painted linear 
decoration (J 33165, J 33166) (ibid., p . 406); 
a jug with round body, no foot, tall neck and 
handle from neck to body, of yellowish ware 
(J 33175) (ibid., p. 406); a juglet with ex
panding neck, handle, but no foot, of red ware 
(J 33180) (ibid., p. 407); a juglet with round 
body, foot, a tall neck and handle, of red ware 
(J 33181) (ibid., p. 407); and 71 sherds with 
blue and black painted decoration (J 33202) 
(ibid., p. 408). 

J 33155 and J 33167 resemble the "dummy" 
vases of wood found in the tomb of Iuaa and 
Thuiu at Thebes (e.g. CG. Tomb of Yuaa and 
TImiu, PI. XX. 51072, 51074, 51077; The Tomb 
of Iouiya and Touiyou, PIs. XXVII. left, XXVfII. 
left to right), which was furnished in the reign 

of AlIlcnhotep 11] (CG: Tomb of Yuao and 
TIll/ill, p. v). The "dummy" pots from the The
ban 10mb had been painted to represent red 
breccin, black and while uiorite, alabaster and 
glass (The Tomb of Iouiyn ond TOlliyou, p. 32) . 
.1 33158, J 33160 and J 33177 should be no 
later than Dyn. X VIII B. J 33189 can be paral
leled in Tell el-Ajjul Tomb 1145 by an alabas
ter amphora (LA. E XIII. 54/ 1) (AG 11, PI. 
XXII. 17). Tomb 1145 also contained two B.R. I 
juglets of Type IBa (ii) (ibid., PI. XXX VI. 89J6, 
89L5?) and a B.R. I or early B.R. Il jug of Type 
II (AG 1, PI. L. 89Hl). J 33186 has a parallel 
in Saqqara Tomb NE. 24 (No. 1) (TPC 11, PI. 
45. B), dated by a scarab of Thutmose III (No. 
2) (ibid., Pl. 46. A. 24). Reed kohl tubes such as 
J 33173, J 33192 and J 33193 occurred at Saq
qara (No. 8) (TPNS, Pl. 20. 4. bottom) in a 
basket (ibid., p. 38), which also held a scarab 
of Thutmose III (No. 13) (ibid., PI. 20. 4), and 
in Tomb NE. 4 (No. vi) (TPC n, PI. 44. C. 7), 
dated by a scarab of Thutmos'e III (No. xiii) 
(ibid., PI. 46. A. 88). J 33165 and J 33166, 
which belong to Harageh, PI. XLIII. 24E type, 
are characteristic of Dyn. X VIII A. J 33175 re
sembles in shape and ware a juglet from Gurob 
Tomb 60 (Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXVI. 24), dated 
probably to the time of Amenhotep II by a 
plaque (ibid., PI. XX VI. 17, p. 12). Blue painted 
decoration on pottery (J 33202), though said 
not to antedate the reign of Amenhotep 11 (ibid., 
p. 15 Tomb 465A), is encountered in Second 
Intermediate Period to Dyn. XVIII A contexts 
in Deir Rifa Tomb 192 (see below, pp. 90 f.) 
and Aniba Tomb SA 29 Chamber D (see below, 
p. 140). 

The comparative evidence suggests that Saq
qara Tomb 52 contained deposi ts covering most 
of the XVnIth Dynasty. 

9. Tomb 79. B.R. I (?) juglet (Cairo J 33232). 
Type lA (?) a. 

Brownish ware (BIE 3e serie, 9,1898, p. 410) 
or red ware (BIE 3e serie, 10, 1899, p. 97). 

HeighL: 14.5 ems. 


Ref.: as above. 

Tomb 79, situated a little to the north of the 


Pyramid of TeLi , housed eight mummies (BJ E 
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3" serie, 10, 18!)9, p. 97). The grave-goods ac
companying these burials consisted of H small 
bronze mirror with handle (J :33230) (BlE 3e 

scrie, 9, 1898, p. 410); beads and pendants 
from a coffin with gable lid (J 33233) (ibid ., 
p. '110); white and red beads (J 33234) (ibid., 
p. 410); a wooden head-rest (J 33228) (ibid., 
p. 410); a mason's mallet of wood (J 33229) 
(ibid., p. 410); an ebony kohl tube with incised 
designs (J 33231 (ibid. , p. 410) =C 44522 (CG. 
Objets de toilette I, PI. XIII , pp. 28 f.)); a vase 
with oval body and broad expanding neck, of 
red ware (J 33235) (BI E 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 
411) ; and a vase of greyish ware, in the sha pe 
of a small zir, with black painted linear decora
1ion (J 33236) (ibid ., p. 411). 

J 33236 belongs to the same type as a jar 
with bichrome decoration from Gurob Tomb 
219 (Brunton, GUI"ob, PI. XXXIV. 23A). The 
latter was accompanied by a tall slender jar 
(ibid. , PI. XXXIV. 251) of a type which also 
occurred in Gurob Tombs 26 (ibid., PI. XXIII. 
46) and 27 (ibid., PI. XXII. 49). Both tombs 
date to Dyn. XVIII A (see below, pp. 54, 56). 
This evidence makes a date of Dyn. XVIII A 
not unlikely for the contents of Gurub Tomb 
219 and Saqqara Tomb 79. 

10. Tomb. B.R. I juglet (Cairo J 33248). Type 
IBc (i). Handle from rim to shoulder. Relief de
coration of a single horizontal plastic belt 
round upper neck, and incomplete circles on 
either (?) side of body. 

Brown ware. 

Height: 15.0 COlS. 

Ref. : BIE 3e scrie, 9, 1898, p. 412. 


11. Tomb. B.R. I (?) juglet (Cairo J 33249). 
Type IBa. 

Brown ware. 
Height: 15.0 cms. 
Ref.: BIE 3e serie, 9, 1898, p. 412. 

SAQQARA Nos. 10 and 11 both came from 
the same tomb, which has no number, and is 
not mentioned in the report of the excavations 
(mE 3e serie, 10, 1899, pp. 85 ff.). There is also 
some uncertainty about the number of con

slelae (IJIE 3e scrie, 9, 1898, p. 411). The re
maining objects comprised a small alabaster 
pot with short broad neck (J 33241) (ibid ., 
p. 411) ; a small, stemmed alabaster lotus flower 
CLIp (J 33242) (ibid., p. 411); a small alabaster 
vase with oval body, foot, vertical neck and 
handle (J 33243) (ibid., p. 411); a head, arm, 
and foot in limestone painted red (J 33244) 
(ibid., p. 411); a ushabti of limestone with black 
painted inscription (J 33245) (ibid., p. 411); 
two small fragments from an alabaster vase 
(J 33251) (ibid., p. 412); a mason's mallet of 
wood (.J 33246) (ibid., p. 411); a wooden head
rest (J 33250) (ibid., p. 412); a small pilgrim 
flask of red ware, with black painted decora
tion of two concentric circles (J 33240) (ibid., 

. p. 	411); a small vase with heart-shaped body, 
narrow fODt, and broad, vertical neck, of 
greyish ware (J 33247) (ibid., p. 411); three 
sherds of a Greco-Roman vase (J 33252) (ibid., 
p. 412); and vegetable fibres (.J 33253) (ibid., 
p.412). 

J 33241 , if a kohl pot, should be no later 
than Dyn. XVIII B. J 33242 cannot occur be
fore the same phase. Though there is at least 
one intrusive feature (J 33252), the rest of the 
grave-goods seem homogeneous, and can prob
ably be dated to Dyn. XVIII B. 

12. 1899. B.R. II flask (Cairo J 33064). Type 
IVA. Decoration, probably painted, of two 
groups, each of three parallel lines, crossing 
each other diagonally on front segment of 
body. 

Reddish ware. 
Ref.: BIE 3e serie, g, 1898, p. 398. Reference 

is made to two vases, one of round body with 
tall neck, the other of oval body, tall neck and 
handle. 

13. 1914. B.R. II juglet (Cairo J 45167). Type 
IBa (?). Painted decoration of groups, each of 
four, probably parallel lines. 

13rownexterior surface; white painted de
coration. 


Height: 15.5 cms. 

Hef.: Journal d'enLree. 


tents, which appear to begin with Cairo J 33238. 14. 2740. East of Stela. B.R. II juglet (Cairo 
.J 33238 and J 33239 are both small limestone 29.7/17.12) *. Type IAa. Piriform body with 

http:29.7/17.12
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broad low base-ring with conca ve splaying sides; 
tall, narrow, irregularly tapering, pulled back 
neck with bell-shaped rim; thick handle, of 
rectangular section, from upper neck to shoulder. 
Paiuted decoration of parallel horizontal lines 
round neck; groups, each of four parallel lines, 
crossing all over body. 

Mottled black and brown exterior surface, 
lightly burnished to a very low, mostly matt 
finish; matt white painted decoration. 

Height: 14.0 cms. Width of body: 7.5 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XXII. 3=Medelhavsmuseet Neg. No. 
C 9428. right. Intact. Two small patches of 
cloth are aUached to the shoulder, the upper 
one of loose cross weave, the one lo.ver down 
congealed with some dark brown substance. 

"2740" was a group number, probably in
dicating a locality in the site, by which coffins 
of M.K. and N.R. date were recorded. Each 
coffin was separately iden tified by another 
number, allotted in consecutive order, e.g. Cof
fin Nos. 2740. 1, 3, 9, 33 (TPNS, p. 6), 6 (ibid., 

p. 8), 7 ( ibid., p. 9), 8, 53 (ibid., p. 10), 5 (ibid., 
p. 16). Though "2740" is nowhere marked in the 
plans (ibid., PIs. 1, 2), it seems most likely that 
it was situated in the area east of the Mastaba 
of Kagemni, where numbers in the same range 
have been used (ibid., PI. 2). If the stela re
ferred to is that erected in the Tomb Chapel of 
Apuia (ibid., Pis. 2, 8, 9), it would tend to con
firm the location of SAQQARA No. 14. 

15. 2750. Radim. B.H. II juglet (Cairo 29.71 

17.11) *. Type IAa. Distended piriform, almost 
oval body with broad low base-ring with straight 
flaring sides; tall, narrow, tapering, pulled 
back neck with bell-shaped rim; rough strap 
handle from upper neck to shoulder. Painted 
decoration of parallel horizontal lines round 
neck; groups, each of four parallel lines, cros
sing all over body. 

Mottled black and brown exterior surface, 
probably lightly burnished to an almost com
pletely matt finish; matt white painted decora
tion. 

Height: 13.4 cms. 'Width of body: 7.35 cms. 

111.: PI. XXII. 4=Mcdelhavsmuseet Neg. No. 
C 9428. second from left. Intact. The mouth is 

filled with a coagulated JIIass of sand, cloth 
and a browll substance. 

"2750" was llsed in the same way as "2740" 
to allocate coffin numbers (see above). In
dividual instances are Coffin Nos. 2750. 3, 8 
(TPNS, p. 6), 1, 6, 9, 10 (ibid., p. 9), 2, 5, 7 
(ibid., p. 10). "2750" probably also lay in the 
region east of the Mastaba of Kagemni (ibid., 

PI. 2), where SAQQllRA No. 15 would accord
ingly have been found. 

16. Teti Pyramid. North Side. RR. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: TPiVS, Pi. 7. 3. bottom row, back, fourth 
frOIll left. 

17. Teti Pyramid. North Side. B.R I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Helief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: T P N S, PI. 7. 3. bottom row, back, eigh th 
from left. 

18. Teti Pyramid. North Side. B.R. I double 
juglets. Type lEb. Relief decoration, probably 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
upper neck of each juglet. 

Ill.: TPNS, PI. 7.3. bottom row, back, eleventh 
from left. 

19. Teti Pyramid. North Side. n.R. I bottle. 
Type IIIBa. Disc-shaped rim with flat top 
sloping outwards. Relief decoration of a single 
horizontal plastic belt round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: TPNS, PI. 7. 3. bottom row, back, ninth 
from left. 

20. Teti Pyramid. North Side. RL. (?) spindle 
bottle. 	Type 1. 

Ill.: TPIVS, PI. 7. 3. bottom row, front, centre. 

21. Teti Pyramid. North Side. n.R II juglet. 
Type IAa. Painted decoration. 

Ill.: TPNS, PI. 7. 3. bottom ro\v, back, fifth 
from left. 

22. Teti Pyramid. North Side. Coffin No. 
110 (?). RR II juglct. Type IAa. Painted de
coration. 
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Ill. : TPNS, PIs. 6. 2 (?) , 7. 3. botLom row , 
back, tenth from left. 

23. Teti Pyramid. North Side. B.R 1I jllg- Iet. 
Type IBa . Pain Led decoration. 

Ill. : TPNS, PI. 7. 3. bottom row , back, sixth 
from left. 

According Lo the excavators, SAQQARA Nos. 
16- 23 were found "among the graves of th e 
lower Egyptian series, the third cemetery from 
the surface. Few of them could with certainly 
[sic] be a ttribuLed Lo the grave for which they 
were m ade" (ibid. , p. 32). The third cemetery 
was a "sm all class , more scattered and dis
turbed [than the layer of burials above), con
sisting of rectangular coffins , some higher than 
they were wide, with gable roo fs and high , 
squa re ends ; o Lhers not so tall and with fl a t 
roofs . '''ith these, as it seems, must go a third 
group of coffinl ess bodies wrapped in m a ts of 
palmlea f stems" (ibid ., p. 1). SAQQARA No. 22, 
however, appears to have been illustrated stand
ing on top of a painted mummiform coffin, 
labelled No. 110 (ibid., PI. 6. 2), which came 
from the crowded layer of buri a ls in the second 
CEm etery (ibid., p. 31), belonging to "r a th er 
poor peo ple" (ibid ., p. 1) . SAQQARA Nos. 16
23 probably all came from th e site eas t of the 
Mastaba of I<agemni. 

24 . Tomb NE. 1 No. 3. RL. spindle bottle. 
Type I. Low relief decoration of a single hori
zontal Lelt r ound neck at junction of handle. 

Light red burnished exterior surface. 

Ill.: TPC 11 , PI. 42. C. left ; PM 11 , Part 11, 


p . 498 Fig. 304 . b (inaccurate) . Ref. : TPC I , 
p. 70. 

25. Tomb NE. 1 , No. 4. B.R I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii ). Relief decoration of two pa rallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Orange ware. 
Ill . : TPC 11 , PI. 42. C. bottom row, right 

type. Ref.: TPC I , p. 70. 

26. Tomb NE. 1 No. 7. B.R. I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parall el hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Orange ware. 

111. : TPC iI , PI. 42. C. bottom row, righL; Pill 

1I, Part 1I , p. 498 Fig. 304 . e (inacCllrate). Ref. : 
TPC I, p. 70. 

Tomh NE. 1 was situated on top of the Mas
taba of ){agemni (ibid. , p. 69). In a rectangular 
coffin of wood, with anthropoid lid, had been 
placed side by side the linen wrapped bodies of 
two wom en, A and n, the latter a negress (ibid., 
p. 69; TPC ll , PI. 42. A, B). Their heads pointed 
to the wes t. Outside the coffin, at th e head end, 
lay a group of grave-goods , the in situ plan of 
which (TPC I, p. 70 Fig. 77) has been inaccu
rately drawn . It is apparent from the photo
graph (TPC lI , Pt. 42. A) that the n ecked pot 
with squat biconical body and bichrom e black 
and red painted decoration (No. 1) (ib id ., PI. 
42. C. bottom row, third from ri ght ; PM II , 
Part II, p. 498 Fig. 304. c) originally had some 
object (the body of a juglet ?) lodged in its 
mouth, which has not been included in the 
plan . Beside No. 1 lay a Mycenaean lIA three
handled alabastron (No. 2) (Cairo J 47772) 
(TPC 11 , PI. 42, C. top row, second from right, 
D. left ; PM IT , P ar t II , p. 498 Fig. 304. f; Klio 
XXXII , 1939, p. 145 No. A. 3; Op. Arch. VI , 
p . 211 Fig. 19. K; AlA Ll , 1947 , Pl. VII. K; 
MPL, p. 56. Saqqara (1)) . Wedged between it 
and the R.L. spindle bottle, SAQQARA No. 24 , 
was a B.R. I juglet (No. 7), which, from the 
photograph (TPC 11 , PI. 42. A), can be identi
fied as the one illustrated , SAQQARA No. 26. 
On the right of th e RL. spindle bottl e was 
found a wooden comb (No. 9), and on th e left, 
beyond No. 7, ano ther B.R. I juglet, SAQQARA 
No. 25, th e outline of which can just be made 
out in the photograph (ibid., PI. 42. A) . It 
appears to have been broken : the n eck of a 
juglet, almost certainly belonging to SAQQARA 

No. 25, is visible on the right of the R.L. spindle 
bottle, lying probably on some packing. 

On the south side of the deposit were Nos. 
5, 6 and 8. No. 5, situated nex t to th e B.R. I 
juglet , SAQQARA No. 25, was th e Mycenaea n 
HA h andled cup (Cairo J 47773) (TPC 11 , PI. 
42 . C. top row , ri ght, D. right; PM 11 , Part II , 
p. 498 Fig. 304 . g; TWo XXXII , 1939, p. 146 
No. F. 1; Op. Arch. VI, p. 211 Fig. 19. G; AlA 
LI, 1947, PI. VIII. C; MPL, p. 56. Saqqara (3)). 
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Next came the alabaster kohl pot with bronze 
kohl stick (No. 6) (TPC II , PI. 42. C. bottom 
row, second from right; PM IJ, Part 11, p. 498 
Fig. 304. d), and close to tha t occurred a toilet 
box of wood, with rectangular ivory inlays en
graved with small circles (No. 8). Underneath 
No. 2 a basket with dom nuts and pome
granates (No. 10) came to light. The location 
of the green glazed steatite scarab (No. i) (TPC 
II, PI. 46. A. 1) has not been given . 

Despite the preponderance of foreign pottery, 
the disposition of the burials and the ethnic 
identity of Body B leave little doubt that the 
women were indigenous inhabitants of the 
Nile Valley. No. 1 can be paralleled in Gurob 
Tomb 401 (Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXXIX. 78A), 
dated to Dyn. X VIII A by the bowl with cari
nated body and black painted line round the 
rim (ibid., PI. XXXIII. 10 J), but more closely 
resembles a pot with the same kind of decora
tive scheme from Thebes Tomb 37 Basket 16 
(Five Years' Explorations, PI. LXV. 2. second 
from right). Basket 16 also contained a hard 
grey stone kohl pot (ibid., PI. LXV. 2. back 
left), of similar shape to Saqqara Tomb NE. 1 
No. 6, and a scarab of Amenhotep I (ibid.) PIs. 
LXV. 1. top, LXXII. 16 (b-ottom right)). 

The coffin of Saqqara Tomb NE. 1 belongs 
to the Rishi type, which originated in the 
Second Intermediate Period, reached its fullest 
development in the XVIIth Dynasty, and fell 
out of use in the XVIIIth Dynasty (Scepter of 

Egypt II, pp. 29 f.) . Its closest parallel occurs 
in Deir el-Medina Tomb 1389 (Deir el MMineh 
(1934-1935) 11, p. 26 Fig. 10. 1389, p. 200 
Fig. 115), dated to the time of Thutmose III by 
a scarab (ibid ., p. 70 Fig. 34. D. 4, p. 201 No. 
13) and a sealing (ibid., p. 201 No. 14). 

If all this dating evidence is accepted at face 
value, the deposit in Saqqara Tomb NE. 1 can 
probably be assigned to Dyn. XVIII A-B. 

27. Tomb NE. 3 No. 2. B.R. I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; pain ted linear decora lion . 

Red ware. \Vhite painted decoration. 
Ill.: TPC 1, p. 66 Fig. 74. 15 type. This draw

ing has no painted decoration, only the relief 

belts round the neck at the junction of the 
handle. If SAQQARA No. 27 actually had both 
kinds of ornamentation, it may have resembled. 
if not in fact been the juglet illustrated in TPC 
JI , PI. 48. D. 6 (see SAQQARA No. 38 belo,,,,', 
p. 	24). Ref.: TPC J, p. 71. 

Together with a tall slender jar (No. 1) (ibid., 
p. 66 Fig. 74 . 16 type), SAQQARA No. 27 was 
found at the right side of the head of a body, 
extended on its back, with Iraces of linen over 
and under it (ibid., p. 71). 

No. 1 belongs to Harageh, PI. XLII 23G type, 
which occurs in contexts of Dyn. XVIII A, e.g. 
in el-Haraga Tomb 291 (ibid., PI. LXIII) , dated 
by the tall slender jars with painted decoration 
(ibid., PI. XLIII. 24L, 24R), and of Dyn. XVIII 
B, e.g. in Zawyet el-Aryan Tomb Z 330 (Nos. 
1, 7) (PI. XXVII=Boston M.F.A. Neg. No. 
A 595. top row, right and second from right), 
which belongs to the reign of Thutmose III (see 
above, p. 14). 

Saqqara Tomb NE. 3 could accordingly be 
dated to Dyn. XVIII A or B. 

28. Tomb NE. 4 No. iii. B.R. II juglet. Type 
IBa. Painted decoration. 

Brown ware. \Vhite painted decoration. 
Ill.: TPC II, PI. 48. D. 5. Ref.: TPC I, p. 71. 
Tomb NE. 4 was discovered 2.25 ms . from 

the south-east corner of the Mastaba of Ka
gemni (ibid., p. 71). The rectangular wooden 
coffin contained a body which lay on its back , 
accompanied by a gold fly amulet (No xi); an 
alabaster kohl pot (?) (No. ix), said to resemble 
TPC 11 , PI. 44. A. 6, which, though called a 
kohl pot (ibid.) p. xv), is obviously not one, and 
is elsewhere referred to as an alabaster vase 
(TPC I, p. 78 Tomb NE. 73 No. 2); a green 
glazed steatite scarab (No. x); a carnelian cow
raid (No. xii) ; Taurt amulets of lapis lazuli and 
green faience (No. xiv); a scarab (No. xiii) 
(TPC IJ, PI. 46. A. 88), of blue glass (TPC I, 
p. 71) or blue faience (TPC Il, p. xvii), bearing 
the name of Thutmose Ill; a reed kohl tube 
with kohl sticks (No. vi) (ibid., PI. 44. C. 7) of 
wood, and of blue glass (TPC I , p. 71) or blue 
faience (TPC IJ, p. xvi); fragmenls of a wooden 
toilet box (No. iv) ; a piece of black sulphide of 
lead and yellow mineral (No. vii); a shell (No. 
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viii); dom nuts (No. v); SAQQARA No. 28; and 
two small Egyptian pilgrim flasks (Nos. i, ii) 
(TPC I, p. 66 Fig. 74. 11). 

The contents belong to the reign of Thut
11l0se Ill. 

29. Tomb NE. 8 No. 3. B.R. II juglet. Type 
IBa. Painted decoration. 

ill.: TPC Il, PI. 48. D. 5 type. 
An anthropoid coffin, painted black with 

white and red inscriptions, was unearthed in 
Tomb NE. 8 about 1.5 ms. south of the south
east corner of the Chapel of Hetep (TPC I, 
p. 72). It held two bodies, A and B, one on top 
of the other, with heads at opposite ends. In
side the coffin at the head end had been placed 
an uninscribed transparent white quartz scarab 
(No. 6); a red carnelian heart amulet (No. 8); 
a small quadrangular faience plaque (No. 5); 
blue glass penannular ear-rings (No. 7); a 
wooden kohl tube carved to imitate a reed (No. 
4) (TPC Il, PI. 44. C. 8); a small basket and 
lid (No. 1); a shell (No. 2); and SAQQARA 
No. 29. 

The data is insufficient to determine a pre
cise date. 

30. Tomb NE. 25 No. 2. B.R. Il juglet. Type 
IBa. 	Painted decoration. 

Red ware. ''''hite painted decoration. 
Il1.: TPC Il, PI. 48. D. 5 type. Ref.: TPC J, p. 74. 
2.4 ms. east, and 1.0 m. north of Tomb NE. 

24, which lay 4.5 ms. from the south-east corner 
of the Mastaba of Thethu and 11.5 ms. from 
the south-east corner of the Chapel of Ihy 
(ibid., p. 73), was situated Tomb NE. 25, a rec
tangular wooden coffin with rounded lid (ibid., 
p. 74). In it were found two bodies, A and B, 
wrapped in linen, 'with heads in opposite direc
tions . The head of Body A rested on a wooden 
pillow (No. 1). 

The following objects were located in a group 
under the head and upper part of Body A, be
tween the bones and the floor of the coffin: 
a bronze finger-ring (No. 7) ; two alabaster lotus 
flower cups, one with a stem (No. 10) (TPC Il, 
PI. 43. D) , the other withoul (No. 4) (ibid., Pl. 
43 . F); a plaque (No. 8) (ibid., PI. 46. A. 29) 
of faience (TPC I, p. 74) or green glazed stea
tile (TPC Il, p. xvii) , with Bes on the back; 
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a scarab (No. 9) (TPC Il, PI. 46 . A. 25) of green 
glazed steatite (ibid., p. xvii); small green and 
red faience Taur! amulets (No. 11); a blue glass 
bead (No. 12); a blue faience scarab (No. 13); 
a polychrome glass juglet of composite design 
(No. 3) (ibid., PI. 43. E), having the body and 
base of a RR. juglet Type IB, the small loop 
handles of a Mycenaean alabaslron (e.g. ibid., 
PI. 42. D. left), the expanding neck of a B.R. 
jug Type Il, and the strap handle common to 
the B.R. closed vessel series; a small wooden 
dish (No. 5); a wooden hand holding a shell 
(No. 6); and SAQQARA No. 30. 

The closest parallel for No. 10 is to be found 
in Abydos Tomb D 114 (Cem . Ab. III, PI. X. O. 
top row, left) , where it must belong to Dyn. 
XVIII B, as lotus flower cups of this type do 
not occur before Dyn. X VIII B, and the tomb 
evidently contained no deposits later than that 
phase (see below, pp. 115 f.). On the other 
hand, No. 3 could hardly occur in a middle 
class grave before the time of Amenhotep Il, 
whose reign saw a great increase in the quan
tity and varieties of glass manufactures (Fos
sing, Glass Vessels, pp. 10 f.; CG. Fouilles de la 
vollee des rois, PIs. XLIII, XLIV). 

A date of Dyn. XVIII B-C cannot be far 
wrong for the contents of Saqqara Tomb 
NE. 25. 

31. Tomb NE. 37 No. 1. B.R. I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; painted decoration. 

Ill.: TPC II, PI. 48. D. 0 type. 

32. Tomb NE. 37 Nos. 12-13. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle; painted decoration. 

Ill.: TPC Il, PI. 48. D. 6 lype. 

33. Tomb NE. 37 No. 14. RR. I double jug
lets (?). Type lBb. 

Ref.: TPC I, p. 75 , which notes a "Twin am
pulla" . 

SAQQARA Nos. 31- 33 were among the 
grave-goods placed wi Ih the bodies of two 
young girls, who had been laid lo rest in a 
rectangular coffin in Tomb NE. 37 (TPC I, 
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p. 75). The remaining objects consisted of four 
gold ear-rings (1\0 . 2); two scarabs (No. 11) 
(,{PC ll, PI. 4G. A. 35 , 3G) of green glazed stea
tite (ibid., p. xvii); a small wooden box con
taining a scarab (No. 10); a wooden kohl box 
with five tubes (No. G); a small basket (No. 
10£1); a drop pot with black painted band 
round the rim (No. 3) (TPC I, p. 66 Fig. 74. 8); 
a jar of white painted ware (No. 4) ; a jar (No. 
5); a Black Polished jug (No. 7) (ibid., p. 66 
Fig. 74. 4); and small handled jars (Nos. 8, 9). 

Though attributed to the period between 
Thutmose III and Seti I (ibid., p. (9), the con
tents can be dated with certainty to Dyn. XVIII 
A by Nos. 3 and 7. 

34. Tomb NE. 62 No . i. B.R. II juglet. Type 
IBa . Painted decoration. 

Ill. : T PC II, PI. 48. D. 5 type. 

35. Tomb NE. 62 No. ii. B.R. II juglet. Type 
IBa. Painted decoration. 

Ill.: TPC 11, PI. 48. D. 5 type. 
SAQQARA Nos. 34 and 35 are said to be of 

red and brown ware (TPC I, p . 77). 
The deposit in Tomb NE. 62 was located 4.0 

ms. south of the south-west corner of the Ma
staba of Neferseshemre (ibid. , p. 77). It also 
contained two blue faience scarabs (Nos. iii, iv) 
(TPC Il , P1. 46. A. 51,' 52 respectively) , which 
are inadequate to determine a date for the 
group. 

36. Tomb NE. 73 No. 1. B.R.'Il juglel. Type 
IBa. 	Painted decoration. 

Bro'wn ware. 
Ill.: TPC Il , P1. 48 . D. 5 type. Ref.: TPC I, 

p.78. 
The rectangular wooden coffin in Tomb NE. 

73 contained the burials of a young female, 
Body A, and two children, Bodies Band C 
(ibid ., p. 78). Bodies A and B had been placed 
on their right sides, A in the centre of the cof
fin, and B parallel to A on one side (ibid ., 
p. 78 Fig. 81). On the other side was Body C, 
also parallel to A, but pointing in the opposite 
direction. Right of Body A's head was SAQ

Q flRA No. 36; a basket (No. 6 ?) containing a 
stemmed handleless vase of alabaster (No. 2) 
(,{PC Il, P1. 44 . A. 6) ; and a small green glazed 

stea tite kohl pot (No. 3) (T PC 11, PI. 44, B. 3), 
In the corner of the coffin, to the left of Body 
A's head, was an ivory wand (No. 4). Under 
Body A's head itself were found carnelian and 
blue faience brill beads (No. 8). From the waist 
of Body C were recovered small white beads 
from a girdle (No. 5). Other objects, the ill situ 

positions of which have not been given, in
clude a gold mounted cnrnelian scarab (No. i) 
(ibid., PI. 45. D. 2); a cowroid (No. ii) (ibid., 
PI. 46. A. 59; the reference on TPC I, p. 78 has 
been incorrectly stated (ibid., Addenda et Cor
rigenda)) of green glazed steatite (TPC Il, 
p. xvii) ; and dom nuts (No. 7). 

The date of the tomb, which, according to 
the excavators, lies between Thutmose III and 
Seti I (TPC I, p. (9) , is limited to Dyn. XVIII A 
and B by Nos. 2 and 3, but can be further 
restricted by No. 8, since ball beads in these 
materials are unlikely to occllr after Dyn . 
XVIII A. The rest of the contents are in agree
ment with a Dyn. XVIII A date. 

37. NE. B.R. Il juglet (Cairo J (3301)*. Type 
IAa. Elongated piriform body with broad low 
base-ring with concave flaring sides; tall, nar
row, irregularly tapering, pulled back neck 
with bell-shaped rim; rough strap hmldle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Painted decoration of 
parallel horizontal lines round neck; groups, 
each of four parallel lines, crossing all over 
body. 

Mottled black, brown and orange-brown ex
terior surface, lightly burnished to a very low, 
almost entirely matt finish; matt white painted 
decora tion. 

Height: 15 .9 cms. Width of body: 7.55 cms. 
Intact. 

38. NE. B.n. I juglet. Type IBa (ii). Relief 
decoration of two para lIel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle; painted 
decora tion of a horizontal line round neck 
below relief belts and near junction with body; 
painted lines down body (?). Painted pattern 
is not clearly visible. 

Ill.: TPC n, P1. 48. D. 6. See SAQQARA No. 
27 above, p. 22. 
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39. NE. B.R. I (?) jllg-let. Type IBa (vi). No 
d eco ration visible. The idel1tjri cn tio ll is lIllcer
tain , since it could be a d es urfaced B.R. II 
juglet T .y pe IBa, or even all Egyptian copy. 

Ill .: TPC Il , PI. 48. D. 3. 

40. NE. n.R . IJ juglel. Type IA:I. Painted de
coration . 

111.: TPC Il, PI. 48. D. 4. 

41. \V.P.VI juglet. Type I. Paint ed decOl'a
tion. 

IJI.: TPC I, p. 66 Fig. 74. 7. 

42 . W.P.VI (?) juglet. Type 1. Painted de
coration. 	Possibly an Egyptian copy. 

Ill.: TfJC I , p. 6(i Fig. 74. 18. 

43. B.R. 1 jllglel. Type IBa (ii) . R eli ef decOl'a
tion of two parallel ~orizontal plas tic belts 
round neck at junction of handl e. 

Il!. : TPC I, p. 6G Fig. 74. 15. 

44. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type 1. Relief ('1) 
d eco ration of a single (?) horizontal belt round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: TPC I, p. 6G Fig. 74. 17. 

SAQQARA Nos. 37-44 probably all came 
from burials in the vicinity of the Pyramid of 
Teti (TPC I , pp. 66 f.). 

45 . B.R. I jllglet (Cairo J 564(4) *. Type 
IAa(i). Squat piriform body with sharply cari
na ted shoulder, and broad low base-ring with 
short, straigh t, expanding sides; very tall , nar
row, tap ering, pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; strap handle from upp er neck to 
shoulder. Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; on shoulder of body, either side of 
neck, a plastic arc, converging almost to meet 
th e other on front of body, both terminatin g at 
the carination. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white 
and dark grits, and traces of fine mica , fired 
orange-brown all through (on rim). Black ex
terior surface, burnished to a medium finish. 

Hei ght: 13.2 ems. 'Width of body: 7.2 cms. 
Ill.: Deux pyromides, p. 45 Fig. 33. f. Men

d ed. Pieces of rim me missing. 

Mi. B.R. I jllglet (Cairo J 564(1) "'. Type 
IAa(iii). Squat piriform body wilh broad low 

base-ring wilh straight expanding sides; tall , 
narrow, tapering neck wilh bell-shaped rim ; 
strap hal\dle from above mid-neck to shoulder. 
Relier decoration of two paralJel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle; 
two parallel vertica l plastic belts down front of 
body, on-centre. 

Orange-brown exterior surface, moLtled with 
black and brown on rim and base, and bur
nished to a high finish . 

Height: 13.85 ems. Width of body: 6.9 ems. 

Ill.: Dellx pymmides, p. 45 Fig. 33. h . Two
thirds of rim are missing. 

47. B .R. I juglet (Cairo J 564(6) *. Type 
IAc(ii). Swollen piriform, almost oval body 
with broad low base-ring with concave splay
ing sides; tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
everted rim, having in front a pinched, up
turned, cut-away spout with slightly concave 
sides and straight lip; thick handle, of roughly 
rectangular section, from upper neck to 
shoulder. Relief decora tion of a ,single horizon
tal plastic belt round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Very hard clay with occasional medium 
white, and some small white, dark and reddish 
grits, and traces of mica, fired orange-brown 
all through (on base-ring). Mottled black, 
bro\vn and orange-brown exterior surface, bur
nished to a low finish. 

Height: 9.85 ems. Width of body: 4.9 cms. 

Ill.: Deux pyramides, p. 45 Fig. 33. b. Intact. 

48. B.R. I double juglets (Cairo J 56457r'. 
Type IBb. Two juglets joined together , each of 
a piriform body with trumpet base-ring with 
more or less straight flaring sides; tall, narrow, 
irregularly tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; 
relief decoration of two pa rallel horizontal 
plastic belts round upper n eck, incomplete on 
the back and inside. The juglets are joined at 
the bodies, and converge to join at the rims; 
thickish strap handle, with circular piercing in 
top, from rims to shoulders, where it bifur
cates. 

Black exterior surface, burnished 10 a low to 
medium finish. 
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Height to rims: 10.8 cms. Width of either 
body: 4.4 cms. 

Ill.: Deux P!Jf(Jmides, p. 45 Fig. 33. d. Intact. 

49. B.R. I flask (Cairo J 5G465) *. Type IVA. 
Lenloid body with front segment slightly more 
swollen than back, and junction between them 
slightly carinated; tall, narrow, cylindrical, 
pulled back neck with disc-shaped rim with 
flat top sloping outwards; thickish handle, of 
approximately rectangular section, from upper 
neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of a single 
horizontal plastic belt rOllnd neck at junction 
of handle; incised decoration of two groups, 
each of two parallel lines, crossing each other 
at right angles on front segment of body. 

MoUled black, brown and orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished lo a low to medium 
finish. 

Height: 13.9 cms. Width of body: 7.85X 
5.0 	cms. 

Ill.: Deux pyramides, p. 45 Fig. 33. e. Intact. 

50. R.L. spindle bottle (Cairo J 56460) *. 
Type 1. Tall body, tapering to a thick everted 
base-ring; tall, narrow, slightly concave, ir
regularly tapering, slightly pulled forward neck 
with disc-shaped rim with flat top sloping out
wards; handle, of ov~1 section, from upper neck 
to shoulder. Very lo~ relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal belts, the upper almost in
distinguishable, round neck at junction of 
handle. No incised pot-mark on base. 

Medium red, orange-red and orange-buff ex
terior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
finish. 

Height: 31.4 cms. vVidth of body: 8.45 ems. 
In.: Deux pyramides, p. 45 Fig. 33. a (in

accurate); Vercoutter , L'Egypte et le monde 

egeen prehellenique, PI. LX. 453. Intact. 

51. B.R. I juglet (Cairo J 56462) *. Type 
IAa (ii). Piriform body with low base-ring with 
slightly convex flaring sides; tall, narrow, 
tapering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts rOllnd neck at junc.:tion of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of fine mica, 

fired orange-buff all through (on base-ring). 
Mottled black, brown, reddish- and orange
brown exterior surface, burnished to a low 
finish. 

Height: 13.7 cms. Width of body: 6.9 cms. 
In tact. 

52. B.R. I juglet (Cairo J 56463) *. Type 
IAa (iii). Swollen piriform body with broad, 
low base-ring with short , straight, expanding 
sides; tall, narrow, tapering, pulled back neck 
with bell-shaped rim; strap handle from upper 
neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle; two parallel vertical plastic 
belts down front of body, slightly off-centre to 
the right. 

Mottled black, brown and orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
finish. 

Height : 14.2 ems. Width of body: 6.9 cms. 
Mended. 
Jequier states that he discovered burials of 

the N.R. scattered everywhere round the Pyra
mid of I{henzer, especially in the north and 
east regions of the enclosure (Deux pyramides, 
p. 44). The bodies were all in a skeletal state, 
without any traces of mummification or wrap
ping . Interments were rarely single, almost 
always in pairs or multiple, and in the last case 
tightly packed together to take up the least 
possible space. Sometimes rectangular coffins 
were used, but of thin planks, to accomodate 
four, even five bodies : Not a single group or 
deposit, however, has been published separately 
in the excavation report. It was from these 
burials that SAQQARA Nos. 45-52 came. 

53. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii). Relief decora
tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Monument funeraire In, p. 45 Fig. 35. 
right. 

54. B.H. I jLlglet. Type IBa (v). Incised deco
ration of lwo parallel horizontal lines round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Monument funeroire nI, p. 45 Fig. 35. left. 
SAQQARA Nos. 53 and 54 came from dis

turbed N.K. burials in the Mortuary Temple 
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attached 10 the Pyramid of Pepi II (Mollument 
fUfl(!fUil'e Ill , p. 4<1). 

55. \V.P. VI juglet (Cairo J 86157) . Type I. 
Painted 	decoration. 

Height: 15.0 ems . 
Ref.: Journal d'fmtree. 
56. B.R. II juglet (Cairo J 86155). Type IBa . 

Painted decoration of four parallel horizontal 
lines round neck ; groups, each of two parallel 
lines, crossing all over body. 

Height: 13.9 cms. 

Ref.: Journal d'entree. Early fabric. 

57. B.R. II bottle (Cairo J 86154). Type IlIAa. 

Everted circular rim with short sides. Painted 
decoration of lines set haphazardly over neck 
and body. 

Height: 15.0 cms. 

Ref. : Journal d'entree. 

SAQQARA Nos. 55-57 were excavated by 


Selim Hassan in 1958. 
58. Mastaba 3507. Tomb. No. 10. B.R. I jug. 

Type 11. Large swollen piriform body with 
broad low base-ring with straight flaring sides; 
tall, broad, sligh tly concave, irregularly ex
panding, pulled back neck with everted circular 
rim with indentation round outer circumfer
ence ; broad thick strap handle from upper neck 
to shoulder. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle; a horizontal plastic belt round base 
of neck, covering junction of neck and body; 
two parallel vertical plastic belts down front of 
body. 

Height: approx. 26.1 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 13.9 cms. 

Ill.: Emery's RECORDS. Intact. 
The tomb from which SAQQARA No. 58 

came was an intrusive rectangular pit sunk 
into the mud-brick superstructure of Mastaba 
3507, which was situated on the north side of 
the necropolis. It contained the undisturbed 
burial of an exceptionally tall, adult male, 
apparenllya Southerner, laid out on a wooden 
bed (Emery's RECORDS). SAQQARA No. 58 
had been placed on the right of the skull, to
gether with a pollery drop vase (No . 13), while 
the space to the left was occupied by an alabas
ter kohl pot (No. 12) and a decorated fai ence 
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rhytoll (No. 11), the latter of which took up an 
equivalent position to that of the n.R. I jug. 
Beside the lower right leg were found two 
Kerma black-topped beakers and a decorated 
fai ence copy. Other Egyptian pottery had been 
distributed about the tomb. 

No. 11 can be paralleled by at least two, prob
ably three other examples from controlled ex
cavations in the Nile Valley. Fragment of a 
blue-green faience vessel with black decoration 
(U.C. 18831), probably part of a rhyton, turned 
up in Sidmant Tomb 1300, which belongs to 
the second half of the Second Intermediate 
Period (Sedment I, PI. XLVI). 

An incomplete rhyton came from Abydos 
Tomb D 11 (Boston M.F.A. 00. 702) (El Amfuh 

and A bydos, PI. L. top cen tre photo.; AJA XL, 
1936, pp. 502 Fig. 1, 503 Fig. 3), the contents 
of which had been disturbed. They comprised 
a blackened limestone kohl pot with yellow 
filled incised decoration (No. i) (El Amrull and 
Abydos, PI. L. top left photo. top left), a 
stemmed handleless vase of alabaster (No. ii) 
(ibid., PI. L. centre left photo. bottom left); 
an alabaster imitation of a B.R. I juglet Type 
IAa (v) (No. iii) (ibid., PI. L. centre left photo. 
bottom right); a kohl tube held by a monkey, 
of blackened limestone with incised decora
tion (No iv) (ibid., PI. L. top left photo. bot
tom); three glaze scarabs (No. v) (ibid ., PI. 
L. top left photo.) ; a small glaze Isis and Horus 
figurine (No. vi) (ibid., PI. L. top left photo.); 
an incised ivory kohl stick with uraeus head 
(No. vii) (ibid., PI. L. top left photo. bottom 
right); a female figurine of pottery (No. viii) 
(ibid., PI. L. top left photo. bottom left); a Red 
Polished hedgehog vase with black painted de
coration (No. ix) (ibid., PI. L. top left photo. 
top righ t, top cen tre photo. top righ t, cen tre 
left photo. top); sherd of a wheel-made closed 
vessel with black and grey burnished exterior 
surface and naturalistic incised decoration 
(No. x) (Ashmolean E 2776). 

No. i is similar in shape and decoration to a 
kohl pol from Gurob Tomb 27 (Brunton, CL/
rob , PI. XXII. 48), of Dyn. XVIII A date (see 
below, pp. 55 f.) . No. ii can be compared with a 
specimen from Sidmant Tomb 254 (Sedment 
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IJ, PIs. LV. 9, LVII. 38), which belongs to Dyn. 
XVIII B (sce below, pp. 6:3 f.). No. iv is unlikely 
to antedate Dyn. XVlll B. Of No. v one scarab 
(El Amroh and Abyclos) PI. L. top left photo. 
top scarab) bears the same kind of pattern as 
a sca rab (BDS, PI. VII. 113) dated by Petrie 
to the Second Intermediate Period (ibid., p. 14). 
No. vii has parallels in hair-pins of similar de
sign from Saqqara Tomb NE. 65 (No. vii) 
(TPC Il, PI. 44. C. 10) , dated by a scarab of 
Ahmose I (No. xi) (ibid. ) PI. 46. A. 55), and 
from Aniba Tomb S 4 (No. 15) (Aniba Il, PI. 
58. u. 1), which was placed in the Second Inter
medi[tte Period or at th e beginning of the 
XVlIIth Dynasty (ibid., p. 156). The ware of 
No. ix is typical of Dyn . XVIII B. No. x , if its 
ascription to Abydos Tomb D 11 is correct , 
could be no later than the Second Intermediate 
Period. 

The contents of Abydos Tomb D 11 seem to 
fall into two major chronological groups, one 
of the Second Intermediate Period down to 
early Dyn. XVIII A, the other of Dyn . XVIII B. 

The context of the rhyton from Quban Ce
metery 110 Tomb 23 (No. ii) (ASN 1910~1911) 

PI. 27. c. 3) appears to have more relevance for 
comparative purposes" though it too had been 
disturbed. No. ii was found in one of three 
chambers which opened off the south end of a 
shaft (ibid., p. 63). The rest of the grave-goods 
comprised a gold fish with oval of blue paste 
or stone set on it (No. viii) (ibid., PI. 28. b. 17) ; 
the corner of a sla te palette with serrated edge 
(No. iv); an amulet in the form of a human 
figure (No. ix) ; a small red burnished pottery 
kohl. pot (No . iii); a n ecked pot with distended 
oval body a nd cream slip with bichrome black 
and red painted decoration (No. vi); a bowl 
with disc-shaped base and upcurving rim (No. 
vii); a large spouted bowl with pink slip (No. 
x); a hemispherical black-topped bowl (No. i); 
and a Kerma black-topped beaker (No. v). 
None of these objects needs be later than early 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

The dating evidence of these tombs suggests 
that the decoraled fai ence rhyton had a ter
minus ante quem of early Dyn. XVIII A. The 
lomb in Mastaba Saqqara 3507 should accord

ingly be no later than early Dyn . XVIII A, bUl 
could belong to the second half of the Second 
Intermediate Period. The other grave-goods 
confirm this dating. 

59. B.H. I juglef (Private Collection) "'. Type 
IBa (ii). Piriform body with lrumpet base-ring 
with slightly concave, flaring sides ; tall, nar
row, slightly tapering neck with bell-sbaped 
rim; handle, of square section , from upper 
neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of two 
parall el horizon tal plas tic bells round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white 
and occasional reddish gri ts , and traces of 
mica, fired grey wi th thin ora nge-brown faces 
(on rim). Black ext.erior surface, moltled with 
brown and orange-brown on upper body and 
neck, and burnished to a medium to high finish. 

Height: 14.1 cms. Width of body: 6.5 cms. 
Ill. : PI. IX. 7. V-shaped section is missing 

from the rim. 
60. W.S. I bowl (B.M. 86 6-5 1; C 216) ". 

Type 11. Sjoqvist Bowl Type I (Problems, p . 45 
Fig. 10). Deep hemispherical body with curved 
base; curving sides with slightly incurving, 
oval, undulating rim ; broad loop or wish-bone 
handle, of oval section, set horizontally on 
upper body and rising slightly from it. Painted 
decoration. 

Extremely hard, gritty clay, with traces of 
mica, fired brown (at rim). Slipped white in 
side and out, and polished to a low finish; 
matt black, brown, orange-brown and orange 
painted decoration. 

Height to rim: 11.0 cms. Width of body: 
20.3 X 17.8 cms. Diameter of run: 19.8 X 17.35 
cms. 

Ill.: HIS XVll, 1897 , p. 74 Fig. 11; BMC I, 
Part II, PI. 11. C 216; CVA. Great Britain Fasc. 
1, PI. 8. 7. British Museum Fasc. 1, PI. 8. 7; 
PI. XIX . 4. Handle is missing. 

61. Hilton Price Collection. H.L. spindle 
bOltle (Brussels E 3393 b) *. Type I. Tall nar
row body tapering to a thick everted base-ring; 
tall, narrow, s lightly concave, tapering neck 
with disc-shaped rim with flat lop sloping oul
wa rds ; handle, of fla ttened oval section, from 
upper Heck to shoulder. Low relief decoration 
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of n single brond band round neck at junclion 
of handle. Incised pot-mark on bnse (PI. XXI. 5). 

Orange-red exlerior sllrface, burnished to a 
low lo Illedi Ulll finish. 

Height: 32.1 cms. Width of body: 7.3 cms. 
Intact. 

62. 1927. B.R. Il jnglet (Sevres 171:30) Type 
IAa. Painted decoralion of parallel horizontal 
lines round neck; groups, each of four or five 
parallel lines, crossing on body. 

Red clay. Brown exterior surface, leather
coloured; white painted decoration. 

Height: 14.5 cms. 
lII.: CVA. Frallce vasc. 13, PI. 538. 20. Musee 

lIatiollul de Sevres vasc. unique, PI. 9. 20. Ref.: 
ibid., p. 19. 

62.1927. B.R. IT juglet (Sevres 17130). Type 
IVA. Everted circular rim with short sides. 
Pain led decoration of three parallel horizontal 
lines round neck at junction of handle; hori
zontal band covering junction of neck and 
body; two groups, each of three parallel lines, 
crossing each other near centre on front seg
ment of body. 

Orange clay. Burnished leather-coloured ex
terior surface with brown patches; white 
painted decoration. 

Ill.: CV A. France Fasc. 13, PI. 538. 19. MLlsee 
nationol de Sevres Fasc. unique, PI. 9. 19. Ref.: 
ibid., p. 19. 

MAZGHUNA 

1. Tomb. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa (ii). Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle. 

HeighL: approx. 13.8 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.6 cms. 

Ill.: LGM, PI. LIl. 12. 

2. Tomb. B.R. 1 (7) jug. Type IT. Decoration 
of Lwo parallel horizontal lines round neck at 
junction of handle, probably intended to repre
sent incised or pain Led lines. The shape of the 
handle, decoralion, and the size of the vessel 
make the idenLification uncertain. 

Height: approx. 11.25 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.9 cms. 

Ill.: LGM, PI. LIl. 14. 
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3. Tomb. B.R. I (7) bottle. Type IIIAa. De
coration of a single horizonlal line round neck 
at junction of handle, probably inlended to re
present an incised or painted line. The shape 
and decoration suggest the possibility of an 
EgypLian copy. 

Height: approx. 15.0 cms. 'Width of body: 
approx. 4.8 cms. 

Ill.: LGM, PI. LII. 13. 

4. Tomb. B.H.. I flask. Type IVA. No decOl'a
tion drawn. 

Height: approx. B.8 cms. Wid Ih of body: 
? x approx. 4.8 cms. 

IlL: LGM, PI. LIT. 11. 

The cemetery from which MAZGHUNA Nos. 
1-4 came was a very small burial-ground 
situated within the wavy enclosure wall sur
rounding the South Pyramid (ibid., PI. XXXIX), 
which may have belonged to Amenemhat IV 
(ibid., p. 49). Though the excavator dated the 
tombs to the time of Thutmose III (ibid., p. 49), 
the drop pot with pain Led band round the rim 
(ibid., PI. LI!. 24) cannot be later than Dyn. 
XVIII A, and the name of the wife of Amenho
tep Ill, Queen Tiy, appears on a scarab (ibid., 

Pl. L. 31) from the same cemetery. 

TARl(J-JAN 

1. 	 Tomb 821. Egyptian juglet, decoraled in 
VV.P. 	Cross Line Style (Cairo J 44016). 

Lustrous dirty yellow exterior surface; black 
painted decoration. 

Ill.: Tor klwn n, PI. IX. 25; Relotive Chrono
logies, pp. 18 ff. Fig. 5. D. which is incorrectly 
attributed to Sidmant Tomb 1270 (ibid., p. 23), 
as the references for C and D have been acciden
tally transposed. Ref.: Journal d'enlree. Astrom 
recognised the foreign inspiration of the pain Led 
paLLern on TARKHAN No. 1 (MeBA, p. 217), 
but thought the jIlglet "likely to be Bichrome 
'Vheel-made Ware" (ibid., p. 218 n. 16 con
tinued). The juglet in U.C., to which Dr Epstein 
refers (PEQ Jan.-June, 1965, p. 47 n. 22), re
sembles T ARJ(H,'tN No. 1, bUL does not come 
from Tomb 821. Its provenance, in fact, is 
unknown. 

Tomb 821 consisLed of a chamber opening 
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off the west side of a shaft (U.C. Tomb Card) . 
In it had been illterred the body of a man, who 
was accompanied by a pot of Predynastic/ 
Archaic date. The shaft had been re-used at a 
laler period to accoJ11odate another body of the 
same sex, which had lain undisturbed. There 
is, however, no mention on the U.C. Tomb 
Card of any grave-goods belonging to the se
condary burial. If T ARl(HAN No. 1 has been 
correctly ascribed to Tomb 821, it is presum
ably from the later deposit that it came. 

Though Petrie placed T ARJ(HAN No. 1 in the 
XVIIIth Dynasty (TorkhoJl Il, p. 12}, the ab
sence of associated objects makes the date im
possible to verify. 

2. Hill Q Tomb 1895. Egyptian juglet, de
corated in "T.P. Pendent Line Style (Cairo 
J 44015). 

Lustrous yellowish exterior surface; brown 
painted decoration. 

111.: Tarkhon I1, PIs. IX. 22, LXXI. tomb 
group. right juglet. Ref.: Journal d'entrce; U.C. 
Tomb Card. 

3. Hill Q Tomb 1895. Egyptian juglet, de
corated in W.P. Pendent Line Style (U.C. 
13507) *. 

Light orange exterior surface; brown painted 
decoration. 

Ill.: Torkholl 11, PIs. IX. 23, LXXI. tomb 
group. left juglet; PI. I. 2, 3. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 
Card. 

Astrom has already identified TARJ(HAN 

Nos. 2 and 3 correctly (MeBA, p. 213). 
Tomb 1895, situated in Hill Q (TarkllOII 11, 

PI. XL VII), had a shaft giving access on its 
east ' side to a rectangular chamber, off the 
south side of which opened a narrow, rec
tangular, lateral niche (U.C. Tomb Card). In the 
niche, which had been sealed off from the 
main chamber by a mud-brick wall, a child, 
Body a, had been stretched out on its back. By 
the right femur lay T ARJ(HAN Nos. 2 and 3; 
a tiny alabaster kohl pot (No. i) (U.C. 17514) 
(TarkIlCIn I1, PIs. IX. 24, LXXI. tomb group); 
and the black burnished, button-based juglet 
(No. ii) (U.C. 13488) (ibid., Pis. IX. 21, LXXI. 
lomb group; PI. XXXI. 2). Round the neck had 

been placed a necklace of small blue, green and 
black faience and blue glass disc and spheroid 
beads, two shell disc beads, a univalve shell, 
and two faience rdt-[n?]-r' scarabs (No. iii) 
(U.C. 17516) (for scarab type, see Turklwn I1 , 
PI. LXXI. tOl\1b group, p. 12). On the waist lay 
a string of small blue and green faience and 
blue glass disc and spheroid beads, a five-holed 
spacer bead in the form of five hedgehogs with 
hieroglyphic inscription underneath, and two 
univalve shells (No. iv) (U.C. 17518). At the 
feet was found a string of small blue and green 
faience disc and spheroid beads, large blue 
faience ball beads, two faience rdl.-[n?]-r' 

scarabs, and a faience hedgehog amulet with 
rdt-r' inscription (No. v) (U.C. 17517). 

In the main chamber on the south side, 
against the partition wall, a female, Body c, 
lay on her back. She wore blue glaze anklets 
and a rdt-[n?]-r' scarab (U.C. Tomb Card). At 
her feet had been placed the miniature lotus 
flower cup of blue faience with black decora
tion (No. vi) (U.C. 17512) (Tarklwn 11, PI. 
LXXI. tomb group) and a miniature round 
based cup of blue-green faience (No. vii) (U.e. 
17513) (ibid., PI. LXXI. tomb group). Lying 
diagonally across the centre of the main cham
ber was another child, Body b, wearing two 
silver ear-rings and beads round the waist 
(U.C. Tomb Card). Partially separating Bodies 
band c was a mud-brick wall extending from 
the middle of the room to the east wall. The in 
situ positions of the papyrus head bead of light 
blue faience (No. viii) (U.C. 17515) (Tarklwn 
I1 , PI. LXXI. tomb group), and the flat based 
bowl of brown ware (No. ix) (U.C. 17511) 
(ibid., Pis. IX. 20, LXXI. tomb group) have not 
been cited on the U.C. Tomb Card. 

T ARKHAN Nos. 2 and 3, Nos. i, ii and ix 
have typological parallels in Sidmant Tomb 
1300 (Sedment I, PIs. XL. 10=XLI. 18 (U.C. 
13497) (= T ARJ(HAN Nos. 2, 3), XLI. 13 (U.C. 
18819) (=No. i), XL. 7 (U.C.13504) (=No. ii); 
two bowls of the same shape and ware as No. 
ix, but with round bases (U.C. 18813, 18814)), 
which belongs to the second half of the Second 
Intermediate Period (ibid ., PI. XLVI). Recalling 
No. iii are an rell.-r' scarab (Qall and Badari 
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Ill , PI. XIX. 63), and disc beads of shell (Quu 
and lJaduri III, PI. XXIV; nruntoll, CUfob) PI. 
XLV. 92K, 92N) and black glaze (QOLl ond 
Bodufi IlI , PIs. XXIV, XXXII. 76) from Qaw 
el-Qebir Tomb 4987, dated by the excavator to 
the Second Intermediate Period {ibid.) PI. VI). 
The shapes of TARlUfAN Nos. 2 and 3 them
selves occur in Tell el- Yahudiya Ware (e.g. HIe) 
PI. VIlL 40; AICBA, p. 213), which is typical of 
the second half of the Second Intermediate 
Period. 

All the comparative evidence is in favour of 
dating the contents of Tarkhan Tomb 1895 to 
the second half of the Second Intermediate 
Period (TarkhnI1 ll, PI. LXXI. tomb group, 
p. 12). 

EL-RIQQA 

1. Cemetery E Tomb 274 . B.R. I juglet. Type 
IAa (ii). Relief decoration of two para Hel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: Riqqeh) PI. XXXVIII. 92J. 

2. Cemetery E Tomb 274 . R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Riqqeh) PI. XXXVIII. 92D. 
Tomb 274 also produced a bowl with flat 

shaped base and flaring sides (ibid.) PI. XXXIV. 
5T); a tall slender jar (ibid.) PI. XXXVI. 26W); 
and a jar with oval body and short, narrow, 
expanding neck (ibid.) PI. XXXVIII. 75 P). The 
chronological range of this pOLtery cannot be 
satisfactorily determined. 

3. Cemetery Cl Tomb 296. B.R. I juglet. Type 
IAa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck a t junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: RiqqeJz, PI. XXXVIII. 95G. 
Tomb 296 contained two coffins (ibid .) pp. 

15 f.). The one on the left or south side of the 
square pi t, which was made of mud-brick 
(ibid.) PI. XLIV), held the body of a man, on 
whom had been a gold necklace with two gold 
mounted scarabs :llld a small gold plaque 
(ibid.) PIs. I. 10, XI. 4) . On one side of the 
plaque was the name of the Scribe, brwL, on the 
other, the name of Thutmose Ill. The necklace 
was his only possession. 
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In Ihe right or north coffin, built of thick 
wood, lay the body of a woman, on whom were 
found the following objects: four gold pen
annlllar hair-rings (Riqqeh) PIs. I. 8, 9 (not6-9, 
ibid. , p. 15). XI. 4); a bronze mirror (ibid.) PIs. 
X. 9, XI. 4); a glazed steatite kohl tube held by 
a monkey (ibid.) Pis. I. 7 (not 5, ibid.) p. 15), 
XI. 4) ; an alabaster bowl with flat base (ibid.) 
PI. XIV. S62); two scarabs (not three, ibid.) 
p. 15), one of lapis lazuli (ibid.) PI. XVIII. 74, 
p. 15), the other of carnelian (ibid.) PI. XVIII. 
75); carnelian beads (ibid.) PIs. XI. 4, XLIV); 
and a small amulet (ibid., Pt. XLIV). The 
Egyptian pottery, which, like EL-RIQQA No. 3, 
may have belonged to either interment, con
sisted of a tall, narrow, flat based pot (ibid.) 
PI. XXXVII. 52N), and a necked pot with oval 
body and painted decoration (ibid.) PI. XXXVII. 
78K). 

The contents of the tomb belong to the reign 
of Thutmose Ill. 

4. Cemetery Cl Tomb 601. B.R. I juglet. Type 
IAa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck a t junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: RiqqeJl) PI. XXXVIII. 95J. 
Tomb 601, a rectangular pit , contained a 

brick coffin, in which the body of a woman 
had been laid to rest (Riqqeh) PI. XL V). Her 
grave-goods comprised an alabaster bowl with 
disc-shaped base and everted rim (No. i) (ibid .) 
PIs. XI. 8, XIV. S(1); a haematite kohl pot 
with basalt lid (No. ii) (ibid.) PI. XI. 7); a tall 
slender jar with painted decoration (No. iii) 
(ibid.) PI. XXXV. 24N); two small, necked pots 
with squat bodies and disc-shaped bases (Nos. 
iv, v) (ibid .) PI. XXXVIII. 55W, 55X respec
tively); and part of a stemmed bowl (?) (No. 
vi) (ibid .) PI. XXXVIII. 88M). 

Nos. iii and iv can be paralleled in Deir Rifa 
Tomb 21 (Gizeh and Rifeh) PIs. XXVIIE. 79 
(=No. iii) , XXVIIIF. 135 (=No. iv)), which 
dates to the Second Intermediate Pcriod-Dyn. 
XVl1I A (ibid.) p. 25). The contents of el-Riqqa 
Tomb 601 are homogeneolls, and can be ns
signed to the sam e transitional phase. 

5. Cemetery Cl Tomb 603. n.R. I juglet. 
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Type fAa (ii). Helier decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts rOllnd neck ut junction 
of handle. 

111.: Riqqeh, Pl. XXXVlII. ~5J. 

G. Cemetery Cl Tomb 603. B.R. I double jug
lets. Type lBb. Helief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round upper neck of 
each jugle t. 

Ill.: Riqqch, PI. XXX VlIl. 95M. 

The brick coffin in Tomb 603, another rec
tangular pit, was found to contain the body of a 
man (ibid., Pl. XLV). He was accompanied by 
a slender bronze razor (No. i) (ibid., PI. X. 15) 
and a hair-pin (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XLV); a 
necked pot with oval body and painted de-. 
coration (No. iii) (ibid., PI. XXXVIII. 77D); 
and a tankard with painted decoration (No. iv) 
(ibid., PI. XXXVIII. 96N). 

As Nos. iii and iv occur in Dyn. XVIII A and 
13, the deposit could belong to either phase. 

7. B.R.I juglet (FitzwilIiam 74 - 1914)*. 
Type IAa (iii). Squat piriform, almost oval body 
with broad low base-ring with short, straight, 
flaring sides; tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
bell-shaped rim; slightly irregular strap handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle; two parallel ver
tical plastic belts down front of body, swerving 
slightly away to right. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white , dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with orange-brown outer face. 
Mottled black, grey, brown and orange-brown 
exterior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
fir.ish . 

Height : 13.35 cms. Width of body: 6.6 cms. 
Intact. It could be anyone of EL-RlQQA 

Nos . 1, 3, 4 or 5. 

MAlDUM 

1. Tomb 31. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa (ii). Re
lief decoration of two parallel horizontal plas
tic belts round neck al junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 12.G cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.3 cms. 

Ill.: llIeydllm, PI. XX VII. 104. 

MAl DUM No. 1 belonged to a group of grave
goods deposited with a secondary burial in 
Tomb 31 (ilIcydum, pp. 36 f.). The other objects 
comprised a bronze rivet (ibid., Plo XXVII. 98); 
seven seals (ibid., PI. XXVII. 85-91), including 
one of Amenhol ep J[ mounted in a ring (91), 
and another of ThuLmose III (89); a black ser
pentine kohl pOl (ibid., PI. XXVII. 108); an 
alabaster pot with truncated body (ibid., PI. 
XXVII. 106) ; a stemmed alabaster vase with 
very short , broad neck (ibid., PI. XXVII. 107); 
blue glass, sard and blue pottery beads (ibid., 
PI. XX VU. 92-97) ; and Egyptian pottery (ibid., 
PI. XXVII. 99- 103, 105). 

Though the burial doubtless took place 
during the reign of Amenholep II, the occur
rence of his predecessor's name in the group 
suggests that some of the grave-goods may 
have been as old as Dyn. XVIII B. 

2. Tomb MD 4. B.R. closed vessel. 


ReL: D.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 


Tomb MD 4 also contained sundry beads, a 

shell, and two pots. No date can be given to the 
contents. 

3. Tomb MD 13. B.R. closed vessel. 

Ref.: LGM, p. 27; D.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 

From Tomb MD 13, which had been dis
turbed, came a copper ring with rectangular 
bezel (LG ilif , PI. XX. 9) bearing an inscription 
thought possibly to be a form of Akhenaten 's 
name (ibid., p. 27), but more likely conveying' 
a good-luck wish (H. S. Smith); a limestone 
rubber; two pomegrnna Les and food. The evi
dence is insufficienL to date the tomb. 

4. Tomb MD 21. B.R. I double juglets. Type 
IBb. 

Ref.: D.C. Tomb Card. 

In Tomb MD 21 were found a red jasper 
poppy head bead (No. i); a lapis lazuli barrel 
bead (No. ii); carnelian beads (No. iii); two 
scarabs possibly insl:ribed with the name of 
Thntmose III (No. iv) ; a broken Isis and Horus 
figure (No. v) ; a faience lotus pendant (No. vi) ; 
grey-white lotus head pendants (No. vii); a 
kohl stick with a lump of kohl (No. viii); a 
glass kohl tube in the shape of a palm column 
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(No. ix ); n woodcll lISh,lbti (No. x) ; and a jug 
of yellowi sh ware (No. xi ). 

No. i call be paralleled by a bend of the same 
material (Brunton, GUfob, PI. XLIII. 45V) in a 
necklace (ibid., Pis . XLV. bottom left, LIII. 
top left , where the beads are all said to be of 
carnelian ) found on a female , Body A, in Gurob 
Tomb 27G (ibid., p. 13). In a bracelet belonging 
to the same body (ibid., PI. LIII. Bracelet 2) 
were carnelinn beads resembling No. ii. An
other bracelet (ibid., PI. LIIl. Bracelet 4), 
also from Body A, had a blue glass bead of the 
same shape. Five scarabs (ibid ., PI. XLI. 56
(0) accompanying the same body were assigned 
by the excavator to Amenhotep Il 's time, to 
which the burial as a whole probably belongs. 
No. ix is a member of the same class as spe
cimens from Gurob Tombs 036 (Loat, GUfob, 

PI. IV. 21) and 054 (ibid ., PI. IV. 25). These 
glass kohl tubes should not occur much before 
the reign of Amenhotep Il. Da ted to his time, 
probably by a plaque (Brunton, GUfob, PI. 
XXVI. 17, p. 12), are the contents of Gurob 
Tomb 60, which include a jug of very fine buff 
ware (ibid., PI. XXVI. 24), similar to No. xi 
from Maidum Tomb MD 21. 

It seems, therefore, that the grave-goods of 
Maidum Tomb MD 21 may have bee'n deposited 
in the first half of Dyn . XVIII C. The pre
sence, however, of No. iv , if correctly identi
fied , suggests the possibility that some of the 
objects were contemporary with the reign of 
Thutmose Ill. 

5. Tomb MD 23l3. B.B. closed vessel. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

No other objects, are noted from Tomb MD 


23B. 

6. Tomb MD 28. B.R. I bottle. Type IIIAa . 
Everted, circular rim. Relief decoration of a 
single horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Ill.: LGM, PI. XXI. 7. top row, centre. Ref.: 
U.C. Tomb Card. 

Tomb MD 28 nlso contained a green glaze 
plaque ; Cl broken wooden comb; a flat dish; 
Hnd several bowls with central depressions in
side (LGM, PI. XVIII. 34, 35 types) , one con-
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taining soot (LGM, p. 27). The evidence is in
sufficient to date the contents. 

7. Tomb MD 40. B.R. closed vessel. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

In Tomb MD 40 were also found a broken 


bronze ear-ring; a jasper hair/ea r-ring; and 
very thin bone disc beads, dyed green. There 
are insufficient objects to determine the chro
nology of the grave. 

8. 	 Tomb MD 41. B.R. I double juglets. Type 
lBb. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 
9. 	Tomb MD 41. Large B.R. I (7) closed ves

sel, 	possibly jug. Type II (7). 
Ref. : U.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 

The remaining objects from Tomb MD 41 
comprised small jasper beads; a small jasper 
hand pendant; a small jasper fish pendant; 
two dishes; a drop pot (LGM, PI. XIX. 79 type) ; 
and scraps of mud. The contents of the grave 
can be dated to Dyn. X VIII A by the drop pot. 

10. Tomb MD 44. Egyptian copy of B.R. 
closed vessel. Handle moulded on to neck. 
Painted decoration of two "streaks" round neck 
at junction of handle; "basket" pattern. 

Soft thick, pinky clay. Brown painted de
coration . 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. Neck and handle 
alone remain. 

Tomb MD 44 also contained a grey-blue Bes 
pendant; blue glaze kohl pots like three reeds 
with a long bronze rod in the middle cone; 
neck and handle of a "Greek" vase, of pinky 
ware with brown spotted decoration. No date 
can with certainty be given to these articles. 

11. Tomb MD 45A. B. R. closed vessel. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 

From Tomb MD 45A also came the cover of 


a limestone kohl pot (No. i); a shell for paint 
(No. ii); a "flower-pot" (No. iii) (LGM, PI. 
XVII. 50,51 types); a bowl on a tall stem (No. 
iv) (Laiwn Il , PI. LVIII. 90Q2 type 7); and a 
drop pot (No. v) (LGM, PI. XIX. 78 type). 

No. i should not be later than Dyn. XVIII B, 
No. iv, Ihan early Dyn. X VIII A. No. v is typical 
of Dyn. XVIII A. The contents are homogene 
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ous, and probably belong to the Second Inter
mediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A. 

12. Tomb NID 50. RH. closed vessel. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 

From Tomb MD 50 came two wooden kohl 


pots (No. i); an egg (No. ii); a tall vase with 
narrow expanding neck and bichrome black 
and red painted decoration (No. iii) (U.C. 
191(4) (LGM, PI. XVII. 26); a drop pot (No. iv) 
(ibid., PI. XIX. 77 type); a black rimmed bowl 
(No. v) ; and a basin of well made, thick, coarse 
ware with rope impressed pattern on the ex
terior surface (No. vi) (ibid., PI. XVIII. 41). 

Nos. iii, iv and possibly v can be paralleled 
in Deir Rifa Tomb 22 (Gizell and Ri/ell, PIs. 
XXVIIF. 147 (=No. iii); XXVIID. 52 (=No. 
iv), 24 (=? No. v)), which belongs to the 
Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A 
(ibid., p. 25). No . vi belongs to the same type 
as basins from Sidmant Tomb 1312 (Sedment I, 
PI. XLIV. 3), dated by the excavator to the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period 
(ibid., PI. XLVI) , and from el-Haraga Tomb 
245 (f/orageh, PIs. XLII. 5P, LXIII), placed in 
early Dyn. XVllI A by the tall slender jar with 
painted decoration (ibid., PI. XLIII. 240). 

The grave-goods, in Maidum Tomb MD 50 
are homogeneous, and probably belong to the 
Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A. 

13. Tomb MD 55. B.R. closed vessel. 

Ref.: V.C. Tomb Card. Intact. 


14. Tomb MD 55. RR. closed vessel. 

Ref.: V.C . Tomb Card. Intact. 


15. Tomb MD 55. B.R. closed vessel. 

Ref.: V.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 


16. Tomb MD 55. B.R. closed vessel. 

Ref.: V.e. Tomb Card. Broken. 


17. Tomb MD 55. B.R. closed vessel. 

Hef.: V.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 

Tomb MD 55 also contained a quantity of 


gold and an ivory kohl tube in the shape of a 
palm column (LGM, PI. XXI. 6. right). The 
same type of kohl tube turned up in the Tomb 
of TvIaket at J{ahlln (If(G, PI. XXVII. 9), which 
dates to Thutmose I , II and IJI (see below, 
p. 47). The contents of Maidum Tomb MD 55 

can probably also be assigned to these three 
reigns. 

18. Tomb MD 58. n.R. I double juglets 
(Fitzwilliam 91-1911)*. Type IBb. Two jug
lets joined together, each of a swollen pirifonn, 
almost globular body with trumpet base-ring 
with concave splaying sides; narrow, tapering 
neck with bell-shaped rim; relief decoration of 
two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck, on one juglet round upper neck, on the 
other round mid-neck , in both cases incomplete 
on the inside back. The juglets are joined at 
the bodies, and converge to join at the rims; 
strap handle, with circular piercing in top at 
junction with rims, rising from rims to shoul
ders; in base ·of handle, another circular pier
cing. 

Extremely hard cIay with occasional me
dium, and some small white, dark and reddish 
grits, and traces of mica, fired grey with 
orange-brown outer face. Mottled black, grey, 
brown and light orange-brown exterior surface, 
burnished to a low to medium finish. 

Height 10 rims: 10.5 cms. Width of either 
body: 4.3 cms. 

Ill.: LGM, PI. XXI. 7. top row, left. One side 
of one juglet body is missing. Dark stains in 
mouth of other juglet. Ref.: V.e. Tomb Card. 

In Tomb :tvID 58 were also found coarse blue 
disc beads, and a basin of coarsish ware with 
rope impressed pattern on Ihe exterior surface 
(LGM, PI. XVIII. 41 type). A specimen of the 
same type as the latter occurred in Maidllm 
Tomb MD 50 (No. vi) (ibid., PI. XVIII. 41), 
dated probably to the Second Intermediate 
Period-Dyn. XVIII A (see above). The con
tents of Maidum Tomb MD 58 may be ascribed 
to the same period. 

19. Tomb :MD 71. B.R. closed vessel. 

Ref.: V.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 


Other grave-goods from Tomb l,\,lD 71 con
sisted of a broken bronze spear-head (No. i); 
a broken alabaster stemmed handleless vase 
(No. ii); a grey glaze Bes (No. iii); small shells 
bored for suspension (No. iv); a shell (No. v); 
and a jar (No. vi). 
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No. i, if il belongs to Ihe SHme type as LGM, 
Pl. XXII. 9, would d<lte 10 the XXIlnd Dynasty 
(ibid., p. 2(3). No. ii occurs in Dyn. XVllI A and 
B. The contenls of the 10mb are npp:nently not 
homogeneous, and n18Y represent separate de
posils of Dyn. XVIII A or 13 nnd the XXIInd 
Dynasty. 

20. Tomb MD 72. B.B. I bottle (U.C. 13418) '". 
Type IIIEa. Elongated ovoid body with trum
pet base-ring with concave flaring sides; nar
row, tapering, pulled back neck disc-shaped 
rim with flal top sloping outwards; thick nar
row handle, of approximately rectangular sec
tion, from upper neck to shoulder. Relief de
coratioll of a single angular horizontal plastic 
belt round neck nl junctioll of handle. 

Mottled black and brown exterior surface, 
burnished 	to a low to medium finish. 

Height: 13.5 cms. Width of body: 5.25 cms. 
Ill.: LGM, PI. XXI. 7. top row, right; PI. XVI. 

4. 	Intact. 
The U.C. Tomb Card notes three pots, two of 

which were hnnd-made, from Tomb MD 72. 

21. 1911. B.R. I juglet (Marischal College 
1111) *'. Type II3a (ii). Piriform body wi th low 
trumpet bnse-ring with straight or slightly con
cave splaying sides; tall, narrow, tapering, 
pulled back neck with bell-shaped rim ; narrow 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

mack exterior surface, moltled with brown 
and orange-brown, and burnished to a low to 
medium finish. 

Height: 14.4 cms. Width of body: 7.05 cms. 
Ill.: LGM, PI. XXI. 7. bottom row, centre. 

Ref.: Reid, Cat%gue , p. 161. Intact. It still 
contains the dried oul, crumbly dark brown or 
black remains of ils contents. 

22. 1911. B.R. Il juglet (Marischal College 
1112r'. Type IBa. Swollen piriform, almost 
globular body with trumpet base-ring with 
slightly concave, flaring sides, and curled back, 
cut-away edge; ta ll, narrow, irregularly ta
pering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped rim; 
irregular handle, of approximately flattened 
oval section , from upper neck to shoulder. 

Painled decoration of two groups, upper of 
three, lower of four parnlleJ horizontal lines, 
round neck; groups, each of four parnllel lines, 
crossing over body. 

:Mottled black and brown exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish; malt white painted 
decoration. 

Height: 14.6 cms. Width of body: 7.6 ems. 
Ill.: Reid, Cota/ogue, p. 161 No. 1111 (should 

be 1112). Intact. 

23. B.R. I juglet (Hunterian D 1912. 40). 
Type IAa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plnstic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ref.: Hunlerian Museum Accession Register. 

24. B.R. I juglet (HlInterian D 1912. 41). 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic bells round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Brown clay. 

Height: 13 .0 ems. Width of body: 6.7 cms. 

Ref.: Hunterian Museum Accession Register. 


25. B.R. I double juglets (Hunterian D 1912. 
42). Type IDb . Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round upper neck of 
each juglet. 

Brown clay. 

Height: 10.8 cms. 

Ref. : Hunterian Museum Accession Register. 


26. B.R. I juglet. Type fAa (ii). Relief decora
tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Black ware. 
Height: approx. 14.7 ems. Width of body: 

approx. 6.75 ems. 

Ill.: LGM, PIs. XVII. 30, XXI. 7. bottom row, 
left. Ref.: ibid., p. 27. 

27. B.R. I juglet. Type lEa (ii). Relief decora
tion of a single horizontal plastic bell. round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Black ware. 

Height: approx. 14.55 cms. Width of body: 
npprox. 7.05 cms. 

Ill .: LGM, PIs. XVII. 31, XXI. 7. bollom row , 
right. HeL: ibid., p. 27. 

lL is possible that MA/DUM Nos. 21-27 are 
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the same as some of the unidentified containers 
amongst MAl DUM Nos. 2-20. According to 
the excavator, the cemetery from which MA/
DUM Nos. 2-27 came "proved to have been 
made during the middle of the xviiith dynasty, 
for a very coarse seal of Thothmes III [LGM, 
PI. XX. 1] was found, and a weil-made cowroid 
of Amenhotep III [ibid., PI. XX. 8], both from 
grave 75" (ibid., p. 26). It has, however, already 
been demonstrated that the cemetery was prob
ably in use as early as the Second Intermediate 
Period-Dyn. XVIII A (see Maidum Tomb MD 
50 above, p. 34). 

28. Mastaba 17 Tomb 261A. B.R I juglet 
(Philadelphia 31-27-112). Type IAa (?) (iii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle; 
two parallel vertical plastic belts down front of 
body, off-centre to the right. 

Height remaining: approx. 13.4 cms. Width 
of body: approx. 7.3 cms. 

Ill.: ILN April 5, 1930, p. 564. centre left 
fig. 3; PI. V. 1, 2. Rim has been broken off. 

29. Mastaba 17 Tomb 261A. B.R. I juglet 
(Philadelphia 31-27-110). Type IBa(ii). Re
lief decora tion of two parallel horizontal plas
tic belts round neck a't junction of handle. 

Height: 14.5 cms. Width of body : 6.0 cms. 

Ill.: ILN April 5, 1930, p. 564. bottom right 
fig. 9 (inaccurate); PI. IX. 8. 

30. Mastaba 17 Tomb 261A. B.R. I juglet 
(Philadelphia 31-27-107). Type IBa(ii). Re
lief decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: 13.5 cms. Width of body: 7.0 cms. 

Ill.: /LN April 5, 1930, p. 564. bottom right 
fig. 10 (inaccurate); PI. IX. 9. Contents have 
liquified; tacky resinous (?) matter has run out 
of neck. 

31. Mastaba 17 Tomb 261A. RL. spindle 
bottle (Cairo J 56333) *. Type 1. Extremely tall, 
narrow body tapering to a thick everted base
ring; tall, narrow, slightly concave, tapering, 
pulled forward neck with disc-shaped rim with 
flat top sloping outwards; thick handle, of oval 
section, from upper neck to shoulder. No sign 

of relief decoration round neck at junction of 
handle. Incised pot-mark on base (PI. XXI. 6). 

Orange-brown and orange-red exterior sur
face, burnished to a high finish. 

Height: 41.0 cms. Width of body: 6.3 cms. 
Ill.: ILN April 5, 1930, p. 564. bottom right 

fig. 6, p. 565 Fig. 1. left. Intact. 

32. Mastaba 17 Tomb 261A. RL. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: / LN April 5, 1930, p. 564. bottom right 
fig. 5, p . 565 Fig. 1. right. A piece of cloth 
remains round upper neck between rim and 
junction of handle. 

Tomb 261 A was an intrusive grave sunk 
into the west wall of the superstructure of 
Mastaba 17 (University of Pennsylvania iVlu
seum Journal XXII, No. 1, 1931, PIs. I, Il), 
a mud-brick building of the IVth Dynasty 
(ibid., p. 20) situated close to the north-east 
corner of the Pyramid of Sneferu (ibid., PI. 
VIII). It had a deep shaft, at the bottom of 
which, on the west side, a narrow, rectangular, 
lateral chamber had been hollowed out to acco
modate the coffin (ILN April 5, 1930, p. 564. 
top centre fig. Plan). The entrance to the 
chamber had been completely sealed off by a 
mud-brick wall, and outside the room, on the 
floor of the shaft, had been placed several pot
tery vessels: a large amphora of red ware (ibid., 
p. 564. centre left fig. 1); a bowl with carinated 
body (ibid., p. 564. centre left fig. 2) ; the B.R I 
juglet, MAlDUAI No. 28; and two tall slender 
jars (ibid., p. 564, centre left fig. 4, 5). 

The coffin inside the chamber was of wood, 
painted in different colours (ibid., p. 565 Figs. 
2, 3), and had been made for a man named 
Gemesh (ibid., p. 564). It was rectangular in 
shape, with gabled roof and projecting rectan
gular end boards. Within the coffin were found 
two mummies, laid diagonally back to back, 
'one on top of the other. Near the head of the 
lower body was a three-columned wooden head
rest (ibid., p. 564. bottom right fig. 2). In one 
corner of the coffin, at the feet of the upper 
body at least, lay a small basket (ibid., p. 564, 
bottom right fig. 1; p. 566 Fig. 8), containing 
an alabaster vase with squat oval body and 
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short broad neck, covered with a cloth (l LN 
April 5, 1930, p. 564. bottom right fig. 3; p. 566 
Fig. 3), some faience scarab-s, a B.R. I juglet, 
MAl DUM No. 29 or 30, and some dom fruit. 
Near the basket, between the mummies and 
the side of the coffin, were found two wooden 
toilet boxes with sliding lids (ibid., p. 564. 
bottom right fig. 4, 7), one (7) decorated 
with strips of ivory having dot filled circles 
picked out in black (ibid., p. 565 Fig. 5); a 
B.R. I juglet, ~MAIDUM No. 29 or 30; the two 
spindle bottles, MAl DUM Nos. 31, 32; and a 
tankard of light red ware with painted decora
tion (ibid., p. 564. bottom right fig. 8; p. 566 
Fig. 6). 

From under the coffin came a walking-stick 
with forked end (ibid., p. 564. centre left fig. 
6) ; various scarabs, one with the name of Thut
mose Ill; a scaraboid and seal; and a jasper 
amulet representing a flying bird. "These 
scarabs and amulets had probably originally 
been in the coffin, but had perhaps fallen 
through its cracks" (ibid., p. 564). 

The interments undoubtedly took place 
during the reign of Thutmose Ill. There is 
nothing contrary to Egyptian practice in the 
state of the burials or nature of the ,grave-goods 
to substantiate Rowe's claim that 6ne or other 
of the bodies belonged to a foreigner domiciled 
in Egypt. 

33. Tomb 287. B.R. I bottle (Philadelphia 
31-27-150). Type I1IBb. Elongated ovoid 
body with broad low base-ring; broad cylindri
cal neck with short everted, pinched trefoil 
spout; strap handle rising from rim to shoul
der. No decora tion. 

Height: 11.1 cms. Width of body: 5.5 cms. 


Ill.: PI. XVI. 5, 6. Handle is missing. 


Tomb 287 , like the preceding Tomb 261A, 

was excavated by Rowe in 1929-30 on behalf 
of the Eckley B. Coxe Jr. Expedition to Egypt. 

ABUSIR EL-MALAQ 

1. 	 Tomb 48 g 7 No. 4. Egyptian juglet, de
corated 	in W.P.VI style (Berlin 18 728). 

Brown slip; black painted decoration. 

Ill.: Abusir e/-Me/eq, PIs. 70. 481, 76 No. 4. 
Ref.: ibid., p. 90. 

In the rectangular pit of Tomb 48 g 7 had 
been interred, side by side with heads to the 
north, two bodies of undetermined sex (ibid., 

PI. 76, p. 166). ABUSIR EL-MALAQ No. 1 and 
another painted juglet (No. 5) (Berlin 18 727) 
(ibid., PIs. 70. 482, 76 No. 5) lay between the 
trunk of one body and the side of the tomb. 
The other grave-goods, consisting of kohl pots 
of limestone (No. 2) (ibid., PIs. 70. 489, 76 
No. 2) and alabaster (No. 3) (ibid., PIs. 70. 490, 
76 No. 3), a shell (No. 7) (ibid., PIs. 71. 529, 
76 No. 7), and more Egyptian pottery (Nos. 
a-d, 1, 6) (ibid., Pls. 69. 469 (=No. 1), 76 
Nos. c, d, 1, 6) , had also been arranged round 
the sides of the chamber. 

The same shape as ABUSIR EL-MALAQ 
No. 1 occurs in Tell el-Yahudiya Ware (e.g. 
HIC, PI. VIllA. 84), which is typical of the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period. 
The contents of the grave can be safely ascribed 
to this phase (Abusir e/-Me/eq, p. 84). 

2. B.R. juglet (Berlin 17 086). Type I. 

Ref.: SPC, p. 319. 


ABUSIR EL-MALAQ No. 2 was discovered 

during the excavations of the Papyrus Com
mission (ibid., p. 319). 

EL-HARAGA 

1. Town N.H. House Group 58l. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (v). Incised decoration of two parallel 
horizontal lines round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 95L. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 
Card. 

Town N.H., a small settlement about 200 
yards square, with its cemetery very close to 
the south of it (Harageh, p. 17), was situated 
to the north-east of the modern village of el
Haraga (ibid., PI. I1). Group 581 contained a 
stemmed handleless vase of alabaster (No, i) 
(ibid ., PI. XLVIII. 99); 13 scarabs and scara
boids (No. ii) (ibid. , PI. XXI. 150-160) ; a wide 
range of beads of carnelian , red jasper, imita
tion lapis lazuli, green paste, blue, yellow and 
green glass, and blue, green and white glaze (No. 
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iii) (Haf(/(feh, PI. LI V) ; a double kohl pot and 
kohl stick (No. iv) (ibid ., PI. LXITl ) ; and frag
ments of a comb (No. v) (U.C. Tomb Card). 

No. i resembles one found in Maidum Tomb 
31 (J1leydum, PI. XXVII. 107), daled to the 
times of Thutmose III and Amenhotep II (see 
above, p. 32). The blue and yellow glass bead 
in No. jii (Harageh, PI. L1V. 73G) is unlikely to 
be earlier than Dyn. XVIII B, the design 011 

two of the seals from No. ii (ibid ., PI. XXr. 150, 
158), later than Dyn. XVIII C. EI-Haraga Group 
581 appears 10 be homogeneous, and to belong 
to Dyn. XVIII B-C. 

2. Town N.H. House Group 677. B.R. I double 
juglets. Type JBb. Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic bells round upper 
neck of each juglet. 

Ill.: Horageh, PI. XLV. 95M . Ref.: U.C. Tomb 

Card. 

Group 677 consisted of two scarabs and two 
scaraboids (Harogeh, PIs. XXI. 166--169, 
LXIII) or three scarabs and two scaraboids 
(U.C. Tomb Card); a glass kohl stick and a 
glass bead (U.C. Tomb Card); a shallow bowl 
with flat base (Harageh, PI. XLII. 5S); two 
jars with swollen bodies (ibid ., PI. XLIV. 36N, 
36P; U.C. Tomb Card); and two small jars, 
one with painted . decoration (Harogeh, PI. 
XLI V. 80C) , the oti1er with a ridge round the 
neck below the rim (ibid., PI. XLIV. 80F). 

Two of the pot types (ibid., Pl. XLIV. 36P, 
80 F) have been dated by the excavator to the 
reign of Thutmose Ill. There is nothing in the 
group to contradict a date of Dyn . XVIII B 
for the contents. 

3. Cemetery B Tomb 270. B.R. J juglet (Ash
molean 1914. (79) ~:. Type fAa (iii ) . Swollen 
piriform , almost oval body with broad, low 
base-ring with straight flaring sides; tall , nar
row , tapering, pulled back neck with beIJ
shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Relief decoration of Iwo parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; two parallel vertical plastic belts down 
front of body, off-centre to the right. 

Mottled black , brown, orange-brown and 
buff exlerior surface, burnished to a low finish. 

Height : 13.3 cms. Width of body: 6.9 cms. 

Contents : Small beetles, identified as Gib
bium psylloides Czenp. (vVallis and British 
Museum (Natural History)). The insect has 
been recorded feeding in cayenne pepper, stored 
seeds, wheat bran , stale bread, decaying animal 
and vegetable refuse , stored wheat , cereals, 
opium cakes, paste, hay and animal matter. The 
insect is Ubiquitous (H. E. Hinton , The Ptinidae 
of Economic Importance , in Bulletin of Entomo
[ogiw[ Research 31, Part 4, January 1941, pp. 
336 ff.). One side of the body of the juglet has 
been stained dark brown where the contents 
seeped through hair-cracks. 

Ill.: HC/mgeh, PI. XLV. 95J (inaccurate). 
Ref. : U.C. Tomb Card. Intact. 

Tomb 270 consisted of a rectangular shaft, 
giving access on its south side to a chamber in 
which had been interred the bodies of a man 
and a woman (Horageb, PI. LXIII). Found 
with the burials were fragments of a wooden 
coffin lid (No. i) (ibid., PI. LXIII; U.C. Tomb 
Card); a shallow flat based bowl of alabaster 
(No . ii) (Harageh, PI. XLVIII. 86); beads of 
jasper, black and 'white glass, and blue, white 
and green glaze (No. iii ) (ibid ., PI. LlV); a 
miniature stemmed handleless vase of blue
green faience (No. iv) (Ashmolean 1914. 680) 
(U.C. Tomb Card) ; pieces of an ivory box and 
of rope , and dom fruit (No. v) (Hawgeh, PI. 
LXIII); an Egyptian Red Polished pot, with 
black painted decorati·on, in the form of a fish 
or a bean (No. vi) (ibid ., PI. X. 10, p . 18); and 
a bowl with disc-shaped base (No. vii) (ibid., 
PI. XLII. 9S). 

No. iv should not be later than Dyn. XVIII B. 
The ware of No. vi is characteristic of Dyn. 
XVIII B. The contents of the tomb are appar
ently homogeneous, and can be dated to Dyn. 
XVIII B. 

4. Cemetery B Tomb 274. B.E. I juglet. Type 
IAa(ii). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 

handle. 

Ill.: l1arageh. PI. XLV. 95G. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 

Card . 
In Ihe chamber of Tomo 274, which opened 
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off the sOllth side of a rectangular shaft (Ho/'([
geJz, Pl. LXIII), had been interred the body of 
a man (U.C. Tomb Card). Fragments of an in
scribed coffin and matting (Ha/"ageh, PI. LXIII) 
also came 10 light, together with the following 
grave-goods: an alabaster lid (No. i) (ibid., Pl. 
XLVIII. 988); a bowl with flat base and up
curving rim (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XLII. 5R); 
a drop pot (No. iii) (ibid ., PI. XLII. 20F) ; a tall 
slender jar with long neck (No. iv) (Riqqeh, 
PI. XXXV. 23B); two tall slender jars, one 
with painted decoration (No. v) (Harageh, PI. 
XLIII. 24R) , the other with incised decoration 
(No. vi) (ibid., PI. XLIII . 25K); another jar 
(No. vii) (ibid., PI. XLIV. 44D); and a pot (No. 
viii) (ibid., PI. XLV. 83J). 

Nos. iii- vi are typical of Dyn. XVIII A. The 
contents of the tomb are homogeneous, and be
long to Dyn. XVIII A. 

5. Cemetery E Tomb 601. B.R. I (?) juglet. 
Type IBa (vi) (?). No decoration has apparently 
been drawn. The illustration is so bad that it is 
difficult to be absolutely certain of the Ware, 
let alone the Type. 

Ill.: Haragch, PI. XLV. 95F. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 
Card. 

Tomb 601, though attributed to Cemetery C 
(Ha/"ageJz, PI. LXIII), has been included in the 
plan of Cemetery E (ibid., PI. V). EL-HARAGA 
No. 5 was one item in a group of objects placed 
with an intrusive burial (ibid., PI. LXIII). 'With 
it were lwo jars with swollen bodies (ibid., 
PI. XLIV. 36M, 39N) ; a tall, narrow, flat based 
pot (ibid., PI. XLIV. 52N); and a scarab of 
A'menhotep II (ibid., PI. XXI. 127), which dates 
the entire group. ' 

6. 	 Tomb 608. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 92E. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 

Card. 

7. Tomb 608. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Haragch, PI. XLV. 92B. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 

Card. 

EL-HARAGA Nos. 6 and 7 were the only two 
objects deposited wi th an inlrusive burial in 
Tomb 608 , which had been conslructed in the 
M.K. (Hurugeh, PI s. LXII, LXIII). 

8. Cemetery N.B. Tomb 665. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (v). Incised decoration of two parallel 
horizontal lines round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: HorogelJ, PI. XLV. 95L. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 
Card. 

Tomb 665 appears to have been a square pit 
(Hurageh, PI. LXIII), from which came a num
ber of gold and carnelian beads (ibid., PI. LIV) 
and a drop pot (ibid., PI. XLII. 20F). The latter 
places the deposit in Dyn. XVIII A. 

9. B.R. I juglet (Glasgow '14-64bv) *. Type 
IBa (ii). Piriform body wi th trumpet base-ring 
with slightly concave flaring sides and splayed 
edge; tall , narrow, tapering neck, set askew on 
top of body, with bell-shaped rim; thickish 
handle, of rectangular section, from upper neck 
to shoulder. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Mottled black, grey and grey-buff exterior-
surface, 	burnished to a medium. finish. 

Height: 15.0 cms. Width of body: 6.65 cms. 
Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 95K. Intact. 

10. B.R. I tankard (Manchester 6123) *. Type 
V. Broad, depressed piriform body with broad 
low base-ring with straight flaring sides; short, 
broad, tapering, pulled back neck with everted 
circular rim with flat top sloping inwards; strap 
handle from rim to shoulder, surmounted by a 
thick, slightly curving over, thumb-grip projec
tion , with expanding bifurcated top, set diago
nally on top of rim and handle. Incised decora
tion round upper neck, incomplete at back 
underneath the handle. 

Extremely hard , thin clay with some small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
fine mica, fired orange-brown all through on 
body, grey with orange-brown faces on base
ring. Black exterior surface, burnished to a 
medium to high finish. 

Height to rim: 8.05 cms. WidLh of body: 
7.2 	cms. Diameter of rim: 6.75 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XX. 1. Mended. A section of the body 
is missing. 

According 10 the Manchester University Mu
sellm Accession Card , EL-HARAGA No. 10 had 
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originally been attributed to cl-Riqqa, which 
was later altered to el-Haraga. It was alleged to 
have been found together with a pilgrim flask 
with painted decoration (Manchester (120) 
(Riqqeh, PI. L1. 6), which came from el-Riqqa 
(ibid., pp. 31 /'.). The confusion over the. pro
venance of EL-HARACA No. 10 makes it un 
wise to rely for chronological purposes on its 
purported association with the pilgrim fla sk . 

11. B.R. I flask . Type IVA. Relief decoration 
of a single horizontal plastic belt round neck 
a t junction of handle. 

Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 94N. 

EL-LAHUN 

1. B.R. I juglet (Manches ter 743) *. Type 
IBa (ii). Piriform body with trumpet base-ring' 
with concave splaying sides; tall , narrow, 
almost cylindrical neck, tapering above junc
tion of handle, with bell-shaped rim; thick nar
row handle, of square to rectangular section , 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
n eck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with many small 
white and dark grits, and traces of fine mica, 
fired grey with orange-brown outer face. Black 
exterior surface, mottled with light brown and 
gr ey-buff on neck, and burnished to a medium 
to high finish. 

Height: 14.5 cms. Width of body: 7.0 cms. 
Ill. : J{CH, PI. XXIV. 15. Ref.: Griffith , Cata

logue, p. 66. Large portion of body and pieces 
of base- ring are missing. Adhering 10 the inside 
of the body are th e hard, bu t crumbly, black 
and ,dark brown r emains of th e contents. 

2. B.R. I flask (Manchester 742) *. Type IVA. 
Lentoid body wilh front segment slightly more 
swollen than back, and junction between them 
tightly rounded ; tall, na rrow, tapering, pulled 
back neck with bell-shaped rim; strap handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decora tion 
of a single horizontal pl as tic belt round neck at 
jun ction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica , fired grey 
wi th orange-brown outer face. Mottled black , 

grey and drab brown exterior surface, with 
small orange patches all body, burnished to a 
low fini sh . 

Height : 13.3 cms. 'Vidth of body : 8.1 X4.5 
cms. 

Ill. : J{CH, Pl. XXIV. 14. Ref.: Griffith, Cata
logue, p. 66. Intact. Piece is missing from rim. 

3. B.R. 11 juglet (Manches ter 744) *. Type IAa 
or IBa. Tall , narrow, irregularly tapering neck 
with everted rim ; thickish strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Painted decoration of 
two parallel horizontal lines round neck at 
junction of handl e; a horizontal line round 
junction of neck and body; a group of three 
parall el vertical lines down either side and front 
of body. 

Ex tremely hard clay with many small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
with orange ou ter face. Mottled black, brown and 
reddish-brown exterior surface, burnished to a 
low to medium finish; matt white pa inted de
coration. 

Height of neck to base of rim: 5.3 cms. 

Ill. : J{CH, PI. XXIV. 16. Ref.: Griffith, Cata
logue, p. 66. Rim , and whole of lower body are 
missing. Early fabric . 

EL-LAHUN Nos. 1-3 were attributed by the 
excavator to the XXlst-XXVth Dynasties 
([(CH, PI. XXIV). Though there is 110 reference 
to them in the text, P etri e states that round the 
Pyramid of Senusret II "was a cemetery; be
gun in the XIIth dynasty; ransacked, and the 
tombs re-used in th e XXI-XXVI; and a num 
ber of fresh tombs excavated a t the same time ; 
and then largely plundered in la ter times" 
(ibid., p. 5). It sugges ts that EL-LAHUN Nos. 
1-3 came from intrusive deposits in the well 
lombs of the XlIth Dynasty (ibid., p. 11 ). 

4. W es t Quarry Tomb 5. R.L. spindle bottle 
(Ashmolean 1914. (92) *. Type l. Tall, rather 
broad body with slightly convex sides tapering 
to a thick everted base-ring; narrow, concave, 
tapering neck with disc-shaped rim 'with flat 
top sloping outwards; handle, of flattened oval 
section, from upper neck to shoulder. Low 
relief decoration of a single horizontal belt 
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rOllJld neck :It junction of h:llldl e. No incised 

pol-l11nrk on b'lSC. 

Ornnge exterior surf;lce, burnished 10 a me

dium finish . 

Height: 24.1 CIllS. Width of body: 8.5 cms. 

Ill.: LollLln 11 , PI. LV. 921"1 (inaccnrDte) ; 
Prankfort, Studies I , PI. X. 2. right. Mended . 

5. \Vest Qunrry Tomb 5. Egyptian Rcd Po

lished imitation of R.L. spindle bOltle, Type I 

(Ashmolean 1914. 693) *. 

Ill.: Lohun 11, PI. LV. 92. 

The burial of Tomb 5 was discovered in the 

chips of the \Vest Quarry nenr the Pyramid of 
Senusret 11 (ibid., PI. XIII, pp. 34 f.). The cof

fin "\-vns of plain wood with curved lid and 

raised ends. At eilher end of the coffin was a 

quantity of pottery, consisting of three shallow 

bowls (Nos. i-iii ) (ibid., PI. LV. 2B, 2Y, 3E); 

two deeper, flat based bowls (Nos. iv, v) (ibid., 
PI. LVIII. 3e; Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXXIII, 9F) ; 

a bowl with slump base and slightly incurving 
rim (No. vi) (Lahun 11, PI. LVIII. 9B2); two 
tall slender jars (Nos. vii, viii) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 
26Z2, 2623) ; and others of the same lypes (Nos. 
ix-xii). One of the shallow bowls (ibid ., PI. 
LV. 3E type) contained figs, an9 one of the 
deepe r (ibid., PI. LVIII. 9B2), grapes . 

Inside the coffin was the body of a \-voman, 
wrapped in one long linen shroud twisted up 
lightly above the head. EL-LAJ-J UN Nos. 4 and 
5, and two Black Polished jugs (Nos. xiii, xiv) 
(ibid., PI. LV. 91Q, 91Q2) had been laid round 
the head . In the north-west corner of the coffin 
was a small basket (No. xv) (ibid., PI. LV. 2) 
containing an alabaster kohl pot (No. xvi) and 
obsidian kohl stick (No. xvii) (ibid., PI. LV. 1), 
and an ivory hair-pin with maeus top (No. 
xvi ii ) (ibid. , PI. LV. 3). 

Nos. vi, xiii, xiv, xvi and xviii can be paral
leled by Saqqara Tomb NE. 65 Nos. viii (TPC 
I, p. 66 Fig. 74. 9 type (= No. vi)) , ii (lwo spe
cimens) (ibid., p . 66 Fig. 74 . 4 type (= Nos. xiii, 
xiv)), vi (TPC 11 , PI. 44. A. 5 type (= No. xvi)), 
and vii (ibid., PI. 44. c. 10 (= No. xviii)). Tomb 
NE. 65 was a closed deposit (TPC I , p . (9) , 
dated by a scarab of Ahmose I (No. xi) (TPC 
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Il, PI. 46. A. 55). El-Lahun Tomb 5 can ;lC
cordingly be dated to enrly Dyn XVlII A. 

6. Far West Hill Tomb 552. R.L. spindle 
bot tIe. Type I. Low relief decora tion of a single 
horizontal belt round neck of junction of 
h;mdle . 

Ill.: Lalzun Il, PI. LVIII. 92T. 

Tomb 652 was of the regular XIIth Dynasty 
type, with a deep shaft giving access to a 
roughly cut chamber (ibid., p. 33). It had been 
re-used in the XVIlIth and XXllnd Dynasties 
(ibid., PI. XLVIIIA), and thoroughly looted. 

7. Dyke Ridge Tomb 654. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. Low relief decoration of a single 
horizontal belt round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: Lahun I1 , PI. LVIII. 92T type. 

Tomb 654 consisted of a large chamber, 
approached by a long passage (ibid., p. 28). It 
had been cut in the XIIth Dynasty, and sub
sequently re-used in the XVIIIth and XXIInd 
Dynasties (ibid., PI. XL VIllA). Amongst its 
contents were two scarabs inscribed with the 
name of Thutmose III (ibid., PI. LXIII. 13, 14). 

8. Dome Rock Tomb. R.L. spindle bottle. 
Type I. Low relief decoration of a single hori
zontal belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Lohun 11 , PI. LVIII. 92 T. 

The tomb from which EL-LAHUN No. 8 
came had been out into an isolated knoll of 
rock between the West Hill and Dyke Ridge, 
labelled "Dome" (LohuIl Il , PI. Il , p. 32). It 
was found lo contain remains of the XlIth, 
XVIIIth and XXIInd Dynasties (ibid., PI. 
XLVIIIA) . 

9. Rom el-Iswid Tomb K.1. 2. 13.R. closed 
vessel. 

Ref.: Lahun 11 , PI. XLVIlIA. 

Tomb 1\..1. 2 was made up of lhree chambers 
(ibid., PI. XLVIllA), from which came a lazza 
cup and foot of hard grey stone (No. i) (ibid., 
PI. LXVI. 13, 13A) ; a limeston e copy of a 
D.R. I jug Type 1I (No. ii) (ibid., Pl. LXVI. 15); 
two al:lbaster lids (Nos . iii, iv) (ibid., PI. LXVI. 
16, 18 respectively); fragl1Jents of alabaster 
(No. v) alld a variegated glass bottle (No. vi) 
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(LollLlll 11, PI. XLVIIIA); atankardoffinebuff 
ware (No. vii) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 89.M); a large 
jug with lall narrow neck, of polished pale bllff 
ware (No. viii) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 90iVI type) ; 
a false neck (No. ix) and two-handled sherds 
(No . x) (ibid., PI. XLVIIIA). 

No. i can typologically be no earlier than 
Dyn. XVIIl B, a nd has a close parallel in soft 
brown stone at el-Amarna (CA 11, PI. XLIV. 8, 
p. 65), a t the time of Akhenaten. No. viii be
longs to the same general type and ware as 
CA I, PI. LT. XLI/1056, which also dates to the 
reign of Akhena ten. No. ix, if part of a Myce
naean IlIA stirrup-vase, is well represented too 
at el-Amarna, e.g. Tell el Amorno, Plo XXVII. 
:36,37 ; CA JI, PI. XLV. 4=CA In, Vol. IJ , PI. 
CIX. 2. G05; CA Ill , Vo!. 1I, PI. LXXVlII. 9. 

Tomb K.I. 2 must at least have contained a 
deposit of Dyn. XVIII D. 

10. Kom el-Iswid Tomb K.I. 4. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. Low relief decoration of 
a single h orizontal belt round neck a t junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: Lal1Llll Il , PI. LVIII . 92T type. 

Off the deep shaft of Tomb K.I. 4 opened 
three chambers (ibid., PI. XL VIllA), in which 
were found a scrap of copper, alabaster lids , 
an alabaster base, fragments of fine alabaster 
vessels, a glass neck, and two bivalve shells 
(No. i) (ibid., PI. XLVIIIA); a spaceI' bea d 
(No. ii) (ibid., PI. LXIII. 55W); a small bowl 
(No. iii ) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 2Y3) ; a large jug with 
tall narrow neck, of polished pale buff ware 
(No. iv) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 90M); a Black Po
lished jug (No. v) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 91R); de
corated and foreign sherds (No. vi) and a fal se 
neck (No . vii) (ibid ., PI. XLVIlIA). 

No. iv belongs to the same type as Kom el
Iswid Tomb K.I. 2 No. viii , which ha d a de
posit of Dyn. XVIII D (see above). No. v is 
typical o f Dyn. XVIII A. No. vii may, like 
Kom el-Iswid Tomb K.I. 2 No. ix , have been 
part of a i'vlycenaean IlIA stirrup-vase, dating 
to Dyn. XVIII D (see also above) . Tomb K.I . 
4 appears to have contained at least two de
posits, one of Dyn. XVIII A, the other of Dyn. 
XVIII D. 

11. Kom el-Iswid Tomb KI. 7. B.R. I juglet 
Type TA (?) c(ii). Expandillg neck with everted 
rim, having in front a narrow, pinched, up
turned, cu t-a way spout with straigh t lip; 
handle from upper neck to shoulder. Reli ef 
decora tion of two parallel horizontal plas ti c 
belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Reddish-buff ware. 

Height of n eck to tip of spo ut: approx. 7.35 
cms. Rim: approx. 5.85 X 4.05 cms . 

Ill.: Lahun 11, PI. LVIII. 93H. 

Tomb KI. 7 also had three chambers (ibid., 
PI. XLVIIIA), which yielded a copper ear(?)
ring, large a labaster jars, a large grey lime
stone jar, a blue paste vessel, blue ribbed glass , 
and a bivalve shell (ibid. , PI. XLVIlIA); a la
baster lids (ibid., PI. LXVI. 17 , 19); an ostra
con (ibid., PI. LXX . 7) ; a r ough semi-ovoid 
bowl (ibid., PI. L VTII. 2V3); a large jug 
with tall narrow neck, of polished p a le buff 
ware (ibid. , PI. LV!II. 90M type); a " two
handled round" (p ilgrim flask?) (ibid., PI. 
XLV1IIA) ; and the mouth of a red ware jug in 
the form of a human head (ibid., PI. LXVlI. 
57). The tomb contained deposits of mixed 
XVIIIth Dynasty date, amo ngst which Dyn. 
XVIII D at least was represented by the tall 
narrow necked jug, which belongs to the same 
Iype as Kom el-Iswid Tombs K.I . 2 No. viii (see 
above) and K.I. 4 No. iv (see also above). 

J(A[-JUN 

1. Neck and handle of W.P. Pendent Line 
Style jug. Type T. Probably Astrom White 
Painted Ill-IV Pendent Line Style lA (MCBA, 
pp. 27 f.) . Short neck with everted rim; handle 
from rim to shoulder, where it has been pushed 
through wall of body. Painted decora tion. 

Buff· clay. Buff exterior surface; brown 

pain ted decoration. 

Ill .: 1/( G, PI. I. 18. The sherd was first re
cognised by Gjerstad , who assigned it to W.P. 
IV (SPC, pp. 304 f. ), and most recently dis
cussed by Astrom (MCBA, p. 212 ll . 7). Though 
Astrom has reservations about its identity , I 
agree with its attribution to the W.P. Pendent, 
rather than to the 'V.P. Cross Line Style. 
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Accordillg to Petrie, lIAHUN No. 1 "was 
found :llongsicle of pollery of the XIlth dynasty 
in a deep chamber" (lgC, p. 10) ill the town 

built by Sel1LlSret 1f for the worklllan engaged 
in constructing his funerary edifices. Astrom 

has casl grave doubts on the date Petrie gave the 
pollery associa led wi th this sherd, and though 
it is lIO argument to sllggest that the excavator 

apparently had <1 preconceived idea about the 
period to which the ma tcrial from the town 
belonged (MCJ3A, pp. 212 f.), Petrie 's failure 
to illustrate the companion pieces provides a 
juslifiable excuse for suspending judgement on 

the date of the context. Nevertheless the ex
cavator's assertion shollld not be lightly dis
missed , since his conclusions were based on 
archaeological evidence which he observed at 
first hand, and was alone in II position to con
trol and interpret. It is not at all unlikely that, 
in the state of knowledge at the time, "XIIth 
dynasty" was used to describe pottery not only 
of the XIIth Dynasty itself, but also of the 
Second Intermediate Period at least, for, as 
Peet in later years remarked, "The study of 
this [Second] Intermediate pottery teaches one 
useful lesson, namely, that the amount of devel
opment between the XIIth and the XVIlIth 
Dynasties was remarkably smal1" (Cem. Ab. Il, 
p. 70) and "in the development of Egyptian 
pottery the great break, or rather step, comes 
not belween the XIIth aud ear1y XVIlIth Dy
nasties, but within the XVIIlth Dynasty itself" 
(ibid., p. 70). 

2. Tomb of Maket. Main Chamber: Coffin 7. 
B.R. I flask (Ashmolean 1890.855) "'. Type IVA. 
Lentoid body with frout segment more swollen 
than back, and junction between them sharply 
cllrinated; very tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
everted circular rim with flattened top sloping 
slightly inwards; strap handle from upper neck 
to shoulder. Incised decoralion of two parallel, 
slightly oblique lines round neck at junction of 
handle; two lines crossing each other diago
nally on front segment of body. 

Black exterior surface, mottled wilh brown 
and buff-brown, and burnished to a low, al
most malt finish . 

Height: 15.25 cms. Width of body: 8.0 X 4.5 
cms. 

Ill.: ]](G, PI. XXVII. 19 ; Petrie, Ten YeW's' 
Digging, p . 123 Fig. 94. top rigb t (inaccurn le). 
I n tact. 

3. Tomb of lVlnket. Main Chambcr: Sonlh
West Corner. R.L. spindle bottle (Ashmolean 
1890. 852) *. Type I. Very tall, narrow body 
tapering to Cl thick everted base-ring; tall , nar
row , slightly concave, irregularly tapering neck 
with turned over, disc-shaped rim with flat top 
sloping outwards; handle, of flattened oval 
seclion, from upper neck to shoulder. No sign 
of relief decoration round neck at junction of 
handle. Incised pot-mark on base (PI. XXI. 8). 

Extremely hard clay wilh rare medium and 
many very small and tiny white and dark grils, 
and traces of mica, fired orange-buff (on rim). 
Red exterior surface, burnished to a high 
finish. 

Height: 34.5 cms. Width of body: 6.85 cms. 
Ill.: ]](G, PI. XXVII. 18; Petrie, Ten Years' 

Digging, p. 123 Fig. 94. Intact. 

4. Tomb of Makel. Main Chamber: South
West Corner. R.L. spindle bottle (Ashmolean 
1890. 8(0) *. Type I. Very tall narrow body 
tapering towards base; tall, narrow, slightly 
concave, tapering neck with turned over, disc
shaped rim with flattened top sloping out
wards; handle, of fla tlened oval section , from 
upper neck lo shoulder. There seems to have 
been a very low relief belt round neck al junc
tion of handle. 

Extremely hard, thick clay with many very 
small and tiny white and dark grits, and traces 
of organic matter and mica , fired orange. 
Orange and light orange-red exterior surface, 
burnished lo a low finish. 

Maximum height remaining: :-l7.2 cms. Width 
of body: 6.9 cms. 

Ref.: ]](G; p. 2~), where il is slalcd lhal "lwo 
long smooth red vases" of ibid., PI. XXVII. 18 
type were found in the south-west corner of the 
Main Chamber. Mended. Base is missing. 

5. Tomb of Maker. Main Chamber: SO\lII1

\Vesl Comer. RR. 1 bot lIe (Ashmolenn 1890. 
851-3 )"'. Type IIIAa. Tall narrow body willI COI1
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cave sides tapering to an everted base-ring 
with straight flaring sides; tall , narrow, cy
lindrical, pulled back neck with disc-shaped 
rim with flat top ; handle, of approximately 
square section, from upper neck to shoulder. 
Helief decoration of a single broad horizontal 
plastic band round neck a t junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and pinkish grits, and traces of organic 
matter and mica, fired grey with orange-brown 
faces (on rim). Mottled black, grey, brown and 
orange-brown exLerior surface, burnished to a 
low finish. 

Height: 16.2 cms. Width of body: 5.3 cms. 

Ill.: [[(G, PI. XXVII. 17 (inaccurate). Intact. 

6. Tomb of Maket. Ma in Chamber: South-
West Corner. B.R. I double juglets (Ashmolean 
1890. 857) *. Type IBb. Two juglets joined to
gether, each of a piriform body with trumpet 
base-ring with concave splaying sides; tall, 
narrow, tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; 
relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round upper neck, incomplete on 
the inside back. The juglets are joined at the 
bodies, and linked at the rims by a broad con
vex band; thick handle, of approximately 
square section, rising from convex band to 
shoulders; in base of handle at junction with 
bodies is a diagonal piercing. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
light and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired 
grey with brown outer face. Black exterior 
surface, mottled with brown and drab buff, 
and burnished to a low to medium finish. 

He~g'ht to rims: 11.0 cms. 'Width of either 
body: 4.4 cms. 

Contents: No sand (?); small spores and 
possibly some spherical pollen with three pores; 
much brown indefinite matter; very few woody 
tracheids, one with bordered pits; 21.30/0 ash, 
nearly white, containing Ca and COo CWallis). 

Ill.: [[(G, PI. XXVII. 14; Petrie, Ten Years' 

Digging, p. 123 Fig. 94. (inaccurate); Univer
sity of Oxford. Ashmolean Museum. Depart
ment of Antiquities. A summory guide to the 

collections (Oxford, 1951) , PI. XXIX. A. top 
left. 

7. Tomb of Maket. Main Chamber: South
West Corner. B.R. I ju glet (Ashmolean 1890. 
866) *. Type IBa (ii). Ovoid body with trumpet 
base-ring wi tll concave splaying sides; tall, 
narrow, Lapering neck, set slightly askew on 
top of body, with short sided, everted, circular 
rim; thick handle, of square section, from 
upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of a 
single horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

MoLtled black, brown, orange-brown and 
light orange-buff exterior surface, burnished to 
a low finish . 

Height : 14.35 cms. Width of body: 6.4 cms. 
Ill. : [KG, PI. XXVII. 15. Intact. 

8. Tomb of Maket. Main Chamber: South
West Corner. B.R. I juglet (Ashmolean 1890. 
854)*. Type IBa(ii). Piriform body with trum
pet base-ring with concave flaring sides and 
splayed edge; tall, narrow, irregularly tapering 
neck with bell-shaped rim; strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of 
two parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck 
at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with occasional 
medium and many small white, dark and red
dish grits, and traces of mica, fired grey with 
orange-brown outer face . Mottled black, brown 
and orange-brown exterior surface, burnished 
to a low finish . 

Height: 14.45 cms . Width of body: 7.15 cms. 
Ill.: [[(G, PI. XXVII. 16. Broken in recent 

times and mended. Pieces of body and half of 
base-ring are missing. Dark brown stain on 
one side of inLerior of body. 

9. Tomb of Maket. Main Chamber: South
West Corner. B.R. I flask (Ashmolean 1890. 
856)* (?). Type IVA. Lentoid body with both 
segmen ts of equal size, and junction between 
them rounded; tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
bell-shaped rim; narrow handle, of roughly 
rectangular secLion, from upper neck to shoul
der. Relief decoration of a single horizontal 
plaslic belt rOllnd neck at junc1ion of handle. 

:Moltled black , grey and brown exterior sur
face, burnished to a low finish . 
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H eight : 12.8 ems. Width 0(' body: 7.15 X 5.3 
Clll s. 

Ill.: lI{G, PI. XXVII. 20 (?). Intact. Dark 
stains round shoulder. Though measurements 
of heigh t correspond, the identification owes 
its uncertainty to the difficulty of r econciling 
I he outline of the pot in the Ashmolean with 
the drawing in lI(G. Faulty rendition of per
spective may, however, have been responsible 
for the distortion of the shape of the flask 
when viewed at an angle instead of side on. 

10. Tomb of Maket. Main Chamber: Coffin 8. 
RR. I juglet (Ashmolean 1890. 861) * (?). Type 
IBa(ii) . Piriform body with trumpet base-ring 
with more or less straight flaring sides; tall , 
narrow, tapering, slightly pulled back neck 
with bell-shaped rim; narrow strap handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction' of handle. 

Extreme ly hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica , 
fired orange (on base-ring). Mottled black and 
brown exterior surface, burnished to a low 
finish. 

Height: 15.15 cms. \Vidth of body: 6.5 cms. 
Ref.: JI< G, p. 23 (?). Down the. neck of the 

jugle t is inserted a long, narrow, tapering 
wooden stick, 14.8 cms.long. The "Phoenician" 
vase from Coffin 8 is said to belong to ibid. , 
PI. XXVII. 16 type, and to have been broken. 
The only damage I<AHUN No. 10 has sustained 
is to its base, which is chipped. Though this 
would seem hardly sufficient to merit the de
scription of "broken", of all the pottery from 
the Tomb of Mak,et in the Ashmolean, No. 1890. 
861 best fits the requirements , unless there are 
discrepancies in the report. There were cer
tainly omissions. 

11. Tomb of Maket. Main Chamber: Coffin 8. 
B.R. I juglet (Ashmolean 1890. 862) *. Type 
IAc(i ). S'wollen pirifonn , almost oval body 
with broad low base-ring with straight flaring 
sides; very short, narrow, tap ering, pulled back 
neck with everted, pinched, trefoil spout; 
handle, probably strap, from rim to shoulder. 
Relief decora tion of I wo parallel horizon tal 
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plastic belts round upper neck, merging into a 
single irregular band at back underneath 
handle; two parallel vertical plastic bells down 
front of body, curving away 10 the right. 

Extremely hard clay with some small \-"hite, 
dark <1nd reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with orange-brown faces (on rim). 
l'vlottled black, brown, reddish- and orange
brown exterior surface, burnished to a low 
finish. 

Height remaining: 11.1 cms. Width of body: 
8.0 cms. 

Ill.: jI<G, PI. XXVII. 21; Petrie, Ten Years' 
Digging, p. 123 Fig. 94. bottom right (inaccu
rate) ; PI. VIII. 5, 6. The rim is badly chipped, 
and handle missing. Dark stains round lower 
body. 

12. Tomb of Maket. B.R. I juglet (Ashmolean 
1890. 853) *. Type IAa (iii). Swoll en piriform 
body with broad low base-ring with more or 
less straight flaring sides; tall, narrow, taper
ing, pulled back neck with bell-shaped rim ; 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decoration of two par<1)]el horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle; 
two pmaIlel ver tical plastic belts down front of 
body, on-centre. 

Mottled black, brown and -orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
finish. 

Height: 13.4 cms. Width of body: 7.2 cms. 
Ill.: Petrie, Ten Years' Digging, p . 123 Fig. 

94. top left (inaccurate). Intact. 

13. Tomb of Maket. B.R. I bottle (Ashmolean 
1890. 868)*. Type lIIB(?)a. Tall body with 
marked shoulder and slightly convex sides 
tapering towards the base; tall, narrow, more 
or less cylindrical neck with everted, circular, 
flat-topped rim; thickish handle, of approxi
mately rectangular section, from upper ueck to 
shoulder. Relief decoration of a single horizon
tal pl<1stic belt round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Extremely hard , thin clay with occ<1sional 
medium reddish-brown and some small white, 
dark and pinkish grits, and traces of mica , 
fired orange or or<1nge-brown all through. 
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Mottled black and grey-brown exterior surface, 
burnished 10 a low to medium finish. 

\Yidlh of body: 6.0 cms. 
Lower half of body, including base, is mis

sing. 

14. Tomb of IVlaket. n.R. 1 juglet (Ashmolean 
1890. 869) *. Type lB. Swollen piriform body 
with trumpet base-ring; handle, of approxi
mately square section, to shoulder. 

Extremely hard clay wilh many small white, 
dark, brown and reddish grits, and traces of 
organic matter and mica, fired grey with 
orange-brown outer face. Black and grey ex
terior surface, burnished to a very low, almost 
l1la It finish. 

Width of body: G.7 cms. 
Neck, upper half of handJc, and base-ring 

are all missing. 

15. Tomb of Make!. B.R. I juglet (Ashmolean 
1890. 872A) *. Type IAa or IBa. Tall, narrow, 
tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; handle 
from upper neck. Relief decoration of two pa
rallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with a few small white 
grits, and traces of mica, fired grey with thin 
orange-brown outer face. MoLtled black and 
brown exterior surface / burnished to a low 
finish. 

Height of neck to rim: 7.0 cms. 

Body and handle are missing. 


16. Tomb of Maket. B.R. I juglet (Ashmo
lean 18UO. 87213) 0;:. Type IAa or IBa. Tall, nar
row, tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; nar
row handle, probably strap, from upper neck. 
Helief qecora tion of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with many smnll 
and tiny white, dark and reddish grits, and 
traces of mica, fired grey with ornnge-brown 
outer face. Mottled blac){, brown and orange
brown exterior surface, burnished to a medium 
finish. 

Height of neck 1.0 rim: 7.6 cms. 

Body and handle are missing. 


17. Tomb of Maket. B.R. I bottlc (Ashmolean 
1890. 872C+1890. 887)"'. Type IIIAa. Tall 

narrow body tapering evenly to H low everted 
base-ring with concave flaring sides; tall, 
narrow, slightly tapering neck with disc-shaped 
rim with flat top sloping outwards ; narrow 
slrap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decora tion of a single horizon tal plastic 
belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white, dark, orange- and reddish-brown grits, 
and traces of organic matter and mica, fired grey 
with orange-brown outer face. Mottled black, 
brown and orange-brown exterior surface, bur
nished to a 10\-\1 to medium finish. 

Height: 16.0 cms. Width of body : 5.8 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XVI. 1. Portions of body are missing. 

A crumbly dark brown residue lies inside the 
base of the body. 

As it would be impossible to improve on 
Petrie's description of the Tomb of Maket 
(If{G, pp. 21 ff.), his account has been exten
sively reproduced in the ensuing discussion. 
The tomb was situated in the town of Kahun. 
Many of the XIIth Dynasty houses had had rock
cut cellars, which were closed by massive trap
doors of wood . One of these cellars became 
known to the N.R. people, who converted and 
probably enlarged it into a funerary vault. The 
tomb consisted of three chambers, the inner 
and outer of which '"ere cut into the rock 
alone ; the middle or main chamber had been 
roofed and lined with blocks of fine white 
limestone (ibid., PI. Xl V. plan at top). An in
dependent shaft gave enlry to the outer cham

ber. 
The Inner Chamber must have contained the 

primary interments in the tomb. Found there 
were three coffins, the earliest of which, No. 1, 
had been placed on the floor against the back 
wall. Its grave-goods included two scarabs, 
both bearing the name of Thulmose III (ibid., 
PI. XXVI. 2,4) , which provide a terminus post 
quem for the deposition of burials in the tomb. 

The interments in the Inner Chamber were 
succeeded by those i.n the Main Chamber, 
where Coffins Nos. 4-10 had been stacked . 
The most important of these was Coffin No. 7, 
which held several bodies, amongst them a 
woman , whose !lame was ivIakeL Her grave
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goods comprisrd a gold scarab of hollow work 
(lgC, PI. XXVI. \.l), a silver scarab set in a 
gold ring (ibid., PI. XXVI. 7) and a silver ring 
with square bezel (ibid ., PI. XXVI. 8), all three 
inscribed with "The Lady of the House, m3kt"; 
a blue glaze scarab set in a gold ring (ibid., PI. 
XXVI. 10) ; a bronze mirror (ibid., PI. XXVI. 
46), and kohl stick (ibid., PI. XXVI. 49); a pair 
of moulded paste ear-rings with rope edge 
(ibid., PI. XXVI. 6); a large reed containing 
two small musical reed pipes (ibid., PI. XXVII. 
22-24); a head-rest inlaid with ivory studs 
(ibid ., PI. XXVII. 48); the B.R. I flask , KAHUN 
No. 2; and a basket containing a painted tan
kard (ibid. , PI. XXVII. 27). 

According to Petrie, the heaps of objects in 
the Sout h- West Corner of the Main Chamber 
must have been more or less contemporary 
with Coffin No. 7 (ibid., pp. 22 f.). They had 
probably belonged to the lower Coffins Nos . 4, 
5 and 7, off which they were swept when Nos. 
8-10 were placed on top. This miscelIaneous 
collection consisted of a small wooden box 
containing three scarabs (ibid., PI. XXVI. 12
14) , a plain green glass cowroid set in gold, 
and some tiny beads (ibid., PI. XX VI. 15); a 
slender bronze razor (ibid., PI. XX VI. 43); an 
alabaster pilgrim flask (ibid., PI.;XXVII. 4); a 
necked pot wi th truncated, pear-shaped body 
(ibid., PI. XXVII. 7) and a tazza cup (ibid., PI. 
XXVII. 13), both of serpentine; two whetstones; 
three stemmed handleless vases in alabaster, 
serpentine and green paste (ibid., PI. XXVII. 5, 
6, 1 respectively); lions ' heads of green paste, 
forming the ends of a collar (ibid., Pl. XXVI. 
18); flat beads of green and blue paste (ibid., 
PI. XXVI. 17); green ribbed beads, some found 
loose, some in a jar (ibid., PI. XXVl. 16); two 
lumps of pumice; two R.L. spindle bottles, 
](AHUN Nos. 3 and 4; five B.R. I containers, 
HAHUN Nos. 5--9; three painted Egyptian 
pilgrim flasks (ibid., Pl. XXVII. 32, 41) and 
other poltery (ibid., PIs. XXVI. 45 , XXVII 25
38 types). All these objects were mingled to
gether with rotten and broken basket-work , 
which had held the smaller articles, and with 
rotted clothes. The small items (ibid., Pl. XXVI. 
19-23), with a plain blue scarab, were found 
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by sifting the dust. The green jasper prism 
seal (19) is inscribed with the name of Thut
mose 11. The name of Thlltmose III appears on 
one scarab (20), of Thutmose I, on another (22). 

Coffin No. 8, which lay on top of Coffin 
No. 4 and succeeded the previous deposits, had 
at its north end a small basket with lid in
verted, containing a wooden kohl stick, a 
plaque (ll{G, PI. XXVI. 24), and two scarabs 
(ibid., PI. XXVI. 25, 26), one of which has the 
name of Thutmose III (26) . At the south end 
were a basket with fruit and a broken B.R. I 
juglet, KAHUN No. 10. In the coffin was an
other B.R. I vessel , /{AHUN No. 11. 

The loca tions of the remaining Cypriote 
B.B. I containers in the tomb, J<AJ-JUN Nos. 
12-17, cannot be ascertained from the reporL 

By devious means, Petrie arrived at a date in 
the XXth Dynasty for the whole of the con
tents of the Tomb of Maket (ibid., pp. 23 L). 
This error was rectified by von Bissing, who 
placed the whole group in the middle of the 
XVIIIth Dynasty (LAS XXXV, 1897 , pp. 94 fL) . 
Petrie himself later came to the same conclu
sion (HIe, p. 16) . Whilst there can be no doubt 
that all the interments were made during the 
reign of Thutmose Ill, the presence of objects 
bearing the names of his two male predecessors 
suggests the possibility of a comparable anti
quity for some of the grave-goods. 

18. Town of Kahun. Group 7. B.R. IJ juglet. 
Type IAa. Painted decoration of parallel ob
lique lines round neck; groups, each of four 
parallel lines, crossing all over body. 

Dark brown ware. White painted decOI'a
tion. 

Height: approx. 13.4 cms. Width of body: 
approx . 7.95 cms. 

111.: Il{C, PI. XIlI. 31. Ref.: ibid., p. 15. 

J(AHUN No. 18 was one item 111 a group of 
objects found in a bouse in the town of Kahun, 
at the east end of the fourth street of the west 
quarter, marked "7" on the plan (ibid ., Pl. 
XIV, p. 15). In the group were several tools of 
bronze which had been broken intentionally: 
half an axe-head (Il{G, PI. XIII. 22=TW, PI. 
LXXIV. A71) ; two broken knives (lKC, PI. 
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XIII. 24=TW, PI. LXXIV. U72 ; IIW, PI. XIII. 
25); a brokell arrow-head (lJ{C, PI. XIII. 26= 
rw, PI. LXXI V. U73); and several pieces of 
cut up bronze (II(C, p. 15). The only complete 
metal object was a bronze chisel with wooden 
handle (ibid., PI. XIII. 27 = T HI, PI. XXII. 
C86). From the same deposit came a large 
stone ring-stand for a jar (IJ(C, p. 15); a scara
boid seal (ibid., PI. XIII . 28= TW, PI. LXXIV. 
between A71 and U73); and the following 
items of wood: three hoe blades (I J( C, PI. XIII. 
21); a nen handle (ibid., p. 15); a mallet (ibid., 
PI. XIII. 23); a bent piece and a strip ribbed 
drnamentally on each side (ibid., p. 15). The 
collection is completed by a pilgrim flask of 
smooth burnished drab ware (ibid., PI. XIII. 
29); two pots of coarse brown ware (ibid.,. 
p. 15); and a pottery cone (ibid., PI. XIII. 30), 
in which was found a papyrus of Amenhotep 
Ill, wrapped up in cloth (ibid ., p. 15). 

It is to the reign of Amenhotep III that the 
group can be assigned. 

19. Town of Kahun. Group B. B.R. II juglet 
(Manchester 692) *. Type IAa. Piriform body 
with broad low base-ring with more or less 
straight splaying sides and cut-away edge; tall, 
narrow, irregularly t~pering, pulled back neck 
wi th bell-shaped rim; narrow strap handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Painted decOJ'a
tion of parallel horizontal lines round neck; 
groups, each of foul' parallel lines, crossing all 
over body. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
light, dark and brownish grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with orange-brown outer face. 
Blac1{ exterior surface, tending to brown where 
slip is thin, burnished to a low finish; malt 
white painted decoration. 

Height: 14.3 cms. YVidth of body: 7.75 cms. 

Ref.: I J( C, p. 15. Mended. A large section of 
the body is missing. Stuffed into the mouth of 
the juglet is a solidified mass of light brown 
fibrous cloth, probably once impregnated with 
Ihe contents. 

J(AFIUN No. 19 must be the "Phoenician 
vase" which was found with several large balls 
of thread and some hanks, wrapped up in 

clolh, since the Manchester University Museum 
Accession Card states that it was also accom
panied by a scarab of Amenhotep III (Man
chester 673) (IJ(C, p. 15). According to the 
same source, th\s group turned up in a llOuse 
in the town of Rah un, bu t no letter "B" can 
be made out in the plan (ibid., PI. XIV) . 

CUROB (/(OjH MEDINET CHURAI3) 

1. Tomb 003. B.R. I juglet (Brussels E 604) *. 
Type IAa (iii). Piriform body with broad low 
base-ring with concave flaring sides; short, 
narrow, tapering, pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; thick handle, of rectangular sec
tion , from just below rim to shoulder. Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle; two 
parallel vertical plastic belts down front of 
body, slightly off-centre to the right. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, fired 
grey with orange-brown outer face. Black ex
terior surface, mottled with brown, and bur
nished to a low to medium finish. 

Height: 13.3 cms. Width of body: 7.2 cms. 
Intact. Late fabric. 

2. Tomb 003. B.R. I (?) bottle. Type Ill. No 
decoration has been drawn. 

Width of body: approx. 6.75 cms. 
Ill.: Elmasya, PI. XXXIX. 32. The statements 

that "No. 32, the juglet, is a well known Syrian 
vase, but seldom found in Egypt" (ibid., p. 24) , 
and "the juglet (plaLe xxxix, 32) is evidence of 
Syrian trade by caravan" (ibid., p. 35), prompt 
its identification as a foreign import. If this 
is so, the incurving outline of the body, as 
drawn, would make it more likely to belong to 
the B.R. than the R.L. bottle type. 

3. Tomb 003. B.H. I juglet. Type IBa (ii). 
Relief decoration of a single, sligh tly oblique 
plastic belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 15.0 ems. Width of body: 
approx. 7.65 cms. 

Ill.: Ehnasga, PI. XXXIX. 34. Ref.: ibid., 
p. 24. 

4. Tomb 003. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 
Decoration of a single horizontal line round 
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neck nl jllllCI ion or hundle, possibly inlendecl 
10 represenl an incised or painled line. 

Height: npprox. :-31.:2 ems. V/idlh of body: 
:1 pprox. G. 9 cms. 

Ill.: WlIl((syu) PI. XXXIX. 37. Ref.: ibid.) 
p.24. 

Tomb 003 had a deep, vertical, reclangular 
shaft, which gave uccess at the bottom to a 
square chamber (ibid.) Pl. XLlI. top left. plan) . 
The objects in the chamber appear to have 
been cluslered into two separate groups, one 
about the centre, which consisted of five items, 
the other in the near corner lo the left of the 
entrance, comprising only two pieces. The 
sketches are far loo indistinct la be able to 
iden tify any of the grave-goods wi th certainty, 
but the juglet in the centre group could be 
GUROIJ No. 1 or 3, and the one in the corner, 
the other. Neither GUROIJ No. 2 nor 4 can be 
recognised in the plan. Two jars (Nos. i, ii) 
(ibid.) PI. XXXVlIl. 12, 19, respectively), a 
pilgrim flask (No. iii) (ibid.) PI. XXXIX. 28) 
and a juglet with broad neck (No. iv) (ibid. ) 
PI. XXXIX. 29) make up the full complement 
of individually drawn objects. None has been 
included in the plan, with the possible excep
tion of No. iii , which may have been the vase 
in the shaft. Though no stone arti<;:les were se
paralely il!ustrated in the reporl , it is possible 
to discern at least one, possibly two in the 
deposit in the cenlre of the chamber, and per
haps a third in the corner group. The first 
looks like a kohl pal on n four (?) -legged stand 
(No. v), the second, a kohl pot without support 
(No. vi). The third could be a stemmed handle
less vase (No. vii). 

No. i belongs to' the same lype as jars from 
el-Haraga Tomb 245 (Hofogeh, Pis. XLII. 23X, 
LXII I), da led to early Dyn . XVln A by the 
lall slender jar with painled decoration (ibid.) 
PI. XLIlI. 240), and Sidmant Tomb 1215 (Secl
ment II, PI. LXV. 38N2), which has been 
ascribed to the Second Intermediate Period
])YI1. XVIII A (see below, p. 72). No. iv can 
be paralleled in Sidmanl Tomb 268 (ibid .) PI. 
LXIII. ~68 No. D), of DYll. XVIlI A date (see 
below, p. (8). Nos. v-vii could belong to DYll. 
XVIII A or 13. The conlents of the chamber of 
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Gurob Tomb 003 appear to be hOlllogeneous, 
and can be assigned la ])),n. XVIII A. 

5. Tomb 06.B.B. I juglel (Munchester 2147) :c. 

Type Inn (ii). Piriform body with trumpet 
base-ring with concave flaring sides; tall, nar
row, tapering, sIigh tly pu lied back neck wi th 
bell-shaped rim; thick handle, of rectangular, 
almost square seclion, from upper neck to 
shoulder. Relief decoralion of two parallel 
horizont.al plaslic lIelts round neck at junc
tion of handle. 

Extremely hard, thill clay with some smal.l 
white and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired 
grey with orange-brown outer face. Mottled 
black, grey- lmd orange-buff exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish. 

Height: 12.5 cms. \Vidth of body: 6.15 cms. 
Mended. Pieces of the body are missing. 

Dark desiccated remains of the contents still 
adhere to the inside wall of the body. 

6. Tomb 00. B.R. I double juglets (Philadel
phia E 11832). Type IBb. Incised decoration of 
two parallel horizontal lines round upper neck 
of each juglet. 

Height to rims: 8.7 cms. \;Yidth of either 
body: 3.3 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XII. 1, 2. Handle is missing. 

7. Tomb 06. n.n. 1 juglel. Type IBa (ii). Re
lief decoration of two parallel horizontal plas
tic bells round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 12.0 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 5.7 cms. 

Ill.: Loat, CUl'ob, PI. 1I1. 86. 

8. Tomb 06. RH. II (?) jugJet. Type IAa. No 
decoration drawn. If it is not an Egyptian 
copy, the shape, as drawn, makes it more likely 
to belong to B.R. II Type IAa than to B.R. I 
Type IAa (vi). 

Height: approx. 14.7 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 8.55 cms. 

Ill.: Loat , CL/fob, PI. Ill. 90. 

9. 	 Tomb 06. Neck of closed vessel, possibly 
botLle. 	Probably Egyplian. 

Ill.: Loat , CUfob) PI. Ill. 92 . 

10. TOllIb 06. Body of n.R. I botLle. Type 
IlIA. 

1 

http:horizont.al
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\Vid t h or body: :I pprox. 4 .8 CIllS. 

111.: Loat , r;ufob, PI. Ill. 101. 

TOI1)L OG also contained two tall slender jars, 

one plain (No. i) (ibid., PI. I. 23), the other 
painted (No. ii) (ibid" PI. I. 25); a bowl with disc
shaped base and everted rim (No. iii) (ibid., Pl. 
Ill. 43); a bowl with flat base (No. iv) (ibid., 
PI. Ill. 49); a sllbhemispherical bowl (No. v) 
(ibid., PI. Ill. 53); a pilgrim flask with painted 
decoration (No. vi) (ibid., PI. Ill. 98); and a 
juglet with conical body and high loop handle 
(No . vii) (ibid., PI. Ill. 107). 

. No, ii is typical of Dyn. X VIII A. No. vi can 
be paralleled in sha pe by :l pilgri m flask from 
Group 7 in the town of Kuhun (/ J(r;, PI. XlII. 
29), which has been dated to the time of 
Amenhotep III (see above p. 48). Gurob Tomb 
06 appears to have contuined at least two de
posits, one of Dyn. XVIII A, the other of Dyn. 

XVIlI D. 

11. Tomb 013. R.L. spindle bottle (Brussels 
E 616) *. Type I. Tall narrow body tupering to 
u thick everted base-ring; tall, narrow, irregu

larly tapering neck with disc-shaped rim with 
flat top sloping Dutwards; handle, of flattened 
oval section, from above mid-neck to shoulder. 
No sign of relief decoration round neck at 
junction of handle. Incised pot mark on base 
(PI. XXI. 2). 

Orange exterior surface, burnished to a low 
to medium finish. 

Height: 36.0 cms. Width of body: 6,3 cms. 

Mended and almost complete. 

In Tomb 013 were found Lwo scarabs (Loat, 
GUfob, PI. IV. 12, 15). The former bore the 
name of Hatshepsut (ibid., p. 7) , which daLes 
the contenLs of the tomb. 

12. Tomb 031. B.R I juglet (Brussels E 608) *. 
Type IBa(v). Piriform body with trumpet base
ring with straight to concave flaring sides; tall, 
narrow, tapering, pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Incised decoration of bands, each of 
two parallel lines enclosing diagonal jab in
cisions, comprising a single horizontal band 
round neck at junction of handle; a single 

horizontal b;lI1d rOllnd shoulder of body, and 
belo\\" it , a horizonal zig-zag band. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with many very 
small white, dark and reddish grits, and traces 
of fine mica, fired grey with ornnge-brown 
outer face . Mottled black, brown and grey
buff exterior surface, burnished from a low to 
medium-high finish. 

Height : 11.6 cms. Width of body: 5 .25 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XI. 4. Mended. Portions of body are 

missing. 

From Tomb 031 also came a stone (alabas
ter ?) kohl pot (No. i) (Loat, CL/fob, PI. VI. 6); 
a Tell el- Yahudiya button-based jl1glet, of 
which only the lower half of the Lody remaills 
(No. ii) (J3russels E 609) (ibid., PI. Ill. 108); 
three tall slender jars (Nos. iii-v) (ibid. , PI. I. 
11, 21 , 22 respectively) ; a jar with oval body 
and tall broad neck (No. vi) (ibid., PI. H. 40) ; 
and a bowl with flat base and flaring sides 
(No. vii) (ibid., PI. Ill. 47). 

The shape of the body Df No. i, and No . v 
can be paralleled in el-Lahun Tomb 5 (Lahun 
1I, PIs. LV. 1 (=No. i), LVIII. 26Z3 (=No. v)). 
EI-Lahun Tomb 5 has been shown Lo be con
temporary with Saqqara Tomb NE. 65, which 
belongs to the time of Ahmose I (see above, 
p. 41). The same bowl type as No. vii occurred 
in el-Haraga Tomb 245 (Haroaeh, PIs. XLII. 
3H, LXlII) , dated to early Dyn. XVIII A by 
the tall slender jar with painted decoration 
(ibid., PI. XLIII. 240). 

The contents of Gurob Tomb 031 are homo
geneous, and, though No. ii is typical of the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period, 

they apparently belong to early Dyn. XVIII A, 
probably no laLer than the reign of Ahmose I. 

13. Tomb 040. I3.R. I juglet (Brussels E607) *. 
Type IBa (ii). Swollen piriform, almost globular 
body with trumpet base-ring with concave 
flaring sides; tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
bell-shaped rim; narrow handle, of irregular 
rectangulnr section , from upper neck to shoul
der. Relief decoration of two parallel horizon
tal plastic belts round neck at junction of 

handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many very slllall 
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while, dflrk :ll1d reddish grits , and I.rnces of 

organic mal !er and mica, fired grey with 

orn nge-brown oul Cl' face. Mot LIed black, brown 

and oran ge exterior surface, burnished to a 

mostly low finish. 

Heighl: 14.0 cms. Widlh of body : 0.55 cms. 

Intact. Late fabric. The juglet still contains 

a sol1dified dark coloured substance, th e dried 
out remains of Ihe contents. 

14. Tomb 040. B.R. I bottle (Brussels E (10)"'. 
Type IlIAa . Tall narrow body with slightly 

conc,we sides tapering irregularly to fl sharply 

everled , low base-ring with very short sides; 

tall , narrow , more or less cylindrical neck with 

shallow, everted, circular rim; uarrow handle, 

of approximately rectangular section (almost 
square in the middle) , fr0111 upper neck to 
shoulder. Relief decoration of a single horizon
tal plastic belt round neck a t junction of 
handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
w hi te and dark gri ts , and traces of fine mica, 
fired grey with thin orange-brown outer face . 
!Vlottled black and grey exterior surface, 
burnished to u low finish. 

Height: 1.6.8 cms. Width of body: 5.1 cms . 

Incomplete. Portions of base a·re lUlSSlOg. 
The body is badly cracked, probably due to 
the COlltents, ·which are now brown and crum
bly. 

CUROB Nos. 13 and 14 are the only two 
objects noted from Tomb 040. 

15 . Tomb 051. B.R. II juglet (Ashmolean 
E 2458) *. Type IAa. Large, angular, piriform 
body with broad 'Iow base-ring with slightly 
concave flaring sides; very narrow, irregularly 
tapering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim ; thickish strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Painted decoration of dashes round 
inside of rim; two parallel horizontal lines 
round neck at junction of handle; three hori
zontal wavy lines rOllnd shoulder of body. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white , 
dark and reddish grits , and traces of mica, 
fired grey with orange-brown outer face . Black 
exterior surface, mottled with brown, and 
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bllrnished to a low to medium finish; matt 
while pnillled decoralion. 

Height: 13 .5 cms. Width of body: 7.7 cms. 

Ill.: Lout , Cl/fob, PI. Ill. 82; PI. XXIII. 1. 
Ref.: ibid., p. o. Intact. Early fabric . 

16. Tomb 051. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 
Height: approx. 37.2 cms. Width of body: 

approx. 6.9 cms. 

Ill.: Loat, Gurob, PI. Ill. 68. 
The only two objects noted from Tomb 051 

are CUROB Nos. 15 and 16. 

17. Tomb 052. Neck of B.R. II juglet. Type 
IAn or IBu . Painted decoration of two groups, 
each of four parallel horizontal lines, round 
ll eck. 

Blackish ware with pale yellow painted de
coration. 

Height of neck to rim: approx. 6 .6 cms. 
Ill.: Loat, Curob, PI. Ill. 83. Ref.: ibid., p. 6. 
The only olher object recorded from Tomb 

052 was a pilgrim flask with painted decora
tion (ibid., PI. Ill. 97). 

18. Tomb OM. B.R. II bDttle (BrusselS E 603) ~' . 

Type IIIBa. Elongated ovoid body tapering ir
regularly to a low base-ring with more or less 
straigh t flaring sides; tall, narrow , sligh tly 
tapering, pulled back neck with short sided, 
everted, circular, flat-topped rim; irregular 
handle, of approximately rectangular section, 
from upper neck 10 shoulder. Painted decora
tion of widely spaced, parallel, horizontal lines 
on neck and body. 

Extremely hard , thin clay wi th some small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
fine mica , fired grey with orange-brown outer 
face. Mottled black, brown, orange-brown and 
orange exterior surface, burnished to a low 
finish; malt white painted decoration. 

Height: 15.25 cms. Width of body: 5.6 cms. 

Ill . : Loat, CL/fob, PI. Ill. 94; PI. XXIV. 2. 
Complete. 

From Tomb 054 came a kohl stick of po
lished black haematile (No. i) (ibid., PI. IV. 
26), which belonged to "The Royal Scribe, 
mn-bpr" (ibid., p. 7) . Other grave-goods con
sisted of an alabaster ear-plug (No. ii) (ibid ., 
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PI. n y 27); a heart-shaped amulet of inlaid• 

glass (No. iii) (Loat, Curob, PI. IV. 24) ; a kohl 
tube of blue, white and yellow glass, in the 
form of a palm column (No. iv) ibid., PI. IV. 
25); a penannular ring of shell (No. v) (ibid., 

PI. IV. 28); a necked jar (No. vi) (ibid., PI. I. 
17); two necked pots with oval bodies, one 
with a small flat base and monochrome painted 

decoration (No. vii) (ibid., PI. I. 19), the other 
with differentiated base and polychrome 

painted decoration (No. viii) (ibid., PI. I. 20); 
and a stemmed handleless vase (No. ix) (ibid., 

PI. Ill. 73). 

Nos. iii and iv are unlikely to have occurred 
much before the time of Amenhotep n. Nos. vi 
and viii can both be paralleled in Qaw el-Qebir 
Tomb 7638 (Qau and Badari Ill, PI. XX VIII. 
115 (=No. vi), PI. XXIX. 171 (=No. viii)), 
dated to early Dyn. XVIII A by the large tall 
jar (ibid., PI. XXIX. 166). No. vii should be no 
later than Dyn. XVIII B. No. ix appears to be of 
the same type as J 33247 from the unnumbered 
tomb at Saqqara, the date of which is probably 
Dyn. XVIII D (see above p. 19). 

Gurob Tomb 054 seems to have contained 
two separate deposits, one of early Dyn. XVIII 
A, the other of Dyn. XV;IIl B-C. 

19. Tomb 055. D.R. II flask (Brussels E 602) *. 
Type IVA. Lentoid body with front segment 
more swollen than back, and junction between 
them rounded; tall, narrow, tapering, pulled 
back neck with everted circular rim and cut
away lip; thick strap handle from upper neck 
to shoulder. Painted decoration of parallel 
horizorytal lines round neck; on each segment 
of body, two groups, each of five parallel lines, 
crossing each other diagonally. 

Black exterior surface, lightly burnished to 
a very low, in parts almost matt finish; matt 
w hi te pain ted decora tion. 

Height: 15.8 cms. Width of body: 9.1 X 5.95 
ems. 

Mended. Handle, ancllarge portions of body, 
are missing. 

No other objecls have been noted from Tomb 
055. 

20. Tomb 070. RH. Il juglet. Type IAa. 
Painted decoration of groups, each of four 
parallel lines, round neck and on body. 

Blackish ware with pale yellow painted de
coration. 

Height: approx. 14.25 cms. \Vidth of body: 
approx. 7.65 ems. 

Ill.: Loat, Curob, PI. Ill. 81. Ref.: ibid., p. 6. 

21. Tomb 070. Egyptian Red Polished imita
tion of RR. I juglet Type IAa (iii) (Ashmolean 
E 2455) *. Relief decoration of a single horizon
tal belt round neck at junction of handle; two 
parallel vertical belts down front of body. 

Ill.: Loat, CL/rob, PI. Ill. 84. 

22. Tomb 070. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii). 
Relief decoration of a single horizontal plastic 
belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 12.9 ems. \Vidth of body: 
approx. 6.3 cms. 

Ill.: Loat, Curob, PI. Ill. 87. 

23. Tomb 070. Egyptian Red Polished imila
tion of a B.R. bottle Type III (Ashmolean 
E 2456) *. No decoration. 

Ill.: Loat, Curob, PI. Ill. 88. 

24. Tomb 070. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa(v?). 
Incised (?) decoration of two parallel horizon
tal lines round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 13.95 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.9 cms. 

Ill.: Loat, CW'ob, PI. Ill. 91. 

25. Tomb 070. B.H. I bottle. Type IIIAa. In
cised (?) decoration of a single horizontal line 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 16.65 cms. 'Width of body: 
approx. 5.4 ems. 

Ill.: Loat, CL/rob, PI. Ill. 102. 

In addition to CUROB Nos. 20-25, Tomb 
070 also produced an alabaster dish cut in 
the form of a fish (No. i) (ibid., PI. IV. 33, 
33a); a green glaze kohl tube (No. ii) (ibid., 
PI. IV. 13); an ivory toilet box (No. iii) (ibid., 
PI. IV. 39, 39a); a bowl with stump base and 
incurving rim (No. iv) (ibid., PI. Ill. 50); a 
subhemispherical bowl (No. v) (ibid., PI. Ill. 
52); a "flower-pot" (No. vi) (ibid., PI. Ill. 51); 
a drop pot (No. vii) (ibid., PI. Ill. 64); three 
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necked pots with squat bodies (Nos. viii-x) 
(Loat, Cl/rob, PI. Ill. 65, 66, 71 respectively); 
a small vase with broad expanding neck (No. 
xi) (ibid., PI. Ill. 72) ; and a bowl on a tall stem 
(No. xii) (ibid., PI. Ill. 76). 

The ware of CUROB Nos. 21 and 23 is 
typical of Dyn. XVIII n. No. i can be com
pared with an alabaster dish from a group 
found in the town of Gurob (IJ(C, PI. XVII. 
41), dated to the time of Tutankhamun by a 
pendant (ibid., PI. XVII. 29, p. 17). No. iii has 
a close parallel in Beni Hasan Tomb 287 (Gar
stang, Burial Customs, p. 116 Fig. 109. bottom 
row, centre), which "cannot well belong to a 
date later than the beginning of the New Em
pire, and ... may be earlier" (ibid., p. 115). 
Nos. iv, vii and x belong to the same general 
types as three pots from Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 
7578 (Qau and Badari Ill, PI. XVIII. 9M (= No. 
iv), 20D (=No. vii), 59L (=No. x)), which has 
been placed in the Second Intermediate Period 
(ibid., PI. VIII). 

Gurob Tomb 070 contained mixed deposits 
of the Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII 
A, Dyn. XVIII Band D. 

26. 1904. B.R. I juglet (Manchester 2145) *. 
Type IAa(v). Piriform body with broad low 
base-ring with long, straight, flarihg sides; tall, 
narrow, tapering neck with bell-shaped rim 
with flattened, turned over lip; narrow thickish 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. In
cised decoration of bands, each of two parallel 
lines enclosing diagonal jab incisions, round 
neck a t junction of handle, and on body. 

Mottled black, grey, grey-brown and orange
brown exterior sl,uface, burnished to a low to 
medium finish. 

Height: 12.9 cms. ''''idth of body: 6.3 cms. 
Ill.: Loat, Curob, PI. Ill. 80; PI. VIII. 3. In

tact. 

27. 1904. n.R. 1 juglet (Ashmolean E 2460) *. 
Type IA(?)c(ii). Tall, narrow, concave neck, 
with rim, in the same contour, having in front 
a pinched, up-turned, cut-mvay spout with con
cave sides and straight lip, set slightly off
centre to the right; strap handle from upper 
neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of two 
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parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with many small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
organic matter and mica, fired grey with 
orange-brown outer face. Mottled black, grey 
and brown exterior surface, burnished to a 
low finish. 

Height of neck to tip of spout: 7.25 cms. 
Rim: 4.05 X 2.4 cms. 

Ill.: Loat, Curob, PI. Ill. 85; PI. IX. 3. Lower 
two-thirds of body are missing. 

28. 1903/1904. B.R. I juglet (Brussels E 606) *. 
Type IBa (ii). Slightly distended piriform body 
with thick trumpet base-ring with more or less 
straight flaring sides and cut-away edge; tall 
narrow, irregularly tapering, pulled back neck 
with bell-shaped rim; strap handle from upper 
neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Mottled black, brown, grey, buff and orange 
exterior surface, burnished from a low to me
dium finish. 

Height: 14.9 cms. Width of body: 7.05 cms. 
Intact. 

29. 1904. B.R. I juglet (Manchester 2146) *. 
Type IBa (ii). Piriform body with low trumpet 
base-ring with concave splaying sides; tall, 
narrow, irregularly tapering, pulled back neck 
with bell-shaped rim, set askew on top of 
neck; strap handle from upper neck to shoul
der. Relief decoration of two parallel horizon
tal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
wi th orange-brown faces (on base-ring). Mottled 
black, brown, orange-brown and grey-buff 
exterior surface, with orange-yellow patches 
on body, burnished to a low to medium finish. 

Height: 14.0 cms. Width of body: 7.0 cms. 
Ill.: Loat, CW'ob, PI. Ill. 89. Intact. Base is 

chipped. 

30. 1904. B.B. I double juglets (Manchester 
2149) *. Type IBb. Two juglets joined together, 
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each of a piriform body with low trumpet 
bnse-ring with straight flaring sides ; tall , nar
row, irregularly tapering neck with bell-shaped 
rim; relief decoration of a single horizontal 
plastic belt round upper neck, incomplete on 
the inside back. The juglets are joined at the 
bodies, and converge to join at the rims; 
handle, probably strap, with circular piercing 
in top, from rims to shoulders, in base of 
which is another circular piercing. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and orange-buff grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey-buff all through. Mottled black, 
brown and buff-brown exterior surface, lightly 
burnished to very low finish. 

Height to rims: 9.7 cms. Width of either 
body: 4.25 cms. 

Ill . : Loat, Gurob, PI. Ill. 100 (?). Though 
measurements do not agree, the shape is the 
same, and the handle has been omitted from 
the sketch. On the other hand, no relief belts 
have been drawn round the upper necks of the 
juglets. Th€ actual specimen also lacks one of 
its base-rings, as well as the handle. La te 
fabric. 

31. VI. 1904. B.R. II juglet (Ashmolean 
E 2457) *. Type IBa . ~iriform body with low 
trumpet base-ring with concave splaying sides; 
tall, narrow, irregularly tapering, pulled back 
neck with bell-shaped rim ; thickish , irregular 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Painted decoration of two groups, each of three 
parallel horizon tal lines, round neck; groups, 
each of three parallel lines, crossing on body. 

Black exterior surface, burnished to a low 
finish; .' malt white painted decoration. 

Height: 13.05 cms. Width of body: 6.5 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XXIII. 5. Intact. Stuffed into the top 

of the neck is a hardened mass of fibrous cloth, 
impregnated with some very dark brown, al
most black matter, which has seeped out and 
stained the inside of the rim. 

32. B.R. I (?) juglet. Type IAa(vi). No de
coration drawn. The identification is uncertain, 
since it could be a desurfaced B.R. II juglet 
Type 1Aa, or even an Egyptian copy. 

Height: approx. 14.7 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 8.1 cms. 

Ill.: Loa t, Cl/fob, PI. Ill. 93. 
Though their contexts are unknown, GUROB 

Nos. 26-32 probably all came from the ceme
tery (ibid., pp. 1 C). 

33. Point 0 Tomb 3. B.R. I juglct. Type 
1Aa (ii ). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Very fine light red clay. Brown exterior sur
face. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob, PI. XXXIX. 95G. Though 
the type drawing shows no decoration, it has 
been copied from the specimen illustrated in 
Riqqeh, PI. XXXVIII. 95G,on which the relief 
belts can just be discerned. 

In a brick coffin in Tomb 3 had been placed 
the body of a child (Brunton, Curob, PI. XIV). 
The burial was accompanied by the B.R. I 
juglet. CUROB No. 33, and a bowl with black 
painted band round the rim (ibid., PI. XXXIII. 
9E). The latter places the deposit in Dyn. 
XVIII A. 

34. Point Q Tomb 26 No. R. Egyptian juglet, 
decorated in W .P.VI style (Brussels E 5788/ 
2 or 3). 

Red burnished exterior surface; black painted 
decoration. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob, PIs. XXIII. 38, XXXIX. 
98A. 

35. Poiut Q Tomb 26 No. S. Egyptian juglet, 
decorated in W.P.VI style (Brussels E 5788/ 
2 or 3). 

Red burnished exterior surface; black painted 
decoration. 

Ill.: Bnmton, Gurob, PIs. XXIII. 37, XXXIX. 
98B. 

At leas t three, probably more bodies had 
been laid to rest in wooden coffins in Tomb 26, 
which was found undisturbed (ibid., PI. XX. 
in situ plan, p. 10). The contents (ibid., PIs. 
XIV, XXIlI. 19-48) included a Black Polished 
jug (No. T) (ibid., PIs. XXIII. 36, XXXIX. 
91N) , on which the shapes of GU ROB Nos. 34 
and 35 had been modelled, and a cowroid of 
Amenhotep I (ibid., PI. XXIII. 31), which 
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serves Lo date the grave . CUROB Nos. 34 and 
35 have been omiLLed from the in situ plan. 

36. Point Q Tomb 27 No. B. B.R. I juglet 
(Hunterian D 1921. 23). Type IBa(ii). Relief 
decora tion of Lwo parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at juncLion of handle. 

Light red clay. Black exterior surface. 
Height: approx. 14.2 cms. \Vidth of body: 

approx. 6.4 cms. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob, PIs. XXII. 27, XXXIX. 
95K. Information on· present whereabouts, 
fabric and size have for convenience been in
cluded under CUROB No. 36, since it is not 
known to which of GUR013 Nos. 36-38 they 
properly belong. 

37. Point Q Tomb 27 No. B. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junclion 
of handle. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob, PIs. XXII. 27, XXXIX. 
95K. 

38. Point Q Tomb 27 No. 5. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: Brunton, CL/fob, Pis. XXII. 27, XXXIX. 
95K. ; 

39. Point Q Tomb 27 No. B. R.L. spindle 
bottle (Hunterian D 1921. 21). Type I. Incised 
pot-mark on base (AlA XLV, 1941, p. 281 
Class V. 2). 

Fine red burnished ware. 
Height: approx. 28.6 cms. Width of body: 

approx. 7.2 cms. 
Ill.: Brunton, <,;urob, PI. XXII. 28. 

Like Gurob Tomb 26, Tomb 27 had a rec
tangular chamber·with arched roof, approached 
by a sloping descent (ibid., PI. XX. in situ 
plan, p. 10). In the chamber, which had not been 
disturbed, were discovered two groups of in
terments, one in the south-east half, the other 
in the north-west. The former contained the 
bodies of four females and a child lying fully 
stretched out, parallel to each other, with 
heads to the south-west. Occupying the space 
beyond their heads were two bowls with flat 

bases and everted rims (Nos. Q, R) (Brunlon, 
CUfob, PI. XXII. 36); No. I (? ), a slender jar 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 34) ; a serpentine kohl pOl (No. 
T) (ibid., PI. XXII. 43); an alabaster bowl wilh 
flat base and upcurving rim (No. U) (ibid., PI. 
XXII. 30) ; and an alabaster pot with truncated 
pear-shaped body (No. V) (ibid., PI. XXII. 41). 
Between Lhe south-east wall of the chamber 
and the nearest female body were located two 
bowls with flat bases and curving sides (Nos. 
8, A) (ibid. , PI. XXII. 37, 38 respectively). An 
alabaster kohl pot (No. X) (ibid., PI. XXII. 
29) lay between the legs of one of the female 
bodies. At her feet was a decorated kohl pot 
of black painted limestone (No. W) (ibid., 
PI. XXII. 48). At the child's feet lay a bowl 
with flat base and upcurving rim (No. l]) (ibid., 
PI. XXII. 39). Spread out in the east corner 
of the chamber, beyond the feet of the bodies, 
was another collection of grave-goods. GUROB 
Nos. 37 and 38 were situated in line with the 
female body on the south-east side of the 
group. The rest of the objects comprised a 
Black Polished jug (No. I) (ibid., PI. XXII. 
26); No. J=N (?), a tall slender jar (ibid., 
PI. XXII. 31); a bowl with disc-shaped base 
and black painted band round the rim (No. K) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 40); a "flower-pot" containing 
dom fruit (No. L) (ibid., PI. XXII. 52); a tall 
slender jar with painted decoration (No. M) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 32); three tall slender jars 
(Nos. N, 0, P) (ibid ., PI. XXII. 31, 51, 49 
respectively) ; and a serpentine kohl pot (No. y) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 44). 

In the north-west half of the chamber lay 
the second group of bodies, stretched out paral
lel to each other. There were three females, 
hvo with their heads to the south-west, the 
third with her head in the opposite direction. 
Between them and the north-west wall lay the 
body of a child. To be associated with these 
interments were two deposits of grave-goods, 
one in the west corner of the room, the other 
in the north corner to the right of the entrance. 
The former group consisted of two drop pots 
(Nos. E) (ibid., PI. XXII. 33); a B.R. I juglet 
CUROB No. 36, located beyond, but slightly to 
the west of the head of one of the females ; 
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[lnd three alabflsters , compnsll1g a pot with 
truncated penr-sh:1ped body (No. Y) (Brllnton, 
GUfob, PI. XXII. 41), a kohl pot (No. Z) (ibid ., 
PI. XXII. 45), [lnd a slender, necked, handle
less vase (No. a) (ibid., PI. XXII. 46). To the 
depoist in the north corner belonged a stemmed 
handleless vase of alabaster (No. A) (ibid., 
PI. XXII. 42); the R.L. spindle bottle, CUROB 
No. 39; a bowl with disc-shaped base and black 
painted band round the rim (No. C) (ibid., PI. 
XXII. 40); two "flower-pots" containing dom 
fruit (Nos. D, F) (ibid ., PI. XXII. 52); a tall 
slender jar with painted decoration (No. E) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 32); two Black Polished jugs 
(Nos. G, I-I) (ibid., PI. XXII. 25, 26 respec
tively); and [In alabaster kohl pot (No. S) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 24). 

The in situ positions of the following have 
not been given: scarabs, scaraboids and cow
roids of amethyst, carnelian, jasper and blue 
and green glazed steatite, with or without gold, 
silver or copper fittings (ibid., PI. XXII. 2-20) ; 
a copper mirror (ibid., PI. XXII. 22); a blue 
glazed steatite plaque (ibid ., Pl. XXII. 1); a 
black limestone kohl pot (ibid., PI. XXII. 23); 
a slender, necked, handleless vase of alabaster 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 47); beads of amethyst, car
nelian, green and black steatite, black lime
stone, green glazed quartz and pottery, black 
and white, and blue glass, blue and green glaze, 
and white ostrich egg-shell (ibid., PI. XIV); a 
green glass bead in the shape of a cartouche 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 21) ; a shallow bowl with round 
base and everted rim (ibid., PI. XXII. 35); and 
a tall slender jar with incised decoration (ibid ., 
PI. XXII. 50). 

Though no material inscribed with Royal 
names was found, the contents of Tomb 27 
must date, if not to Amenhotep I, then cer
tainly to Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., p. 10). 

40. Tomb 63. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa (ii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Brunton, CUfob, PI. XXXIX. 95K (not 
Tomb 64 as stated). 

Tomb 63, which had been disturbed (ibid., 
PI. XIV), contained a part of a wooden head

rest (No. i) (Brllnlon , Cl/fob, Pl. Xl V); a bowl 
with flat base find lIpclI\'ving rim (No . ii) (ibid., 
PI. XXXIII. 9B); two tall slender jars, one 
plain (No. iii) (ibid., PI. XXXIV. 251), the 
other with incised decoration (No. iv) (ibid., 
PI. XXXIV. 25G); two necked jars (Nos. v, vi) 
(ibid., PI. XXXV. 2GQ, 26U respectively); two 
small pots (Nos. vii, viii) (ibid., PI. XXXV. 26Y, 
26Z respectively) . 

Nos. ii and iii can be paralleled in Gurob 
Tomb 27 (ibid., PI. XXlI. 39 (= No. ii), 49 
(=No. iii)), which belongs to Dyn. XVIII A 
(see above). The same types as Nos. iii and iv 
occurred in Gurob Tomb 26 (ibid., PI. XXIII. 
46 (=No. iii), 48 (=No.iv),datedbyacowroid 
of Amenholep I (ibid., PI. XXIII. 31). 

The contents of Gurob Tomb 63 are homo
geneolls, and can be ascribed to Dyn. XVIII A. 

41. Point W Tomb 472. B.R. I juglet. Type 
IBa (iii). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; vertical plastic belt(s?) down front 
of body. 

Fine dark brown ware. 


Ill.: Brunton, CL/fob, PI. XXXIX. 95P. 


42. Point W Tomb 472. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. 	Type I. 

Very fine glazed brick-red ware. 

Ill.: Brunton, CUfob, PI. XXXIX. 92J. 

43. Point W Tomb 472. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

Very fine glazed brick-red ware. 

Ill.: Brunton, Cl/fob, PI. XXXIX. 92J. 

The rectangubr shaft of Tomb 472 gave 
access at its north end lo a rectangular cham
ber, at its south end, la a square chamber 
(ibid., PI. XX. top left. plan). The tomb had 
been disturbed (ibid., PI. XVII) , and the finds 
from each chamber were not kept separate in 
the exca vation report. The gra ve also produced 
a bowl with flat base and flaring sides (No. i) 
(ibid., PI. XXXIII. 5X2); a necked pot with oval 
body and painted decora tion (No. ii) (ibid., 
PI. XXXIX. 78E); and a pilgrim flask with 
painted decoration (No. iii) (ibid ., PI. XXXIX. 
93U). 
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No. ii could belollg to DYI1. XVIII A or B. 
No. iii can be p;lralleled ill el-Haraga Tomb 
:~87 ([-[((]"(Ifjeh, PIs. XLV. \);1T, LXIII), dated to 
early Dyn. XVIII A by the jar with oval body and 
broad neck (ibid., PI. XLII. 23X). The contents 
of Gurob Tomb 472 , if homogeneous, may be 
dated to Dyn . XVIII A. 

44. Point W Tomb 603 . B.R. 11 juglet. Type 
IAa. Pain ted decora tion of gronps, each of four 
parallel lines, set at angles on body. 

Drab black exterior surface ; white painted 
decoration. 

Height: approx. 12.0 cms. 'Vidth of body : 
approx. 7.0 ColS. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob, Pls. XXVII. 19, XXXIX . 
95H. 

A large chamber opened off the north side 
of the shaft of Tomb 603 (ibid., p. 16). It had 
been almost completely plundered, and yielded 
only three objects: the blue glaze bust of a 
human figure with black hair (No. i) (ibid., 

PI. XXVII. 17); a necked pot with oval body 
and painted decoration (No. ii) (ibid., PI. 
XXVII. 18); and CUROE No. 44. 

Though assigned to Amenhotep III- XIXth 
Dynasty (ibid., PI. XX VII), on grounds which 
are not stated (ibid., p. 16), the contents are 
not sufficiently numerous to determine whether 
the group is hOlDogeneous. No . ii should not 
occur after Dyn. XVIII B. 

45. B.R. I flask. Type IVA. Relief decoration 
of a single horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Very fine dark brown ware. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob , PI. XXXIX. 94N. 


46. B.R. I jllglet (U.C. 13424) *. Type IBa (iil. 
Piriform body with trumpet base-ring with 
concave flaring sides; tall , narrow, tapering, 
pulled back neck with large bell-shaped rim; 
narrow handle, of rectangular section, from 
upper neck to shoulder. Low relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic bells round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits , and traces of mica, 
fired grey with thill orange-brown faces (on 
base-ring). MoLtled black , bro'wn ~lJld bllff 

e~teri()r !:iUrf;ICe, bllrIlished to a low tu medium 
fini!:ih. 

Height: 14.6 cms. Width of body: 6.8 ems. 

Ill. : PI. X. 1. One !:iide of base-ring is missing. 

47 . Gh (=Gllrob ?) 143. B.R. I juglet (U.C. 
1:3425) *. Type IAa(iii). Piriform body with 
broad low ba!:ie-ring with short flaring sides; 
narrow, tapering , pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim ; strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Helief decoration of two parallel 
hOTizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle ; a single vertical plast ic belt down 
fron t of body, Ol1-cen tre. 

Black exterior surface with small brown 
patches, burnished to a low to mediulll finish. 

Height: 13.2 cms. 'Vidth of body: 7.1 cms. 

Ill.: PI. IV. 3, 4. Mended. 

48. I3.R.1I juglet (U.C. 13441) *. Type IAa. 
Piriform body with broad low base-ring with 
irregularly expanding sides; narrow, irregu
larly tapering, pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; thick handle, of rectangular sec
tion, from upper neck to shoulder. Painted de
coration of two parallel horizontal lines round 
neck at junction of handle; horizontal line 
covering junction of neck and body, incom
plete underneath handle at back; three parallel 
vertical lines down front of body. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish grits , and traces of mica , 
fired grey with orange-brown outer face. Black 
exterior surface, with brown patch on one side 
of body , burnished to a low finish ; matt white 
painted decoration. 

Height: 13.5 cms. Width of body: 6.9 ems. 

Ill.: PI. XXII. 5, 6. Mended . Large section of 
body is missing. Early fabric . 

SlDillANT 

1. 1891. B.R. I juglet (U .C. UWn )*. Type 
lAa (iii). Squat piriform body with broad low 
base-ring with straight splaying sides; tall, nar
row, tapering, pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck to 

shoulder. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizon tal pla~ tic belts round neck at jUl1ct ion 
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of handle ; two vertical plastic veILs dowll front 
of body, on-centre. 

j'vIottJed black, grey-buff and browJl exterior 
surface, burnished to a Iow fillish. 

Height: 13.2 cms. Width of body: 6.8 cms. 
111.: PI. V. 3, 4. In tact. Adheri ng to t he inside 

of the neek are the blackened, dried out re
mains of the contents. 

2. 1891. B.R. I juglet (U.C. 13431) *. Type 
IAc(ii). Squat, distended piriform body with 
low base-ring with straight expanding sides; 
tall, nalTO,"V, tapering neck with everted rim, 
having in front a narrow, pinched, up-turned, 
cut-away spout with concave sides and straight 
lip, set off-centre to the left; strap handle rising 
slightly from upper neck to shoulder. Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica , fired grey 
with orange-brown outer face. Mottled black, 
brown and orange-brown exterior surface, bur
nished to a medium finish. 

Height: 11.4 cms. Width of body: 6.2 cms. 
Ill.: PI. IX. 1, 2. Portion of body is missing. 

Black desiccated remains of the contents still 
adhere to the inside of the body. 

3. Tomb 0017. B.R. II juglet. Type IBa. 
Painted decoration of two parallel horizontal 
lines round neck at junction of handle; hori
zontal line covering junction of neck and body; 
groups, each of three concentric arcs, round 
shoulder of body. 

Height: approx. 13.8 cms. 'Vidth of body: 
approx . 6.9 cms. 

Ill.: EhnasyCl, PI. XXXIX. 35. Ref.: ibid., pp. 
24, 33. Early fabric. 

4. Tomb 0017. RH.. juglet. Type IAa. No de
coration drawn. 

Height: approx. 13.G5 cms. 'Width of body: 
approx. 7.65 cms. 

Ill.: Ehnasya, PI. XXXIX. 36. Since SI D
MANT Nos. 3 and J are both said to be forms 
known in Cyprus and Phoelli cia , which were 
imported into Egypt dming the XVIIIth Dy
nasty (ibid., p. 24), and of the so-called 

Phoenician type (EIzIlasya, p. 33) , the identi
fication of SIIJMANT No. 4 seems secure. 

Also found in Tomb 0017 were a necked pot 
with oval body and painted decoration (No. i) 
(ibid., Pl. XXXIX. 19); a pilgrim flask (No. ii) 
(ibid ., PI. XXXIX. 28); and part of a jug with 
apparently quadrilobate body (No. iii) (ibid.,' 

PI. XXXIX. 33). 

No. i should not be later than Dyn. XVIII D. 
No. iii can be paralleled in Sidmant Tomb 264 
by a Red Polished jug with quadrilobate body 
(Sedment II , PI. LXIII. 264 No. 13), the ware of 
which is typical of Dyn. XVIII B (see below, 
pp. GG f.). Sidmnnt Tomb 0017 appears to 
have contained a deposit of Dyn. XVIII B at 
least. 

It is inleresting to note that a few more pots 
of the same type as SfDMANT Nos. 3 and 4 
were found in the locality, "but most of these 
were in such bad condition that only the necks 
remained" (Ehnasya, p. 33). They were not 
illustrated . 

5. 1904. B.R. I flask (Manchester 2148)* . 
Type IVA. Lentoid body with front segment 
slightly more swollen than back, and junction 
between Ihem roughly rounded; tall, narrow, 
almost cylindrical but sligh tly ta pering, pulled 
back neck with everted, circular, flat-topped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decoration of a single horizontal plastic 
belt round neck at junction of hnndle; incised 
decoration of two groups, each of two parallel 
lines, crossing each other almost at right angles 
off-centre on the front segment of the body . 

Extremely hard cIay with some small white , 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with orange outer face. Mottled 
black, brown, orange-brown and orange ex
terior surface, burnished to a medium finish. 

Heighl: 13.1 cms. YVidth of body: 7.1 X 5.0 
cm s. 

Ill.: Loat , Curob, PI. nL 96. Ref.: ibid., p. 6, 
where it is erroneously stated to be "blackish 
with pale yelJo\.y lines". Handle, and a large 
portion of the back segment of the body are 
missing. 
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G. 1aO:V04. IUt l[ f1;l~k (13rllsscls E (05) *. 
Type IVB. Lenluid budy wilh front !)cgmenl 
more s wollen lhan back, alld junction jJctwcen 
them covered by a r<lised plaslic ridge; narrow, 
concave, tapering neck with everted circular 
rim; highly irregular, narruw strap handle 
from l1ppcr neck la shoulder. Painted decm'a
lion of parallel horizontal lines round neck; on 
each segment of body, two groups, on front 
segment of two parallel jines, on back, of three 
parallel lines, crossing each other near centre. 

Black and brown exterior surface, burnished 
to n low to medium finish; malt white painted 
decoration. 

Height: 11.8 ClllS. 'Width of body: 8.0 X 5.85 
cms. 

Ill. : Loal , (;uro/), PI. Ill. 95 ; PI. XXV. 1. 

l'vlended. Portions of body are missing. The 
moulh is still stuffed wilh a fibrous cloth, 
stained dark brown by the contents . 

7. Cemetery E Tomb 53. B.R. I juglet (Ash
molenn 1921. 1436B)*. Type IAa(vi) or IBa(vi). 
Tall, narrow, tapering neck with bell-shaped 
rim; handle, if not strap, at least of rectangular 
section, from upper neck. No decoration on 
neck. 

Extremely hard clay with some very small 
to tiny white , dark and reddisl~ grits , and 
[r,lces of fine mica, fired orange-brown all 
through on neck , and grey with orange-brown 
outer face on body. :Mottled black , brown and 
orange-brown exterior !)urface, burnished to a 
very low finish. 

Height of neck to rim: 6.75 cms. 
Ill.: PI. VIII. 4. Mended. Handle, portion of 

lower neck, and most of body, including the 
base, are missing. 

8. Cemetery E Tomb 53. B.R. I tankard (Ash
molean 1921. 1436C) *. Type V. Broad. tapering 
neck with everted circular rim with flattened 
top sloping inwards; strap handle, surmounted 
by a thumb-grip projection, frolll rim. Incised 
decoration of two parallel horizontal lines 
round upper n eck, incomplete at back under
neaLh the handle. 

Extremely hard clay with some small while, 
dark alld reddish grits , alld traces of orgalJic 

matLer ;\lld mica , fired grey wilh orange-bruwll 
races (on neck) . .i\Ioltled black and brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low 10 mediulll 

finish . 
Diameter of rim: 5.7 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XX. 2. Incompletc. Handlc, thumb

grip projection, lower half of neck, and whole 
of body :ue missing. 

9. Cemetery E Tomb 53. Handle of B.R. I 
closed vessel , probably a juglet Type I or flask 
Type IV (Ashmolean 1921. 1436F) *. Handle of 
rectangulnr section, probably from upper neck. 
Incised decoration of two parallel horizontal 
lines round neck at junction of handle . 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some very 
small white, dark and reddish grits, and traces 
of mica, fir ed grey-buff with buff faces (on 
neck). Brown and reddish-brown exterior sur
face, burnished to l\ low finish. 

Ill.: PI. XIX. 3. 

10. Cem etery E Tomb 53. Egyptian Red Po
lished imitation of l3.R. I juglet Type IAa or 
IBa (Ashmolean 1921. 1436D) *. Relief decora
tion of two parallel horizontal belts round neck 
at junction of handle; black painted decora
tion down back of handle. 

Ill.: Sedment Il, PIs. XLVIII. 4, LlX. 7; 
Frankfort, Studies Il, PI. XIII. 5. 

The entrance to the chamber of Tomb 53, 
which opened off the west end of a shaft, had 
been closed by a mud-brick wall (Sedment Il, 
PI. LXVII; U.C. Tomb Card). The tomb had 
been disturbed, and in the shaft were found a 
skull and broken bones. Apart from SIDMANT 
Nos. 7-] 0, the grave-goods consisted of a My
cenaean ITTA jug (Ashmolean 1921. 1436A) 
(Sedrnent Il, Pis. XLVIJT. 3, LlX. 6; MPL, PI. 
XVIII . 2, p. 97 , where it has been incorrectly 
allributed to Tomb 263 JEA 52,1966, p. 177); 
a shallow bowl with flat base and upcurving 
rim (Sedrnent rI, PI. LIX. 8); and an Egyptian 
Red Polished leather-bag shaped vase, having 
a narrow neck with the disc-shaped rilll char
acteristic of 13. H.. I Type III nnd R.L.. Type I , 
relier cl ecor<l lion of Iwo parallel horizo11 tal 
belts ruuIld neck at junction of handle, derived 
rrom B.R I Type J, and black painted decora
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lion (.-\shmolean 1921. 1436 El (SedIllent 11, PI. 
LV11. ;i.1. nole underne:lth , p. 24 para. 41). 

The lealher-bag shaped vase and SIDMANT 

No. 10 are Illade of a ware which is typical of 
Dyn. XVIII B. The former can also be paral
leled in Abydos Tomb E 178 (El Araboh, PI. 
XIX. top left photo. bottom left), where the 
deposit to which it. belongs is dated by a scarab 
of Thutmose III (ibid., PI. XX. in situ plan 
No. e; see below p. 101) . 

The contents of Sidmant Tomb 53 are homo
geneous, and date to Dyn. XVIII B. 

11. Cemetery B Tomb 216. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IAa. Though no decoration has been in
cluded in the drawing, the majority of the 
sketches of foreign pottery on Sedlllent 11, PI. 
LXIIl are inaccurate, and afford little more 
than a general guide to the shapes of the vases. 

Ill.: Sedment IJ, PI. LXIII. 216 No. E. Ref.: 
ibid., p. 26 ; U.C. Tomb Card, which notes two 
fragmen ts of bilbil. 

Tomb 216 consisted of a rectangular shaft 
giving access to two chambers (Sedlllent 11, PI. 
LXXXIII. in situ plan). Off one of the latter 
(Antechamber) opened a large hexagonal room 
(Main Chamber), the roof of which was sup
ported in the centre py four square columns. 
Into the walls had been out three niches of 
varying dimensions. Only one intact burial 
was found, the body of a man, wrapped in 
linen and deposited in a wooden coffin under
neath the entrance (U.C. Tomb Card). In the 
Antechamber lay one, in the Main Chamber, 
twelve green glaze ushabtis, one of which bore 
the name of b3(H) ·I-pr-sn (wl) (Sedment 11, 

PI. LXIII. 216 No. AJ, a man who had been 
interred in the tomb. The chambers had been 
disturbed, and the ushabtis were distributed all 
over the rV1ain Chamber (ibid., PI. LXXXIII. in 
situ plan. S). 

The in silu locations of the following objects 
in the :Main Chamber were noted on the plan: 
a gold fish (ibid., PI. LXIII. 21G No. B), found 
in one of the niches (ibid. , PI. LXXXIII. in 
silu plan. F); a pyramidion , situated in a cor
ner (ibid., Plo LXXXIlI. in situ plan . P); aud 
several pots scattered abou t the rOOlll and in 

the niches. Thc only vase separately illustrated 
is the upper half of a jug (Sedmenl 11, PI. LXIII. 
216 No. D). The U.C. Tomb Card records two 
fired clay dishes, 7", and two pots, one 9" high. 
Other grave-goods, the positions of which have 

not been given, include a white limestone lintel 
belonging to r'-11tp (Sed1llent IJ, PI. LXXI. 2), 
which must originally have come from Tomb 
201 (ibid., p. 29); two white limestone doors 
(U.C. Tomb Card); a decorated kohl pot lid 
(Sedment IJ, PI. LXIII. 216 No. C; U.C. Tomb 
Card); a green glaze pectoral (Sedment IJ, Pl. 
LXIII. 216 No. F); a few glass beads (U.C. 

Tomb Card); an inscribed sherd (U.C. Tomb 
Card); and SIDMANTNo. 11. 

The contents of the tomb, though obviously 
not homogeneous, were dated to Thutmose III 
on the evidence of the Cypriote juglet, SI D
MANT No. 11 (Sed1llent IJ, p. 26), which is 
clearly inadmissible. Though the kohl pot lid 
should be no later than Dyn. XVIII B, the 
lIshabtis can hardly be earlier than the XIXth 
Dynasty. The objects appear to be of mixed 
N.K. date. 

12. Cemetery B (?) Tomb 223. B.R. closed 
vessel. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

13. Cemetery B (?) Tomb 223. B.R. closed 
vessel. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

Tomb 223, though not indicated on the plan, 
was probably situated in Cemetery B, where 
Tombs 222 and 224 have both been plotted 
(Sedment IJ, Plo LXXXVII). The grave was of 
the slJaft and chamber type, and had been dis
turbed (U.C. Tomb Card). From it came a 
neck-bead inscribed with the name of the 
Priest of Ptah , m'y (Sedment IJ, PI. LXIII. 223 
No. A); two cartonnage figures (U.C. Tomb 
Card); a tall, slender, alabaster jar (Seci1llenl 

11, PI. LXIII. 223 No. B; U.C. Tomb Card re
fers to the fragments of two alabaster vases); 
a ring of Thutmose IIJ (U.C. Tomb Card); a 
wood chisel (U.C. Tomb Card); twenty wood 
ushabtis , thirteen inscribed clay lIshabtis , and 
anoUler three of unbaked clay (U.C. Tomb 
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Cnrd) ; :l paintecl dish and a pot of XVIIIth 
Dynasty paffel'l1 (C.C. Tomb Card). 

The tomb appears to Iwve contained n de
posit of the time of Thutmose Ill. 

14. Ccmetery B (?) Tomb 242. 13.R. closed 

vessel. 
Hef.: U.C. Tomb Card. Fragmenl. 

The presence of Tombs 241, of which there 
are tw o, nnd 244 in the plan suggests that 
Tomb 242 \vas also lo cated in Cemetery 13 
(Seclment 1I, P!. LXXXVII). The tomb had a 
chamber which opened off the east end of a 
shaft (U.C. Tomb Cflrd). The contents, which 

had been disturbed , included a green glaze 
Horus, one and a half green glaze usilabtis , 
a canopic lid in the form of n head , and n pair 
of white sandals (U.C. Tomb Card) . 

Though the green glaze ushnbtis should be 
110 earlier than th e XIXth Dynasty, their evi
dence is insufficient to date all th e objects. 

15. Cemetery A Tomb 246. B.n. I juglet 
(Manchester 6946r'. Type IAa(iii). Squat piri
form body with broad low base-ring with 
straight flaring sides; tall , narrow , tapering 
neck with bell-shaped rim ; strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Relief decora tion of 
two parallel horizontal plastic belts r 'ound neck 
at junction of handle ; two parallel vertical 
plastic bells down front of body, slightly off
centre to the right. 

Black ex terior surface, wi th occasional small 
grey-bro\vn patches, burnished to a low finish. 

Hei ght: 12.4 cms. \Vidth of body: G.45 cms. 

Ref.: U.e. Tomb Card. Intact. This juglet 
was attached to SIDMANT No. 16 by a loop of 
string, consisting of two interwoven strands 
of fibre, passed arollnd th e handl es and knot

ted. 

1G. Cemetery A Tomb 24G. DJ\. I juglet 
(Manchester G94GA) "'. Type IBa (ii). Piriform 
body with trumpet base- ring with conca ve 
splaying sides ; tall , narrow, tapering, pulled 
back neck with bell-shaped rim; thickish slrap 
handle from uppcr neck to shoulder. Relief de
cora tion of two parallel horizontal plastic bells 
round neck at junction of handl e. 

POTTEHY FOUND IN EGYPT G1 

Extremely hard clny with some sllIall white, 
dark and orange-red grits , and traces of mica , 
fired grey wilh very thin orange-brown outer 
fa ce on parts of body. Black ex terior surface, 
mottl ed with brown-buff, and burnished to a 

low fini sh. 

H eight: 14.5 cms. Width of body: 7.0 cms. 
R ef.: U.C. Tomb Card. Mend ed . Large por

tions of body and piece of base-rin g are mis
sing. The desiccated dark brown r emains of 
th e contents arc still adhering to th e insid e of 
the body. 

17 . Cemetery A Tomb 24G. R.L. spindle bottle 
(Manchester (949) *. Type I. Narrow tapering 
neck with disc-shaped rim with flatt en ed top 
sloping oLltwards; handle, of oval section, from 
upper neck. No sign of relief decoration round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some tiny 
white and dark grits, and traces of mica, fir ed 
orange. Orange- red ex terior surface, burnished 
to a very low finish. 

Diameter of rim: 3.3 cms. 
Handle, low er half of neck, and whole of the 

body a re missin g. 

Tomb 24G, which had been disturbed , had a 
shaft with chambers opening off the eas t and 
west sides (U.C. Tomb Card). In il were found 
a kohl pot (No . i) (Sedment IT, Pl. LXIII. 246 
No. D, probably the stone vase referred to on 
lhe U.C. Tomb Cmd) ; beads and amul e ts (No. 
ii) (U.C. Tomb Card); the bezel of a faience 
ring impressed with the name of Horemheb 
(No. iii) (Manchester); a curved ebony stick 
(No. iv) (S edm e/lt II , PI. LXllI. 246 No. A); 
a large jewel cas ke t (No. v) (U.C. Tomb Card ) ; 
a wooden comb (No. vi ) (U.C. Tomb Card); 
three kohl tubes of wood , one double, one 
single, and t.h e third a large single specimen 
with kohl stick (No. vii) (U.C. Tomb Card); 
two reed kohl tubes (No. viii) (U.C. Tomb 
Card ); a ball o f knitt ed string and stuffed chaff 
(No. ix ) (U.C. T omb Card); and a basket 
(No. x) (U.C. Tomb Card). 

No. i should be no later than Dyn. XVIII B. 
No. viii can b e paralleled at Saqqnra hy a reed 
kohl tube (No. 8) (1,]>1\'S, Pl. 20. 4. b Olto m) 
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fro lll a b::l sket (iPA'S, p. 38) , whi ch also con
tained a scarab of ThutJ1lose III (No. 13) (ibid., 
PI. 20. 4), and in Tomb NE. 4 (No. vi) (TPC 
I1, PI. 44. C. 7), dated by a scarab of Thutmose 
1II (No. xiii) (ibid., PI. 46. A. 88). There appear 
to h ave b een at least l\vo deposits in Sidmant 
T omb 246, one of Dyn . XVIII E, the other of 
the time of Horemheb. 

18. Cemetery A Tomb 248. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa. No decora tion dm wn. 

Jl1.: Sedment Il , PI. LXIII. 248 No. A. Ref. : 
U.C. Tomb Card. 

19. Cemetery A Tom b 248. E, R. closed vessel. 
Her.: V .C. Tomb Card . 

20. Cemetery A Tomb 248. B. H. closed vessel. 
Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

Tomb 248 was of th e shaft and chamber 
type (U.C. Tomb Card). It had been disturbed, 
but yielded a wooden kohl box (Sedment Il , 
PI. LXIII. 248 No. B); a basket (V.C. Tomb 
Card); and a pot of XVIIIth Dynasty type 
(U.C. Tomb Card). No date can be given to 
th ese objects. 

21. Cemetery A Tomb 254. B.R. I juglet 
(Philadelphia E 15421 ). Type IAa (iii). Relief 
decoration of two para llel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck a t' junction of handle; two 
para llel vertical pla stic belts down front of 
body. 

H eight: 12.6 cms. Width of body: 6.6 cms. 
Ill.: Sec/ment Il, PI. LV. 13 ; PI. IV.2 . A rag 

had been placed over the mouth, and secured 
by string Li ed round the upper n eck . The mouth 
itself is stuffed with linen. B\:1ck resin (?) 
adh eres to inlerior of body (not on upper parl 
of n eck). Ref.: U.C. Tomb Ca rd . 

22. Cemetery A Tomb 254. n.R. I juglet 
(Phila delphia E 15425). Type Ina (ii). Relief 
decora tion of Lwo pa rallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: 14.3 cms. vVidth of body: 7.1 cms. 
Ill.: Sedment Il , PI. LV. 14; PI. X. 2. A linen 

cover had been placed over th e mouth , and 
bOLlnd round the upper n eck with sLring sealed 
with mud (no inscription ). Ref. : V.c,. Tomb 

Ca rd. 

23. Cem etery A Tomb 254. B.R. I juglet 
(Phila delphia E 15422). Type IBa (ii ) . Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plas tic 
b elts r ound neck at junction of handle. 

H eight: 14.8 cms. Width of body: 6.6 cms. 
Ill.: Sedm ent II, PI. LVII. 32; P I. X . 3. The 

1l10uth had b een tied over with lin en (ibid., 
p. 24). Hef. : V.C. Tomb Card. 

24. Cemetery A Tomb 254. B.R. I juglet 
(Phila delphia E 15423). Type IBa (ii ) . Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck a t junctioll of handle. 

Height: 13.5 cms. Width of body: 6.8 cms. 
lll .: PI. X. 4. Ref.: Sedm cllt Il , p. 24; U.C. 

Tomb Card. The mouth wa s stuffed wil:h lin en , 
and had been tied over wiLh the sam e material 
(Scdm ent Il , p . 24). Lower half of the base-r ing 
has been broken awny. 

25 . Cemetery A Tomb 254. n.R. I juglet 
(Philadelphia E 15424). Type IBa (v) . Incised 
decora tion of two parallel horizontal lines, en
closing diagonal jab incision s, round neck at 
junction of handle. Incised X on h a ndle. 

Height: 14.8 cms . Width of body: 6.8 cms. 
Ill. : PI. XI. 5. Ref. : Sedment Il, p. 24; U.C. 

Tomb Card. The mouth had been ti ed over 
with linen (Sedment II , p. 24). MaLter still 
adheres to inside of neck. 

The exterior surfaces of three of the juglets 
were black, of one, brown, and of the fifth, red 
(Sedment IT , PI. LVII. 32, p . 24). Dr A. E. Par
kinson h as examined the Call tents of two Cyp
rioLe juglets from Sidmant in the Philadelphia 
University Museum . Both had their original 
s toppers, apparently lin en plugs, which makes 
it more than likely that they ca me from Tomb 
254. According to Parkinson, they both "con
tained a considerable amoLlnt of ra ther soft, 
dark brown, waxy maLerial , and tes Ls gave no 
indi ca tion of opium Or any alkaloid. I am, in 
fact , convinced that th e mnterial is some kind 
of wax" (Letter to Mr Hodges, June 14, 1962) . 

Tomb 254 consisted of a r ec Lang ular shaft 
with lateral chamber of simil a r plan (Sedment 
II , PI. LXVII). The entra nce to the chamber 
had been closed by a wall, probably of m11d
bri ck (ibid. , PI. LXXXII. in situ plan ), and the 
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hnriflls were found intact. Occupying most of 
the chmnber was a rectangular wooden coffin 
with gabled lid and projecling rectangular end
boards (Sedment IJ, Pis. LXllI. 254, LXXXII, 
pp. 2Ll, 26). It held the mummies of two women 
and a man, their heads to the east, and on top 
of them, a child (ibid., Pis. LXVII, LXXXII). 
There is a serious discrepancy between the in 
situ plans in the excavation report (ibid., Plo 
LXXXII) and on the back of the U.C. Tomb 
Card, since the former shows a man lying be
tween two women, the latter, the two women 
adjacent, and the lllan resting on the south 
side of the cofJin. As the U.C. Tomb Card is a 
primary source of information, its evidence 
will have to be preferred to that of the published 
accoun t. 

All the small finds illustrated or described 
in the fin~ll report on the tomb (Sedment II, 
Pis. LV. 1-19, LVII. 30-40, LXVII, LXXXII, 
pp. 24, 26), with the sole exception oJ the 
gold pendants (ibid., PI. LXVII), turn out to 
have originally been given a letter in alpha
betical order. The only objects in the memoir 
which can be iden lified by their letters are re
produced in the in situ plan (ibid., PI. LXXXII), 
but they account for Nos. a-f and w-z alone. 
The other grave-goods, including' SIDMANT 
Nos. 21-25, had therefore been allotted Nos. 
g-v; bu t since it has not been possible to 
handle the material from the tomb, and so 
attempt to arrange the objects in their correct 
alphabetical sequence, for the purposes of this 
analysis the letters Nos. g-v have been arbi
trarily [lllocated to individual unidentified 
pieces. 

Five baskets (Nos. a-e), all in perfect con
dition (ibid.) PI. LV. 15-19), had been placed 
[It the he[lds and feet of the three [ldnlt mum
mies (ibid., PI. LXXXII). Basket No. a, which 
lay at the feet of the man, contained an alabas
ter kohl pot with kohl stick (No. g) (ibid., PI. 
LV. 10) ; a wooden comb (No. il) (ibid .. PI. LV. 
5 - it is not certain whether the illuslrated 
example came frolll Basket No. a or d); and 
one of the B.B. I juglets, SfDM ANT Nos. 21
25 (No. i), said to have contained sandal oil 
(O.C. Tomb Card). Beyond the man's head was 
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Basket No. d, in which were Jound a set of two 
wooden kohl tubes (No. j) (Sedmenl II, Pis. 
LV. 6, LViI. 40); all alabaster kohl pot (No. k) 
(ibid., Pis. LV. 2, LVlI. 3cl:) ; a wooden box with 
three lids, two sliding, one hingeing (No. I) 
(ibid., Pis. LV. 4, L VU. 31); a comb and bead 
(U.C. Tomb Card). 

The woman is the centre of the coffin had 
been interred with her je\veUery, which pre
sumably, since they are the only personal orna
ments mentioned on the U.C. Tomb Card, con
sisted of a gold tiara, two bead bracelets, the 
original order of which was preserved, and 
rings found on the fingers. The child's bangle 
included ill the same group of objects on the 
U.C. Tomb Card may have belonged to the in
fant. Gold pendants, not elsewhere noted, are 
listed in the Tomb Register (Sedmenl 11, PI. 
LXVII). At the woman's feet had been placed 
Basket No. b, from which came one of the 
B.R. I juglets, SIDMANT Nos. 21·-25 (No. m): 
a set of two alabaster kohl lubes (No. n) (ibid., 

Pis. LV. 7, LVII. 39); a stemmed handleless 
vase of alabaster (No. 0) (ibid., Pis. LV. 9, 
LVII. 38); a wooden box with gabled lid and 
sides inlaid wi th squares of ebony and ivory 
(No. p) (ibid.) PIs. LV. 3, LVII. 30), containing 
a scarab; beads and a fish (U .C. Tomb Card). 

Beyond the head of the woman on the north 
side of the coffin lay Basket No. e, which con
tained a tall, narrow, conical, alabaster vase 
with handle (No. q) (Sedment JI, Pis. LV. 8, 
LVII. 35); an alabaster vase with squat oval 
body and short broad neck (No. r) (ibid., Pis. 
LV. 1, LVII. 37) ; a Red Polished pilgrim flask 
(No. s) (ibid.) Pis. LV. 11, LVII. 36); and a 
Red Polished leather-bag shaped vase (No. t) 
(ibid.) Ph. LV. 12, LVII. 33). At the woman's 
feet was Basket No. c, which held two of the 
B.R. 1 juglets, SfDMAi\,T Nos. 21-25 (Nos. 
u, v), the exLerior surface of one being black, 
of the other, red. 'Wedged into the corner of the 
coffin by the same basket was No. f, another 
of the D.H. I juglels, S1l)M ANT Nos. 21-25. 

In the chamber, at the foot of the coffin, 
stood three tall slender jars (Nos. x, y, z) (ibid.) 

PI. LXXXII, sketched into the pit for conveni
ence), one of which (No. y) contained bread. 
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AgaillsL the illside of Lh e partition wall was 
found a dish (No. w) (Sedm ent If, PI. LXXXII , 
also reproduced in the shaft). 

The layout of the burial sha pe of the coffin, 
and disposition of grave-goods resemble those 
of Maidum Tomb 261A (see above, pp. 36 f.). 
No. r can also be paralleled in Maidum Tomb 
261A (ILN April 5, 1930, p. 564. boLtom right 
fig. 3; p. 566 Fig. 3), which is dated by a 
scarab of Thutmose III (ibid., p. 5(4). Nos. g, 
k and 0 should be no later than Dyn. XVIII B. 
No. q, the handle of which was missing, has a 
close parallel in Abydos Tomb E 210 (El Arcl

bull, Pl. XVJII. centre left photo. centre), which 
probably belongs to the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period (ibid., p. 8). The 
same type, but without the handle, occurred 
in Gurob Tomb 27 (Brunton, Curob, PI. XXII. 
46, 47), of Dyn. XVIII A date (see above, p. 
56). The evidence suggests that No. q was an 
heirloom. No. t can be compared with a similar 
vase from Abydos Tomb E 178 (El Arabah, 
Pt XIX. top left photo. bottom left), where the 
deposit to which it belongs is dated by a scarab 
of Thutmose III (ibid.) PI. XX. in situ plan. 
No. e; see below, p. 101). 

Petrie dated Tomb :254 to the reign of Thut
mose Ill , since he believed that the association 
of kohl pots and kohl tub es in the same deposit 
was indicative of Dyn. XVIII B (Sedment Il , 
pp. 24, 26). Though his criterion is invalid, as 
kohl tubes were already in use during Dyn. 
XVIII A (see below, p. 107), the foregoing dis
cussion of the chronological evidence confirms 
his conclusion. 

26. Cemetery A Tomb 255 . n.R. closed vessel. 
Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

27. Cemetery A Tomb 255. B.R closed vessel. 
Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card . 

28. Cemetery A Tomb 255. n.R closed vessel. 
Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

29. Cemetery A Tomb 255. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. 	Type 1. 

Shiny red ware. 
Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

Tomb 255 , which was disturbed, had a rec
Langula r shaft wi th la teral chamber on the north 
and south sides (U.C. Tomb Card). At the east 
end of each chamber was a basket. The loca
tions of the remaining grave-goods, which con
sisted of the fragmentary top of a sLone vase with 
disc-shaped rim; the foreign containers, SID
lI1A..NT Nos. 26-29; and Lwo XVIIIth Dynasty 
black edged dishes, were noL cited on the D.C. 
Tomb Card. Bowls with black painted bands 
round the rims are typical of Dyn. XVIII A, to 
which the group as a whole may well belong. 

30. Cemetery A Tomb 256. n.R I juglet. Type 
IBa Oi). Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at juncLion of 
handle. 

Height: approx . 15.2 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 7.4 cms. 

Ill.: Sedment II, PI. LXIII. 256 No. C. 

31. Cemetery A Tomb 256. RL. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

Height : approx. 33.5 cms. 'Width of body: 
approx. 	6.6 cms. 

Ill.: Sedment II, PI. LXIII. 256 No . C. Ref.: 
U.C. 	 Tomb Card. 

Tomb 256 was of the shaft and chamber 
type, and had been disturbed (U.C. Tomb 
Card). In it were found an a labaster tazza Clip 
(No. i) (Sedment It, PI. LXIII. 256 No. B); a 
black stone kohl pot with incised decoration 
(No. ii) (ibid., PI. LXIII. 256 No. H); a set of 
two wooden kohl tubes with kohl stick (No. lii) 
(ibid., PI. LXIII. 256 No. A) ; two baskets (Nos. 
iv , v) (U.C. Tomb Card); a pair of grass san
dals (No. vi) (U.C. Tomb Card); part of a 
closed vessel (No. vii) (Sedmeni I1 , PI. LXIII. 
256 No. D) ; a painLed jug (No. viii) (ibid., PI. 
LXIlI. 256 No. E); a painted tankard (No. ix) 
(ibid., PI. LXIII. 256 No. F) ; a vase with tyre
shaped body, feet, neck and two handles (No. 
x) (ibid.) PI. LXIII. 256 No. J); two jars (Nos. 
xi, xii) (U.C. Tomb Card); and five pots of 
XVlIIth Dynasty shape (Nos. xiii- xvii) (U.C. 
Tomb Card). 

No. i can be no earJier than Dyn. XVIII n , 
No. ii, no Jater than the same phase. The 
objec ts are homogeneous, and concur with a 
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Dyn. X VIII B date, to which Petrie had already 
assi"ned th e contents of the tomb (Sed1l1ent 11,t> 

p.26). 

32. Cemetery A Tomb 263. B.R. I tankard 
(Ashmolean 1921. 1284) *. Type V. Broad, de
pressed piriform body with broad low base
ring with straight flaring sides; short, broad , 
tapering, pulled back neck with everted, cir
cular, flat -topped rim ; thick strap handle from 
rim to shoulder, surmounted by a thick, cur
ving over thumb-grip projection with expanding 
bifurcated top, set diagonally on top of handle 
and rim. Helief decoration of two carelessly 
applied, parallel, horizontal plastic belts round 
upper neck, incomplete at back underneath the 
handle. 

Mottled black, brown, grey, orange-red and 
light orange-buff exterior surface, burnished to 
a low to meclium finish. 

Height to rim: 8.15 cms. Width of body: 7.5 
cms. Diameter of rim: 6.2 cms. 

Ill.: Sedment 11, PI. LXIII. 263 No. C (in
accurate); PI. XX. 3. Intact. 

33. Cemetery A Tomb 263. B.R. I juglet (Ash
molean 1921. 1272) *. Type IAa (ii ). Swollen 
piriform, almost oval body with broad low 
base-ring with more or less strai.ght flaring 
sides; tall , narrow, slightly concave, tapering, 
pulled back neck with short-s ided, everted, cir
cular rim; handle, probably of rectangular sec
tion, from upper neck to shoulder. Relief de
cora tion of two parallel horizon tal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
some orange-red and occasional dark grits, and 
traces of mica, fired grey with orange-brown 
faces (on handle stump), and orange-red (on 
base) . mack exterior surface, burnished to a 
low finsh. 

Height: 13.45 cms. Width of body: G.9 cms. 
Handle is missing, and base has been 

chipped. A strip of white woven cloth remains 
wrapped round the upper neck between the 
relief decoration and the rim. Dark stains 
round lower body and base. 

34. Cemetery A Tomb 263. n.R. I juglet (Ash
molean 1921. 1273) *. Type IAa (i i) . Squat piri-
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form body with probably low base-ring ; tall, 
narrow, tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Mottled black, brown and orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low finish. 

Height remaining: 13.15 cms. \Vidth of body: 
7.35 cms. 

Base-ring is missing. Stain inside rim. 

35. Cemetery A Tomb 263. B.R. I juglet (Ash
molean 1921. 1274)*. Type IBa(ii). Swollen 
piriform body with trumpet base-ring with 
slightly concave flaring sides; tall, narrow, 
tapering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim ; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Black exterior surface, mottled with dark 
brown and orange-brown on one side, and bur
nished to a low to medium finish. 

Height: 14.7 cms. Width of body: 6.8 cms. 
Part of base-ring is missing. Hair-cracks on 

one side of body show signs of having been 
stained. 

The rectangular shaft of Tomb 263 gave 
access at its south-east end to an approximately 
square chamber, at its north-west end, to an
other, but larger chamber, of rectangular plan 
(Sedment 11, PIs. LXVII, LXXXII. plan; U.C. 
Tomb Card). In this tomb had presumably 
been interred the body of the Scribe of the 
Altar of the Lord of the Two Lands, mn-bpr, 
whose palette with its reeds (Sedm ent 11, PI. 
XLVIII. 32, p. 23) was found amongst the 
grave-goods. Other objects included three kohl 
pots, one of black stained limestone with in
cised pattern (ibid.) PI. XLVIII. 30), another 
of plain limestone (ibid., Pis. XLVIII. 31, LXIII. 
263 No. B), and the third of a different stone 
(ibid., PI. XLVIII . 28); a kohl pot lid of black 
stained limestone with incised decoration (ibid., 
PI. XLVIII. 29); a blue-green faience bust of a 
human figure (ibid., PI. LXIII. 263 No. A); a 
fluted wooden kohl tube (ibid., PI. LXIII. 263 
No. H); an oval lid of wood inlaid with ivory 
and ebony (ibid., PI. XLVIII. 26); two wooden 

5 
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toilet dishes in the form of trussed ducks, one 
carved (Secimenl 11, PI. XLVIII. 27), the other 
plain (ibid., PI. XLVIII. 32); pieces of a box, a 
carved "crochet" needle, two inscribed wooden 
tablets, a duck head (U.C. Tomb Card); three 
baskets, two round and one oval (U.C. Tomb 
Cm·d ; Seamenl H, PI. LXVII); papyrus (U.C. 
Tomb Card) ; a Red Polished vase in the shape 
of a female figure (Sedment 11, PI. XLVIII. 
25); six fragmen ts of Red Polished vases wi th 
black painted decoration, in human and animal 
forms (Ashmolean 1921. 1291); and several 
pots (ibid., PI. LXIII. 263 Nos. D- G, J-N) , 
including a stemmed handleless vase (No. D), 
a lotus flower cup (No. N), and small tankards 
(Ashmolean 1921. 1278,1921. 1281). 

The whole group appears to be homoge
neous, and can be dated to the reign of Thut
mose III (ibid., p. 23). 

36. Cemetery A Tomb 264. B.R. I double 
juglets (Ashmolean 1921. 1385) *. Type IBb. 
Two juglets joined together, each of a piriform 
body with trumpet base-ring with straight 
flaring sides; tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
bell-shaped rim; relief decoration of two paral
lel horizontal plastic belts round upper neck, 
incomplete on the inside back. The juglets are 
joined at the bodies, and converge to join at 
the rims; narrow handle, of approximately 
oval section, with circular piercing in top , 
rising slightly from rims to shoulders, where 
it bifurcates. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with light orange-brown outer 
face. MoLtled black, brown and orange-brown 
exterior surface, burnished to a medium finish. 

Height lo rims: 10Ji cms. Width of either 
body: 4.4 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XII. 3. Sections from each body, 
and half of one rim , are missing. Adhering to 
the inside of the body of one juglet are the 
cracked, peeling, dri ed up remains of the COJ1

tell ts. 

37. Cemetery A Tomb 264. B.R. I double 
juglets (Ashmolean 1921. 1386)"'. Type IBb. 
Two jugleLs joined together, each of a piriform 

/)od .y with trumpet base-ring with concave 
flaring sid es; tall, l\arrow, irregularly lapering 
Ileck with bell-shaped rim; relief decora tion 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck above mid-neck, incomplete on the inside 
back. The juglets are joined at the bodies, and 
converge to join at the rims; handle, of flat
tened oval section, wi th circular piercing in 
top, rising sligh tJy from rims to shoulders, 
where it bifurcates. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
organic matt er and mica , fired grey with thin 
orange-brown outer face. Mottled black, grey, 
brown and buff exterior surface, burnished to 
a low to medium finish. 

H eight to rims: 9.3 cms. \Nidth of either 
body: ;3.9 cms. 

Ill.: Sedmcnt Il , PI. LXIII. 264 No. A (in
accurate). Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card, which notes 
only one "twin ointment bilbil". Lower half of 
one body, including the base, is missing. A 
flakey light brown residue from the contents 
has been left adhering to the inside of the bro
k en juglet. 

The chamber of Tomb 264 opened off the west 
end of a rectangular shaft (U .C. Tomb Card). 
From the grave, which had been disturbed, 
came three fragments of a stone bowl with 
foot and everted rim (No. i) (Sedment II~ PI. 
LXIII. 264 No. D); a blue-green glaze fish
pendant (No. ii) (Ashmolean 1921. 1389) (ibid.) 
PI. LXIII. 264 No . C); two blue glaze beads 
(No. iii) (Ashmolean 1921. 1389); a Hed Po
lished jug with quadrilobate body (No. iv) 

(Ashmolean 1921. 1393) (ibid.) PI. LXIII. 264 
No. B); an oval basket of vegetable fibre (No. 
v) (Ashmolean 1921. 1380) (U.C. Tomb Card), 
conLaining for certain · a wooden ushabti (No. 
vi) (Ashmolean 1921. 1382) (U.e. Tomb Card) 
and dom fruit (No. vii) (U.e. Tomb Card), and 
possibly, as the U.C. Tomb Card is ambiguous 
at this point, a wooden kohl tube (No. viii) 
(Ashmolean 1921. 1387) (U.e. Tomb Card) ; 
a model pick (?) of wood (No. ix) (Ashmolean 
1921. 1383) (U.C. Tomb Card); a model adze 
or hoe of wood (No. x) (Ashmolean 1921. 1384) 
(U.C. Tomb Card) ; and parts of wooden boxes 
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(No. xi) (Ashlllolc[1n 1921. 1381) (U.C. Tomb 
Card refers 10 all "ivory decorated jewel box"). 

No. i is similar to [1 bowl from el-Riqqa 
Tomh 601 (Riqqeh, PIs. XL. 8, Xl V. S61), of 
Second Intennedi[1te Period-Dyn. XVIII A 
date (see above, p. 31). The ware of No. iv, 
howevcr, is typical of Dyn. X VIII B. The IW

tme of the contcnts of Sidmant Tomb 264 
makes it difficult to tell whether the group is 
homogencous, or whether separa te X VII Ith 
Dynasty deposits were presenl. 

38. Cemetery A Tomb 265. B.R. I double 
jllglcts. Typc lBb. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. Broken. 
Tomb 265, which had been disturbed, had [1 

rectangular shaft wilh a lateral chamber on 
either side (U.C. Tomb Card). In it were found 
a globular stone bowl (No. i) (Sedment Il, PI. 
LXIII. 265 No. B); a broad cylindrical alabas
ter bowl with flat base (No. ii) (ibid., Pl. LXIII. 
265 No. C); a handleless vase with foot and 
narrow neck (No. iii) (iIJid., Pl. LXIII. 265 
No. A); a necked vase with oval body and 
painted decoration (No. iv) (ibid., PI. LXIII. 
265 No. D) ; a tankard (No. v) (ibid., PI. LXIII. 
265 No. E); a jug (No. vi) (ibid., Pl. LXIII. 265 
No. F); and two dishes, one red (No. vii), the 
other black (No. viii) (U.C. Tomb Card) . 

No. ii can be closely paralleled in Qaw el
Qebir Tomb 316 (QULl ond Badari Ill, PI. 
XXXV. 23), which dates to Dyn. XVIII A (see 
below p. 91). The shape and decoration of No. 
iv make it most likely 10 belong to Dyn. XVIII 
A. The contents of Sidmant Tomb 265 appear 
to be homogeneous, and may be ascribed to 
Dyn. X VIII A. 

39. Cemetery A Tomb 267. B.R. I juglet. Type 
IB(?)c(i). Tall uarrow neck with pinched tre
foil spout; handle from rim to shoulder. No 
decoratioll dra wn. 

Red ware. 

Height of neck to rim: approx. 7.2 cms. 

Ill.: Sedment Il, Plo LXIII. 267 No. D. Ref.: 


U.C. Tomb Card. Neck, and shoulder of body 
alone remain. 

40. Cemetery A Tomb 267. B.R. II juglet. 
Type IAa or IBa. Painlecl decoration of four 
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groups, each of lwo par[111el horizontal lines, 
round neck; groups, each of two parallel lines, 
inlerlocking on body. 

Black ware; while painled decoration. 
Height of neck to rim: approx. 5.8 cms. 
Ill.: Sedment II, Pl. LXIII. 267 No. C. Ref.: 

ibid., p. 26; U. C. Tomb Card. Neck and shoul
der of body alone remain. 

A chamber opened off either end of the shaft 
of Tomb 267 (Sedment II, PI. LXVII). The 
grave, which had been disturbed (U.C. Tomb 
Card), yielded a white wood ushabti with the 
name of a man, 'r-n- ('fbLl -'no (No. i) (Sed
ment Il, PI. LXIII. 267 No. A; U.e. Tomb 
Card), and the small face made of carlonnage 
(No. ii) (Sedment Il, PI. LXIII. 267 No. B, 
p. 26). The grave-goods comprised a piece of 
a Horus amulet (No. iii) (U.C. Tomb Card); 
piece of a box (No. iv) (U.C. Tomb Card); a 
reed kohl tube (No. v) (Sedment 11, PI. LXVII; 
U.C. Tomb Card); two shallow bowls with 
everted rims (Nos. vi, vii) (Sedment Il, PI. 
LXIII. 267 Nos. E, F respectively); a jar with 
swollen body and short broad neck (No. viii) 
(ibid.) PI. LXIII. 267 No. G); and an XVIIIth 
Dynasty pot with while lines (No. ix) (U.C. 
Tomb Card). 

The date of the tomb is at first sight pro
blematic. Sjoqvist, who discussed the group 
(Problems, p. 194), is guilty of several inaccu
racies, which mar the value of his analysis. 
Sidmant and Maiyana are separate villages, the 
former of which has been used to designate the 
whole necropolis, the la tter, to identify certain 
cemeleries in the vicinity of that settlement. 
Cemetery A, in which Tomb 267 was located 
(Sedment 11, Pl. LXXXVI), does not belong to 
lhe Maiyana region (ibid., PIs. LXXXV, XC). 
Sjoqvisl quotes no authority for the statemenl 
that "the 10mb is dated to Thothmes Ill", since 
it is an unwarranted inference from Petl'ie's 
(not Brunton's) discllssion of the cartonnage 
mask (ibid., p. 26). In fact No. v can be paral
leled at Saqqara by a reed kohl tube (No. 8) 
(TPNS, PI. 20. 4. bottom) from a basket (ibid., 
p. 38), which also contained a scarab of Thut
mose III (No. 13) (ibid., Pl. 20. 4), and in 
Tomb NE. 4 (No. vi) (TPe Il, Pl. 44, C. 7), 
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dated by a scarab of Thulmose III (No. xiii) 
(TPC 11 , PI. 46. A. 88). Nor is it strictly true 
lhat "the local pottery is indeterminate" (Pro

blems, p. 194), since the same types as Nos. 
vi-viii occurred in Gurob Tomb 613 (Brun
ton, CL/rob, PI. XIV. 46 (= No. vi), 48 (= No. 
vii), 36 (= No. viii)) , assigned by the excavator 
to the time of Thutmose III (ibid., p. 17). The 

date is confirmed by the shallow bowl with 
everted rim (No. a) (ibid., PI. XXIV. 48), the 
two subhemispherical bowls (Nos. b, c) (ibid., 

PI. XXIV. 45, 47 respectively) , the jar with 
swollen body and short broad neck (No. d) 
(ibid., Pl. XXIV. 36), the jar wilh broad convex 
neck (No. e) (ibid., PI. XXIV. 42) and he jar 
with narrow neck and collar rim (No. f) (ibid., 

PI. XXIV. 38), which can all be paralleled in 
Deir Rifa Tomb 152 (Cizeh and Rileh, PI. 
XXVIII-I. 201 (= No. a), 202 ( = No. b), 203 
(=No. c), 204 (=No. d), 210 (=No. e), 211 
(=No. f)), dated by a ring of Hatshepsut (ibid., 

PI. XXIII. 19) . 

It seems, therefore , that the contents of Sid
mant Tomb 2()7 were homogeneous, and de
posited during Dyn. XVIII B. 

41. Cemetery A Tomb 268. B.R I juglet. 
Type 	IBa. No decorat'ion drawn . 

Ill.: Sedment II, PI. LXIII. 268 . No. A. Ref.: 
U.C. Tomb Card, which notes "2 small jugs". 

The chamber of Tomb 268 opened off the 
west side of a shaft (U.C. Tomb Card) . From 
the grave, which had been disturbed , came a 
wooden kohl pot (No. i) (Sedment Il, PI. LXIII . 
268 No. E) ; a pilgrim flask (No. ii) (ibid.) PI. 
LXIIl. 268 No. C); a jug (No. iii) (ibid., PI. 
LXIII. 268 No. D); a necked vase wilh oval 
body and painted decoration (No. iv) (ibid., 
PI. LXIII. 268 No. E); and two tall slender 
jars with painted decoration (Nos. v, vi) (ibid.) 
PI. LXIIl. 262 No. A type). 

No. i should be no later than Dyn. XVIII B. 
The shape and decoration of No . iv indicate 
a Dyn. XVIII A date. Nos. v and vi, which are 
not noted on the U.C. Tomb Card , are typica l 
of Dyn. XVIII A. The contents of the tomb are 
homogeneous , and belong to Dyn. XVIII A. 

42 . Cem etery A Tomb 273. RR. I (?) bottle. 

Type 	Ill . No decoration drawn. 
Ill.: Sedment IJ, PI. LXIII. 273 No. A. Ref.: 

U.C. Tomb Card, which records "3 pots long 
ointment". 

43. Cemetery A Tomb 273. B.R. I (?) bottle. 
Type 	Ill. No decoration drawn. 

Ill.: Sedment II, PI. LXIII. 273 No. C. Ref.: 
U.C. Tomb Card, which records "3 pots long 
ointment". 

A chamber opened off either end of the 
shaft of Tomb 273 (U.C. Tomb Card), which 
had been disturbed. One room contained a 
solid stone pigment mortar (Sedment JI , PI. 
LXIII. 273 No. G) ; ten inscribed stones (U.C. 
Tomb Card); a canopic lid in the form of a 
human head (Sedment II, PI. LV. 23); three 
damaged canopic heads (U.C. Tomb Card); 

three inscribed canopic jars (U.C. Tomb Card) ; 
a bowl with foot and everted rim (Sec/went JI, 
PI. LXIII. 273 No. D); and two pots of XVJIlth 
Dynasty type (U.C. Tomb Card). 

In the other chamber were found a cylindri
cal alabaster vase (Sedment Il, PI. LXIII. 273 
No. F) ; a red marble kohl pot (ibid.) PI. LXIII. 
273 No. E; U.C. Tomb Card); a toilet box, five 
baskets, a wreath of leaves, a circle of string, 
one and a half pairs of sandals and a toe piece, 
a leather ball, an ebony handle stick, and the 
end of a coffin decorated wilh a female figure 
(U.C. Tomb Card) ; and three long ointment 
pots, of which two are SIDMANT Nos. 42 and 
43, and one, a Black Polished jug (Sec/ment JI, 
PI. LXIII. 273 No. B). 

Though assigned to the time of Thutmose III 
(ibid., p. 26), the contents of the second cham
ber at least can be dated to Dyn. XVIII A by 
the Black Polished jug. 

44. Cemetery A Tomb 275. B.R I flask 
(RS..rvI. 1921. 15(8) *. Type IVA. Lentoid body 
with front segment more swollen than back, 
and junction between them carinated ; tall , nar
row , slighUy tapering, pulled back neck with 
disc-shaped rim with f1al top sloping outwards ; 
thick handle, of rectangular section but with 
convex back, from upper neck to shoulder. 
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Relief decorntion of n single horizon 1nl pins tic 
belt round neck nt junction of handle. 

Black exterior surface, mottled with brown 
and brown·buff, with a purplish-brown zig
zag down front of body, and burnished to a 
low to medium finish. 

Height: 14.3 cms. Width of body: 7.95 X 5.1 
cms. 

Ill.: Sedment II, PI. LXIII. 275 No. B (in
accurate). Intact. 

45. Cemetery A Tomb 275. B.R I juglet 
(RS.M. 1921. 1586A) *. Type IAa(ii). Piriform 
body with narrow low base-ring with straight 
flaring sides; tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
bell-shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck 
1.0 shoulder. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white 
and dark grits, and traces of organic matter 
and mica, fired orange all through. Black ex
terior surface, mottled with brown, and bur
nished to a low finish. 

Height: 14.45 cms. Width of body: 6.95 cms. 
Ill.: Sedment 11, PI. LXIII. 275 No. C (in

accurate). Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. Intact. 

Tomb 275 consisted of a numbyr of different 
sized chambers, entered from a rectangular 
shaft (Sedment 11, PI. LXXXIII). The contents, 
which had been disturbed (U.C. Tomb Card), 
were made up of a bronze kohl stick (RS.M. 
1921. 15(4) (U.C. Tomb Card); an obsidian eye 
and flint dagger (U.C. Tomb Card); a wooden 
comb (RS.M. 1921. 15(3) (Sedment 11, PI. 
LXIII. 275 No. A; U.C. Tomb Card); a wooden 
head-rest (RS.M. 1921. 15(9) (Sedment I, Pis. 
XIII. 9, XV. 19; U.C. Tomb Card); a wooden 
scribe's palelte (R.S.M. 1921. 15(6) (U.C. Tomb 
Card); two wooden ushabtis, painted and in
scribed (RS.M. 1921. 1567, 1921. 1567A) (U.C. 
Tomb Card); a wooden canopic jar (RS.M. 
1921. 1570) (U .C. Tomb Card notes only the 
pieces of a toilet box); a wooden hair-pin 
(R.S.M. 1921. 1571); three inlaid wooden pec
torals, and the frame of a pectoral (U.C. Tomb 
Card); two fIat cartonnage figures, a wooden 
kohl tube, and a box knob (U.C. Tomb Card); 
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three baskets (U.C. Tomb Card) ; a jackal head 
(U.C. Tomb Card); two long jars, one brown, 
the other black (U.C. Tomb Card), one of 
which could be SIDi1lANT No. 44; and a bowl 
(U .C. Tomb Card). 

The evidence of these objects is not sufficient 
to date the group. 

46. Cemetery A Tomb 282. RL. (?) spindle 
bottle. 	Type I. 

Shiny red ware. 
Height of neck to rim: approx. 7.2 cms. 
Ill . : Sedment Il, PI. LXIII. 282 No. F. Ref.: 

U.C. Tomb Card. Neck, and shoulder of body, 
alone remain. 

Tomb 282 consisted of a large chamber 
opening off the north end of a rectangular 
shaft (U.C. Tomb Card). It had been disturbed. 
Amongst its contents were two scarabs (U.C. 
Tomb Card), one of which is described as a 
sealing, and bears the name of Thutmose III 
(Sedment II, PI. LXIII. 282 No. E); piece of a 
gaming board, and a wooden box (U.e. Tomb 
Card); and four small rough pots, three open 
(Sedment IJ, PI. LXIII. 282 Nos. A-C), and 
one closed (ibid., Pl. LXIII. 282 No. D). The 
contents of the tomb seem homogeneous, and 
can be dated to the time of Thutmose Ill. 

47. Cemetery A Tomb 283. RL. spindle 
bottle (RS.M. 1921. 1471) *. Type I. TaIl nar
row body tapering irregularly to a thick everted 
base-ring; narrow, most irregularly tapering, 
slightly pulled forward neck with disc-shaped 
rim with flattened top sloping outwards; 
handle, of swollen oval section, from upper 
neck to shoulder. Low relief decoration of a 
single horizontal belt round neck at junction of 
handle. Incised pot-mark on base (PI. XXI. 9). 

Orange and orange-red exterior surface, bur
nished to a high (artificial ) finish. 

Height: 28.7 cms. 'Vidth of body: 7.2 cms. 
Ill.: Sedment Il, PI. LXIII. 283 No. A (in

accurate); Dwnn of Civilizotion, p. 139 (10). 
centre. Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. Intact. 

Tomb 283 was of the shaft and chamber 
iype, and had been disturbed (U.C. Tomb 
Card). From it came four fjgures of impressed 
glass, one of blue glass depicting a bull (RS.l\L 
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1921. l4GG) (Scdment 11, PI. LXIII. 283 No. J; 
D.C. Tomb Card); a blue glass amulet repre
senting a pair of horns (R.S.M. 1921. 1467) 
(Sedment 11, PI. LXlII. 283 No. H; U.C. Tomb 
Card); two closed vessels, one of white marble 
(Sedmcnt II, PI. LXIII . 283 No. E; U.C. Tomb 
Card), the other of grey stone (Sedmeni JI, PI. 
LXIII. 283 No. F; U.C. Tomb Card); a wooden 
lid (Scdment IJ, PI. LXIII. 283 No. G; U.C. 
Tomb Card) ; a club-shaped wooden kohl stick 
(R.S.M. 1921. 1465); bone slips from a wooden 
casket (RS.M. 1921. 1468) (U.C. Tomb Card, 
which calls the material ivory); a child 's leather 
ball (RS.M. 1921. 1469); a pair of sandals 
(R.S.M. 1921. 1470) (U.C. Tomb Card); a cir
cular basket (R.S.M. 1921. 1472) (Sedment n, 
PI. LXVII; U.C. Tomb Card); a cartonnage 
figure (U.e. Tomb Card); fragments of Red 
Polished canopic jars with black painted de
coration (R.S.M. 1921. 1460-1921. 1464, 1921. 
1472) (U.C. Tomb Card) ; a cup with foot (Sed
ment II, PI. LXIII. 283 No. B); a bowl with 
flanged rim (ibid., PI. LXIII. 283 No. C; U.C. 
Tomb Card) ; and a jar with swollen body and 
broad neck (Sedment n, PI. LXIII. 283 No. G; 
U.C. Tomb Card). 

The excavator dated the contents to the 
middle of the XVIIIth Dynasty (Sedment 11, 
p. 26). The tomb appears to have produced 
nothing incompatible with a dale of Dyn. XVIII 
B-C. 

48. Cemetery H Tomb 310 Chamber A. RL. 
spindle bottle (Brussels E 5796/2) *. Type I. 
Extremely tall, narrow body tapering irregu
larly to a thick everted base-ring; tail , narrow, 
slightly ~oncave, tapering, pulled forward neck 
with dis'c-shaped rim with flattened top sloping 
outwards; handle, of fla ttened oval section, 
from upper neck to shoulder. There may have 
been an intentional swelling round neck at the 
junction of the handle, but lhe mending makes 
it difficult to be certain. No incised pot-mark 
on base. 

Orange, orange-red and orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a medium to high 
finish. 

Height: 53.9 cms. Width of body: 8.75 cms. 

Ill.: Scrimcnt H, PI. LX. 54. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 
Card. Mended. 

49. Cemetery H Tomb 310 Cbamber B. lUl.. I 
juglet (Brussels E 5796/4) *. Type IAa(iii). Piri
form body with broad low base-ring with 
straight to concave flaring sides; tall, narrow, 
tapering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle; 
two parallel vertical plastic belts down front of 
body, off-centre to the left. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish griLs, and traces of organic 
matter and fine mica, fired grey with thin 
orange-brown faces (on rim). Black exterior 
surface, mottled with brown on interior and 
exterior surfaces of rim, and burnished Lo a 
low to medium finish . 

Height: 13.7 cms. 'Width of body: 6.9 cms. 

Ill.: Sedmeni I, PI. V. 91. In tact. 

Tomb 310 had a long rectangular shaft, aL the 
bottom of which, opening off the fuII length of 
its west side, was a narrow lateral chamber, B 
(Sedment II, PI. LXXXII). I t was balanced on the 
east side by another narrow, but most irregular 
lateral shamber, A. The grave had been dis
turbed, and only a few bones were found in 
the south part of Chamber A (U.C. Tomb Card). 
This room, according to the U.C. Tomb Card, 
also produced the "alabaster pots", a kohl pot 
(No. i) (Sedment I, PI. V. 94), and the hemi
spherical bowl (No. ii) (ibid., PI. V. 93); and 
the "big pots", SIDMANT No. 48, and three 
tall slender jars with painted decoration (Nos. 
iii-v) (U.C. Tomb Card), hvo of which were 
illustrated (Sedment II , PI. LX. 55 , 56). 

Chamber B was s:lid to have contained five 
scarabs (Nos . vi- x) (U.C. Tomb Card), of 
which only three, one an oval seal (89), were 
published (Sedment I, PI. V. 87- 89); carneJian 
and painted pottery beads (No. xi) (U.C. Tomb 
Card); (?) the serpentine kohl pot (No. xii) 
(Sedment I, PI. v. 92); and the "small pots", 
SlDMANT No. 49, and a juglet with bichrome 
black and red painted decoration (No. xiii) 
(Sedment II, PI. LX. 53) . The only object noL 
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accounted for is the gold penannulflr car-ring 
(No. xiv) (Scilmcnl I , Plo V. 90). 

Though assigned to the rcign of Thlltmose 
III (Scdlllcnt IJ, p. 24) , the contents of Cham
ber A can bc dated to Dyn. XVIII A by Nos. 
iii-v. No. xiii from Chamber 13 may be com
pared with a juglet from Sidmant Tomb 2200 
(ibid., PI. LXV. 60F), which has been attri
buted to Dyu. XVIII A (see below pp. 75 f.). 
The grave-goods from both chambers, there
fore, belong to Dyn. XVIII A. 

50. Tomb 586. B.R. I jllglet. Type I. 

Hef.: U.C. Tomb Card. Fragment. 


A chamber opened off t.he north and south 
sides of the shaft of Tomb 586 (U.C. Tomb 
Card) . The contents, which consisted of an 
XVIlIth Dynasty pol , and fragments of others 
(U.C. Tomb Card), had been disturbed. No 
date can be given to the tomb. 

51. Tomb 589. B.R. juglet. Type I. 

Black ware. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 


Tomb 589 was of the shaft and chamber 
type, and had been disturbed (U.e. Tomb 
Card). From it came a small box, and two 
XVIIIth Dynasty pots (U.e. Tomb Card). The 
contents cannot be dated. 

52. Tomb 592. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at jnnction of handle. 

Height: approx. 14.4 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 7.65 cms. 

Ill.: Sedment 11, PI. LXII. 104. Ref.: U.e. 
Tomb Card. 

Tomb 592 was of the shaft and chamber 
type (U.C. Tomb Card). Of th e grave-goods , 
which had been disturbed , there remained an 
alabaster cover (No. i) (U.C. Tomb Card), und 
three XVIIIth Dynasty pols (Nos. ii-iv) (U .C. 
Tomb Card), of which two were tall slender 
jars with painted decoration (Nos. ii, iii) (Sed

went IJ, Pt LXII. 105, 106 respec tively). Nos. 
ii and iii are typical of Dyn. XVIII A, to which 
the conlents of the tomb can be assigned. 

53. Maiyana. Tomb 1204. B.B.. I juglet. Type 
IAa (iii). Relief decora tion of two parallel hori-
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zonlal plastic bells round lIeck at junction of 
handle; verticnl plaslic beJt(s?) down front of 
body. 

Height: approx. 14.4 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 7.2 cms. 

Ill.: Sedmcnt 11, PI. LXV. 95Q. 
The shaft of Tomb 1204 gave access to a 

chamber at either end (Sedwent I, PI. XLVII). 
The east room had fallen in . In the west cham
ber were uncovered the bodies of one man and 
two women, accompanied by an important 
group of grave-goods. They consis t of an oval 
grey limestone dish with open trough spout 
(No. i) (Sedwent I, PI. VI. 22); a steatite kohl 
pot (No. ii) (ibid., PI. VI. 23); carnelian and 
black paste ball beads (No. iii) , a fly (No . iv) 
and Taurt (No. v) of blue glaze (ibid., PI. 
XLVII); two scarabs, one of green glaze (No. 
vi) (ibid., PI. XLIII. 52), the other of blue 
glass (No. vii) (ibid., PI. XLIII. 53); a bone 
spatula (No. viii) (ibid., PI. XLVII) ; two bowls 
with flat bases and everted rims, one deep 
(No. ix) (Lo]wn JI, PI. LVIII. 3C2), the other 
shallow (No. x) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 3E2); two 
bowls with black painted bands round the rims 
(Nos. xi, xii) (Sedment IJ, PI. LXIV. 5N2, Hora

geh, PI. XLII. 9D respectively); a bowl with 
indented rim and incised wavy line decoration 
(No. xiii) (Sedment II, PI. LXIV. 10G2); a drop 
pot with black painted band round the rim 
(No. xiv) (ibid., PI. LXIV. 20B); a tall slender 
jar with painted decoration (No . xv) (ibid., 

PI. LXIV. 24F2); two large jars with swollen 
bodies and short necks (Nos. xvi, xvii) (ibid., 

PI. LXV. 31G, 31K); a necked pot with oval 
body and painted decoration (No. xviii) (Brun
ton, Gurob, PI. XXXIX. 78E); and a jar with 
lall broad neck (No. xix) (Sedwcnt II, PI. LXV. 
80P) . 

No. i belollgs to a class of dishes encountereu 
in XIIth Dynasty and Second Intermediate 
Period contexts, e.g. in Sidmant Tomb 1300 
(Sedment I, PIs. XL. 13 = XLI. 19, XL. 26= 
XLI. 20); Deir Hifa Tomb 70 (Gizeh and 

Rifeh, Pl. XIA. top right photo. top row, left) ; 
Hu Tombs YV 38 (Diospolis Poru((, PI. XXVII. 
\V 38. boLLol11 row, centre) and Y 448 (ibid., 

Pi. XXX. Y 448. top row, left; bottom row, 
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lefl); nnd el-Dakka Cemetery 101 Tomb 17?) 
(ASN 1909-1910, PI. 36. a. 2). No. i.ii can be 
paralleled in QU\V el-Qebir Tomb 1989 (Qau 

and Budori Ill, PI. XI. 22, 23), a Pan-grave 
placed by lbe excavator in the Second Inter
mediate Period (ibid., PI. V). Nos. xi, xii and 
xiv are all characteristic of Dyn. XVIII A. Of 
the rest, No. xiii belongs to a type of bowl 'veil 
represented in the Second Intermediate Period 
(Qau and Baduri Ill, Pl. XII. 9A-F), resem
bling in particular an example from Qaw el
Qebir Tomb 7758 (ibid., PI. XII. 9B). No. xv is 
typical of Dyn. X VIII A. No. xvi can be paral
leled in DeiI' Rifa Tomb 22 (Gizeh and Ri/eh, 

PI. XXVlJG. 187), of Second Intermediate 
Period- Dyn. XVIII A date (ibid., p. 25), and 
in Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 3712 (Qau und Budari 

Ill, PI. XVI. 46G), which has been attributed to 
the Second Intermediate Period (ibid .) PI. V). 

The comparative evidence is sufficient to 
show that the contents of Sidmant Tomb 1204 
are homogeneous, and can be dated to the 
Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A. 

54. Maiyana. Tomb 1215. B.R.I juglet (R.S.M. 
1921. 1(18) *'. Type IBa (ii). Piriform body with 
trumpet base-ring with concave flaring sides; 
tall, narrow, slightly tapering, pulled forward 
neck with bell-shaped ' rim; strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of 
1wo parallel horizon tal plastic belts round neck 
at junction of handle. 

Black exterior surface, mottled with brown 
on one side, and burnished to a high (artificial) 
finish. 

Height: 13.25 cms. Width of body: 6.65 cms. 
Ill.:. Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXXIX. 95P (in

accurate); Dawn 0/ Civilization, p. 139 (10). 
left. Intact. 

55. Maiyana. Tomb 1215. B.R. I flask. Type 
IVA. No decoration drawn. 

Black ware. 
Width of body: approx. 8.55 X 5.55 cms. 
Ill.: Sedment JI, PI. LXV. 94P. 
Tomb 1215 had a chamber opening off either 

end of the shaft (Sedment I, PI. XLVII). The 
south room was empty. The norlh chamber con
tained a subhemispherical green schist bowl 

(No. i) (ScdJllcnt I, PI. VI. 17) ; nn alabaster 
kohl pOl lid (No. ii) (ibid. ) PI. VI. 18, where 
its attribution bas been queried); an ivory 
bracelet (No. iii) (ibid., PI. VI. 19); two tall 
slender jars, one plain (No. iv) (Riqqeh, PI. 
XXXV. 23D), the other pninted (No. v) (HuJ'(l

geh, PI. XLIll. 24D); a jar with large globular 
body and short neck (No. vi) (Sedment JI, PI. 
LXV. 31L); and n jar with oval body and 
broad neck (No. vii) (ibid., PI. LXV. 38N2)' 

No. v is typical of Dyn. X VIII A. No. vi is 
relnled by shape and ware to Sidmant Tomb 
1204 Nos. xvi and xvii (ibid., PI. LXV. 31G, 
31R), which hnve been dnted to the Second 
Intermediate Period - Dyn. XVIII A (see above, 
pp. 71 f.). No. vii can also be paralleled in Sid
mant Tomb 1204 by a jar of similar shape 
(ibid., PI. LXV. SOP). The contents of Sidmant 
Tomb 1215 seem to have been contemporary 
with those of Tomb 1204, and may also be 
ascribed to the Second Intermediate Period
Dyn. X V III A. 

56. Cemetery K Tomb 128~). Egyptian juglel, 
decorated in vV.P.VI style. (Ashmolean 1921. 
1392)*. 

Buff-white exterior surface; black painted 
decoration. 

Ill.: Sedment I, PI. XLV. 69; Relotive Chro

nologies, pp. 18 ff. Fig. 5. A. 

57. Cemetery K Tomb 1289. Egyptian juglet, 
decorated in W.P. Cross Line Style (Ashmolean 
1921. 1391)*. 

Light orange exterior surface; bichrome 
black and plum painted decoration. 

Ill.: Sedment I, PI. XLV. 70; Frankfort, 
Studies 11, PI. XIII. 1; Relotive Chronologies, 

pp. 18 H. Fig. 5. B; PEQ Jan.-June, 1965, 
PI. XV. 11. 

Tomb 1289 was a pit grave, conlaining the 
body of an elderly woman, whose sole grave
goods were SI Dil1 ANT Nos. 56 and 57 (Sed

ment I , PI. XLVI) . Some matting also came to 
light (ibid., PI . XLVI) . 

Whereas the shape of SID.UANT No. 56 was 
derived from the Tell el-Yahudiya \\Tare (e.g. 
HIC, PI. VIII. 40), SIDMANT No. 57 appears to 
have been based on the Black Polished jug 
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type (e.g. HIG, Pl. VlIlB. 108). The burial 
must have been made ][lte in the second half of 
the Second lntermedi[lte Period (Sedment I, 
PI. XLVI). 

58. Cemctery K Tomb 1315. n.R. I juglet 
(R.S.M. 1921. 1619)*. Type IBa(ii). Piriform 
body with trumpet b[lse-ring with concave 
flaring sides; tall, narrow, tapering, pulled for
ward neck with bell-shaped rim; narrow 
handle, of rect[lngular section, from upper 
neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with somc small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of organic 
matter and mica, fired grey with orange outer 
face. Mottled black and brown exterior surface, 
burnished to a medium to high finish. 

Height: 13.95 cms. Width of body: 6.55 cms. 

Intact. There is no reference to SIDMANT 
No. 58 in the Tomb Register (Sedment I, PI. 
XLVI). The juglet had been attributed to Tomb 
1315, since this number was written on the pot 
itself. Close inspection, however, reveals that 
the "3" has been altered from another figure , 
which in the first place may just possibly have 
been "2". If this were so, SIDMjiNT No. 58 
would have come from Tomb 1215 (see above, 
p. 72). Unfortunately the matter cannot be 
settled by the U.C. Tomb Cards, as the one for 
Tomb 1315 is missing, and the information on 
that of Tomb 1215 is not unequivocal. The 
la tter mentions several pots by number only: 
9A, 10, 11, 12, 13X4, 14. The key to these 
numbers has been lost, but three have been 
allocated Pottery' Types: 11 =38N2, 12=31L, 
and 14=94P. There is no clue as to which of 
the remaining numbers was Pottery Type 95P. 
In view of this uncertClinty, the present attri
bution of SID1VlANT No. 58 will have to be 
accepted , until further evidence becomes avail
able. 

Tomb 1315 has been omitted from the plan 
of Cemetery K (Sedment II , PI. XC). The grave 
contained a slender "ash" pot and lid (Sed

ment I, Pl. XLI. 28); nine blue glaze scarabs 
(ibid., PI. XLIII. :31-39); a subhemispherical 
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bowl (Sedment I, PI. XLIV. 1; and a necked 
pot with squat oval body (U.C. 18954) (ibid., PI. 
XLV. 53). The group is homogeneous, and be
longs incontestably to the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period (ibid., PI. XLVI). 

59. Cemetery K Tomb 1326. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Drab black ware. 

Height: approx . 13.2 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.6 cms. 

Ill.: Sedment I, PI. XLV. 65. Ref.: ibid., p. 20. 

Tomb 1326 has not been included in the plan 
of Cemetery K (Sedment ll, PI. XC). Though 
SIDMANT No. 59 was the only object recorded 
in the Tomb Register (Sedment I, PI. XLVI), 
a drop pot with black painted band round the 
rim has also been attributed to the grave (ibid., 

PI. XLIV. 12). Sji:iqvist disputed the XVIth 
Dynasty date which Brunton had given the 
tomb (ibid., PI. XLVI), and declared that on 
internal data "the value of the chronological 
evidence of the tomb must be nil" (Problems, 
p. 192). His conclusion is invalidated by the 
drop pot, which is typical of Dyn. XVIII A. 

Though Brunton's date in the second half of 
the Second Intermediate Period is not impos
sible for the contents of the grave, it seems 
safer to give SI DMANT No. 59 a terminus ante 
quem of Dyn. XVIII A. 

60. Tomb 1345 or 1346. B.R. I juglet (Brus
sels E 5807/3);(.. Type IAa (iii). Pirifonn body 
with broad low base-ring with slightly concave 
flaring sides; tall , narrow, tapering, pulled 
back neck with bell-shaped rim; strap handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle; two parallel ver
tical plastic belts down front of body, more or 
less on-centre. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
grey, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
organic matter and mica, fired light grey with 
orange outer face. IVlottled black-brown, brown 
and orange-brown exterior surface, with small 
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reddish-browll palch on body, burnished to a 
m edium finish. 

Heighl: 14.4 cms. Widlh of body: 7.0 cms. 

Hole in body; rim and base chipped. The 
uncertainty of the identification is due lo the 
difficulty of reading the number pencilled on 
lbe pot. There is no reference to Tombs 1345 
or 1346 in the excavation reports (Sedment I 
and II), nor are the U.C. Tomb Cards for these 
graves extant. 

(j1. Tomb 1951. B.R. closed vessel. Not located 
in the Danish Nalional Museum, Copenhagen. 

Ref.: Sedment n, p. :32 ; U.C. Tomb Card, 
which refers lo "sherds bilbil". 

Tomb 1951 was situated near two largepits 
which lay between Cemeteries B, C and E 
(Sedment H, p. 31). The chambers which 
opened off the north and south sides of the 
shaft (ibid.) PI. LXVII) had been disturbed 
(U.C. Tomb Card). Of burials there remained 
the bodies of a man (?) and a woman (U.C. 
Tomb Card), and scraps of a wooden coffin 
painted black with yellow hieroglyphs (No. i) 
(Sedment n, p. 32). According to the D.C. 
Tomb Card , the north chamber contained a 
grey stone weight (No. ii) (ibid.) p. 32); two 
wooden ushabtis inscribed in yellow (Nos. iii, 
iv) (ibid.) p. 32); an oblong basket with ridge 
lid (No . v) containing a reed kohl tube and 
stick (No. vi) (ibid.) p. 32); part of a walking
stick (No. vii) (ibid.) p. 32); piece of a 
pegged box (No. viii) (ibid.) p. 32); a sandal of 
leather (No. ix) and of papyrus (No . x) (ibid.) 
p. 32); figs, dom fruit, Cyperus rolundus and 
Mimusops schim{Jeti (No. xi) (ibid.) p. 32). In 
the tomb Regisler (ibid.) PI. LXVII), the fol
lowing pots have also been nttributed to the 
north chamber: n jnr wilh oval body and short 
broad neck (No. xii) (ibid.) PI. LXV. 36G); 
another jar with oval body, but taller, expan
ding neck (No. xiii) (ibid.) Pl. LXV. 43E); and 
a lall pot with flat base (No . xiv) (ibid.) PI. 
LXV. 	64L). 

The U.C. Tomb Cnrd shows thnt in the south 
room were found a large oval basket (No. xv); 
the lid of a small oval basket (No. xvi); a san
dal of papyrus (No. xvii) and of leather (No. 

xviii); and bread (No. xix). The sources of the 
following objects have not been stated: SID
MAN]' No. 61; a shallow bowl with everted 
rim (No. xx) (Riqqeh) PI. XXXI V. 2E); a bowl 
with flat base and upcurving rim (No. xxi) 
(ibid.) PI. XXXIV. 5M); and a tall pot with flat 
base (No. xxii) (Horageh) Pl. XLIV. 52N). 

Nos. iii , iv, vi, xii and xx can be paralleled in 
Sidmant Tomb 267 (Sedmenl II, PIs. LXIII. 
267 No. A (No. i) (= Nos. iii, iv); LXVII (No. 
v) (= No. vi) ; LXIII. 267 No. G (No. viii) (= No. 
xii), Nos. E, F (Nos. vi, vii) (= No. xx)), which 
belongs to Dyn. XVIII B (see above, pp. 67 L). 
Nos. xii, xiii, xx and xxii may be compared 
with similar types in Deir Rifa Tomb 152 
(Gizeh and Rifeh, PI. XXVlIH. 204 (=No. xii), 
210 (=No. xiii), 201 (=No. xx), 209 (=No. 
xxii)), dated by a ring of Hatshepsut (ibid.) PI. 
XXIII. 19). 

The contents of Sidlllant Tomb 1951 are 
homogeneous, and can be ascribed to Dyn. 
XVIII B. 

62. IVIaiyana. Tomb 2200. RR. I bottle. Type 
IIIAa. Disc-shaped rim with flat lop sloping 
outwards. Relief decoration of a single hori
zontal plastic bell round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Red fabric. Black exterior surface. 
Height: approx. 17.25 cms. Width of body: 

approx. 6.6 cms. 
Ill.: Sedment II, Pl. LXV. 92B. Ref.: U.e. 

Tomb Card. 

63. Maiyana. Tomb 2200. RR. I bottle. Type 
IIIBa. Disc-shaped rim with flat top sloping 
outwards . Relief decoration of a single hori
zontal plastic belt round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Red fabric. Black exterior surface. 
Height: approx. 15.75 ems. Width of body: 

approx. 5.7 cms . 
Ill.: Sedment H, PI. LXV. 95R. Ref.: D.C. 

Tomb Card. 

64 . Maiyana. Tomb 2200. B.R. I juglet. Type 
1Aa (iii). Helief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; vertical plastic beJt(s?) down front of 
body. 
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Ill. : Sed Ill ent II, Pl. LX V. \J5Q type. Ref.: 
U.C. Tomb Card. 

65 . Mniyana. Tomb 2200.13 .n. I juglet. Type I. 
Ref.: V .C. Tomb Card. 

66. Maiyana. Tomb 2200. n.R. I jllglet. Type 1. 
Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

67. Maiyana . Tomb 2200. n.R. I juglet. Type I. 
Ref.: V.C. Tomb Card. 

68. Ma iyanfl . Tomb 2200. B.R. closed vessel. 
Ref.: V.C. Tomb Card , which notes a "small 

bilbil " . 

Tomb 2200 had two chambers, opening off 
the eas t and west sides of Cl shaft (Sedment I, 
Pl. XLVlI). The contents, w'hich had been dis
turbed (U .C. Tomb Card), <lpparenlly came 
from the lat.ter chamber. The Tomb Register 
(Sedment I, PI. XLVII) notes that two coffins 
with painted panels were found, which is con
firmed by the U.C. Tomb Card, whereas the 
text refers to one alone, crudely painted with 
panel patterns in colours, and eyes on the east 
side (ibid., pp. 13 f.). The V.C. Tomb Card 
states that near the feet of the inner coffin was 
a box (No. i) with bone inlay decorated with 
concentric circles (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XLVII); 
a copper kohl stick (No. iii ) (ibid.; PI. XL VII) ; 
an alabaster kohl pot (No. iv) (Sedment II, PI. 
LXVI. 6); a stemmed handleless vase of blue 
glaze with black painted decoration (No. v) 
(ibid., Pl. LXVI. 5); a juglet with bichrome 
black and red painted decoration (No. vi) (V.C. 

18977) (ibid., PI. LXV. 60F; V.C. Tomb Card's 
entry reads: "1 buff foreign 248"); and "3 bil
bi Is 249, 250, 60". 

The numbers .following the pot entries on 
the V.C. Tomb Card must refer to a series of 
drawillgs numbered consecutively froll1 "1 " on
wards. Of the vases found in a tomb, the old 
types were identified by t.he number given to 
the first example encountered in the excava
lions; the new types were allotted a number in 
consecutive order from the point where the full 
list of types last ended. ThllS No. 60, which 
has been used to designate one of the bilbils 
from Tomb 2200, occurs in correct numerical 
sequence in Tomb 1204 (V.C. Tomb Card). The 

contents of Tomb 1204 included SI DM ANT No. 
53, a RR. 1 juglet Type IAa (iii ) (Sedment ll , 
PI. LXV. 95Q), the same t.ype to which SI D
:l1A.NT No. 64 was altribul ed (Sedment 1, PI. 
XLVII). No. 60 has therefore been taken to in
dicate a B.R. I juglet Type 1, making allowance 
for inaccurate classification by the exca vator. 
Nos. 249 and 250, which have been used to 
identify new types, must refer to SID jHANT 
Nos. 62 and 63, since the V.C. Tomb Card en
tries for SI DM ANT Nos. 65-67 are followed 
by No. 60, and SIDMANT No. 68 is described 
as a "small bilbil". Thus the "3 bilbils" asso
ciated with the box (No. i) were SIDMANT 
Nos. 62, 63 and one of 64-67 . 

The U.C. Tomb Card records that in the fil
ling of the tomb were found "3 bilbils 60" and 
a pot No. 247. According to the defini tion of 
No. 60, the three bilbils must be B.R. I juglets 
Type I, i.e. three of SIDk/ANT Nos. 64-67 . 
Pot No. 247 can only be a jar with swollen 
body and short broad neck (No. vii) (Brunton, 
Gmob, PI. XXXVI. 36W) , as the sole remaining 
vase, a tall slender jar with painted decoration 
(No. viii) (Harageh, PI. XLIII. 24F), is ac
counted for on the U.C. Tomb Card by the 
entry: "XVIII pot with bile bands" . The loca
tions of SI DM ANT No. 68, which was given no 
type number on the V.C. Tomb Card, No. viii, 
and the following objects have not been given: 
a white limestone cowroid (No. ix) (Sedment 
1I, PI. LVIII. 35); a carnelian scarab (No. x) 
(ibid ., PI. LVIII. 36); and a pointed piece of 
fossil wood (No. xi) (Sedment 1, PI. XLVII). 

Sjoqvist discussed this grave in an attempt 
to discredit a date earlier than the XVIIIth Dy
nasty (Prob lems, pp. 192 f.), since the excava
tor had suggested that it was "of early XVIIIth 
or even XVlIth dal e" (Sec/ment I , p . 13). No. ii 
was introduced durillg the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period , e.g. in Sidmant 
Tombs 1272 and 1273 (ibid., PI. XLVI), but 
persisted into the time of Thutmose Ill, e.g. in 
Maidum Tomb 261A (I LN April 5, 1930, p. 565 
Fig. 5; see above, p. 37). No . v has a parallel in 
Abydos Tomb D 211 ((;P11I. Ab. 1II, PI. X. 10) , 
which also produced a bowl with flat base and 
painted band round the rim (No. a) (ibid ., PI. 
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VI. 8); two basins with rope impressed patterns 
on the exlerior surface (No. b) (eem. Ab . IlI, PI. 
VI. 9, 10) ; a tall jar with painted decoration 
(No. c) (ibid., PI. VI. 12); and drop pals with 
painted bands round the rims (No. d) (ibid., 

PI. VI. 26, 27) . The same types as Nos. a, band 
d occurred in Maidum Tomb MD 50 (U.C. 
Tomb Card (No. v) (=? No. a); LGM, Pis. 
XVlII. 41 (No. vi) (=No. b) , XIX. 77 type (No. 
iv) (=No. d)), which dates probably to the 
Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A 
(see above, p. 34) . No. c is typical of Dyn. 
XVIII A. The contents of Abydos Tomb D 211 
most likely belong to early Dyn. XVIII A. 

No. vii can be pmalleled in Gurob Tomb 8 
(Brunton, Gurob , PI. XXXVI. 36W) , dated to 
early Dyn. XVIII A by the tall slender jar with 
black painted band round the rim (ibid., PI. 
XXXIV. 24B), and in Tomb 72 (ibid., PI. 
XXXVI. 36W), placed in Dyn. X VIII A by the 
bowl with carinated body and black painted 
band round thel'im (ibid., PI. XXXIII. 10K). No. 
viii is characteristic of Dyn. XVIII A. 

The comparative evidence suggests that the 
contents of Sidmant Tomb 2200 are homoge
neous, and should be given a date in early Dyn. 
XVIII A. 

69. Maiyana . Tomb '2253. n.R. I juglet (Phi
ladelphia E 15420). Type IAa (iii). Relief de
coration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle; two parallel 
vertical plastic belts down front of body. 

Height: 13.9 cms. Width of body: 7.5 cms. 

Ill.: PI. VI. 3. A wad of linen has been 
stuffed into the mouth. Ref.: Sedment I, p. 14, 
where it is said to have been found wrapped 
up in papyrus; V.C. Tomb Card, which states 
that it was wrapped in fibre. There are the re
mains of papyrus (?) wrapping round the base. 

70. Maiyana . Tomb 2253. B.R. I juglet (Phi
ladelphia E 15419). Type IAa(iii). Relief deco
ration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle; two parallel 
vertical plastic belts down front of body. 

Height: 13.6 cms. Widlh of body: 7.0 ems. 

Ill.: Pl. VI. 4. Ref.: V.C . Tomb Card. Traces 
of original linen stuffing on neck . 

71. Maiyuna . Tomb 2253. n.R. I juglet (Phi
ladelphia E 15418). Type IBa (ii). Relief deco
ration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: 14.0 ems. 'Width of body: 7.3 ems. 
Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 95K; PI. X. 5. Ref. : 

V.C. Tomb Card. Pot contains a little dry 
matter. 

72 . Maiyana. Tomb 2253. B.R. I double jug
lets (Philadelphia E 15417). Type IBb. Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round upper neck of each juglet. 

Ill.: PI. XII. 4, 5. Ref.: Sedment I, PI. XLVII, 
which refers to Pottery Types "95K & TWIN"; 
U.C. Tomb Card. 

73. Maiyana. Tomb 2253. B.R. I double jug
lets. Type IBb. 

Ref.: U.C. Tomb Card. 

Reference to "foreign bilbil flasks" from 
Tomb 2253 is made on Sedment Il, p. 24. 

Tomb 2253, which had been disturbed (U.C. 
Tomb Card), had a single chamber, entered 
from the north side of a shaft (Sedment I, PI. 
XLVII). It contained a plain \vooden coffin 
(ibid ., PI. XLVII, p. 14), in which, according to 
the U.C. Tomb Card, were found a wooden 
toilet box, in the form of a lotus, with a swim
ming girl for the handle (No . i) (Sedment 11, 
PI. LIV. 12); a wooden kohl tube (No. ii) (Sed
ment I , PI. XLVII; Sedment II, p. 24) ; parts of 
a small wooden casket (No. iii) (Sedm ent I, PI. 
XLVII); a leather pillow stuffed with linen 
(No. iv) (ibid ., PI. XLVII, p . 14); dom fruit 
(No. v) (ibid ., PI. XLVII); the B.R. I con
tainers, SIDMANT Nos. 69-73; a necked pot 
with oval body and painted decoration (No. vi) 
(Harageh, PI. XLIV. 78D) ; and two necked 
pots with oval bodies and painted decoration , 
joined together (No. vii) (ibid., PI. XLIV. 78D; 
Sedmenl I, PI. XLVII, which notes Pottery 
Type "78D & TWIN"). Other finds from the 
grave comprise three " flower-pots" (Nos. viii
x) (Sedment II, PI. LXIV. 13X), and two 
" "XVIII" whitened" vases (U.C. Tomb Card), 
which lllust be two shallow bowls with flat 
bases and flaring sides (Nos. xi , xii) (Harogeh, 

PI. XLII . 5 Y). 
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Nos . vi nnd viii~ -xii 11::JVC pnrnlJels in Abydos 
Tomb D 2ll (eem. Ab. IJI, PI. VI. 21 (=No. 
vi) , 18 (=Nos. viii-x), 8 (=Nos. xi, xii)), 
which has been dated to early Dyn. XVIII A 
(see above, p. 76). The same type as Nos. 
xi and xii occurred in el-Haraga Tomb 298 
(HaJ"ageh, PIs. XLII, 5Y, LXIII) , which also 
contained tall slender jars with painted (ibid., 
PI. XLIII. 24D) and incised (ibid ., PI. XLIII. 
25F) decoration, and a Black Polished jug 
(Harageh, PI. XLV. 91M). These three types 
are characteristic of Dyn. XVIll A. Since the 
assemblage appears homogeneous, it seems 
most likely, therefore, that Sidmant Tomb 
2253, though dated by Petrie to the time of 
Amenhotep 1I (Sedment 11, p. 24), belongs to 
Dyn . XVIII A. 

74. Heracleopolis Magna. B.R. I flask (U .C. 
13433) *. Type IVA. Lentoid body with seg
ments of equal size, and junction between them 
rounded; tall, narrow, tapering, pulled back 
neck with shallow bell-shaped rim; handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decora
tion of a single horizontal plastic belt round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Mottled black, grey, brown and reddish
brown exterior surface, burnished to a medium 
finish . 

Height: 15.0 cms. Width of body: 8.3X5.7 
cms. 

Ill.: PI. XVII. 3. Handle is missing. Into the 
mouth has been stuffed a tightly packed wad
ding of fibres; round the junction of the rim 
and neck are the remains of finely woven cloth, 
held in place by several rounds of string tightly 
coiled over it. The backs of the neck and body 
ha ve been cracked and discoloured by the con
tents . 

DISHASHA 

1. Tomb 44. W.P. VI juglet (Ashmolean C 
70) *. Type I. Globular body with flattcned 
tumbler base; narrow, slightly concave, tapering 
neck, pulled back askew on top of body, with 
pinched , everted , trefoil spout ; irregular handle, 
of approximately rectangular section , from 
mid-neek to shoulder. Painted decoration. 

Creamy-buff exterior surface, smoothed to 
a matt filJish; matt black painted decoration, 
discoloured brown where application has been 
particularly tbin. 

Height: 16.5 cms. Width of body: 9.2 cms. 

Ill.: Deslwsheh, PI. XXXIII. 25; PI. I. 4. 
Mended . Portions of body are missing. 

DlSHASHA No. 1 came from a secondary 
burial in Tomb 44, a rock chamber (ibid., p. 
37). On a mat which overlay a deposit of bats' 
bones had been laid out at full length a body 
resting on its back. At the body's head were 
two large jars (Nos. i, ii), and between them 
DISHASHA No. 1 and an Egyptian copy of a 
Bichrome \\lheel-made Ware juglet (No. iii) 
(ibid. , PI. XXXIII. 26; Frankfort, Studies 11, 
PI. XIII. 3). The bead itself had slipped off a 
head-rest with square stem (No. iv). At the 
left side was a throw-stick (No . v), and the long 
neck of a lute inlaid with signs in ivory (No. 
vi). At the right side lay the body of the lute 
with leather on it (No. vii), and a cubit of wood 
(No. viii). 

Nos. i and ii have not been illustrated, and 
cannot be used for chronological purposes. No. 
iii , however, can be exactly paralleled in Sid
mant Tomb 1262 (Sedment I, PI. XLV. 67; 
Frankfort, Studies I1, PI. XIII. 2), which has 
been dated by the excavator to the second half 
of the Second Intermediate Period (Sedment I, 
PI. XLVI) . The secondary deposit in Dishasha 
Tomb 44 was undoubtedly contemporaneous. 

2. Tomb 72. Egyptian Red Polished imita
tion of R.L. spindle bottle, Type I (Ashmo
lean C 74) *. 

Ill.: DeshoslleiJ) PI. XXXIII. 23 ; Frankfort, 
Studies I, PI. X. 2. left. 

Half way down the deep shaft of Tomb 72 
a recess had been cut to accomodate two plain 
rectangular coffins (Deshasheh) p. 38). In the 
sonth coffin , by the legs, lay DISrIASHA No. 2, 
lwo Black Polished jugs (Nos. i, ii) (ibid., PI. 
XXXIII , 24) , and an alabaster kohl pot (No. 
iii). Nos. i and ii are sufficient to date the 
group to Dyn. XVIII A. 
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.lA H' YET 1~'L-MAlY/TIN 

1. Cemctery P Tomb 1. B.R. II jugleL Type 1. 
Painted decoration of groups of straight lines 
arranged horizontally or obliquely and cross
ing each other diagonally on the body. 

mack ware; yellow painted decoration. 

Hef.: Weill, Cuta/ogue, p. 36 No. 248; SPC, 
p.320. 

2. Cemetery P TOJllb 1. B.R. II juglet. Type 1. 
Painted decoration. 

Ref.: vVeill , Catalogue, p. 36 No. 249 ; SPC, 
.p.320. 

Tomb 1 also contained an alabaster tazza (?) 
Clip with flat base (Weill, Cotaiogue, p. 36 No. 
247); a carnelian amulet representing cyno
cephalic Thoth (ibid" p, 36 No . 250) ; a dark 
blue schist amulet in the same form (ibid., 
p. 36 No. 251) ; and a dark green glazed amulet 
representing a coiled uraeus (ibid., p. 36 No. 
252). The material is insufficient to determine 
a date. 

HENl HflSAN 

1. B.R. I jug (W.E.M.M. From the Martyn 
Kennard Collection ) *, Type I!. Large rounded 
piriform body with broad low base-ring with 
slightly concave splaying sides and flattened 
edge; tall,_broad, slightly expanding neck with 
everted circular rim with flattened edge; broad 
thin handle froni. mid-neck to shoulder, with 
three angular relief ridges running down its 
back, one either side and the third down the 
centre, all terminating on body below junction 
of handle; an incised groove running down 
back of handle between ridges, and terminatin g 
at junction of handle with body. Prominent 
relief decoration, incised with diagonal jabs, 
of two parallel horizont al angular plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle; a fla t-topped 
plastic ridge round junction of neck and body, 
from which descend, on either side of handle 
base, a flat-topped verLical plastic belt to just 
below level of tips 'of handle ridges; on either 
side of body, a flat-topped treble plastic coil 
llnwinding across shoulder and converging to
wards the other on front of body at centre 
uefore turning slightly away again in the same 

contour :md terminating on lower body; in cised 
vertical groove down front of body bctween 
bells, from above mid-body to end of belts. 

Extremely hard clay with many very small 
white, dark and orange grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with orange-brown faces (on 
handle) , Mottled black, brown and orange
brown exterior surface, burnished . to a low 
finish , almost matt in areas. 

Heigh t: 34.9 ems. Width of body: 17.0 cms. 

llI.: PI. XIV, 1. Ref. : Catalogue of the Impor
tont Collection of Egyptian Antiquities Formed 
by the Lnte H . Mortyn Kennord, Esq . ... which 
will be sold by Auction, by Messrs. Sotheby, 
)Vi/killson & Hodye (London, 1912) , p. 24 Lot 

No. 202 (ii). Mended . The name of the site has 
been written on to the base of the body. 

EL-AMARNA 

1. Great Palace. B.R. II closed vessel, prob
ably juglet (B.M.)*, Type IA(?)a. Narrow 
tapering neck with everted rim; handle, prob
ably strap, from upper neck. Painted decora
tion of parallel horizon tal lines Tound neck; 
groups (?) of five parallel lines on body. 

Extremely hard clay with m any small white, 
dark and reddish grits , and traces of mica, 
fired grey with orange-brown outer face. Mottled 
black, brown and orange-brown exterior sur
face, burnished to a low finish; matt white 
pain t ed decora lion. 

Remaining height of neck: 5.6 cms. 

Rim , handle, half of neck , and most of body 
are missing. 

2. Great Palace. B.R. 11 juglet (n.M.) *. Type 
IA( ?)a. Short, narrow, irregularly tapering 
neck with everted rim ; h a ndl e from upper 
neck. Painted decoration of parallel horizontal 
lines round lower neck. 

Extremely hard clay with some medium, and 
many small white, da rk, brown and reddish 
grit.s , and traces of mica , fired grey with 
orange-brown outer face. Mottled black and 
brown exterior slIl'face, lightly burnished to a 
very low finish; ma tt white painted decoration , 

Remaining height of neck: 4.5 ems. 
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Him, hall die, portion of lower neck, alld 
whole of body are missing. 

::l. Great Palace. B.R. 11 juglet (n.i\I.) *. Type 
lA. Thick, broad, low base-ring with short, 
straight, splaying sides and cut-away edge. 
Painted decoration of groups, each probably of 
fOllr parallel lines, on body. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white , 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of organic 
matter and mica, fired grey with orange-brown 
outer face. Brown exterior surface, lightly 
burnished toa very low, almost entirely matt 
finish; matt white painted decoration. 

Diameter of base: 4.G cms. 
Neck, handle, and upper body are missing. 

Small dark stains on exterior surface. 

4. Great Palace. B.R. II juglet (B. iVI.) *. Type 
1. Handle, probably strap, to shoulder. Painted 
decoration of grou ps, each of four parallel 
lines, on body. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of fine mica, 
fired in fOllr altema ting layers of grey and 
orange-brown, the latter on the outer face. 
Mottled black and orange exterior surface, 
lightly burnished to a very low finish; matt 
white painted decoration. 

Neck, handle, much of body, and base are 
missing. 

EL-AMARNA Nos. 1-4, though not sepa
rately mentioned in the excavation report, 
turned up in the Great Palace (Tell el Amatno, 
PI. XXXVI, pp. 7 ff.), from which also came 
nine Mycenaean lIlA sherds (ibid., pp. 7, 16). 

5. B.R. II juglet (U.C. 740)*. Type IA(?)a. 
Tall , narrow, concave, tapering neck with bell
shaped rim; thick handle, of rectangular sec
tion, from upper neck. Painted decoration of 
two groups, each of four parallel horizontal 
lines, round neck. 

Extremely hard clay with many medium 
and small w hi te, dark and reddish gri ts, and 
traces of mica, fired grey with thin orange
brown outer face . Black exterior surface, bur
nished to a low finish; matt white painted de
coration. 

Height of neck: 0.7 ems. 

Most of rim and handle, and whole of body 
are missing. 

G. D.R.ll juglel (U.C. 1098)*. Type IA(?)a. 
Tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; thick 
handle from upper neck. Painted decoration 
of parallel horizontal lines round upper neck. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
with thin orange-brown faces. Black exterior 
surface, overfired to orange-brown on back of 
rim and neck, and burnished to a low finish; 
matt white painted decoration. 

Diameter of rim: 3.6 cms. 


Lower neck, handle and body are missing. 


7. D.R.II juglet (U.C. 1099)*. Type IA(?)a. 
Slightly concave, irregularly tapering neck with 
bell-shaped rim; handle, probably strap, from 
upper neck. No decoration visible. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with thin orange-brown outer face. 
Black exterior surface, burnished to a low 
finish. 

Height of neck: 5.9 cms. 
Two-thirds of rim, handle and body are 

missing. 

8. B.R. II juglet (U.C. 1100) *. Type lA. Broad 
low base-ring with short flaring sides and thick 
moulded edge. Painted decoration of parallel 
lines . 

Extremely hard clay with many small while 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
all through. Black and brown exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish; mall white painted 
decoration. 

Diameter of base: 4.3 cms. 

Neck, handle, and body are missing. 


9. n.R. I I closed vessel, probably juglet (Ash
molean 1893. 1-41) *. Type IA(?)a. Narrow, 
irregularly tapering neck with everted, prob
ably bell -shaped rim; thickish strap handle 
from upper neck. Painted decoration of paral
lel horizontal lines round neck. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white , 
dark and reddish grits , and traces of fine mica, 
fired grey with orange outer face. Mottled 
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brown and orange-brown exterior surface, 
lightly burnished 10 a very low , allllOsl entirely 
malt finish ; matt white painted decoration. 

Hemaining height of neck: 5.8 cms. 
Him , handle and body are missing. 

10. Rim of RR. II closed vessel, probably 
juglet (Ashmolean 1893. 1- 41) *. Type lA (?) a . 
Bell-shaped rim. No decorati on. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fir ed grey with orange-brown faces. Mottled 
black and orange exterior surface, lightly bur
nished to a very low, almost matt finish. 

Diameter of rim: 3.4 cms. 

11. B.R. II flask (U .C. 2296) *. Type IVB. 
Lentoid body with front segment slightly more 
swollen than back, and junction between them 
covered by a tall , angular plastic ridge; nar
row, irregularly tapering neck with circular 
rim in the same contour; strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Painted decoration of 
parallel horizontal lines round neck; groups, 
each of four parallel vertical lines , down either 
segment of body. 

Extremely hard clay with many medium and 
small white, dark and reddish grits, and traces 
of organic matter and mica , fired grey with 
orange-brown outer face. Mottled black, grey 
and orange-brown exterior surface, burnished 
to a low to medium fiIlish; matt white painted 
decoration. 

Height: 12.75 cms. Width of body: 8.5 X 5.6 
cms. 

111.: PI. XXV. 2. Inlac l. 

12. B.R. Il flask (U.C. 739) *. Type lVE. Len
toid body with junction between segments co
vered on shoulder by the beginning of an an
gular pl<.lstic projection, probably a ridge; 
relatively broad, slighLly tapering neck. Painted 
decoration of a group of five parallel horizontal 
lines round lower neck; groups of narrow and 
broad parallel vertical lines down front seg
ment of body. 

Extremely hard clay with many medium and 
small white, dark and a few reddish grits , and 
traces of mica, fired grey all through . Black 

ex terior surface, burnished to a low 10 mediullI 
finish; malt white painted decoratioll. 

\Vidth of neck at base: 3.7 X3.25 CI11S. 

Ill.: PI. XX V. 3 . Upper neck, handle, and 
alm os t whole of body are missing. It must have 
been a very large specimen. 

13. Body sherd of 13.R. II closed vessel (U.C. 
742) *. Painted decoration of groups of at least 
parallel lines. 

Extremely hard clay with JUany small white 
and dark grils, and traces of mica, fired grey 
with thin orange-brown outer face. Black ex
terior surface, lightly burnished to a very low , 
almost matt finish; malt white painted decora
tioll . 

. 14. Body sherd of B.R. Il closed vessel (U.C. 
1101) *. Painted decoration of at leas t three 
parallel lines. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica , fired grey 
with thin orange-brown outer face. Black ex
terior surface, lightly burnished to an almost 
matt finish; malt while painted decoration. 

15. Body sherd of B.R. II closed vessel (U.C. 
1097)",. Painted decoration of a group of fOLlr 
parallel lines. 

Extremely hard clay with many small whi te, 
some dark and a few reddish grits, and traces 
of mica, fired grey on the inner face, orange
brown on the ou ter. Black ex terior surface, 
burnished to a low finish; mall white painted 
decOl'a tion. 

16. Portion of handle of B.R. II closed vessel 
(U.C. 741) *. Handle of flattened oval section. 
No decoration. 

Exteremely hard clay with some small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
all through. Black exterior surface, burnished 
to a low finish. 

17. Handle of B.R. II closed vessel (U.C. 
1102)*'. Handle of semi-ovoid section. No de
coration. 

Extremely hard clay with som e small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey wi th orange-brown faces. Black and 
brown exterior surface, lightly burnished to a 
very low, almost matt finish. 
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18. Handle sLump or RR. II closed vessel 
(.\shJllole.m 18\)3. 1- 41 ) *. Strap handle la 

shoulder. Painled decoralion of groups of pa
rallel lines crossing on body llnder handle base. 

Extrem ely hard, thickish clay with some 
small white , dark nlld orange grits, and traces 
of organic malleI' and mica, fired grey with 
thin orange-browll outer face . l"lottled black 
and brown exterior surface, burnisl)ed to a very 
low finish; matt white painted decoration. 

19. B.R. Il bowl (U.C. 743) *. Type VI. Cari
nated shoulder, almost rigbt-angular, with 
swollen upright rim; wish-bone handle, ap
proximately rectangular in section , rising from 
carination. No decoration. 

Extremely hard clay with some small while, 
light and dark grits, fired grey with thin 
orange-brown faces (on rim). Black exterior 
surface, and black-brown and brown interior 
surface, both burnished to a medium finish. 

Ill.: PI. XXV. 5. Rim sherd with one side of 
the handle is all tha t remains. 

Reference to the U.C. sherds, EL-AM ARNA 
Nos. 5-8,11-17 and 19, is made on CA. Ill , 
Vo1. I , p. 2:33. 

20-81. Sherds of RR. II vases . 
Black-brown ware. 
Ref.: T ell et AmaJ'nu, pp . 161'. 

82-84. Sherds of W.S. n bowls . Painted 
decoralion of stitch patterns. 

'White slip; brown painted decoration. 
Ref.: T ell et Amu}'Jw, pp. 16 1'. 

Some of l:L-AMARNA Nos. 20-84 bear the 
Berlin Museum Accession Nos. 12124, 12126, 
and 12127 (SPC, p. :320 n. 7). 

EL-AMARN A Nos. 5- 8'1 and 1329 rVIyce
naean JIlA sherds were discovered in the heaps 
of rubbish from the Great Palace ~md probably 
from other large houses in the neighbourhood 
(Tell et Amurna, pp. 15 f. ; see below, p. 88). 

85. House O. 48. 15. Sherds of B.R. If vases 
(Berlin 22122). 

Ref.: SPC, pp. 320 r. 
House O. 48. 15 was a modest dwelling 

adjoining the principal resideu ce, House O. 48. 

G 	 n. s. Merri/lees 

14 (Ricke, n er Grundriss des A m (lrIW- Wohn
houses, Pls. 2, 21). 

86. n.R. II juglet (Leipzig). Type TAa. Painted 
decoration of parallel horizontal lines round 
neck; groups, each of five parallel lines, over 
body. 

Ill . : ZAS 59, 1924, p. 123 Fig . left. Ref.: ibid., 
p. 122. 

87. Main City Site. 21 (?)/231. B.R. II juglet 
(Ashmolean 1922. 102) *. Type IAa. Swollen 
piriform body with broad low base-ring wilh 
straight flaring sides; tall, narrow, irregularly 
tapering, pulled back neck; thick, irregular 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Painted decoration of two groups, each of four 
parallel horizontal lines, round neck ; groups, 
each of four parallel lines, crossing all over 
body. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
some dark and occasional reddish grits, and 
traces of fine mica, fired grey with orange
brown outer face. Black exterior surface, mot
tled with brown, and burnished to a low finish; 
matt white painted decoration. 

Height remaining: 12.5 ems. Width of body : 
7.0 	cms. 

m. : CA I, PI. LIV. LXXVH!231. Ref.: ibid ., 
p. 140. Rim, and large portion of body are 
missing. 

88. House P. 46. 10. 22/543. Cypriote sherd. 
HeL: CA I, p. 32. 

House P. 46. 10 (ibid., PI. Il) belonged to a 
"middle-class" family (ibid. , p. 31). From it 
came fragments of a square limestone gaming 
board; glaze amulets, and a glaze bezel and 
ring ; a mould and a plummet (? ) , both of clay; 
a Mycenaean JllA sherd (22/547); a nd Egyp
tian pottery (it)id., p. 32). 

89. House P. 46. 18. Cypriote sherd. 

Ref.: Cl l J, p. 34. 


P . 46. 18 (ibid., PI. Il) was a modes t house of 
unusual layout (ibid. , p. 33). It contained a 
bronze n ee dle , amulets and pottery (ibid., 

p. 	34). 

90. House M. 50. 15. B.R. Il sherd. 
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Grey-black ware; while paillted decoration. 
Hef.: CA I , p. 19. 
In M. 50. 15 (ibid.) PI. I), a smnll dwelling of 

normal plan, were found a bronze chisel (22/ 
597); a Bes amulet; several clay moulds for 
faience objects; specimens of yellow, light 
green and blue paint; a mud ball with seal im
pressions; and a pot (ibid.) p. 19). It may have 
be en the home of a craftsman manufacturing 
articles of coloured faience. 

91. Rim sherd of W .S. II bowl (Ashmolean 
-1924. 106)*. Type Il . Sjoqvist Bowl Type 3 
(Problems) p. 45 Fig. 10). lncurving side with 
short everted rim with narrow flattened top 
sloping inwards. Painted decoration. 

Extremely hard, thickish clay with some 
small white and dark grits, and traces of organic 
ma tter and fine mica, fired grey wi th reddish
brown fnces. Slipped creamy-white inside and 
out, and burnished toa very low, almost matt 
finish ; ma tt black-brown and brown painted 
decora tion. 

Ill.: PI. XX VI. 1. 

92. House V. 36. 1. 26/ 179. B.R. II juglet 
(Ashmolean 1927. 4090)*. Type IA( ?)a. Short, 
relatively broad, tapering neck with bell-shaped 
rim ; handle, probably strap, from above mid
neck. Painted decoration of parallel horizontal 
lines round neck. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey WIth thin orange-brown outer face. 
Mottled black and brown exterior surface, 
lightly burnished to very low, almost matt 
finish; matt white painted decoration. 

Heigh t of neck to rim: 5.55 cms. 
Ref.: CA II , p. 12. Handle and body are 

missing. 
House V. 36. 1 was a medium sized dwelling 

(ibid .) PI. IlI) with traces of wall paintings 
(ibid.) pp. 11 f.). From it were recovered a cop
per knife (?) with square tang (26/237); a 
bronze knife (2 G/242) ; fragmellt of a mauve 
faience ring-bezel of Amenholep III (26/183); 
a blue fai ence ring-bezel of Akhenaten (26/185); 
four fragments of a hieratic ostracon (26/142); 
a hieratic ostracon from a wine jar (26/2.39) 

(CA IJ, PI. LVIII. 11) ; two sl<lmped handles of 
wine jars (2G/2(i4, 2G/2li5); and other objecb 
(ibid.) p. 9G). 

93. Him sherd of \V.S. II bowl (Ashmolean 
1927. 4091) *. Type II. Sjoqvist Bowl Type 2a 
(Problems) p. 45 Fig. 10) . Curving sides with 
incurving rim in the same contour; stump of 
one side of wish-bone handle preserved. Painted 
decora tion. 

Extremely hard clay stuffed with tiny grits, 
and containing traces of organic matter and 
mica , fired grey-black with orange·brown outer 
face. Slipped drab white inside and out, and 
burnished to a very low, almost entirely matt 
finish; matt brown painted decoration. 

Ill.: PI. XXVI. 2. 

94. House U. 35. 2. 29/201 (?). Body sherd of 
B.H. II closed vessel, probably flask (Museum 

of Classical Archaeology TA. 5 +TA. 6 +TA. 7 + 
TA. 15) *. Type IV. Painted decoration of two 
groups, each four parallel lines , pa rallel to each 
other on body. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with thin orange-brown outer 
face. Mottled black and brown exterior sur
face, burnished to a low finish; matt white 
painted decoration. 

Ref.: CA II, p. 32. Under 29/199 have been 
grouped "Neck of Late Minoan II bottle (PI. 
XLV. 1) sherds of Cypriote Basering ware". 
Though the E.H. II sherds have no individual 
number, it is noteworthy that neither 29/200 
nor 29/201 occurs on ibid., pp. 32-34, where 
numbers in this range have been used, or in the 
Distribution Lists on ibid. ) pp . 118 f. As the 
sherds in the Museum of Classical Archaeology 
were all inscribed with Ihe number "201 ", it 
seems a not implausible deduction that they 
are the ones referred to under 26/199. 

House U. 35. 2 (ibid.) PI. VI) appears to have 
been the abode of a painter (ibid.) p. 32). In 
the south room of the two opening off the wes t 
side of the Central Hoom, four large and three 
sm a ll pots, and two storeholes with a number 

of pots and cakes of paint, had been sunk into 
the floor. The west room of the two opening 
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off the norLh side of the Central Room had 
three poLs dug intu the floor, and contained as 
well. n tethering stone (?) , a stone paleLte with 
red puint on one side and yellow on 1he other, 
Hnd much blue, r ed and yellow pain!. In the 
adjoining room on the easL were found a large 
pot sunk into the floor; a sandstone rubstone 
with a black stone pounder; some blue paint ; 
and a lwo-handled pot covered with a red 
saucer, containing brown material. Amongst 
the most remarkable objects were clay sealings, 

found with beads in a pot (29/195) (CA II, 
PI. L); a lozenge-shaped pattern (netting) of 

red and yellow beads (29/198); the neck of 

a Mycenaea u IlIA vessel (29/199) (ibid., PI. 

XLV. 1); and other objects (ibid., p. 91). 

95. House T. 36. 31. 29/309. Rim sherd of 
\V.S. 1I bowl (Museum of Classical Archaeology 
TA. 4) *. Type 11. Sjoqvist Bowl Type 2 (Pro

blems, p. 45 Fig. 10) , Pattern Type 6 (ibid., 

p. 49 Fig. 12). Curving sides with incurving 
rim in the same contour. Painted decoration. 

Extremely hard, thick clay with some small 
white, dark and orange grits, and traces of 
mica , fired grey all through on body, grey with 
orange-brown outer face at rim. Slipped creamy
white inside and out , mottled with pale grey 
with an orange tinge on exterior only, and bur
nished to a low finish on the inter ior, and a 
low to medium finish on the exterior; matt 
black, black-brown and dark brown painted 
decora tion . 

Ill.: CA n, PI. XLV. 1. top row , third from 
left. Ref.: ibid. , p. 55 . 

96. House T. 36. 31. 29/309. Rim sherd of 
\V.S. H bowl (Museum of Classical Archaeology 
TA. 3) *. Type H . Sjoqvist Bowl Type 2a (Pro
blems, p. 45 Fig. 10) . Curving sides with in
curving rim in the same contour. Painted de
coration. 

Extreme!y luud , lhick clay with some small 
white and dark grits, and no visible lraces of 
mica , fir ed grey all through. Slippcd drab pale 
grey-buff insid e and out, and burnished to a 
low finish ; malt black :md hrown painted de
coraLion. 
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Ill.: CA 11 , PI. XLV. 1. top row, second frolll 
left. Ref.: ibid. , p. 55. 

The souLh-west rooms of House T. 36. 29 
(ibid., PI. IX) were called T. 36. 31 (ibid., p. 
55 ; noL marked on the plan, ibid ., PI. IX). The 
walls here were so ruined lhat it was impos
sible to place any doors. From t.hese rooms 
came a rectangular steatite bead, bearing the 
name of Smenkhkare (29/310) (ibid., Pl. 
XXIX. 1); fragment of a polychrome faience 
tile, showing water (29/308) (ibid., PI. XXX. 1) ; 
a fragment of faience (29/311) (ibid ., p . 85); 
a black glass kohl slick (29/307) (ibid., p. 85); 
and other objects (ibid., p. 85). 

97. House T. 36. 44. 30/ 135. Body sherd of 
B.R. H closed vessel (Private Collection) *. 
Painted decoration of at leas t two parall el lines. 

Exlrem ely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with orange-brown ouLer face . Mol
tled black and brown exterior surface, lightly 
burnished to a very low finish; matt white 
painted decoration. 

Ref.: CA 11, p. 57. 

98. HOllse T. 30. 44. 30/ 135. B.R. II sherd 
(Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology 31. 
1104 ?). 

Ref.: CA 11 , p. 57, which slates that No. 30/ 
135 consisLed of "Three fragments of Cypriote 
(?) pott ery, with white on dark decoration re
miniscent of Middle Minoan lI ". The objecL 
catalogue of the Museum of Archaeology and 
Elhnology describes No. 31.1104 in almost 
identical terms. Its provenance, however, was 
given as House T. 35. 27; but a house of this 
number is neither indicated on the maps show
ing Square T. 35 (ibid ., PIs. JI, VIII), nor men
tioned in th e Index of Houses (ibid., pp. 78 ff., 
particularly p . 8:i). House T. 35. 27 would 
appear, lherefore, not Lo have exisled. The 
sherd numbered 31.1104 has not yet been 
located. That the provenance entered in the 
Museum's objecl catalogue is erroneous , and 
should be T. 36. 44, and that No. 31. 11 04 is ill 
fact one of 30/ 135 would seem 10 he confirmed 
by the Distribution List (ibid., p. 118) , accor
ding to which No. 30/ 135 was allocated to the 
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CamLridge University Museum of Archaeology 
and Ethnology. 

99. House T. 36. 44. 30/ 135. B.R. II sherd. 
ReL: CA 11, p. 57. 
T. 36. 44 was a modest dwelling (ibid., PI. 

IX), separated from T. 36. 43 by a narrow lane 
(ibid., p. 57). The dais on the east wall of its 
Central Room was found preserved. From the 
hOllse came a bronze fish-hook (30/128); a ring 
of Smenkhkare (ibid., p. 57); handle of a Myce
naean lIlA stirrup vase (30/130); ostraca (30/ 
19, 22, 23) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 10); a jar sealing 
(30/8) ; and other objects (ibid., p. 86). 

100. House T. 36. 62. 30/245. B.R. II flask 
(Cairo J 55446) *. Type IVA. Lentoid body with 
back segment more swollen than front, and 
junction between them roughly rounded; tall, 
narrow, slightly tapering neck with bell-shaped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Painted decoration of parallel horizontal lines 
round neck; parallel vertical lines down either 
segment of body. 

Black exterior surface, lightly burnished to a 
very low, almost entirely matt finish; matt 
white painted decoration . 

Height: 13.6 cms. Width of body restored: 
7.5 X 5.55 cms. 	 , 

Ill.: CA 11, PI. XLV. 2. bottom left. Ref.: ibid., 
p. 57. Mended. Large portions of body are mis
sing. 

T. 36. 62 (ibid., PI. IX) was a medium sized 
house, remarkable for its number of brick
lined cellarettes, some rectangular, some oval 
(ibid., p. 57). It contained gold leaf from the 
end of a box in the shape of a door, with 
lun~tte above and traces of a double cartouche 
(Amenhotep III and Tiy ?) (30/339); a bronze 
ornament (30/351); a limestone group of mon
keys (30/346); rings of Amenhotep III and 
Akhenaten (ibid., p. 58); a Mycenaean IlIA 
sherd (30/345); fragmellts of gold, bronze, ala
baster, faience and glass, and other objects 
(ibid., p. 87). 

101. House T. 34. 1. 30/599. B.R. 1I juglet 
(B.M. 1931 11-28 1). Type IA(?)a. Painted 
decoration. 

] n.: CA Il, PI. XLV. 2. bottom row, centre. 

Ref.: CA n, p. 66. Handle and body are missing. 

Hatiay, Overseer of 'Works, was the owner 
of House T. 34. i (CA 11 , PIs. X, XV), a sump
tuous estate residence which had all the fillings 
commensurate with the occupant's position and 
wealth (ibid., pp. 63 ff.). Under the floor of the 
inner sitting-room were discovered a gold 
openwork brooch (30/609) (ibid., PI. XL VI. 3) ; 
fragments of sil ver and copper (30/602); three 
bronze adze heads (30/605); a bronze fleShing 
knife (30/606); and an incised alabaster spoon 
(30/613). From the rest of the building came a 
bronze pin covered with gold leaf (30/492); a 
bronze weight in the shape of a gazelle's head 
(30/405) (ibid., PI. XXVIII. 4); a miniature 
bronze mirror (30/467); a large alabaster bowl 
(30/388); a tazza cup with foot and central 
division, of soft brown stone (30/389) (ibid., 

PI. XLIV. 8); a haematite kohl stick (30/411) 
(ibid., PI. XLlI.1); a small stone saucer (30/ 
540); a small limestone stela, painted and 
gilded (30/559) (ibid., PI. XXXV. 3); faience 
uraeus heads (30/445, 30/446, 30/510); head 
and part of the body of a dog in green faience 
(30/578, 30/610) (ibid., PI. XLVI. 3); rings of 
Smenkhkare and Tutankhamun (ibid., p. 66); 
a wooden comb (30/408); EL-AiVIARNA No. 
101; fragments of gold, silver, bronze, stone, 
faience and wood, and other objects (ibid., pp. 
79 f.); and an intrusive coin of Justinian I (30/ 
663) . 

102. 30/743. Portion of wish-bone handle of 
W.S. Il bowl (Cairo J 55442) *. Type 11. Sjo
qvist Bowl Type 2 (Problems, p. 45 Fig. 10). 
Painted decoration. 

Extremely hard clay with occasional me
dium, and some small white and dark grits, 
and traces of mica, fired orange all through. 
Slipped buff-white all over, and burnished to 
a very low finish; matt brown painled decOl'a
tion. 

Ill.: CA 11 , PI. XLV. 3. left row, third from 
top. Ref.: ibid., p. 110 n. 1, where it is stated 
that some of the sherds, "notably those in PI. 
XLV. 3 and 4, come from either the North City 
or from the Central City" ; CA Ill, Vol. I, p. 236. 
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103. House T . 34. 2. D.R. 11 jug (Museum of 
Classical Archaeology TA. 13) < Type n. Droad 
neck. Painted decoration of parallel horizontal 
lines round neck; groups, each of five parallel 
lines, meeting one another on shoulder to form 
an angle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white, dark and brown grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with thin orange-brown faces. 
Black exterior surface, lightly burnished to an 
almost entirely matt finish; matt white painted 
decoration. 

\Vidth of neck at base: 5.2 cms . 
111.: PI. XXI V. 1. Base of neck and shoulder 

of body alone remain. 
HOllse T. 34. 2 had been built up against the 

east wall of Hatiay's estate. T. 34. 1 (CA 11, PI. 
X, p. 66) . In it were found two bronze fish
hooks (30/447 , 30/504); a bronze pair of scis
sors (30/500) (ibid., PI. XLVII. 1); a tethering 
stone (30/441); fragment of a group of mon
keys in limestone (30/628); fragment of a fa
ience plaque (30/460); and other objects (ibid., 
p. 80). There was extensive evidence of re
occupation in Roman-Coptie times (ibid., pp. 
66, 80). No reference was made in the report to 
EL-AMARNA No. 103. 

104. House T. 35. 1. Shoulder ~f B.R. II jug
let (MLlseum of Classical Archaeology TA. 10) *. 
Type I. Narrow tapering neck . Painted decora
tion. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
buff and dark grits, and traces of organic mat
ter and mica, fired grey with orange-brown 
outer face. Mottled black, brown and orange 
exterior surface,., lightly burnished to a very 
low finish; matt white painted decoration. 

House T. 35. 1 was a medium sized building, 
which lay to the west of House U. 35. 26 (CA 
II , PI. VI, p. 35) . The building is said to have 
contained blue faience ring-bezels of Smenkh
kare and Tutankhamlln (ibid., p. 35), and other 
objects (ibid., p. 81), amongst which EL
AMARNA No. 104 is not mentioned. 

105. House T. 35. 9. B.H.lI closed vessel, 
probably juglet (Museum of Classical Archaeo
logy TA. 11)*. Type IA(?)a. Narrow tapering 
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neck wilh bell-shaped rim. Painted decoration 
of parallel horizontal lines round neck. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
wldte, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica , fired grey with orange-brown faces (on 
neck). I31ack exterior surface, mottled wi th 
brown, and lightly burnished to a very low 
finish; mutt white painted decoration. 

Diameter of rim: 3.25 cms. 

Lower three-quarters of neck, and handle 
and body are missing. 

T. 35. 9 was a large, well appointed house 
(CA Il, PI. VII), with remains of painted pl aster 
(ibid., pp. 41 f.). In a room to the west of the 
inner living-room was a brick-lined slorehole, 
in which were found a complete bronze bowl 
(29/396) ; an alabaster draughtsman (29/~193); 

lumps of yellow paint, and some beads with a 
pierced mother-of-pearl pendant (ibid., p. 42). 
From elsewhere came a steatite lid (29/346); 
blue faience ring-bezels, one of Smenkhkare, 
one of Tutankhamun, and a faience cartouche 
of Tutankhamun (ibid., p. 42); a fragment of 
a blue glaze Bes figure (29/345) (ibid ., PI. 
XXIX. 2); a blue faience draughtsman (?) in
laid with light blue glaze (29/360) (ibid ., PI. 
XXIX. 1); a pottery uraeus painted with alter
nate blue and red bands (29/375); a clay seal 
impression (29/389); head of a pottery uraeus 
(29/390); pottery model of a bed painted with 
black and yellow spots (29/392); an ostracon 
(29/46) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 29) ; and other objects 
(ibid., p. 81). There is no reference to EL
AMARNA No. '105. 

106. 35 . B.R. II juglet (Museum of Classical 
Archaeology TA. 12)*. Type lA(?)a. Narrow, 
slightly convex, tapering neck with bell-shaped 
rim; narrow handle from upper neck. Painted 
decoration of parallel horizontal lines round 
neck. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, fired 
grey with thin orange-brown outer face. rvIot
tled black and brown exterior surface, lightly 
burnished to a very low finish ; matt white 
painted deeoration. 

Height of neck to rim: 5.8 ems. 
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Ill.: PI. XXIII. 2. Handle and body are mis
sing. 

107 . North City. 311207a (?). Handle stump 
of B.H.II closed vessel (Ashmolean 1932. 
1146B) *. Handle, of flattened oval section at 
base, pushed through wall of body. No decora
tion. 

Extremely hard clay with some small and 
tiny white, dark and reddish grits, and traces 
of mica , fired grey with thin brown outer face . 
mack exterior surface, burnished to a medium 
finish. 

Ill.: CA II, PI. XLV. 4. bottom row, second 
from right=CA Ill, Vol. Il, PI. CIX. 2. 207b. 

10S. North City. 31/207b(?) B.R. II juglet 
(Ashmolean 1932. 1141)*. Type IA(?}a . Nar
row , roughly concave, irregularly tapering neck 
with bell-shaped rim; handle from upper neck. 
Painted decoration of diagonal and horizontal 
lines round neck, carelessly applied. 

Extremely hard clay with some reddish , and 
a few white and dark grits, and traces of mica, 
fired light grey with orange-brown outer face. 
Black exterior surface, with brown patch at 
rim, burnished to a low finish ; matt white 
painted decoration. 

Height of neck to rim: 6.3 cms. 
Ill.: CA II , PI. XL~. 4. bottom row, right= 

CIl Ill, Vol. lJ, PI. CIX. 2. 352 (the scale is in
accurate). Handle and body are missing. 

Neither EL-IlJ11IlRNIl No. 107 nor No. 10S 
has an excavation number marked on, or can 
be traced in the published reports. Little help 
is to be had frol11 the text of CA TU, which 
states that the other sherds in CIl lIT, Vol. IJ, 
PI. CIX. 2 not referred t.o "are from the North 
City and are not mentioned in this Memoir" 
(ibid., p. xii). In the previous volume the author 
declares that some of the pieces, "notably those 
in PI. XLV. 3 and 4, come from either the 
North City or from the Central City. They will 
be fully published in City of Akhenaten, Ill" 
(CIl II , p. 110 n. I)! Mrs Crowfoot Payne has 
written to say that most of the nnmbers marked 
on CIl Ill, Va!. JI, PI. CIX. 2 from 564 onwards 
have been shifted one place to the left, with 
exceptions where there are several sherds in a 

group. In the boUol11 row the sherd labelled 
379 is really 26, that labelled 192 is really 379, 
but the last four, which inclnde EL-IlM.1RN A 
Nos. 107 and lOS, are not now marked. Thus 
there is a strong possibility that the two Cyp
riote pieces are in fact 1931/207a and 207b 
respectively . If this is so, they would have had 
the same provenance. 

109. Police Barracks R. 42. 10.33/330. B.R. II 
closed vessel. 

Height : 10.2 cms. 
Ref.: CIl Ill , Vol. J, p. 137, which refers to a 

"Cypriote jug". 

110. Police Barracks R. 42. 10..'33/335. B.H. 1I 
flask (Brooklyn 34. 6047) . Type IVA. Slightly 
everted, circular rim. Painted decoration of 
horizontal lines round neck, and vertical lines 
down either segmen t of body. 

Brown ware; white painted decoration. 

Height: 13.2 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XXIV. 4. Ref.: Clt IlJ, Vol. I, p. 1:37. 

R. 42. 10 had been laid out on a rectangular 

plan, the centre of which was occupied by a 
large parade ground (ibid., pp. 132 ff.; CA Il I, 
Vol. IJ, PI. XXI). The east sec Lion was devoted 
to housing horses, chariots, and grooms on 
duty, with a small abode for the farrier-ser
geant. The west section contained a small pri
vate house, probably for the Commandant, the 
armoury and store-rooms. The objects from the 
whole complex have all been listed together, 
without note of individual provenance (CA Ill, 
Vol. I , pp. 136 ff.). 

111. House R. 42. 14.33/56. Sherd of W .S. II 
bowl (Cairo J 62S09). Type II. Sjoqvist Bowl 
Type 2a (Problems, p. 45 Fig. 10). Painted 
decoration of ladder patlerns. 

Buff slip; brown painted decoration. 
Ref.: CA Ill , Vo!. I, p. 122; Journal d'entrce. 
HOllse R. 42. 14 was a small dwelling (CA 

Ill, Vo!. ll, PI. XIX), which had been very 
badly denuded (CIl Ill, Vol. I , p. 116). Its con
tents (ibid., p. 122) were made lip of a bronze 
needle (33/59); a rimless alabaster vase (33/ 
57) ; a hunting scarab of Amenhotep III (33/60) 
(CIl m, Vol. Jl , Pl. LXXVII. 5, 6); and other 
objects (C /t Ill, Vol. I, p. 12S). 
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112. Great Palace: Magazines. 35/210. Neck 
of Rn. 11 closed vessel (J\tluseulll of Classical 
Archaeology TA. 14) ". Narrow, irregularly 
tapering neck with everted rim; handle from 
upper neck. Painted decorntion of two groups, 
each of four parallel horizontal lines, round 
neck. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark, pink and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica, fired orange with slighUy darker inner 
face on shoulder; grey with broad orange outer 
face and thin orange inner face on mid-neck. 
Mottled brown exterior surface, lightly bur
nished to a very low, almost matt finish; matt 
white painted decoration. 

Height of neck to base of rim: 5.0 cms. 

Ref.: CA Ill, Vol. r, p. 49. Rim, handle, por
tion of lower neck, and body are all missing. 
Its original height when found was 6.5 cms. 

113. Great Palace: iVIagazines. 35/ 273. Body 
sherd of B.R. Il closed vessel, perhaps jllglet 
(Museum of Classical Archaeology TA. 9) *. 
Type I (?). Painted decoration of two groups, 
each of four or more parallel lines, crossing 
each other diagonally. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and brown grits, and trq·ces of mica, 
fired grey with thin brown outer face. Mottled 
black and dark brown exterior surface, lightly 
burnished to a very low, almost matt finish; 
matt white painted decoration. 

Ref.: CA Ill, Vol. I, p. 50. 

EL-AMARNA Nos. 112 and 113 both came 
from the Magazines of the Great Palace (ibid., 

pp. 46 ff.; CA ll,I, Vol. Il, PI. XIIIA). 

114. Great Palace: Slate Apartments. 35/349d. 
Body sherd of RR. Il closed vessel, perhaps 
flask (MusE'um of Classical Archaeology TA. 
8)*. Type IV (?). Painted decoration of a group 
of four parallel lines. 

Extremely hard clay wilh many small while, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with thin orange-brown outer face. 
MoUled black and browll exterior surface, 
lightly burnished to a very low finish; mall 
white painted decoration. 

111.: CA Ill, Vol. II , PI. CIX. 3. 349d. Ref.: 
CA Ill, Vo!. I, p. 74. 

EL-AMARNA No. 114 was found in the north 
part of the South-East Courts of the State 
Apartments belonging to the Great Palace 
(ibid ., p. 59; CA llJ, Vol. 11, PI. X III B) . 

115 . Great Palace: Servants' Quarters. 36/51. 
Leg of RR. II bull-vase (Museum of Classical 
Archaeology TA. 1) *. Type VII. Sjoqvist Type 
as HELlOPOLIS No. 3. Straight, narrow, solid 
leg, tapering to a rounded end, and pushed 
through wnll of body. Painted decoration of 
parallel lines. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark, buff and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica , fired grey with thin orange-buff outer 
face (on body). Mottled black, brown and 
orange exterior surface, lightly burnished to a 
very low, almost ma tt finish ; matt white 
painted decoration . 

Inner length of leg: 4.0 cms. 
Ill.: CA III, Vo!. II, PI. CIX. 6. 51; PI. XXV. 6. 

Ref.: CA III , Vol. J, p. 37. 

116. Great Palace : Servants' Quarters. 36/70. 
B.R. 1I juglel (Museum of Classical Archae
ology TA. 2)*. Type IA(?)a. Narrow, irregu
larly tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; narrow 
handle from upper neck to shoulder. Painted 
decoration of two groups, each of four parallel 
horizontal lines, round neck; groups, each of 
at least three, perhaps four parallel lines, cros
sing on body. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of organic 
matter and mica, fired grey wi th thin orange
brown outer face . Orange exterior surface, 
mottled with black-brown, and burnished to a 
low finish; matt white painted decoration . 

Height of neck to rim: 5.4 cms. 
Ill.: CA III, Vol. IJ , PI. CIX. 6. 70. Hef.: CA 

UI , Vol. I, p. 37, where the illustration refer
ence has been incorrectly given. A third of the 
rim, tbe handle, and almost the whole of the 
body are missing . . 

EL-AMARNA Nos. 115 and llG came from 
the Servants' Quarters of the Great Palace 
(ibid., pp. 35 ff.; CA Ill, Vol. I1, PI. XlII A). 
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117. 3()/1.'HJ. Body sherd of U.R.I! closed 
vessel (Muselllll of Classical Archaeology TA . 

42) *. Painted decoration of at least four paral
lel lines. 

Extremely hard clay with some slllall white, 
dark, brown and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with orange-brown outer face . 
Mottled black, brown and orange exterior sur
face, burnished to a low finish; matl white 
pain led decoration. 

Ill.: CA Ill, Vo!. Il, PI. CIX. 6. 139. Ref.: CA 
Ill, Vol. I, p. 142. 

EL-AMARNA No. 117 was picked up from 
the rubbish dumps which lay between R 43. 3 
and the Police Station R 42 . 10 (ibid ., p. 142; 
CA m, Vo!. Il, PI. XXI). These are the heaps 

from which Petrie extracted EL-AMARNA 
Nos. 5-84 (see above, pp. 79 ff.). 

118. 36/189. B.RIl juglet (Cairo J 66743)*. 
Type IAa. Swollen piriform body with broad 
low base-ring with straight expanding sides 
and cut-away edge; narrow, irregularly ta
pering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped rim; 
irregular strap handle from upper neck to 

shoulder. Painted decoration of parallel hori
zontal lines round neck; groups, each of four 
parallel lines, crossing round upper and lower 
body. 

:Mottled black, brown and orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low finish; matt 
white painted decoration. 

Height: 13.9 cms. Width of body: 8.0 cms. 

Contents: The mouth of the juglet was blocked 
by a coagulated mass of quartz sand and a 
dark brown, resinous-looking material, "which 
latter proved on analysis to be an altered pro
duct of the contents of the vase" (Lucas, An
cient Egyptian Materials and Indllstries 4th ed., 
p. 328). Embedded in this mass was a small 
piece of pottery of buff fabric with a red slip. 
The jugletwas found "to be almost full of a 
dark brown viscous vegetable oil , entirely sol
uble in alcohol, but only parLly soluble in pe
troleum spirit. Unfortunately the identity of 
the oil could not be determined ..." (ibid., 
p. 328). 

HeL: CA Ill , Vol. I, p. 254 (Distribution 
List !). Intact. 

Pendlebury states that amongst the Cypriote 
pottery "sherds from base-ring and white slip 
wares are comparatively common. Most of 
them are from bowls, lekythoi , or lentoid 
flasks" (ibid., p. 236). 

119. Neck of B.R II closed vessel, probably 
flask (B.S.A.) *. Type IV. Narrow, irregularly 
tapering neck with incurving circular rim; 
handle rising from about mid-neck. Painted 
decoration of five parallel horizontal lines 
round neck. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with orange-brown outer face. Mot
tled black, brown and orange exterior surface, 
burnished to a low to medium finish; matt 
white painted decoration. 

Height of neck to rim: 5.7 ems. 

Ill.: PI. XX V. 4. Handle and body are mis
sing. 

The city of el-Amarna, from which EL
AM ARNA Nos. 1-119 came, was built by 
Akhenaten, and occupied until the third or 
fourth year of Tutankhamun's reign (CA Ill, 
Vo!. I, p. 158) . Since the Cypriote pottery is 
not only numerous, though fragmentary, but 
also contemporary, it will be useful to review 
in isolation the \Vares and Types represented 
on the site. Amongst L.C. "Vares, no traces of 
B.R I, W.S. I or RL. have been found. B.R Il, 
however, was of common occurrence, exempli
lied by Types IAa (EL-AMARNA Nos. 87, 118), 
II (EL-AMARNA No. 103), IVA (EL-ilMARNA 
Nos. 100,110), IVB (EL-AMARNA Nos. 11, 12), 
VI (EL-AMARNA No. 19) and VII (EL-AMARNA 
No. 115). Noteworthy are Types mu and Ill, 
of which no specimens have been identified. 
W.S. II, which was represented by Type II 
only (EL-AMARNA Nos. 91, 93, 95, 96, 102, 
111), lurned up much less frequently. 

DElR RlFA 

1. Tomb 1. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 
Red polished exterior surface. 
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lJl.: Gizch (flld ]?ifch) PI. XXVIIJ. 314. Ref.: 
iliid.) p. 2G. 

Tomb 1 contained nothing but pottery: a 
bowl with flat. base and everted rim (No. i) 
(ibid.) PI. XXVIII) . 3); three bowls with flat 
bases and llpcurving rims, two plain (Nos. ii, 
iii) (ibid.) PI. XXVIID. 2::3,25 respectively), the 
other with a painted band round the rim (No. 
iv) (ibid.) PI. XXVIID. 24); two drop pots, one 
plain (No. v) (ibid.) PI. XXVIID. 52), the other 
with a black painted band round the rim (No. 
vi) (ibid.) PI. XXVIID. 50); a basin with rope 
impressed pattern on the exterior surface (No. 
vii) (ibid.) PI. XXVIIH. 222); a large, tall, 
slender jar (No. viii) (ibid., PI XXVIJJ. 331); 
a shallow bowl with flat base and splaying 
sides (No. ix) (ibid.) PI. XXVIIK. 338); and a 
tall slender jar (No. x) (ibid., PI. XXVIIK. 
349) . 

Nos. i, iv, v, viii and x can be paralleled in 
Deir Rifa Tomb 22 (ibid.) PIs. XX VIID. 3 
(=No. i), 24 (=No. iv), 52 (=No. v); XXVJIG. 
182 (=No. viii); XXVIIE. 80 (=No. x)), which 
dates to the Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. 
XVIII A (ibid., p. 25). The contents of Deir 
Rifa Tomb 1 are homogeneous, and belong to 
the same chronological horizon. 

2. Tomb 8. R. L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red polished exterior surface. 


Ill.: Gizch and Ri/eh, PI. XXVIIJ. 31G. Ref.: 

ibid.) p. 26. 

From Tomb 8 came an alabaster vase with 
truncated piriform body (No. i) (ibid.) PI. 
XX VIIA. top left photo. bottom row, centre); 
a bowl with disc-shaped base and incurving 
rim (No. ii) (ibid., :h XXVIID. 31); two jars 
'with oval bodies and constricted necks (Nos. iii, 
i\') (ibid.) Pl. XXVIIH. 251, 252 respectively) ; 
a jar with ovoid body and broad expanding 
neck (No. v) (ibid.) PI. XXVIIH. 2(4); a broad 
drop pot (No. vi) (ibid.) PI. XXVIIH. 259); an 
amphora with globular body, short broad neck, 
and two handles from rim to shoulder (No. 
vii) (ibid.) PI. XXVIl.J. 305); and an amphora 
with ovoid body, narrow expanding neck , and 
two handles on shoulder (No. viii) (ibid.) PI. 
XXVIIJ.312). 

No. i belongs 10 the XVlllth Dynasly. Nos. 
iii, iv and vi have parallels in Qaw el-Qebir 
Tomb 5GG (Q(fU olld B(fdari Ill, PIs. XXVII. 95 
(=No. iii), 8G (=No. iv); XXVIII. 162 (=No. 
vi)) , dnted to early Dyn. XVIII A by the jar 
with black painted band round the rim (ibid., 

PI. XX VIII. 119). Nos. v, vii and viii belong 
to types found at el-Amarua (CA I, PIs. XLIX. 
XXV/101GB (= No. v), LIll. LXXII!164 (= No. 
vii), LI. XLIIIIl015B, XLIII/1055A (=No. 
viii)) , da ting to the time of Akhenaten. 

Deir Rifa Tomb 8 appenrs to have contained 
two deposits, one of early Dyn. XVIII A, the 
other of Dyn. XVIII D. 

3. Tomb 20 . B.R. Il juglet (Ashmolean 1909. 
127) *. Type IAa. Swollen piriform body with 
broad low base-ring with concave flaring sides; 
tall, narrow, tapering, slightly pulled back neck 
with bell-sha ped rim; rough strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Painted decoration of 
two groups, each of four parallel horizontal 
lines, round neck; groups, each of four parallel 
lines, crossing all over body. 

Extremely hard clay with occasional me
dium and many small white, light, dark and 
reddish grits, and traces of organic matter and 
mica , fired orange wi th sign of grey-buff core 
(on base-ring). Orange ex terior surface, mot
tled with black and brown, and lightly bUT
nished to a very low, almost matt finish; matt 
white painted decoration. 

Height: 13.4 cms. Width of body: 7.4 ems. 

Ill.: Gizeh and Riteh) PI. XXVII. centre left 
photo. bottom right. Intact. 

The grave-goods from Tomb 20 consisted 
entirely of pottery: a Mycenaean IlIA juglet 
(No. i) (Ashmolean 1909. 130) (ibid.) PI. XX Vll. 
centre left photo. centre left; MPL) PI. XVIII. 
1, p. 9G; lEA 52, 1966, p. 177); a double vase 
of flask and tankard joined together (No. ii) 
(Gizeh and Ri/ch) PI. XXVII. centre left photo. 
bottom left); a tall slender jar (No. iii) (ibid.) 

PI. XXVIII\. 353); a jar with tall, broad, con
cave neck (No. iv) (ibid., PI. XXVIIK. 35G; a 
jar with ovoid body and broad expanding neck 
(No. v) (ibid.) PI. XX VII K. 359); three jars 
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,,,itl! short, brond , expanding necks (Nos. vi
viii) (Gizelz (lJl(l Rileh, PI. XXVlIK. 3G9, 373, 
387 respectively) ; a handleless pot with flat 
base and broad neck (No. ix) (ibid., PI. XXVIIK. 
374); and a pilgrim flask (No . x) (ibid., PI. 
XXVIIK. 391). 

Nos. iii and v-x can be paralleled at el
Amarna (CA II, Pl. LIII . XV!13 (=No. iii); 
CA I, PIs. XLIX. XXV/ 1016I3 (= No. v), XLVIII. 
XX/1048 (=No. vi), XLIX . XXI/1049 (=No. 
vii), L. XXVII/1062 (= No. viii); CA II, PI. LIV. 
XX/6 (= TO. ix); CA I, PI. LI. XXXVIII/91, 
XXXVIII / 1014 (= No. x)) ,.at the time.()f Akhen
aten. The contents of Deir Rifa Tomb 20 are 
homogeneous, and belong to Dyn. XVIII D. 

4. Tomb 157. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red polished exterior surface. 

Ill.: Gizeh and Riteh, PI. XXVIIJ . 315 type. 


Ref.: ibid., p. 26. 
A bowl with disc-shaped base and everted 

rim (No. i) (ibid., PI. XXVIIH. 228), and a 
necked pot with piriform body (No. ii) (ibid., 
PI. XXVIIJ. 282) were also found in Tomb 157. 

No. i can be paralleled in Deir Rifa Tomb 
238 (ibid., PI. XXVIIH. 228), dated to Dyn. 
XVIJI A by a tall slender jar with painted de
coration (ibid., PI. XXVI,ID . 69). No. ii belongs 
to the same type as a pot (ibid., PI. XXVIIJ. 
286) which occurred in DeiI' Rifa Tomb 164, 
placed in Dyn. XVIII A by the tall slender jars 
(ibid., PIs. XXVlID. 68, XXVIIE. 82), and Tomb 
223, dated to the same phase by the drop pots 
(ibid., PI. XXVI ID. 50, 52 , 53). 

The contents of Deir Rifa Tomb 157 can be 
assigned to Dyn. XVIII A. 

5. TO~1b 158. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red polished exterior surface. 

Ill.: Gizch and Ri/eh, PI. XXVII.J. 315 type. 


Ref. : ibid., p. 26. 
The grave-goods in Tomb 158 consisted en

tirely of poltery: a bowl with f1al base and 
everled rim (No . i) (ibid., PI. XXVIID. 14); a 
drop pot (No. ii) (ibid., P1. XXVIID. 52) ; four 
jars with short broad necks (Nos. iii-vi) (ibid., 
PIs. XXVlIE. 88, XXVIII-I. 2G(), XXVIIK. 365, 
XXVIlL. 423 respectively); a necked pot with 
biconical body (No. vii) (ibid., PI. XXVIIF. 

12G); a necked pot with squat hiconical body 
and disc-shaped base (No. viii) ((,izeh and 
Rileh, PI. XXVlIP. 136); and a tall slender pot 
with foot (No. ix) (ibid., PI. XXVIIF. 152). 

The same types as Nos. i, ii, vii and ix oc
curred in Second Intermediate Period contexts 
at Qaw el-Qebir (QClU aIld Badari Ill , PIs. XII. 
3T (= No. i), XIV. 20D (= No. ii), XVI. 48P 
(=No. vii), XVII. 70H, 70N (=No. ix)). The 
con tents of DeiI' Ri fa Tomb 158 appear to be 
homogeneous, and probably lie late in the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period . 

6. Tomb 192. B.R. I juglet. Type II3a (vi). No 
decora tion drawn. 

Ill.: Gizeh and Ri/eh, PI. XXVIIJ. 311. 

Tomb 192 also produced a bowl with flat base 
and everted rim (No. i) (ibid., PI. XXVIID. 4); 
a cup (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XXVIID. 11); a bowl 
with disc-shaped base and npcurving rim (No. 
iii) (ibid., PI. XXVIID. 21); a drop pot (No. 
iv) (ibid., PI. XXVIID. 53); a broad drop pot 
(No. v) (ibid., Pl. XXVIIE. 91); a necked pot 
with distended oval body (No. vi) (ibid., PI. 
XXVIIE. 122) ; a necked pot with squat biconi
cal body and disc-shaped base (No. vii) (ibid., 
PI. XXVIIP. 135); a necked pot with piriform 
body (No. viii) (ibid., PI. XXVIIF. 139); a bowl 
with foot, upright rim, and black painted band 
round the rim (No. ix) (ibid., PI. XXVIIH. 212); 
a bowl with flat base, carinated body and 
everted rim (No. x) (ibid ., PI. XXVIIH. 214); 
a ring-stand (No. xi ) (ibid., PI. XXVIIH. 235) ; 
two tall slender jars (Nos. xii, xiii) (ibid., PIs. 
XXVIIH. 247, XXVIIK. 349 respectively); a pot 
with projection and bichrome red and blue 
painted decoration (No . xiv) (ibid., PI. XXVIIJ. 
296, pp. 25 f.); and fOllr pots of different 
shapes (Nos. xv-xviii) (ibid., PI. XXVIIJ. 273, 

278, 289, 293 respectively). 

Nos . i, iv, ix and x have parallels in Qaw 
el-Qebir Tomb 7108 (Quu and Bodari Ill, PI. 
XVIII.2H (=No. i), 20B (= No. iv), 10D (=No. 

ix), GF (= No. x)), which lies late in the second 
half of the Second Intermediate Period (ibid., 
PI. VI). The same types as Nos. i, iv and xiii 
occurred in DeiI' Rifa Tomb 1 (Gizeh ond Ri/eh, 
PIs. XXVIID. :i (=No. i) , 52 (= No. iv); 
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XXVIIK. 349 (=No. xiii)) , which has been 
assigned to the Second I l) termedia te Period
Dyn. X VIII A (see above, p. 89). 

A date of the Second Intermediate Period
Dyn. XVIII A would best sLlit the contents of 
DeiI' Rifa Tomb 192, which seem to be homo
geneous. 

DEIR TASA 

1. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii). Relief decora
tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
roulld neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Annales XXX, 1930, pp. 147 ff. PI. V. 75. 
DEIR TASA No. 1 came from a badly de

stroyed cemetery (ibid., pp. 149 Fig. 1, 157 f.). 

QA W EL-QEBIR 

1. Tomb 316. R.L. (1) spindle bottle ('1). 
Type 1. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob, PI. XXXIX. 92J ('1) . 
Tomb 316 was built in the IXth Dynasty, 

and re-used in the N.K. (Qou and Badari Ill, 
PI. XXII). The secondary deposit contained a 
broad cylindrical alabaster bowl with flat 
base (ibid., PI. XXXV. 23); a scarab of olive 
glazed steatie (ibid., PI. XXXIV, 89); a cylin
dric~tl limestone bead (Badarian qvilization, 

PI. XLIX. 75Q3); and a large collection of 
homogeneous Egyptian pottery (Qau and Badari 

Ill, PI. XXII), including drop pots with black 
painted bands round the rims (ibid., PI. XXVII. 
62; Harageh, PI. XLII. 20F; Brunton, Curob, 
PI. XXXIV. 200), which place the group in 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

2. Tomb 610. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii). Re
lief decoration of t"io parallel horizontal plas
tic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill .: Horngeh, PI. XLV. 95J. 

The body of a woman had been laid to rest in 
Tomb 610, a shaft grave (Qal/ and Badori Ill, 
Pl. XXII), which contained the following ob
jects: gold, carnelian and lapis lazuli spheroid 
beads (No. i) (ibid. , PI. XXIV; Brunton, Cl/rob , 
PI. XLV. 79C, 79J), and a lapis lazuli cylindri
cal bead (No. ii) ( Qou ond Bodmi Ill , PI. 
XXIV; Brunton, Guro!>, PI. XLIV. 68F); a bowl 
with flat base and everted rim (No . iii) 
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(I3runton, Cl/rob, PI. XXXIII. 3C); two bowls 
with disc-shaped bases and llpcurving rims, 
one plain (No. iv) (Horugeh, PI. XLII. 9B), the 
other with a painted band round the rim (No. 
v) (ibid., PI. XLII. 9D) ; a drop pot with black 
painted band round the rim (No. vi) (Brunton, 
Gurob, PI. XXXIV. 200); a tall slender jar with 
painted decoration (No . vii) (Riqqeh, PI. XXXV. 
24N); and two flat based pots, one plain (No. 
viii) (Qau and Badari Ill, PI. XXIX. 180), the 
other with a black painted band round the rim 
(No. ix) (Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXXIX. 81B). 

The group is homogeneous, and can be dated 
by Nos . vii and ix to early Dyn . XVIII A. 

3. Tomb 5522. B.R. I double juglets. Type 
lEb. Relief decoration of two parallel horizon
tal plastic belts round upper neck of each 
juglet. 

Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 95M. 

Tomb 5522 contained two male bodies 
stretched out on their backs, the head of one 
pointing west, of the other, east (Quu ond Ba

dari Ill, PI. XXIII, p. 15). A drop pot with 
painted band round the rim (No. i) (Harugeh, 

PI. XLII. 20P) lay at the west end of the grave. 
At the east end were situated QA W EL-QEBIR 

No . 3 and a bowl with disc-shaped base and 
upcurving rim (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XLII. 9B) . No. 
i indicates that the interments took place 
during Dyn. XVIII A. 

4. Tomb 5540. B.R. I flusk (?) . Type IVA. 
Relief decoration of a single horizon tal plus tie 
belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Bl'unton, GUf'ob, PI. XXXIX. 94N en. 
Ref.: Qau ond /Jud(lf'i Ill, PI. XXV. 

Tomb 5540 was a rectangular pit with an 
arched roof (ibid., PI. XXlIJ , p. 15). It had 
been badly plundered (ibid ., p. 13), but pro
duced a circular alabaster lid (No. i) (ibid., PI. 
XXIII, p. 15); beads of carnelialI, blue glass, 
and blue, black, red and yellow glaze (No. ii) 
(ibid., PI. XXV); a tankard (No. iii) (Riqqeh, 
PI. XXXVIIl. 61K); a necked pot with oval 
body and painted decoration (No. iv) (ibid., 

PI. XXXVIII. 77K); and two small pots with 
squat bodies and short , broad , expanding necks 
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(Nos. v, vi) (Quu and Bodllri Ill, Pis. XXVIII. 
135, XXIX. 184 respectively) . 

No. iii has close parallels at el-Amarna (CA I, 
PI. Ll. XLII/1009, XLIII1009B), dating to the 
time of Akhenaten. No. iv should belong to 
Dyn. XVIII A or 13. No. v can be paralleled in 
Dei .. Rifa Tomb 1G2 (Gizeh and Riteh, PI. 
XXVIIE. 119), which appears to have been 
contemporary with Tomb 164 at the same site 
(ibid., Plo XXVIIM), dated to Dyn. XVIII A by 
the tall slender jars (ibid., Pis. XXVIID. 68, 

. XXVIIE. 82). No . vi may be compared with a 
pot from Deir Rifa Tomb 178 (ibid., Pl. 
XXVIlE. 110), dated to Dyn. XVIII A by the 
jar with ribbed rim (ibid., Plo XXVIIG. 184). 

Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 5540 apparently, there
fore, contained deposits of Dyn. XVIII A and D 
at least. 

5. Tomb 5545. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa (iii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle; 
vertical plastic beJt(s?) down front of body. 

Ill.: Brunton, Curob, PI. XXXIX. 95P. 

The structure of Tomb 5545 resembled that 
of Tomb 5540 (Qall ond Budari 1II, PI. XXIII), 
under which its north part was situated (ibid., 
p. 15). Tomb 5545, which had been extensively 
looted (ibid., p. 13), was found to contain a 
stemmed handleless vase of alabaster (No. i) 
(ibid., Plo XXXV. 19); six scarabs, three of blue 
glazed steatite (Nos. ii-iv) (ibid., PI. XXXIV. 
19-21 respectively), of which one bears the 
name of Thutmose III (No. ii), one of jasper 
(No. v) (ibid., PI. XXXIV. 22), and two of blue 
glaze, one mounted in gold (No. vi) (ibid. , PI. 
xxxiv. 24), the other unmounted (No. vii) 
(ibid., PI. XXXIV. 23); beads of carnelian, 
jasper, blue and white glaze, and red, green and 
blue glass (No. viii) (ibid ., PI. XXV) ; two shell 
penannular ear-rings (No. ix) (ibid., PI. XXIII); 
two drop pots, one plain (No. x) (Hurageh, PI. 
XLII. 20F), the other with painted band round 
the rim (No. xi) (ibid., PI. XLII. 20P); a jar 
with oval body and short broad neck (No . xii) 
(Riqqch, PI. XXXVI. 36D); three jars with Lall 
broad necks (Nos. xiii--xv) (Qou and Badari 
Ill, PI. XXVII. 105, lOG, 108 respectively); a 

necked pot with squat body (No. xvi) (Qou 
({ne! Bodllri Ill, PI. XXVIII. 129); a tankard 
(No. xvii) (Brunton, Curob , PI. XXXVIII. 61H); 
a necked pot with oval body and painted de
coration (No . xviii) (H(lr(lgeh , PI. XLIV. 78D); 
and a small pot (No. xix) (QClU und B(ldari Ill, 

PI. XXVIII. 132). 
No. i should not occur after Dyn. XVIII B, 

which it typologically belongs . No. ii is in
scribed with the name of Thutmose Ill. The 
beads of red glass in No. viii cannot be earlier 
than Dyn. XVIII C. Nos. x and xi are typical 
of Dyn. XVIII A. No. xii can be paralleled in 
el-Riqqa Tomb 220 (Riqqeh, PIs. XXXVI. 36D, 
XLIV), which also produced a semi-ovoid bowl 
(ibid., PI. XXXV. 12"V) of a type represented 
in Gurob Tomb 37 (Brunton, Curob, PIs. XXX. 
36, XXXIV, 12V) . Gurob Tomb 37, which dates 
to the XIXth Dynasty, also contained a tankard 
(ibid., Pis. XXX. 42, XXXIII. 61H) of the same 
type as No. xvii. No. xviii should belong to 
Dyn . XVIII A or B. 

The evidence is sufficient to show that de
posits of Dyn. XVIII A and B, and the XIXth 
Dynasty were present in Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 
5545. 

6. Tomb 7281. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 15.0 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 7.2 cms. 

Ill.: Qall and Badari III , PI. XXIX. 196. 

7. Tomb 7281. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plasLic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 95J . Ref.: U.C. Tomb 
Card. 

8. Tomb 7281. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (iii). 
Relief decoration of two parall el horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle; 
vertical plastic beJt(s?) down front of body. 

Ill.: Sedmcnt Il, PI. LXV. 95Q. Ref.: U.C. 
Tomb Card. 

9. Tomb 7281. 13.R. I juglet. Type IBa (ii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 
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Height: npprox. 14.4 cms. Width or body: 
approx. 6.6 cms. 

Ill.: Qov and Badari lII, PI. XXIX. 197. 

10. Tomb 7281. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa(ii). 
Relief decoration of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Harageh, PI. XLV. 95K. Ref.: U.C. Tomb 
Card. 

9 or 10. Tomb 7281. B.R. I juglet (Scheur
leer Museum). Type IBa (ii). Relief decora tion 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Brown fabric. 

Height: 14.5 cms. 

Ill.: CVA. Pays-Bas Fasc. 1, PI. 4. 6. iliusee 

Scheurleer (La Haye) Fasc. 1, II C a , PI. 2. 6. 
Ref.: ibid., p. 5. 

11. Tomb 7281. B.R. I flask. Type IVA. Re
lief decoration of a single horizontal plastic 
belt round neck a t junction of handle. 

Ill.: Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXXIX. 94N. Ref.: 
U.C. 	Tomb Card. 

Tomb 7281, a re-used IXth Dynasty grave, 
which had been disturbed, had four chambers 
opening off a shaft lined with bricks to a 
depth of 80" (Qau and Badari III, ,PI. XXIII; 
U.C. Tomb Card). From the secondary deposit 
came QA W EL-QEBIR Nos. 6-11; a bowl 
with disc-shaped base and upright rim (No. i) 
(Qau and Badari Ill, PI. XII. 4P); three drop 
pots, one with a black painted band round the 
rim (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XX VII. (2), another 
plain (No. iii) (Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXXIV. 
20E) , and a third (No. iv) (Qau and Badari Ill, 
PI. XXIII: Type 20~'I, which is not in Riqqeh, 

as stated (Qav and Badari Ill, PI. XXV), and 
cannot be found in the other volumes men
tioned); four tall slender jars, three with in
cised decoration (Nos. v-vii) (ibid., PI. XXVII. 
78,89; Brunlon, Gurob, PI. XXXV. 25S2 respec
lively), the fourth plain (No. viii) (Brunton, 
Gurob, PI. XXXV. 26D); a small necked pol 
with piriform body (No. ix) (Qau and Badari 

III, PI. XXVIII. 149); two stemmed handleless 
vases (Nos. x, xi) (ibid., PI. XXIX. 179; Hara

geh, PI. XLV. 831\'1 respectively); and a jug 

with painted decoration (No. xii) (Quu und 
Boduri 1lI, PI. XXIX. 202). 

The contenls of the tomb are homogeneous, 
and can be dated to Dyn. XVIII A by Nos. 
Il-IV. 

12. Cemelery. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type 1. 
Height: approx. 34.8 cms. Width of body: 

approx. 	6.3 cms. 
Ill.: QWI and Baduri Ill, PI. XXIX. 195. 

EL-SAWAMA 

G. A. Wainwright's DRA ·WINGS (in the pos
session of the E.E.S.). 

1. Tomb S 15. B.R. I juglet (Philadelphin 
E 15445). Type IBa(ii). Relief decoration of 
two parallel horizon tal plastic belts round neck 
at junction of handle. 

Hard thin red clay. Black burnished exterior 
surface. 

Height remaining: approx. 14.2 cms. Width 
of body: 7.1 cms. 

Ill.: Wainwright's DRAWINGS; PI. X. 6. 
Base-ring is missing. 

Other objects from Tomb S 15 consist of: 
i) a solid bronze tube, with both ends bent 

at right angles to the stem but in opposite direc
tions (PI. XXXII. 1); 

ii) a large alabaster vase of probably glo
bular body; short, narrow, expanding neck 
with a very broad, flat-topped, disc-shaped 
rim; two parallel horizontal relief belts round 
upper neck adjoining rim (PI. XXXII. 2); 

iii) an oval seal of glazed white soapstone, 
engraved on both sides; the papyri form design 
had been filled in with green, but the pattern 
on the other side was uncoloured (PI. XXXII. 3); 

iv) a grey glaze seal in the form of a frog, 
the underside of which was engraved with a 
djed pillar (PI. XXXII. 4) ; 

v) a rectangular piece of bone inlay with 
incised decoration of two parallel groups, each 
of two parallel horizontal lines, in between 
which are dot filled circles (PI. XXXII. 5); 

vi) a rubbed down shell (PI. XXXII. 6) ; 
vii) a bowl with flat base and upright rim, 

of brown w3re \vith n yellow-white slip (PI. 
XXXII. 	7); 

viii) a large bowl with carinated shoulder 
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and two horizonl;t\ rows of small impressed 
lozcllges rOllnd upper body, of hard pink clay 
wilh a burnished yellowish -grcy exterior sur
face (PI. XXXII. 8); 

ix) a jar with globular body and short broad 
neck, of red-brown ware (PI. XXXII. 9) ; 

x) a jar wilh oval body and short broad 
ncck, of red-brown ware (PI. XXXII. 10); 

xi) a tall slender jar, of red-brown ware (PI. 
XXXII. 11); 

xii) the slender body of a closed vessel with 
poinled base, of fine hard red ware, painted 
while (PI. XXXII. 12); 

xiii) a narrow necked pot with oval body, 
of fine hard pink clay wilh purple painted de
coration (PI. XXXII. 13); 

xiv) two pilgrim flasks of thin grey ware 
with a fine grey-while slip (PI. XXXII. 14) . 

The closest parallel for the shape of No. i is 
a specimen of diorite from a C-Group tomb in 
Cemetery 101 at el-Dakka (ASN 1909--1910, 
PI. 36. a. 1, p. 175). No. v can be paralleled in 
el-Sawama Tomb S 66, dated by plaques lo 
the reign of Amenhotep I (Wainwright's DRA w
INGS) , and in Sidmant Tomb 1216 (Sedment I, 
PI. VI. 20) , which also produced a bowl (Sed

ment II, PI. LXIV. 10L) similar in shape to No. 
viii, and can be dated to Dyn. XVIII A by the 
bowl with painted band round the rim (Horo

geh, PI. XLII. 9D; Sedmcnt I, PI. XLVII). No. 
xi belongs to the same typc as a jar from Sid
mant Tomb 1207 (SedJllent II, PI. LXIV. 231 2), 

the contents of which (Sedment I, PI. XLVII) 
jncluded a drop pot (Brunlon, GL/rob, PI. 
XXXIV. 200) and a tall slender jar with painted 
decoration (Horageiz, PI. XLIII. 24F) belonging 
to Dynl XVIII A. No. xiii has a parallel in Qaw 
el-Qebir Tomb 1408 (Qau and Bodari Ill, PI. 
XXIX. 176), daled 10 Dyn. XVIII A by the drop 
pot with black painted band round the rim 
(ibid., PI. XXVII. 62). 

A deposil of Dyn. XVIII A, probably early, 
was present in el-Sawama Tomb S 15. 

More than 150 graves were dug in the ceme
tery at el-Sawama (J EA I, 1914, p. 246). The 
remains of woman so largely predominated it 
was suggested lha t mell could only occasionally 
have been admitted. 

EL-BAL:1BJSH 

G. A. Wainwrighl 's DRA WING.S (in the pos
session of the E .E.S.). 

1. Tomb B 38. J3.R. II juglel (Toledo 15. 83). 
Typc IAa. Squat, distended, elliptical body. 
Painted decoralion of groups of parallel lines 
round neck and across body. 

Pink clay. Blackish-brown exterior surface; 
white painted decoration. 

Height: approx. 11.4 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 9.7 cms. 

Ill.: 'Wainwright's D.4WINGS=Pl. XXIII. 3. 
Bef.: Bol{(bisiz, p. 61. 

Tomb B 38 also contained an inscribed 
ushabli; two lumps of mud; a hemispherical 
bowl of Ba/obish, PI. XXIII. 18 type; seven 
shallow bowls, including one of ibid., PI. XXIII. 
15 type, and another of ibid., PI. XXIII. 16 
type; and a jar with short, broad, expanding 
neck, of hard red clay pain ted red. The ceramic 
comparisons are taken from el-Balabish Tomb 
BIOI, which dales to Dyn. XVIII D (ibid., PI. 
XX). Tomb B 38 appears to have been con
tem poraneous. 

2. Tomb B 157. B.B. I jugJet. Type IAa (i). 
Relief decora tion of two parallel horizontaJ 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Softish red clay with a few white specks. 
Burnished brown exterior surface. 

Height: approx. 12.2 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 8.2 cms. 

Ill.: Balabish, PI. XXV. 79; Wainwright's 
DRA WINGS. Ref.: Balabisiz, pp. 60 , 61, where 
the fabric is said to be "softish brown" and 
"soft reddish brown" respectively . 

Tomb B 157 had two chambers (ibid., p. 59), 
from the north of which came a bronze razor 
(No. i) (ibid., PI. XXII. 2. left); a rectangular 
alabaster trough on four low legs (No. ii) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 2. top row, left); and a shallow 
subhemispherical alabaster bowl (No. jii) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 2. top row, right). In the south 
chamber were found a little gold foil (No. jv) 
(ibid., p . 59); a scarab of dark greyish-blue 
glaze (No. v) (ibid., Pis. XXiI. 2. bottom row, 
left; XX\'. 68); an alabaster car-stud (No. vi) 
(ibid., PI. XXII. 2. bottom row, right); and 
some fine blue and a few small red jasper disc 
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beads (No. vii) (B%bish, p. 59) . The pottery, 
including EL-iJALAB/SH No. 2. has not been 

specifi<..:aJly allocated to one or olher chamher 
(ibid ., pp. 59 f.). Egyptian wares were repre

sented by a bowl with disc-shaped base and 
upcurving rim (No. viii) (ibid ., PI. XXV. 80); 

31 drop pots (Nos. ix-xxxix) (ibid., PI. XXV. 
69-74), including two with black painted 
bands round the rims (ibid., PI. XXV. 71, 72); 
two tall slender jars with painted decoration 
(Nos. xl, xli) (ibid., PI. XXV. 75; 'Wainwright's 
DRA WINGS respedively); a squat jar with 
swollen body and ridges round the neck (No. 
xlii) (Ba/abisll, PI. XXV. 7(:\); two necked pots 
with oval bodies and painted decoration (Nos. 
xliii, xliv) (ibid., PI. XXV. 77 , 78 respectively); 
and a rough pot 'with vestigial handles (No. 
xlv) (ibid. , PI. XXII. 2. right). 

The contents of the tomb are homogeneous, 
and canbe dated by Nos. ix--xli to Dyn. XVIII A. 

3. Tomb B 158. H.L. spindle bottle. Type 1. 
Incised pot-mark on base (Bo/abislz, PI. XXV. 
81) . 

Very hard, fine clay, fired brownish-red. 
Burnished light yellow-red exterior surface. 

Height: approx. :14.35 cms. Width .of body: 
approx. 7.2 cms. 

Ill.: Ba/abish, PI. XXV. 81. Ref.: ibid., p. 62; 
Wainwright's DRA WINGS. 

Tomb B 158 also produced a blue glaze pot 
with everted base and rim, and two small 
conical handles on shoulder (No. i) : two lumps 
of baked clay (No. ii); a plain drop pot of 
"gulJeh" ware (No. iii) (Brunton , GUJ'ob, PI. 
XXXIV . 20P); a lar,ger drop pot with black 
painted band round the rim (No. iv) (E/ Aml'ail 

and Abydos, PI. LIV. 18 type); and a tall jar 
with oval body and painted decoration (No. v) 
(Brunton, Gurob, Pl. XXXV. 26F). Nos. iii-v 
place the group, which is homogeneous, in 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

4. Tomb 13 173. B.R. I juglel. Type IAa (iii). 
Relief decoration of a single horizQntal plastic 
belt round neck at junction of handle ; vertical 
\vavy plastic belt down front of body, off
centre to the right. 

POTTERY FOUND IN EGYPT 

Thin flaky cby. Blll'llished brown exterior 
su rface. 

Height: approx. 13.2 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 7.0 cms. 

Ill.: Wainwright's DRA W1NGS=PI. VII. 1. 
Ref.: Baiabish, p. 61. 

Tomb B 173 also contained a double vase of 
red painted fabric (PI. XXXII. 15). It can be 
paralleled in shape and ware by a specimen 
from el-Balabish Tomb B 122, which belongs 
to the second half of the Second Intermediate 
Period. Another example, of Red Polished 
ware, turned up in el -BaIabish Tomb B 71, of 
Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIn A 
date. The contents of Tomb B 173 evidenLly 
had a terminus onte quem of the Second Inter 
mediate Period- Dyn. XVIII A. 

ABYDOS 

1. B.R. 1 juglet. Type IBa (ii). Relief decora
tion of a single horizontal plastic belt round 
neck a t junction of handle. 

Ill.: Amelineau, Les nouvelles fouilles cl' Aby
dos 1895-1896, PI. n. bottom right. 

2. Cemetery E Tomb E 10 N. B.R. I juglet 
(Ashmolean E 2328) *. Type IAa(iii). Squat, 
distended, piriform body wi th broad low base
ring with concave flaring sides; tall, na rrow, 
slightly tapering pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Helief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; two parallel vertical plastic belts down 
front of body, off-centre to the right. 

Extremely hard clay with occasional medium 
and some small white, dark and reddish grits, 
and traces of mica , fired grey with thin orange
brown faces (on rim). MotLled black, brown, 
orange-brown and light yellowish-orange exte
rior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
finish . 

Height: 13.3 cms. \Vidth of body: 7.4 cms. 

Contents: Almost entirely fat (extracted from 
the juglet by use of alcohol); quartz sand and 
cotton hairs present (Wallis). 

Three-quarters of rim are missing. 
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~. Cellletery E Tomb E 10. D.H. I juglet (Ash
1ll01eall E 2329)*. Type IAa(ii). Oval body with 
broad low base-rillg with slightly concave 
flaring sides ; tall, Ilarrow, tapering, pulled 

back neck wilh bell-shaped rim; strap handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Mottled black, grey, orange-brown and light 

yellowish-orange exterior surface, burnished 
to a low finish. 

Height: 13.5 cms. Width of body: 7.05 cms. 
Intact. 

4 . Cemetery E Tomb E 10. R.L. spindle boUle 
(Ashmolean E 2327) *. Type J. Tall narrow 
body tapering to a thick everted base-ring; tall, 
narrow, slightly concave, irregularly tapering 
neck with disc-shaped rim with flattened top 
sloping ou twards; thick handle, of flattened 

oval section, from upper neck to shoulder. 
Low relief decoration of two almost indis
tinguishabl e parall el horizontal belts round 
neck at junction of handle. Roughly incised 
pot-mark on base (PI. XXI. 10). 

Extremely hard clay with some small and 
tiny white and dark grits, and traces of mica, 

fir ed orange. Orange ~nd orange-brown exte
rior surface, burnished to a low finish. 

Height: 31.35 cms. Width of body : 7.1 cms. 
Intact. 

Though none of ABYDOS Nos . 2- 4 was 
illustrated or described in th e excavation re
port, there is an indirec t reference to one of the 
B.R. I juglcts, ABYDOS No . 2 or 3, which is 
said to have occurred in the same group of 
object§ as the Tell el- Ya hudiya juglet (No. xi) 

(El Ar6bah, PI. XVII. top left photo. bottom 
right , p. 10). No. xi was in turn "found in a 
numerous deposit which included several jugs 
of the types ... pictured at the bottom of PL. 
XXVIII " (ibid. , p . 19), or "associated in this 

group with examples of the forms pictured 
on th e left of the group 176 on PL. XXVIII" 
(ibid., p. 12) . Though neither quotation is suffi
cienlly precise to d etermine the exact nature of 
the poLtery , each was presumably intended to 
no le the R.L. spindle bottle, ABYDOS No. 4, of 

which Tomb E 176 produced an example or 
copy, ABYJ)OS No. 11 (El Ardboh, PI. XXVIII. 
E 176. lert) , and the pilgrim flasks (No. xii) 
(Ashmolean E 2324-E 2326), specimens of 
which also turn ed up in Tomb E 176 (ibid ., PI. 
XXVIlJ. E 176, top row, fifth from right ; bot
tom row, second and fourth fr0111 right) . 

Tomb E 10 was apparently two graves built 
a t the same time: three va ulted chambers were 

reached from one shaft, two from the other 
(ibid ., PIs. 11, XXXV, p . 21). In addition, one 
side of each shaft adjoined a rectangular XIIth 
Dynasty pit. The contents of the entire com
plex, which were published together without 

r ecord of individual Ioca tions, comprised three 
bronze razors (No. i) (ibid., PI. XVI); a bronze 
needle (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XVI); a bronze pair 
of tweezers (No. iii) (ibid., PI. XVIl. top left 
photo. top left) ; two alabaster kohl pots (Nos. 
iv , v) (ibid., PI. XVII. top left photo. left and 
right respectively); a shallow alabas ter dish 
(No. vi) (ibid., PI. XVII. top left photo. bottom 

left) ; a n incised limestone kohl tube held by a 
monkey (No. vii) (ibid., PI. XVII. top left 
photo. top right); an incised ivory wand (No. 
viii) (ibid. , PI. XVII. top left photo.) ; a plaster 
mask (No. ix) (ibid., PI. XIV. bottom right 
photo . top left); a scarab of Thutmose III (No. 
x) (Ashmolean EE 522) (ibid., p. 12) ; and the 
Tell eI- Yahudiya juglet (No. xi) (Ashmolean 
E 2330) (ibid., PI. XVII. top left photo. bottom 

ri ght) . 
The types of No . i are characteristic of th e 

N.K. No. v is of Second Intermediale Period 
date. No. vii probably belongs to Dyn. XVIII B. 
No. viii, though dated by Petrie to the time of 

Thutmose III (ODU, p. 40), belongs to a dis
tinctive group of wands, typical of the XIlth 
Dynasty. That the class persisted into the Se
cond Intermcdiate Period is , however, demon
strated by the co ntext of examples from Abydos 

Tomb D 79 (El Amroh ond Abydos, PI. XLIV. 
top left photo., p. 100) , which lies in the second 

half of that phase. 
lL would appear, therefore, that there were 

at least two deposits in Abydos Tomb E 10, onc 

of the Second Intermediate Period, the other 
in the reign of Thutmose fll. Astrolll has 
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brought forward the context of No. xi in favour 
of an XVllIth Dynasty date for Tell el-Yahu
diya Ware (MCBA, p. 239) . But since the tomb 
has been shown to contain deposits of different 
date, it seems much more likely that No. xi 
belonged to the earlier than to the later group. 

In support of his argument, Astrom cited two 
other instances of Tell el-Yahudiya \Vare oc
curring "in cemeteries which are not earlier 
than the XVIIIth Dynasty" (MCBA, p. 239). 
Though admittedly the specimen from Gurob 
Tomb 031 (Loat, Gurob, PI. Ill. 108) has been 
dated to early Dyn. X VIII A, probably the reign 
of Ahmose I (see above, p. 50), the pottery 
from Gurob Tomb 070, which was presumably 
located in the same cemetery, since its number 
was prefixed by the same letter "0", could 
have belonged to the end of the Second Inter
mediate Period (see above, p. 53). The Tell 
el-Yahudiya juglet from Saft el-Hinna Tomb 
13 (HIC, PI. XXXIXB. 3) is the only object 
recorded from the grave, and consequently of 
no value for establishing the chronology of the 
'Ware. It would seem, therefore, from the avail
able evidence that occasional Tell el-Yah udiya 
vessels were still being interred at the begin
ning of the XVIIIth Dynasty, though the Ware 
properly belongs to the Second Intermediate 
Period. 

5. Cemetery E Tomb E 40. B.R. I juglet 
(Philadelphia E 9144). Type IBa (ii). Relief de
coration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: 14.5 cms. 'Width of body: 7.0 cms. 
Ill. : PI. X. 7. 

6. Cemetery E Tomb E 40. B.R. I juglet 
(Philadelphia E 9145). Type IBa (ii). Relief de
coration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: 15.4 cms. Width of body : 7.0 cms. 

Ill.: PI. X. 8. 

Tomb E 40, which was located in Cemetery 


E (El Arabah, PI. I1), had a rectangular shaft 
(ibid., PI. XXXII). East of it a rectangular 
walled enclosure had been built above ground. 
An entrance in its west side led directly to the 
mouth of the shaft (ibid., p. 21 ) . The excava
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tion report contains no references to ABYDOS 
Nos. 5 or 6, or to any other objects from the 
tomb. 

7. Cemetery E Tomb E 143. B.R. I juglet 
(Ashmolean E 2396)*. Type IAa(iv). Swollen 
piriform, almost globular body with broad low 
base-ring with very short, straight, vertical 
sides; tall, narrow, irregularly tapering, pulled 
back neck with everted rim; strap handle from 
about mid -neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle; on either side of 
body, a single plastic coil unwinding across 
shoulder and converging towards the other on 
front of body at centre, then descending side 
by side vertically for a short distance before 
terminating at about mid-body. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white 
and probably some dark grits, and traces of 
organic matter and mica, fired light grey all 
through. Black exterior surface, burnished to 
a medium to high finish. 

Height remaining: 12.0 cms. Width of body : 
6.6 	cms . 

Ill.: El Arabah, PI. XVIII. centre right photo. 
bottom right; PI. VIII. 1, 2. Rim is missing. 
The exterior surface has been disfigured by 
bumps of various sizes, probably air bubbles 
in the clay caused by firing. 

8. Cemetery E Tomb E 143. B.R. I juglet 
(Ashmolean E 2394) "'. Type IBa (ii). Piriform 
body with tall trumpet base-ring with concave 
splaying sides; tall, narrow, tapering, pulled 
back neck with bell-shaped rim; thick strap 
handle from upper neck to shoulder. Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey-buff with thin orange faces (on 
base). Mottled black, purplish-brown, orange
brown and light brown exterior surface, bur
nished to a low to medium finish. 

Height: 15.35 CIllS. Width of body : 7.05 cms. 
Intact. Hair cracks in the body have been 

stained dark brown. 
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9. Cemetery E Tomb E 14:3. B.R. I flask 
(Ashmolean E 2397),'. Type IVA. Lentoid body 
with front segment much more swollen than 
back, which has been flattened, and junction 
between them rounded; tall, narrow, tapering, 
pulled back neck with shallow bell-shaped rim; 
thick handle, of approximately rectangular sec
tion, from upper neck to shoulder. Relief deco
ration of a single horizontal plastic belt round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Mottled black, purplish-brown, brown and 
orange-buff exterior surface, burnished to a 
medium finish. 

Height: 13.7 cms. 'Width of body: 7.8X4.85 
cms. 

Intact. Hair crack across front of body has 
been stained dark brown. 

Tomb 143, which has not been numbered in 
the Site Plan (El Arabah, PI. Il), contained the 
following objects: a bronze hair-curling set (No. 
i) (ibid., PIs. XVI, XVIII. centre right photo.); 
a silver shell pendant, and amethyst and car
nelian ball beads (No. ii) (Ashmolean EE 520) ; 
a scarab of green glazed steatite (No. iii) (Ash
molean EE 520); blue and green glazed sphe
roid, cylindrical and large disc beads (No. iv) 
(Ashmolean EE 521) (ibid.) Pl. XVIII. centre 
right photo.); two blue ,glass beads (No. v) 
(Ashmolean EE 521); tiny disc beads of shell, 
and blue, green and black glaze (No. vi) (Ash
molean EE 521); a shell (No. vii) (Ashmolean 
EE 521); a green glazed scaraboid (No. viii) 
(Ashmolean EE 521); seven kohl pots, one of 
alabaster (No. ix) (ibid.) Pl. XVIII. centre right 
photo. bottom row, second from right), one of 
serpentine (No. x) (ibid.) PI. XVIII. centre right 
photo. IMt of label), four of blue anhydrite 
(Nos. xi-xiv) (ibid.) PI. XVIII. centre right 
photo.), and one of ivory (No. xv) (ibid.) Pl. 
XVIII. centre right photo. bottom row, second 
from left); a small, necked pot with three 
small lugs on shoulder (No. xvi) (ibid.) PI. 
XVIII. centre right photo. top left); two small, 
necked pots with squat truncated bodies and 
bichrome black and red painted decoration 
(No. xvii) (ibid.) PI. XVIII. centre right photo. 
left row, centre and bottom) ; a jug with painted 
decoration (No. xviii) (ibid.) PI. XX. E 143. 

centre); [I tankmd with p[linted decoration (No. 
xix) (El AN/bail) PI. XX. E 143. right) ; a necked 
cylindric[ll closed vessel (No. xx) (ibid.) PI. XX. 
E 143. left); a cap (No. xxi) (ibid.) PI. XX. E 
143, above the tankard No. xix); a necked pot 
with squat carinated body, flat base, and black
brown painted decoration of horizontal and 
vertical lines (No. xxii) (Ashmolean E 2374); 
a necked pot with distended oval body, flat 
base, and black painted decoration of horizon
tal lines (No. xxiii) (Ashmolean E 2390) ; a Red 
Polished ring-stand (No. xxiv) (Ashmolean E 
2400) . 

No. i is a N.R. type. No. ii can be paralleled 
in Abydos Tomb E 108 (ibid.) PI. I. top photo.), 
of XIllh Dynasty date. Nos. iii and the blue 
and black glaze beads of vi have counterparts 
in Qawel-Qebir Tomb 3745 (Qau and Badari 
Ill, PIs. XIX. 41 (= No. iii); XXIV, XXXII. 76 
(= No. vi)), placed in the Second Intermediate 
Period (ibid.) PI. V). No. vi has a parallel in 
Tarkhan Tomb 1895 (U.C. 17516) (see No. iii 
above, p. 30), which belongs to the second half 
of the Second Intermediate Period (see above, 
p. 31). The black glaze beads of No. vi also 
turned up in Gurob Tomb 95 (Brunton, Gurob) 

PI. LV. 85P, 85Q), which produced as well a 
necked pot (ibid.) PIs XXI. 40, XXXV. 34S) 
similar to No. xxii. Though attributed to the 
time of Ahmose I to Amenhotep I (ibid.) PI. 
XXI), Gurob Tomb 95 is more likely to be of 
late Second Intermediate Period date, since the 
necked pot belongs to a class of vessels occur
ring in contexts of this phase in, e.g., Sidmant 
Tombs 1290 (Sedment I, PIs. XLV. 55, XLVI), 
and 1213 (Sedment Il, PI. LXV. 34R; Sedment 

I, PI. XL VII); Qaw el-Qebir Tombs 515 (Qau 

ond Badari Ill, PI. XVI. 55R), 657 (ibid.) Pl. 
XXVIII. 138, 141), 902 (ibid.) PI. XVI. 55P), 
3506 (ibid.) PI. XXVIIl. 140), which is dated by 
the tall slender jm (ibid.) Pl. XXVII. 100), and 
5322 (ibid.) PI. XXVIII. 139); el-Balabish Tomb 
13 154 (Bal(lbisil) PI. XIX. 3. top row, left and 
right); Abydos Tombs D 56 (El Amrail and 

Abydos) PI. LIV. 31), S 624 (eem. Ab. Il, PI. 
XXVIII. S 624. top right), and X 52 (ibid.) PI. 
XXIX. X 52. second row from bottom, third 
from left; bottom row, second from left). The 

http:7.8X4.85
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design on No. viii may be compared with that 
on a scarab from el-Hnraga Town N.B. House 
Group ()73 (Horageh, PI. XXI. 172), which be
longs to early Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., PI. LXlII). 
Nos. xi- xiii are typical of the XIIth Dynasty, 
but No. xiv (Ashmolean E 2382) (El Arabah, 
PI. XVIII. centre right photo. top right; incor
rectly called alabaster, ibid., p. 13) could occur 
as late as early Dyn. XVIII A, e.g. in el-Haraga 
Tomb 667 (HarageiI, PIs. XLVIII. 87, LXIII). 
No. xvii must belong to Dyn. XVIII A, since 
the shape of the vessels has so obviously been 
based on a stone original, e.g. El Ar6bah, PI. 
XVIII. bottom right photo. top row, third from 
left, which came from Abydos Tomb E 268, 
dating to an early part of the phase (see below, 
p. 103). The decoration on No. xviii is charac
teristic of Dyn. XVIII A, and may be compared 
with that on a jug from Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 
5297 (Qau and Badari Ill, PI. XXIX. 200), 
placed in an early part of the phase by the 
small jar with black painted band round the 
rim (Sedmellt Il, PI. LXIV. 26U2; Qau and 
Badari Ill, PI. XXIII). Nos. xix and xxiii could 
belong to Dyn. X VIII A or B. 

The comparative evidence suggests that 
Abydos Tomb E 143 contained deposits of the 
XIIth Dynasty, second half of the Second In
termedia te Period, and Dyn. X VIII A. There is 
nothing that needs be later than Dyn. XVIII A. 

10. Cemetery E Tomb 158. Egyptian imita
tion of B.R. I juglet, Type IBa (ii) . Relief de
coration of two parallel horizontal belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: El Araboh, PI. XXI. top left photo. top 
left. 

Tomb E 158 was of tripartite plan (ibid ., 
Pl. Il). Its contents, which had been disturbed 
(ibid., p. 15), were made up of a heart scarab 
bearing the name of ipw-sr(y) (No. i) (ibid., 
PIs. XXI. top left photo. bottom right, XXII. 
bottom left photo. centre) ; three kohl pots with 
rims, one of alabaster (No. ii) (ibid., PI. XXI. 
top left photo. top row, third from right), an
other of serpentine (No. iii) (ibid., PI. XXI. top 
left photo. top right), and the third of blue 
anhydrite (No. iv) (ibid., PI. XXI. top left 
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photo. right row, second from top); a stone kohl 
pot without rim (No. v) (El Ar6bah, PI. XXI. 
top left photo. left of No. iv); an incised lime

stone kohl tube held by a monkey (No. vi) 
(ibid., PI. XXI. top left photo. left of No. ix); 
the base of an alabaster vessel (No. vii) (ibid., 
PI. XXI. top left photo. left of No. i); a set of 
four wooden kohl tubes (No. viii) (ibid., PI. 
XXI. top left photo. top row, second from 
right); a plaster mask (No. ix) (ibid., PIs. XIV. 
bottom right photo. bottom right; XXI. top left 
photo. right row, second from bottom): a flask 
with tyre-shaped body(No. x) (ibid., PI. XXI., top 
left photo. left of No. v); a pilgrim flask with 
tyre-shaped body (No. xi) (ibid.) PI. XXI. top 
left photo. bottom left); an amphora with bi
chrome black and red painted decoration (No. 
xii) (ibid., PI. XXIX. E 158. top row, left); 
a tankard with painted decoration (No. xiii) 
(ibid., Pl. XXIX. E 158. top row, second from 
left); five necked pots with oval bodies, four 
with painted decoration (Nos. xiv- xvii) !ibid., 
Pl. XXIX. E 158. top row, third, fourth and 
fifth from left; bottom row, left respectively), 
and one undecorated (No. xviii) (ibid., PI. 
XXIX. E 158. bottom row, second from left); 
a jar with swollen body (No. xix) (ibid., PI. 
XXIX. E 158. right); and sundry small vases 
(ibid., PI. XXIX. E 158. bottom row. between 
Nos. xviii and xix). 

Nos. ii and iii should be no later than Dyn. 
XVIII E. Though No. iv could occur as late as 
early Dyn. XVIII A, e.g. in el-Haraga Tomb 
G67 (Ha]'((geh, PIs. XLVlII. 87, LXIII), its state 
of preserva lion suggests a relic from an earlier 
deposit. No. xi can be paralleled in Sidmant 
Tomb 256 (Sedment JI, Pl. LXIII. 256 No. J), 
which has been ascribed to Dyn. XVIII :i3 (see 
above, pp. 64 f.). Nos. xv, xvi and xviii are most 
likely to belong to Dyn. XVIII A, No. xii, to 
Dyn. XVIII B. Nos. xiii, xiv and xvii could be
long to either phase. 

Abydos Tomb E 158 appears to have con
tained mixed deposits of Dyn. XVIII A and E 
at least. 

11. Cemetery E Tomb E 176. R.L. (?) spindle 
bol tle. Type 1. 
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Red polished ware. 
Height: approx. 33.0 cms. Width of body: 

approx. 7.8 cms. 
Ill.: El Arabuh, PI. XXVIII. E 17G.left. What 

appears to be a large lump of mud (?) has been 
drawn covering the mouth of the bottle. 

Tomb E 176, which had a rectangular plan 
(ibid., PI. Il), yielded two bronze razors (Nos. 
i, ii) (ibid., PI. XVI); a stemmed handleless 
vase of alabaster (No. iii) (ibid., PI. XXVIII. E 
176. top row, third from right); an alabaster 
cylindrical vase with ribbed rim (No. iv) (ibid., 
PI. XXVIII. top row, second from right) ; a 
bowl with stem, carinated shoulder and everted 
rim (No. v) (ibid., PI. XXVIII. E 176. top 
right); two flasks (Nos. vi , vii) (ibid., PI. 
XXVIII. E 176. top row, sixth from right; bot
tom row, third from right respectively); three 
pilgrim flasks, two plain (Nos. viii, ix) (ibid., 
PI. XXVIII. E 17G. top row, fifth from right; 
bottom row, fourth from right respectively), 
and one with pain Led decoration (No. x) (ibid. , 
PI. XXVIII. E 176. bottom row , second from 
right) ; a necked pot with oval body and painted 
decoration (No. xi) (ibid., PI. XXVIII. E 176, 
top row, fourth from right); and a jar with 
swollen body (No. xii) (ibid., PI. XXVIII. E . 176. 
bottom right). 

Nos. i and ii are N.K. types. No. iii can be 
paralleled in Gurob Tomb 27 (Brunton, Gurob, 
PI. XXII. 42), of Dyn. XVIII A date (see above, 
p. 56). No. v has close parallels in Qaw el
Qebir Tombs 524 and 7264 (Qou and Bodori 
Ill, PI. XX VI. 40), both of which belong to 
early Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., PIs. XXII, XXIII). 
No. ix gelongs to the same type as a pilgrim 
flask from Abydos Tomb P~ (eem. Ab. 11, PIs. 
XXI. 5. left=XXXIV. bottom row, second from 
left) , which also produced a tankard (ibid., 
PIs. XXI. 2=XXXIV, bottom row, second from 
right) and another pilgrim flask (ibid., Pis. 
XXI. 5. right=XXXIV. bottom right), both of 
which can be paralleled in a group from Gurob 
(fJ(G, PI. XVIII. 43, 59 respectively) dated by 
an object bearing the names of Ramesscs Il 
and Nefertari (ibid ., PI. XVIII. 31, p. 17) . No. x 
closely resembles a specimen from Qaw el
Qebir Tomb 7618 (Qau and Badori III, PI. 

xxx. 25G), placed in Dyn. XVIII A by the drop 
pots with black painted bands round the rims 
(Qou and flodari Ill, PI. XXX. 7618. 20P, 20P2). 

No. xi could be of Dyn. XVIII A or B date. 
The cam para ti ve evidence indica tes that Aby

dos Tomb E 176 held at least two deposits, one 
of Dyn . XVIII A, the other of the XIXth Dy
nasty. The excavator gave no reasons for a 
daLe in the reign of Amenhotep III (El Arabah, 
PIs. XVI, XXVIII). 

12. Cemetery E Tomb E 178 South Chamber. 
B.R. I juglet (Ashmolean E 2406) *. Type IBa (ii). 
Piriform body with trumpet base-ring; tall, 
narrow, slightly tapering neck with bell-shaped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decor a tion of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Black exterior surface, discoloured brown 
on one side, and burnished to a low finish. 

Height restored: 15.65 cms. Width of body: 
7.4 cms. 

Ill.: El Arcibah, PI. XIX. top left photo. bot
tom righ t. Base-ring is missing. Hair cracks on 
one side of the body show signs of staining. 

13. Cemetery E Tomb E 1782. R.L. spindle 
bottle (Ashmolean E 2419)*. Type I. Very tall , 
narrow body tapering to a thick everted base
ring; narrow tapering neck with turned over, 
disc-shaped rim with flattened top sloping out
wards ; handle, of oval section, from above 
mid-neck to shoulder. No relief decoration vis
ible round neck at junction of handle. Incised 
pot-mark on base (PI. XXI. 3). 

Extremely hard, fine clay with rare medium 
and small white and dark grits , and traces of 
organic matter and mica, fired orange with 
lighter faces on rim. Orange, orange-red and 
light orange-brown exterior surface, burnished 
to a low to medium finish . 

Height: 35.55 cms. Width of body: 6.2 cms. 
Mended. A section of the rim is missing. 
Tomb E 178 had a single pit off which 

opened two chambers , one to the north, the 
other to the south (El Auiboh, PI. II , p. 14). 
In the latter a stone sarcophagus, sunk into the 
floor and covered with an unbroken lid , had 
escaped the attention of the looters, who had 
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otherwise disturbed the tomb. Inside the coffin 
were found three intact burials (El Arcibah, PI. 
xx. in situ plan, p. 27), one of a man (Body 1) laid 
out on one side, the other two (Bodies 2 and 3) 
of women, placed on the other side, Body 3 
superimposed on 2. Near the left hand of Body 
1 was a blue glaze scarab in a ring (No. d) 
(ibid., PI. XIX. top left photo. centre right), 
and lying diagonally across the body was a 
short Tound staff with a bronze cap (ibid., 
p. 27). 

Beyond the head of Body 2 lay a Red Po
lished jug with head-shaped neck and black 
painted decoration (No. a) (ibid., PI. XIX. top 
left photo. top right) . With her left hand were 
a bronze ring with inscribed bezel (Ashmolean 
E 4301) , and a scarab of Thutmose III mounted 
in a ring (No. e) (ibid., PI. XIX. top left photo. 
third and second from left of No. d respec
tively). Two incomplete alabaster vases (No. b), 
one with the body of a B.R. juglet Type lE 
(ibid., PI. XIX. top left photo. left row, second 
from top), the other with the body of a B.R. 
jug Type II (ibid., PI. XIX. top left photo. top 
left), had been placed close to the head of Body 
3, together with a necked pot with squat cari
nated body, broad Tim and bichrome black and 
red painted decoration (No. c) (ibid., PI. XIX. 
top left photo. centre). In her left hand were a 
plain carnelian scarab (AshmoJean EE 644), 
and a silver ring, the bezel of which is in
scribed with the name of Thutmose III (Ash
molean E 4300) (No. f) (ibid., PI. XIX. top left 
photo. centre left and second from left respec
tively). Between her feet and the end of the 
coffin lay three vases (No. g): a Red Polished 
leather-bag shaped vase (ibid., PI. XIX. top 
left photo. bottom left); a Red Polished flask 
(ibid., PI. XIX. top left photo. bottom centre); 
and the B.R. I juglet, ABYDOS No. 12. The 
interments in the coffin took place during the 
reign of Thutmose Ill. 

It is not known from which of the two cham
bers ABYDOS No. 13 came. In the disturbed 
portion of the south chamber were found a 
serpentine kohl pot (No. i) (ibid., PI. XIX. top 
right photo. centre right); a limestone dish 
with disc-shaped base, carinated body, everted 
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rim and black painted incised decoration (No. 
ii) (El Ar6bah, PI. XIX. top right photo. bot
tom right); a blue glazed bowl with black de
coration (No. iii) (ibid., PI. XIX. top right 
photo. top right); four scarabs (Nos. iv-vii) 
(ibid., PI. XIX. top right photo. centre group), 
one with the name of Thutmose III (No. iv) 
(ibid., PI. XIX. top right photo. centre group, 
top left); a plaque bearing the name of Thut
mose III (No. viii) (ibid., PI. XIX. top right 
photo. centre group, bottom left) ; a green glass 
pendant with bead attachment (No. ix) (ibid., 
PI. XIX. top right photo. centre group, bottom 
centre); two necked pots with oval bodies and 
painted decoration , one with a broad neck (No. 
x) (ibid., PI. XIX. top right photo. top left), 
the other with a narrow neck (No. xi) (ibid., 
PI. XIX. top right photo. centre left); a bowl 
with the same shape as No. ii (No. xii) (ibid., 
PI. XIX. top right photo. bottom left); a small 
amphora (No. xiii) (ibid., PI. XIX. top right 
photo.); a necked pot with stump base (No. 
xiv) (ibid., PI. XIX. top right photo. below 
No. i); and a drop pot (No. xv) (Ashmolean 
E 2422) (ibid., p. 14). 

Nos. i and x should not occur after Dyn. 
XVIII B. Nos. iv and viii both carry the name 
of Thutmose Ill. Nos. xi and xv are typical of 
Dyn. XVIII A. The objects from the south 
chamber appear to have belonged to deposits 
of Dyn. XVIII A and the time of Thutmose Ill. 

The north chamber contained a shallow ala
baster bowl with flat base (No. xvi) (ibid., PI. 
XIX. bottom left photo. top row, second from 
left); a serpentine vase with squat oval body 
and short broad neck (No. xvii) (ibid., PI. XIX. 
bottom left photo. bottom left); a serpentine 
kohl pot (No. xviii) (ibid., PI. XIX. bottom left 
photo. right of No. xvii) ; large green glaze disc 
beads (No. xix) (ibid., PI. XIX. bottom left 
photo. right of No. xviii); a scarab of Amen
hotep 11 (No. xx) (ibid., PI. XIX. bottom left 
photo. top right; incorrectly attributed to the 
south chamber, ibid., p. 14); a wooden dish 
(No. xxi) (ibid., PI. XIX. bottom left photo.~ 
top left) ; a set of two wooden kohl tubes (No. 
xxii) (ibid., PI. XIX. bottom left photo. above 
No. xix); the ivory lid of a set of three kohl 
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LlIbes(No. xxiii) (Ashmolean E 24:2!») (El Aral)(lh, 

PI. XIX. bottom left photo. above No. xviii); 
a frog-shaped vase of buff ware with black 
painted decoration (No. xxiv) (Ashmolean 
E 242G) (ibid. , PI. XIX. bottom left photo. top 
row, third froll1 left; not "white-spotted" as 
stated , ibid., p. 14); a hollow, necked vase in 
the form of a figure, of Red Polished ware 
with black painted decoration (No . xxv) (ibid., 
PI. XIX. bottom left photo. bottom right); a 
female figure of Red Polished ware with black 
painted decora tion (No. xxvi) (ibid., PI. XIX. 
bottom right photo.). 

No. xvii can be pa ralleled in Sidmant Tomb 
132 (Sedmcnt II, PI. LIX. 17), dated to Dyn. 
XVIII B by the pilgrim flask with tyre-shaped 
body (ibid., PI. LIX. 11). No. xviii should not 
postdate Dyn. XVIII B. No. xx is inscribed with 
the name of Amenhotep H. The ware of Nos. 
xxv and xxvi is characteristic of Dyn. XVIII B. 
Deposits of Dyn . XVIII B and the time of 
Amenhotep II were present in the IIorth cham
ber of Abydos Tomb E 178. 

14. Cemetery E Tomb E 255. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Hard, thin, dark brow{l ware. 

Ill.: El Arabah, PI. XVII. bottom left photo. 
right. Ref.: ibid., p. 19. 

Tomb E 255 had a single rectangular pit 
(ibid., PI. Il), and yielded the following grave
goods: two bronze razors (No. i) (ibid., PIs. 
XVI, XVII. bottom left photo.); a bronze hair
curling set (No. ii) (ibid., p. 12); a cylindrical 
alabasteli vase (No. iii) (ibid., PI. XVII. bottom 
left photo. bottom left); pendants,' of which 
one was apparently made of black and white 
glass, and scarabs (No. iv) (ibid., PI. XVII. 
bottom left photo.), one of which bears the 
name of Amenhotep II (ibid., p. 12) ; large and 
small blue glaze disc beads (No. v) (ibid., PI. 
XVII. bottom left photo. top); two pottery 
rattles with white painted dot decoration (Nos. 
vi, vii) (ibid., PI. XVII. right of No. iii, and 
above No. iv respectiv€ly) ; five necked pots 
with oval bodies and painted decoration (Nos. 

viii- xii) (El Arabu/7, PI. XXVlll. E 255. top row, 
left, second and third from left; bottom row, 
second and fifth from left respectively); a small 
jar with squat body and narrow concave neck 
(No. xiii) (ibid., PI. XXVIII. E 255. top row, 
right) ; a tall narrow pot with flat base, narrow 
concave neck, and red and white exterior sur
face (No. xiv) (ibid., PI. XXVIII. E 255. bottom 
left); a tankard 'with painted decoration (No. 
xv) (ibid. , PI. XXVIII. E 255 . bottom row, third 
from left); a vessel with cylindrical body (No. 
xvi) (ibid ., Pl. XXVIII. E 255. third from 
right); and a jar with oval body (No. xvii) 
(ibid., PI. XX VIII. E 255. bottom right). 

Nos. i and ii are N.K. types. The name of 
Amenhotep II appears on a scarab in No. iv. 
A rattle similar to No. vi turned up in Abydos 
Tomb D 79 (El AIl1J'ah Ilnd Abydos, PI. LIV. 
35) , which belongs to the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period (ibid., p. 100) . No. 
ix has a counterpart in Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 
320 (Qau and Badori Ill, PI. XXIX. 175) , 
which also contained a pot (ibid., PI. XXVIII. 
158) similar in sha p€ and finish to No. xiv. 
Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 320 can be no later than 
early Dyn. X VIII A. Nos. xi and xiii can be 
paralleled at the same site in Tomb 7638 (ibid., 
PIs. XXIX. 171 (=No. xi), XXVIII. 115 (=No. 
xiii)), dated to early Dyn. X VIII A by the large 
tall jar (ibid., PI. XXIX. 16G) . The vertical 
arrangement of the decoration on No. xi itself 
suggests a Dyn . XVIII A date. Nos. viii, x, xii 
and xv could belong to Dyn. XVIII A or B. 

Abydos Tomb E 255 appears, th erefore, to 
have contained deposits dating from the Se
cond Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A down 
Lo the time of Amenholep 11. 

15. Cemel ery E Tomb E 268. B.R. I juglet 
(Ashmolean E 2484) *. Type lAa(ii). Squat 
piriform body with broad low base-ring with 
short, straigh t, expa nding sides ; tall, narrow, 
tapering, pulled back neck with bell-shaped 
rim; strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. 
Relief decora tion of two parallel horizontal 
plastic belts round neck at junclion of handle. 

Very hard clay 'with some very small white, 
dark and r eddish-brown grils. and lraces of 
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mica , fired grey-bull with thin orange inner 
face (on base). Orange-brown exterior surface, 
with black patches on one side of the body, 
burnished to a low la medium finish. 

Height: 14.5 cms. Width of body: 7.6 cms. 
Ill.: El Ar(iball, PI. XVIII. bottom right 

photo. centre row, sixth from left. Intact. 

Hi. Cemetery E Tomb E 2G8. Egyptian Bed 
Polished imitation of R.L. spindle bottle, Type 
I (Ashmolean E 2479) *. 

Ill.: El A.r6bail, PI. XVIII. bottom right 
photo. centre row, seventh from left. 

17. Cemetery E Tomb E 2G8. Egyptian Red 
Polished imitation of R.L. spindle bottle, Type 
I (Ashmolean E 24(7) ". 

Ill.: El Araball, PI. XVIII. bottom right 
photo. bottom row, right. 

From Tomb E 268, which has not been num

bered in the Site Plan (ibid., PI. Il) , came the 
following grave-goods: five bronze instruments 
(ibid., PI. XVI), a needle (No. i), a slender 
razor (No. ii), a knife (No. iii), a pair of twee
zers (No . iv), and a hair-curling set (No. v); 
three kohl pots, one of alabaster (No. vi) (ibid., 
PI. XVIII. bottom right photo. top row, left), 
another of limestone with yellow filled incised 
decoration (No. vii) (ibid ., PI. XVIII. bottom 
right photo. top row, fourth from left), and the 
third of serpentine (No. viii ) (Ashmolean E 
2595); two alabaster pots with truncated bodies 
and everted rims (Nos. ix, x) (ibid., PI. XVIII. 
bottom righ t photo. top row , second and third 

from left respectively); a set of three wooden 
kohl tubes (No. xi) (ibid., PI. XVIII. bottom 
right photo. centre row, left); a necked pot 
with squat body with sharply carinated shoul
der (No. xii) (ibid., PI. XVIII. bottom right 
photo. centre row , second from left); five 
necked pots with oval bodies and painted de
coration (Nos. xiii-xvii) (ibid., PI. XVIII. bot
tom right photo. centre row, third from left; 
bottom row, left, and second, third and fourth 
from left respectively); two small , roughly 
made jars (Nos. xviii, xix ) (ibid., PI. XVIII. 
bottom right photo. centre row, fourth and 
fifth from left respectively): part of a stand 
with painted decoration (No. xx) (ibid., PI. 
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XVIII. bottom right photo. bottom TOW, fifth 

from left) ; two tall slender jars (Nos. xxi, xxii) 

(El Art/ball, PI. XX. E 2G8. left and second from 

left respectively); two jars with swollen bodies 

(Nos. xxiii, xxiv) (ibid., PI. XX. E 268. third 

l111d fourth from left respectively); three bowls 

(Nos. xxv- xxvii) (ibid., PI. XX. E 268. right 

group, top, centre and bottom respectively); 

and two Black Polished jugs (No. xxviii) (Ash

molean E 2486, E 2487). 

Nos. ii, iii and v are of N.K. date. The same 

types as Nos. vi , ix, xix, xxi, xxii and xxviii 

occurred in Gurob Tomb 27 (Brunton, Gurob, 
PI. XXII. 48 (= No. vi), 41 (= No. ix), 34 (= No. 
xix), 32 (= No. xxi), 49 (= No. xxii), 25 and 
26 (= No. xxviii)), which belongs to Dyn. XVIII 
A, probably the reign of Amenhotep I (see 
above, pp. 55 f.). Nos. vi, xiii, xiv and xxi can 
be paralleled in Deir Rifa Tomb 21 (Gizeh and 
Rifeh, PIs. XXVIIA . bottom right photo. (fOT 
No. vi); XXVIIF. 157 (=No. xiii), 158 (=No. 
xiv); XXVIIE. 79 (= No. xxi)), dating to the 
Second Intermediate Period- Dyn. XVIII A 
(ibid., p. 25). 

The contents of Abydos Tomb E 268 seem 
to have been homogeneous, and may be as
cribed to early Dyn. XVIII A. 

18. Cemetery E Tomb E 294 No. d. RL. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type 1. 

Red polished ware. 

Ill.: El Ar6buh, PI. X VIII. top left photo. 

Ref.: ibid., pp. 19 f. 

19. Cemetery E Tomb E 294. B.R. I juglet 
(ManChester 2978)". Type IBa (ii). Piriform 
body with trumpet base-ring; tall, narrow, 
tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; thick nar
row handle, of rectangular section, from above 
mid-neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 

junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white 
and darJ( grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 

with orange-brown faces (on base-ring), almost 
grey all through (on body). l\/Iottled grey, 

brown, orange-brown, orange and orange-buff 
exterior surface, burnished 10 a low finish. 
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Height remaining : 13.25 el11s. Width of body: 
0.5 	cms. 

Ill.: El Arabah, PI. XVIII. top right photo. 
centre row, left. The base-ring is missing. 

The shaft of Tomb E 294 had been well con
structed, with brick walls down to a depth of 
six metres (ibid., PI. 11 , pp. 26 f.). It gave 
access to a chamber on the north and south 
sides, in the latter of which were found two 
stone sarcoph<lgi , one empty, its lid broken and 
thrown about in pieces, the other sunk into 
the floor and untouched. The intact coffin con
tained the bodies probably of a man (Body 1), 
laid out on one side, and apparenLly of a 
woman (Body 2), resting on the other side 
(ibid., PI. XX. in situ plan, p. 27). Each body 
had been thinly covered with a layer of 
stucco or plaster. Beyond the head of Body 1 
lay six small pots (No. a). Near his head was a 
wooden head-rest (No. b). On the middle fin
ger of his left hand had been placed a scarab 
mounted in a ring (ibid., PI. XVIII. top left 
photo. group of scarabs, bottom). In the corner 
of the coffin, near his feet, an amphora (No. n) 
(ibid., PI. XX. E 294), inscribed in hieratic 
'3twn3 (ibid., PI. XXV. E 294. lower inscrip
tion), was found propped up. 

A plaster mask (No. 1,) (ibid., PI. XVIII. top 
left photo. centre left) had been attached to 
Body 2. At her head was a group of grave
goods comprising two alabaster vases (No. c), 
a cylindrical pot (i) (ibid., PI. XVIII. top left 
photo. top right) and a cup (ii) (ibid., PI. XVIII. 
top left photo. left of No. c (i)); a hone (No. f) ; 
the R.L. (?) spindle bottle, ABYDOS No. 18 ; 
two bronze razors (No. e) (ibid., PI. XVIII. 
top leftiphoto. top, second from top) ; two pots 
with black painted decoration (No. g), one of 
which must be the vase with oval body and 
narrow neck (i) (ibid., PI. XVIII. top left photo. 
bottom left), the other of which is probably the 
smaller, necked pot (ii) illustrated to the right 
of No. g (i) and below No. h (ibid., PI. XVIII. 
top left photo.) , since the objects in this photo
graph were arranged "somewhat as they were 
found" (ibid., p. 13) , and Nos. g (i) and g (ii) 
had both been placed in upright positions, No. 
g (ii) beyond but beLween Nos. g (i) and h 

(El Ar6bah, PI. XX); and a pilgrim flask with 
painted decoration (No. h) (ibid., PI. XVIII. top 
lef t photo.). Near the left wrist of Body 2, to 
which they had apparently been attached, were 
four scarabs (No. k) (ibid., PI. XVIII. top left 
photo. group of scarabs, uppermost fOllr), and 
a t her left foot lay three small , necked, red 
polished pots with squat bodies (No. m). It is 
uncertain whether the two small, necked pots 
with squat bodies (ibid., PI. XVIII. top left 
photo. right of No. h, bottom right) belong to 
Nos. a or m. 

No. g (i) is characteristic of Dyn. XVIII A. 
No. h can be paralleled in Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 
7618 (Qall and Badari Ill , PI. XXX. 256), dated 
by the drop pots with black painted bands 
round the rims (ibid., PI. XXX. 7618. 20P, 
20P2) to Dyn. XVIII A. The remaining objects, 
as far as can be determined, are in agreement 
with a Dyn. XVIII A date for the contents of 
the coffin. 

From the disturbed remains in the north and 
south chambers were recovered a stone kohl 
pot (No. i) (El Ar6bah, PI. XVIII. top right 
photo. top row, second from right) ; a kohl pot 
lid with incised decoration (No. ii) (ibid., PI. 
XVIII. top right photo. third from right); an 
oblong object with perforation near top (hone?) 
(No. iii) (ibid., PI. XVIII, top right photo. top 
row, third from left) ; a glazed ball with alter
nating blue and white segments (No. iv) (ibid., 
PI. XVIII. top right photo. top row, second 
from left) ; a wooden kohl tube with ivory lid, 
and kohl stick (No. v) (ibid., PI. XVIII. top 
right photo. top row, right); the B.R. I juglet, 
ABYDOS No. 19; a pottery Clip with handle, 
copied from a vessel of stitched leather (No. vi) 
(ibid., PI. XVIII. top right photo. top row, \ 
left); two pots with oval bodies, narrow necks 
and painted decoration (Nos. vii, viii) (ibid ., 
PI. XVIII. top right photo. centre row, centre; 
bottom row, centre respectively); three pots 
with oval bodies, broad necks and painted de
coration (Nos. ix-xi) (ibid ., PI. XVIII. top 
right photo. centre row, right; bottom row, left 
and right respectively); a deep bowl (No. xii) 
(ibid., PI. XX. E 294); and a jar (No. xiii) 
bearing a hieratic inscription (ibid., PI. XXV. 
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E 294. upper inscription), of ulIcertain meaning 

(H. S. Smith). 
Nos. i and xi can be paralleled in Abydos 

Tomb E 268 (8l Arabah) Pl. XVIII. bottom 
right photo. top row, left (= No. i) ; bottom row, 
fou rtll from left (= No. xi)), which has been da ted 

to early Dyn. X VIII A (see above, p. 103). The 
fish pattern on No. ii resembles the design on a 
limestone lid from Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 5297 
(Qau and Badari III, Pl. XXXV. 43), placed in 
Dyn. XVlII A by the small jar with black 

painted band round the rim (Sedment II, Pl. 
LXIV. 26U2 ; QOll and Badori 1II, Pl. XXIII). 
Nos. vii and viii are characteristic of Dyn. 

XVIII A. 
The contents of Abydos Tomb E 294 are 

homogeneolls, and belong to Dyn. XVIII A. 

20. Cemetery E. B.R. I flask (Philadelphia 
E 9146). Type IVA. Everted circular rim. Re

lief d ecoration of a single horizontal plastic 
belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Height: 13.4 cms. Width of body: 7.2 X 4.3 

cms. 
Ill.: Pl. X VIII. 1, 2. 
,1BYDOS No. 20 came from Garstang 's ex

cavations 	at Abydos in 1900. 

2l. Cemetery D Tomb D 9. B.~. I double 
juglets. Type !Bb. Relief decoration of two pa
rallel horizontal plastic belts round upper neck 
of each juglet. 

Ill.: El Amrah (lnd Abydos) PI. XLIX. top 
left photo. HeL: ibid.} p . 90. 

22. Cemetery D Tomb D 9 (?). R.L. spindle 
bottle (U.C. 13410) *. Type I. Tall body tapering 
to a thick everted base-ring; narrow tapering. 
neck with disc-shap~d rim with flattened top 
sloping ou twards; handle, of fla ttened oval sec

tion , from upper neck to shoulder. Low relief 
decoration of a single horizontal belt, divided 
into two along one half, round neck at junc
tion of handle. Incised pot-mark on base (PI. 

XXI. 	11). 
Orange and orange-brown exterior surface, 

burnished 	to a high finish. 

Height remaining: 25.4 cms. Width of body : 

7.3 	cms. 

Ill.: PI. XX. 4. The base-ring has been broken 
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away. A filJe browll crumbly s\1bslance blocks 
the neck. D 9 has been printed on the pot. 

Tomb D 9 was an elaborate strllclme with a 
chapel for offerings built above ground (El 

Amrah ond Abydos, PIs. XXIII, XXIV. 3, p. 83). 
Off either end of a deep rectangular shaft 
opened a chamber, the larger , the roof of 
which was supported by two square pillars, 

itself giving access to a third , smaller room in 
which a plain limestone sarcophagus had been 
let into the floor (ibid.) PI. XXI V. 4, 5, p. 83). 

The finds from the tomb complex, which 
were not kept separate in the excavation report, 
bu t published altogether, incl uded the follow
ing inscribed material: a squatting statue (No. i) 
(ibid.) PIs. XXXII. bottom left, centre and right 
photos., XXXIII. 1,2) of limestone (ibid.) p. 97) 
or sandstone (ibid .) PI. XXXII. bottom caption , 
p. 71) and a door-jamb of limestone (No. ii ) 
(ibid., PI. XXXIV. 1), both belonging to S3-tp
1)1.w} Overseer of the Prophets in Thinis , at the 
time of Hatshepsut (ibid.) p. 95); a limestone 
lintel (ibid., p. 97, not stela, ibid.) p. 94) of mnw 
and Lady of the House, ry1.3 (No. iii) (ibid.) PI. 
XXXI. bottom right photo.); an alabaster ca
nopic jar bearing the n ame of the Overseer of 
the Cattle of Onuris, nb (No. iv) (ibid., PI. 
XXXIII. 5); a scribe's palette of ebony belong
ing to tIl}:!r-ms} Overseer of the Granary in 
Thinis and Scribe, under Thutmose III (No. v) 
(ibid., Pis. XL. 9, XLIX. top left photo. left); 
a broken limestone stela of the Commander-in
Chief, Halpagalhterel (No. vi) (ibid., PI. XXXI. 
celltre right photo., pp. 84 (not Tomb D 8),94) ; 
and a stela of Tura (No. vii) (ibid., p. 97). 

Other remains from the chambers consist of 
gold and red jasper penannular ear-rings (No. 
viii) (ibid.) PI. XLIX. top left photo.); a bronze 

spear-head (No. ix) (ibid.) PI. XLIX. top left 
photo. bottom right); a slender bronze razor 
(No. x) (ibid., PI. XLIX. top left photo. left of 
No. ix) ; a bronze pair of tweezers (No. xi) 
(ibid.) PI. xLIx. top left photo. bottom); an 
alabaster lotus flower cup (No. xii ) (ibid., PI. 
XLIX. top left photo.); kohl pots (No. xiii ) 
(ibid .) p. 97); a crowned hawk in glaze (No. xiv) 

(ibid.) PI. XLIX. top left photo. left of No. xii) ; 
a glaze plaque with the name of Thulmose III 
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(No. xv) (El Alll}'((l1l11/(1 .Ibydos, PI. XLIX. top 

left photo. below No. xix); amlllets, pendants and 

beads (l\o. xvi) (ibid., PI. XLIX. top left photo.) ; 

tiny uninscribed ushablis (No. xvii) (ibid., p. 

97); :\11 ebony kohl stick in the form of an arm 

(i\o. xviii ) ribid., Pl. XLIX. lop left photo. 

above No. xi); Ih e wooden beard from a cof
fin (No. xix) (ihid., PI. XLIX. top left photo.); 

flnd n crouching lion of Red Polished ware 

wilh black painted decoration (No. xx) (ibid., 
PI. XLI X. top left photo. top right). 

Nos. i, ii, v and xv belong to Dyn. XVIII B, 
Nos. vi and vii, to tIle XXVth Dynasty (ibid., 
p. 97). Nos. ix and xvii are also of XXVth 

Dynasty date (ibid., p. 97). No . xii can be no 

earlier, No. xiii, no later than Dyn. XVIII B. 
The Ware of No. xx is typical of Dyn. XVIII B. 
The tomb contained deposits of Dyn. XVIII B 
and the XXVth Dynasty. 

23. Cemetery D Tomb D 17. R.L. spindle 
bottle. Type 1. 

Ill.: El Amrcrh and Abydos, PI. L. bottom 
centre photo. right. 

Tomb D 17 was made up of three parts, A 

and B, which were XVIIIth Dynasty pits, and 

C, which was a XXVth-XXXth Dynasty "dome 

tomb" (?) (ibid., PI. XXIII, p. 82). It was pre

sumably from A or B that ABYDOS No. 23 
came, though it is not mentioned in the lists of 

contents of those two pits (ibid., p. 98), nor 

can its number be discerned in the photograph. 

In A were found a bronze ring inscribed with 

the name of Akhenaten (No. i) (ibid., PI. L. 
bottom left photo. bottom left, p. 98); a ser

pentine vase with squat oval body and short 

broad ne6k (No. ii) (ibid., PI. L. bottom centre 

photo .); two glaze scarabs of Thutmose III 

(No. iii) (ihid., PI. L. bottom left photo. top 
row, left and centre); Cl set of five wooden kohl 

tubes (No. iv) (ibid., PI. L. bottom centre 

photo.); and a flask with tyre-shaped body 

(No. v) (ibid., PI. L. bottom centre photo.). 

Deposits of the times of Thutmose IU and 

Akhellaten were present in Pit A. 

Pit B produced alabaster kohl pots (No. vi) 

(i bid. , p . 98), and a broke n woodell lIshabti of 

Pedu-n-neb-tani (No. vii) (El Al7lruh unci Aby

dos, PI. XXXIX. bottom centre photo. p. 98). 

No. vi should not oecur after Dyn. XVIII B. 
Other objects, which remain without pro

venance in the tomb , comprise two gold pen
annlllar ear-rings (No. viii) (ibid., PI. L. bot

tom left photo. centre row, centre and bottom 

row, centre) ; two silver pomegranate ear-rings 

(No. ix) (ibid., PI. L. bottom left photo. centre 
row, left and right); a glaze scarab mounted 

in a bronze ring (No. x) (ibid., PI. L. bottom 

left photo. bottom row, right); a bronze tube 

from an axe handle (No. xi) (ibid., PI. L. bot

tom centre photo. right of No. xv); a stemmed 
handleless vase of alab:1ster (No. xii) (ibid., 

PI. L. bottom centre photo.) ; an alabaster dish 

(No. xiii) (ibid., PI. L. botLom centre photo. 

bottom centre); a glaze scarab (No. xiv) (ibid., 
PI. L. bottom left photo. top row, right) ; and a 
carved wooden chair leg (No. xv) (ibid., PI. L. 

bottom centre photo. left). 

No. xii can be paralleled in Sidmant Tomb 

254 (Sedment IJ, PIs. LV. 9=LVII. 38), which 

belongs to Dyn . XVIII B (see above, pp. 63 f .) . 
ABYDOS No. 23 could belong to Dyn. XVIII B 
or D. 

24. Cemetery D Tomb D 34 (?). B.R. I juglet. 

Type IB(?)a(ii). Relief decoration of two paral

lel horizontal plastic belts round neck at junc
tion of handle. 

Ill.: El Amrah and Abydos, PI. XIV . bottom 

right photo. top right. The number on the label 

is almost completely illegible. 

Tomb D 34 was a grave of the Illastaba type, 

and belonged to the XIIIth-XVIIIth Dynasties 
(?) (ibid., PI. XXIII, p. 82). No further infor

mation about the tomb can be gleaned from 

the exca va tion report. 

25. Cemetery]) Tomb D 77. B.R. I juglet 

(Boston M.F.A. 01. 7404). Type IAa(ii). Relief 

decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 

belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Light brown clay. Dull light brown exterior 

surface. 
I 

Height: 13.2 ems. Width of body: 6.8 cms. 

Ref.: Fairbanks, Catalogue I , p. 42 n. 2; Pro

hlems, p. 159. 
There is no reference to ABYDOS No. 25 

in the lists of the contents of Tomb D 77 
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(El Alllf(fh IIlld Abydos, pp. 91 , 100) , which does 
not itself appem ill the Site Plan (ibid., PI. X X III ). 
The tomb COl1tnillccl a kohl stick (No. i) , mirror 
(No. ii) and knife (No. iii), all of brOllZe (ibid., 
PI. LT. second photo. from top on right. left, 
centre and right respectively); all alabaster 
lotus flower cup (No. iv) (ibid., PI. LT. second 
photo. from top on right. top left) ; a blue glazed 
pottery figure of Isis and Horus (No. v) (ibid., 
PI. LI. top right photo.) ; an ivory kohl tube in 
the form of a model lotus column (No. vi) 
(ibid., PI. Ll. second photo. from top on right. 
below No . iv) ; a hollow \"ooden case with in
cised patlern, for holding scales (No. vii) (ibid., 

PI. LL second photo. from top on right. be
tween Nos. ii and iii); a Black Polished jug 
(No. viii) (ibid ., PI. XLV. IJOttOIll right photo. 
bottom centre); ~lIld a necked pot with angular 
oval body and black painted decoration (No. 
ix) (ibid., PI. LV. 53). 

No. iv cannot be earlier than Dyn. XVIII B. 
The best pnrallels for No. vi are to be found in 
Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 562 (QOl! and Badori Ill, 
PI. XXXVI. 3a, c, h, j, k; 4b, cl) in a deposit 
of bones filling the mouth of the grave (ibid., 
pp. 18 f.). The excavator dated the entire col
lection of objects to the XIXth Dynasty, be
cause "kohl-tubes were not in use ' until the 
later part of the xviiith dyn ., and the whole 
style and character of the designs points [sic] 
to the early Ramesside period and not later" 
(ibid., p. 20). On th e first point, however, I3run
ton's argllment is invalidated, since kohl tubes 
had already begun to appear in Dyn. XVIII A 

3econtexts, e.g., in Saqqara Tomb 79 (BIE 

serie, 9, 1898, p. 41Q No. J 33231 = CG. Objets 

de toilette I, PI. XIII. C 44522, pp. 28 f.; see 
above, p. 19) and Tomb NE. 37 (TPC I, p. 75 
No. 6; see above, p. 24); Sidmuut Tomb 2253 
(Sedment I, PI. XLVII; Sedment rI, p. 24; see 
above, pp. 70 f.); I3eni Hasan Tomb 287 (Gar
stang, Buriol Customs, pp. 115 Pig. 108, 116 
Fig. 109. top lefl row, right) , dated by the 
excavator not "later than the beginning of the 
New Empire" (ibid. , p. 115); Qaw el-Qebir 
Tomb 1038 (Q([/I (l[u1 Hociori lIT , PI. XXII, pp. 
13 f.), dated by a small, necked pot with piri
form body and bichroJlle black and red painted 
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decoration (Qou U1/(1 Bwlori Ill , PI. XXVIII. 
130), which has a close parallel in Beni Hasan 
Tomb 684 (Garstang, Bl/riul Customs, PI. XVI. 
(5), accompanied by pottery belonging to Dyn. 
X VIII A (ibid., PI. XVI. 63, 64,66-77) ; Abydos 
Tomb E 2G8 (El Ardboiz, PI. XVIII. bottom right 
photo. c€ntre row, left; see above, p. 103) and 
Tomb E 294 (ibid., PI. XVIII. top right photo. 
top row, right; see above, pp. 104 f.); Thebes 
Tomb 37 Basket No. 16 (Five Years' Explora

tions, PI. LXV. 1. bottom) , dated by a scarab 
of Amenhotep I (ibid., PIs. LXV. 1, LXXII . 16. 
bollom right) and Coffin 71 (ibid., PI. LXIX. 2. 
boLtom row, p. 84) froIll Chamber A, which 
has a terminlls ante quem of the reign of Thut
mose I (ibid., p. (5); and Qurnet Murai Tomb 
1408 (Deir el MMinel! (1935-1940) I, pp. 5 
Fig. 1, 7 Fig. 2. bottom row, centre; see below, 
p. 124). 

An ivory lotus column kohl tube turned up 
in Abydos Tomb D 29 Pit D (El Amrah and 

Abydos, PI. XL VIII. top left photo. left of No. 
c), the contents of which included an ivory 
dish (No. a) (ibid., PI. XL VIII. top left photo. 
top centre); an ivory mirror handle (No. b) 
(ibid., PI. XLVIII. top right photo. centre left); 
purt of a female figure , of burnished yellow
buff ware with red painted decoration (No . c) 
(Ashmolean E 2(69) (ibid., PI. XLVIII. top left 
photo. centre) ; a vessel in the shape of a kneel
ing calf, of burnished yellow-buff ware with 
red painted decoration (No. d) (Ashmolean 
E 2670) (ibid., PI. XLVIII. top left photo. bot
tom); a stemmed handleless vase of alabaster 
(No. e) (ibid., PI. XLVIII. top right photo. 
bottom left); an alabaster pilgrim flask (No. f) 
(ibid., PI. XLVIII. top right photo. bottom 
right); an alabaster kohl pot (No. g) (Ashmo
lean E 2(67), el c. Nos . a and b have parallels 
in the deposit from Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 562 
(QULl alld Badori Ill, PI. XXXVI. 8c (= No. a), 
3e and 4a (= No . b)). Nos. c and d are typical 
of Dyn. XVIII B. No. e belongs to the same 
type as a vase (No. 1) (TPNS, PI. 20. 4. top 
right) from a baskel at Saqqara (ihid., p. 38), 
which nlso conlained a scarab of Thutmose JII 
(No. 13) (ibid., PI. 20. 4). No. f can be paral
leled in el-Riqqa Tomb 607 (Riqqeh, PIs. XIV. 
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S41, XLV), from which also came an alabaster 
duck-shaped dish (Riqqeh, PIs. IX. 10. bottom, 
XIV. S47) of exactly the same type as one from 
Gurob Tomb 48 (I3runton, Gurob, PI. XXI. 45; 
Sedment Il, PI. LIV. 23), accompanied by a 
scarab of Amenhotep I (Brunton, Gl/rob, PI. 
XXI. 44; Sedment 11 , PI. LIV. 22). No. g should 
not postdate Dyn. XVIII B. There seems noth
ing in Abydos Tomb D 29 Pit D which needs 
be la ter than Dyn. X VIII B. 

The ivory mirror handles from the deposit 
in Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 562 (Qau and Badari 
Ill, PI. XXXVI. 3e, 4a) resemble an example 
of wood from the tomb of Amenhotep 11 in the 
Theban necropolis (CG. Miroirs, PI. n. C 44010, 
p. 4), from which also came two wooden 
plaques with voluted lotiform designs (CG. 
Fouilles de la vallee des rois, PI. XX. C 24124, 
C 24125, p. 70) of the same kind as the motif 
which appeared on the ivory fan handle from 
the deposit in Qawel-Qebir Tomb 562 (Qau 
and Badari Ill, PI. XXXVI. 9). The postures of 
the monkeys modelled round ivory tusk cups 
from the same deposit (ibid., PI. XXXVI. 5a, 
5d) should be compared with a monkey kohl 
tube from Gurob Tomb 60 (Brunton, Gurob, 
PI. XXVI. 23), dated probably to the time of 
Amenhotep II by a plaque (ibid., PI. XXVI. 
17,p.12). 

The comparative evidence suggests, there
fore, that the date of the deposit of ivories 
from Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 562 could lie within 
the reigns of Thulmose III or Amenhotep n. 
Abydos Tomb D 77 No. vi would accordingly 
fall into the same chronological range. Nos. viii 
and ix from the same tomb both belong to Dyn. 
XVIII A: 

Abydos Tomb D 77 appears to have con
tained deposits of Dyn. XVIII A, and of the 
times of Thutmose BIoI' Amenhotep If. 

26. Cemetery D Tomb D 102. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. Relief decoration (?) round neck 
at junction of handle. 

Height remaining: approx. 30.6 cms. ·Width 
of 	body: approx. 5.85 cms. 

Ill.: El Amrah ond Abydos, PI. LV. 23 . 
Tomb D 102 was a pit grave (ibid., PI. 

XXIII), from which came objects of gold, elec
trum, silver, bronze, jasper, carnelian, glaze, 
glass, paste, ebony and shell (El Amrah and 
AbVdos, PIs. XLVI. bottom left photo., LIlI . D 
102) , and Egyptian pottery (ibid., PI. LV. 20
22, 24-52). Amongst the grave-goods were a 
blue glass bead inscribed with the name of 
Amenhotep I (ibid., PI. LIII . D 102. top row, 
left) ; two glaze scarabs with the name of Thut
mose I (ibid., PI. LIII. D 102. top row, second 
and third from left); and a glaze cowroid and 
oval seal of Thutmose III (ibid., PI. LIII. D 102. 
centre row, left and second from left). The con
tents of the tomb evidently belong to the 
reigns of these three Pharaohs . 

27. Cemetery D Tomb D 105. Egyptian imi
tation of B.R. I boUle, Type III Ba. Relief de
coration of two parallel horizontal belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: El Amrah and Abydos, PIs. XL V. bottom 
right photo. bottom right, LV. 63 (inaccurate). 

Tomb D 105 was also a pit grave (ibid., PI. 
XXIII), found to contain a blackened limestone 
kohl pot with yellow filled incised decoration 
(No. i) (ibid., PI. XLVIII. bottom right photo. 
top left); a limestone figurine (No. ii) (ibid., 
PI. XLVIII. bottom right photo . bottom left); 
a glaze pear-shaped pendant (No. iii) (ibid., 
PI. XLVIII. bottom right photo. top right); 
glaze beads (No. iv) (ibid., PI. XLVIII. bottom 
right photo. bottom right); two glaze scarabs 
(No. v) (ibid ., PIs. XLVIII. bottom right photo. 
inside No. iv, LIII . 13, p. 101 ). 

No. i is unlikely to postdate, No. v (ibid., PI. 
LIII. 13), to antedate Dyn. XVIII B. If the 
group is homogeneous, it will probably date to 
Dyn. XVIII B. 

28. Cemetery D Tomb D 113. B.R. I juglet 
(Brussels E 2018) *. Type IBa(ii). Swollen piri
form body with trumpet base-ring with straight 
to slightly concave flaring sides; tall, narrow, 
tapering neck with ben-shaped rim ; narrow 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. Re
lief decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle. 

Mottled black, brown and orange-brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low finish. 
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Height: 13.9 cms. Width of body: G.7 cms. 

I nlact. 

In Tomb D 113, anolher of the pit type (El 
Amrah and Abydos, PI. XXII I), was found the 
lower part of a squalling limestone statuelle 
belonging to the Scribe, tmbw (ibid., PI. XL. 
11). The grave-goods, amongst which ABYDOS 
No. 28 has not been included in the excavation 
report, comprised n bronze hair-curling set 
(ibid., PI. XLVII. top right photo. centre row, 
right); a bronze pair of tweezers (ibid., PI. 
XLVII. top right photo. centre row , second 
from right); two kohl pots and a lid , all of 
blackened limestone with yellow filled incised 
decoration (ibid., PI. XLVII. top right photo. 
centre row, third from right; bottom row, 
right; top row, second from right respectively); 
two alabaster kohl pots, one with incised de
coration (ibid., PI. XLVII. top right photo. top 
row, right), the other plain (ibid ., PI. XLVII. 
top right photo. bottom row, centre); a sand
stone hone (ibid., PI. XLVII. top right photo. 
top left); three glaze scarabs (ibid., p. 102); 
a glaze uadjet amulet with the cartouche of 
Thutmose III (ibid., p. 102) ; and a smaIl 
wooden foot (ibid., PI. XLVII. top right photo. 
bottom row, left). 

The contents of the tomb appear to' b€ homo
geneous, and can be assigned to the reign of 
Thutmose Ill. 

29. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I flask 
(N.M. 62.(72) *. Type IVA. Lentoid body with 
front segment much more swollen than back, 
and junction between them roughly rounded 
with slight carination; tall , narrow, tapering, 
pulled back neck wi'th broad , ev€rted, circular 
rim with turned over lip ; strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder; on junction between 
segments of body, either side of neck, a tall, 
convex, slightly pulled back projection with a 
rough horizontal piercing through it near junc
tion with body. Low relief decoration of a 
single horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle; incised decoration of two 
lines, each bordered on either side by a row of 
job incisions, crossing each other diagonally 
near centre on front segment of body. 

Brown exterior surface , with a black patch 
on one segment of body and streaky black bur
nishing marks, burnished to a low to m edium 
finish. 

Height: 12.95 ems. Width of body: 7.55 X 
4.85 ems. 

Ill.: El Amrah and f tbydos, PIs. XLV. bot
tom right photo. top centre, LV. 64; PI. XVIII. 
3, 4. Ref.: Nk/l-J2, p. 151. Chips from rim, and 
one lug are missing. Late fabric. 

30. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet 
(N.M. 13.23)*. Type IAa(ii) . Squat distended 
piriform body with broad low base-ring with 
straight flaring sides; tall, narrow, tapering, 
pulled back neck with bell-shaped rim; strap 
handle from upper neck to shoulder. Relief de
cora lion of a single horizontal plastic belt 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Black exterior surface, mottled with grey, 
grey- and orange-brown, and burnished to a 
medium finish . 

Height: 13.5 cms. Width of body: 7.65 ems. 
Ill.: NMH2, p. 150 Fig. 29. left; PI. Ill. 4. In

tact. It is uncertain from which Tomb D 114 
ABYDOS No. 30 came, as it has been neither 
illustrated nor mentioned in El Amrah and 
Abydos or Cem. Ab. Ill. Circumstantial evi
dence favours its inclusion in this tomb group. 

From Tomb D 114, a pit grave (El Amrah 
and Abydos, PI. XXIII), came the following 
objects (ibid., p. 102): four gold fish amulets; 
two bronze spear-heads; a glaze scarab in a 
bronze ring; carnelian and glaze beads; and 
two scarabs of Thutmose Ill. The tomb appar
ently contained a deposit of the time of Thut
mose Ill. 

31. Cemetery D Tomb D 1H). B.R. I (?) jug. 
Type n. Base slightly pointed, as drawn. De
coration of two parallel horizon tal lines round 
neck at junction of handle, which could repre
sent relief belts, or incised or painted lines. The 
features noted make the identification uncer
tain. 

Height : approx . 18.3 ems. Width of body : 
a pprox. 11.4 cms. 

Ill.: El Amrah ond Abydos, PI. LV. 66 . 
Tomb D 119, another of the pit type (ibid., 
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PI. XXIII), yielded a limestone ushabti of 

sn-nlr in a pottery case, with model hoes, yoke 

nnd bnskets, and a brick mould, also of pottery 

(No. i) (El AJI1Nl/z und Abydos, PI. XXXIX. top 
left photo.) ; a bronze pair of tweezers (No. ii ), 
(ibid., PI. XLVllI. bottom left photo. top left); 
a number of lead net sinkers (No. iii) (ibid., PI. 
XLVIII. bottom left photo. below Nos . vii , xvii); 
an alabaster vase with truncated pear-shaped 
body and broad rim (No. iv) (ibid., PI. XLVIII. 
bottom left photo. bottom left) ; a deep alabaster 
bowl with projections at rim (No. v) (ibid., PI. 
XLVIII. bottom left photo. top centre); a two
handled alab:lster jar (No. vi) (ibid., PI. XLVIII. 

bottom left photo. right) ; a kohl tube held by a 
monkey, of blackened lim es tone with yellow 
filled incised decoration (No. vii) (ibid ., PI. 
XL VIII. bottom left photo. left of No. vi); a 
carnelian scarab (No. viii) (ibid., p. 102) , per
haps the frog-shaped seal (ibid., PI. XLVIII. 
bottom left photo. under No. ii) ; six glaze sca
rabs (Nos. ix--xiv) (ibid., PI. LIII . D 119, third 
from left to right); two glaze seals of Thut
mose III (Nos. xv, xvi) (ibid., PI. LIII. D 119, 
left and second from left) ; a clay doll (No. xvii) 
(ibid., PI. XLVIII. bottom left photo. right of 
No. iv); a bowl with disc-shaped base, carinated 
body and everted rim (No. xviii) (ibid., PI. IV. 
57); and a pot· with oval body, short narrow 
neck and painted decoration (No. xix) (ibid., 
PI. LV. 65). 

No. iv is an XVIlIth Dynasty type. No. vii is 
most likely to occur in Dyn. XVIII 13, though 
the possibilities of a s lightly ea rlier or later 
date cannot be excluded. Nos. xv and xvi bear 
the name of Thutmose lII. No. xviii belongs 
to the shme type as a bowl from Qawel-Qebir 
Tomb 7264 (Qau (lnd Badari III, PI. XXVI. 28), 
dating to early Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., PI. XXIII). 
No. xix is typica l of Dyn . XVIII A. 

Abydos Tomb D 119 appears to have con
tained deposits of Dyn. XVIII A and the time 
of Thutmose III at least. 

32. Cemetery D. B.R. I juglet (Boston IVI.F.A. 
01. 7405). Type IAa(i i). Relief decoration of 
two parallel horizonta l pl ast ic belts round neck 
at junction of handle. 

Light brown clay. DlllI light hrown exterior 
sur[;)ce. 

Height: 12.0 ems. \Vidth of body : 6.7 cms. 
Ref.: Fairbanks, Cataloglle I , p. 42 n. 2. 

33. Cemetery D. B.R. I double juglets. Type 
IBb. Relief decoration of two parallel horizon
ta l plastic belts round upper neck of each 
jugle t. 

Ill.: El A1I1ra11 and Abydos, PI. XLV. bottom 
right photo. centre. 

~i4. Cemetery D. R.L. spindle bottle. Type I. 
Ill.: El Amra/z (lnd Abydos, PI. XLV. bottom 

right photo. left. 

~i5. Town (7). B.R. I juglet. Type IBa(ii) . 
Relief decoration of a single horizontal plastic 
belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Height : approx. 10.8 ems. \Vidth of hody: 
approx. 4.8 ems. 

Ill.: Abydos IH, PI. LX. 110. 

The uncertainty over the provenance of 
ABYDOS No. 35 is due to inconsistenL referen
ces in the excavation report to the source of 
the pottery illustrated on ibid., PI. LX. In one 
place it is said to have come "from the lown" 
(ibid., p. 54), in another, "from town and ce
metery" (ibid., PI. LX. Heading). The settle
ment (ibid., PIs. LIII, LVI, LXI) was con
structed for the men employed on the different 
monuments connected with the tomb of Ahmose 
I (ibid., p. 37). Th e excavator was satisfied 
that the site showed signs of re-occupation in 
one room only, which the material recovered 
fl"Om the buildings (ibid., PIs. LVII-LX (7), 
with exceptions) tends to confirm, despite the 
alleged presence of the spout of a Mycenaean 
vase (Ashmolean E 2443; marked "Aahmes 
Temple" !) (ibid., PI. LVIII. 11). If ABYDOS 
No. 35 was discovered in the town, it could be 
daLed to the Lime of Ahmose 1. 

If, on the other ha nd, it came from the ce
metery, which has been ascribed to the reign 
of the same Pharaoh (ibid ., PI. LXI), it could 
have been as late as the tim e of Thutmose Ill, 
whose name appears on scarabs "from a tomb 
in the Aahmes Cemetery" (ibid., PI. LVII. bot
tom row. third from left, and right). 
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36. Tomb 18 A '06 Clwmbcr b No. 27. D.H. I 
jnglet (\\I.H.M.M.) *. Type IAa (i) . Squat piri
form body with carinated shoulder and broad 
low base-ring with short , straight, almost ver
tical but slightly expanding sides; very tall, 
narrow, tapering neck, set askew on top of 
body, with bell-shaped rim; strap handle from 
above mid-neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle; on either side of 
front of body, on shoulder, a plastic arc con
verging towards the other in the centre and 
terminating at the u'lrination. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
dark, grey and reddish grits, and traces of or
ganic matter and mica, fired grey -buff with 
light orange faces (on rim and base-ring). 
Orange-brown exterior surface, mottled with 
black, brown and reddish-brown, and bur
nished to a medium to high finish. 

Height: 14.8 ems. Width of body: 7.4 cms. 

Ill . : Liverpool School Neg. No. A 33. third 
from left: PI. Ill. 1 = W.H.M.M. Neg. No. 18738. 
second from right; PI. Ill. 2. Ref.: Catalogue 
of the lVlacGregor Collection of Egyptian Anti
quities, which will be sold by Auction, by 
Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge (London, 
1922), p. 222 Lot No. 1718. . i 

Tomb 18 A '06 contained objects of gold and 
another metal, blue allhydrite, alabaster, ob
sidian, carnelian, limestone, glaze, ivory, wood 
and Egyptian pottery (Garstang's RECORDS). 
The grave-goods appear to be homogeneous, 
and probably belong to early Dyn. XVIII A. 

37. Tomb 501 A '08. RR. T juglet (Liverpool 
School E 4080) *. Type TAa (iii). Squat piriform 
body with broad low base-ring with concave 
splaying sides; tall, narrow, tapering, pulled 
back neck with bell-shaped rim; strap handle 
from upper neck, probably to shoulder. Relief 
decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle; two 
parallel vertical plastic belts down front of 
body, off-centre to the left. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired 
grey all through, wi th a thin orange-brown onter 

fnce only where exterior surface has been over
fired to brown. Mottled black and brown ex
terior surface, burnished to a low finish. 

Height: 14.1 cms. Width of body: 7.2 cms. 
Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. No. A 247. right. 

Half of rim, handle and a large portion of the 
body are missing. 

Tomb 501 A '08 also contained the upper 
part of a M.K. stela, a kohl pot, the lid of a 
stone vessel, a scarab, and a pottery ring-stand. 
The contents probably have a terminus ante 
quem of early Dyn. XVIII A. 

38. Tomb 541 A '08. BR. I bottle. Type IIIBa. 
Everted, circular, flat-topped rim. Relief deco
ration of a single horizontal plastic belt round 
neck a t junction of handle. 

Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. No. A 660. centre. 
From Tomb 541 A '08 came objects of metal, 

stone (including blue anhydrite), ivory, wood, 
and Egyptian pottery, including a jug reminis
cent of the Black Polished jug type. There 
appear to have been mixed deposits in the 
grave, which have a terminus ante quem of 
early Dyn. XVIII A. 

39. Cemetery R Tomb 941 A '09 No. 65. B.R. r 
jugleL. Type IAa (iii). Relief decora tion of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle; two parallel vertical plastic 
belts down front of body. 

Height: 12.5 cms. 
Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. No. A 416. centre 

rmv, tenth from left. Ref.: Garstang's RE
CORDS. 

Tomb 941 A '09 was an approximately square 
chamber with vaulted roof, lying at one end of 
a rectangular complex of rooms (LAAA 11, 
1909, pp. 128 ff.; Cem . Ab. 11, p. 85; Gat'stang's 
RECORDS). The shaft, 943 A '09, which was 
situated in the centre of one side of this group 
and gave access to Tomb 941 A '09, also pro
vided entry to Tomb 942 A '09, occupying the 
other end of the com plex. Tomb 942 A '09, 
which also had a vaulted roof, in turn opened 
into Tomb 949 A '09, located directly behind the 
shaft, 943 A '09, and abutting Tomb 941 A '09. 

Though altogether eight interments were 
found intact in the chambers, there appear to 
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have been no undisturbed burials ill Tomb 941 
A '09, which did, however, produce the hands 

of a mummy (Gal'stang's RECORDS). The rich 

collection of grave-goods from this chamber 

included gold bracelets, a collar of gold pen
dants, a gold ring, scarabs in gold mounts, 

penannular ear-rings of gold, and blue and 

yellow glass; pendants of gold, Japis lazuli, and 

other materials (LAAA II, 1909, PI. XV, p. 129); 

stone and bronze vessels, and Egyptian pottery 

(Gal'stang's RECORDS). The contents of the 

room belong to Dyn. XVIII B (Cem. Ab. 11, 
p.85). 

40. Cemetery R Tomb 942 A '09. B.R. I juglet 
(Rea Collection; N.M. 52.412)*. Type IAa(iii). 

Piriform body with broad, low, thick base-ring 

wi th splaying sides; narr{)w tapering neck, set 

askew on top of body, wi th bell-shaped rim; 

strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. Re

lief decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle; two 

parallel vertical plastic belts down fron t of 
body, off-centre to the right; painted decora
tion of two horizontal lines round neck, one 
above, the other below plastic belts; a painted 
line covering junction of neck and body; from 
the last line descend fo'ur more painted lines 
down body, one vertical down either side of 
body, and one arc-shaped either side of the 
vertical plastic belts, curving away from the 
latter. 

Extremely hard thin clay with some small 
white and grey grits, and traces of mica, fired 
grey with light orange-brown outer face. Black 
exterior surface on one side, mottled brown on 
the oth~r, burnished to a low finish; matt white 
painted decoration. 

Height: 12.85 cms. Width of body: 6.95 cms. 

Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. Nos. A 427. top 
row, third from left; A 543. top row, second 
from right = PI. XXXI. 4; PI. VII. 3,4. The base 
has been mended. Hair cracks on the body 
have been stained by the contents which seeped 
through. 

41. Cemetery R Tomb 942 A '09. B.R. I juglet 
(Cairo J 41368). Type IAa (ii). Relief decoration 

of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at jUllction of hand le. 

Black ware. 

Height: 12.5 cms. 

Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. Nos. A 427. bot
tom row, second from left; A 543. top row, 
third from right = PI. XXXI. 4; A 611. bottom 
row, fifth from left. Ref.: Journal d'entree, 
where it has been incorrectly attribu ted to 
Tomb 1053 A '09. 

In Tomb 942 A '09 had been interred the 
body of a woman, who lay stretched out on her 
back (Liverpool Scho{)l Neg. No. A 424=PI. 
XXXI. 3). Beyond her feet had been deposited 
a group of objects, including one of the Cyp
riote B.R. I juglets, probably ABYDOS No. 41; 
a set of four kohl tubes; two tankards and a 
necked pot with oval body, all with painted 
decoration. Near her left arm were found a 
kohl pot on a four-legged stand and a bowl. 
Probably also to be associated with this inter
ment are a slender bronze razor, and another 
group of vases which lay beyond the kohl pot 
and bowl. The latter comprised a tankard, 
necked pot with oval body, and two pilgrim 
flasks. A tall slender jar rested against the end 
wall of the chamber. In a corner of the room 
was another deposit of objects, amongst which 
can be discerned a kohl pot, stemmed handle
less vase, a small, necked pot with squat body, 
a flask, bowl and slender jar. The contents of 
the chamber appear to belong to Dyn. XVIII B. 

42. Cemetery R Tomb 949 A '09. B.R. I jug 
(Liverpool School E 6287) *. Type n. Large 
piriform body with broad low base-ring with 
concave splaying sides; tall, broad, expanding 
neck with everted circular rim with indentation 
round exterior perimeter; thick strap handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Extremely hard, thin clay with some small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica, fired grey with thin orange-brown outer 
face. Mottled black, grey and brown exterior 
surface, burnished to a low to medium finish. 

Height of neck to rim: 15.3 cms. 
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Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. Nos . A 446=PI. 
XV. 1; A 449=1'1. XI\'. 3; PI. XIV. 2. Upper 
portion of handle, Hnd whole of body, including 
base, Hre missing. 

JtBYDOS No. 42 was found broken in a 
confused deposit of objects situated in the 
upper strala of Tomb 949 A '09 (Liverpool 
School Neg. Nos. A 446=PI. XV. 1; A 449= 
PI. Xl V. 3) . Associated with it were articles of 
bronze, stone, glaze, wood and pottery (LAAA 
11, 1909, PIs. X VI. bottom photo., XVII. top 
right photo.), which belong to Dyn . XVIII B. 

43. Tomb 1003 A '09 No. 6. RR. I bottle. 
Type III Aa. Everted, circular, flat-topped rim. 
Relief decoration of a single horizontal plastic 
belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. Nos. A 506. third 
from left ; A 543. bottom row, second from 
right=PI. XXXI. 4. 

44. Tomb 1003 A '09 No. 9. B.R. I flask 
(Cairo J 413(9) *. Type IVA. Lentoid body with 
front segment slightly more swollen than back, 
and junction between them mostly rounded; 
tall, narrow, more or less cylindrical neck with 
everted circular rim with flat top sloping 
gently inwards; thickish narrow strap . handle 
from upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration 
of a single horizontal plastic belt r6und neck 
at junction of handle. 

Mottled black, brown, reddish- and orange
brown exterior surface, burnished to a low to 
medium finish. 

Height: 13.4 cms. Wid tb of body: 7.4 X 5.2 
cn1S. 

Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. Nos. A 506. second 
from right, A 543. tqp row, right=PI. XXXI. 4; 
Medelhavsmuseet Neg. No. C 9430. second from 
left. Ref.: Journal d'entree, where it has been 
incorrectly attributed to Tomb 1053 A '09. 

Tomb 1003 A '09 also contained a slender 
bronze razor, a hone or eraser, kohl stick, and 
two kohl pOIS, one of anhydrite (?), the other 
of alabaster (Garstang's RECORDS). A deposit 
of Dyn. X VIII A may have been present in the 
tomb. 

45. Tomb 1053 A '09. R.L. spindle bottle. 
Type I. Possibly a very low relief decoration of 
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a single, almost indistinguishable, horizontal 
belt rOllnd neck at junction of handle. 

l-l eigh t: 35.2 cms. 
111.: PI. XXXI. 4=Liverpool School Neg. No. 

A 543. left. HeL: Gm'stang's RECORDS. 
Prolll Tomb 1053 A '09 came a slender 

bronze razor, a blue anhydrite kohl pot, a stone 
hone or eraser, and a collection of Egyptian 
pottery, including a "flower-pot", drop pots, 
necked pots with oval bodies, a tankard and a 
jar (Garstang's RECORDS). The contents of 
the tomb appear to be homogeneous, and be
long to Dyn. XVIII A. 

46. Tomb 1081 A 'O\) No. 12. B.R. I juglet 
Type lAa(ii) or lBa(ii). Relief decoration of 
two parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck 
at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. No. A 549. right. 
Lower half of body, including base, is missing. 

Tomb 1081 A '09 also produced a slender 
bronze razor, five stone kohl pots, two of blue 
anhydrite, a set of two kohl tubes in the form 
of model lotus columns, a ushabti, and Egyp
tian pottery, including drop pots, necked pots 
with oval bodies, and jars (Gal'stang's RE

CORDS). The grave apparently contained de
posits of Dyn. XVIII A and B at least. 

47. Cemetery F. B.R. I juglet (Ashmolean 
1909. 1037; PiU-Rivers 1951. 4. 09)*. Type 
IAa (iii). Piriform body with broad low base
ring with short, straight, flaring sides; tall, 
narrow, tapering neck, set askew on top of 
body, with bell-shaped rim; strap handle from 
upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of 
two parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck 
at junction of handle; two parallel vertical 
plastic belts down front of body, slightly off
centre to the left. 

Mottled black, brown, orange-brown and 
grey-buff exterior surface, burnished to a me
dium finish. 

Height: 12.85 ems. Width of body: 6.95 cms. 
In tact. 

48. Cemetery F Tomb F 15. B.R. I juglet 
(Cairo J 41272). Type IAa (ii). Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

8 
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Height: 14.0 cms. 
Ref.: Journal d·entree. 

49. Cemetery F Tomb F 15. 13.R. I juglet 
(Cairo J 41272). Type I. 

Ref.: Journal d' en tree, which notes ABYDOS 
No. 48 and "une autre brisee". 

ABYDOS Nos. 47-49 came from Ayrton's 
unpublished excavations at Abydos in 1908/09 
(E.E.F. Archaeological Report 1908-1909, pp. 
2 ff.). 

50. Cemetery X Tomb X 52 South Chamber. 
\V.P. VI juglel. Type I. Painted decoration. 

Light grey clay. Exterior surface "almost 
without polish"; dark brown painted decOl·a
tion. 

Height: approx. 16.35 cms. \Vidth of body: 
approx. 9.15 cms. 

Ill.: Ccm. Ab. Il, PI. XXIX. X 52. second 
row from bottom, second from left. Ref.: ibid., 
pp. 69 f. 

The South Chamber of Tomb X 52, which 
was entered from a shaft (ibid., p. 61), con
tained a blue anhydrite vase in the shape of a 
trussed duck (ibid., PI. XIII. 14); a plain dish 
of thick alabaster with four small projections 
round the rim (ibid., PI. XIII. 13); and Egyp
tian pottery (ibid ., PI. ~XIX. X 52, except 
ABYDOS No. 50). The contents of the room 
belong late in the second half of the Second 
Intermediate Period (ibid., pp. 54 H.). 

51. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I double 
juglets (Ashmolean 1913. 395)*. Type lBb . Two 
juglets joined together, each of a piriform body 
with trumpet base-ring with slightly concave, 
flaring sides; tall, narrow, approximately cy
lindrical neck with bell-shaped rim; relief de
cora tion of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round upper neck, incomplete on the inside 
back. The juglets are joined at the bodies, and 
converge to join at the rims; strap handle, with 
circular piercing in top at junction with rims, 
rising slightly from rims to shoulders, where it 
bifurcates. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
with thin orange-brown faces (on rims and 

bases) . Mottled black, brown and orange-brown 
exterior surface, burnished 10 n low finish. 

Height to rims: 10.25 cms. Width of either 
body: 3.95 cms. 

Ill.: Ccm. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 2. top row, centre; 
PI. XII.6. Chips are missing from rims and 
bases. 

52. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet 
(Brooklyn 13. 1047). Type IBa(ii). Relief de
cora tion of two parallel horizon ta l plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Black-brown ware. 

Height: 10.5 ems. 


Ill. : Celll. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 2. lop row, third 

from righ t; PI. X. 9. 

53. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IAa (iii). Relief decoration of two hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle; vertical plastic beJt(s?) down front of 
body. 

Ill.: Cem. Ab. Ill , PI. XII. 2, top row, second 
from left. 

54. Cemetery 0 Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill. : Cem. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 2. top row, left. 

55. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts rOllnd neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: Cem. Ab. Ill. PI. XII. 2. top row, second 
from right. 

56. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round neck at junction 
of handle. 

Ill. : Cem. Ab. HI, PI. XII. 2. top row, right. 

57. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet. 
Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of a single hori
zontal plastic belt round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: Cem. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 2. top row, third 

from left. 
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58. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R I juglet 
(Glasgow '13-76a). Type I. Decoration of 
"concentric rings round neck and body". 

Light brown ware. 
Ref.: Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum Ac

cession Register. 

59. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet 
(Glasgow '1:3- 7Gh) . Type I. Decoration of 
"concentric rings". 

Light hrown ware. 
Ref.: Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum Ac

cession Register. 

GO. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet 
(Australian Museum E 22334). Type I. 

Ref.: Australian Museum Accession Register. 

It is not unlikely that anyone of ABYDOS 

Nos. 58--60 is one of ABYDOS Nos. 53-57. 

61. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. B.R. I juglet 
(Australian Museum E 22333; N.M. AML 75) *. 
Type rAa (iii). Piriform body with broad low 
base-ring with straight flaring sides; tall, nar
row, tapering neck with bell-shaped rim; thin 
strap handle from upper neck to shoulder. Re
lief decoration of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round neck at junction of handle; two 
parallel vertical plastic belts down front of 
body, slightly off-centre to the right> 

Extremely hard thin clay with many small 
white and a few grey grits, fired grey with 
brown faces (on rim). Black exterior surface, 
mottled with brown, and burnished to a low 
finish. 

Height: 13.85 cms. Width of body: 6.8 cms. 
Ill.: N M H2, p. 150 Fig. 29. second from left; 

PI. VI. 1, 2. V-shaped section of rim is missing. 
; 

G2. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. R. L. (?) 
spindle hottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Cem. Ab. Ill, PI. 2. bottom row, centre. 

63. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Cem. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 4. bottom row, 
second from left. 

64. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. Egyptian copy 
of R.L. spindle bottle, Type I. 

Ill.: Cem. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 4. bottom row, 
third from left. 

G5. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

ll!. : Cem. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 4. botlom row, 
second from right. 

G6. Cemetery D Tomb D 114. Egyptian copy 
ofB.R.I(?) bottle, Type III Aa (Ashmolean 1913. 
394) *. Painted decoration. 

Ill.: Cem. Ab. rn, PI. XII. 4. bottom row, 
third from right; Frankfort, Studies 1, PI. X. 2. 
cen tre; JEfl 52, 1966, p. 177. 

Tomb D 114 had a shaft, almost three metres 
deep, which gave access through a low door in 
its south end to a chamber with a barrel
vaulLed roof of brick (Cem . Ab. III, p. 29 Fig. 
13, p. 30). Of bodies there remained only a 
few bones, and the contents of the chamber 
had been scattered in all directions, some even 
lying in the sand which filled the shaft. AB Y

DOS Nos. 51- 66 were only part of a large 
collection of grave-goods, which included ob
jects of gold, silver, copper, bronze, stone, glaze, 
ivory etc. (ibid., pp. 30 f.), and Egyptian pot
tery (ibid., Pis. VII. 1-37; XII. 1-4, excluding 
ABYDOS Nos. 51-(6). 

No. 3 consists of two serpentine vessels, a 
stemmed handleless vase (ibid., PI. XII. 11. 
left) and a kohl pot (ibid., PI. XII. 11. right), 
which could belong La Dyn. XVIII A or B. No. 
5 includes an alabaster lotus flower cup (ibid., 
PI. X. 6. top row, left) and an alabaster tazza 
cup (ibid., PI. X. 6. top row, centre), neither 
of which can antedate Dyn. XVIII B. Carnelian 
ball beads (No. 22a) (ibid., PI. XII. 9. outer 
doubled string) are unlikely to occur after Dyn. 
XVIII A. Two scarabs in No. 24 bear the name 
of Thlltmose III (ibid., Pis. IV. 21 =XII. 9. top 
row, third from left; IV. 22=XII. 9. top row, 
fourth from right). 

A necked jar (ibid., PI. VII. 3) belongs to the 
same type as one from el-Haraga Tomb 245 
(Harageh, Pis. XLII. 23X, LXIII), dated to 
early Dyn. XVIII A by the tall slender jar with 
painted decoration (ibid ., PI. XLIII. 240). The 
tall jar with white painted decoration of bands 
(Cem . Ab. Ill, PI. VIr . 4) resembles a jar from 
Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 7028 (Qau and Badari Ill , 
PI. XX VII. 98), placed in the Second Inter
mediate Period (ibid., PI. VI), in which it 
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was probably lale. The droIJ pot ,,·ith straight 
tapering sides (er lll. AI). Ill , PI. VII. 12 ) 
Cfln be paralleled in Abydos Tomb]) 21 (El 

AIllf'oh owl Abydos, PI. LlV. 18) , dating to 
the second half of Ihe Second Intermediate 
Period. The drop pots with or without black 
painted ballds round the rims (Ce Ill. Ab. Ill , 
PI. VI I. 13) are typical of Dyn. X V III A. The 
shape of one jug (ibid" PI. XI I. 1. bottom row, 
right) , and painted decoration on another of 

similar type (ibid., PIs. VH. 24=XII. 3. bottom 
row, centre) can be paralleled by a single vessel 
from Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 7281 (Qau ond Bo
({uf'i Ill, PI. XXIX. 202), which has been dated 
10 ])yn. XVIIl A (see above, p. 93). A pilgrim 
flask (eem. Ab. Ill , PI. XII . 3. bottom row, left) 
closely resembles in shape an example from 
Qaw el-Qebir Tomb 7618 (QO ll and Badaf'i Ill, 
PI. XXX. 256), also placed in Dyn. XVIII A by 
the drop pots with black painted bands round 
the rims (ibid., PI. XXX , 7618. 20P, 20P2) . The 
pot with oval body and short narrow neck 
(Cem. Ab. Ill, PI. XII. 3. bottom row, right) is 
characteristic of Dyn. XVIII A. The Tell el
Yahudiya juglet (ibid., PI. XII. 4. bottom row, 
left) belongs to the same type encountered in 
Abydos Tomb D 21 ,(El Amroh ond Abydos, 
PI. LTV. 13), lying in the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period, and should occur 
no later than early Dyn. XVIII A, probably the 
reign of Ahmose I (see above, p. 97). The 
juglet with painted decoration (Cem. Ab. Ill , 
PI. XII. 4. boLtom row, right) has parallels in 
Sidmant Tombs 310 (Sedment JI, PI. LX. 53), 
which belongs to Dyn. XVIII A (se above pp. 
70 f.), and 2200 (ibid ., PI. LXV. 60 F), also of 
Dyn. XVIII A date (se above pp. 75 f.). 

Though Peet stated that there was "no sign 
of mixing in the contents" of Abydos Tomb D 
114 (Cem. Ab. Il, p. 68) , the comparative data 
indicates that deposits of the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period, and Dyn, X VIII 
A and 13 were present in th e grave. 

67, Tomb 841, B.R. I juglet (Manchester 
6839)* . Type IAa(iii), Squat piriform body 
with broad low base-ring with straight splaying 
sides; tall , narrow, tapering, pulled back neck 

"'ith b ell -shaped rim; strap handle from upper 
neck to shoulder. Helief decorution of two pa
ndlel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junclion of handle; two parallel vertical plastic 
belts down front of body, off-centre to the left. 

Mottled black-brown , browll , orange-brown, 
reddish-brown a nd orange exterior surface, 
burnished to a medium to high finish. 

Height: 14.0 cms. \Viclth of body: 6.7 cms. 
Intact. 

Tomb 84J, which had been disturbed (U.C. 
Tom b Ca I'd) , wus exca va ted in 1921/ 22 by 
Petrie in the north section of the Abydos necro
polis (Tombs of the Cow·tiers, p. I) , north of 
the Fort of I<hasekhemui (ibid., PI. XV). It 
consisted of a rectangular pi t (U.C. Tomb 
Card), from which came a pink limestone kohl 
pot, other stone pots, three scarabs and "much 
pottery (types brought home)" (U.C. Tomb 
Card). No date can be given to these objects. 

68, Abydos (?). B.R. I juglet (U.C. 13432) *. 
Type lEc( i), Piriform body with angular shoul
der and trumpet base-ring with concave splay
ing sides; short , narrow, tapering, pulled back 
neck with shallow, everted , pinched trefoil 
spout; strap handle rising from rim to shoul
der. Incised decoration of two parallel horizon
tal lines round upper neck , enclosing diagonal 
jabs, incomplete undern ea th handle ; incised 
decoration on body. 

Extremely hard clay with many small white 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
with orange-brown faces (on base-ring). Black 
exterior surface, mottled with dark brown on 
upper neck and rim , and burnished to a me
dium to high finish. 

H eigh t: 11.9 cms. \Vid th of body: 7.0 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XIII. 1, 2, 3. Ref.: "V.M. FIinders 
Petrie, University College, London Egyptology 

Museum (Register of Accessions fof' the Years 
1913- 1930), p. 37 , where it is staLed that 
ABYDOS No. 68 was bought in 1922 for 10 
piastres . It has been tentatively attributed 10 

Abydos, as Petrie was excavating at this site in 
1921/22 (see ABYDOS No. 67 above). Base-ring 
has been chipped. 
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69. Sheikh r\assir CClllclery TOlllb :i. R.L. (?) 
spindle bo ltle. Type 1. 

Ill.: Annates XXXVII, 19:37, p . 251 PI. C. 

10 (?). 
In the Sheikh N;lssir Cem etery, which lay 

about thrce kilom etres north of the Rnm esses 
1I templ e M Abydos (i bid ., p. 244), Tewfik 
BOlllos opened 22 graves (ib id ., Plan 11 between 
pp. 254 f.), of which Tombs 1-3 were all of 
lhe same shape and about the same size (ibid ., 
p. 244). Each ha d a small shaft, lin ed with 
mud-bricks, at th e bottom of which all a rched 
entrance gave access to H large btll'ial chamber 
wi th barrel- va u lied mud-brick Toof. Illustra
tions of these tombs are said to appear 011 PIs, 
E a nd F (ibid., pp. 253, 255 r espec lively) . The 
former has 110 objects drawn in situ and must 
r epresent Tomb 1, the roo f and entra nce of 
which had been opened by robbers, and con
tents plundered , since Tombs 2 and 3 both con
tained a considerable number of grave-goods 
(ibid., pp. 244 f.). The latter, however, con
tain s a n ill situ pla n of the contents of a 
chamber, includin g two black sketches, one of 
an axe-h ead , the other of a tube. Even though 
th e d escription of the state in which the cham
ber of Tomb 3 was found does no t exac tly cor
respond to th e plan (i bid., p. 246), ,there can 
be no doubt tha t PI. F is an illu stra tion of 
Tomb 3, as the black in situ sketches co-incide 
exactly with the drawin gs of these copper ob
jects (ibid ., p. 251 PI. C. 18, 20). 

The scale on ibid. , p. 255 PI. F is wrong, 
since the enlarged dimensions of the chamber 
do no t correspond to th e mea surem en ts given 
on ibid ., p. 244, which ha ve th emselves been 
incorrec tl y ca ll ed cehtimetres ins tead of m etres. 
The plan 0 11 ibid., p. 255 PI. F turns out to 
h ave been reduced by a sixth, whi ch makes the 
spindle bottl e sketched in th e in sitll plan 
approx. 45.0 cms. high and G.O cms. wide. If 
the drawin gs on ibid. , p. 251 PI. C were also 
reproduced at Cl sixth, thou gh 110 scale has been 
given, th e s pindle bottle (ibid., p. 251 PI. C. 
10) would h ave a beight of approx. 36.6 cms. 
and a width of approx. 6.0 cms. The signifi
ca nce of Ihi s di sparily in m ea surem ents be
tween th e in situ skelch and the scale dJ'uwing 

could Ge dim inished Ly th e com ple le di ssi mi
larity in sizes belween lh e equivalent illu s tra
tions of th e axehead and tube. In common with 
Ihe metal objects, however, th e outlines of the 
spindle bolll es are sllfficiently close to suggest 
Ihat Ih ey represent Ihe same container, ABY
DOS No. 69. 

In th e d ebri s of lhe tomb were found a slllall 
quantity of c;lrnelian beads, a sm a ll white s tone 
with Ihe figure of a duck on one side and in 
scription on the other, and a small piece of 
blu e faience with Ihe figure of an ape on the 
back and inscription on the base (A nnates 
XXXVII , 1937, p. 246). It would be too hazard
ous to attempt an identification of the Egyp
ti an pottery ske tch ed in th e in situ pla n, but 
what appear to be drop pals may indi cate the 
presence of a Dyn . XVIII A deposit in th e 
chamber. ' 

70. Tomb. B.R. I juglet. Type IAa (ii ) . Relief 
decora tion of two parallel horizonta l pl as tic 
bells round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: A.nnutes XXXVII, 1937, p. 251 P I. C. 1l. 

71. Tomb. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa (ii ) . Relief 
decoration o f two paralle l horizontal plas tic 
belts round n eck at junction of hand le. 

Ill. : Annates XXXVII, 19;\7, p. 251 PI. C. 12. 

7'2. Tomb. R.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill. : Annates XXXVII , 1937, p . 251 P t. C. 9. 

ABYDOS Nos. 70-7'2, to whi ch no reference 
is made in the text , must have come from the 
Sheikh Nassir Cem etery, or from the Coptic 
Cemetery which li es wes t of th e Coptic Mon 
aSlery of Abydos and th e Shunet el-Zebib (ibid ., 
p. 254, Plan 1 between pp. 254 f.) . 

73. B.R. I jugle t (Cairo J 31994, C 2804)';'. 
Type IBa (ii). Piriform body with trumpet base
rin g with more or less straight flaring sides; 
lall , n arrow, tapering neck with bell-shaped 
ri Ill; thi ckish si ra p handle from upper neck to 
should er . Relief decoration of two parallel hori
zontal plas ti c belts round neck a t junction of 

handle. 

Extremely hard clay with some small whlte 
<lnd dark gr its, and traces of mi ca, fired grey 
\Vi Ih onll1ge-brown fa ces (on base- rin g). Black 
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exterior surface, moW ed with brown [l nd 
ornnge-bro'vvn, and burnished to a low to me
dium finish . 

Height: 15.65 cms. Width of body: 7. 2 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XI. 1 =lVIedelhavsmuseet Neg. No. C 
9429. second from left. 

Ref.: BIE 3e serie, 8, 1897 , p. 305. I n tact. 

74. B.R. II juglet (Brussels E 2351)*. Type 
IAa. Swollen piriform, almost globular body 
with broad low base-ring with concave splay
ing sides; narrow, irregu lar ly tapering neck 
with bell-shaped rim; irregular strap handle 
from below rim to shoulder. Painted decora
tion of parallel horizontal lines round neck; 
groups, each of four or five parallel lines, 
crossing all over body. 

IVlotl:Jed black, brown and orange exterior 
surface, lightly burnished to a very low, almost 
entirely matt finisll; matt white painted de
coration. 

Height: 14.5 cms. Width of body : 7.2 cms. 
Intact. 

75. B.R. 11 juglet (Copenhagen 5121). Type 
IAa. Painted decoration of parallel horizontal 
lines round neck; horizontal and oblique lines 
on body. 

Brown clay. White paihted decoration. 
Height: 15.0 cms. Width of body: 7.0 cms. 
Ill.: CVA. Donemar k. Fasc. 1. PI. 24. 10. 

Copenlwgue: Musee national. Fasc. 1, II C, Pl. 
24. 10. Ref.: ibid., p. 18. 

HV (DIOSPOLIS PARVA) 

1. Cemetery Y Tomb Y 50. RL. spindle bottle 
(Fitzwilliam 203-1899) *. Type I. Tall body 
tapering to a thick everted base-ring; tall, naT
row, slightly concave, tapering neck with disc
shaped rim with fl a t top sloping outwards; 
handle, of flattened oval section, from upper 
neck to shoulder. Low relief decoration of a 
single horizonta l belt round neck at junction of 
handle. Incised pot-mark on base (PI. XXI. 12). 

Extremely hard clay with some tiny white 
grits, fired orange-red with grey inner face of 
varying width . Orange-red exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish. 

Height: 29.0 cms. Width of body: 7.4 cms. 
One side of upper body is missing. 

2. Cemetery Y Tomb Y 53. B.R I juglet (Fitz
wilIiam 192-1899) *. Type IBa(ii). Piriform 
body with trumpet base-ring with slightly con
cave, flaring sides; tall , narrow, npproximately 
cylindrical neck with bell-shaped rim; thick 
narrow handle, of rectangular section, from 
upper neck to shoulder. Relief decoration of 
two parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck 
at junction of handle. 

Black exterior surface, with small brownish 
blemishes, burnished to a low to medium 
finish. 

Height: 14.25 ems. Width of body: 6.0 cms. 
Intact. Late fabric. 

3. Cemetery Y Tomb Y 150. D.R I bottle 
(Fitzwilliam 142-1899) *. Type IlIA. Tall nar
row body with slightly concave sides tapering 
to an everted circular base with splayed sides 
and a very shallow, circular depression; handle, 
of rectangular section, to shoulder. 

Extremely hard, thin clay some small white 
and dark grits , and traces of mica , fired grey 
with light orange outer face. Mottled black, 
brown and orange-brown exterior surface, bur
nished to a very low, a lmost matt remaining 
finish. 

Height of body to base of neck : 9.35 ems. 
Neck, handle and a large portion of the 

upper body are missing . 
Cemetery Y (Diospolis PorV(/, PI. I) contained 

a series of graves running right through from 
the VIth to XVIIIth Dynasties (ibid., p. 39). 
No other objects from Tombs Y 50, 53 or 150 
were noted in the excavation report, which 
itself contained no reference to RV Nos. 1-3. 

DENDERA 

1. Tomb 18: 081/x 14. ch. RR. I juglet (Phi
ladelphi a 29-66-162). Type IAa (ii). Relief de
coration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck a t junction of handle. 

Height: 13. 1 cms. Width of body: 6.5 cms. 
Ill.: PI. Ill. 5. 

2. Tomb 7: 733 C/x 56 S. ch. R.R. I fla sk 
(Philadelphia 29-66-163). Type IVA. Shallow 
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beIl-shaped rim. Helief decoration of a single 
horizontal plastic belt rOllnd neck at junction 
of handle; painted decoration of two horizontal 
lines round neck, one above, the other below 
plastic belt, and of two groups, each of four 
parallel lines, crossing each other on front and 
back segments of body. 

Height: 13.8 cms. Width of body: 8.4X6.5 
cms. 

Ill.: PI. XIX. 1, 2. 

DENDERA Nos. 1 and 2 were recovered from 
a cemetery dug by Fisher under the auspices 
of the E ckley B. Coxe Jr. Egyptian Expedition 
during 1915-16. According to the excavator, 
"it was found that the use of the Dendereh 
necropolis covered a long period. Beginning 
with the Second Dynasty (about B.C. 3000), 
there has been found a nearly complete se
quence down to Moslem times" (University of 
Pennsylvania Museum Journal December, 1917, 
p. nO). 

DEIR EL-BALLAS 

1. Cemetery 1 Tomb 182. B.R. I bottle 
(R.H.L.M.A. 6-7014). Type IlIAa. Everted cir
cular rim . Relief decoration of a single hori
.zontal plastic belt round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Burnished brown ware. 
H eight: 17.4 cms. Width of body: 6.4 cms. 

lIl. : PI. X VI. 2. Pieces of the lower body are 
missing. 

Cemetery 1 may have been the XVlllth Dy
nasty burial ground situated between the North 
and South Palaces (Smith, Art and Architec
ture of Ancient Egypt, pp. 156 f.). Tomb 182 
also held a stemmed handleless vase of alabas
ter (R.H.L.M.A. 6-7008) (PI. XXXIII. 2. top, 
second from left); a smaIl, rectangular, four
legged stand of stone (R.H.L..M.A. 6-7012) 
(PI. XXXIII. 1. left); an alabaster kohl pot 
(RH.L.M .A. 6-7013) (PI. XXXIII. 1. centre); 
an alabaster vase with squat truncated body 
(R.H.L.M.A. 6-7023) (PI. XXXIII. 2. top , left); 
a fragm ent of blue-green faience (R H.L.M.A. 
6-7010) (P I. XXXIII. 1. right); a bowl with 
flat base, carinated body and upright rim 

POTTERY FOUND IN EGYPT Ill) 

(R.H.L.M.A. (3-7011)) (PI. XXXIII. 2. bottom, 
left); two bowls with disc-shaped bases and 
upcurving rims (RH.L..M.A. 6-7007, 6-7022) 
(PI. XXXllI. 2. second from right and right 
respectively); five drop pots (R.H.L.M.A. 6-7009, 
6-7015, 6-7016,6-7018,6-7020) (PI. XXXIII. 3. 
all except th e left respectively); a necked pot 
with squat biconical body (R. H.L.M.A. 6-7017) 
(PI. XXXII I. 2. third from right); and a jar 
(R.H.L.M.A. 6-7021) (PI. XXXIII. 3. left ). 

Several objects can be paralleled in Abydos 
Tomb E 268 (El Arabah, PI. X VIII. bottom 
right photo. top row, left (= 6-7013), third 
from left (=6-7023); PI. XX. E 268. right 
group, centre (=6-7019); PI. XVIII. bottom 
right photo. bottom row, third from left 
(=6-7017); PI. XX. E 268. second from left 
(=6-7021)), which belongs to early Dyn. XVIII 
A (see above, p. 103). 6-7009, 6~7015, 6-7016, 
6-7018 and 6-7020 are typical of Dyn. XVIII A. 

The grave-goods of Deir el-Ballas Tomb 182 
are homogeneous, and can be attributed to 
early Dyn. X VIII A. 

QIFT (]{ OPTOS) 

1. B.R. I double juglets (Ashmolean 1892 . 
1 040A) *. Type IBb. Two juglets joined to
gether, each of a swollen piriform body with 
trumpet base-ring with slightly concave, flaring 
sides; taIl, narrow, tapering neck with beIl
shaped rim; relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round upper neck, in
complete at back and on inside. The juglets 
are joined at the bodies, and converge to join 
at the rims ; thick handle, of rectangular sec
tion, wiLh circular piercing in top at junction 
with rims, from rims to shoulders , where it bi
furcates. 

Extremely hard clay with many small light 
and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 
with orange-brown faces (on rims). Black ex
terior surface, mottled with brown and drab 
buff, and burnished to a low to m edium finish. 

Height to rims: 10.6 ems. Width of either 
body: 4.4 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XII. 7. Intact. 
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THEBES 

l. Dra Abu el-Naga Pit 16. n.R. 1 jl1glet 
(Cairo J 33470). Type lI3a (ii) . Relief decora lion 
of two parallel horizontal plastic bclls round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Reddish ware. 


Height: 13.5 tillS. 


Ill.: Thebun Necropolis, p. 10 Fig. 8. left. 

Ref.: 	BlE 3e serie, 10, 1899, p. 219. 

TH EBES No. 1 was found at the bottom of 
Pit 16 (Theban Necropolis, p. 10), together 
with a kneeling limestone statuette of ms.w 
(Cairo J 33475) (ibid., PI. VII; BIE 3e serie, 10, 
1899, p. 219); a small gold heart amulet (The

ban Necropolis, PI. IX. 7); a kohl pot of black 
granite (ibid., p . 10) and/or alabaster (Cairo 
J 33473) (BIE se serie, 10, 1899, p. 219); an 
amphora of yellowish ware with bichrome 
brown and red painted decoration (Cairo J 
33472) (Theb(ln Necropolis, p. 10 Fig. 8. right; 
BIE 3e serie, 10, 1899, p. 219); and two other 
amphorae of red ware (Cairo J 33471, J 33474) 
(BIE 3e serie, 10, 1899, p. 219) . 

The kohl pot(s?) should not be later than 
Dyn. X VIII B. J 33472 can be paralleled in 
Quban Cemetery 110 Tomb 171 (ASN 1910
1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. la. 2, p. 81), dated by 
scarabs of Hatshepsut (No . vi) (ibid., PI. 35. 
59) and Thutmose IJI (No. iii or iv) (ibid., PI. 
35. 56). It is to Dyn. XVIII B that the contents 
of Dra Abu el-Naga Pit 16 belong. 

2. Dra Abu el-Naga Tomb of :Minmontou. 
B.R. I juglet (one of Cairo J 21021-J 21024). 
Type IAa (ii). Relief decoration of a single hori
zontal plastic belt round neck at junction of 
handle. i 

Hcight: 15.0 CIllS. (?). 
Ill.: Annules IX, 1908, p. 55. This is nothing 

Illore than n stylised sketch . The B.R. II juglet 
(Cairo C 2803)", which was ten la I ively allotted 
one of the numbers J 21021-J 21024, has ob
viously been wrongly identified as the juglet 
from this tomb (CG. Steingefc"isse, p. 60 n. 3). 

The tomb was the restillg place of the First 
Prophet of Anum , IVlinlllontoll (Anna/es IX, 
1908, p. 54). His grave-goods (ibid., p. 55) COI11

prised a bronze dagger with gold covered hilt 

(J 21427); an alabasler jllg illscribed with the 
name of Ahmose I (.1 21005, C 18483) (CC. 
Steinge/iisse, PI. V. 18483) ; three stemmed 
handleless vases of alabaster (J 21006-J 21008 
=C 18345 (7), C 1834G, C 18348 respectively) 
(ibid., PI. IIIa. 18345, 18346, 18:348); two kohl 
pots (J 21009, J 21011), one of green porphyry 
(.1 21011); a serpentine (?) jug, of B.R. I Type 
IT (?) (J 21012, C 18361 7) (ibid., p. (4); a 
narrow necked vase of green porphyry (J 
21016); three llshabtis found in a coffin-shaped 
box of limestone, one of limestone with the 
name of Minmontu (J 21(13), another broken 
(J 21014), and the third with the name of the 
Lady, ThouLLi (.1 21015); two wooden objects 
(.1 21026); a raised uraeus with vase in front, 
decorated with black, yellow and red bands 
(.1 21025); and several Egyptian pots (J 21010, 
J 21017-,1 21024, excluding THEBES No. 2). 

The contents of the tomb can be placed in 
the reign of Ahmose I. 

3. 	Tomb 37 Coffin 59. B.R. I juglet (M.M.A. 
12. 181. 262). Type IAa (ii). Relief decoration 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Height: 11.4 ems. Width of body: 6.2 cms. 

Ill.: Five Years' Exp/ofCItions, PI. LX VIII. 1. 
bottom row, left; PI. XXXIV. l=M.M.A. Neg. 
No. LS 14433. bottom row, right. At the time 
of discovery there were remains of some fibrous 
material round the neck below the relief belts . 

4. 	 Tomb 37 Coffin 78. B.R. I juglet (M.M.A. 
12. 181. 2(4). Type IAa (iii). Relief deeoratioll 
of two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
neck at junction of handle; two parallel vertical 
plastic belts down front of body. 

Height: 13.7 cms. 'Width of body: 6.5 ems . 

lll.: Five YCllrs' Explorations, PI. LXVIII. 2. 
top row, left; Scepter of Egypt Il, p. 209 Fig. 
123. right foreground; Plo XXXIV. 1= M.M.A. 
Neg. No. LS IH33. lop row, right. 

5. 	Tomb 37 Coffin 78. B.H. I bottle (M.M.A. 
12. 181. 263). Type IIIAa. Disc-shaped rim 
with flattened top sloping outwards. Relief de
coration of a single horizontal plastic belt 
rOllnd neck at junction of handle. 
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Heighl: 14.5 ems. Width of body: 5.3 ems. 

lJl.: Five Yeurs' E.lplorulions, PI. LXVI II. 2. 

top row, second from left; Set> IJter of Egypt Il, 
p. 209 Fig. 12:3. right foreground; PI. XXXIV. 1 
=M.M .A. Neg. No. LS 144:33. top row, left. 

Tomb 37 was a large T-shaped grave, cut 
beneath the River Temple of Hatshepsut, just 
south of the Dra Abu el-Naga necropolis (Five 

Years' E.'tplorotions, PI. XXX, p. (4). Coffin 59, 

of the decorated rectangular type (ibid., PI. 
LX. 1. bottom) , had been placed in Pit D 
(ibid., PI. LV, p. IH). It contained fOI\[ mum

mies covered with a large shroud. One was a 

woman (Body A), who was accompanied by a 
n ecklace of scarabs (ihid., PI. LXXII. 59A), 
one of which bore the llame of Thutmose I 

(ibid., PI. LXXII. second row from top, second 
from left), a necklace of beads (ibid., PI. 

LXXIII. 59), and some bead bangles of bone 
and carnelian (ibid., p. 81). The other mum
mies were of a chi ld (Body B), a man (Body C) 
wrapped in very coarse linen, and an adult 
(Body D) of indeterminate sex. To Body D 
belonged a walking-stick. In its abdomen were 

some dom nuts , and a group of scarabs (ibid., 

PI. LXXII. 59D) , one of which had the name 

of Thutmose I (ibid., PI. LXXII. third row 
from top, sixth from left), another, the name 
of Thutmose II (ibid., PI. LXXII. third row 
from top, fifth from left). In the wrappings 
near the neck of the mummy were some faience 
and bone beads (ibid., p. 81). 

At the head end of the coffin , resting on the 
mummies, were found a necked pot wi th squat 

biconical body (ibid., PI. LXVIII. 1. boLLom 
row, right), which contained a piece of crystal, 
and a round backed , green glazed steatiLe 

scarab (ibid., PI. LXXII. 59) ; a wooden head
rest (ibid., PI. LXVIII. 1. bottom row, centre); 
a basket containing fom dOll) nuts (ibid., PI. 
LX VIlI. 1. botlom row, secolId from right); 

the B.R. I juglet , THEBES No. 3 ; and a bowl 
with carinated body (ibid. , Pl. LXVIII. 1. bot
tom row , second from left ). The con lents of 

Coffin 59 date to the reigns of Thutmose I 
and 11. 

Cofl'in 71:3, which was plaill, rectangular and 
flat topped (Fiue Yeu/'S' E.TIJ /omlion s, PI. LlX. 
2), had been placed in Chamber 13 (ibid., PI. 
LV, p. 85). In it lay the mummy of a woman, 

covered with a shroud. Under her h ead was a 

basket containing a dark brown stone kohl pot 

(ibid. , PI. LXVIII. 2. lop row, third from left), 
a stemmed handleless vase of alabaster (ibid., 

PI. LXVII1. 2. top row, third from right), and a 
cedar-wood comb (ibid. , PI. LXVIII. 2. top 

row, second from right). Near the basket lay 
the B.R.] jugle t, THEBES No. 4 and B.R. I 

bottie, THEBES No. 5. On her breast, under 
the wrappings, had been placed a small basket 
(ibid. , PI. LXVIII. top row, right) , in which 
were foulld bone and carnelian bead-bangles 

(ibid., PI. LXXIII. 78) , three scarabs and two 
cowroids. On her neck was an amuletic neck

lace composed of gold, lapis lazuli, carneli an 
and garnet beads, s tru ng between gold amulets 
(ibid., PI. LXXIII. 78) . Two gold mounted cow 
raids had been placed on the third finger of the 
left hand. Two of the scarabs were of glazed 
sleatite, mounted in gold, and one was made 
of carnelian; of the cowroids, three were of 
glass mounted in gold, and one of steatite 
similarly mounted (ibid., PI. LXXII. 78). The 
interment in Coffin 7i:3 probably also took place 
in Dyn XVIII A (ibid., pp. 64 ff.). 

G. Dra Abu el-Naga. Tomb L.C. VII, G3, x/24. 
B.R. I jugIet (Philadelphia 29 -87-285). Type 

IBa(ii). Relief decora tion of two parallel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Height: 13.8 ems. Width of body : 6.7 cms. 


Ill.: PI. XI. 2. Handle is missing. 


I'll E13ES No. () was discovered in the Dra 

Abu el-Naga necropolis in the course of two 
seasons of excavations conducted in 1921 - 22 
and 1922-23 by Fisher on behalf of the Eck

ley I3. Coxe Jr. Expedition 10 Egypt (Univer

sity of Pennsylvania Mllseum Journal March, 
1924, pp. 21:3 fT). 

7. DeiI' el-Med ina Tombs 359-:360 No. IJ..8. 
B.B.. I juglet. Type ma (ii). Helief decoration of 
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t\\'o parallel horizontal plastic bells rOIIJ\d neck 
at junction of handle. 

Very fine grey-bind: clay. Brown exterior 
surface. 

Height : approx. 14.1 cms. Width of body: 
approx. G.l cms. 

lit.: Nagel, Ceromiquc I, p. :30 Fig. 25. 118. 
ReL : ibid., p . 36. 

Tomb 359 was the burial place of Anher
khaoui, whose inscriptions had been executed be
tween Year 21 of Ramesses III and Year 1 of Ra 
messes VI (ibid., p. 14; Deir el MMinell (1930), 

pp. 33 fL). Kaha, the grand-father of Anher
khaoui, and Chief of the Workmen at the be
ginning of the reign of Ramesses 11 and per
ha ps already at the end of that of Seti I (Nagel, 
Ceromique I, p. 14), was the occupant of Tomb 
360 (Deir el Medineh (1930), pp. 71 ff.). The 
contents of these two tombs, which formed an 
intricate complex of shafts, passages and cham
bers (ibid., pp. 34 f. Figs. 17 , 18), were inter
mingled, and the pottery could not be allocated 
to its respective owners (Nagel, Ceramique 1, 
p. 14). It was, moreover, thought quite possible 
that intrusive fragments had found their way 
into the debris which filled these graves. 

The conditions of the tombs were such tha t 
THEBES No. 7 need hot h ave been contem
poraneolls with the remains of the XIXth Dy
nasty . 

8. Deir el-Medina Tomb 1182 No. 8. B.R. II 
juglet. Type IAa or IBa. Painted decoration of 
groups, each of two parallel lines, round neck 
and crossing on body. 

Fine brownish clay. White painted decora
tion. i 

Width of body: approx. 9.25 cms. 
Ill.: Nagel, CeJ'{tmique I, p. 108 Fig. 87. 6; 

Deir el Medineh (1928), p. 134 Fig. 77 .6. Ref.: 
Nagel, Ceromique I, p. 108. 

Tomb 1182, which was enLered from a deep 
pit, consisted of two rectangular chambers in 
line with each other, joined by it narrow pas
sage (DeiI' pI J1JMineh (1928) , pp. 132, 133 Fig. 
7()). From the grave came the fragment of all 

engraved limestone lintel (No. 1) (ibid., p. 130 
Fig. 74. 15) ; a fragment of a large , inscribed, 

limes tone statue of a kneeling man (No. 2) 
(Deir el :l/Millch (1928), p. 130 Fig. 74. 16); 
fragment of an inscribed limestone pyramidion 
(No. 3) (ibid., p. 133); a fragment of limestone 
has-relief with inscription (No. 4) (ibid., p. 130 
Fig. 74. 18); and another fragm ent of limestone 
bas-relief, inscribed with three vertical car
tOllches (No. 5) (ibid., p. 130 Fig. 74. 11). "In 
the primary (centre) car'touche, it is extremely' 
rare for E=:J to appear last in the car touche at 
the time of the Thutmosids, but common in 
the reigns of Ramesses I and Seti 1. This is a 
strong presumption against an XV1IIth Dynasty 
date. Ramesses XI is eliminated by the fact 
tha t the element si fJ-n- pib ends his cartouche 
in every instance. Considering the second (left) 
earlollche, Seti I becomes impossible. Thut
mose III and IV are possible, but in both cases 
additional tiLles close the car'touche in over
whelming proportions. Moreover r is very 
much more frequent than -tt- in It\ rr. In 
the case of Ramesses I, however, there is only 
one instance (Gauthier , Livre des rois Ill, 
p. 6 No. XXIVA) in which an epithet is in
cluded in the cartouche with Ramesses, which 
usually stands alone. There is one occurrence 
each of the combinations 01f\ r~ (Gauthier , 
Livre des rois III, p. 8 No. XXXIV) and -tt-)k 8 
(ibid., p. 8 No. XXXVII), either of which could 
correspond to the example from Deir el-Me
dina" (H. S. Smith). It seems likely therefore 
that No. 5 bore the name of Ramesses 1. 

The tomb also contained fragments of casket 
with white, red and blue painted decoration 
(No. 6) (Deir cl Medineh (1928), p. 133); a. 

lump of clay in the top of which were embed
ded some persea seeds (No. 7 = Nagel No. 14) 
(ibid., p . 133; Nagel , Cerwnique I, p. 108); and 
Egyplian pottery (No. 8 = Nagel Nos. 1-5,7
13) (De iI' el Medineh - (-1928) , pp. 133 f., 134 
Fig. 77; Nagel, Ceromique I, pp. 107 f., 108 
Figs. 87-90). 

The disturbed staLe of the tomb and frag
mentary nature of its contents make it impos
sible to establish the chronology of the deposits. 

U. Deir el-Medina Tomb 1377 No. 3. R.L. (?) 
spindJe bot LIe. Type 1. 
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Ill. Deir el :lledineh (193.4- 1935) 11 , p. IG9 
Fig. 92. ReI".: ibid ., p. 170 . The bollle is said la 

have contained a brown, vi sco us , oily liqllid. 
Its mouth had been closed with a cloth stopper. 

Tomb 1377 consisted of a roughly rectangll
lar pit (ibid., pp. 1G8 f., 1G9 Fig. 91), in which 
had been placed a plain , rec tangular , fiat-top
ped coffin m ade of wallle and dallb (No. 10) 
(ibid ., pp. 45 Fig. 19, 1G9 Fig. 92). It occupied 
one side of the chamber, and was found to be 
empty. On top of it lay a low wooden stool 
(No. 9) and a bed (No. 8). In the other half of 
the pit were the remaining grave-goods. Near 
the coffin stood a baskel (No. 1) which con
tained an alabaster kohl pot and bone kohl 
stick (No. la); a " basiel" vase of red and 
white stone (No. 1b); a small wooden jewellery 
casket (No. lc); an ivory hair-pin with uraeus 
head (No. 1 d) ; a wooden comb (No. le); a 
smal! pottery vase with fatty contents (No. If); 
four dom nuts, some raisins and graminaceae 
(No. 1 g). Round the basket were five tall slen
der jars (No. 2). To the same group belonged 
THEBES No. 9, and a pot with slender body 
and narrow neck (No. 4) . In the corner of the 
pit was another deposit, comprising two 
"flower-pots" which were filled with bread, 
cakes and dam nuts (No. 5) ; a bowl containing 
bread, a small bag of grains, dates, figs and 
grains (No. 6); and two clay cups full of grains 
(No. 7). 

Nos. Id and 2 can be paralleled in el-Lahun 
Tomb 5 (Luhun II , Pis. LV. 3 (= No . Id) , 
LVIII. 26Z2, 2GZ3 (-= No. 2)) , which belongs to 
early Dyn. XVIIl A (see above, p . 41) . Deir el
Medina Tomb 1377 can be given the sallle date., 

10. DeiI' el-Medina Tomb 1380 Coffin No. ;). 
R.L. 	 (?) spindle bottle. Type 1. 

Dark red polished ware. 

Il!.: Dei/" e/ MediT/eh (1934-1935) 11 , p. 177 
Fig. 99. Ref.: ibid ., p. 179. It is said to hav e 
been stoppered with a plug of string and a 
linen rag, and been filled with a greasy liquid. 

In Tomb 1380 a pit gave access to a cham
her of irregulctr plan, the entrance to which 
had been closed by a dry stone wall (ibid., pp. 
175 f., 176 Fig. 98). Against the back wall of 

the chamber res ted all anlhro[loid coffin of 

sycamore (Deir el MediT/eh (1934-1935) Il , 

p. 177 Fig. 99), which contained th e mummy 

of a young woman (ibid.) p. 179). Accompanying 

her inside the coffin were THEBES No. 10, 

which lay at the left of the head , and objects of 

bronze, stone, ebony, lealher, minerals, bas

ketry, fruit and other vegetable matter (Nos. 1, 

2,4-9) (ibid.) p. 179). 

On the body itself were ornaments of gold, 

carnelian, green glaze and ivory (ibid.) p. 180), 

including scarabs with the names of Nefertari 

(ibid., p. 70 Fig. 34. q. 2) and Thutmose III 

(ibid., p. 70 Fig. 34. q. 1) . 

The rest of the chamber was filled with bas

kets and pottery, surrounding the coffin (ibid., 

pp. 176 fT). 

The interment ulldoubtedly took place during 

the reign of Thutmose Ill. The appearance on 

a scarab of the name of Nefertari, who was the 

wife of Ahmose I, can be interpreted as a pious 

or superstitious wish on the part of the de
ceased fora guarantee of protection from the 

woman who had become one of the patron 

saints of the Theban necropolis (ibid. ) p. (7). 

11. Deir el-Medina Tomb 1389 Pit No. 4. 
B.R. I (?) bottl e. Type lIIA(?)a. No decoration 

visible. 

Ill.: Veir el Medilleh (1934-1935) H , p. 200 
Fig. 115. Bef. : ibid ., p. 197 . The handle is 

missing. 

Tomb 1389 had a pit giving access to a 

chamber, the entrance to which had been 

blocked by a wall of stones (U)id., pp . 197 , 

198 Fig. 113). Tl-/ EBES No. 11 was found in 

the shaft , toge ther w1th the back (No. 1) , the 

straw sea t and a leg (No. 2) of a wooden chair; 

a vase with broad body (No. 3); a small dish 

(No. 5); and a small cup (No. 6) (ibid., p. 200 

Fig. 115) . 

Though the undisturbed burial inside the 

chamber can be dated to the time of Thutmose 

III by Cl scarab (ibid.) p. 70 Fig. 34. D. 4, p. 201 

No. 13) and a sealing (ibid., p. 201 No. 14), no 

date can be given 10 Ihe contents of the pit. 
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Other spindle bolLles reproduced in the Deir 

cl-Medina cxcavalion report (Dcir et MCdinch 
(1931.-1935) I1, p. 91 Fig. 46. 9-12; p. 93 
Fig. 47. third row from top, eighth and ninth 

from right; p. 97 Fig. 49. top row) have not been 

inclllded in the catalogue, as Ihe illustrations 

are so execrable, it is practic;lIly impossible to 

tell whether they are additional depictions of 

examples alre;ldy listed, THEBES Nos. 9-11, 
or reproductions of different specimens invis

ible in the group photographs of other graves. 

12. Qurnet Murai Tomb 1408 Chamber No. 1. 
Egyptinn Red Polished imitation of RL. 

spilldle bottle, Type I. 

Ill.: Deir el MCdineh (1935-1940) I, p. 7 

Fig. 2. bottom row, second from right. Ref.: 

ibid.) p. 6. Its mouth had been closed with a 

cloth rng sealed with clny, and its contents 

were an oily liquid. 

The deep square shafl of Tomb 1408 gave 

access to a roughly hewn, oblong chamber, the 

entrance to which had been blocked by a dry 

stone wall (ibid., p. 8 Fig. 3). The burial was 

found intact. In a Rishi coffin lay the mummy 

of an adult Negroid male (ibid.) pp. 6 f.), ac

companied by a wooden head-rest (No. 1) 
(ibid.) p. 7 Fig. 2. lop row, centre); a wooden 

/ 	 kohl tube held by a baboon, with a gold ring 

for the kohl stick (No. 2) (ibid.) pp. 5 Fig. 1, 

7 Fig. 2. bottom row, centre); a small leather 

bag for toilet objects (No. 3) ; and a hone of 

black stone (No. 4) (ibid., p. 7 Fig. 2. top row, 

left). These grave-goods had been placed on 

the legs. 

On the fJoor of the chamber, north-east of 

the coffin, rested a square chest of white wood, 

divided into three compartments which con

t:lined linen and viscera (ibid.) p. 4). South

east of it was a gronp of seven vases, COll\

prising THEBES No. 12; a Black Polished jug 

(No. 2) (ibid.) p. 7 Fig . 2. top row, right); two 

lIecked pots with angular oval bodies and 

painted decoration (No. 3) (ibid.) p. 7 Fig. 2. 

bottom row, left and right) ; a necked pot \-vith 

angular oval bolly and no decoration (No. 4) 

(ihid., p. 7 Fig. 2. bottom row, second from 

Icft), bearing a seal sl.amped with an S-spiral 

(ibid., p. 8 Fig. 3. top left); ancI two other ves

sels , found brokell (ibid., p. 7). 

The interment can be dated to Dyn. XVIII A 
by Chamber No. 2. 

1:3. Medinet Habu Square H 13. B.R I juglet. 

Type IBa(ii). Relief decoration of a single hori

zontal plastic belt round neck at junction of 

handle ; painted decoral.ion of horizontal and 

oblique lines round neck, and groups, each of 

three parallel lines, crossing on body. 

Fine red clay. Smoothed brownish-red ex

terior surface; white painted decoration. 

Height: approx. 15.0 cms. Width of body: 

approx. 7.75 cms. 

Ill.: The Exc(lvo/ion 0/ Medinct Hubll V, PIs. 

7. b. 3; 47. T 3. Ref.: ibid.) p. 73. 

T H EBES No. 13 was said to have been found 

just above the Ramesses III level in Square 

H 13 (ibid.) pp. 14 Fig. 19; 73). 
14. B.R I double juglets (RS.M. 1956. 228) *. 

Type IEb. Two juglets joined together, each of 

a piriform body with trumpet base-ring with 

concave flaring sides; tall, narrow, slightly ta

pering neck with bell-shaped rim; relief deco

ration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 

round upper neck, incomplete on the inside 

back. The juglets are joined at the bodies, and 

converge to join at the rims; thick handle, of 

rectangular section, with circular piercing in 

top, rising from rims to shoulders, where it 

bifurcates. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white 

and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired grey 

with orange outer face. Mottled black, grey 

and brown exterior surface, burnished to a low 

to mediull1 finish. 

Height to rims: 9.4 cms. Width of either body: 

3.G5 cms. 

Ref.: Murray, Catalogue, p. 43 No. 682. Intact. 

15. RL. spindle boLlle (B.M. (176) *. Type I. 
Tall, relatively broad body tapering to a thick 

everted base-ring; tall, narrow, slightly con

cave, tapering neck with disc-shaped rim with 

flat top sloping outwards; handle, of flattened 

oval section, from upper neck to shoulder. Low 

relief decoratioll of a single horizontal belt 

round neck at junction of handle. Incised pot

mark all base (PI. XXI. 4). 
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E,lrelllely hard clay wilh a medium sized, 
soft while grit (?), and two small orange ill
clusions (visible from exterior), and traces of 

mica, fir ed orange. Light orange-red and 
orange-brown exterior surface , burnished 10 a 
mediulll finish. 

Height : 34.85 CIllS. Width of body : 9 .5 crns. 
Ill.: PI. XX. 5. Intact. 

16. RL. spindle bottle (Birmingham 926. 
63). Type 1. Very low relief decoration of a 
single horizontal bell round neck at junction. of 

band le. No incised pOI-mark on base. 
LigIJ t orange-brown ex terior surface. 
Height: :33.8 cms. Width of body: ().35 CIllS. 

Ref.: Information from B. J. Kemp. 

17. B.R. II flask (W.R.M.M. 2453150/ 11 23961 
B) *. Type IVA. Lentoid body with front seg
ment much more swollen than back, and junc

tion between them roughly rounded ; tall, nar
row, tapering, pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Painted decoration of parallel hori
zontal lines round neck; two groups, each of 
four parallel lines, crossing eaeh other dia

gonally on either segment of body. 

Mottled black and bTown exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish; matt while painted 
decora lion. 

Height: 15.1 ems. Width of body : 8 .2 X 6.5 
cms . 

Jll. : PI. XXIV. 3. Intact. 

18. Thebes (?). B.R I double juglets (Sevres 
3:308). Type lBb. Relief decoration of two pa
rnllel horizontnl plastic belts round upper neck 

of each juglet, incpmplete on the inside back. 

Reddish-brown clay. Burnished leather-co
loured exterior surface. 

Hei ght to rims: 11.0 CIllS. 

Ill.: Cl'A. Frollce. Fasc. 13, PI. 538. 22 . Mu
see nationol de Sevres. Pasc. unique, PI. 9. 22. 

Ref.: ibid ., p. 19. 

19. Thebes (?). RL. spindle bOllle (M.M.A. 
30. 8 . 206). Type I. 

Height: 35.5 cms. \Vidth of hody: 7.0 cms. 
Ill.: Nora E. Scott, The flame Life of the 

Ancient Egyptians (New York, 1945), Pig. 16. 

righl backgrollnd; Sce/Jtef 0/ EUYJ!t 11, p. 209 
Fig. 12:3; PI. XX. (j = i\Uvl.A. Neg. No. 81738. 

20. Egyptian Hed Polished copy of RL. 
spindle bottle , Type I (Sevres 4295.23). 

Ill.: el'A. Pruncr . Fasc. 13, PI. 530.31. Mu
sce natiol/ol de Sevres . Pase unique, PI. 1. 31. 
Ref.: ibid., p. 3. 

21. Thebes (?). Egyptian Red Polished copy 
of 	R.L. flask, Type II (M.M.A. 30. 8. 205). 

Height: 19.5 ems. Width of body: 12.5 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XXII. 2 =M.M.A. Neg. No. 81754. 

ESNA 
Garstallg's RECORDS (in the possession of 

the Liverpool School of Archaeology and Orien

tal Studies). 

1. 	Tomb 62 E '05 No . b . n .R. I juglet (W.H. 
M.M. 13427 ?)*. Type IAa(iii). Squat piriforl11 

body with low base-ring with short, straight, 
slightly expanding sides; tall, narrow, tapering, 
pulled back neck with bell-shaped rim; strap 

handle from upper neck to shoulder. Relief de
coration of two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round neck at junction of handle; two paral

lel vertical plastic belts down front of body, on
centre. 

Extremely hard , thin clay with a few very 
small w hi te gri ts , and traces of m ica , fired 
grey with thin orange-brown faces (on base
ring). :Mottled black , brown and orange-bTown 

exterior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
finish. 

Height: 12.8 ems. Width of body: 6.3 ems. 
Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. No. E 98. second 

from lel't; PI. VII. 2=W.H.M ..M. Neg. No. 

19484. second from left. Ref.: Cotalogue of The 
MacGreuor Collection of Egyption Antiquities, 
which will be sold by Auction, by /'dessrs. 
Sotheby, Wi/kinson & Hodge (London , 1922) , 

p. 233 Lot No. 1789 (iii). Intact. 

2. Tomb 62 E '05 No . b (?). B.1t I double 

juglets (W.H.M.M. 13426) *. Type lEb. Two 
juglets joined together, each of a piriform body 
with trumpet base-ring wilh concave splaying 
sides; 1all, narrow, tnpering neck with bell
sha ped rim; relief decora tion of two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round upper neck, in
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complete on the inside back. The juglets are 
joined at the bodies, nnd converge to join at 
the rims; strap hundle, with circular piercing 
in top at junction with rims, rising slightly 
from rims lo shoulders, where it bifurcates. 

Extremely bard clay with some very small 
white and dark grits, and traces of mica, fired 
pale grey with light buff-brown faces (on base
rings). Mottled black-brown, brown and orange
brown exterior surface, burnished to a high 
finish. 

Height to rims: 10.7 cms. ·Width of either 
body: 4.2 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XII. 8= W.H.M.M. Neg. No. 19484. 
left. Ref.: Cullllogue of The MucGregoJ' Collec
lion of Egyptiun Antiquities, which will be sold 
by Auction, by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & 
Hodge (London, 1922), p. 233 Lot No . 1789 
(iv). Intact. Though the W.H.M.M. Accession 
Card states that this pot came from Esna Tomb 
62 E '05, the provenance is alleged to have 
been taken from the Auction Catalogue, which 
does not give the source, either directly, or by 
reference to the foregoing B.R. I juglet, ESNA 
No. 1, which certainly turned up in this tomb. 
That two Cypriote containers were in fact 
found in Tomb 62 E '05 is shown by Garstang's 
RECORDS, which note under No. b "2 Syrian 
rots (lea ther bottle) ". 

Tomb 62 E '05 also contained a gold mounted 
scarab (No. c), an alabaster kohl pot (No. d), 
and green glaze beads (No. a) (Garstang 's 
RECORDS). On the evidence of No. d, the de
posit should not postdate Dyn. XVIII B. 

3. Tomb 137 E '05 No. g. B.R. I flask. Type 
IVA. B/f\l-shaped rim . Relief decoration of a 
single horizontal plastic belt rOllnd neck at 
junction of handle. 

Height: 14.0 cms. 
Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. No. E 98. third 

from left. Ref.: Garstang 's RECORDS. 

4. Tomb 137 E '05 No. h. B.R. I jllglet. Type 
IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two para\lel hori
zontal plastic belts round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Height: 14.6 cms. 

Hef.: Garstang's RECORDS. 


The rest of the grave-goods from Tomb 137 
E '05 consisted of a cylindrical alabaster vase, 
a stemmed handleless vase of green glaze 
(No. i) , beads, and a wooden kohl tube (Gar
stang's RECORDS). 

No. i has a parallel in the TOll1b of l'vlaket at 
Kahun (/](C, PI. XXVII. 1), the contents of 
which have been dated to the reigns of Thut
mose I, 1I and III (see above, p. 47). The 
group of objects in Esna Tomb 137 E '05 could 
belong to Dyn. XVIII A or B. 

5. Tomb 263 E '06 Chamber v. R. L. spindle 
bottle (Mnnchester 3954) *. Type I. Tall narrow 
body tapering to a thick everted base-ring; tall, 
narrow, slightly concave, pulled forward neck 
with disc-shaped rim with flattened top sloping 
outwards; handle, of flattened oval section, 
from upper neck to shoulder. Low relief de
coration of a single horizontal belt round neck 
at junction of handle. No incised pot-mark on 
base. 

Orange exterior surface, burnished to a me
dium finish. 

Height: 33.3 cms. Width of body: 6.9 cms. 
Mended. A small piece of the body near the 

handle is missing. Dark stains are visible on 
the exterior surface round the junction of rim 
and neck. 

From Tomb 263 E '06 Chamber v also came 
a broken grey stone kohl pot lid (No. i); ball 
beads of carnelian (No. ii) and green glaze (No. 
iii); beads of carnelian and dark stone (gar
net ?) (No. iv); a sma\l bird amulet of green 
stone (No. v); and two llninscribed green glaze 
scarabs (No. vi) (Garstang's RECORDS) . 

No. i should not be later than Dyn. XVIII B. 
Nos. ii and iii are unlikely to occur after Dyn. 
X VIII A, but could be earlier. The evidence 
is insufficient to determine a precise date for 
the contents of Chamber v. 

6. 1905 (?). Egyptian juglet, of Black Po
lished 	 jug shape, decorated in VV.P. VI style. 

Ill.: Liverpool School Neg. No. E 99. 

7. 1906. Egyptian juglet, of Black Polished 
jug shape, decorated ill VV.P. VI style. 

Ill.: Pl. XXXIV. 3 =Liverpool School Neg. 
No. E 9G, second from right. 
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8. 190G. RR. I juglet. Type IBa (ii ) . Helief 
decoration of hvo parallel horizoutal plastic 
belts round neck at. junction of handle. 

Ill.: PI. XXXI V. :3 = Li verpool School Neg. 
No. E 9(). left. 

9. 190G. B.R. I flask. Type IVA. Shallow bell
shaped , or everted, circular, f!nt-topped rim. 
Helief decorn t ion of a si ngle horizontnl plastic 
belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill. : PI. XXXIV. 3=Liverpool School Neg. 
No. E 96. right. 

E5iVA Nos 1-9 were uncovered by Gar
stang's ex.cavations <1t EsnH in 1905 and 1906, 
of which a preliminary r eport (Annates VIII , 
1907, pp. 141 ff.) is the only account so far 
published. It contains no references to ESNA 
Nos. 1-9, or 10 the contexts from which they 
came. 

EL-SHALLAL 
1. Cemetery 7 Tombs 2 and 3. B.R. 1 juglet. 

Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of a single hori
zon tal plas t ic belt round neck n t junction of 
handle. 

Height : approx. 15.0 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 6.5 cms. 

Ill.: ASN 1907-1908 I, p. 341 Fig . 325. 6. 

2. Cemetery 7 Tombs 2 nnd 3. R.L. (7) spindle 
bottle. Type 1. 

Width of body: approx. 6.0 ems. 
1Il.: ASN 1907-1908 I , p. 341 Fig. 325. 2. 
Tombs 2 and 3, both of which had rectan

gulH shafts giving access to underground 
chnl11bers (ibid.) p. 62 Fig. 41) , had been en
tered and plundered , so that it was impossible 
to distinguish between their respective contents 
(ibid.) pp. 61 f.). In the pit of Tomb :2 were two 
skeletons which hnd apparently been pulled 
out of the chamber. On the floor of the room was 
a mass of disordered skeletons nnd potsherds. 
The pit of Tomb 3 contnined n layer of dis
ordered bones, the south chamber, a number 
of disordered skeletons. In all, Tomb 3 pro
duced 20 skeletons: eight Egyptian males , five 
Egyptian femal es, two Egyptian children, four 
Negresses, and one negroid (Nubia n) woman. 
The b odies had probably been wrapped in 
cloth and placed in wooden coffins . 

The grave-goods from the tombs comprised 
objects of bronze, stone, glaze, glass, shell nnd 
pottery (ASN 1907-1908 I, pp. 62 f.), repre
senting deposits of at least as early as Dyn. 
XVIII A, dated by the Black Polished jug (ibid.) 
p. 341 Fig. 325. 3 Iype), and ns late as the 
XIVlh Dynasty (ibid.) p. 61). 

3. Cemetery 7 Tomb 5. B.H. I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii). Relief decoration of a single horizontal 
plaslic belt round neck at junction of handle. 

1II.: ASN 1907- 1908 I, p. 341 Fig. 325. 
6 type. 

Tomb 5 had a rectangulm shaft , off either 
cnd of" which opened a chamber with vaulted 
roof of mud-brick (ibid.) pp. 63 f. ). In the pit 
and the chambers were disordered skeletons of 
both sexes, including more than 16 Egyptians, 
fOllr Negroes, and 13 with strongly pronounced 
Negro taint. 

The grnve-goods, of bronze, stone, glass, 
shell(?) and pottery (ibid.) p. (4), include an 
amphora (ibid.) p. 337 Fig. 304), stamped with 
the car·touches of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III 
(ibid., p. 64 No. 12 Type III 1) . The contents, 
how ever, cover a 'wider chronological range, 
since the very tall slender jars with short 
narro-w necks (ibid.) p. 336 Fig. 302. 1, 2) are 
typical of the Second Intermediate Period, the 
Black Polished jug (ibid., p. 341 Fig. 325. 3), 
of Dyn. XVIII A. 

4. Cemetery 7 Tomb 6. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

Height: approx. 28.5 cms . Width of body: 
approx. 9.0 cms. 

Ill.: ASN 1907- 1908 I, p. 341 Fig. 325. 1. 

In Tomb 6 a rectangular shaft , the mouth of 
which was enclosed by a reclnnguIar mud
brick sllperstructure, gnve nccess to a chamber 
at either end (ibid.) p. 65 Figs. 42, 43). The pit 
and rooms contnined the disordered bones of 
94 skeletons belonging to men , women and 
children , including five which showed Negro 
mixture (ibid ., pp . 65 f.). 

Objects of bronze, stone, faience , glaze, glass, 
shell and pottery were found in the grnve 
(ibid. ) p. (6) . The very 1n\l slender jar with 
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silort narrow neck (AS1\ 1907-1908 I, p. 336 

Fig. 302. 11 belongs to the Second Intermediate 
Period, the necked pot with oval body, disc

shaped base and painted decoration (ibid., p. 

34L Fig. 323.4), probalJly to Dyn. XVIIJ A, and 

the Hmphora (ibid., p. :137 Fig. 3(4), probably 

to about the time of Hntshepsut. The tomb 

appears to have contained mixed deposits of 

the Second Intermediate Period and N.l{. 

5. Cemetery 7 Tomb 9. B .R. I juglet. Type 
IBa (ii) . Relief decoration of a single horizontal 

plastic belt round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: ASN 1.907-1908 I, p. 34L Fig. 325. 
6 type. 

Tomb 9 had a rectangular shaft with a 
chamber at either end, and possibly a third 

opening off one side (ibid., p. 57). The tomb 
had been looted in recent times, and the dis
ordered bones of many skeletons of Egyptians 

and Negroes were uncovered. Four small plas
ter masks, painted and gilded, which belonged 
to mummy cases, also came to light (ibid., 
PI. 72. cl. The grave-goods consisted of a 
coiled ring of three turns of gold-plated cop
per (No. i) ; a silver ear-ring (No. ii); a 

bronze razor (No. iii) (ibid., PI. 55. c. 3); a 
dark stone kohl pot with small wooden kohl 
stick (No. iv) ; an ala'lwster kohl pot with lid 
(No. v); an uninscribed dark green stone scarab 
(No. vi) (ibid ., PI. 71. a. 4 left, b. 4 left); a 

green glazed steatite scarab with engraved de
sign (No. vii) (ibid., PI. 71. a. 4 right, b. 4 

right); a small green glazed crouching lion 
amulet (No. viii) (ibid., PI. 70. c. 2) ; fragments 
of bon e inlay from a toilet box, decora ted wi th 

driller holes and circles (No. ix) ; and Egyptian 
pottery (ibid., p. (7). 

No. iii was a i\UC type (TW, PIs. LX. 25, 
LXI. 23, 24, p. 49). The specimen assigned by 
Petrie to the time of Hatshepsut (ibid., PI. LX. 
26), on grounds which have not been stated, 

came from Buhen Tomb H 70 (Buhen , PI. 63. 
10325 A), the contents of which had evidently 
been distmbed (ibid., p. 1Gl ) . Thongh there 
was XVIIIth DYllasty material in the grave, the 
alabaster kohl pots (ibid., PI. 67. D type), for 

example, could have come frOnl an earlier de

posit. The other eX:llnple or this kind of razor, 
which W,)S attribllted to Ihe XVIIIth Dynasty 
(lJl/hen , PI. G3. 10310) , turned lip in Cemetery H 
without a context (ibid., p. n4). Consequently 
No. iii need be no later than the Second In
termediate Period. No. vii has a very close 

parallel at Tell el-Ajjul (Rowe, Egyptian Sco
robs, PI. VIII. 314), belonging to about the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period 

(ibid., p. 81). 

Amongst the pottery, Types N.E. I. 1 (ASN 
1907-1908 I, p. 33G Fig. 302. 1), V. 2 (ibid., 
p. 	 337 Fig. 30G. 2), XIV. 3 (ibid., p. 340 Fig. 
315. 3), XV. 5 (ibid., p. 340 Fig. 316. 5), and 

XXV. 5 (ibid., p. 341 Fig. 32G. 5) can be com
pared with the types found in Qaw el-Qebir 
Tomb 7112 (Quu ond Baduri Ill, PI. XIV. 28H 

(= I. 1); Harageh, PI. XLII. 20F (= V. 2); 
QaLl and Badori Ill , PIs. XVII. 85N (=XIV. 3), 

XVI. 51D (=XV. 5) ; Brunton, Curob, PI. 
XXXIII. 3C (=XXV. 5)), which belongs to the 
Second Intermediate Period (QaL/ and Bodori 
IIJ, PI. VI). Again, Types N.E. VI. 8 (ASN 
1907-1908 I, p. 338 Fig. 307. 8), VII. 14 (ibid., 
p. 338 Fig. 308.14), XIV. 3 (ibid., p. 340 Fig. 
315.3), XXV (not XXVI, ibid., p. (7). 1 (ibid., 
p. 341 Fig. 326. 1), and XXV. 3 (ibid., p. 341 
Fig. 326. 3) have parallels in Qaw el-Qebir 
Tomb 7241 (Qau and Badori Ill, PIs. XV. 35]'\'1 
(=VI. 8), 32D (=VJI. 14), XVII. 85G, 85T 
(=XIV. 3); Lolwn 11, PI. LVIII. 9B2 (=XXV. 
1); Brunton, Curob, PI. XXXIII. 9B (= XXV. 

3)), which has also been placed in the Second 
Intermediate Period (Qou and Badori Ill, PI. 
VII). 

The contents of el-Shallal Cemetery 7 Tomb 

9 appear to be homogeneous, and belong to the 
second half of the Second Intermediate Period. 

illOALLA 

1. Cemetery 69 Tomb 200 No. 13. R.L. (7) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red ware. Red painted and polished. 

Height: approx. 21.5 CIllS. Width of body: 

approx. 	7.0 cms. 

Ill.: ASN 1908-1909 I, p. 7(\ Fig. '27. 13. 

TIef.: ibid., p. 75. 
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2. Ccmelery 69 Tomb 200 No. iI'. RL. (7) 
spindlc bolllc. Type 1. 

Hed wm-e. Hed painled and polisilcd. 
Hcigilt: npprox. 31.5 cms. \Vidth of body: 

npprox. 7.0 cms. 
Ill.: ASN 1908-1909 I, p. 76 Fig. 27. left of 

No. 13. ReI'.: ibid., p. 77. 
Tomb 200 was situated about 300 metres 

west of Cemetery 69, on the far side of the 'Wadi 
Nugdi (ibid., p. 74; ASN 1908-1909 Il, Plan 
VIII). It hnd a narrow rectangular shaft, giving 
nccess to a roughly oval chamber (ASN 1908
1909 I, p. 75 Figs. 25, 26). In the room were 
found the skeletons of three males, Bodies A, 
Band C, and one female, Body D. MOALLA 
No. 1 lay just beyond the head of Body B, but 
the in situ position of MOALLA No. 2 was Dot 
noted (ibid., p. 75 Fig. 25). 

The rest of the grave-goods had been dis
tributed abont the chamber, and comprised ob
jects of copper and bronze, lead, stone, green 
glaze, bone, wood, plaster and pottery (ibid., 
pp. 74 ff.). The contents of the tomb are homo
geneous, and can be dated 'by the Black Po
lished jug (No. 10) (ibid., p. 76 Fig. 27. 10) to 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

AMAN DAUD 

1. Cemetery 92 Tomb 2 No. 3. Egyptian Red 
Polished imiation of B,R 1(7) jllglet, Type 
IAa(vi) . 

Ill.: ASN 1908-1909 11, PI. 42. a. 4. Ref.: 
ASN 1908-1909 I, p. 199. 

Tomb 2 was a grave of the side-chamber 
type, containing the remains of a male skeleton 
extended on his back (ibid., p. 198). The de
posit, which had apparently not been disturbed, 
was made up of a large stcatite scarnb (No. i) 
(ASN 1908-1909 I1, PI. 42. b. 13); a green 
glaze scarab of Thutmose III (No. ii) (ibid., 
Pl. 42. b, 21); fragments of a coloured plaster 
mask from the coffin (No. iii); a two-handled 
flask of buff warc (No. 1); n necked jar of red 
ware with purple-black painted decoration 
(No, 2); and two shallow bowls of bright red 
painted ware (Nos. 4, 5). 

The contents of the 10mb belong to the time 
of Thulmose lIT. 

11. S. Merrillees 
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EL-j)A/{f{ A 

1. CCllletery 96 Tomb 106 No. 2.13.R. I double 
juglets. Type lBb. Hclief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round upper 
neck of cach juglet. 

Black ware. 


Ill.: ASN 1909--1910, PI. 21. a. 2. Ret'.: ibid., 

p. 	151. 

2. 	 Cemetery 96 Tomb 106 No. 6. RL. (7) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Polished light red painted ware. 
Height: approx. 29.75 cms. Width of body: 

approx. 	6.0 cms. 

Ill.: ASN 1909-1910, p. 151 Fig. 221. 6, Pl. 
21. a. 	6. Ret'.: ibid., p. 151. 

Tomb 106 had a narrow rectangular shaft 
with lateral chamber (ibid., p. 151 Figs. 219, 
220). In it had been interred Bodies A and 13 
(ibid., p. 151). The bones of Body A, which 
was the earlier burial, had been thrown back 
into the filling of the grave with pots of dif
ferent types, when the seco11dary interment 
had been made. Body B was the skeleton of a 
youth, who had been stretched out on his right 
side just inside the entrance to the chamber. 
This burial, which remained intact, was ac
companied by a jar of red ware (No. 1) (ibid., 
p. 151 Fig, 221. 1, PI. 21. a. 1), which lay 
beyond the head (ibid., p. 151 Fig. 219). Against 
the shoulder had been placed the B.R. I double 
juglets, EL-DAJ(J(A No. 1, and a bronze dag
ger with wooden handle (No. 3) (ibid., PI. 21. 
a. 3). A bronze axe-head (No. 5) (ibid., PI. 21. 
a. 5) lay by the pelvis. The RL. (7) spindle 
bottle, EL-DAJ(J(A No. 2, a copper vase (No. 7) 
(ibid., Pl. 21. a. 7), a pilgrim flask of white 
ware with painted decoration (No. 8) (ibid.) 
p. 151 Fig. 221. 8, Pl. 21. a. 8), and an am
phora of white ware with bichrome black 
and red painted decoration (No. 9) (ibid., 
p. 151 Fig. 221. 9, PI. 21. a. 9)were in a row 
beside the legs. At the feet rested a large am
phora of white ware (No. 10) (ibid., p. 151 Fig. 
221. 10, Pl. 21. a. 10). And against the back wall 
of the chamber was a folding stool of ebony 
with bronze hinges and rivets (No. 4) (ibid., 
PI. 21. 3. 4). 

9 
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No. 7 Clln be cxacLly paralleled by a bronze 
vase bearing the inscription "Priest and San
dalmaker of Amull, rl/HlJtY-/lip" (,)'MI', PI. 
XXXIX. 15). Petrie compared it to a pottery 
vessel from Deir Rifa Tomb 5 (Gizeh and Ri/eh, 
PI. XX VII K. 383), which he dated to about the 
time of Thutmose IV (SMV, p. 27). However, 
the contents of Deir Rifa Tomb 5, which appear 
to be homogeneous, can be dated 10 Dyn. XVIII 
A by the deep drop pot (Gizeh and Ri/eh, PI. 
XXVIII{. 346), the tall slender jar (ibid., PI. 
XXVIII{. 350), and the jar with incised decora
tion (ibid., PI. XXVIIK. 388). No. 9 belongs 
to the same type as an amphora with bichrome 
black and red painted decoration from Quban 
Cemetery 110 Tomb 171 (ASN 1910-1911, 
opposite p. 97 Fig. la. 2, p. 81), dated by sca
rabs of Hatshepsut (No. vi) (ibid., PI. 35. 59) 
and Thutmose III (No. iii or iv) (ibid., PI. 35. 
56). No. 10 resembles the amphora which was 
found in el-Shallal Cemetery 7 Tomb 5 (ASN 
1907-1908 I, p. 337 Fig. 304), and had been 
stamped with the cartouches of Hatshepsut and 
Thutmose III (ibid., p. 64. No. 12 Type III 1). 

The interment of Body n in el-Dakka Ce
metery 96 Tomb 106 took place in Dyn. XVIII B. 

3. Cemetery 96 Tomb 107. n.R. I flask. Type 
IVA. Bell-shaped rim. Relief decoration of a 
single horizonta l plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Height: approx. 13.75 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 7.75X4.75 cms. 

Ill.: ASN 1909-1910, p. 152 Fig. 222. h, 
PI. 21. b. top row, fifth from left. 

4. Cemetery 96 Tomb 107. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. 'fype 1. 

Height: approx. 32.0 ColS . Width of body: 
approx. 	7.5 ems. 

Ill.: ASN 1909-1910, p. 152 Fig. 222. k, PI. 
21. b. bottom row, second from left. 

Tomb 107 had a rectangular shaft with a 
large chamber, which showed signs of subse
quent enlargements, opening off one end (ibid., 
p. 151). It contained the broken bones of twelve 
or more burials, the fragments of two anthro
poid clay coffins (No. i), and a mass of wood 
from coffins (No. ii). The grave-goods COl11

prised a green glnze scarab of Thutmose III in 
an electrum mount (No. v) (ASN 1909-1910, 
PI. 41. 17); carnelian :md green felspar amulets 
(No. x) (ibid., PI. 38. g. 2, 11-13, 22-24); a 
scaraboid seal with fish Oil the back (No. iii) 
(ibid., PI. 41. 53); green glaze scarabs (No. iv) 
(ibid., PI. 41. 16, 40, 70, 73,83), including one 
wi th the name of Thu tmose III (ibid., PI. 41. 16) ; 
a bluish-green glaze scarab No. vi) (ibid." PI. 41. 
51); a green glaze oval seal with the name of 
Thutmose III (No. vii) (ibid., PI. 41. 7); a 
scarab (No. viii) (ibid., PI. 41. 27); blue-green 
and white glass beads (No. ix); and Egyptian 
pottery (ibid., p. 152 Fig. 222. a-g, i, j, l-r, 
PI. 21. b). 

The bowl with tall stem (ASN 1909-1910, 
p. 152 Fig. 222. f) should not be later than Dyn. 
XVIII A. A deposit of the time of Thutmose 
III was undoubtedly also present in the grave. 
The existence of another burial group is indi
cated by the tall slender amphora (ibid., p. 152 
Fig. 222. a, PI. 21. b. right) , which may be 
compared with the Lype found in Aniba Tomb 
SA 35 (No. 7) (Aniba Il, PIs. 78. 30, 100. c), 
dated by a scarab of Seti I (No. 5) (ibid., PI. 
54. 28). This confirms the excavator's observa
tion thaL el-Dakka Cemetery 96 Tomb 107, "on 
the evidence of the coffips, must have been en
larged and re-used quite late in the New Em
pire" (ASN 1909-1910, p. 152). 

It has not been possible to rely on the N.R. 
Pottery Corpus (ibid., p. 159 Fig. 225) for in
forma tion on the occurrence of certain types, 
as, in the present case, only two vessels have 
Type No. XXI V, a pilgrim flask and a spindle 
bottle, neither of which bears an individual let
ter of iden tifica Lion. On the other hand, in the 
register of tombs in N.K. cemeteries (ibid., pp. 
141 ff.) , four subdivisions of the Type are 
attested: XXIV A (Cemetery 96 Tomb 102 No. 
xv (ibid., p. 150), which was the only pot omit
ted from the group photograph of the contents 
(ibid., PI. 22. b)); XXIV n (Cemetery 96 Tomb 
107 (ibid., p. 151)); XXIV C (Cemetery 96 
Tomb 101 No. xxxvii (wiLhout decoration) 
(ibid., p. 149), Cemetery 96 Tomb 107 (of red 
ware, un decorated) (ibid., p. 151), Cemetery 
105 Tomb 5 (ibid., p. 156), ~ll1d Cemetery 105 
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TOlllb 9 (ri.)'!\' 1909-1910, p. 15G); llnd XXIV 
13 (Cel1letery 105 Tomb 8 No. 4 (hillldled flask) 
(ibid ., p. 156)). 

Since Cemetery go TOI1Jb 107, wh ere Types 
XXIV B and XXIV C were present, contained 
both a pilgrim flask (ibid., p. 152 Fig. 222. g) 
and a spindle bottle, EL-])AJ(J(A No. 4, Ceme
tery 96 Tomb 101 , ill which Type XXIV C oc
curred, produced a pilgrim flask (ibid., PI. 
22 . a), the number above which is illegible, 
and since Type XXIV C was in two instances 
undecorated, it seems most likely that Type 
XXI V C is the pilgrim flask , which is not 
uncommonly d ecorated (e.g. ibid., p. 151 Fig. 
221. 8), whereas the spindle bottles seldom, it 
ever, have painted ornamentation. The spindle 
bottle would accordingly b-ecome Type XXI V 
13, which is not elsewhere encountered in the 
N.K. grave lists . 

QUBAN 

1. Cemetery 110 Tomb 6. RL. (?) spindle 
bolt le. Type r. Relief decoration of two paral
lel horizontal belts round neck above junction 
of handle. 

Ill. : ASN 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. 
la. L. 

2. Cemetery 110 Tomb 6. R.L. (?) spindle 
botLle. Type 1. 

Ill.: ASN 1910-1911, opposile p. 97 Fig. la. 
L[a] =right of L. 

Tomb 6 was a large communal burial place, 
with a shaft, and a chamber at either end (ibid., 
p. (0). The remains of at least 20 N.IC burials 
were found, accompanied by a small alabaster 
kohl pot (No. i); a scarab (No. ii); two slender, 
flat based pots (Nos. iii, iv) (ibid., opposite 
p. 97 Fig. la . 13, D respectively) ; a subhemi
spherical bowl (No. v) (ibid., opposite p. 97 
Fig. la . H); a shallow bowl with disc-shaped 
base and upcurving rim (No. vi) (ibid., oppo
site p. 97 Fi g. la . I) ; a "flower-pot" (No. vii) 
(ibid ., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. K) ; and a bowl 
on a tall stem (No. viii). 

No. i sho uld not occur after Dyn. XVIII B, 
No. viii , after Dyn . XVIII A. Deposits of both 
phases could be present in th e grave. 

3. Cemetery 110 TOl1lb 73 No. vi. Egyptian 
While Ware copy of R.L. spindle bottle, Type 1. 
Relief decoration of a single horizontal belt 
round neck above junction of handle. 

Ill.: ASN 1910- 1911 , p. 70 Tomb 110: 73 
No. vi. Ref. : ibid., p. 70. 

Tomb 73 had a brick-lin-ed shaft with three 
chambers to the south (ibid., p. 70). It con
tained a cylindrical alabaster toilet vessel (No. 
iv); an unbaked mud dish (No. iii); two Kerma 
black-topped beakers (Nos. i, ii); a jar of white 
ware (No. v); and four necked pots with squat 
oval bodies, of cream ware with bichrome black 
and red painted decoration (Nos. vii- x). 

Nos. i and ii should be no later, Nos. vii-x, 
no earlier than Dyn. XVIII A. The grave-goods, 
if homogeneous, would date to Dyn . XVIII A. 

4. Cemetery 110 Tomb 144. RL. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type 1. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal belts round neck above junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: ASN 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. 
la. L. 

Tomb 144 consisted of a deep shaft with 
chambers to the south-west and north-east 
(ibid., p. 78). From it came four bronze arrow
heads (No. ii); fragments of a green glazed 
faience bowl (No. i); fragments of a plaster 
mask (No. iii) ; two drop pots (No. iv) (ibid., 
oppo,site p. 97 Fig. la. E); a tall slender jar 
with incised decoration (No. v) (ibid., oppo
site p. 97 Fig. la. F); a shallow bowl with fIat 
base and splaying sides (No. vi) (ibid., oppo
site p. 97 Fig. la. G); a subhemispherical bowl 
(No. vii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la . H ); four 
"flower-pots" (No. viii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 

Fig. la. K) ; and a very tall, slender jar (No. ix) 
(ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. T). 

The contents, which appear to be homoge
neous, can be dated to Dyn. XVIII A by No. v. 

5. Cemetery 110 Tomb 163 No. ix. RL. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type 1. 

Bright red painted and polished ware. 
Height : approx. 28.5 cms. Width of hody: 

approx. 	7 .75 cms. 

lll.: ASN 1910- 1911, p. 79 Tomb 110: 163 
No. ix. Ref.: ibid. , p. 80. 
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Tomb 163 had a shaft with a chamber to the 
south, and a later N.K. burial in a narrow rec
tangular grave parallel to the mouth of the 
shaft (ASN 1910-1911, p. 79). The contents 
consisted of a green glaze scarab, heavily 
mounted in gold (No. i) (ibid., PIs. 28. b. 16, 
35. 55) ; the head of a bronze pair of tweezers 
(No. v); an alabaster block containing two 
holes for kohl (No. iii) ; two amethyst ball 
beads (No. iv); a green glaze scarab of Thut
mose III (No. ii) (ibid., PI. 35. (1); and Egyp
tian pottery (Nos. vi-viii, x-xii). 

No. iv and the ring-stand (No. xi) are most 
unlikely to postdate Dyn. XVIII A. The scarab 
of Thutmose III (No. ii) indicates a mixture of 
deposits in the grave. 

6. Cemetery 110 Tomb 169. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal belts round neck above junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: ASN 1910-·1911, opposite p . 97 Fig. 
la. L. 

Off the south end of the shaft of Tomb 169 
opened a chamber (ibid., p. 80), in which were 
found a rec tangular gold plate with the roughly 
scratched figure of a man (No. i) (ibid., PI. 28. 
b. 18); a gold mounted 'cowroid (No. ii) (ibid., 
PIs. 28. b. 15, 35. 119); eight scarabs of green 
stone, carnelian and green glaze (Nos. iii-x) , 
four gold mounted (Nos iii, iv, viii, . x) (ibid., 
PI. 35. 118, 120, 121); a quartz pendant (No. 
xi) ; a narrow necked jar (No. xii) (ibid., oppo
site p . 97 Fig. la. R); two drop pots (No. xiii) 
(ibid., opposite p . 97 Fig. la .. E); a slender, 
fl a t based pot (No. xiv) (ibid., opposite p. 97 
Fig. la. C) ; a small bowl (No. xv) (ibid., oppo
site p . 97 Fig. l a. J) ; and a tall amphora (No. 
xvi) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. S). 

No. ii can be paralleled in Thebes Tomb 37 

Coffin 78 (Five Years' Explorations, Pl. LXXII. 
78. centre), which probably belongs to Dyn. 
XVIII A (see above, p. 121). The same kind of 
lotus design occurred on scarabs from Gurob 
Tomb 26 (Brunton, Gurob, PI. XXIII. 23), dated 
by a cowroid of Amenhotep I (ibid., Pl. XXIII. 
31), and Thebes Tomb 37 Coffin 59 Body D 
(Five Years' Explorations, PI. LXXII. third row 

from top, sixth from right), dated by scarabs 
of ThuLmose I (Five Ye([rs' Explorations, PI. 
LXXII. third row from top, sixth from left) 
and II (ibid., PI. LXXII. third row from top, 
fi fth from left). 

The contents of Quban Cemetery 110 Tomb 
169 appear to be homogeneous, and belong to 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

7. Cemetery 110 Tomb 180. B.R. I double 
juglets 	(?) . Type !Bb. 

Brown burnished ware. 
Ill.: ASN 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. la. 

15. Ref.: ibid. , p. 82, were a "Double flask" of 
Type 15 is noted. The identification is uncer
tain, as it is imp.ossible to tell whether or not 
Type 15 actually represents a' B.R. I juglet. 

8. Cemetery 110 Tomb 180. R.L.(? ) spindle 
bottle. Type 1. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal belts round neck above junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: ASN 1910- 1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. 
la . L. 

The shaft of Tomb 180 gave access on its 
soulh side to a chamber, the roof of which was 
supported by a detached pillar of soil (ibid., 
p. 82). It contained five plaster masks (No. i); 
a tall amphora (No. ii) (ibid.) opposite p. 97 
Fig. la. S); a very tall, slender jar (No. iii) 
(ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. T); a fIat based 
jar (No. iv) (ibid.) opposite p. 97 Fig. la. Y); 
two slender, flat based pots (No. v) (ibid ., 
opposite p. 97 Fig. la. B); five jars with swol
len bodies (No. vi) (ibid., opposite p . 97 Fig. 
la. A); 16 " flow er-pots" (No. vii) (ibid., oppo
site p. 97 Fig. la. K); a subhemispherical bowl 
(No. viii ) (ibid., oppositep. 97 Fig. la. H); 
a small funnel of red painted ware (No. ix); 
and nine "necked jars" with black or red 
striped d ecoration (No. x) (not Type 16 (ibid.) 
p. 82), which is a bowl (ibid., opposite p. 97 

Fig. la)) . 
The grave-goods could belong to Dyn. XVIII 

A and/or B. 

9. Cemetery 110 Tomb 191. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal belts round neck above junction of 
handle. 
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111.: ASi\' 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. 
la. L. 

Two chambers opened off the south side of 
the shaft of Tomb 191 (ibid., p. 83). The grave 
contained about 20 burials, accompanied by a 
small green paste plaque (No. iii) (ibid., PI. 35. 
67, 68); blue glaze inlays of a gaming board 
(No. i) ; an ivory knuckle-bone used for gaming 
(No. ii); two slender, flat based pots (Nos. iv, 
v) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. B, D respec
tively); three drop pots (No. vi) (ibid., oppo
site p. 97 Fig. la. E) ; a subhemispherical bowl 
(No. vii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. H); five 
"flower-pots" (No. viii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 
Fig. la. K); two small bowls (No. ix) (ibid., 
opposite p. 97 Fig. la. J) ; a narrow necked jar 
(No. x) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. V); and 
two necked pots with oval bodies and black 
painted decoration (No. xi) (ibid., opposite p. 
97 Fig. la. 7). 

Pottery Types B, D, E, H, 1(, J and V also 
occurred in Quban Cemetery 110 Tomb 171 
(ibid., p. 81), dated by scarabs of Hatshepsut 
(No. vi) (ibid., PI. 35. 59) and Thutmose III 
(No. iii or iv) (ibid., PI. 35. 56). It is to Dyn. 
XVIII B that the contents of Quban Cemetery 
110 Tomb 191 can be assigned. 

10. Cemetery 110 Tomb 192. Ri... (?) spindle 
bottle. Type r. Relief decoration of two paral
lel horizontal belts round neck above junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: ASiV 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. 
la. L. 

Tomb 192 had a shaft with two chambers to 
the south and one to the north (ibid., p. 83). It 
contained a long tubular bead of pale green 
glaze (No. i) ; two jars with swollen bodies (No. 
ii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. A) ; two drop 
pots (No. iii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. E); 
a shallow bowl with flat base and splaying 
sides (No. iv) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. G); 
a sllbhemispherical bowl (No. v) (ibid., oppo
site p. 97 Fig. la. H); two bowls with disc
shaped bases and upcurving rims (No. vi) 
(ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. I); five "flower
pots" (No. vii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. K); 
a model drop pot (No. viii) (ibid., opposite p. 

97 Fig. la. right of E) ; a Kerma black-topped 
beaker (No. ix) ; and a Black Polished jug (No. 
x) (ASN 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. la. 8). 

Nos. viii and x are typical of Dyn. XVIII A. 
No. ix should be no later. The contents seem to 
be homogeneous, and date to Dyn. XVIII A. 

11. Cemetery 110 Tomb 198. B.R. I juglet(?). 
Type 	IAa. 

Brown burnished ware. 
Ill.: ASN 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. la. 

15. See the comment on QUBAN No. 7 above, 
p. 	132. 

Tomb 198, which had a shaft with chamber 
to the north (ibid., p. 85), contained nothing 
but pottery: nine slender, flat bas-ed pots (ibid., 
opposite p. 97 Fig. la. B, C); a bowl with disc
shaped base and upcurving rim (ibid., opposite 
p. 97 Fig. la. I); and two "flower-pots" (ibid., 
opposite p. 97 Fig. la. K). These vessels could 
belong to Dyn. XVIII A or B. 

12. Cemetery 110 Tomb 231. RL. ('1) spindle 
bottle. Type I. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal belts round neck above junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: ASN 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. 
la. L. 

Off the shaft of Tomb 231 opened three 
chambers to the south and a return chamber 
towards the east (ibid., p. 86). In the grave 
were found fragments of a bronze razor (No. 
iii); piece of an alabaster kohl pot (No. ii); a 
small sandstone offering table (No. v); blue 
glaze beads (No. iv); part of an ivory comb 
(No. i); three plaster masks (No. vi); two 
"flower-pots" (No. vii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 
Fig. la. K); and a juglet of white ware (No. 
viii) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. la. 8). 

No. ii should be no later than Dyn. XVIII B. 
The shape of No. viii suggests a Dyn. XVIII A 
date. The contents, if homogeneous, could be 
assigned to Dyn. XVIII A. 

13. Cemetery 110 Tomb 242 No. viii. RL. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red painted and polished ware. 
'Width of body: approx. 8.0 ems. 
Ill.: ASN 1910-1911, p. 87 Tomb 110: 242 

No. viii. Rei'.: ibid., p. 87. 
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From Tomb 242, which had a chamber 
opening off the south side of the shaft (ASN 
1910- 1911, p. 87), came a green glazed uadjet 
eye (No. iii); nine shells pierced for threading 
(No. i) ; shell disc bea ds (No. ii); sherd of a large 
amphora with the cartouches of Hatshepsut 
and Tbutmose III conjoined (No. iv); and 
Egyptian potLery (Nos. v-vii, ix- xx). 

The ring-stand (No. xii) should not be later 
than Dyn. XVIII A. A mixture of deposits in 
the tomb is indicated by No. iv, which was 
stamped in the reign of Hatshepsut. 

14. Cemetery 110 Tomb 285. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. Relief decoration of two parallel 
horizontal belts round neck above junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: ASN 1910-1911, opposite p. 97 Fig. 
l a . L. 

Tomb 285 had a shaft which gave access to 
chambers on the north and south (ibid., p. 93). 
The grave-goods consisted of a carnelian pen
dant (No. i) ; a blue glaze pendant (No. ii) ; two 
black pottery ear-rings or plugs (No. iji) ; a jar 
with broad expanding neck (No. iv) (ibid ., 
opposite p. 97 Fig. la. 0) ; a necked jar with 
conical body (No. v) (ibid., opposite p. 97 Fig. 
la. X); and a necked pot with squat oval body 
and disc-shaped base (Nd. vi) (ibid., opposite 
p. 97 fig. la. 5). 

The contents could belong to Dyn. XVIII A 
or B. 

EL-MAHARRAQA 

1. Cemetery 126 Tomb 1 No. xv. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red p01ished ware. 
Height: a pprox. 37.25 cms. Width of body: 

approx . 6.75 cms. 
Ill .: ASN 1910--1911, p. 170 Figure. 47. Ref.: 

ibid., p. 170. 

Tomb 1, of the pit and end chamber type, 
had been filled from the floor nearly to th e 
roof with ten successive burials, of which at 
least two were women (ibid., p. 169) . The 
uppermost interment had been enclosed in a 
wooden coffin, and there were traces of cof
fins with the lower burials. 

Since EL-ill AHARRAQA No. 1 is included 
in the group of grave-goods (Nos. i-xix) which 
has numerical precedence over the collection 
said to have come from the floor of lhe cham
ber (Nos. xx-Ixxiii) (ASN 1910- 1911, pp. 
170 L), it was probably found in the upper 
deposits of the grave. These layers also con
tained a qu antity of bronze arrow-heads (No. 
xvii); a bronze razor (No. xviii); a bronze dag
ger (No. xix); an alabaster kohl pot (No. xiii) 
(ibid., PI. 26. b. 9) ; and Egyptian pottery (NoS: 
i-xii, xiv, xvi). Seals of Amenhotep I (No. a) 
(ibid., PI. 36. 1(6) and Thutmose III (Nos. h, i) 
(ibid., PI. 36. 170, 175 respectively) occurred in 
the debris between burials (ibid., p. 1(9). 

The pottery in the first group of objects is 
not homogeneous , since the tall slender jar 
with incised decoration (No. v) (ibid., p. 170 
Figure. 40) belongs to Dyn. XVIII A, the am
phora with painted decoration (No. xiv) (ibid., 
p. 170 Figure. 37), to Dyn. XVIII B. As the 
whole tomb itself was in a state of considerable 
confusion through frequent re-use, EL-ilIA
HARRAQA No. 1 can be given no more specific 
date than Dyn. XVIII A or B. 

ANIBA 

1. Cemetery S Tomb S 10 No. 44. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type 1. 

Ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 85. 43 type. 

2. Cemetery S Tomb S 10 No. 44. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Aniba II, PI. 85. 43 type. 
A rectangular chamber opened off the north

west end of the shaft of Tomb S 10 (ibid., 
Blatt 13, p. 159). Around the mouth of the pit, 
above ground, had been built a rectangular 
cbapel. In th e chamber there remained a 
wooden anthropoid coffin (No. 1), the hands 
of a similar coffin (No. 2), and a mummy mask 
(No. 3) (ibid. , PI. 41. 7). 

Amongst the grave-goods were objects of sil
ver, bronze, stone, ivory, wood and pottery 
(Aniba II , p. 159). The name of Thutmose III 
appeared on two scarabs (Nos. 7, 8) (ibid., PI. 
54. 6, 7 respectively), of Hatshepsut, on one 
(No. 9) (ibid., PI. 54. 23). The cylindrical vases 
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with tall narrow nccks (No. 2G) (Anibu I1, PI. 
71. lOa, 1), t he tall s lender jar wi tll incised de
cora tion (1\0. 35) (ibid., PI. 77 . 26 type), and 
tbe necked pots witb oval bodies (No. 38) (ibid., 
PI. 7\). 33a, 5 type) should not be later than 
Dyn. XVIII A. The double vase of flask and 
lankaI'd joined together (No. 44a) (ibid., PI. 85. 
44a, 4) can be parallelcd in Deir Rifa Tomb 20 
(Gizeh and Ri/eh, PI. XX VII. centre left photo. 
bottom left), which belongs to Dyn. XVIiI D 
(see above, pp. 89 f.). 

Aniba Tomb S 10 appears to have contained 
deposits covering most of the XVIlIth Dynasty. 

:i. Cemetery S Tomb S 11 No. 27. RR I 
bottle. Type IIIBa. Disc-shaped rim. Relief de
coration of a single horizontal plastic belt 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 85. 44 a, 6 type. 

The shaft of Tomb S 11 gave access to a 
chamber at either end (ibid., Blatl 1:3 (not Blatt 
12), p. 1(0) . The contents comprised articles 
of bronze, stone, faience and pottery (ibid., p. 
1(0), including carnelian, amethyst, faience 
and crumb beads (No. 1) (ibid ., p. 94). They 
cover the second half of the Second Inter
mediate Period and Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., p. 
1(0) . 

4. Cemetery S Tomb S 12 No. 21. RL. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Aniba I1, PI. 85. 43b, 3. 

5. Cemetery S Tomb S 12 No. 22. B.R I 
juglet. Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle. 

ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 85. 44a , 1. 
f 

G. Cemetery S Tomb S 12 No. 22. n.R I jug · 
let. Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of two pa
rallel horizontal plastic belts round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Ill.: Aniba IJ, PI. 85. 44£1 , 1 type. 

The stepped shaft , which gave access at its 
north-"west end to the chamber of Tomb S 12, 
was entered inside a rectangular chapel built 
above ground (ibid., Blatt 13 (not Blatt 12), 
p. 1(0). Of burials were left heads of clay cof
fins (No. 1) (ibid., PI. 40. 1, 3) , three mummy 

masks, two gilded (No. 2) (Aniba il , PI. 41. 4), 
and a painled mummy mask (No. 3). The grave
goods consisted of six faience ushabtis (No. 4) 
(ibid., p. 76), and objects of stone, wood and 
poltery (ibid., pp. 160 f.). 

Though the earliest deposits belong to Dyn. 
XVlll A (ibid., p. 1(1), the tomb must have 
been re-used at a later date, as No . 4 should 
not be earli er than the XIXth Dynasty. 

7. Cemetery S Tomb S 15 No. 20. RL. (?) 
spindle boltle. Type I. 

Ill.: Aniba lI, PI. 85. 43b, 2. 

Opening off the north-west end of the shaft 
of Tomb S 15 was a chamber (ibid., Blatt 14, 
p. 1(2), in which the only trace of ··burials 
found was a mummy mask (No. 1). Items of 
gold, bronze, stone, faience, wood and pottery 
(ibid., p. 1(2) had been placed in the grave. 

The contents belong to Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., 
p. 162), probably also the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period, on account of the 
button-based juglet (No. 22) (ibid., PI. 86. 
45a, 6), which is typical of that phase. 

8. CemeteryS Tomb S 17 No. 8. RL. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Aniba Il, PI. 85 . 43b, 4. 

A chamber opened off either end of the shaft 
of Tomb S 17 (ibid., Blatt 15, pp. 162 L). The 
contents, comprising objects of stone and pot
tery (ibid., p. 1(3), include a necked pot with 
oval body and vertical painted decoration (No. 
7) (ibid., PI. 82. 37b, 2), which can be paral
leled in shape and decoration by a pot from 
Gurob Tomb 401 (Brunton, GUfob, PI. XXXIX. 
78A), dated to DYI1. XVIII A by the bowl with 
black painted band round the rim (ibid., PI. 
XXXIII. 10J). 

The grave-goods in Aniba Tomb S 17 are 
homogeneous and belong to Dyn. XVIII A. 

9. Cemetery S Tomb S 23 East Chamber No. 
39. RR II flask. Type rVB. Slightly expanding, 
circular rim. No painted decoration visible. 

Coarse reddish clay . 
Ill.: Aniba Il, PI. 85. 44b, 1. Ref.: ibid., 

p.13G. 
Entrance to the East Chamber of Tomb S 23 

was effected by a rectangular shaft (ibid., 
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l3latt 16, p. 164). From the room came th e head 
of a wood en coffin (No. 18) (Anibu 11, PI. 40. 7) 
and grave-goods of broIlze, stone, faience, 
ivory, wood and pottery (ibid., p. 165) . 

Though XIXth Dynasty material was present 
(ibid ., p . 165) , the chamber had evidently con

tained earlier deposits, as the alabaster drop 
pot with everted rim (No. 41) (ibid ., PI. 95. 
11) cannot b e later than the Second Inter
media te Period. 

10. Cellletery S Tomb S 28 No. 28. RL. (?) 
spindle b o Ltl e. Type 1. 

Ill.: Aniba II, PI. 85. 43b type. 

The shaft of Tomb S 28 gave access to a 
chamber elt either end (Aniba II, BIatt 17, 
p. 166). In the grave were found four wooden 
coffin h ea ds (No. 1), piece of a clay coffin 
(No. 2), four mummy masks (No. 3) , and ar
ticles of gold, stone, faience , wood and pottery 
(ibid. , p. 167). The contents belong to Dyn . 

XVIII A (ibid ., p . 167). 

11. Cemetery S Tomb S 46 No. 21. RL. (?) 
spindle bottl e. Type 1. Relief decoration of a 
single horizon tal belt round neck a t junction 
of handle. 

Ill.: Aniba II, PI. 85. 43a, 4 type. 

A rectangula r ch apel built above ground en
closed the mouth of the shaft which ga ve access 
to the chamber of Tomb S 46 (ibid., BIatt 22 , 
p. 176) . From the grave came objects of stone, 
faience, paste, wood and pottery, as well as a 
painted mummy melsk (No . 1) (ibid., pp. 176 f.) . 

The bowl with a tall sLem (No. 7) (ibid., PI. 
69. 5a, 4 type), the narrow necked jar with 
conical body (No. 11) (ibid., PI. 71. 9a, 4), two 

tall slender jars (No. 12) (ibid., PI. 71. lab, 1), 
a drop pot (No. 13) (ibid., PI. 72. 11a, 4), and 

the necked paL with ova l body and vertical 
painted decoration (No. 19) (ibid. , PI. 82. 37a, 
3) all belong to Dyn . XVllI A. No. 2, however, 
a Jaience ushabti , is most nnlikely to have oc

cUlTed before the XIXLh Dynas ty . 

The tomb appears to h ave contained depo
sits of Dyn. XVIII A a nd th e XIXth Dynasty. 

12. Cemetery S Tomb S 47 No. 15. RL. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type 1. 

Ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 85 . 43a Lype. 

From the sh:lft of T omb S 47 entry was had 

la two chambers linked by a narrow passage 
(Anibll 11, BIn II 22 , p . 177) . The grave produced 
items of gold, bronze, stone and pottery (ibid.) 

p. 177) . 

The ring-stand (No . 4) (Aniba II, PI. 68. 4a , 
3 type) and necked po t with ova l body (No. 12) 

(ibid .) PI. 79. 33a , 2 type) dat e to the Second 
Intermediate Period , the jar with globular body 
(No. 9) (ibid.) PI. 74 . 17, 2) and juglet (No. 14) 

(ibid., PI. 83. 40a, 5), to Dyn. XVIII A. 
The contents appear to b e homogeneous, and 

probably belong to the Second Intermediate 
Period-Dyn. XVIII A. 

13. CemeLery S Tomb S 48 No. 23. H..L. (?) 
spindle bOltle. Type I. 

1lI.: A.niba 1I , PI. 85. 43b, 1. 

14 . Cemetery S Tomb S 48 No. 24. B.R I 
juglet. Type IAa (ii). Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic belt s round neck at 

junction of handle. 
Ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 44a, 2. 

15. Cemetery S Tomb S 48 No. 25. E.H. I 
bottle. Type IIIBa. Disc-shaped rim. Relief de
coration of a single horizontal plastic belt round 

neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Aniba n, PI. 85. 44a, 5. 
A chamber opened off ei ther end of the shaft 

of Tomb S 48 (ibid .) Blatt 22, p. 177). It is un
certain whether the sandstone pyramid ion of 
the Superintendant of the Treasury, lJ.r-nbt 
(No. 1) (ibid.) PI. 36. 1-4) originally came 
from this grave, as the layout makes it unlikely 
that Lhere was a pyramid (ibid., p. 178). Two 
mummy masks (No. 2) (ibid .. ) PI. 41. 5) were 
all that r emained of interments. Objects of 

bronze, stone, wood and pottery (ibid.) pp. 177 

f .) turned up in the tomb. 

The grave-goods appear to be homogen eous , 
and ca n be da ted b y the two Black Polished 
jugs (No. 19) (ibid.) PI. 81. 36b type) to Dyn. 

XVIII A. 

Hi. Cemetery S Tomb S 53 No. 28. B.R I 
bottl e. Type 11IBa. Disc-shaped rim. Relief de
corn tion of a single horizontal plastic b elt 
round neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Aniba 11 , PI. 85. 44a, 6. 
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The shaft of Tomb S 53 gave access to a 
chamber at either end (Aniba Il, Blatt 23, p. 179). 
In the grave were found a mummy mask (No. 
1), and objects of bronze, stone, bone and pot
tery (ibid., pp. 179 f.). The contents belong to 
Dyn. X VIII A (ibid., p. 180). 

17. Cemetery S Tomb S 69 No. 16. Egyptian 
juglet, decorated in W.P. VI style. 

Yellowish-white slip; black-brown painted 
decora tion. 

Ill.: Aniba Il, PI. 83. 39a, 5. Ref.: ibid., p. 134. 
Tomb S 69, which had two interconnecting 

chambers opening off the north end of the 
shaft (ibid., Blatt 28, p. 190), contained part 
of a wooden coffin (No. 1), and articles of 
stone, wood and pottery (ibid., p. 190). The 
grave-goods cover the Second Intermediate Pe
riod and Dyn. XVIII A (ibid ., p. 190). 

18. Cemetery S Tomb S 71 No. 10. Egyptian 
juglet, decorated in W.P. VI style. 

Yellowish-white slip; black-brown painted 
decoration. 

Ill.: Aniba Il, PI. 53. 39a, 1. Ref.: ibid., p. 134. 
The two interconnecting chambers of Tomb 

S 71 were entered from the north-west end of 
a rectangular shaft (ibid., Blatt 29, p. 191). 
The contents consisted entirely of pottery (ibid., 
p. 191), which dates to Dyn. XVIII' A (ibid., 
p. 191). 

19. Cemetery S Tomb S 75 No. 11. B.R. I 
juglet. Type IBa (ii). Relief decoration of a 
single (?) horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Ill.: Aniba Il, PI. 85. 44a, 3. 
Tomb S 75, in which the chamber opened 

off the north end of! the shaft (ibid., Blatt 29, 
p. 192), yielded nothing but pottery (ibid., 
p. 192). The group, which is homogeneous, can 
be assigned to Dyn. XVIII A by the jar with 
swollen body (No. 5) (ibid., PI. 74. 16, 1 type) 
and the tall slender jar (No. 7) (ibid., PI. 76. 
23 type). 

20. Cemetery S Tomb S 82 No. 16. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type 1. 

Ill.: Anibo Il, Pl. 85. 43a, 3. 
The shaft of Tomb S 82 gave access to a 

chamber at either end (ibid., matt 31 , p . 194). 
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In the grave were found objects of bronze, 
stone, paste and pottery (Anibo Il, p. 194). 

The razor (No. 6) (ibid., PI. 63. 8) can be no 
later than the Second Intermediate Period. The 
bowl (No. 7) (ibid., PI. 69. 6a, 3) belongs to the 
Second Intermediate Period; the cup (No. 8) 
(ibid., PI. 69. 6a , 5) and Black Polished jug 
(No . 15) (ibid., PI. 81. 36b type) are at home 
in Dyn. XVIII A. 

The tomb appears to have contained deposits 
of the Second Intermediate Period and Dyn. 
XVIII A. 

21. Cemetery S Tomb S 84 No. 71. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Anibo Il, PI. 85. 43a, 5. 

22. Cemetery S Tomb S 84 No. 72. R.L. (?) 

spindle bottle. Type 1. 
Ill.: Aniba Il, Pl. 85. 43b type. 

23. Cemetery S Tomb S 84 No. 72. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type 1. 

Ill.: Aniba II, PI. 85. 43b type. 

The main chamber of Tomb S 84 opened off 
the north-west end of the principal shaft (Aniba 
Il, Blatt 31, p. 195). Sunk into the floor of the 
main shaft was a subsidiary pit which gave 
access at its south-east end to two intercon
necting chambers. The entire contents of the 
grave were published together, and include 
four mummy masks and part of a fifth (No. 2) 
(ibid., PI. 41. 1.). The grave-goods comprised 
items of silver, bronze, stone, glaze, shell and 
pottery (ibid., pp. 195 f.). 

One of the scarabs bore the name of Thut
mose III (No. 5) (ibid., PI. 54. 10). The Kerma 
black-topped pot with long tubular side-spout 
(No. 65) (ibid ., PI. 84. 41a, 2), the Kerma black
topped beakers (Nos. 69, 70) (ibid., PI. 84. 41a, 
6; 41b, 4 type respectively), and the alabasLer 
drop pots with everted rims (Nos 73, 74) 
(ibid., PI. 95. 20, 21 respectively) can all be 
paralleled in Abydos Tomb 694 A '08 (LAAA 

X, 1923, PI. VIII . 1, 2, pp. 33 f.), which dales 
Lo the Second Intermediate Period. lvluch of 
the remaining pottery belongs lo Dyn. XVIII A. 

Aniba Tomb S 84 apparently contained de
posits of the Second Intermediate Period, Dyn. 
XVIII A, and the time of Thutmose Ill. 
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2-1-. Cemelery S Tomb S 87 Ko. 18. Egyptian 
jllg, decorated in "\V.P. Cross Line Style. 

Yellowish slip; black-brown nnd red-brown 
pain led decora tioll. 

Ill.: AlIibo Il, PI. 8:1. 39b, 2; PEQ J all.
June, 1965, PI. XIII. 47. 

Ref.: Anibo 11, p. 134. 

The chamber of Tomb S 87, which was en
tered from the north end of a rectangular shaft 
(ibid.) Blatt :32, p. 197), contained a mummy 
mask (No. 1) and part of another (No. 23), as 
well as grave-goods of gold, stone and pottery 
(ibid., p. 197). The contents belong to the se
cond half of the Second Intermediate Period 
and Dyn. XVIII A (ibid., p. 197). 

25. Cemetery S Tomb S 98 No . 11. R.L. ('1) 
spindle bottle. Type r. 

Ill. : Aniba 11, PI. 85. 43a, 1. 

26. Cemetery S Tomb S 98 No. 12. R.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type I. Relief decoration of a 
single horizon tal belt round neck at junction of 
handle. 

Ill.: Anibo Il, PI. 85. 43a, 4. 

Tomb S 98, which had a chamber opening 
off the north-west end of a shaft (ibid.) Blatt 
34, p. 202) produced objects of bronze, stone 
and pottery (ibid.) p. 202). 

The bowl with tall stem (No. 4) (ibid.) PI. 
69. 5b type) is typical of the Second Inter
mediate Period, the Black Polished jug (No. 
9) (ibid.) PI. 81. 36b type), of Dyn. XVIII A. 
The grave probably contained deposits of these 
two periods. 

27, Cemetery S Tomb S 106=SA 30 No. 7. 
R.L. '(?) spindle bottle. Type r. 

Ill.: Anib(( 11, PI. 85. 43a , 2. Ref.: ibid.} p. 205. 

Chamber A of Tomb S 106 opened off the 
IIorth-west end of a shaft (ibid.) Blatt 35, p. 232 
Tomb SA 30, pp. 205, 231). The pit yielded 
objects of stone, faience, ivory and pottery 
(ibid.) pp. 231 f.), including Cl scarab of Thut
mose 1II (No. 3) (ibid.) PI. 54. 17), and three 
ushabtis (No. 1) of the XIXth Dynasty. From 
Chamber A, which contained a few male bones, 
came grave-goods of bronze, faience and pot
tery (ibid.) p. 2:32). 

Other finds from the tomb include items of 
bronze, stone, and pottery (I1nibll 11, p. 205). The 
button-based juglet (No. 8) (ibid.) PI. 86. 45a, 
:3) is typical of the secolld half of the Second 
In termedia te Period , the Black Polished jug 
(No. 5) (ibid., PI. 81. 36h type), of Dyn . XVIII A. 

The grave apparently contained deposits 
dating fr0111 the second half of the Second In
termediate Period down to the XIXth Dynasty. 

28. Cemetery S Tomb S 118 No. 9. R.L. (?) 
spindle 	bottle. Type r. 

Ill.: Aniba 11, Pl. 85. 43a, 1 type. 

29. Cemetery S Tomb S 118 No . 9. R.L. ('1) 
spindle bottle. Type I. 

1I1.: Anibu 11, PI. 85. 4:3a , 1 type. 

Tomb S 118, which was entered from a slJaft 
(ibid.) p. 209), produced objects of stone, fai
ence, bone and pottery (ibid .) p. 209). 

The necked cylindrical vase (No. 3) (ibid.) 

PI. 71. lOa, 2 type) and the juglet (No. 8) (ibid.) 

PI. 83. 40a, 3) occur in Dyn . XVIII A; the am
phora (No. 6) (ibid. ) PI. 80. 34a , 3 type) be
longs to Dyn. X VIII B. Deposi ts of both periods 
were present in the grave. 

30. Cemetery S Tomb S 121. R.L. (?) spindle 
bottle. Type I. 

Ref.: Anibu I1, p. 135. 
The contents of TomD S 121 were dated by 

Wolf to Dyn. XVIII A (ibid.) p. 135). 

31. Cemetery S Tomb SA 17 No. 3. H.L. (?) 
spindle bottle. Type 1. 

1I1.: Aniba 11, PI. 85. 4~3 type. 
Tomb SA 17 had a shaft but no chamber 

(ibid.) p. 221). The Dody had lain at the bottom 
of the pit, apparently under a rough roof of 
slabs. Though no hones were found, gold foil 
from a llIask did come to Jight. The grave-goods 
associated with this interment comprised two 
shallow bronze pans belonging to a pair of 
scales (No. 5) (ibid.) PI. 99. 7, 8) ; a green slate 
heart scarab with the name of the MayoT, 
P3-~?rY (No. 1) (ibid.) PI. 47. 1); two pieces of 
inlay , one of blue faience, the other of green 
faience, in the form of hieroglyphs (No. 2) 
(ibid.) PI. 66. 29); an imitation L.M. lA- ID 
r-dabastron (No. 4) (ibid .) PI. 89, pp. 139 ff . ; 
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Unil!cJ'sity of Pcnllsylullnill Muscllm Journal I , 
No. 3, 1910, pp. 47 f. Fig. 31; PM IV, pp. 267 f. 
Figs . 198a , 198b; OJ>. Arch. VI, pp. 207 f. Fig. 
17); and pollery (No. 3) , including a necked 
pot with squat hiconicnl body, disc-shaped 
base, and vertical painted decoration (No. 3a) 
(Aniba Il, PI. 82. 37 a , 4 type) . 

No. 3a belongs to Dyn . XVIII A (ibid., p. 
133). To this phase the contents of the shaft 

can be ascribed. 

32. Cemetery S Tomb SA 18 Chamber A No . 
27. R.L. 	(?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Smooth, salmon-coloured clay. 
Height remaining: 23.5 cms. 
Ill.: Aniba I1, PI. 85. 43 type. HeL: ibid., 

p.222. 
Chamber A, which was entered from one end 

of a rectangular shaft (ibid., p. 222 Tomb SA 
18, p. 221), contained the bones of two bodies, 
fragments of a wooden coffin (No. 8) and a 
plaster mask (No. 9). Also uncovered were ob
jects of bronze, stone, faience , wood and pot
tery (ibid., pp. 221 f.). 

The ushabtis (No. 10) are most unlikely to 
antedate the XIXth Dynasty. Two scarabs (Nos. 
12, 13) (ibid. , PI. 54. 14, 15 respectively) bear 
the name of Thutmose Ill. The juglet with 
black-grey slip (No. 26) (ibid., Pt. 83. 39~40 
type) is probably no later than Dyn. XVIII A. 

The grave appears to have contained mixed 
N.K. deposits. 

33. Cemetery S Tomb SA 19 Chmnber A No. 
16. Egyptian Black Ware copy of RL. spindle 
bott le. Type J. 

Ill.: Aniba I1 , PI. 85. 43 type. ReL: ibid., 
p.223. 

34. Cemetery S Tomb SA 19 Chamber C No. 
42. 	RL. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Burnished red ware. 
Height: 29.0 cms. 
Ill.: AnibaJI, PI. 85. 43a type. Ref.: ibid., 

p.223. 
Off the main chamber, A, of Tomb SA 19, 

to which a rectangular shaft gave access , 
opened subsidiary rOOIllS, I3~C (ibid., p. 222 
Tomb SA 19). In Chamber A were found the 
bones of two bodies, accompanied by grave-
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goods of gold, stone, faience and pOllery, 111

cluding the spindle botLle, AN/BA No. 33 
(Anibo H, pp. 222 f.). 

No. 2, a stentite scarab mOllnled in gold 
(ibid ., PI. 56.123), and No. 7, n drop pot with 
everted rim (ibid., PI. 75. 18, 2 type) both be
long to the Second Intermediate Period. The 
blne anhydrite kohl pot (No. 4) should not 
occur after early Dyn. XVIII A. The Black 
Polished jugs (No. 13) (ibid., PI. 81. 36b , 6 
type) are typical of Dyn. XVIII A. No. 27, an 
alabaster lotus flower cup (ibid., PI. 94. 6), 
does not antedate Dyn. XVIII B. The contents 
of Chamber A range in date between the Sec
ond Intermediate Period and Dyn. XVIII B. 

From Chamber C came a plaster mask (No. 
35), and articles of stone and pottery, including 
the spindle bottle, AN/BA No. 34 (ibid. , p. 223). 
The contents, which appear to be homogeneous, 
can be dated to Dyn. XVIII A by the tall slen
der jars with incised decoration (No. 39) (ibid., 
PI. 77 . 26 type). 

35. Cemetery S Tomb SA 21 No. 13. R.L. (?) 
spindle 	bottle. Type I. 

Fine red ware. 
Height: 27.0 cms. 
Ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 85. 43 type. Ref.: ibid., 

p.225. 

A rectangular chapel had been built above 
ground, enclosing the mouth of the shaft of 
Tomb SA 21 (ibid., p. 222 Tomb SA 21, p. 225) . 
The shaft itself gave access to three intercon
necting chambers, A~C, in the last of which 
a coffin pit had been sunk. All that remained 
of interments was a plaster mask (No. 1) and 

a few broken bones. 

The grave-goods of bronze, slone, wood and 
pottery (ibid., p. 225) seem to be almost en
tirely homogeneous, and can be assigned to 
Dyn. XVIII A on account of the tall slender jar 
with incised decora tion (No. 12) (ibid ., PI. 77. 
2() type). 

36. Cemetery S Tomb SA 29 Shaft No. 12. 
RL. 	(?) spindle bottle. Type T. 

Fine red ware. 
Ill.: Aniba I1 , PI. 85. 43 type. Ref.: ibid., 

p.2:30. 
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37. Cemetery S Tomb SA 29 Chnmber A No. 
32. 	H.L. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red wnre. 
Ill.: Aniba H, PI. 85. 43 lype. Ref.: ibid., 

p. 230 . 

38. Cemetery S Tomb SA 29 Chamber A No. 
32. 	RL. (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Red ware. 
Ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 85. 43 type. Ref.: ibid., 

p. 230. 

39. Cemetery S Tomb SA 29 Chamber A No. 
32. R.L. 	 (?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Ill.: Aniba n, PI. 85. 43 type. Ref.: ibid., 
p. 230, where it is slated tha t part of this spe
cimen was found in the shaft. 

40. Cemetery S Tomb SA 29 Chamber DNa. 
67. R.L. 	(?) spindle bottle. Type I. 

Smooth plain red ware. 
Ill.: Aniba n, PI. 85. 43 type. Ref.: ibid., 

p. 231. 

41. Cemetery S Tomb SA 29 Chamber DNa. 
68. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa (iv). Relief decora
tion of a single horizontal plastic belt round 
neck at junction of handle; plastic "spiral Cyp
riote horns ... from front to sides". 

Black ware. 

Ill.: Aniba lI , Pl. 85 .' 44a, 3 type. Ref.: ibid., 


p. 231. 

42. Cemetery S Tomb SA 29 Chamber DNa. 
69. B.R. I juglet. Type IBa (ii). Relief decora
tion of a singlet?) horizontal plastic belt round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Black ware. 

Height: 14.0 cms. 


IIU Aniba n, PI. 85. 44a, 3 type. Ref.: ibid., 

p. 231. 

43. Cemelery S Tomb SA 29 Chamber DNa. 
69. B.R. r juglel. Type IBa (ii). Relief decora
tion of a single (?) horizontal plastic belt round 
neck at junction of handle. 

Ill.: Aniba 11, PI. 85. 44a, 3 type. 


Off one end of the rectangular shaft of Tomb 

SA 29 opened Chambers A-C, off the other, 
Chambers D- J (ibid., p. 230 Tomb SA 29). In 
the shaft itself were found a black stone heart 
scarab 'with traces of gold foil (No. 1) (ibid ., 

PI. 50. 26); three squat limestone kohl pots 
(No. 3); two blue glaze beads (No. 2); ANIBA 
No. 36, and Egyptian pottery (Nos. 4-11). 

Though most of the vases belong to the Sec
ond Intermediate Period or Dyn . XVIII A, the 
amphora sherd (No. 11) (Aniba n, PI. 78. 29 
type) cannot be dated much before the XIXth 
Dynasty. 

Chamber A contained two stucco masks (No. 
13); two bronze ear-rings (No. 14) (ibid., PI. 
58. 9); two bronze finger-rings (No. 20) (ibid ., 
PI. 57. 7, 8); a bronze needle (No. 35); three 
squat kohl pals, one with a lid, and a steatite 
lid (No. 21); a glazed steatite cowroid (No. 19) 
(ibid., PI. 56. 1(4); scarabs of glazed steatite 
(Nos. 17, 18) (ibid., PI. 56. 162, 163 respec
tively), faience (No. 15) (ibid., PI. 55. 81), and 
blue glass (?) (No. 16) (ibid., PI. 56. 129) ; 
AN/BA Nos. 37- 39, and Egyptian pottery 
(Nos. 22-31, 33, 34), including fragments of 
two black Tell el -Yahudiya juglets with incised 
decoration (No. 30) (ibid., PI. 81. 36b type), 
and the sherd of a smnIJ l(erma (?) black-top
ped vase (No. 34). The contents of the room 
appear to be homogeneous , and can be placed 
late in the second h a lf of the Second Inter
mediate Period. 

From Chamber D came two bronze finger
rings (No. 43) (ibid., PI. 57. 51); two bronze 
pairs of tweezers (No. 48); a bronze axe-head 
(No. 49) (ibid., PI. 64. 4) ; three alabaster and 
one limestone kohl pots (No. 45) (ibid., PI. 59. 
13, 14); scarabs of glazed steatite (Nos. 38, 40, 
41) (ibid., PIs. 54. 27 ; 56.131 , 165 respectively), 
one with the name of Amenhotep I (No. 38), 
and of green glass (?) wilh a mount (No. 39) 
(ibid ., PI. 56. 130); a faience cowroid (No. 42) ; 
small blue glaze ring beads (No. 37); an ear
ring (No. 44) ; fragments of a wooden slatuette 
(No. 36) (ibid., PI. 36. 5); a wooden kohl stick 
(No. 46); a set of' two wooden kohl tubes (No. 
47); AN/BA Nos. 40-43, and Egyptian pot
tery (Nos. 50-66, 70), including a tall jar with 
broad mouth and blue painted decoration (No. 
59) (ibid., PI. 73. 13b, 1 type). The grave-goods 
in the chamber belong to the Second Inter
mediate Period and Dyn. XVIII A, down at 
least to the time of Amenhotep I (ibid. , p. 231). 
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44. Cem etery S Tomb SA 37 Shaft No. 17. 

Sherd of 13.B. I jllglet Type I, or bOllle Type 
Ill. 

I),lrk grey ware. 

Ill.: Anibo Il, PI. 85. 44<1 type. Ref.: ibid., 

p.2 '1O. 

The shaft of Tomb SA 37 was situated in the 
courtyard in front of a small pyramid built 
above ground (Aniba Il, matt 43, p. 239). This 
pit contained the bones of at least six bodies, 
as well as objects of stone, faience and pottery 
(ibid ., pp. 239 f.), which belong to the begin
ning of Dyn. XVIII A and the XIXth Dynasty 
(i/Jid. , p. 240). 

QUADRUS 

1. Cemetery 185 Tomb 137 No. 2 B.R. I flask. 
Type IVA. On junction between segments of 
body, either side of neck, a convex projection 
with horizontal piercing. Relief decoration of a 
single horizontal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Ill.: Problems, p. 36 Fig. 7 BoLtle Type 3. 

Ref.: /{ush XI, 1963, p. 63. 

Cemetery 185 was situated in the open square 
of Quadrus village (ibid., opposite PI. XII. Map, 
p . 59). Tomb 137 contained beads ~f gold and 
stone, and pottery vessels , which belong to 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

BUHEN 

1. M.K. Fortress Square H 9. R.L. spindle 
bottle. Type I. Narrow body tapering to a thick 
everted base-ring. Incised pot-mark on base 
(PI. XXI. 7). ! 

Orange exterior surface, burnished to a 
medium-high 	finish. 

Diameter of base: 6.0 cms. 

Lower portion of body alone remains. 

2. M.K. Fortress Square H 10. B.R. I juglet. 
Type lA. Broad low base-ring with straight 
flaring sides. 

Extremely hard thin clay with some small 
white, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
mica , fired brown with orange-brown outer 

face . Brown exterior sllrface, bl1rnished to a 
low to medil1m finish. 

Diameter of base: 4.3 cms. 

Base-ring only is left. 

BUJ-JEN Nos. 1 and 2 were discovered in the 
course of Emery's excavations during the win
ter of 1962/ 63. The in terior of the inner for
tress , where Hatshepsut 's temple and Squares 
H9 and H 10 are located (EL/hell, Plan G), had 
been built during the M.K., but was sub
sequently re-occupied and modified by the N.K. 
inhabitants. The debris from all periods of resi
dence was so inextricably intermingled that no 
contextual observations of significance for the 
chronology of t he two foreign sherds could be 

made. 

3. B.S. II (?) jug. Type I. Short, broad, con
cave neck with somewhat longer, broad, cut
away spout, in the same contour as neck, 
with everted lip and flat top sloping inwards. 

Extremely hard, thick, very fine clay with a 
few small white grits or fine orgauic matter, 
and traces of fine mica, fired light buff \vith a 
pale orange-pink core of varying width. Slipped 
dark brown, and burnished to a high finish. 

Height of neck to tip of spout: 5.6 cms . 
Maxim u m thickness of wall: 0.825 cms. 

Ill. : PI. 1. 1. Neck alone remains . 

EUHEN No. 3 also turned up during Emery'S 
work at the site. 

4. 	'''ish-bone handle of W.S. bowl. 

BUHEN No. 4 came from Emery's excava
tions in 19G1 / W (information from D. U. 
O'Connor). 

SEillNA 

1. Semna Fort Room XXXI (not XXX , SCF I, 
Fig. 16.24-2-253). No. 24-2-253. B.R. I (?) jug
let. Type 113a (ii). Solid base-ring. Relief deco
ration of two parallel horizontal belts round 
neck at junction of handle. The solid base-ring 
and thickness of walls make identification un
certain. 

Drab ware. 

Height : approx. H.G CIllS. 'Vidth of body : 
approx. (j.8 CIllS. 
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Ill.: SCF I, Fig. 16.24-2-253. Ref.: ibid., p. 24. 

Boom XXXI IflY in the south-e[lst qU[lrler of 
the fort (ibid., Map VI). From it came a frag
ment,ny alabaster kohl pot (No. 24-4-196) 
(ibid., PI. 117. A 24-4-19G) ; a Red Polished pil

grim flask (No. 24-2-252) (ibid., Fig. 15. 24-2
252); five jars with swollen bodies, four with 
broad rims (Nos. 24-4-188 to 24-4-191) (ibid., 

PI. 111. 29 type), and one with a narrower rim 
(No. 24-4-192) (ibid., Pl. 111. 30); and a bowl 
(No. 24-4-195). 

Nos. 24-2-252 and 24-4-196 are unlikely to 
postdate Dyn. XVIII B. The nature of the de
posit, however, qualifies the relevance of the 
dating criteria. 

2. Tomb S 515 Chamber A No. 24-2-524. 
B.R. I double juglets (Boston M.F.A.) . Type 
IBb. No decoration visible. 

Burnished red ware. 

Height: 10.3 cms. Width of either body: 4.2 
cms. 

Ill.: SCF I, PI. 114. 21. Ref.: ibid., p. 79. 

Chamber A of Tomb S 515 was entered from 
a rectangular shaft ·(ibid. , Fig. 36, p. 78). In it 
were, for certain, found objects of bronze, cop
per, stone, faience, wood, bone, shell, plaster 
and pottery (ibid., pp. 78 f.). Though the origi
nal use of the grave can be dated to the XVIIlth 
Dynasty, it also contained later material (ibid., 
p. 	74). 

3. Tomb S 553 No. 24-3-314. R.L. (?) spindle 
bolt le. Type I. 

Red polished ware. 

Height: approx. 30.6 cms. Width of body: 
approx. 	6.8 cms. 

JII .: SCF 1, Fig. 56. 24-3-314. Ref.: ibid., 
p.94. 

A rock-cut stairway gave access to the cham
ber of Tomb S 553 (SCF I, Fig. 55, p. 94). 
SEMNA No. 3 belonged to a large secondary 
deposit , consisting of articles of gold , silver, 
iron, bronze, copper, stone, faience, bone, shell , 
plaster and pottery (ibid., pp. 94 ff.), which 
can be assigned to the XVIIlth Dym1sty (ibid., 
p. 	94). 

..U/.:llVl lVEST 

1. Cypriole sherd. Though I have not seen 
the fragment , Professor Fairman informs me 
that two scholars have examined it indepen
dently and reached the same conclusion about 
its identity. 

AMARA WEST No. 1 came from Fairman 's 
excavation of a settlement site (lEA 24, 1938, 
pp. 154 ff.) which showed evidence of two 
major periods of occupation, the first in Dyn. 
XVIII D, the next in the reigns of Ramesses II 
and his successors (ibid., p. 156) . 

EGYPT 

1. B.R. I juglet (U.C. 13423)*. Type IBa(ii). 
Swollen piriforrn body with trumpet base-ring 
with slightly conca ve, splaying sides; tall, nar
row, tapering, pulled back neck with bell
shaped rim; narrow strap handle from upper 
neck. to shoulder. Relief decoration of two 
parallel horizontal plastic bells round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Extremely hard clay with some small white, 
and a few dark and orange grits, fired grey 
with brown faces (on rim and base). Black 
exterior surface, with small brown patches, 
burnished to a medium finish. 

Height : 14.3 cms. Width of body: 6.5 cms. 

Contents: IAlcohol extract 850/0 ; ether extract 
710f0 ; the part insoluble in alcohol contains 
insect fragments, also candelabra (trichome) 
hairs, and cl uster crystals. ash 31010, chiefly 
sand; very small traces of carbonate; myrrh 
absent (Wallis). 

Ill.: PI. XI. 3. Intact. 

2. B.R. I juglet (U.C. 19(00)*. Type IB. Prob
ably piriform body with trumpet base-ring. 

Extremely hard clay with some small light, 
dark and reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with thin orange-brown outer face. 
lVIollled black and light orange-brown exterior 
surface, burnished to a medi um finish. 

Contents: Alcohol extract 40010, probably fat; 
dil. HC] extract was yellow; ferric iron present; 
ash 44%; sand in rather angular grains; slight 
effervescence with c I-ICl (\Vallis) . 
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Neck, bundle, upper ball' of the body , and 
tbe base-ring are missing. 

3. B.B. I double juglets (U.C. 13420) e. Type 
IBb. Two jllglels joined together, eacb of a 
piriforll1 body with trumpet base-ring with 
concave flaring sides; laJl, narrow, tapering 
neck with bell-shaped rim; relief decoration of 
Lwo parallel horizontal plastic belts round up
per neck, incompleLe on the inside back. The 
jllglets are joined at the bodies, and linked at 
the rims by a broad convex band with circular 
piercing in top; sLrap handle rising from con
vex band to shoulders, where it bifurcutes. 

Extremely hard, thin cluy with some small 
while, dark and reddish grits, and traces of 
llIica, fired grey with orange-brown faces (on 
base-ring of one juglet). Black ex terior surface, 
mottled with brown, and burnished to a me
dium to high finish. 

Height Lo rims: 11.6 cms. \Vidth of either 
body: 4.6 cms. 

Ill.: PI. XII. 9. Mended. A section of the up
per body of one juglet is missing. The incom
plete juglet still con La ins the friable, dried out, 
shiny black remains of the contents. 

4. B.R. I jug (B.M. 50098 1911 7-1073. Pre
sented by the E.E.S.)*. Type n. Large piriform 
body; broad neck with everted, probably cir
cular rim with flat top sloping outwards. Re
lief decoration of at least two parallel horizon
tal plastic belts round neck, probably at junc
Lion of handle; on either side of body, a single 
plasLic coil unwinding across shoulder and 
con verging towards the other 10 join and form 
a broad, low, flat banc! descending vertically, 
probably down front of body. 

Extremely hard; thin clay with some very 
sll1all white and dark grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with orange-brown faces. Black 
exterior surface, burnished to a low to medium 
finish. 

Most of neck, much of body, and handle and 
base are all missing. Circumstantial evidence 
alone favours its ascription to Egypt. 

5. 13.R I flask (Pitzwilliam P 288) *. Type 
IVA. Lenloid body with front segment slightly 
more swollen than back, and junction be
tween them roughly rounded ; narrow, tapering, 
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.~lightly pulled back IJeck wilh shallow, everted, 
circular rim; thick narrow handle, of approxi
mately rectangular section, rising slightly from 
upper neck to shoulder. Helief decora tion of a 
single horizonLal plastic belt round neck at 
junction of handle. 

Mottled black, grey, brown and orange
brown exterior surface, burnished to a medium 
finish . 

Height: 13.5 cms. Width of body: 8.1 X5.1 
cms. 

Contents: Quartz sand, ferric oxide, a little 
fatty matter; ash 44.Go/o; trace or carbonate, 
no Na (Wallis). 

Intact. 
6. RL. spindle bottle (U.C. 13406) *. Type I. 

Relief decoration of an almost indistinguish
able, single, horizontal belt round one side of 
neck at junction of handle. Incised pot-mark 
on base (Op. Ath. IV, p. 190 Fig. 1. 1). 

Height : 30.5 cms. Width of body: 6.5 cms. 
Contents: Ether extract approx. 8°/0, pre

sumably fat; dil. HCI extract was yellow; fer
ric iron present; ash 78%; sand of more or 
less rounded grains; no effervescence with c 
HCI (Wall is). 

Ill.: Gp. Ath. IV, p. 190 Fig. 1. 1. Ref.: ibid.) 
p. 188. Intact. 

7. RL. spindle bottle (U.C. 19601)*. Type I. 
Tall narrow body tapering towards base; taper
ing neck, relatively broad at base; handle, of 
flattened oval section, to shoulder. 

Extremely hard clay with occasional small 
white grits, and traces of mica, fired orange. 
Orange exterior surface, burnished to a me
dium to high finish. 

Width of body: 7.2 cms. 
Contents: Alcohol extract 18%; ether extract 

4%; the portion soluble in hot alcohol and 
insoluble in ether may be stearin (possibly 
from multon rat); dil. HCl extract was dis
tinctly red with slight effervescence; ferric iron 
presen t; ash 74% ; strong effervescence ,vi th 
c HCI , the rcsid ue a fter [rea tmen t consisting 
of a very little sand and many small, cubical, 
Lransparelll crystals, dark in polarized lighl 011 

a dark field and soluble in water, showing that 
the fish contained Na2CO,l (\Yallis). 
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Upper porlioll of body and base of neck 
a lone remain. 

8. n.R. II juglet (n.M. 4929 1837 4-13 43)*. 
Type IAa. Swollen piri form , almost globular 
body with broad Iow base-ring, with stra ight 
expanding sides; narrow, roughly concave, ta
pering neck with bell-shaped rim; handle, of 
roughly circula r section , from above mid-neck 
to shoulder. Painted decoration of parallel 
horizont al lines round neck; groups, each of 
five parallel lines, round body. 

Black exterior surface, burnished to a very 
low, almost matt finish; matt white pa inted 
deGora tion. 

Height: 12.4 cms. Width of body: 7.3 cms. 
Contents: Decomposed, fally, oleagenous 

substa nce (A .D. Baynes-Cope). 
Intact. The mouth ha s been fill ed with a 

large, irregular, dome-shaped lump of very 
fin e, gritty matt er which crumbles easily. 

9. Rea Collection. B.R. II juglet (N. M.) *. 
Type IAa. Piriform body with broad low base
ring with slightly concave flaring sides; tall, 
narrow, tapering, pulled back neck with bell 
shaped rim; strap handle from upper neck to 
shoulder. Painted decoration of parallel hori
zontal lines round nec¥; groups, each of three 
parallel diagonal lines, down body. 

i , 

MaUled black, grey, reddish- and orange
brown, and orange-buff exterior surface, bur
nished to a low to medium finish; matt white 
pa in ted decoration. 

Height 13.1 cms. Width of body: 6.4 cms. 

Intact. Just insid e the neck a re the desiccated 
black-brown r emains of the contents. Early 
fabric. 

10. B.R. II juglet (U.C. 13446) *. Type IC. 
Piriform body with small flatt ened base; 
short, narrow, tapering, pulled back neck with 
everted, circula r , upturned rim with short sides; 
irregular handle, of roughly recta ngular sec
tion, from below rim to shoulder. Painted de
coration of pa rallel horizontal lines round 
neck; groups, each of four parallel lines, cros
sing all over body. 

Extremely hard clay with some white, daTk 
and a few reddish grits, and traces of mica, 
fired grey with brown and orange-brown outer 
face . Black exterior surface, burnished to a 
low finish ; matt white painted decora tion. 

Height: 10.2 cms. Width of body : 6.85 cms. 
Ill.: PI. XXIII. 6. Two-thirds of the rim are 

missing. There is a dark brown stain round 
the inside of the rim, and attached to the out
side is a patch of brown coloured sand. 



CHAPTEH II 


INTRODUCTION Cyprus at the time that the island's pottery was 

In this section the information presented in 
the previous Chapter is analysed according to 
the pottery series under Wares and Types in 
the order set out below on p. 203. In the treat
ment of each individual Type consideration is 
given to the variations in shape, decoration 
fabric and size of all specimens belonging to 
the same category, parallels at Ras Shamra, 
and to the chronological range of the group in 
Egypt. Reference is also made to Egyptian 
copies of the Type, whether in metal, stone, 
glass, paste, pottery or any other material. The 
dates of the ceramic imitations are noted where 
possible. At the end of each major typological 
subdivision, the contextual data is examined, 
taking into account the nature of the deposits 
(whether residential or fllnerary) in which all 
vases of this class were found, the sex of the 
bodies with which they had been interred, 
their dispositions in the context, and the as
sociated objects. Supplementary evidence con
cerning the pots i themselves or derived from 
extraneous sources has also on occasion been 
used to aid interpretation of the amalgamated 
findings and make it possible to draw tentative 
conclusions abou t the reasons for the occur
rence of this particular type of vessel in Egypt. 

The end of the analysis is followed by a 
brief recapi tula tion of some importan t results 
of the survey, an evaluation of the beliefs per
(£lining to navigaLional practice in the Bronze 
Age Levant, and an exposition of the tangible 
evidence for the lIse of sea-going ships by 
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being ex ported to the Nile Valley. 

ANALYSIS 
B.S. II 

Type I. Only one sherd, BUHEN No. 3, has 
been tentatively assigned to this ·Ware. The 
basis of its ascription rests on its manufacture 
by hand, and on the fabric and finish, which 
correspond closely to Astrom 's description of 
the ware of early specimens in this series 
(MCBA, pp. 89 f.). Astrom has himself sugges
ted that the sherd may possibly be R.-on-B. 
(0p. Ath. V, p. 88), though he later retracted 
this tentative identification (Op. Ath. VI, p. 
221). I am not inclined to discount this possibi
lity altogether, even though there was no trace 
of decoration on the neck. I have also been 
unable to find any satisfactory parallels for 
the shape of the spout in Cyprus, or any B.S. If 
imports at Ras Shamra. The exceptional nature 
of the sherd's discovery is further highlighted 
by its presence in Nubia at Buhen, probably in 
the debris of the town, since foreign pottery is 
rare at all periods of Pharaonic occupation on 
this si te. 

W.P . PENDENT LINE STYLE 

Type I. This \,7are is represented by a neck, 
J( AHUN No. 1, belonging to a jug of the type 
found not uncommonly at Ras Shamra (e.g. 
Ugaritica I1, p. 239 Fig. 100. 19,25: from Level 
II; Syria XIII, 1932, PI. XII. 2: from a tomb in 
Level II; Ugftrilico JI, p. 255 Fig. 108. 19, 20: 
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from TOlllb LXXXV). The date of ](AHUN No. 
1 is as uncertain as the exact nature of its con
text, since Pelrie himself poinls out that under
ground chambers in the 1\J.K. town were re
used in later times as burial places (IKC, p. 
21). The lWo Egyptian juglets, decorated in 
the "V.P. Pendent Line Style, TARf(HAN Nos. 
2 and 3, which were found in a tomb belonging 
to the second half of the Second Intermediate 
Period, give a terminus ClHte quem for the in
troduction of theW.P. Pendent Line Style into 
Egypt. They cannot, however, settle the date 
of ](AHUN No. 1. 

W.P. CROSS LINE STYLE 

The existence of the Ware in Egypt can 
only be inferred from the use of this Style of 
decoration on locally made juglets, T ARKHAN 
No. 1, SIDMANT No. 57 and ANIBA No. 24. 
The Ware itself is well represented by jugs at 
Ras Shamra (e.g. Ugaritlca 11, p. 239 Fig. 100. 
21,27: from Level II; ibid., p. 249 Fig. 105.40: 
from a tomb; SyriCl XIX, 1938, p. 231 Fig. 26. 
Y, ZA: from Tomb LV). One of these (Syria 

XIX, 1938, p. 231 Fig. 26. ZA) has the same 
decorative arrangement as that on the three 
Egyptian con tainers. 

SIDMANT No. 57 has ~ been placed late in 
the second half of the Second Intermediate 
Period. ANIBA No. 24 could belong to the 
Second Intermediate Period or Dyn. XVIII A, 
the latter more likely. The chronological data 
can be further amplified by the association in 
a closed deposit of SIDMANT No. 57 with an 
Egyptian juglet, SIDMANT No. 56. The latter 
was decorated in the "V.P.VI style, which 
lasted dom the second half of the Second 
Intermediate Period into Dyn. XVIII A, prob
ably down to the time of All1enhotep I (see 
below). As the date of SIDMANT No. 57 
is a terminus ante quem for the initial ap
pearance of the W.P. Cross Line Style in 
Egypt, the floruit of the Style most likely lay 
within the same chronological range as " T. P. 
VI. 

W.P.VI 

Type I. Of (he juglets attribuled to this 
Ware, at least four, SAQQARA Nos. 41, 55, 

DlSHASHA No. 1 and AHYDOS No. 50, and 
possibly SAQQI!RA No. 42 are genuine im
porls. They are all similar in shape and deco
ration, and the sizes of DISHASHA No. 1 and 
ABYDOS No. 50 are almost identical. The 
heighl of SAQQARA No. 55 is not far behind. 
Apart from lJISHASHA No. 1, only ABYDOS 
No. 50 has had its fabric and finish described. 
These delails are too scanty to extend the 
comparison. An example of the type turned up 
in Ras Shamra Tomb LlV (Syria XIX , 1938, 
p. 223 Fig. 19. K= p. 225 Fig. 20. top row, 
right). It was made of slightly coarse, yellow
ish-white clay 'with a sandy grog, and had 
reddish-brown painted decoration (ibid., p. 
331). Its height was approx. 15.0 cms., the 
width of its body, approx. 8.0 cms. A W.P.V 
juglet of the same shape occurred in Tomb 
LVII (ibid., p. 245 Fig. 36. S=Ugoritica I, p. 
64 Fig. 53. S). 

All four W.P.VI imports almost certainly 
came from funerary deposits, of which only 
one is known lo have been intact. DISHASHA 
No. 1 lay at the head of the body, and was 
associated with an imitation Bichrome vVheel
made Ware jug of probably Palestinian in
spiration. The social status of the deceased, to 
judge by the grave-goods, which included no 
objects of metal or stone, cannot have been 
much higher than lower middle class. ABY
DOS No. 50 '.vas the only vase of foreign 
origin found in the grave. 

The chronology of the Cypriote containers, 
two of which , DISHASHA No. 1 and AJ3YDOS 
No. 50, have been assigned to the second half 
of the Second Intermediate Period, the latter 
late in the phase, is expanded by the evidence 
of Egyptian juglets decorated in the W.P.VI 
style, TELL EL-YAJ-iUDIYA Nos. 5, G, 9, 16, 
ABUSIR b'L-MALAQ No. 1, CUROB Nos. 34, 
35, SIDMANT No. 56, ESNA Nos. 6, 7, and 
ANIBA Nos. 17, 18. They range in date from 
the second half of the Second Intermediate 
Period (ABUSIR EL-MALAQ No. 1) la Dyn. 
XVIII A (ANIBA No. 18), probably no later 
than the reign of Amenhotep I (CUROB Nos. 
34, 35). An important feature of these vessels 
is that they all have round mouths, instead of 
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pinched spouts, largely relying for th eir shapes 
in the first inslance on Tell el- Ynhudiya \Vare, 
e.g. ABUSIR EL-MALAQ No. 1, and subse
quently on the Black Polished jug type , e.g. 
GUROB Nos. 34, 35 . Ras Shamra Tomb LXXV 
also produced a juglet with round mouth and 
decoraLion in the "V.P.VI style (Syria XX, 
1939, p. 282 Fig. 4.•1), probably a Cypriote 
import belonging to a type which has not yet 
been identified for certain in Egypt. SIDM ANT 
No. 56 was found in the same closed deposit 
as the Egyptian juglet decorated in the W.P. 
Cross Line Style, SIDM.4NT No. 57, thus estab
lishing the contemporaneily of the Wares. 

B.R. 	I 

Type lAa(i). Apart from the standard com
ponents of a tall, narrow, tapering neck with 
bell-shaped rim and a strap handle from the 
upper neck to the shoulder, the principal 
features which examples in this group have in 
common are the squat piriform body with 
carinated shoulder and a broad low base-ring 
with short, straight, expanding sides. There 
are three variations in the treatment of the 
exterior surfaces. Though all have two parallel 
horizontal plastic belts round the neck at the 
junction of the handle, TELL EL~YAHUDIYA 
No. 8 has three plastic arcs round the shoulder 
of the body, whereas SAQQARA No. 45 and 
ABYDOS No. 36 have only two. The shoulder 
of EL-BALABISH No. 2 was left undecorated. 
Their ware is uniform, being characterised by 
an extremely hard, fine fabric with an orange 
outer face. Their exterior surfaces are black, 
brown or orange-brown, or combinations of 
these colours, add have been burnished to a 
medium to high finish. The dimensions of 
TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 8 and SAQQARA 
No. 4 are almost identical , and those of ABY
DOS No. 36 correspond quite closely. EL
BALABISH No. 2 has an almost exact parallel 
at Ras Shamra (Ugaritica If, p. 165 Fig. 64. 2). 
The latter had a blackish exterior surface 
mottled in places with ochre yellow (ibid., p. 
1(4), and was approx. 12.3 cms. high and 7.5 
cms. wide All came from graves. The dates of 
TELL EL- YAHUDIY A No. 8, EL-BALABISH 
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No. 2 and ABYDOS No. 36 are sufficiently well 
founded 10 place the Type in Dyn. XVIII A. 

Type I Aa (ii). Inaccura te typing by excava
tors (e.g. EL-H ARAGA No. 3) makes it uncer
lain how many published specimens, which 
have been included in this group, really be
long to the succeeding Type lAa (iii). The fol
lowing have been attributed to Type IAa(ii): 
NABESHA No. 1, ALl MARA No. 5, TELL 
EL- YAl-JUDIYA Nos. 11, 14, SAQQARA Nos. 
51, 53, EL-RIQQA Nos. 1, 3-5, MAIDUM 
Nos. 23,26, EL-HARAGA No. 4, GUROB Nos. 
22, 33, SI DJ" ANT Nos. 33, 34, 45, 52, DEIR 
TASA No. 1, QA W EL-QEBIR Nos. 2, 6, 7, 
ABYDOS Nos. 3, 15, 25, 30, 32, 41, 48, 70, 
DENDERA No. 1, TlfEBES Nos. 2, 3, and 
ANIBA No. 14. The basic shape of all these 
juglets consists of a piriform body with a 
broad low base-ring, a tall, narrow, tapering 
neck with a bell-shaped rim, and a strap 
handle from the upper neck to the shoulder. 
Though the form is stereotyped, in the compo
nents of each vessel there are subtle variations, 
which were probably due to the modelling by 
hand, which would inevitably have caused 
minor inconsistencies, production in separate 
factories, and manufacture over a considerable 
period of time, when changes were bound to 
take place. The same factors were most likely 
responsible for the insignificant differences in 
ware and size of containers belonging to the 
Type. The majority were made of an extreme
ly hard, gritty clay, the exterior surface of 
which had been burnished to a low to medium 
finish, and was coloured black, brown or 
orange-brown, or combina tions of these shades. 
Though their heights lie between 11.4 ems. 
(THEBES No. 3) and approx. 15.0 ems. (QA W 
EL-QEBIR No. 6, THEBES No. 2 ? ), the 
body widths have a much more restricted 
range of about 1.5 ems., from approx. 6.15 
ems. (TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 14) to 
approx. 7.65 ems . (SIDMANT No. 52, ABY

DOS No. 30). All the specimens have two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round the neck 
at the junction of the handle, with the excep
tions of GUROB No. 22, ABYDOS No. 30 and 
THEBES No. 2, which have only one. How
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ever, even nssuming GUROl3 No. 21 and 
THEBES No. 2 to have been nccurntely typed, 
and ABYJ)OS No. 30 to have been correctly 
nttributed, their chronological evidence is incon

clusive, as they give a possible ralIge of the 
Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A to 
Dyn. XVIII B. 

Of examples of the Type from Ras Shamra, 
three were found in children's graves (Ugari
tica II, p. 169 Fig. 66. 9, p. 183 Fig. 73. 18, 19), 
one in Tomb UII (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 212 
Fig. 12. N = Ugaritica I, p. 81 Fig. 73. N): and 
another, with a single horizontal plastic belt 
round the neck at the junction of the handle, 

from the ossuary of a tomb (Ugaritica 11, p. 
185 Fig. 74. 14). At Minet el-Beida, three 

occurred in Deposit 213, one with painted 
decoration (Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 2. top row, 
third from left), the other two without (ibid., 
PI. VI. 2. top row, right= Ugaritica 11, p. 141 
Fig. 52. 9; Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 2. centre 
row, left?), one in Tomb 2 (Syria XIV, 1933, 
p. 98 Fig. 3. 7), and another from Tomb III 
(UgariticCl H, p. 145 Fig. 54. 13). 

The earliest dated specimen is EL-RIQQA 
No. 4, which belongs to the Second Inter
mediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A. THEBES No. 

2 was deposi ted in the reign of Ahmose I. To 
Dyn. XVIII A have been assigned TELL EL
y AHUDIYA Nos. 11, 14, EL-HARAGA No. 4, 

GUROB No. 33, SlDMANT No. 52, QA W EL
QEBlR Nos. 2, 6, 7, ABYDOS No. 15, THEBES 
No. 3, and ANIBA No. 14, to Dyn. XVIII 
B, EL-RIQQA No. 3, SIDllIANT Nos. 33, 34, 
and ABYDOS Nos. 30, 41. There is no speci
men which need be later than Dyn. XVIII B. 

f 

Taking into account the disparity in lengths 
between Dyn. XVIII A and B and the incom
plete state of the evidence, the Type appears to 
have been fairly evenly distributed over bolh 
phases. 

Egyptian craftsmen reproduced the Type in 
alabaster (e.g. Ugaritica II, p. 139 Fig. 51. 7), 
glass (Fossing, Glass l'esseis, p. 22 Fig. 13), 
and in blue paste with an exceptionally tall, 
narrow neck and a relief ridge round the junc

tion of the neck and the body (CG. Fouilles 
de ia vallee des rois, PI. VI. 24057). Also 1'1'0111 

alabaster were created two remarkable vessels 
which owed their basic shape to Type IAa (ii), 
but had been freely adapted to the individual 
taste of the stone-worker. The one which was 
found in the Tomb of Iuaa and Thuiu at 
Thebes (CG. Tomb 0/ Yuoa and Thuiu, PI. 
XXVI. 51106) had a broad low base-ring, a 
very tall, narrow, cylindrical neck, and a disc
shaped rim with a central groove running 

round the perimeter. Though the strap handle 
had been replaced by two lotus stems bound 
together, with flowers in relief on the body, 
the two relief belts round the neck at the 
jUllction of the handle were faithfully copied. 
Though it resembles the first, the second con
tainer, which came from a secondary burial in 
the Archaic Cemetery at Saqqara, is an al
together more whimsical product (PI. XXXV. 
I, 2). The shape of the body has been accu
rately rendered, but there appears to have been 

no base-ring. The neck became a model palm 
column, doubtless inspired by the kohl tubes 
of this type (e.g. CG. Objects de toilette I, PI. 
XX), and the rings round the trunk of the 
palm conveniently provided relief belts to 
which the handle was attached. In this way 
the craftsman respected the spirit of the proto
type, and at the same time preserved the 
natural rendering of the tree. Like the Theban 
vase, the handle of the one from Saqqara also 
consisted of two lotus stems bound together, 
with flowers in relief on the body. 

Ty pe IAa(iii). The juglets included in this 
section, though at first sight fewer ill number 
than those attributed to the previous Type, are 
nevertheless better authenticated. In fact some 

placed under the heading of Type IAa (ii) may 
for lack of complete details have been inac
curately identified and should belong to the 
group under consideration. Examples of both 
Types have basically the same shape, and 

share certain decorative features in common. 
All the recorded specimens of Type IAa (iii) 
have two parallel horizontal plastic belts round 
the neck a t the junction of the handle, wi th the 
sole known exception of EL-BALABISH No. 

4, which has only one. 'Vhere they differ from 
the juglets of Type IAa(ii) is in the ornamenta
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tion of their bodies, which have vertical relief 
designs down the front. Even the composition 
of these features shows certain variations. 
Whereas SAQQAR ;l Nos. 46, 52, EL-RlQQA 

No. 7, 111 AlDUM No. 28, EL-HAR;lGA No. 3, 
KAHUN No. 12, GUROB No. 1, SID111ANT Nos. 
1,1:\ 21,49,60,69, 70, ABYDOS Nos. 2, 37,39, 
40,47,61 , 67, THEBES No. 4 and ESNA No. 1 
all have two p:nallel vertical plastic belts down 
the front of the body, TELL EL-YAHUD/YA 

No. 10, lA WYET EL-A.RYAN No. 5 and GU

ROB No. 47 at least have only one, and EL

BALABISH No. 4 bears a vertical wavy plas
tic belt, which is unique in Egypt. The compo
si tion of the design 011 SIDMANT Nos. 53, 64, 
QA W EL-QEBIR No. 8 and ABYDOS No. 53, 
is uncertain. ABYDOS No. 40 also has painted 
decoration. The jugle ts as a whole are more 
uniform in size than those of Type IAa (ii), the 
ware of which, however, their own resembles. 
The minimum height recorded is 12.4 cms. 
(lA WYET EL-ARYAN No. 5, SIDMANT No. 
15), and maximum, approx. 14.4 cms. (SID
111ANT Nos. 53, 60). The body widths do not 
fall below 6.2 cms. (lA WYET EL-ARYAN No. 
5) or exceed 7.4 cms. (ABYDOS No. 2). 

Ras Shamra has produced at least four con
tainers of Type IAa (iii). One found ill a deposit 
(Ugaritica II, p. 181 Fig. 72. 9) had two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts round the neck 
a t the junction of the handle and two parallel 
vertical plastic belts down the front of the 
body. The juglet from Tomb XXXVI (Syria 
XIX, 1938, p. 202 Fig. 5. D) also has two 
parallel vertical plastic belts down the front 
of the body, but lacks its neck. Of the two 
examples which eiach had vertical plastic 
belt(s?) down the front of the body, one which 
accompanied a child's burial (Ugaritica Il, p. 
169 Fig. 66. 2) was decorated with a single 
horizontal plastic belt round the neck a t the 
junction of the handle, the other, which turned 
up in Tomb LIV (Syria XIX, 1938 , p. 226 Fig. 
21. A), had two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
in the same position. 

The dates of the vessels from Egypt extend 
over the same period as Type IAa (ii). EL

BALABISH No. 4 has a terminus ante quem of 
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the Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII 
A. It is also the only specimen which has a 
vertical wavy plastic belt down the front of 
the body, the remainder having instead one 
or two vertical plastic bells. SIDMANT No. 53 
has been dated to the Second Intermediate 
Period-Dyn. XVIII A. The rest are equally 
spread out over Dyn. XVllI A and E, and give 
no indication of having occurred later. ABY

DOS No. 37 has a terminus ante quem of early 
Dyn. XVIII A. TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 10, 
GUROB No. 1, SIDMANT Nos. 49, 64, 69, 70, 
QA W EL-QEBlR No. 8 and THEBES No. 4 
belong to Dyn. XVIII A, f(AHUN No. 12, to the 
reigns of Thutmose I-In, and ZA WYET EL

ARYAN No. 5, MAIDUM No. 28, EL-HARAGA 

No. 3, SIDMANT No. 21, and ABYDOS Nos. 
39, 40, to Dyn. XVIII B. 

Egyptian imitations of the Type were made 
of green faience (Cairo J 65840) and Red 
Polished pottery (GUROB No. 21). Though 
each had two parallel vertical relief belts down 
the front of the body, the former had two 
parallel horizontal relief belts round the neck 
at the junction of the handle, the lattel:, only 
one. GUROB No. 21 belongs to Dyn. XVIII B. 

Type I Aa(iu). The sole representative of this 
Type from Egypt is ABYDOS No. 7. Though 
it conforms to the canons of Type I in shape 
and size, its peculiar distinction lies in its deco
ration and ware. The spiral form plastic motifs 
are only oth€nvise attested in Egypt on B.R. I 
jugs of Type II (BENI T-iASAN No. 1, EGYPT 

No. 4) , and probably on ANIBA No. 41 of 
Type IBa(iv). Its extremely hard clay fired 
light grey all through and black exterior sur
face burnished to a medium to high finish 
form a ware unique in the B.R. I series from 
Egypt. No comparable specimens have yet 
been published from Ras Shamra, but an 
early B.R. I jug in the Ashmolean Museum, of 
unknown provenance, has certain features in 
common (PI. XXXIV. 2): a piriform body with 
flat base; tall, narrow, concave, irregularly 
tapering nel:k with everted oval rim; thick 
handle, of rectangular section, from mid-neck 
to shoulder. Relief decoration of a single 
horizontal plastic belt round neck at junction 
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of handle; on either side of body, a wavy 
plastic line wriggling across shoulder and 
terminating in front in a plastic button with 
central concavity, probably representing a 
stylised snake; down front of body, between 
wavy lines, a single vertical plastic belt, off
centre to the right. I31ack exterior surface, 
burnished to a low finish . Height: 21.8 cms. 
Width of body: 13.5 cms. Apart from the 
obvious similarities in shape and finish, the 
most striking technical resemblance between 
AB YDOS No. 7 and the Ashmolea n jug lies in 
the appearance of their exterior surfaces, 
which in both cases were disfigured during 
firing by air bubbles . Though the date of 
ABYDOS No. 7 cannot be precisely determined, 
it appears to have had a terminus ante quem 
of Dyn. XVIII A. 

TypeIAa(u). GUROB No. 25 is the only vessel 
recorded from Egypt which belongs to this 
Type. In shape, ware and size it is obviously 
related to the more common varieties of Type 
1. Even its style of decoration, though admit
tedly rare in Egypt, is not unrepresented on 
other juglets in the series, e.g. SAPT EL
HINNA No. 1 and GUROB No. 12, both of 
Type IBa(v), and ABYDOS No. 58 of Type 
IBc (i). Nothing is krrown of its context or 
date, nor can it be paralleled at Ras Shamra. 

An Egyptian adaptation of the Type in ala
baster (El Amrah and Abydos, PI. L. centre 
left photo. bottom right) has two parallel 
horizontal engraved lines round the neck at 
the junction of the handle. This design is en
countered on other juglets of Type IBa(v) 
(SAQQARA No. 54, EL-HARAGA Nos. 1, 8, 
GUROB No. 24 ?). 

Type IAo(ui). This Type is difficult to isolate 
with accllracy from published sources, as 
inadequate or incomplete illustrations make 
identification uncertain . GUROB No. 32 may 
be an example, if the drawing is trustworthy; 
so could SIDilIANT No. 7, but it lacks its base. 

The Type was represented at Ras Shamra by 
juglets, apparently without decoration, from a 
deposit (Ugaritica If, p. 247 Fig. 104. 2) and 
the ossuary of a tomb (ibid., p. 185 Fig. 74. 
12). Further specimens were found in Minet 

el-Beida Deposit 213 (U gnriticu II, p. 141 Fig. 
52. 10) 	 and Tomb 2 (ibid ., p. 139 Fig. 51. 10). 

GUROB No. 32 has no context, but SID
illANT No. 7 belongs to Dyn. XVIII 13. 

Egyptian copies of B.R. juglets, whicl! lack 
ornamentation, were produced in glazed schist 
(Wallis, Egyptian Ceramic Art, p. 15 Fig. 26), 

and glass (R iefstahl, Toilet Articles from An
cient Egypt, PI. 7. bottom photo. right) , and 
pottery (AMAN DAUD No. 1) . AMAN DAUD 
No. 1 dates to the time of Thutmose Ill. These 
vessels could have been inspired by B.R. I 
Type IAa (v i) or B.R . II Type IAa. 

Type lAb. The Type has not so far occurred 
in Egypt. 

1'y pe lAc (i). The sole example of this Type 
is /(AHUN No. 11. Though differing in some 
respects in shape and size from the usual variety 
of B.R. I juglet, it is neverth eless recognisable 
as a member of the same family. The shape 
has a generic resemblance to its counterpart 
in Type IBc{i) (ABYDOS No. 68), and its 
decoration is the distinguishing feature of 
Type IAa(iii) . Fabric and finish conform to 
the standard B.R. I ware. 

Ras Shamra has yielded a juglet (Louvre AO 
14951) which is identical to J(AHUN No. 11 in 
almost all details , except that it has matt white 
painted in addition to its relief decoration. 

](AHUN No. 11 falls within the reigns of 
Thutmose I-Ill. 

Type IAc(ii). SA.QQARA No. 47 and SI])
MANT No. 2 are the only two authenticated 
representatives of this Type from Egypt. They 
are similar in all respects , except that the 
latter has two parallel horizontal plastic belts 
round the neck at the junction of the handle, 
the former, only one. They can be paralleled 
in Minet el-Beida Deposit 213 by two examples 
(Ugoritica 11, p. 141 Fig. 52. 12, 17) decorated 
like SI DM ANT No. 2, and by three others 
(ibid., p. 141 Fig. 52. 11 , 13, 15) which had in 
addition two or less parallel vertical plastic 
belts down the front of the body. The attribu
tion of EL-LAHUN No. 11 and GUROn No. 27 
10 this Type cannot be verified , as both lack 
their bases . They resemble each other in every 
aspect, and, as far as can be determined , differ 
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frOJll Ihe other two and SI J) MANT No. 2 in 
particlllnr only in size, which , 10 judge by the 
height of their necks, must hav e h een signifi
cantly larger. Each has two parallel horizontal 
plnstic bells round Ih e neck at Ihe junc tion of 

. the handl e. The wares represented in Egypt 
which have been adequately described show 
no variations frolll the Ilorm. 

None of the four juglets can be firmly dated. 
Type IBa (i). No examples of the Type are 

known from Egypt. 
Type lEa(ii). This is numerically th e most 

common of all B.R. I Types in Egypt. It is the 
same as Type IAa(ii) in every resp ect , except
ing the shape of its base, which is trumpet
shaped. The only real distinction between the 
containers of this group is to be found in the 
number of relief bells round the n eck at the 
junction of the handle. Those juglets with two 
parallel horizontal plastic belts include TELL 
EL-Y AHUDlYA Nos . 1-3, EL-GIZA No. 1, 
ZA HlYET EL-ARL1N Nos. 2-4,9, SAQQARA 
Nos 1, 16, 17, 25-27, 31, 32, 38, 43, 59, MA.Z
GHUNA No. 1, MAlDUM Nos. 1, 21,24,29,30, 
EL-HARAGA No. 9, EL-LAHUN No. 1, [{A
HUN Nos. 8, 10, GUROE Nos. 5, 7, 13,28,29, 
36-38, 40, 46, SIDMANT Nos. 16, 22-24, 30, 
35,54, 58,59, 71, QA W EL-QEBIR Nos. 9, 10, 
EL-SA WAi1fA No. I, ABYDOS Nos. 5, 6, 8, 12, 
14, 19, 24, 28, 52, 54-56, 71, 73, HU No. 2, 
THEBES Nos. 1, 6, 7, ESNA Nos. 4, 8, ANIBA 
Nos. 5, 6, SEMNA No. 1 and EGYPT No. l. 
SAQQARA Nos. 27, 38, and allegedly Nos. 31 , 
32 also have painted decoration. MAl DUM No. 
27, [(AHUN No. 7, GUROB No. 3. ABYDOS 
Nos. 1,35,57, THEBES No. 13, EL-SHALLAL 
5, and ANIBA Nos. 19, 42, 43 appear to have 
been decorated with a single horizontal plastic 
belt. THEBES No. 13 was also painted. The 
ware of nl! these vessels is basically the same as 
that characteristic of Type IAa (ii), though the 
finish can sometimes be higher. Examples of 
this Type differ slightly from one another in 
shape, ware and size, like the juglets of Type 
IAa (ii), and probably for the same reasons. 
Olllitting IWYJ)OS No . 35, th e dimensions of 
which are rel11flrknbly small, GUROB No. 7 
ha s th e minimul1J h eighl of approx. 12.0 cms., 

and ATJYDOS No. 52 , the maximum of 16.5 
ems. The extreme range in body widths is 
abollt 2.0 ems. , from approx. 5.7 cms. (GUROB 
No. 7) to 7.75 cms. (THEBES No. 13) . The 
majority, however, lie between 6.4 and 7.4 cms . 

At Rus Shamra, specimens of th e Type with 
two parallel horizontal plnstic belts round the 
neck at the junction of the handle turned up 
in children's graves (Ugaritica H, p. 169 Fig. 
66. 11, p. 183 Fig. 73. 17, p. 203 Fig. 83. 2), 
Tomb XIII (Syria XVII, 1936, p. 121 Fig . 13 . 
G), Tomb XXVII (Ugarilica n, p. 163 Fig. 63. 
12) , Tomb XXXVI (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 202 
Fig. 5. E= Ugaritica I, p. 58 Fig. 46. E), and 
Tomb LIII (Syria XIX, 1938, p . 210 Fig. 1l. 
N = Ugaritica I , p. 82 Fig. 74. N), and at Minet 
el-Beida, in a deposil (Ugaritica Il, p. 173 Fig. 
68 . 11, 12) . Only one juglel with a single hori
zontal plastic belt has been published from Ras 
Shamra (ibid., p. 181 Fig. 72. 7) . 

SIDMANT No. 58 and EL-SHALLAL No. 5 
have been assigned to the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period. The tantalising 
impression of the data concerning SI DMANT 
No. 58 makes it impossible to accept its chro
nological evidence without reservation. The 
date of EL-SHALLAL No. 5 is more certain, 
but th e pot's identity needs to be properly 
corrobated. SlDA1ANT No. 54 has been attri
buted to the Second Intermediate P eriod
Dyn. XVIII A. SlDMANT No. 59 and ABYDOS 
No. 8 have a terminus ante quem of Dyn. 
XVIII A. TELL EL-YAHUDlYA Nos. 2, 3, 
SAQQARA Nos. 31 , 32, GUROB Nos. 3, 36
38,40, SIDMANT No. 71 , QAyV EL-QEBlR 
Nos. 9, 10, EL-SA WAilfA No. 1, ABYDOS 
No. 19, and ANIBA No. 19 belong to Dyn. 
XVIlI A, SAQQARA Nos. 25, 26, to Dyn. XVIII 
A-B, KAHUN Nos. 7, 8, 10, to Thutmose 
I-Ill, ZA lVYET EL-ARYAN Nos. 2-4, MAI
DUM Nos. 29,30, SIDMANT Nos. 22-24, 30, 
35, AEYDOS Nos. 12, 28, and THEBES No. 1, 
to Dyn. XVIII B, and MAl DUM No. 1, to the 
reigns of Thutmose III and Amenhotep 1I. 
None of the rest needs to be later than Dyn. 
XVIII B, except THEBES Nos. 7 and 13, which 
were fOllnd in XIXth Dynasty contexts. The 
evidence orfered by the lllass of the juglets 
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makes il obvious thal th ese lwo were nol in 
th!>ir trne chronological mili!>ux. The aggre
gate resulLs of this survey suggest that prob
ably from the second half of the Second Inter
mediate Period dmvn lo Dyn. XVIII 13 there 
was no significant break in the imporlation or 
quanlity of Type IDa{ii) containers. As the 
contexl of MAl DUM No. 1 had evidenLly been 
disturbed, there is no compulsion to dale the 
Type as a whole later than Dyn. XVIII B. lL 
is also apparenl that the distinction between 
juglets with one or two horizontal plastic belts 
round the neck at the j unction of the handle 
has no chronologicnl importance in Egypt, as 
both categories are represented in all three 
phases. 

In Egypt the Type was copied in alnbastcr 
(SMV, PI. XXXIV. 862), glass (Louvre) (C.M. 
1936 XII-3 1 (GCM3, pp. 146 f. Variegated 
Glass Vessels No . 2)) and pottery (ABYDOS No. 
10). ABYDOS No. 10 could belong to Dyn. 
XVIII A or B. 

Type JBa(iii). Two specimens of this Type 
have been reported from Egypt, GUROB No. 
41 and QA W EL-QEBIR No. 5. Their shape is 
the same as that of juglels belonging to Type 
IAa (iii), except for the trumpet-shaped base
ring. The comparison extends to their decora
live layout, as presumably both have two 
parallel horizontal pI as tic belts round the neck 
at the junction of the handle, and vertical 
plastic belt(s?) down the front of the body. 
There is nothing to suggesl that the ware or 
size of GUROB No. 41 was in any way out of 
the ordinary. No parallels are known from Ras 
Sharnra. 

GUROB No. 41 has been provisionally dated 
to Dyn. XVIII A. QA W EL-QEBIR No. 5 could 
belong lo Dyn. XVIII A or B. 

Type IBa(iu). ANIBA No. 41 , the only juglcl 
which has been assigned to this Type, seems 
to resemble its counterpart of Type IAa (iv), 
ABYDOS No. 7, in shape (except, of course, 
the base-ring), decoration and ware, but these 
comparisons need to be verified. Like the 
lalter, ANIBA No. 41 cannol be paralleled at 
Ras Shamra, alld has a terminus (lnte quem, 

if nol or the time of Amenholep I, lhen cer
tainly of 1)),n. XVIII A. 

Type IBo(u). Of the seven juglels altibuted 
to lhis Type only three cnn be securely iden
tified. SAFT EL-HINNA No. 1 and SIDMANT 
No. 25 resemble each other in shape, size 
and decoralion , each having t\\'o parallel 
horizon tal incised lines, enclosing diagonal 
jab incisions, round th e neck at the junc
tion of the handle. Though their dimensiOlls 
fall within the same range as those of juglets 
of Type IBa (ii), the size of GUROB No. 12, 
which has the same decorative design as the 
other two specimens, but more elaborately 
arranged, is exceptionally smaJJ and lies out
side the common limits. lLs shape and ware, 
however" mark no departure from the standard 
composilion of B.R . I juglets. SAFT EL-HINNA 
No. 1 and SIDj\.J.4NT No. 25 cal1 be paralleled 
by a container (Louvre AO 14907) from Minet 
el-Beida. GUROB No. 12 belongs to early Dyn. 
XVIII A, SAPT EL-HINNA No. 1, to Dyn. 
XVIII A, probably early, and SI DMANT No. 
25, to Dyn. XVIII B. 

The ascription to this Type of the remaining 
four juglets, SAQQARA No. 54, EL-HARAGA 
Nos. 1, 8, and GUROB No. 24, is not in every 
case entirely certain. They all appear to have 
had two parallel horizontal incised lines round 
the neck at the junction of the handle. An 
example of the Type with the same kind of 
decoration turned Hp in Ras Shamra Tomb 
XXVII (Ugaritico 11, p. 185 Fig. 74. 23). The 
chronological evidence of the vessels from 
Egypt offers a possible range of the Second 
Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A down to 
Dyn. XVIII B-C. 

Type JBu(ui). The problems of identifying 
containers of this Type arc lhe same as those 
encountered in the case of Type IAa (v i) 
vessels. ABUSIR No. 3, which has been cata
logued, definitely belongs to the class . Though 
the design is unu sual, its morphology conforms 
to the standard specifications. SIDA1ANT No. 
7, which has also been fully described, could 
belong to Type IAa(vi) or IBa{vi). The avail
able details abollt SAQQARA No. 39, EL-HA
I?AGA No. 5 and DEIR RIF;l No. 6 are too 
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;,callly 10 make Iheir clas:-;if'icalion reli8ble. No 

examples of' the Type ;)re recorded from Ras 

Shanll'<1. 

They range in date from th e Secolld Inter

m ediaLe Period-DYll. XVIII A (DEJR RIFA 
No. (») Lhrollgh ])YI1. XVIlI II (SIDN flNT No. 

7 ?) Lo the reigll of Amenholep II (EL-HA RA
GA No. 5). 

An EgypLian container withouL decoration, 

modelled on <1 n .R juglet, was made of g18ss 

(SCE I, PI. CL. 7=Fossing, Glass Vessels, p. 30 
Fig. 19). A faience juglet (Wallis, Egyptian 
Ceramic Art, p. 49 Fig. 10~) has had its rim 

serrated to represent 8 pomegranaLe sLigma, 

but lacks a handle. Their prototypes could have 

been B.R. I Type JBa (vi) or B.R. II Type IBa. 

Type !Bb. Representatives of this Type con

sist essentially of two small jugleLs of Type 

IBa (ii) joined together. The following ex

amples from Egypt are, as far as can be ascer

tained, probably all similar in shape, decora

Lion, ware and size: TELL EL-YAHUDIYA 
No. 15, HELlOPOLlS No. 1, EL-GIZA No. 2, 

ZA HlYET EL-ARYAN No. 6, SAQQARA Nos. 

3, 4, 18, 33 , 48, EL-RIQQA. No. 6, MAIDUM 
Nos. 4,8 , 18, 25, F-L-HARAGA No. 2, GUROB 
No. 30, SIDMANT Nos. 36-38, 72, 73, QA HI 
EL-QEBIR No. 3, ABYDOS Nos. 21, 33, 51, 
QIFT No. 1, THEI3ES Nos. 14, 18, ESNA No. 

2, EL-DAKJ(A No. 1, QUI3AN No. 7 and SE111
NA No. 2. Those adequately documented all 

have Lwo parallel horizontal plasLic belts round 

the upper neck of each juglet, with the known 

exception of GUROS No. :30, which has only 

one. In ware they belong Lo the common 

variety. Their heighLs lie beLween 9.3 cms. 

(SIDMANT No. 37) and 11 .3 cms. (HELIO
POLlS No. 1), and the widths of eiLher body, 

b etween 3.65 cms . (THEBES No. 14) and 4.5 

CIllS. (SAQQARA No . 4). 

The only specimen recorded at Ras Shal11I'a 

(Ug(l['itico II, p. 187 Fig. 75 . 6) also belongs to 

Lhis category . KAlfUN No. 6 and EGYPT No. 3 

are exceptional in boLh shape and size, but 

resemble each olher. The juglets do not con

verge 1.0 join al the rims, but sLand uprighL. 

Their rims are linked by a convex sLrap, from 

which Lhe handle rises. The decoration and 
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ware of bolh vessels are Ihe same 8S those of 

Ihe more USlIaI class. Ther re:-;pective heighLs 

of 11.0 and J I.G CIllS. nre w e ll above aver8ge, 

and EGYPT No . 3, which has an individual 

body width or 4.0 cms., is the largest of all the 

eX81l1ples recorded. On Ihe oLher hand, iLs 

sLyle of d ecoration and size make GUROI3 No. 

6 uniqu e amongst the doubl e juglets so far 

discovered in Egypt. It has two paraJJel, hori

zonLal, incised lin es rOllnd the upper neck of 

each juglet, and is only 8.7 cms high. The 

maximum width ofeiLher body is 3.3 cms. 

JlfAIDUM No. 18 has been given a dale uf 

the Second Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII 

A. TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 15, SAQQARA 
No. 33, MAl DU ill No. 8, SI f)Jlf ANT Nos. 38 72, 
73, and QA HI EL-QEB! R No. 3 belong to Dyn. 

XVIII A, KAIfUN No. 6, to the reigns of Thut

mose I-Ill , EL-G/ZA No . 2, ZA HlYET EL
ARYAN No. 6, EL-HA.RAGA No. 2 and EL
DAI(J(A No. 1, to Dyn. XVIII E, and MAIDUM 
No. 4, Lo Dyn. XVIII B or C. ABYDOS No. 21, 
which came from a lomb containing deposits 

of Dyn. XVIII B and the XXVth Dynasty, 

must belong lo the former period. There is no 

context which demands for the rest a daLe later 

Lhan Dyn. XVIII B. GUROB No. 6 occurred in 

a group of mixed Dyn . XVlIl A and D date. It 
is to Dyn. XVIlI A that iL should be ascribed. 

Vases of Type IEb appear, therefore, to have 

had much th e same chronological range and 

proportional represenLation 8S jugleLs of Types 

IAa(ii) and IAa (iii). 

Type IBc(i). ABYDOS No. 68 is the only 

juglet, Lhe attribution of which is indisputable. 

Though iL can hardly be said Lo look like its 

counterpart of Type lAc (i) , the morphology of 

both containers, aJJowing for the differences in 
shape of their base-rings, is the same. The 

d ecora Lion of J(AHUN No. 11 and ARYDOS 
No. 68 is, however, dissimilar. \Vhereas the 

former had plasLic belts applied to its surface, 

Lhe latter bore incised patLel'lls of a style en

countered on juglets of Type lAa(v) (GUROB 
No . 26) and Typ e IBa(,,) (SAFT EL-HINNA 
No. 1, GUROB No. 12, SIDMANT No . 25). The 

curvilinear designs 011 h e body of ,4I3YDOS No. 

68 are clearly related Lo the relief coils which 
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appear 011 the bodies of I3EAI nASA l\' No. 1, 

AI3YDOS No. 7 and EG}PT No. 4. SAQQARA 
1'\0. 10 appears to haYe resembled ABYnos 
No. G8 in shape nnd decorative layout. Its 
fabric and fin ish \-verr probably also si l11i lar, 

which would ally it to the standard ware, but 
its height was considerably greater. SIDM ANT 
No. 39, though its base missing, has been ten

tatively included in this group. It had a tall 
neck, but no decoration was indicated . No 

parallels are known at Ras Shamru. 
ABYDOS No. G8 has no context, and cannot 

be dated . SAQQARA No. 10 and SIDMANT No. 
39 seem both to belong to Dyn. XVIII B. 

l'vIinet el-13eida Tomb VI produced a glass 

imitation of the Type (Ugaritica II, p. 155 Fig. 
59. 	11). 

Type IBc(ii). Egypt is not yet known to have 

produced any exrllnples of this Type. 
Type le. The Type appears to have been 

unrepresented in Egyp t. 

Type I with painted decoration. Those jug
lets which have, in addition to their relief belts, 
matt white painted linear ornamentation, a 

characteristic feature of later 13.R. II contain
ers, are ABYDOS No. 40 (Type IAa(iii)), SAQ

QARA Nos. 27,31,32,38 and THEBES No. 13 
(Type IBa(ii)). Two jllglets with both kinds of 
decoration have turned up at Ras Shamra, one 
of Type IAc(ii) (Louvre AO 1<1951), the other 

of Type IAa(ii), which came from Minet el
Beida Deposit 213 (Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 2. 
top row, Lhird from left). ABYDOS No. 40 has 
been assigned to Dyn. XVIII 13. SA QQARA No . 
27 could belong to Dyn. X VIII A or B, whereas 

the Dyn. XVIII A date of SAQQARA Nos. 31 
and 32 makes it probabl e that they w ere mis
typed by the excavators. The alleged da te of 

THEBES No. 13 has been discredited (see 
above, p. 151). 

Type I of inde/inite c/ussificotioll. The typo
logy of the following juglets cannot be fully 
determined: EL-GIZ fl t\o. 3, SAQQARA Nos. 

5, 9, 11 , f{Af-J UN Nos. lt1-1G, SIDM ANT Nos . 
11, 18, 41, GO, 65- 67 , ABYDOS Nos. 46, 49, 
58-GO, QUnA t'v' No. 1) , IWHEN No. 2 and 

EGYPT No. ~. Nor call the fraglllenLary Egyp
tian imitation , SIJ)MANT f\o. 10, be completely 

typed. The alaba~er juglet (PI. XXXVI. 1) 
cOllld be a copy of Type IAa (ii) or IBa (ii) . 

SAQQARA No. 9 and S/D:lJ ANT Nos. 41, 
G5-G7 belong to 1)yn. XYIII A, I(AHUN Nos. 

14-16, to the reigns of Thutl110se I-Ill, and 

SAQQilRfl No. 11 , to Dyn. XVIII B. None of 
the rest. need s to antedate Dyn. XVIII A or 
postdate Dyn. XVIIl B. SIDMANT No. 10, an 

EgypLian copy, belongs La ])yn. XVIIl B. 
Type I. The assumption underlying the en

suing study is Lhat all cont<liners of Type I owe 
their morphological origin to a common orga
nic prototype, viz. the seed capsule of the 
opium poppy plant (Papaver somniferllm). 

This hypothesis has been based on the similari
ties in shape and surface treatment between a 
scored poppy head and a normal B.R. I and Il 
jllglet (A ntiqllity XXXVI , 1962, pp . 288 H.) , 

and on circumstanLial evidence from Pharao
nic Egypt (ibid., pp. 290 ff.). All the evidence 

r elating to th e knowledge of the opium poppy 
in the ancient eas t Mediterranean basin, in
cluding Cyprus, has recently been assembled 
by Kritikos and Papadake in an invaluable 
paper published in ' AQXULoAOYDt11 'Ecp'Y] fl£Q L<; 

1963, pp. 80 H. From the outset it must be 
borne in mind tha t the natme of the arguments 
presenLed in the initial exposition of the sub
ject makes it a priori impossible to prove the 
contention beyond doubt, though fresh data 

a nd observations seem to enhance its plausibi
liLy . 

In the course of a visit to Cyprus in 19G3, 
the author saw the opium poppy growing wild 

on the north and south coasts, and was in

formed of its existence at a village on the south 
side of the Kyrenia Range. ExperimenLs with 
green capsules cnL from the stems of living 
plants demonsLrated the feasibility of the 
author's reconstruction of the ways in which 

the form and exLernal appearance of the B.R. 

juglet could have been derived from the opium 
poppy head . It proved possible, by paring 

down the sLem, Lo produce a strap handle, and, 
hy incising the surface, to release the latex 
:ind create a pattern which might have inspired 

the ornamelltal designs on the juglets ' bodies . 

According to Mr Meikle, it is important to 
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dislingllish belween Ihe wild ,lIld culLivaled 
v;lrieties of poppy , to Ille former of which 
belong two species foulld growing naturally in 
Cyprlls. One is Powwer !jroci((' AIlCh. ex Boiss, 
which hns pale glaucous green leaves and rosy 
pink flowers with fugacious petnls.lts capsules 
nre smnll and elongated, having little resem
blance to the cllltivated specimens. The other 
variety is Papover setigerum DC. , the charac
teristics of which are spikey glaucous leaves 
(unlike those of the cultivated Papaver somni

ferum , which are smooth and less prickly), 
dull rosy -purple petals with a dark basal 
blotch, and small heads, closer in shape to the 
cllItivnted type. Mr i\Ieikle says that though 
one cannol be certain that these two species 
are not descendants of a cultivated variety run 
wild, it seems more likely that they are the 
original wild poppies from which Papaver 

somniferum was developed. 
From Egypt has been elicited some more in

formation, albeit equivocal, which can be used 
to support the proposition that opium and the 
poppy plant were introduced from abroad 
(Antiquity XXXVI, 19G2, pp. 290 f.). Evidence 
for the cullivaLion of Papaver sornniferum in 
the Nile Valley is provided by the occurrence 
of an unscored opium poppy head (Dokki) in 
DeiI' el-Medina Tomb 1389 (Deir el Medineh 

(1934-1935) Il, pp. 109, 201 No. 13). Five 
small bags (ibid., p. 201 No. 13) accompanying 
the intact burial in this grave were found to 
contain three small pots of seeds, four dam 
nuts, bread and grapes, three clay cups full 
of grain, the poppy capsule, and a scarab of 
Thutmose III mounted in bronze (ibid., p. 70 
Fig. 34. D. 4). Apart from conclusively estab
lishing the date of the capsule, the context 
indicates the possibility of forming some im
pression of the relative intensity of poppy cul
tivation at this time. Amongst the consider
able quantity of fruits, vegetables, grains, seeds 
(ibid., pp. 108 f.) and 01 her vegetation (ibid.) 

p. 135) recovered from undisturbed XVIIlth 
Dynasty fnnerary deposits ill the same ceme
lery as Tomb 1389, only one poppy head has 
been identified. Though at first sight this con
Irast could be taken to mean that POf!(tver SOiJ)
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ni/eruJII W,lS a rale exolic, Ihe evidence needs 
to be c<1l1liously interpreted as remains of all 
flower seeds were scarce, incllldillg those of the 
lolus (Deir et Medineh (1934-1935) Il, p. 109), 
which can hardly have been llllCOl11mOn in an
cient Egypt. It may also be significant that the 
capsule shows no signs of having been tapped 
for its latex. In any case, th ere is now incon
trovertible proof that the opium poppy plant 
was being grown in Egypt at the time of 
Thutmose Ill, even if the quantity and pur
pose of its cultivation are still imperfectly 
known . 

Though it is nol possible in the light of 
present knowledge to say whether or not the 
opium poppy appeared in Egypt before Dyn. 
XVIII B, it could be relevant in this context to 
take into account the low relief carvings of 
flora and fauna of alleged Syrian origin, which 
were executed in a room north-cast of the 
Festival Hall in the Festival Temple of Thut
mose III at Karnak. Amongst the vegetation in 
the upper register on the south wall of the 
room were three plants, most likely cuttings, 
since they had no roots (Wreszinski, Atlas 11, 
PI. 31. 20). Each had a tall straight stem with 
leaves on either side, surmounted by a head of 
oval outline. On top of the head of the left 
branch was a small inverted conical projec
tion; three similar excrescences sprou ted from 
each of the heads of the centre and right 
cutLings. Leaving aside the last two items, as 
they are obviously freaks, and making allow
ance for severe stylisation, it is not inconceiv
able that the left plant was intended to be the 
branch of a poppy plant with a capsule at its 
tip. The projection on top of the head would, 
of course, have represented the stigma. In fact 
the head as carved could easily have been a 
simplified reproduction of an actual example 
(e.g. PI. XXXVI. 2). There is no denying that 
the appearance of the branch on the lefl recalls 
the highly distinctive silhouette of a poppy 
plant, with its upright stalks each topped with 
a capsule, viewed on a level 'with tbe bush. 

Lest, however, the comparisons be pressed 
too far, it would be well to bear in mind that 
the artist responsible for Ihe designs in the 
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room seems 10 ha vc had a regrettable tendency 
to invenl il1lnginary plants, ralher than con
sistently depicl florn of which he had first
hand knowledge, if not actual specimens to 
work from (New York M.M.A. Bulletin Section 
11, December, 19;-W, pp. :~4 f.). He even in
cluded in this "foreign" botanical garden 
plants and birds which were obviously native 
to Egypt. No doubt there were also composite 
representations, in which fact was mingled 
with fiction. It is perhaps to this last category 
that the centre and right cuttings with their 
curious heads belong. All three branches could 
fall into the second group. However, if it is 
accepted that there is some substance in the 
arguments set out above, then, as the vegeta
tion and living creatures were said to have 
been collected during the third campaign in 
Asia, which was evidently no more than a tour 
of inspection (BAR 11, paras. 450 ff.), it be
comes a possibility tha t early in his reign Thut
mose III brought cuttings of Papaver somni

fawl1 back to Egypt. It may be more than a 
co-incidence that the actual capsule from Deir 
el-IVIedina should have occurred in the same 
locality as the Karnak reliefs, with which it is 
con temporary. 

Against this background must be considered 
the evidence of the B.R. I containers of Type I 
found in Egypt. To what extent is it compatible 
with the implications of the hypothesis ad
vanced to account for the shape of the Type? 
To answer that question, it will be necessary 
to synthesise all the available data on the 
vessels' typology, size and contents, and the 
kinds of contexts in which they occurred. 

It has been argued elsewhere that the juglets 
were modelled on the opium poppy head to 
advertise the substance they held, and that it 
was primarily for their contents that they were 
imported by Egypt (Antiquity XXXVI, 1962, 
p. 288). It follows that once the initial natura
listic design of the container had been estab
lish ed, the scope for development was slight, 
as a dramatic change ill the external appear
ance might have deterred potenti al cllstomers , 
who had grown accustomed to the form. The 

morphology of the TY(Jc I containers frolll 
Egypt accords with this proposition. Despite 
llllmerOllS subdivisions, over 80% of all the 
vessels assigned to the Type have the same 
basic components of a piriform body, base
ring, tall, narrow, tapering neck, bell-shaped 
rim, and n slrnp handle from the rim to the 
shoulder. B.R. I double jnglets, essentially two 
conta iners of Type JBa (ii) joined together, 
constitute approximately 14.5 % of th e total. 
Only about 3.5% of the juglets have cut-away 
or trefoil spouts, which are, in any case, wholly 
ceramic innova tions and owe nothing to the 
Type's organic prototype. In most other parti
culars they follow the norm. The consistency 
of the shape can be matched by the decoration 
on the vases. The vast majority have relief 
belts round th e neck at the junction of the 
handle, with or withou t relief belts down the 
front of the body. Those with incised or no 

6%decoration form less than of the group. 
Even in size the single juglets show hardly any 
important differences. Though their heights, 
which do to some extent depend on the form 
of the base-ring, can vary as much as 5.0 cms., 
in rare cases more, body widths, which are not 
affected by any of the other components, lie 
for the most part between 6.0 and 7.5 cms. 
The total capacity of the B.R. I double juglets 
is in the same region as that of the larger but 
individual container. 

Finally, to emphasise the homogeneity of 
this collection of pottery, neither shape, deco
rative style nor size, with particular exceptions, 
seems to have been chronologically distinctive. 
Form and dimensions undergo no discernibly 
significant change during the period of the 
juglets' currency in Egypt; individual styles of 
ornamentation are represented in Dyn. XVIII 
A and B in roughly equal proportions. 

If we make the not unreasonable assump
tion that these juglets were made in different 
workshops over a considerable period of time, 
such startling uniformity in hand-made wares 
must argue the existence of some standard 
specifications to which the Cypriote potters 
worked. The ndvantages to manufacturer, 
lJ1erchant nnd c llstomer are not difficult to 
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imagine. 1\'ot ollly would the potter have been 
able to mass-produce his WlIres, employing 
,Issista IJ Is to ex pedi te the Oll tpH t, bu t the lrader, 
kIJowing that the containers were nearly al
ways similar, would, through experience, have 
been in a good position to assess on successive 
occasions the true value of his merchandise 
and so ensure a favourable exchange. The 
latter too could always have been certain of a 
ready sale in well established markets. Custo
mers themselves, interested in making a pur
chase, would have been constantly re-assured 
by the sight of goods which never showed 
much difference in shape, decoration or size. 
Such consistency of demand, and necessarily 
also of supply, suggests no chance exchange 
between Cyprus and Egypt, but the exploita
tion of a sales potential in Egypt based on 
known preferences, for which the Cypriotes 
specifically sought to cater. These conditions 
would certainly have favoured conservatism. 

They very nature of the evidence and argu
ments presented above presupposes that the 
juglets all initially held the same commodity. 
At first sight this hypothesis seems not to be 
borne out by the available data. The most 
crucial analysis is that recorded by Sj6qvist, 
who, quoting oral information from West
holm, states that the "original contents, still 
found in two such juglets, now in the Museum 
of Fine Arts in Boston, gave a chemical expert 
the impression of being crude opium, but the 
theory could not be definitely verified" (Pro

blems, p. 200). The Boston Museum of Fine 
Arts has been unable either to confirm these 
results or identify the vessels concerned. Tests 
conducted for Stewart at Sydney University on 
the matter from at least two juglets are also 
said to have revealed traces of an "opium 
derivative, impossible to say in what form" 
(letter from Mrs Stewart dated 10th Septem
ber, 1965). Wallis and Parkinson, however, 
were unanimous in their findings that none of 
the samples examined by them showed any 
signs of an alkaloid. Two juglets, probably 
fro111 Sidmant Tomb 254 (SJDMANT Nos. 21
25), contained a considerable amount of' what 
WaS thought to be some kind of wax. The 
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malter inside ABYDOS No. 2 consisted almost 
entirely of fal. Fat was probably also present 
in the contents of EGYPT No. 2. The reactions 
of those samples which have been chemically 
tested (J(AHUN No. 6, ABYDOS No. 2, EGYPT 
Nos. 1, 2) appear to be as inconsistent as the 
identities of the compounds themselves. This 
diversity suggests that some at least of the 
containers had been refilled with a different 
substance after the original contents were emp
tied. A number of the juglets still have a des si
cated residue inside, or show brown to black 
stains on the body or rim. Yet others appear to 
have been completely empty (Balabish, p. 61). 

Elsewhere the author has stated his belief 
that the solvent used for transporting opium in 
liqllid form was water or wine (Antiquity 
XXXVI, 1962, p. 290). According to Dr Kellett, 
a solution of that sort would soon have gone 
mouldy; the most suitable solvent is a syrup, 
such as honey, in which opium travels and 
keeps. That honey was used in antiquity for 
this purpose, and moreover diluted, presum
ably with water, to increase its fluidity, can be 
inferred from Vergil 's famous line: "spargens 
umida mella soporiferumque papaver" (Aeneid 
IV, I. 486) . Blit even if it were assumed that 
part of the original solution remained in some 
of the juglets, it might be difficult to identify 
the honey for certain, as chemical decomposi
tion can cause the residue not to respond to 
the usual tests (Lucas, Ancient Egyptian iVJate
rials 4th ed., p. 26). 

The identification of beetles of the Gibbillm 
psylloides species in EL-HARAGA No. 3 is in
structive, not only because they have been 
detected on occasion in opium cakes, but also 
because they were present in alabaster vase 
No. 60 (Murray, Handlist, p. 5; Fox, Tutankh
amUll'S Treasure, PI. 13) and box No . 115 
(Murray, Handlist, p. 6) from the tomb of Tllt
ankhamun (The Tomb of Tut.Ankh.Am en Ill, 
p. 173). In this connection, it should be noted 
that a "material found in considerable amount 
in a large alabaster jar in the tomb of Tntankh
umun was black and resinous-looking, with 
the upper surface covered with the chitinous 
remains of a very large number of small bec
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Ics: thcre wcre siglls that at Olle time the sub
stallce had been viscous and had run, and 
throughout the black mass there were innu
Illerable sl1lall translucent light-brown crystals. 
The bulk of the substance could not be identi
fied, but the crystals were sweet, soluble in 
water and gave all the chemical reactions for 
sugar, which they undoubtedly were. What 
the material had been originally it is impos
sible to say, but honey or a fruit juice, sueh as 
grape juice or date · extract, is suggested" 
(Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials 4th ed., p. 
2G). The alabaster jar referred to is almost 
certainly No. 16 (Murray, Handlist, p. 1). The 
entries for No. 16 are the only ones on the ori
ginal inventory cards of the contents of the 
tomb and in Lucas' register of samples ana
lysed, which tally with the description quoted 
from Ancient Egyptian lvIaterials. Lucas' 
register also indicates that the beetles detected 
on the surface of the substance inside No. 16 
belonged to the Gibbium psylloides species. 

Further indications that SOl1le at least of the 
juglets had been re-used by the Egyptians are 
afforded not only by the nature of their actual 
contents, but also by the methods of sealing 
their mouths. Egyptologists have for long had 
the regrettable habit of referring to closed 
Cypriote vessels as "bilbils", an Arabic word 
"for water jar, recalling the sound produced 
by water when poured out" (Palestine Archaeo

logical Mllseum Gallery Book. Stone and 

Bronze Ages (Jerusalem, 1937), p. 71 No. 977). 
Though the tendency to use the term without 
discrimination has made positive identifica
tion more often than not a matter of tantalising 
uncertainty, early archaeologists must be given 
credit for having recognised the essential func
tion of these containers . For since it is obvious 
that they were specifically designed to hold 
liquids, the infusion of such substances as fats 
and waxes, which cannot be readily poured 
Ollt, mllst be interpreted as a sign of secondary 
use. In addition, it should be noted that the 
linen patches tied over the mouths of SID

MANT Nos. 21-25 are quite clearly of the 
same ma terial as t ha t used to cover the other 

stone and poltery vases in the tomb, which 
were not of foreign manufacture. 

The burials to \vhich SIDMANT Nos. 21-25 
belonged had lain undisturbed since their 
interment (see above, pp. 62 fL). The base
ring on SI DMANT No. 24 appears to have 
been broken in antiquity before it was laid 
to rest with the other grave-goods. The tomt 
also contained another incomplete object, an 
Egyptian alabaster vessel (No. q), which had 
lost its handle before it was deposited. It has 
been paralleled in the Second Intermediate 
Period and less closely in Dyn. XVIII A, and 
was evidently an heirloom. The stat.e of the 
Cypriote and Egyptian vases is analogous, and 
suggests that SI DM ANT No. 24 could have 
been in the possession of deceased for at least 
as long as its owner's life, possibly even longer. 
Consequently there is a strong possibility that 
juglets of Type I were kept for some time after 
their acquisition and put into use again when 
their original contents had been exhausted. 

Thus there would seem to be sufficient evi
dence to back an argument that the different 
compositions of the matter inside the juglets 
at the time of their discovery need not disprove 
the hypothesis that all had initially been filled 
with an identical substance, of which traces 
remained in some, but not in others, and that 
the admittedly unverified detection of opium 
in some samples does add weight to the main 
proposition. Even then it is impossible witll 
the available evidence to determine the chrono
logical priority of one if any compound identi
fied in the juglets. 

Turning next to the contexts of the pottery 
in Egypt, it is at once apparent that its geo
graphical distritution has no bearing on the 
argumen t. B.R. I juglets have turned up from 
Nabesha in the Delta (NABESHA No. 1) to as 
far south as Semna in Upper Nubia (SEJlfNA 

No. 2). Of the 240 odd vessels attributed to 
Type 1, only NABESHA No. 1, EL-HARAGA 
Nos. 1,2, BUHEN No. 2 and SEMNA No. 1 are 
known to have come from the debris of settle
ment sites. Even then the identification of 
SEMNA No. 1 is not completely certain . ABY

DOS No. 35 has been omitted as its exact con
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texL cannot be ascerlained. Most at leasl of the 
rest were found in 10nll)s . Though t.hese figures 

give an llndollOledly disproportionate result, 

for few sites inhabited ill the first half of the 
XVIIllh Dynasly have been excavated, they 

cannot minimise the impact which the evi

dence of fu neral'Y deposi ts will have on any 
interpretation of the juglets' presence in Egypt. 

No matter how misleading an impression the 

statislics could give, they do not alter the fact 

lhat many individuals, if not definite sections 

of the cOlllmunity, set particular store by the 

deposilion of Type r containers willl their 

bnrials. 

Yet even if the analysis is concentrated on 

Ihe evidence of tomb groups, two lines of in

vestigation need not be thoroughly pursued, 
as they promise Lo yield no results of relevance 

to the topic under review. In the first place 

it is manifest that a collation of the in situ 
positions of the Cypriote juglets would add 

nothing further to the argument, as, though 

few contexts are adequately detailed, suffi

cient are kno\.vn to show the lack of uniformity 

in burial customs, not only between different 

sites , but even within the same deposit. For 

example, one of TELL EL-YAJ-fUDIYA Nos. 2 

and 3 had been placed inside the coffin at the 
head end, the other, outside in a row of objects. 
ZA WYET EL-ARYAN Nos. 2-6 were clus

tered in a group beyond the feet of the body. A 

deposi t of grave-goods ou tside a coffin at the 

head end contained SAQQARA Nos. 25 and 26. 
SAQQflRA No. '27 lay beside its owner's head. 

MAIDUM No. 28 was found on the floor of 

the shaft of the same tomb as MAIDUM Nos. 

'29 and 30, which had b een lodged inside the 

coffin wi thin the chamber. A coffin in the 

Tomb of Maket had KAliUN No. 10 on top , 
KAl-IUN No. 11 inside. SIDMANT Nos. 21-25 
and ABYDOS No. 12 were all situated within 

their respective coffins at the feet of the bodies. 

THEBES No. 3 had b een placed inside the 

coffin a t the head end. The posi tion of T H EBES 
No. 4 was similar. EL-DA/([(;1 No. 1 was found 

against the sholllder of the body. 

Secondly, there is no obvious significance in 

the associatioll of Type I containers wilh other 
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foreign vases . The forlller occur in closed 
deposits with B.n. I Types III (THEI3ES Nos. 

4, 5), and 1VA (7TLL EL-YAHUDIYA Nos. 

2-4), and with H.L. Type 1 (lA WYET EL

ARYAN Nos. 1-6, SAQQARA Nos. 24-26, 
ilIAlDUM Nos. 28-32, EL-DAlU(A Nos. 1, 

2 ?). 
"Vhere, however, the funerary contexts do 

appear to have a direct bearing on the question 

of the juglets' primary utilisation is in the age 

and sex of the bodies with which the pots 

were intened. Vessels of Type I have b een 
fOlllld accompanying men (EL-RIQQil Nos. 

5, 6, EL-H;iRAGA No. 4, one of SIDMANT 

Nos. '21-25, Qfl W EL-QBI3IR. No. 3, THEBES 

No. 2 ?, EL-DAKI(;1 No. 1), women (SAQQA

Ril Nos. 25, 26, 31-33 ?, EL-RIQQA No. 4, 

GUROB Nos. 36- 38, four of SIDMANT Nos. 

21 - 25, (,lAW EL-QEI31R No. '2, AI3YDOS Nos. 

12, 41 ?, THEBES No. 4), and children (ZA W

YET EL-flRYAN No. 9, GUROI3 No. 33). In 

addition it is particularly noteworthy that at 

Ras Shamra the only Cypriote B .R. I vases 

encountered in children's graves are juglets of 
Type I (Uuaritic(( 1I , p. 169 Fig. 66. 2, 9, 11, 

p. 183 Fig. 73. 17, 18, 19, p. 203 Fig. 83. 2) . 
Though it is not at alJ surprising to find 

that the juglets had been buried indiscri

minately with men and women, since both 
sexes stood equally to benefi t from the medi

cinal properties of opium, it is much more 

important to note that children in Egypt, as 

at Ras Shamra, were accompanied by con

tainers only of this Type. The administration 

of opium to infants to calm their crying or to 

ward off lurking ailments is well allested 

(13IE XXX VII, Fasc. 1, Session 1954-1955 
(Cairo, 1956), p. 53; Addens, The DistributioIl 

of Opium CllltivatioIl, p. 106). The gestllre of 

placing a B.B.. I juglet with a dead child seems 

pathetically appropriate. In Ihis connection, a 

d elicately carved statuette of unspecified mate

rial (TPNS, PI. 20. 1-3), which came from 

Saqqara, could have particular relevance. It is 

of a small nnked boy, wearing suspended by 

gold wire frOI11 the lobe of each ear a dispro

portionately large, carnelian poppy head bead. 

The figure had been wrapped in several thick
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IlC'SSC'S of' fine clol h :1I1d pl:1ced in :l. wooden 
coffin cOlltainillg two bodies, one of fin aged 
person, the other of :l. woman . It was suggested 
hy the cxcnvators that "the statllette mny have 
been a memorial of a son lost by these old 
people long before" (TPNS, p. 38). 

or patenL importance from the historical 
viewpoint is the question of the strata of 
society most frequently evinced by the tomb 
groups in which D.R. I juglets have occurred. 
Though most of the deposits have been 
disturbed, and the inventories of funerary ob
jects, graded by quality frolll gold down to 
pottery, are doubtless Illore often than not 
incomplete, there is litLle likelihood of being 
misled by the extant data, as a process of eli
mination, if nothing else, would point to the 
sec lions of the community most commonly 
exemplified. 

It is at once apparent that the upper or 
official class is poorly represented. How much 
this is due to the chances of excavation, or to 
the fact that most of the tombs known to 
belong to the nobles, having once ipso focto 
been nobly appointed, had inevitably received 
long ago the thorough attention of robbers, is 
impossible to determine. The only instance in 
which a B.n. I juglet (THEBES No. 2), which 
even then is imperfect:ly authenticated, has 
been found in a dignitary's tomb is the resting
place of Minmontou, First Prophet of Amun. 
At the other end of the scale, not many inter
ments appear Lo have belonged to the lower 
class, or fellahin, though admittedly, in the 
light of the available evidence, it is not always 
possible to distinguish between lower and 
middle class burials. 

Nevertheless, the overwhelming impression 
given by the lypes of cemeteries, forms of 
tombs, and the quality of the remaining grave
goods is that the occupants in most cases were 
members of the middle or professional class. 
The graves are seldom so elaborately prepared 
or richly fmnished that iL is possible to identi
fy them as the burial places of high officials, 
nor nre they usually so povert.y stricken as to 
sllggest that most of the deceased were manual 
labourers. In the few cases where documenta

tion exists, Ihe dead hnd been scribes (EL
RIQQA No. 3, SIDMANT Nos. 33-35, AlJY
DOS Nos. :21, 28), Overseer of the Prophets in 
Thinis (ABYJ)()S No. 21), and Overseer of the 
Caltle of Onuris (ABYDOS No. 21). 

The sOLial picture, as dedllced, could have a 
significant bearing on the juglets' history in 
the Nile Valley. For if, as has been suggested, 
many of the Type I containers were re-used 
after their acquisition by the Egyptians, and if 
they had first belonged to the people wi th 
whom they were ultimately interred, then it 
could be strongly argued that the vessels found 
lheir way into Egypt by trade alone, not as 
part of tribute, as Sjoqvist has suggested (Pro
blems, p. 200), since they have turned up in 
large quantities from the Delta to the Second 
Cataract, in tombs belonging to predominantly 
middle class folk, who are scarcely likely to 
have shared in the gifts sent by a foreign 
potentate to the Pharaoh. 

Dut why were the juglets kept once they 
had been emptied, then buried with the dead, 
and why were they refilled with alien sub
stances having no connection whatever with 
their original function? The hypothetical an
s'vvers proposed Lo these questions would 
demonstrate the economic, superstitious and 
practical nature of the ancient Egyptians. No
one who has participated in the excavation of 
a settlement site in the Nile Valley can fail to 
have observed the many objects discovered 
which show evidence of thrift, whether it is a 
commemoraLive or fUllerary stela which has 
been re-used in a la ter period as a door pivot 
in the threshold of a house, or a broken bowl 
turned into a lid by shaving down the rim. 
How much less likely are the Egyptians to 
have discarded an article which doubtless had 
all the novelty of an uncommon and exotic 
possession, and still retained its usefulness 
even after its primary purpose had been ful
filled . 

nuL the real explanation for the circumstan
ces of the juglels' final deposition probably lies 
in the motives which prompted the Egyptians 
to include them amongst the grave-goods 
placed with the dead. If so, it may be that they 
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IJelic\'C'd IhaL the conlainer iLself had in some 
magic:l) wny becn illvested with th e same 
properties ,)S the substance it was initially de
signed to hold. Their int.ention could have been to 
prolong into the after life the ueneficial effects 
it bestowed on earth through its opiate con
lenl.s. It would then have served the same pro
phylactic function as the poppy head beads 
(Antiqllity XXXVI, 1962, pp. 291 f.; PI. XXXVI. 
6). But since lIlanv of the vessels were not 
empty when inLerred, and could not presum
ably have been repl enished with opium especi
ally for funerary purposes, it se.ellls reasonable 
to suggest that th e Egyptians saw no point in 
wasting the space that might otherwise have 
heen IIsed inside a juglet, and so filled the 
vases with oils, wax, scented fat etc., which 
were just as necessary to the deceased and did 
not impair the containers' magical influence. 

Type 11. Of the seven vessels attributed to 
this Type, the identification of three, NIAZ
GHUNA No. 2, MAIDUM No. 9 and AHYDOS 
No. 31, is uncertain. The remaining four , 
SAQQARA No. 58, BENI HASAN No. 1, ABY
DOS No. 42 and EGYPT No. 4, are uniform 
only in shape and ware, as they differ appreci
ably in decoration and size. Their shape is 
basically the same as that of Type IAa, but 
considerably larger. Their ware also belongs to 
the same category as tha t of Type IAa (ii), 
which is typical of the B.R. I series in Egypt. 
Though varying from one specimen to another, 
their decorative features are all attested in 
Type 1. SAQQARA No. 58 has two parallel 
horizontal plastic bells round the neck at the 
junction of the handle, and two parallel verti
cal plastic bells down the front of the body, 
which characterises Type IAa (iii). It has an 
almost exact parallel in Ras Shamra Tomb 
LXXXI V (Ugoritica II , p. 171 Fig. 67. 3, 4). 
The design of two parallel horizontal plastic 
belts round the neck at the junction of the 
handle, and a plastic coil on either side of the 
body, which had been applied to BENI J-JASAN 
No. 1 and probably HGYPT No. 4, also appeared 
on AB Y DOS No. 7 of Type TAa (iv). The in
cised plastic belts on BEN] HASAN No. 1 can 
bc compared with the decoration on sherds of 
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a IUt I jug from Has Sh<unra 1'0l11U XXXIII 
(U[j(lritico I I, p. 167 Fig. 65. 29). ABYDOS No. 
42 also had two parallel horizontal plastic 
helts round the neck at the junction of the 
handle. There is a significant difference be
tween the dimensions of SAQQARA No. 58 and 
HEN I H ASAN No. 1. The former's height and 
widlh are approx . 26.1 and 13.9 cms. respec
tively , the latter's, 34.9 and 17.0 cms . respec
tively. 

With the exceptions of BENl HASAN No. 1 
and HGYPT No. 4, the contexts of which are 
unknown, the rest of the vases under this head
ing came from tomhs. SA QQARA No. 58 had 
been placed on the right side of the head of a 
man, probably a Southerner, and was the only 
vase of foreign origin in the grave. ABYDOS 
No. 42 alone of the objects associated with it 
had been imported froll! abroad. The jug's 
contents are unknown. 

SAQQARA No. 58 has a terminus ante quem 
of early Dyn. XVIII A. MA/DUIYI No. 9 belongs 
to Dyn. XVIII A, ABYDOS No. 31, to Dyn. 
XVIII A or B, and ABYDOS No. 42, to Dyn. 
XVIII B. They therefore appear to lie within 
the same chronological range as, for example, 
Type IBa(ii). 

Type II was copied most commonly in ala
baster, with two parallel horizontal relief belts 
round the neck at the junction of the handle 
(e.g. eG. Fouilles de la vallee des rois, PI. IV. 
24008; Schiaparelli, La tomba intatta dell' 
architeito Cha, p. 155 Fig. 138. bottom centre; 
Fimmen, Die krctisch-mykenische f{u/tur, p. 
174 Fig. 168. second from right). On one 
example the relief decoration had been incised 
CWinlock, The Treasure of Three Egyptian 
Princesses, PI. XXXVII. bottom right). 

Type I1IAo. This Type is represented by 
ZA WYET EL-ARYAN No. 10, MAIDUM No. 6, 
J(AHUN Nos. 5, 17, GUROB Nos. 14, 25, SID
MANT No. 62, ABYDOS No. 43 , DELR EL
BALLAS No. 1 and THEBE.S No. 5. The attri
buLion of MAZGHUNA No. 3 and THEI3ES No. 
11 is open to doubt. They are not always easy 
to distinguish from Type InB, and show little 
overall consistency in shape and size, though 
decoration and ware are uniform. The form is 
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made up essentially of a tall, narrow, COlIcave 
body with a base-ring, a tall, narrow, usually 
cylindrical neck, and a strap handle from the 
upper neck 10 the shoulder. ZA WYET EL
ARYA.N No. 10, f{AHUN Nos. 5, 17, SIDMANT 
No. 62 and T H EBES No. 5 have disc-shaped 
rims; MAIDUM No. 6, ABYDOS No. 43 and 
DEIR EL-BALLAS No. 1 have everted, circular, 
more or less flat-topped rims; and GUROB No. 
14 has a shallow, everted, circular rim. All the 
well attested specimens have only one hori
zontal plastic belt round the neck at the junc
tion of the handle, with the sole possible ex
ception of GUROB No. 25, which may have 
had an incised line instead. Their fabrics con
form to Ihe standard variety described under 
Type IAa (ii). Heights vary between 13.6 cms . 
(ZAWYET EL-ARYAN No. 10) and 17.4 cms. 
(DElR EL-l3ALLAS No. 1), widths, between 
5.1 cms. (GUROl3 No. 14) and approx. 6.6 cms. 
(SIDMANT No. (2). 

A carelessly made bottle of the Type from 
Has Shamra had an everted circular rim, and 
a single horizontal plastic belt round the neck 
at the junction of the handle (Ugaritica rr, p. 
201 Fig. 82. 31). A similar example occurred 
in Mine! el-Beida Deposit 213 (Syria XIII, 
1932, PI. X. 2. 1), together with others of the 
Type with the same kinds of rim and decora
tion (ibid., PI. VI. 2. top row, centre, bottom 
row, centre; Uguritica rr, p. 141 Fig. 52. 20). 

To Dyn. XVIII A have been dated SIDMANT 
No. 62, ABYDOS No. 43, DElR EL-BALLAS 
No. 1 and THEBES No. 5. /(AHUN Nos. 5 and 
17 lie within the reigns of Thutmose I-Ill. 
None needs to be earlier than the Second 
Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A (GUROB 
No. 25) or later than Dyn. XVIII A. 

The Egyptians produced an imitation of the 
Type in pottery (Al3YDOS No. (6). flBYDOS 
No. 66 has no relief deconltion, and cannot be 
dated. It could have been modelled on a B.R. 1I 
bottle Type Ill. 

Type lllAb. No examples of Ihis Type have 
so far been recorded from Egypt. At Ras 
Shamra, however, have been found two bottles 
which fall in this category. Each has a small 
flattened base, a comparatively short and broad 

neck with pinched trcfoil SpOilt, :1I1d a handle 
rising from thc rim to the shoulder. Both 
appear to have cOllie from Ras Shamra Tomb 
Llll. One was undecorated (Syria XIX, 1938, 
p. 210 Fig. 11. V=U!Jarilica I, p. 82 Fig. 74. 
V; Louvre); the other had a very low relief 
belt round the base of the neck (Louvre AO 
19243; RS. 9396). 

Type lIlBu. EL-ARlSH No. 1, SAQQARA 
No. 19, MAlDUi'v1 No. 20, /(AHUN No. 13, SID
MANT No. 63, ABYDOS No. 38 and ANlBA 
Nos. 3, 15 and 16 have been assigned to this 
Type. Their form is oasically the same as 
that of Type IIlAa, except that they have an 
elongated ovoid body. The disc-shaped rim has 
been applied to all but EL-ARlSH No. 1 and 
I(AHUN No. 13, both of which have everted, 
circular, flat-topped rims. They resemble the 
bottles of Type IUAa in decoration and ware. 
Al! specimens have a single horizontal plastic 
belt round the neck at the junction of the 
handle. In height they range from 13.5 cms. 
(MAIDUM No. 20) to 16.5 cms. (EL-ARISH 
No. 1), in width, from 5.25 cms. (MAIDUM 
No. 20) to 6.1 cms. (EL-ARISH No. 1). 

The Type is represented by a single example 
from Minet el-Beida Deposit 213 (Syria XIII, 
1932, PI. VI. 2. centre row, second from right 
=Ugaritica II, p. 141 Fig. 52. 21). 

ABYDOS No. 38 has a terminus ante quem 
of early Dyn. XVIII A. SIDMANT No. 63 and 
ANlBA Nos. 15 and 16 belong to Dyn. XVIII 
A, and f(AHUN No. 13, to the times of Thut
mose I-Ill. There is no context which de
mands a date before or after Dyn. XVlII A. 

The Egyptian potter who copied the Type 
(ABY DOS No. 27) added two parallel horizon
tal relief belts round the neck at the junction 
of the handle, instead of one. ABYDOS No. 27 
mny belong to Dyn. XVIll D. 

Type lllBb. The sole example of this Type 
known from Egypt is MAl DUM No. 33. Though 
its morphology is noL dissimilar 10 that of the 
common variety of Type IIIBa, the only feature 
by which it closely resemhles these ordinary 
bottles is its body, which is elongated ovoid in 
shape. It also has a base-ring. In all other re
spects, with the probable exception of ware, its 
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diffl'rcllces are marked. The lleck is CUIIl)J'.lra
lively shorl and wide, nnd hns n pinched trefoil 
llle neck, 10 Ihe shoulder. There is also no 
decoralion of nny sort. Though its height of 
11.1 cms. is less than the lowest attested 
nlllongst the bottles of Type rrlEn, the width 
of the body falls within their range of sizes. 
M AlDUM No. 33 has no parallels at Ras 
Shamra, nor can be dated. 

Type III of indefinite classification. Neither 
(;UROB No. 10 nor HU No. 3 can be fully clas
sified, as both lack their necks. The ware of 
the latter has the normal composition. The 
body width of the former is unnsllnlly small nt 
approx. 4.8 cms. 

The context from which GUROE No. 10 
came contained mixed deposits of Dyn. XVIII 
A and D date. IL should belong to the former. 

Type III (?). Of uncertain identity are GU
ROB No. 2 and SlDMANT Nos. 42 and 43. 
They may all date to Dyn. XVIII A. 

Other imitations of Type III were made of 
glass (ScoU, The Home Life of the Ancient 
Egyptians, Fig. 16 = Steindorff and Seele, 
When Egypt Ruled the East, p. 198 Fig. 71. 
left), and of pottery (GUROE No. 23). Neither 
has any relief decoration. GUROE No. 23 dates 
to Dyn. XVIII B. They could have been in
spired by B.R. II bottles of the same Type. 

Ty pe Ill. Though the shapes of the body and 
rim vary from Type to Type, the morphology 
of con tainers which belong to Type III is 
fundamentnlly the same. What is the origin of 
the form? If an analogy with Type I were to be 
admitted, it would entail the primary assump
tion that the bottle also was modelled on some 
kind of vegetable product, which met the same 
specificalions as the opium poppy capsule. Up 
to date, however, no such prototype has been 
even tentatively identified, though at first sight 
the form could he thought to look like some 
sort of a root. That the shape was an innova
tion into the Cypriote Bronze Age repertory 
may be interpreted as a sign of ils derivation 
from a fresh source. The question of its origin, 
however, is initially complicated by the mor
phological and decorative resemblances it has 
10 the RL. spindle boltle Type I (01). Ath. IV, 
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pp. 1(J2 L). Thollgh the cOllnection is indisput
able, it is not at once easy 10 determine which 
of the two classes of vessel was first developed 
and later inspired the other. The form of the 
R.L. spindle bottle is equally new to the 
pottery series in Syria, but could be less con
vincingly explained by an appeal to natural 
sources, as there were no well established pre
cedents there, as in Cyprus, for drawing on 
vegetation to supply new ceramic designs. 
Assuming for the sake of argument tha t the 
analogy with Type I is valid, an investigation 
along partly similar lines may be conducted 
into the vessels of Type In from Egypt. 

B.R. I bottles are clearly witness Lo a no less 
specialised trade. They are basically uniform 
in shape, decoration and ware. Their differ
ences in size are probably due not so much to 
any inconsistency of demand as to the same 
accidents of manufacture which produced irre
gularities in juglets of Type IAa (ii) (see above, 
p. 147). And as in the case of Type J, it seems 
reasonable to postulate that the containers of 
Type III were all originally intended to hold 
the same substance, obviously a liquid, since 
their tall narrow necks would have allowed the 
passage of no more solid mixture. Most of the 
boLlIes were found practically or entirely 
empty, with the notable exceptions of J(AHUN 
No. 17 and GUROE No. 14, each of which 
contained a small quantity of crumbly brown 
matter. The detection of grains of barley in
side EL-A.RlSH No. 1 can be interpreted in no 
other way than as an indica tion of secondary 
use, as it seems highly improbable that a con
tainer 16.5 cms. high and 6.1 cms. wide would 
have been pressed into service for transporting 
a bulk commodity like barley. 

Contextual evidence sheds little further light 
on the reasons '.vhich induced the Egyptians 
to acquire bottles of Type Ill. They have 
occurred at sit.es from el-Arish in the north 
(EL-ARISH No. 1) down to Aniba in Lower 
Nubia (ANIBA Nos. 3,15, 10). All specimens of 
known contexts have come from tombs. The 
only deposit for which details of a bottle's 
disposition, the sex of the burial, and of the 
associated objects are available is Coffin 78 in 
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Thebes Tomb 37. THEBES No. 5, together 
with a I3 .R. I juglet of Type lAa (iii), T H EBES 

No. 4, were found near the head of a woman's 
mummy inside a coffin. 

Scanty though the data is, the point concern
ing association may be elucidated by enlarging 
the scope of the argument. Only two cases are 
recorded in which bottles of B.R. I Type III 
and R.L. Type I have turned up together in the 
same tomb (J(AHUN Nos. 3-5, ANIBA Nos. 
13, 15). Neither deposit, however, was un
disturbed at th e time of discovery. Though 
this fact could be held inconclusive through 
Jack of enough information, the circumstance 
acquires added significance from the more 
numerous occasions on which R.L. bottles of 
Type I have been found associated in closed 
deposits only with B.R. I containers other than 
those of Type III (see below, p. 171). 

If the deposition of one class of bottle to the 
exclusion of the other be taken to imply com
petition between foreign merchants for the 
sale of their goods, which was reflected later 
in the grave, then since it is obvious that the 
B.R. I and R.L. types were manufactured 
respectively in different factories, probably 
countries as well, one is tempted to deduce 
that the reason for the commercial rivalry lay 
in the fact that , in addition to their similari
ties in shape and decoration, the bottles all 
held the same mixture. That being the case, 
their ex terior res emblances would become 
more readily comprehensible. For if the 
Syrians reproduced the hand-made B.R. I 
bottles from Egypt in the style of decoration , 
tention of shipping an identical commodity to 
Egypt, then they too would have recognised the 
necessity not only not to deviate from the 
design of their model, but preserve uniformity 
in the outward appearance of their copies. But 
whereas there is no variation on the B.R. I 
bottles from Egypt in the style of decoration 
which consists of a single horizontal plastic 
belt round the neck at the junction of the 
handle, and is distinctively Cypriote, one sear
ches in vain for any constancy in the decora
tion of the necks of R.L. bottles (see below, 
p. 1(9). All the evidence suggests, therefore, 

that the form evolved in Cyprlls, whence it 
spread to Syria and was adopted by the local 
pal tel's. 

A further pointer to Ihe existence of compe
tition between these two forms of bottle is 
possibly afforded by the respecti ve propor
tions of juglets, bottles and flasks between 
B.R. I and R.L. There being no R.L. juglets, 
the type is represented by B.R. r alone in 
Egypt. Assuming most of the R.L. bottl es 
recorded to be genuine imports, it seems un
likely that B.R. I bottles made up much more 
than 25% of examples of the form ellcoun
tered in the Nile Valley. B.R. I flasks consti
tute about 95% of the containers of this type 
known to have come from Egypt. Of the sum 
of classified B.R. I vases, juglets form approxi
mately 80%, bottles and flasks, 9% each. If 
the majority of the bottles attributed to R.L. 
were in fact manufactured abroad, they would 
make up no less than 99% of the total R.L. 
imports, flasks comprising the remainder. 
Even if the bottl es' percentage were to be 
reduced by the removal of all the tentatively 
identified specimens, the flasks would still be 
far outnumbered. 

A comparison of these figures reveals a de
finite correlation. B.R.l juglets, which have 
no R.L. counterparts, are the most numerous 
vessels of the Cypriote ·Ware. R.L. bottles, 
forming the bulk of the Syrian imports, ex
ceed in quantity their B.R. I equivalents, the 
number of which is but an eighth of the total 
for B.R. I juglets. Flasks, of which only one 
ILL. specimen is lmown, occur much more 
frequ ently in B.R. I. The chronological range 
of these Types is also significant. Whereas 
B.R. I juglets and fl asks, and R.L. bottles 
occur in Dyn. XVIII A and B, B.R. r bottles 
are not attested after Dyn. XVIII A. These 
findings are confirmed by stylistic evidence, 
since the transition from B.R. I to rr can be 
traced on containers of Type I (see below, pp. 
175 fL) and Type IV (see below, p. 182), but 
not on those of Type III (see below, pp. 181 f.). 
Taken in conjunction with the state of the 
vases' proportions, these facts make it diffi
cult to avoid the conclusion that foreign hand
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and wheel-made bottles and fl:l~ks vied with 
each other for a share of the Egyptian market. 

The picture of commercial ellterprise evoked 
by the preceding analysis is confirmed by the 
social horizon in which most of the deposits 
containing B.R. I vessels of Type III can be set. 
Like the juglel.s of Type I, the bottles, for the 
salTle reasons, seem to have belonged largely to 
members of the middle or professional class. 

TU pc 11'A. To this Type have been attr
buted 1 NABESHA No. 2, TELL EL-YAHU
DIYA No. 4, ZA WY ET EL-ARYAN No. 8, 
SAQQARA No. 49, MAZGHUNA No. 4, EL
HARAGA No. 11, EL-LAJ-lUN No. 2, J(AHUN 
Nos. 2, 9, GUROB No. 45, SlDMANT Nos. 5, 
44, 55, 74, QA W EL-QEBIR Nos. 4, 11, ABY
DOS Nos. 9, 20, 29, 44, DENDERA No. 2, 
ESNA Nos. 3, 9, EL-DAlU(A No. 3, QUADRUS 
No. 1 and EGYPT No. 5. The form of these 
vessels differs frOl1l that of Type III in the 
shape of the body, which is lentoid, compris
ing two convex segments joined together. 
Their other morphological and decorative 
features resemble those of the common B.R. I 
bottles. The neck is tall, narrow and usually 
cylindrical, linked to the body by a strap 
handle which descends from the upper neck 
to the shoulder. The same three types of rim 
are also encountered. A disc-shaped rim was 
applied to SAQQARA No. 49 and SlDlvlANT 
No. 44, an everted, circular, more or less flat
topped rim, to TELL EL-YAHUDlYA No. 4, 
J(AHUN No. 2, SIDMANT No. 5 and ABYDOS 
No. 44, and a shallow, everted, circular or bell
shaped rim, to ZA WYET EL-ARYAN No. 8, 

EL-LAJ-lUN No. 2, J{AJ-JUN No. 9, SI DMANT 
No. 74, ABYDOS Nos: 9,29, DENDERA No. 2, 
ESNA No. 3, EL-DAIU(A No. 3 and EGYPT 
No. 5. ABYDOS No. 29 and QUADRUS No. 1 
have the unusual additions of a projecting, 
horizontally pierced lug Oil the junction be
tween the segments of the body, either side of 

the neck. The arrangement can be paralleled 
on a B.R. II flask of Type IVB from Ras 
Shamra Tomb LXXV (Syria XX, 1939, p. 281 
Fig..). I). 

with varying degrees of certainty. 
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Like the botLIes of Type III, the majority of 

B.B.. I flasks have only a single horizontal 

plastic bell round the neck at the jllnction of 

the handle. However, round the neck of J<A

HUN No. 2, two pnrallel horizontal lines had 

been incised in this position. lA HlYET EL
ARYAN No. 8, MAlGHUNA No. 4 and SlD
MANT No. 55 appear to have had no decora

tion at all. In addition to their relief or incised 

ornamentation round the neck, SA QQARA No. 

49, J(AHUN No. 2, SlDMANT No. 5 and ABY
DOS No. 29 have groups, each of one or two 

parallel incised lines crossing each other, on 

the front segment of the body. The lines on 

AB Y D OS No. 29 were framed on either side by 

rows of jab incisions. DENDERA No. 2 also 

had painted decoration. The five small bosses 

on NABESJ-lA No. 2 are difficult to under

stand, unless they are air bubbles raised in the 

fabric by firing, such as have already been 

observed on ABYDOS No. 7. The ware most 

typical of the pots belonging to Type IVA is 

also practically indistinguishable from the 

category into which the B.R. I bottles fall. 

Though the flasks show considerable variation 
in height, ranging from 12.8 cms. (J(AHUN 
No. 9) to 15.25 cms. (KAHUN No. 2), there is 
greater uniformity in body dimensions, which 
lie between 7.1 X5.0 ems. (SIDMANT No. 5) 
and approx. 8.55X5.55 cms. (SlDMANT No. 

55). 

Containers of Type IVA, each with a single 
horizontal plastic belt round the neck at the 
junction of the handle, have occurred in Ras 
Shamra Tomb XXXVI (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 202 
Fig. 5. C=Ugaritica I, p. 58 Fig. 46. Cl and 
Tomb LIII (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 210 Fig. 11. 
P=Ugaritica I, p. 83 Fig. 74. Pl, and probably 
in Minet el-Beida Deposit 213 (Syria XIII, 1932, 
PI. VI. 2. bottom row, second from right). From 
an unnumbered deposit at Minet el-Beida came 
one flask with a single horizontal plastic belt 
round the neck at the junction of the handle 
and two groups, each of two parallel incised 
lines, crossing each other diagonally on the 
front segment of the body (Ugaritica n, p. 17:1 
Fig. 68. 14), and another, probably B.R. I, I 

http:8.55X5.55
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<lpparelllly withoul decoralioll (Uyuritic([ 11, 
p. 17:3 Fig. GB. 17). 

SI DMANT No. 55 belongs 10 the Second 
Intermediate Period-Dyn. XVIII A. AHYnos 
No. 9 has a terminus IIII.te lJueIH of Dyn. XVIII 
A. TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 4, Qil W EL
QEBIR No. 11, llBYJ)OS No. 44, and QUADRUS 
No. 1 belong to Dyn. XVIII A, /(AHUN Nos. 2 
and 9, to the reigns of Thutmose I- Ill, and 
ABYDOS No. 29, to Dyn. XVIII 13. The dates 
of the remaining examples could all fit into a 
chronological range of the Second Intermediate 
Period-Dyn. XVIII A to Dyn. XVIII 13. 

The Egyptian craftsman who turned out a 
copy of the Type in glass pu t two parallel 
horizontal relief belts round Ihe neck at the 
junction of the handle (CG. Fouilles de la 

vallee des rois, PI. XLIV. 24768). A ceramic 
imitation (U.e. 13438)~' was left undecorated. 
The most remarkable Egyptian reproductions, 
however, were glass vessels found at Karteros 
(Amnisos) and Phaistos in Crete (Fossing, 
Glass Vessels, p. 27 Fig. 17; KQY]TLxcX XQOV!XU 
15-16, 1, 1961-62, pp. 226-229, PI. MH'
Me'). They had evidently been modelled on 
n.R. I or II flasks of the same design as AB Y
DOS No. 29. Not only did they have the lugs 
on the body, but they had also been furnished 
with trumpet base-rings. 

Type IVB. Though this Type is unrepresen
ted in Egypt by actual imports, a Red Polished 
flask from Abydos Tomb E 178 (El Ar6bah, 

PI. XIX. top left photo. bottom centre), which 
has a raised ridge round the junction of the 
body segments, but no decoration, may have 
been copied from a 13.R. I flask of Type IV13, 
as it was found with a B.R. I juglet of Type 
lDa(ii), ABYDOS No. 12, in a closed deposit 
which dates to the time of Thutmose III (see 
above, p. 101). The 13.R. II flasks of this Type 
which have been recovered from Egypt can
not be shown to be earlier than Dyn. XVIII D 
(see below, pp. 183 f.). 

A vessel of Type IVB (UUIITiticu Il, p. 173 
Fig. 68. 19) turned up at Minet el-Beida in the 
same deposit as the two n.R. I flasks of Type 
IVA (ibid., p. 173 Fig. 68. 14, 17 ?), and two 
juglets of Type IBa (ii) (ibid., p. 173 Fig. 68. 

11,12). These circulllstallL:es suggest that the 
flask with the ridge round its body belongs to 
I he same \\Tare as the other Cypriote vases in 
the group. 

Tupe IV (?). Of uncertain identity is EL
GlZ/1 No. 4. 

Type IV. The origin of the form poses an 
initial dilemma like that faced in the case of 
Type Ill. The same sort of alternatives are 
open to choose from with the flasks. The shape 
\vas either derived from an organic prototype 
or copied from an R.L. flask of Type Il. The 
arguments adduced in support of the former 
proposition for the n.R. I bottles (see above, 
p. ] 53) hold good for the flasks, and are 
further re-in forced by the resemblance the form 
is said to have to a "gourde lentolde" (BCH 
LXXXVIII, 1964, p. 335 Fig. 68a-b, p. 336). 
Likewise it may be hypothesised tha t the B.R. 
1 flasks all held the same substance, which, 
because of their tall narrow necks, must have 
been liquid. Most of the examples when found 
had little or nothing inside them. Several had 
stains visible on the oulside; a residue was 
detected adhering to the inner wall of the body 
of SIDMANT No. 5. SfDMANT No. 74 had 
evidently been full at the time of its deposi
tion, but the origin of its plug cannot be deter
mined. The maller analysed in EGYPT No. 5 
contained traces of fat, which, because of its 
consistency, probably indicates a subsequent 
refill after the original fluid had been ex
hausted. 

Evidence from the conLexts in Egypt adds 
litlle more to a clarification of the reasons for 
which containers of Type IV were imported. 
Their distribution along the Nile Valley ex
lends from Nabesha in the Delta (NABESHA 
No. 2) to Quadrus in Upper Nubia (QUADRUS 
No. 1). \Vith the sole known exception of 
NABESHA No. 2, which occurred on a town 
siLe, all the flasks of recorded context were 
recovered from tombs. Only in two instances, 
however, had the funerary deposits remained 
undisturbed. TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 4 and 
a B.B. I juglet of Type IBa(ii), TELL EL

YAHUDIY A No. 2 or :3, were found in a row 
of grave-goods which had been placed along 
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one side of the exterior of a coffin. KAJ-JUN 
No. 2 accompained the body of a woman, 
titled "Lady of the House", inside a coffin in 
the Tomb of Maket, which was nam ed after her. 

The relationship between D.R. I Type IV 
and R.L. Type 11 is incapable of complete 
definition. Though the morphological resem
blance is und eniable, there is insufficient data 
to extend the comparison. Assuming that the 
RL. flask was derived from a B.R. I forerun
ner, the absence of r eli ef decoration round the 
neck of j\,f EMPHIS No. 1, the only example of 
the form er from Egypt, could be interpreted as 
neglect on the part of the potter who made it, 
since he was unacquainted with the tradition 
of its usage. This description would be more 
applicable to a manufacturer in Syria than 
to a ceramist in Cyprus. Regrettably IIfEM
PHIS No. 1 has no context, and consequently 
no date, with the resulL that neither the chro
nology nor the associations of R.L. Type 11 
with other foreign vases in Egypt are known. 
This does not, howev er, negate the validity of 
the statistics, which, for reasons already ad
vanced (see above, p. 164), suggest that the 
B.R. I flasks competed with their RL. counter
parts for a. share of the sales in Egypt. Hence 
it would seem that both classes of flask were 
used to convey the same mixture. 

Lastly it would appear that that section of 
the community to which the majority of the 
deposits containing Type IV containers be
longed was again th e middle or professional 
class. Thus the circumstances of the B.R I 
flasks ' presence in Egypt conform to the 
pattern already well attested by other vessels 
of the Ware. 

Type V. EL-J-JARAGA No. 10 and SIDMANT 
Nos. 8 and 32, which have been classified 
under this heading, are strikingly similar in 
shape, ware and size. The form itself, which 
consists basically of a distended piriform body 
with a broad low base-ring, a short, broad , 
tapering neck, and a strap handle from the 
rim to the shoulder, is obviously related to 
Type I. The connection is carried further by 
the tankards' decoration, which appears , as 
on the double juglets of Type 1I3b, round the 
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upper neck. SIDillANT No. 32 has in this posi
Lion two parallel horizontal plastic belts, the 
characteristic feature of Type I containers. 
EL-HARAGA No. 10 has instead two parallel 
horizontal incised lines enclosing diagonal jab 
incisions, which can be paralleled on juglets of 
Types IBa (v) (SAFT EL-HINNA No. 1, GUROB 
No. 12, SIDMANT No. 25) and IBc(i) (ABYDOS 
No. 68). Round the upper neck of SIDMANT No. 
8 are two parallel horizontal incised lines, which 
also occur on juglets of Type 113a (v) (SAQQA
RA No. 54, EL-HARAGA Nos. 1,8, GUROB No. 
24 ?). The ware of the examples of Type V 
belongs to the same category as that described 
under Type IAa (ii). The dimensions of EL
IfARAG ,1 No. 10 and SIDIIfANT No. 32 are 
almost iden tical. The rim measurements of all 
three tankards have a variation of only about 
1.0 cm., from 5.7 cms. (SlD jl,fANT No. 8) to 
6.75 cms. (EL-J-JA.RAGA No. 10). None of the 
specimens had any matter inside. 

A ta nkard from Ras Sharnra Tomb XXXVI 
(Syria XIX, 1938, p. 202 Fig. 5. B = Ugaritica I, 
p. 58 Fig. 46. B) closely resembles SIDMANT 
No. 32, but has only one oblique plastic belt 
round the upper neck. A similarly decorated 
example, which lacks a thumb grip projection, 
was recovered from a pillaged tomb at the 
same site (Ugaritica II, p. 201 Fig. 82. 4). 
Tomb XXX VI also produced a tankard with
out a thumb grip projection (Syria XIX, 1938, 
p. 202 Fig. 5. A= Ugaritic(l I, p. 58 Fig. 46. A), 
decorated in exactly the same way as EL
HARAGA No. 10. 

All the tankards were found in tombs in 
Lower Egypt. Though none of the deposits was 
closed, it may be worth noting tha t SIDMANT 
No. 32 came from a grave which was the 
resting place of a scribe. SIDMANT Nos . 8 and 
32 both belong to Dyn. XVIII B. 

Possible imitations of Type V occur in ala
baster (I-/owgeh, PI. XL VIII. 100) and faience 
(CG . Fuyencegef6sse, pp. 3 f. C 3624) . 

Type VI. The importation by Egypt of bowls 
of this Type is probably to be inferred from 
the discovery of a bronze imitation in Thebes 
Pit 3 Cha mber D (New York M.M.A. Bulletin 
Supplement, May, 1917, p. 19 Fig. 23. left; 
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Seep/er of f;(J!Jpt 11 , p. G5 Fig. :14. left ; Pro

iJlems, p. 42 Fig. 9). According 10 the excava
tor, the burial in Chamber D in all probability 
"da tes from just the beginning of th e Eigh
teenth Dynasty" (New York M.M.A. Bulletin 
Supplement, ~'1ay, 1917, p . 24). In view of the 
frequency with which B.R. I vessels were 
copied in Egypt - from Chamber B of the 
same pit tomb came an alabaster jug of B.R. I 
Type II design (ibid., p. 17 Fig. 18. right) 
there can be no possible justification for asser
ting, as does Sjoqvist, tha t th e bowl from 
Thebes constitutes "definite proof" that the 
form had a metal prototype (Problems, p. 41 J. 

An early l3.R. I bowl, which has the same 
profile as the metal copy, but a concave bottom 
instead of a base-ring, turned up in Ras Sham
ra Tomb LIV (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 227 Fig. 
22. N). 

Type V11. The Type is unrepresened in 
Egypt. 

B.R. I vC/ses of indeterminable Type. To this 
group belong ZAvVYET EL-ARYAN No. 7, 
SAQQARA No. 8, SIDMANT No. 9, and ANIBA 

No. 44. They were all closed vessels , and came 
from tombs. ANlBA No. 44 was found in a 
grave containing deposits which date to the 
beginning of the XVlIIth Dynasty and the 
XIXth Dynasty. It can belong only to the 
former phase. Zj-lWYET EL-ARYAN No. 7 
and SlDMANT No. 9 have been assigned to 
Dyn. XVIII B. 

B.R. 1. From the foregoing analyses the most 
important result to emerge is the degree of 
specialisa tion manifested by the typology of 
vessels belonging to this "Vare, even more 
particularly the predominant position occupied 
by the juglets of Type 1. The latter from about 
800f0 of the total number of classified B.R. I 
pots from Egypt. While the proportions of 
bottles and flasks are much less at about g% 

/ 
~ 

each, they illustrate how deeply entrenched 
were the Egyptians' preferences for specific 
Cypriote commodities. Though jugs of Type II 
and tankards of Type V can have been little 
more than occasional imports, it should be 
remembered that in shape and decoration at 

lr.as l Ihr.y are rrlnlcd 10 Type 1. It is also nolr.
worthy tha t neilher manuracturers' nor custo
mers' conservatism seems to have wavered 
throughout the period of the vessels ' tranship
ment from Cyprus to Egypt, which argues the 
existence not of spasmodic, but of regularised 
commercial traffic between the two countries. 

On the Egyptian side it is quite clear that 
the B.R. I pots, nearly all of which had tall 
narrow necks, were prized a t the time of their 
purchase for the contents , but subsequently 
perhaps valued for th e containers themselves, 
so that they were often included in the assemb
lage of grave-goods laid to rest with the dead. 
The fact that amongs t the vases , which , be
cause some were found in settlement sites, 
cannot have been purchased exclusively for 
funerary usage, were a number showing sign~ 
of re-use suggests that they had as a rule been 
acquired some time prior to their deposition. 
Consequently there is good reason to assume 
that, though some could have been buried at a 
date later than Dyn. XVIII B, all had never
theless reached Egypt before the end of that 
period. 

Their quantity, comparative value, geogra
phical distribution and social setting t.ogether 
weigh against every argument that they may 
have been acquired in any oth er way than by 
ordinary commercial transaction. It need not 
be doubted that to have maintained such well 
defined trade co-operation between manufac
turer and merchant would have been the sine 
qua non of successful marketing. And the sup
pliers in the best position to meet this require
ment were, of course, the Cypriotes th emselves. 

WS. I 

Type I. The only representative of this Type 
from Egypt is HELIOPOLlS No. 2, which does 
in fact more correctly belong to transitional 
'V.S. I-I! Ware . Neither its context nor date 
is known. Has Shamra has so far produced no 
'V.S . I tankards. 

Type n. SAQQARA No. 60 is the sole ex
ample of the Type recorded froll1 Egypt. No 
details exis t on the circlllllstances of its disco
very. 'V.S. I bowls are equally rare at Has 
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Sh,ll\lra, where a sherd , decornl ed in Ihe same 
slyle ns SAQQARA No. (iD, was round in Level 
1 oC the Pabcl' Gnrden (UrlflI'ilicn IV, p. 265 PI. 
1. 3). 

\\',5. I. Assllming Ihe authenticity of th eir 
prOVellnl1CeS, liELlOJ>OLIS No. 2 and SAQ
QARA No. 60 l\Iust, like D.n. I vessels of Types 
II and V, have been irregular imports. It is 
interesting Lo not e that HELlOPOLIS No. 2 
has fundamentally the same shape as rUt I 
tankards of Type V. 

RL 
Type I. Accurate identificaLion of examples 

of this Type belonging to the imported 'Vare 
has been rendered almost impossible from 
published sources hy grossly deficient illustra
tions and descriptions. The only group of 
secure a ttribu tions is tha t comprising the 
botLIes which have been examined and fully 
catalogued: TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 7, 

SAQQARA Nos. 50 , 61, MAIDU1Y] No. 31, EL
LAHUN No. 4, [{AHUN Nos . 3, 4, GUROB No . 
11, SIDJ1IANT Nos. 17,47, 48, ABYDOS Nos. 
4, 13, 22, HU No. 1, THEBES Nos. 15, 16, 
ESNA No. 5, BlJHEN No. 1, EGYPT Nos. 6, 7. 
:Most of the rest require verification: TELL 
EL-RATABA No. 1, TELL EL-YAHUDIYA 
Nos. 12, 13, EL-GIZA No. 5, ZA WYET EL
ARYAN No. 1, SAQQARA Nos. 6, 20, 24 , 44, 
EL-RIQQA No . 2, JllAIDUM No. ~12, EL
HARAGfl Nos . 6 , 7, EL-LAHUN Nos. 6-8,10, 
GUROE Nos. 4, 10,39, 42, 43, SIDMANT Nos. 
29, .31, 46, DEIR RIFA Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, QA W 
EL-QEElR Nos. 1, 12, EL-BALABlSH No. 3, 
ABYDOS Nos. 11, 18,23, 26 , 34, 45, 62, 63, 65, 
69, 72, THEBES Nos. 9 , 10, 19, EL-SHALLAL 
Nos. 2, 4, MOALLA Nos. ],2, EL-DAI{]{A Nos . 
2, 4, QUEAN Nos. 1, 2, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14, 
EL-MAHARRAQA No. 1, ANIBA Nos. 1, 2, 4, 
7, 8, 10-13, 20-23, 25-32,34-40, SEMNA 
No. 3. Additional evidence now makes it 
possible to define more exactly lhose criteria 
which enable specimens of Type I to be 
correcLly disLingllishecl (Op. Ath. IV, pp. 192 
H.) . Though decoralioll , pol-mark and finish 
llIay still he taken individunlly as characteris
Lic signs of lile Type, iL should be appreciaLed 

that Lh ey do !lot nlways occur together on the 
same vase. The only illvarinbl e feaLure of 

these three is the pattern of' burnishing on Lhe 

exterior surface (Op . lIth. IV, p. 193). Since 

careful presentation alollc mak es each of these 

details apparent, the deplorable state of the 
published mat erial , which mak es up so lnrge a 

part of the representation, lenves little choice 

but to include with the true examples of Type I 
in the following analysis all the bottles which 

have yet to be authenlicated. 

The source of the form, which \Vas briefly 
alluded to in the author's prcliminary discourse 

on R.L. bottles (Op. A.tll. IV, p. 196), has now 
been provisionally traced back to the B.R. I 
bottle of Type III (see above, pp. 163 f.). The 

regularity in shape and ware of specimens of 
R.L. Type I has already been noted (Op. Ath. 

IV, pp. 192 f.). Decoration and size arc much 

less uniform. SAQQARA No. 50 and ABYDOS 
No. 4 have two parallel, horizontal, low relief 

belts round the neck at the junction of the 
handle, TELL EL-YAHUDlYA No, 7, SID
MANT No. 47, HU No. 1, THEBES Nos. 15, 16 
and ESNA No. 5, one, and MAlDUM No . 31 , 
/{AHUN No. 3, GUROB No. 11 and ABYDOS 
No . 13 have none. The decoration round the 
necks of others shows varialions with these 
elements. The minimum h eight recorded 
amongst the catalogued examples is 24.1 cms. 
(EL-LAHUN No. 4), and the maximum, 53.9 
cms. (SIDiHANT No. 48). Body widths range 
between 6.0 cms . (TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No, 
7) and 8.75 cms. (SIDMANT No. 48). 

Nor by any means have all the R.L. bottles 
had marks incised on to their bases. Moreover 
it is noticeable that 1l0t only do the signs differ 
from one pot to another, but the inscribed 
botLles themselves are not united in toto or 
within their respect.ive sign groupings by uny 
fixed style of decoration or constant scale of 
dimensions, the only two variable featureS 
which could have been standardised. In the 
following list the same kinds of mark are 
coll ected together , each being identified by Ihe 
bottle's sit e and llulnber, and compared witb 
similar ones from other sources. 
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1. T1:.:LL EL-rAlfUJ)/}';l No. 7, eCYPT 

No. 6= U!/orilic(( Il, p. 229 Fig. %. 19 (H.L. 
Type J); Op. AlII. IV, p. 190 Fig. 1. 1, 14 (R.L. 
Types I); Cairo C 2580* (R.L. Type 1); C ..M. 
A 1M9 ;: (H.L. Type I). 

2. GUIWn No. 11, A/3}f f)OS No. 13=UY(lf'i

lieu 11, p. 229 Fig. 9G. 1f (R.L. Type 1). 

3. THBBES No. 15=AJA XLV, 1941, p. 280 
Class J. 48, Class II. 11, p. 281 Class V. 5 (R.L. 
Type Il); UgoJ'itieu Il, p. 139 Fig. 51. 19 (R.L. 
Type 1); Ugaritico Ill, p. 243 Fig. 211 Line VIT. 

4. SAQQAR!l No. 61, Mf1IDUM No. 31= 
A'/A XLV, 1941, p. 280 Class I. 47, p. 281 Class 
V.4 (H.L. Type 1). 

b. EL-BALABISH No. 3 = A'!A XLV, 1941, p. 
281 Class V. 3 (R.L. Type Il). 

6. CUROB No. 39=AJA XLV, 1941, p. 281 
Class V. 2 (R.L. Type Il); Cairo C 2579* (R.L. 
Type I). 

7. BUHEN No. 1 = 11.1 A XLV, 1941, p. 279 
Class 1. 18 (R.L. Type I). 

8. J(AHUN No. 3=AJA XLV, 1941, p. 280 
Class I. 64, p. 281 Class II. 24. 

9. SID1\IANT No. 47, ABYDOS No. 4=Syria 
XIX, 1\.)38, p. 214 Fig. 13. g (R.L. Type I), p. 
226 Fig. 21. L (R.L. Type J); Ugoritico Il, p. 
229 Fig. 96. 1h (R.L. Type I); Ugaritico Ill, p. 
236 Figs. 206, 207, p. 241 Fig. 209, p. 243 Fig. 
211; Cairo C 2584 * (R.L. Type I); C.M. A 
1416* (R.L. Type I). 

10. ABYDOS No. 22, HU No. 1 = Uguritica 

Il, p. 229 Fig. 96. 1b (R.L. Type I). 

Some of these subdivisions may be un
necessarily fine, for it is not always possible to 
tell which is the correct position for reading 
the signs. Leaving aside comparisons in the 
R.L. "Vare, it appears that not all the signs 
encountered on the R.L. bottles have parallels 
in the Cypro-Minoun script. In addition it 
1lI11S t be re-em phasised Ihat th(' characten; are 
very simply composed (AJA XLV, 1941, p. 2(8). 
All in all it seems most likely that their prima 

facic relalionslJip to the CyprioLe script, if nol 
enlirely fortuitous (Op. Alll. IV, p. 194), ex
lends no further than graphic resemblance, 

and lhat they were nOlhing more than marks 
added by the potlers lo indicale somc aspect 
of their production. 

ExaJllples of R.L. Type I, which show lhe 
samc hlck of uniformity in decoration, pot
mark and size as the bottles [rolll Egypt, have 
turned up at Has Shal1lra in the fill of the 
setllement (Ugaritic(l Il, p. 181 Fig. 72. 8, 21, 
22, p. 201 Fig. 82. 35, p. 229 Fig. 96. 1a-i), 
and in Tombs XXI (ibid., p. 167 Fig. 65. 20) , 
XXIX (ibid., p. 163 Fig. 63. 3), XXXVI (Syria 

XIX, 1938, p. 202 Fig. 5. U, W = Uguritica I, 
p. 58 Fig. 46. U, W), XXXVII (Syria XVIII, 
1937, PI. XXI. lop right= Ugoritica II, p. 165 
Fig. 64. 7; Uuurilica lJ , p. 165 Fig. 64 . 4, p. 167 
Fig. 65. 4), LIII (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 214 Fig. 
13. g, h= Ugarilica I, p. 80 Fig. 72. g, h; Syria 

XIX, 1938, p. 212 Fig. 12. K=Ugaritica I, p. 81 
Fig. 73 . K), LIV (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 225 Fig. 
20. bottom row, left and right, p. 226 Fig. 21. 
L, M), LXXXI (Ugaritica Il, p. 171 Fig. 67.12, 
13, 15), and Tomb LXXXVII (ibid., p. 171 Fig. 
67. 6). The Type also occurred in :Minet el
Beida Deposit 213 (Syria XIII, 1932, PI. X. 2. 
2=Ugaritica I1, p. 141 Fig. 52. 28), Tomb 1 
(Ugaritica Il, p. 139 Fig. 51. 19) and Tomb 2 
(ibid., p. 139 Fig. 51. 17). 

As with the B.R. I botLles of Type Ill, so it 
may be hypothesised that their R.L. counter
parts of Type I contained a fluid substance 
whieh never varied and could have been 
poured out through the tall narrow necks of 
the vessels. Apart from the fact that tests on 
the matter inside EGYPT Nos. 6 and 7 show 
that one ingredient was probably fat, the che
mical properties of the respective residues have 
litLle else in cOl11mon. ABYDOS No. 22 had a 
fine, brown, crumbly substance lodged in its 
neck. None of the rest appears to have had 
appreciable m110unts of its contents left over. 
These indica tions of secondary usage would 
he confirmed, if the identifications are correct, 
by the large mud (?) s topper blocking the 
mouth of an RL. (?) spindle bottle, ABYDOS 

No. 11. THEBES Nos. 9 and 10 the identifica
tiolls of which are also uncertain , are said to 
have been closed with a cloth rag, doubliess of 
Egyptian origin, and to hav e contained a 
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greasy liquid. Undoubtedly Ihe mosL important 

discovery is the traces or a resinous deposit 

inside an R.L. spindle bottle dug up on the 

mOllnd aL Ras Shalllr:l (U!]!lritico 1£ , p. 228 No. 

li, p. 22U Fig. 06 . 1i). Its significallce sLems 

from the fact that. Syria was probably thc 

ll1ajor, if not the only producer of the R.L. 

\\Tare. The resinous mixLure could be represen

tati ve of the commodi ty exported to Egypt in 

boLLles of Type I, perhaps also in B.R. I con

Laillers of Type In (see above, p. 163) . 

H.L. bottles of proven identity have been 

found along the Nile Valley between Tell el

Yahudiya in the Delta (TELL EL-YAHUDlY A 

No. 7) and Buhen in Upper Nubia (BUHEN 

No. 1). TELL EL-RATABA. No. 1, the attribu

tion of which is uncertain, and BUHEN No. 1 

are the only two bottles recorded from settle

ments. All the rest of known context came 

to light in tombs. They, or possibly their imi

tations, had been buried with men (MO.4LLA 

No. 1, EL-D,4KKA No. 2) and women (SAQ

QARA No. 24 , EL-LA HUN No. 4). They were 

placed outside the coffin a t the head end 

(SAQQARA No. 24), beyond the feet of the 

body (ZA WYET EL-ARYAN No. 1), within 

the coffin alongside the bodies (MA/DUM Nos. 

31, 32), at the head of the body inside the 

coffin (EL-LAHUN No. 4), and by the legs of 

the body (EL-DAKKA No. :.! ). The differences 

in their in situ positions seem to demonstrate 

nothing more than the diveTsity of burial cus

toms. The only B.R.I pots with which their 

association in closed deposits has so far been 

recorded are juglets of Type I (ZA WYET EL

ARYAN Nos. 1-6, SAQQARA Nos. 24-26, 
MAl J)UAl Nos. 28-32, EL-DA/(J(A Nos. 1, 2?). 

In view of the fact that lhere is no obvious dis

linction between the cemeteries and tombs in 

which R.L. Type I and B.R. I Type I have 

respectively been found, it seems reasonable to 

postulate that the social stratum evinced mosL 

frequently by the deposits containing R.L. 

bollles was much the same as that for the B.R. 

I juglets (see above, p. lOO) , i.e. they had been 

buried with predominantly middle or profes
sional class individuals. 
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DmR RIFA No. 5 and Al\iJBlt Nos. 37-30 

have been assign ed Lo a lat.e stage of the 
Second Inlermediate Period, DEIR RIT-A No. 1 

and ANIBA No. J2, to the Second Intermediale 

Period-DYll. XVlJI A, TELL EJ,-YAHUD/YA 
Nos. 7, 12, 13, EJ,-L4HU!'I" No. 4, GUROn Nos. 

4, 3H, 42, 43, SJJ)MANT Nos. 29, 48, DEIR 

RlFA No. 4, QA W EL-QEBIR No . 1, EL

BALABlSH No. 3, ABYJ)OS Nos. 18. 45 , 

THEBES No. 9, MOALLA Nos. 1, 2, QUBAN 
Nos. 4, 6, 10, 12, and ANIBA Nos. 8, 10, 13,30, 

:31,34,35, to Dyn. XVIII A, SAQQARA No. 24 , to 

Dyn. XVIII A-B, J(AHlJN Nos. :i, 4, to the 

reigns of Thutmose I- Ill, ZA WYET EL

ARYAN No. 1, MA/DUM Nos. 31, 32, GUROB 

No. 11, SIDMANT Nos. 31, 46, THEBES No. 

10, EL-DA/(J(A No. 2 and QUBAN No. 9, 10 

Dyn. XVIII B, and SIDMANT No. 47, to Dyn. 
XVIII B-C. ABYDOS No. 11 and AN/BA No. 

11 which came from tombs containing deposits 

of Dyn. XVIII A and the XIXth Dynasty, musl 

belong to the formeT period. For similar reasons 

ABYDOS Nos. 22 and 23 should belong to Dyn. 
XVIII B. 

None of the mixed daLes arrived at for each 

of the rest of the bottles excludes the possi

bility that all had been deposited in the period 

between the late Second Intermediate Period 

and Dyn. XVIII B-C. Even if DEIR RIT-A 
No. 5 and ANIBA Nos. 37-39 are not the 

genuine article, they could not have appea red 
in Egypt unless R.L. bottles were available to 

copy. Therefore the initial date of the bottles 

may be allowed to stand for the present. But 
since the identiLy of so many of the vessels is 

uncertain, any conclusions on their distribu

tion throughout the period of their occurrence 

in Egypt need to be cauLiously stated. Even 

laking into account the Ilnequal lengths of 
Dyn . XVIII A and B, Ihe figures give the im

pression of a grea ter preponderance of bottles 

in Dyn. XVIII A. Calalogued specimens of R.L. 

Type I are loo few to seL Ihe balance aright. 

It has been argued that Lhe R.L. bottles of 

Type I and B.R. I bottles of Type III w ere rival 

producls 011 Ihe Egyptiau 1I1flrket (see above, 

pp. 164 C). This proposilion implies thal the 

former, if not necessarily manufactured in a 
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different cOllntry 10 Ihe Jailer, at lea:;t were 
Iransporled to Egypt by merchants of anolher 

. state. \Vhaf. evidence is Ihere Lo support sllch a 
contenlion? In painlings on the walls of the 
private tombs aL Tbebes are scenes of foreign
ers and Lheir good:;. \Vhel'eas there are no 
recognisable depictions of va ses which might 
be of distinctively Cypriote origin, iL is possible 
lIwt the red painted bottles enumerated below 
were intended 10 represent examples of R.L. 
Type I. 

The first in numerical order is No. 17, the 
tomb of Nebamun, Scribe and Physician of the 
King, which has been tentatively ascribed to 
the time of Amenhotep II (P. & M. I, Part 1, 
2nd ed., p. 29). In the top register of the scene 
showing a Syrian chief and his retinue is a 
bearded man wearing a head-baud and kilt, 
holding high in his left hand a red spindle 
botLle by its base (MVAG IX , 1904, pp. 113 ff., 
PI. II; Four Eighteenth Dynasty Tombs I, PI. 
XXIII). Behind him, at the end of the row, 
came a small woman in a straight, full-length 
robe, holding upright by its base another bottle, 
but in her right hand. In Tomb 42, which 
belonged to Amenmosi, Captain of Troops and 
Eyes of the King in the Two Lands of the 
Retenu, and has been d a ted to the reigns of 
Thutmose III and Amenhotep II (P. & M. I, 
Part 1, 2nd ed., p. 82), are four registers depic
ting Syrians. In the top at the left is a man in a 
straight, full-length robe, carrying a red bottle 
in his right hand by its handle (Davies, The 

Tombs of Menkheperrasonb, PI. XXXIV, p. 29 
No. 117). Another red bottle hung by iLs handle 
from the left hand of a similarly attired Syrian 
in the second register (ibid., PI. XXXIV, p. 29 
No. 127). Further representations occur in 
Tomb 8o, the resting-place of Menkheper
rasonb, First Prophet of Amun in the reign of 
Thutmose IJJ (P. & M. I, Part 1, 2nd ed., p. 
175). In the top row of Aegean foreigners is 
a man with long plaited hair, wearing a finely 
worked kilt and carrying a red bottle in his 
right hand, pres umably by the handle (Davies. 
The Tombs of MCllkheJl('/'J'{(.wnl), PI. V. top 
centre, p. 7 No. 24). He was followed by several 

more porters, including one with long plaits 

and a cllrled lock 0(' hair 011 top of his 
head. The lflller was clad in an elflborately 
woven kill and shoes. Suspended by its handle 
from his le l'l hand was a red spindle bottle 
(Davies, The Tombs of Menkheperf'osonb, Pl. 
V, p. 8 No. 31; Verco lltter, L'Egypte et le 

!nonde eyceI1 Ilrchellenique , PI. LX. 450). 
Anoth er fignre in the second 1'0\\', closely 
resembling the first one described in this 
scene, was shown holding a red bottle in the 

. same way , (Davies, The Tombs of Menkheper

rosonb, Pl. IV, p. 8 No. 52). Tomb 100, which 
belonged to Hekhmire, Governor of the Town 
and Vizier under the reigns of Thutmose III 
and Amenhotep II (P. & AI. I, Part 1, 2nd ed., 
p. 206), contained paintings of four more 
botLles. One hung by its handle from the right 
hand of a bearded (?) Syrian, who was dressed 
in a straight, full-length, robe (Davies, The 

Tomb of Rekh-mi-re' 11, PI. XXI. top row, left). 

Behind him in the same register walked an
other bearded Syrian, wearing a head-band 
and similar garment, and holding upright on 
his shoulder a bottle supported by his le ft hand 
round its handle (ibid., PI. XXII. top row, 
fourth figure from left). He was immediately 
followed by another porter, r esembling the 
first in all respects, even to the position in 
which his botlle was carri ed (ibid., PI. XXII. 
top row, third figure frol)l left). Further back 
was another man of the same type as the 
second, but holding in front of him in his right 
hand a red spindle bottle by the handle (ibid., PI. 
XXIII. top row, third figure from left; Davies , 
Paintings from tile Tomb of Rekh-mi-re', PIs. 
XI , XII). The scene of Syrians in Tomb 119, 
which dates to the times of Halshepsllt and 
Thutmose III (P. & M. I, Part 1, 2nd ed., p. 
234), includes a man of apparently Egyptian 
physiognomy clad in a kilt of Syrian style, 
carrying in his right hand, presumably by its 
handle, a bottl e of unspecified colour (Wres
zinski , A tlas, PI. 340. second figure from right). 
Finally two representations OCCllr in Tomb 
276, the r es ting-place of Amen ell1opet, Over
secI' of the Treaslll'Y of Gold and Silver, Judge, 
and Overseer of the CClbinet , which dates to 
tbe times of Thutmose III- Allleuholep II (?) 
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(Vercollller, L'/~!lypte et le monde egeen pre
helUniqlle, p. 224 n. 6). Onc red bottle (ibid. , 
PI. LX. 452) hung by i ls handle from the righ t 
hand of a man with the beard and hair slyle 
of a Syrinn, wearing a kill (New York jVJ .ill.A. 

Blllletin 1032, IT, p. 61 Fig. 13. left). The last 
man in the same row, who had a beard, but 
long plailed hair and a kilt of Aegean fashion, 
was holding a red bottle (Vercouner, L'Egypte 
et le monde cgeen prehellenique, PI. LX. 451) 
in the same way (lVew York M.M.A . Bulletin 
1932, 11 , p. 61 Fig. 13. right ). 

Before evaluating the evidence of these 
scenes, some allempt must be made to justify 
th e identification which has been tentatively 
proposed for the boltles painted in the tombs. 
Though the depictions are not all identical in 
shape, they conform to a standard design, 
which is the same as that of the R.L. spindle 
bo ttles of Type I, wi th one exception: the 
handle always descends from the rim to the 
shoulder, instead of from the neck. But as it is 
unlikely that the artists worked from actual 
specimens, preferring to reproduce stock 
motifs from their repertory, initial misrepre
sentation of the type may have been perpetu
ated by later draughtsmen, who further distor
ted the shape through faulty recollection. The 
resemblance to R.L. Type I is further enhanced 
by the red colour in which the bottles were 
painted. 

Nearly all the individuals who were depicted 
bringing bottles were Syrian or showed distinc
tive Syrian traits. Though the porters who 
carried the three vessels reproduced in the 
lomb of Menkheperrasonb were unmistakably 
Aegean, they had been included in ro"vs of 
mixed Syrians and Aegeans (Davies, The 
Tombs of MenkheperJ'Clsonb, PIs. IV, V). The 
bearers in Amenemopet's tomb betray compo
site racial characteristics. None of the scenes 
is earlier than the reign of Hatshepsut or later 
than the reign of Amenhotep IT. The majority, 
perhaps all, were probably inspired, if not 
actually executed, during Dyn. XVIII 13. 

Now if, as has been suggested (Op. Atll. IV, 
pp. 194 f.), the Syrians invented and manu
factured the R.L. \Vare, it would seem reason-
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able to deduce that the merchants who traf
ficked in botlles of Type I were Syrians as 
well. The evidence of the paintings is not only 
sufficiently consistent and coherent to streng
then this hypolhesis, but compatible with the 
archaeological data from Egypt, which gives 
R.L. Type 1 a chronological range of the late 
Second Intermediate Period down to Dyn. 
XVIII B-C. 

Another imporlant point raised by the paint
ings concerns the circumstances in which the 
R.L. bottles were import ed and distributed. 
The owners of the tombs which had their 
walls decorilted with illustrations of foreign 
pott ery were all men of consequence, occupy
ing senior civil, military and religous positions. 
The presence of scenes showing foreigners and 
their products has usually been interpreted to 
mean that these men had enjoyed the privilege 
of receiving overseas deputations , not as inde
pendent operators, making use of their own 
individual means and initiative, but in their 
capacities as officers of state, acting under the 
authority delegated by Pharaoh. The question 
can best be clarified by the painting in Thebes 
Tomb 162, the resting-place of Kenamun, 
Mayor in the Southern City and Overseer of 
the Granary of Amun in the XVIIIth Dynasty 
(P. & NI. 1, Part 1, 2nd ed., p. 275), possibly 
at the time of Amenhotep 1lI (JEA 33, 1947 , 
p. 40). It depicts the arrival of a fleet of Syrian 
ships at Thebes, and the discharge of their 
cargoes (ibid., PI. VIII). To the left are lwo 
large vessels under sail, occupying the full 
height of the scene. They are roped to seven 
smaller ships on the right , arranged in two 
registers, which have been moored to the 
quayside. Down gang-ways descend sailors 
laden with Syrian merchandise. These porters 
have been delineated in exactly the same style 
as the so-called "tribute bearers" in the tombs 
already described. Despite the obviously com
mercial nature of the transactiollS, the Syrian 
traders bow and scrape before Kenamun, 
"who was doubtless acting as buying agent for 
the granaries of AmnII under his control, and 
possibly nlso for other high authorities" (J EA 
33, 1947, p. 45), offering him the bulk of the 
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cargo 011 sale. If Lhis painting is taken to re
f1ecL Lbe usual purpose of Syrinn expeditions to 
Egypt, a not unjustified assumption, since 
Kell:lmllll 'S status was hardly less elevated 
Lhat the posi Lions of most of those nobles 
whose Lombs showed them playing host to 
foreign missions, it lllay be surmised that the 
processions of porters already surveyed in the 
other private tombs for the most part symbo
lised nothing more than trading ventures from 
Syria. Of these the Egyptian officials with 
power and influence took or were given 
advantage for personal gain or for the profit 
of their respective organisations. 

Blit since the contexts of the H.L. bottles in 
Egypt indicate that they, like the B.R. I vases, 
were articles of trade, not of tribute, how did 
Lhey find their way into the hands of so many 
individuals of more lowly rank? It is possible 
that there were two alternative methods of 
distribu tion, one through middlemen, such as 
the owners of the tombs at Thebes, the other 
direct from the foreign trader. From literary 
sources of N.K. date it is known that not only 
ships, but even merchants were in the service 
of religious establishments as well as of private 
individuals. Freighters are said to have been 
owned by temples, the First Prophet of Amun, 
the "cup-bearer", and by another kind of in
dependent citizen (Janssen, Two Ancient Egyp
tian Ships' Logs, pp. 98 L). Merchants them
selves are recorded working for temples, e.g. 
of Khnum at Elephantine, of Sobek at Croco
dilopolis, and of Ptah , and for individuals 
attached to temples, e.g. the singer of Sobek, 
and a Troop Captain of the Temple of Re 
(ibid., pp. 101 f.). The Tomb Robbery papyri 
also note that several traders belonged to "the 
army coml1lander, chief of the Hittite troops, 
Amennufer", and to another officer of the 
Hittite troops (ibid., loco cit.). Others appear 
to have been entirely free agents. It therefore 
seems not at all unreasonable to postulale that 
dignitaries such as i\Ienkheperrasonb, First 
Prophet of Anllm, Amenmosi, Captain of the 
Troops, and others of that ilk, were accusLomed 
10 receiving foreign truders and disposing of 
Ihe goods acquired, through Egyptian mer-

CIWllls in their elllploy. Attentioll should here 
be drawn Lo Lhe painting in Nebamlln's tomb, 
where a Syrian ship is depicLed in the lower 
register at the left (FOlll' Eighteenth Dvnasty 
Tombs I, PI. XXIII). Of the possible interpre
tations 10 which the scene is open , including 
a fanciful suggestion that the seated Syrian 
was being adminislered a medicinal draught 
(ibid ., p. 25 n . 6), the simplest is also the most 
plausible, viz. that Nebamun was negotiating 
with a Syrian trader for the purchase of his 
cargo, and extending him his hospitality 
during the bargaining. 

BlIt that Lhis was not the only way in which 
the common people of Egypt. could have come 
by articles of foreign origin is demonstrated 
again by the painting in the tomb of Kenamun 
(J EA 33, 1947, PI. VIII). Along the shorefront 
where the Syrian cargo-boats were moored 
had sprung up shopping booths, in which 
Egyptian men and women were conducting a 
lively but informal exchange with the over
seas visitors. If business on this basis could be 
carried on at the same lime as negotia tions 
were afoot between the merchants and a high 
Egyptian official, it may be guessed that the 
Syrians lost no opportunity lo hawk their 
wares all the way up the Nile, selling lo the 
inhabitants wherever they ran ashore. Thus 
the indications of the supplementary evidence 
from Egypt all favour the deduction that by 
lrade alone did the R.L. bottles of Type I first
ly reach Egypt, and secondly come into the 
possession of ordinary citizens. 

Egyptian imitations of the Type have al
ready been discussed in the author's initial 
study (Op. Ath. IV, pp. 195 f.). Those speci
mens of pottery with a provenance are mostly 
of the Red Polished variety, e.g. EL-LAHUN 

No. 5, DISHASHA No. 2, ABYDOS Nos. 16, 17, 
64, THEEES Nos. 12, 20. QUBAN No. 3 is of 
white ware, AN/BA No. 33, of black ware. Most 
have been dated to Dyn . XVIII A, to which 
ABYDOS No. 64, and ANIBA No. 33 could 
also belong. The conLext of THRBES No. 20 is 
unknown. 

Type 11. The ouly example of this Type 
1'rol11 Egypt is MEMPHIS No. 1, which has 
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110 context. It C:lll bc paralleled by an R.L. 
flask from Has Shamra Tomb XIII (SyriCl 
XVII, 193G, p. 121 Fig. 13.13), which had no 
incised pOL-mark, thollgh the back of the 
handle had been pared at its base. A similar 
sign to that on MEMPHIS No. 1 appears in 
the same position on anoLher specimen of Type 
II (Myres, HClndbook, p. 41 No. 379=Casson, 
Ancient Cyprus, p. 104 No. 40=A.TA XLV, 
1941 , p. 281 ChlSS V. 5). These characters, like 
Ihose on the H.L. bottles of Type I, are prob
ably "pollers' marks, either monograms, or the 
numbers of batches of pottery" (AJA XLV, 
1941, p. 2(8). 

The relationship belween flasks of R.L. Type 
II and B.R. I Type IV and its bearing on their 
presence in Egypt have already been outlined 
(see above, pp. 166 f.). The R.L. flask was 
copied in Egypt in pottery (THEBES No. 21). 
THEBES No. 21 has no context or date. 

B.R. Il 

Type IAu. To this Type have been assigned 
SAFT EL-HINNA Nos. 3, 4, ALl AIARA No. 4, 
SAQQARA Nos. 14,15,21,22,37,40, 62, J(AHUN 
Nos. 18, 19, GUROB Nos. 8, 15,20, '14, 48, EL
AMARNA Nos. 86,87,118, DElR RIFA No. 3, 
EL-BALABISH No. 1, ABYDOS Nos. 74, 75, 
and EGYPT Nos. 8, 9. SINAI Nos. 1-3, the 
Ware of which needs to be verified, and EL
AMARNA Nos . 1-10, 92, 10], 104- 106, 108, 
113 and 116 are much more likely to have 
belonged to Type IAa than lo Type IBa, as the 
latter appears to have been completely absent 
at el-Amurna (see above, p . 88). The shape of 
the RR. 11 juglets is basically the same as 
that of the corresponding Type in B.R. r, thus 
demonstrating beyond doubt the continuity of 
the Egyptians' demand for the Cypriote pro
duct 10 which they were used. The major 
difference between the two "Vares occurs in 
the treatment of the exterior surface, ·which 
does not, as \-vill be seen, detract from the 
essential function of the appearance to adver
lise the nature of the conlents . Nor was the 
change at all sudden. In fact it is possible to 
trace the gradual evolulion of the 13.R. II style 
from the B.R. I \Vare by an analysis of the 
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decoralive layouts on juglets frolll Egypt itself. 
/w y nos No. 40, which has been included 

in the B.H. I series because of its painted and 
relief decoration, provides the COllllecting link. 
Hound the neck at the junction of the handle 
it had two parallel horizontal p las tic belts, 
framed above and below by a horizontal 
painted line; down the front of the body were 
two parallel vertical plastic belts, accompanied 
on either side by a vertical painted line. In 
addition the junction of the neck and the body 
was covered by a horizolltal painted line, 
reproducing the plastic ridge which sometimes 
appears in this position on B.R. I jugs of Type 
II, e.g. BENI HASAN No. 1. Down either side 
of its body descended a single vertical painted 
line. On GUROB No. 48 the process had been 
taken a stage further. The relief belts have 
gone, replaced by two parallel horizontal 
painted lines round the neck at the junction of 
the handle, and by three parallel vertical 
painted lines down the front of the body. The 
horizontal painted line round the junction of 
the neck and the body was also included. 
GUROB No. 15 belongs to an equally early 
manifestation of the B.R. 11 Ware. The decOl'a
tion round it.s neck was the same as that on 
GUROB No. 48. Round the inside of the rim 
were painted dashes, round th e shoulder of the 
body, three horizontal wavy painted lines. The 
latter elements could have been derived from 
the undulating plastic belt which was occa
sionally applied to the same position on B.R. I 
juglets (e.g. StcplwlliCl, PI. LVI. 6). GUROB 
Nos. 15 and 48 both have bhlck exterior sur
faces mottled with brown and burnished to a 
low to medium finish. Their ware is much 
closer to B.R. I (see above, p. 147) than to 
mature B.B. II (see below, p. 176). EGYPT No. 
9 brings B.R. II a step nearer ils full develop
ment. It has painted decoration of parallel 
horizontal lines round the neck, and groups, 
each of three parallel diagonal lines, down the 
body. lis ware confirms it.s position. 

ABYDOS No. 40 dates to Dyn. XVI!I 13. 
GURCB No. 15 came from the sallle tomh 
as an R.L. (?) spindle bottle, GUROE No. 1u, 
which should not occur later than Dyn. XVIII 
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B-C. Neither GL'ROB No. 48 nor r:C;YPT No. 
n \1;15 a conLexl. 

Thai th e stylistic evolution can be demon
straled by pots [rOlll Egypt incidentally argues 
Illal there was !l0 significant break in the im
pOl'Lation of B.B. conLainers while th e change
over took place ill Cyprus. And it does noL in
validate the author's hypothesis lhat the orna
mental patterns on B.B. 11 juglets owe their 
inspiration to natural sources as well (Anti

quity XXXVI, 1962, pp. 289 f.), for the relief 
decoration on which they were based was itself 
largely modelled on the opium poppy capsule 
(ibid., p. 289). 

The painted decoralion on th e laler , more 
common variety of B.R. If juglets of Type IAa 
consisb of parallel horizontal lines round the 
neck, and groups, each of four, less usually 
five parall el lines, crossing each other at all 
angles over the body. The majority of the 
vases from Egypt a ttributed to the Type belong 
to this gronp. A case has already been made 
out for suggesting that the arrangement of the 
lines on the body was directly copied from the 
multiple knife blade incisions made in an 
opium poppy head to extract the latex (ibid., 
p. 290). The fabric of the later specimens is 
basically the same as that most typical of 
B.R. I (see above, p. 147), though its composi
tion can often be coarser. The exterior surface, 
however, which in usually black, but some
times mottled with brown and/or orange
brown, has been only lightly burnished to a 
low tending to matt finish. The painted deco 
ration on all the B.R. 11 juglets is matt white. 

](AHUN Nos. 18 and 19 belong to the reign 
of Amenhotep Ill, EL-AMARNA Nos. 1-10, 
86, 87, 92, 101, 104- 106, 108, 113, 116 and 
118, to the reign of Akhenaten, and DEIR 
RlFA No. 3 and EL-DALABISH No. 1, 10 Dyn. 
XVIII D. 

B.R. 11 juglets of Type fAa, representing all 
sLages of development , have occurred at Bas 
Shamra in a child's grnve (Ugaritica 11, p. 169 
Fig. 66. 3), in front of the entrance to Tomb 
III (ibid., p. 197 Fig. 80. 19), in Tombs XIII 
(Syria XVII, 1936, p. 121 Fig. 13. J, K), XXI 
(Ugaritica lJ, p. 167 Fig. 65. H) ?), XXXVII 

(Syria XVIII, 1937, PI. XXII. bottom row, 
lefL=Ugorilica IJ , p. 165 Fig. 64. 3), LllI 
(.')yri(l XIX, 1938, p. 212 Fig. 12 . H=Ugorilic(l 

I, p. 81 Fig. 73. R) , LXXVIII (Ugaritico II , p. 
255 Fig. 108. 2) and LXXXI (Uyor ilica 11, p.l7l 
Fig. 67.10). Minet eI-13eida Deposil213 produced 
more examples of the Type (Syria XIII, 1932, 
PI. VI. 2. top ro \'" , lefl, second from left and 
second from right, centre row, second from 
left, and right, bottom row, right= Uyarilica 

11, p. 143 Fig. 53. 1, 2, 4, 7, 9). 
Th.e B.B. 11 juglels from Egypt tend to be 

somewhat larger than their B.R. I predecessors. 
Heights mostly lie between approx. 12.0 cms. 
(GUROD No. 44) and 15.9 cms. (SAQQARA 
No. 37 ), but body widths are much more 
restricted, ranging as a rule from approx. 6.85 
cms. (ALl MAR.4 No. 4) to 8.0 cms. (EL
A1HARNA No. 118). Notable exceptions are 
EL-BALABISH No. 1, which has a height of 
approx. 11.4 cms. and a width of approx. 9.7 
cms., and EGYPT No. 9, the width of which 
is 6.4 ems. The Type may have begun to enter 
Egypt as early 3S Dyn. XVIII B-C, if not 
perhaps sooner (G[}ROD No. 15), and lasted 
into the reign of Akhenaten at a t least. None 
needs to be dated before Dyn. XVIII B or after 
Dyn. XVIII D. 

Th-='y0ssibility that juglets of this Type were 
used as models by the Egyptians has a lready 
been adumbrated (see above, p. 150) . 

Type lAb. This Type is unrepresented in 
Egypt. 

Type /Ac(i). No examples of this Type are 
known to have come from Egypt. 

Ty pe / Ac (ii). Egypt has so far prodllced no 
specimens of the Type. 

Type IBu. To this Type have been assigned 
ALl MARA No. 3, EL-G/l lt No. 7, ABUSIR 
Nos . 1, 2, SAQQARA Nos . 7, 13, 23, 28-30, 
34 - 36, 56, MAIJ)[}M No. 22, GUROB No. 31 
and S/DMANT No. 3. Their shape is funda
mentally no different to that of B.R. I juglets 
of the corresponding Type. As ""vith Type IAa, 
Ihe stylistic transition from B.R. I to II can 
be traced through the containers of Type IBa 
found in Egypt. The process begins with SAQ
QARA No. 38, whieh was decorated with two 
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parallel horizontal plasti c belts round the 
n eck at the junction of the handle, framed 
probably above and below, like ABYDOS No. 
40, by a single horizon tal painted line. It also 
had a horizontal painted line round the neck 
near the junction with the body, and painted 
lines down th e body (?) . The next stage is 
r epresented by rH EBES No. 13, which, while 
retaining a single horizontal plastic belt round 
the neck of the junction of the handle, has a 
more sophisticated painted pattern of hori
zontal and oblique lines round the neck, and 
groups, each of three parallel lines, crossing 
on the body. SI Di\:J ANT No. 3 also belongs to 
an early phase in the development of B.R. Il, 
as its painted decoration of two parallel hori
zon tal lines round the neck a t the junction 
of the handle has been copied directly from 
the relief belts in the same position on its 
immediate B.R. I predecessors. The source of 
the horizontal painted line covering the junc
tion of its neck and body has already been 
discussed (see above" p. 175). The painted con
centric arcs , grouped in threes round the 
shoulder of its body, have plastic forerunners 
similarly placed on B.R. I juglets such as 
TELL EL-YAHUDIYA No. 8. ALl MARA No. 
3 occupies a place in the mutation of Wares 
equivalent to that of EGYPT No. 9, the decora
tion of which its own resembles. ALl JllARA 
No. 3 has groups, each of three parallel lines, 
round the neck and down the body. 

SA.Q QARA No. 38, if the same as SAQQARA 
No. 27, could belong to Dyn . XVIII A or B. 
The post-XIXth Dynasty date of THEBES No. 
13 has been discredited (see above, p. 151). 
SIDMANT No. 3 may b e ascribed to Dyn. 
XVIII B. ALl J1.1ARA No. 3 cannot be dated. 
That it is possible to trace the evolution of 
styles on juglets of Type IBa from the Nile 
Valley postula tes the continuance of trade 
during the transformation in Cyprus of B.R. I 
into II, and thus substantiates the evidence of 
the Type IAa containers (see above, p. 175 f.). 
The chronological findings for both Types 
suggest that the metamorphosis took place in 
the island during Dyn . XVIII B. 

Other B.R. II juglets of Type IBa have 
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parall el horizontal painted lines round the 
neck, sometimes clustered, and groups, each 
of two (SAQQARA No. 56), three (GUROB No. 
3l) or four (EL-GIZA No. 7, ABUSlR Nos. 1, 
2, SAQQARA No. 13, j\IAIDU jH No. 22) parallel 
painted lines, on the body, usually crossing. 
The ware of the catalogued specimens, EL
GIZA No. 7, ABUSIR No. 2, ivIAIDUi\1 No. 22 
and GUROB No. 31, exhibits the same charac
teristics as the ware of mature B.R. II vessels 
of Type lAa (see above, p. 176) . These are the 
juglets which h a ve groups, each of three or 
four parallel painted lines, on the body. Their 
decoration is painted in matt white. None of 
the containers in this category can be dated, 
except ABUSIR No. 1, which has been placed 
in Dyn. XVIII C. 

Examples of the Type with painted decora
tion of groups, each of three parallel lines, 
round the neck and over the body were 
present in Ras Shamra Tomb LIII (Syria X1X, 
1938, p. 212 Fig. 12. O=Ugaritica I, p. 81 Fig. 
73. 0) and Minet el-Beida Deposit 213 (Syria 
XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 2. bottom row, left, third 
from left=Ugaritica Il , p. 143 Fig. 53, 10). 
Anoth er from the same deposit at Minet el
13eida had painted decoration of two groups, 
each of three parallel horizontal lines , round 
the neck, and vertical lines down the body 
(Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 2. top row, third from 
right= Ugaritica Il, p. 143 Fig. 53. 6). A juglet 
of Type ma, though drawn without decora
tion, could belong to this Ware (Ugaritica Il, 
p. 201 Fig. 82. 34). It occurred in a child's 
grave. 

The heights of the B.R.II juglets of Type 
ma vary between 13.05 cms. (CUROB No. 31) 
and 15.5 cms. (SAQQARA No. 13), 'widths 
between 6.5 cms. (GUROB No. 31) and 7.6 
cms. (ill AlDUM No. 22). These dimensions fall 
entirely within the respective ranges for B.R. I 
vns€s of Type IBa(ii) (see above, p. 151). 

Dating the Type presents some initial diffi
culties. SAQQARA No. 36 has been attributed 
to Dyn. XVIII A, SAQQARA No. 28 and SJD
AIANT No. 3, to Dyn . XVIII n, SAQQARA No. 
30, to Dyn. XVIII B-C, and ABUSIR No. 1, to 
Dyn. XVIII C. Granted th e validity of the 
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critcria uscd to establish the chronology of 
.'iAQQAR.'1 No. 3G, it mllst be doubted that the 
juglet was correctly classified by the excava
tors, since not only would it be the sole 
instance in \vhich a B.R. II vessel occurred in 
Dyn. XVIII A, wben U.H. I was enjoying its 
floruit, but it would not fit into the scheme of 
development from B.R. I to ll, which appears 
to have begull no earlier than DYIl. XVIII B. 
Il may be thought that the excavators' failure 
to add to their description of SAQQARA No. 
36 (as they have done with SAQQARA No. 30, 
which was assigned to the same Type) some 
mention 0[" painted decoration would cOl'robo
rate this argument, but it would be IlIOst UIl

wise to put any reliance on deductions of this 
kind, as the nature of the decoration on 
SAQQARA Nos. 29, 34 and 35, which were 
also similarly typed, has not been specified in 
the report. It has already been shown that 
inconsistencies are rife in TPC I and II. That 
leaxes Type IBa with an initial date of Dyn. 
XVIILB, and a terminal date of Dyn. XVIII C. 
Another point of chronological value is that no 
signs of the Type have yet been detected at el
Amarna (see above, p. 88), which dates to the 
time of Akhenaten. 

It has already been suggested that the 
Egyptians may have used B.R. II juglets of 
this Type as models for locally made con
tainers without decoration (see above, p. 153). 

Type IBb. Egypt has produced no specimens 
of this Type. 

Type IBc(i). Though representatives of the 
Type are lacking in Egypt, a juglet from Ras 
Shamra with trefoil spout, but undecorated in 
the drawing, may be an example, perhaps 
desurfaced (Ugariticu 11, p. ~01 Fig. 82. 33). 
1 t came from a child's grave. 

Type IBc(ii). EL-GI7,A No. 6 is the only 
vessel of this Type recorded from Egypt. It 
was decorated with horizontal ~md oblique 
painted lines crossing on the body, and made 
of a ware which belongs to the same category 
as tilat of the ma tu re B.R. II Type IAa (see 
above, p. 176). The exact na ture of its context 
was not defined in the reporl. The Type has 
not occurred at fias Shamrl'l. 

Typc IC. The sole rcprcsclltatiYe of this 
Typc is EG}'J>T Ko. 10. Uut for the lack of a 
base-ring, it would be quite at home amollgst 
tile juglets of the late style of D.H. II Type IAa 
or lUa . lL has painted decoration of paralleJ 
llOrizontal lines rOllnd the neck, and groups, 
each of fom parallel lines, crossing on the 
body. Fabric an d finish both conform to the 
standard ware described under Type IAa (see 
above, p. 176). It has no parallel at Ras 
Shamra. 

Ty pe IAn or mo. The typology of EL

LAJiUN No. :l, GUROB No. 17, SlDMANT No. 
40, 7,14. WYET 1~'L-tv!AIYIT!N Nos. 1, 2, nnd 
THERES No. R call1lot be fully determincd. 

EL-LAHUN No. 3, the only piece cata
logued, resembles GUROB No. 48, an early 
B.R. II juglet of Type lAa, in decoration and 
ware. It has two parallel horizontal painted 
lines round the neck at the junction of the 
handle, a singJe horizontal painted line round 
the junction of the neck and the body, and 
groups, each of three parallel vertical lines, 
down either side and the front of the body. 
The ancestry of these motifs had already been 
outlined (see above, p. 175). Its fabric, nnd 
mottled black, bro\vn and reddish-brown ex
terior surface, which had been burnished to a 
low to medium finish , re-in force the indica
tions of its decorative pattern, that it stood at 
the head of the B.R. II Ware. EL-LAHUN No. 
3 cannot be dated. 

SIDj\lANT No. 40 and TIiEBES No. 8 have 
groups, each of two parallel painted lines , 
round the neck and over the body . This 
arrangement is similar to the layout on SAQ

QARA No. 56. GUROE No. 17 was decornted 
with two groups, en ch of four parallel hori
zontal painted lines, round the neck. The 
painted designs on all the juglets, where thcir 
colour is attested, are white. SIDMANT No. 40, 
which belongs to Dyn. XVIII B, is the only 
da table specimen. 

Type 1. The hypotheses concerning the ori
gin of the form (see above p. 154) and the 
sources of the ornamental patterns (see above, 
p. 176) hnve already been alluded to. Implicit 
in them is the asslll1lption that the change 
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frolll B.B. I 10 I1 and Ihe developlllenl within 
IUt I [ at 110 Lime entailed a break in the 
potter's dependelIce 011 natural models for his 
painted designs, despite the evident lack of 
stylistic connection between the early and late 
ca tegories of B.B. II juglet. The decoration 
Iypical of the former class was based directly 
on the relief bells applied Lo B.R. [ containers 
of Type J. lL has been pointed out lhat this 
derivation makes it possible to claim naturalis
tic inspiration as much for the painted as for 
the relief decoration (see above, p. 17()). How
ever, the resemblance between the common 
ornamental layout of groups, each of several 
parallel painted lines , crossing on lhe body of 
a juglel, and an opium poppy capsule bear ing 
multiple para llel incisions through which the 
white juice is seeping, has prompted the argu
ment that th e late style of B.R . 11 decoration 
was copied from a fresh, more elaborate treat
ment of the exterior surface on the traditional 
prototype (Antiquity XXXVI, 1962, p. 290). 

Sinc~ th e main supposition of this study is 
that th e B.R. Il juglets, like their B.R. I fore
bears, were used to convey opium to Egypt, it 
will be appreciated that, if the evidence of the 
former coincides to a greater or lesser extent 
with the findings for the lalter , but at the 
same time reveals no divergences which are 
incompatible with the results of latter's ana
lysis (see above, pp. 154 H.), it may be justi
fiably postulated that the conclusions reached 
under the heading of B.R. I Type 1 hold good 
for the B.R. Il juglets of the same Type. 

Data on opium in Egypt during the second 
half of the XVIlIth DynasLy is a slight as it is 
inconclusive. In the tomb of the architect Cha 
at Thebes, which was furnished at the time of 
Amenholep III (Schiaparelli, La tomba intatta 
dell'((fchiielto ell((, p. 189), was found an ala
baster vase containing a vegetable oil "medi
cato con ferro e con oppio" (ibid., p. 154). As 
the origin of the opium cannot be determined, 
it is as a priori likely that the drug was ex
tracted locally as that it was imported from 
abroad. Is it again nothing more than a co
incidence thaL these traces were detected in 
the same region as the dessicated poppy head 
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from DeiI' el-Medin,\ (see abov e, p. 1(5) 
and the ](arnak reliefs in which Lhe poppy 
branch has been tentatively identified (see 
above, pp. 155 ff.), despite the differences in 
date? 

The faience imitation of an opium poppy 
capsule (Louvre E 14363) (BlE XXXVII, Fasc. 
1, Session 1954-1955 (Cairo, 1956), p . 43 Figs. 
5a , b; PI. XXXVI. 3) was acquired from the 
Nahman Collection in 1933. Though Saber 
Gabra stated that iL came from el-Amarna 
(ibid., p. 43 No. 5), the Musee du Louvre 
Accession Register has no record of its proven
:mce. The head, which was also mistakenly 
described as a "Vase" (ibid., loc. cit.), consisLs 
of a solid sphere of light blue faience, with 
dark blue serrated stigmata on top and bottom 
(PI. XXXVI. 4,5). The duplication of the latter 
features can be due only to artistic licence. The 
object's maximum height is 4.8 cms., and 
width, 4.6 cms. To el-Amarna Saber Gabra 
also allocated ear-rings, each of which con
sisted of two interlocking discs in the form of 
opium poppy stigmata (ibid., p. 42 Fig. 3, p. 
43 No. 3). From that site came for certain a 
blue glaze pendant in the form of a poppy 
capsulelB.R. juglet (Tell el Amama, PI. XIX. 
470). 

The morphology of the B.R. II juglets from 
Egypt is even more homogeneous than tha t of 
their B.R. I predecessors. Even omitting for 
the sake of this argument SINAI Nos. 1-3 
and EL-AMARNA Nos. 1-10, 92, 101, 104
106, 108, 113 and 116, sherds which, though 
they cannot be fully typed , probably belong to 
Type lAa, iL is noteworthy that of the remain
ing 50 odd vessels recorded only two, EL

GIZA No. 6 and EGYPT No. 10, are known 
not to have had all the typical components of 
a piriform body with a base-ring, a tall, 
narrow, tapering neck wiLh a bell-shaped rim, 
and a strap handle frol11 the neck to the 
shoulder. The former has a cut-away spout, 
the latter, a flat base. But though the number 
of Types represented in Egypt is more limited 
than the variety of forms of B.R. I, the total 
quantity of n.R. II juglets, even allowing for 
th e individual inclusion of each of the sherds 
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from Sinni and el-Alllarna listed above, is still 
also less than a third of the slim of B.R. I con
tainers of Type 1. It has in addition been 
demonstrated that the B.R. n juglets, unlike 
nearly all their n.R. I forebears, can be sepa
rated by decoration and ware into chronolo
gically distinct categories. These typological 
divisions are borne out by the dating evidence 
from Egypt, which gives SAQQARA Nos. 28, 
30, GUROB No. 15, and SIDMANT Nos. 3 and 
40, all early specimens of the "Vare, a ter
minus ante quem of Dyn. XVIII B-C, ABUSIR 
No. 1, a place in Dyn. XVIII C, and KAHUN 
Nos. 18, 19, EL-AiVIARNA Nos. 1-10, 86, 87, 
92, 101, 104-106, 108, 113, 116, 118, DEIR 
RIFA No. 3 and EL-BALABlSH No. 1, which 
characterise the later manifestation of B.R. rI, 
places in Dyn. XVIII D. 

Information on the contents of the juglets 
is not exactly detailed. EL-AMARN A No. 118 
held a dark brown vegetable oil of undeter
mined identity. EGYPT No. 8 had been filled 
with a dark brown, fatty, oleagenous sub
stance. Baynes-Cope was emphatic in stating 
that no alkaloid was present in the juglet. 
ABUSIR No. 2, SAQQARA No. 15, KAHUN 
No. 19 and GUROB No. 31, the mouths of 
which were once closed with cloth, which 
subsequently became impregnated by the 
liquid brown contents, had evidently not been 
empty at the time of their disposal. Dark 
brown residues were found adhering to SA Q
QARA No. 14 and EGYPT Nos. 9 and 10. 
Others appea r to have had no traces of matter 
inside or out. This fact indicates either that a 
fluid inside had evaporated or been otherwise 
lost, or that the original contents were con
sumed and not replaced. As, however, the im
ported commodity, if a substance like honey, 
could itself have disappeared from the vessel 
(see above, p. 157), the evidence of these jug
lets is ambiguous. It should be noted that the 
usual tests for an alkaloid, which were con
ducted on the mixture inside EGYPT No. 8, 
gave no positive results. 

Despite the fact that in some of the juglets 
there remained a liquid , the kind of substance 
they were obviously designed to hold, it should 

not be assl1med that their contents were 
necessarily the genuine Cypriote product. For 
EL-AMARNA No. 118, which is a case in point, 
came from a settlement site. Though its context 
gives far greater reason for thinking that it mny 
still have been full of its original fluid than its 
discovery in a tomb would have given, the com
position of its stopper suggests otherwise. The 
mouth was filled with sand, which looks as if 
it had been deliberately introduced, and 
embedded in the sand, perhaps for re-inforce
ment, was a tiny pot-sherd, clearly not of 
Cypriote origin. From these details it can b e 
argued that an Egyptian was responsible for 
closing the vessel. Though this deduction need 
not of course apply to the source of supply of 
the contents, the fact that the juglet shows 
signs of having been tampered with makes it 
unwise to assume that the substance inside 
EL-AMARNA No. 118 and the other containers 
of Type I was always original. 

KAHUN Nos. 18, 19, and EL-AMARNA Nos. 
1-10, 86, 87, 92, 101, 104-106, 108, 113, 116 
and 118 all occurred in the refuse from houses. 
The dwelling in which 1<J1HUN No. 18 was 
found, to judge by its situation, size and con
tents, belonged in the N.R. to a skilled crafts
man, perhaps metallurgist, of probably middle 
class status . At el-Amarna juglets turned up in 
the Great Palace itself (EL-AMARNA Nos. 1
4), in the Magazines (EL-AMARNA No. 113) 
and Servants' Quarters (EL-Ai'dARNA No. 116) 
attached to it, in the rubbish heaps belonging 
to the Great Palace and other large houses 
close-by (EL-AMARNA Nos. 5-10), the estate 
residence of Hatiay, Overseer of "Vorks (EL
AiVIARNA No. 101), and in other large (EL
AMARNA No. 105) and medium sized (EL
A1I1ARNA Nos. 92, 104) buildings. From this 
evidence alone it is obvious that the B.R. II 
containers of Type I were reaching in prob
ably ·equivalent proportions the same social 
strata as the B.R.I jllglets (see above, p. 160). 

Moreover, their presence in the houses of 
upper and middle class people at el-Amarna 
may reflect the way in which they were ac
quired. For if the Cypriote traders, like their 
Syrian counterparts, set up riverside stalls for 
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an infornlfll barler of goods, at the same time 
as lhey were bargaining with a senior Egyp
tian official (see above, pp. 173 f.), it would 
1I0t bc difficult to see how foreign pottery of 
this kind came to be in the possession of in
habitants living in the same city, but of dispa
rate social rank. 

There is no need to read inlo the compara
tively frequent occurrence of B.R. 11 juglets 
in th e debris of settlements any special signi
ficance, as it has already been pointed out 
that too few sites inhabited during Dyn. XVIII 
A and B have been excavated to give a ba
lanced picture of the distribution between town 
and cemetery of the B.R. I juglets (see above, 
pp. 158 f.). The remaining B.R. 11 juglets, the 
contexts of which are known, were recovel"ed 
from tombs . There is , however, not a single 
closed deposit in which the sex of the body, 
with which an example of the Type was in
terred, has been indicated. But at Ras Shamra 
containers of Type I were the only B.R. JI, as 
they were the only B.R. I, vessels accompany
ing children's burials (Ugaritica 11, p. 169 Fig. 
66.3, p. 201 Fig. 82. 33 ?, 34 ?). 

Other details concerning the funerary dis
position of the juglets are mostly too scanty 
for analysis. The only po ts, the in situ posi
tions of which have been recorded, are SAQ
QARA Nos. 28-30. All three had been placed 
inside their respective coffins. No data is 
available to determine with what other foreign 
vases, if any, B.R. II juglets were associated in 
the same intact deposits . The class of cemetery 
and type of tomb in which they were found, 
and the quali ty of the accompanying grave
goods, all confirm the evidence from the settle
ments (see above, p. 180), and point to the 
same section of the community as that most 
often evinced by the B.R. I juglets (see above, 
p. 	160) . 

Thus a nol unreasonable assumption that 
lhe nature of the commodi ty transported in 
pots of Type I was unaffected by the change 
in the outside appearance of its container, 
which still retained the same shape, would 
seem to be vindicated by the evidence adduced 
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in this section, which at no point runs counter 
to the findings on the B.R. I juglets. 

Type JI. The only example of this Type re
corded from Egypt is EL-AMARNA No. 103. Its 
shape is evidently descended from th e B.R. I 
jugs of Type IT, which were related in form 
to the jllglels of Type I. Its painted decm'a
tion of parallel horizontal lines rOllnd th e 
neck, and groups, each of five parallel lines , 
crossing on the body, belongs to the late 
B.R. II style. Both fabric and finish conform 
to the standard specifications of mature B.R. 11 
ware (see above, p. 176). 

Jugs of Type 11, which have, in addition to 
a painted pattern resembling that on EL
AMA.RNA No. 103, a ridge in relief ronnd th e 
junction between the neck and the body, were 
discovered in Ras Shamra Tombs XXVII (Uga
rilica 11, p. 185 Fig. 74. 31) and LXXXI (ibid., 
p. 171 Fig. 67. 11), and in Minet el-Beida 
Deposit 213 (ibid., p. 142 Fig. 53A. centre). 
Others which lack the relief ridge, but have 
dissimilar decoration, also occurred in the 
same deposit at Minet eI-Beida (Syria XIII, 
1932, PI. VI. 1. bottom row, second from right 
= Ugaritica 11, p. 143 Fig. 53. 13; Syria XIII, 
1932, PI. VI. 1. bottom row, right= Ugaritica 
11, p. 14~) Fig. 53. 8; Ugaritica 11, p. 141 Fig. 
52. 27). 

EL-AMARNA No. 103 came from the city 
built by Akhenaten. It was actually found in a 
house which had been built against the out
side wall of Hatiay's residence, and might 
have belonged to a retainer. 

Type Ill. In view of the paucity of specimens 
from Egypt belonging to this Type, it will be 
unnecessary to trea t the A and B subdivisions 
separately. The distinctions between them arein 
any case not always clear-cnt. To Type IIIAa 
has been attributed SAQQARA No. 57, to Type 
lIIBa, ALl MARA Nos. 1, and GUROB No. 18. 
There are no known examples of Types IIIAb or 
lImb. ALl MARA. No. 2 and TELL EL-RATA

BA No. 3 cannot be fully classified. The B.R. 
1I shapes are a continuation of the B.R. I 
bottle forms of Type Ill . They also exhibit the 
same rim variations. GUROR No. 18 has an 
everted, circular, flat-topped rim, and SAQ
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QAR..-I. No. 57 and ALl MAR.4. No. I have 
shallow, everted, circular or bell-shaped rims. 

AU MARA No. 1 and TELL EL-RAT ABA 
No. 3 are related throngb type and decoration 
at least , as both belong to Type IIIB and have 
a group, each of Ihree parallel horizontal 
painted lines, ronnd the shoulder of the body. 
The former also bore a group of two parallel 
horizontal painted lines round its lower neck 
near the junction with the body. The regular
ity of these designs suggests that the two 
bottles were of early B.R. 11 \\Tare. They can
not , however, be dated , or shown to be closely 
related in fabric or style to their B.R. I proto
types. 

CUROB No. 18 has widely spaced, parallel 
horizontal lines painted round the neck and 
the body, and may be compared with a bottle 
from Minet el-Beida Deposit 213 (Ugoritica II , 
p . 143 Fig. 53. 5). Though its context con
tained deposits of early Dyn. XVIII A and Dyn. 
XVIII B-C, it is to the latter date that it must 
be ascribed, since B.R. II Ware is not a I tested 
before Dyn. XVIII B. SAQQARA No. 57, the 
sole definite representative of Type IIIAa, was 
decorated with painted lines set haphazardly 
over the neck and the body. Another example 
of this Type also occurred in Minet el-Beida 
Deposit 213 (Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 2. 
bottom row, third from right= Ugaritica 11, p. 
143 Fig. 53. 3). The ware of CUROB No. 18, 
the only specimen catalogued, gives no indica
tion of the bottle's chronology, as the aspects 
of fabric and finish are not sufficiently distinc
tive. Decoration, where its colour is described, 
was painted in white. 

The dimensions of the four bottles from 
Egypt show little uniformity. Though the 
heights of SAQQARA No. 57 and GUROB No. 
18 are both about 15.0 cms., body widths lie 
between approx. 4.2 cms. (TELL EL-RATABA 
No. 3) and approx. 7.85 cms. (ALJ MAR fl No. 
1), a range which exceeds the extreme limits 
of B.R. I containers of Type III.~. 

The B.R. 11 bottles were all discovered in 
Lower Egypt. TELL EL-RATAnA No. 3 came 
from a settlement site, and ALl MARA Nos. 1, 
2, and GUROB No. 18, from graves. The con

; , . 

lext of S.'lQQARA No. 57 is unknown. Neither 
of the funerary deposits was closed, bnt the 
tomb which contained GUROB No. 18 also 
produced an object bearing the name of a 
scribe, which gives some idea of the social 
status of the deceased. 

Despite the differences in external appear
ance, ware and size between B.R. I and II 
bottles, their form remained basically un
alLered, which favours the assumption that the 
B.R. II bottles were used to convoy the same 
commodity as their B.R. I forebears. But it 
has already been shown that the B.R. I bottles 
were no longer appearing in Egypt after Dyn. 
X VUI A (see above, pp. 162 L), and suggested 
that the cessa Lion of these imports was due to 
competition with the R.L. spindle bottles of 
Type I (see above, pp. 164 L). It is perhaps signi
ficant that the date of GUROB No. 18, even 
though it is the only one available, coincides 
with the date of Dyn. XVIII B-C reached for 
the last of· the R.L. bottles (see above, p. 171). 
This could mean that, if not the termina
tion, then the decllne of these Syrian exports 
to Egypt brought about a short-lived resuscita
tion of trade in the Cypriote bottles, no longer 
of B.R. I Ware, but of B.R. II which had by 
this time evolved. The containers of Type III 
have a provisional terminus ante quem of the 
reign of Akhenaten, for the Type is as yet 
unrepresented at el-Amarna, the town which 
belonged to this Pharaoh. A connection be
tween B.R. II and Egyptian bottles has been 
suggested (see above, p. 163). 

Type IV1l. To thjs Type belong SAFT EL
HINNA No. 2, SAQQARA Nos. 2, 12, 63, 
GUROB No. 19, EL-AlvlARNA Nos. 100, 110, 
and THEBES No. 17. The shape of these 
specimens js the same as that of the corre
sponding B.R. I flasks. But the only rim form 
attested is the shallow, everted and circular or 
bell-shaped one. As on the juglets of Type J, 
so too can the stylistic transition from B.R. I 
to II be followed on the flasks of Type IVA. 
The initial stage of the evolution is best ex
emplified by a B.R. I flask, DENDERA No. 2, 
which, in addition to the Cllstomary relief belt 
roulld the neck at the junction of the handle, 
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has a horizontal painled line aboyc and below 
it , :lJld two groups, e,l ch 0[' four parall el 
painted lines, crossing e:lch other on t.he front 
and back segments of the body. The decorative 
design on th e body was evidently derived from 
the pallcrn of groups, each of two parall el in
cised lines , crossing each other on the front 
segments of sHch B.R. I flasks as SAQQARA 
No. 4U and SI DMANT No. 5. The process is 
carried a stage further by a B.n. II flask, 
SAQQARA No. 63. The relief belt round the 
neck of DENDERA No. 2 has been replaced 
on SflQQARII No. fi:3 by nnother painted line, 
giving three parallel horizontal painted lines 
round the neck at the jllnction of th e handle. 
Crossing each other on the body of SAQQARA 
No. 63 are two grOllps , each of three, not four , 
parallel painted lines . An innovation on this 
flask is the horizontal painted band covering 
the junction of the neck and the body. It was 
evidentlylaken from B.R. II containers of 
Type I, which acquired it from a B.R. I source 
(see above, pp. 175, 177). Though not one of 
these three containers can be dated, their 
stylistic evidence does indicate that the trade 
in flasks of Type IV A continued uninterrupted 
while the change in "Tares took place in 
Cyprus. 

From Minet el-Beida Deposit 213 came a 
B.R. II vase of the Type with a shallow bell
shaped rim and painted decoration of three 
widely spaced parallel horizontal lines round 
the neck and two lines crossing each other on 
the front segment of the body (Syria XIII, 
1932, PI. VI. 2. bottom row, second from left). 
It too was an early specimen. 

THEBES No. 17 and GUROB No. 19 both 
represent a more advan ced stage of develop
ment, having painted decoration of parallel 
horizontal lines round the neck , and two 
groups, each of four and five parallel lines 
respectively, crossing on the front and back 
segments of the body. Their fabric and finish 
are characteris tic of mature B.R. II (see abo\<e, 
p. 176) . On other flasks , the groups which 
cross in pairs on either segment of the body 
each consist of three (SliQQARA Nos. 2, 12) 
or four (S II FT EL-HINNA No. 2) parallel 
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paint ed lines. The ware of SAPT EL-HINNA 
No. 2 belongs to the S;lm e category as THEBES 
No. 17 and (; UROB No. 19. Not one of these 
flasks can be (bled. 

A specimen of Type IV A, with an everted 
circular rim , and painted decoration of two 
groups , onc of three, the other of four, widely 
spaced, parallel lines, crossing on the back 
segment of the body, also turned lip in .Minet 
el-Beida Deposit 213 (Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 
2. centre row, cenlre = Ugaritica II, p. 197 Fig. 
80.21). 

The only flasks of this Type, which have 
parallel horizontal painted lines round the 
neck alld parallel vertical painted lines down 
the front. and back segments of the body, are 
EL-A.MARNA Nos. 100 and 110. The ware of 
th e former belongs to the later variety of B.R. 
n. Both flasks date to the time of Akhenaten. 
The painted decoration on these and other 
specimens, where its colour has been described, 
it matt white. 

Similarly ornamented flasks, with slightly 
everted rims , have been found in Ras Shamra 
Tombs VII (Ugaritica II, p. 199 Fig. 81. 10), 
LIII (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 212 Fig. 12. Q= 
Ugaritica I, p . 81 Fig. 73. Q), and LXXV (Svria 
XX, 1939, p. 281 Fig. 3. H). An example with 
bell-shaped rim from Tomb XXXIII was in
complete (UgaJ'itica II, p. 167 Fig. 65. 24). 

The heigh Is of the B.R. IT flasks of Type 
IVA from Egypt vary between 13.2 ems. (EL
AMARNA No. 110) and 15.8 erns. (GUROB 
No. 19), the body widths, between 7.55X5.55 
ems. (EL-AMARNA No. 100) and 9.1 X 5.95 
cms. (GUROB No. 19). On the whole the sizes 
tend to be slightly larger than those of th e 
flasks of th e corresponding RR. I Type. 

Type IVB. SID111ANT No. 6, EL AMARNA 
Nos. 11, 12, and ANIBA No. 9 have all been attri
buted to this Type. Its morphology differs from 
that of Type IVA only in the addition of a 
raised plastic ridge, which covers the junction 
between the front and back segments of the 
body. SIDMANT No. 6 has an everted circular 
rim , EL-AMARNA No. 11 and ANIBA No. 9 
have circular rims in the same contour as their 
necks. 

http:7.55X5.55
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two grollps, all the front seglllent each of two, 
on the back , of three parallel painted lines , 
crossing each other. Its style and W~lre are 
more closely ,lkin to early than lo late n.R. IT. 
It has no date. A flask of Type IV13, which has 
an everted circular rim, horiwntal and oblique 
painted lines roulld the neck, and groups , 
each of three parallel painted lines, set at all 
angles over the front segment of the body, 
was discovered in Ras Shamra Tomb LIII 
(Syria XIX, 19:i8, p. 212 Fig. 12. P=Ugaritica 
I, p. 81 Pig. 73. P). 

EL-AMARNA No. 11, like EL-AMARNA No. 
100, has painted ornamentation of parallel 
horizontal lines round the neck, and parallel 
vertical lines, but grouped in [ours, down 
either segment of the body. EL-AMARNA No. 
J 2, which was also similarly decoraled, and 
No. 11 may be ascribed to the reign of Akhena
ten. The fabric and finish of both these spe
cimens belong to ma ture B. R. II. The designs 
on SiDMANT No. 6 and EL-AMARNA Nos. 11 
and J 2 were painted in matt white. 

Flasks having much the same decorative 
pattern as the preceding examples, but a disc
shaped rim (U[Joritica n, p. 179 Fig. 71. 16), a 
circular rim in the same contour as the neck 
(Syria XVIII, 1937, PI. XXII. bOltom row, 
centre), and a bell-shaped rim, together with 
a lug either side of the neck, on the shoulder 
of the body (Syria XX, 1939, p. 281 Fig. 3. I), 
were found at Ras Shamra in a treIlch, and in 
Tombs XXXVII and LXXV respectively. 

By Type IV A standards, SIDMANT No. 6 
and EL-AMARNA No. J 1 are short in compari
son to their girths. Their respective heights are 
11.8 cms. and 12.75 cms., and body widths, 
8.0 X 5.85 crns. and 8.5X5.6 cms . EL-AI11AR
NA No. 12 was evidently very much larger 
specimen lhan either of these. 

ANiBA No. 9 could have occurred in 8 XIXth 
Dynasly deposit. 

Type IV of uncertain idenli/icolion. EL
AMARNA Nos. 94, 114 find IH)~.which are in
complele, have been tentativ·ely flssigned to 
this Type. EJ,-AMARNA No. 1Hl h:1S an in
curving circular rim, and five parallel hori
zontal painted lines round the neck. The 

SIf).lIA!\"'j' No . (\ was decorated with parallel 
horizontal painted lines round the neck, and 
bodies of EJ,-AillARNA Nos. 94 and 114 were 
decorated with groups, each of four parallel 
painled lines. The ware of all three is in keep
i ng wi th the Irai ts of Ia le 13. R. Il , though the 
finish on EL-AMARNA No. 119 is higher 
than usual. The colour of lheir painled orna
mentation was matt white. They belong to 
the reign of Akhenaten. 

Type IV. Sufficient has been said to show 
that the 13.R. 11 vessels of this Type differed 
from their B.n. 1 predecessors in ware alone. 
As the form unden-vent no change which could 
ha ve affected the implicalions of i Is design 
and so reflect an alteration in the nature of the 
contenls, it may be supposed lhat the B.R. II 
flasks were ill tended to carry the same sub
stance. However, all the examples from Egypl 
were emply when found. No signs of a residue 
remained even in SIDMANT No. 6, the mouth 
of which was still blocked with cloth slained 
dark brown by the matter it must once ha ve held. 

EL-A MA RNA Nos. 11, 12, 94, 100, 110, 114 
and 119 were recovered from the ruins of 
Akhenaten's city. EL-AMARNA No. 114 turned 
up in the State Apartments of the Great 
Palace, Nos. 11 and 12, in the rubbish tips 
associated with the Great Palace and other 
large hOLlses nearby, No. 110, in the Police 
Barracks, No. 94, in a painler's dwelling, and 
No. 100, in another medium sized house. These 
find-spots reveal the same social pattern as 
that evinced by the juglets of Type I (see 
above, pp. 180 f.). Of the remaining flasks, those 
with known contexls came from burials. The 
evidence of these funerary deposils helps to 
confirm the piclure of predominantly middle 
class ownership. Since all the graves had been 
disturbed, no datn is available on other aspects 
of the flasks' interment. 

Type V. The Type is unrepresented in Egypt. 
Type Vi. The sole example of this Type 

from Egypt is EL-,1MARNA No. 19, the rim 
sherd of a bowl. I t was fOlInd in the rubbish 
dumps belonging to the Greal Palace and large 
neighbouring houses in the city built by 
Akhcnatcn. 

http:8.0X5.85
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D.H. 11 bowls ur 111L! sallle Type occurred al 
Has Shamr:l on [he sile (Uf/oritica H , p. 181 
Fig. 7'2. W=18), unci ill Tombs VII (ibid., p. 
199 rig. 81. 1) , XIII (Syria XVII, 1936, p. 123 
Fig. 14. L), XXI (Ugoritico ll , p. 167 Fig. 65. 
10), XXVIll (ibid., p. 163 Fig . 63. 8), XXXIlI 
(Ugaritico IT, p. 167 Fig. 65. 28), XXXVI 
(Syria XIX, 1938, p. 202 Fig. 5. 0 = Ugaritica 
I, p. 58 Fig. 46. 0), XXXVII (Ugaritica 11, p. 
Hi5 Fig. 64. 1, p. 167 Fig. 65. 1), and LIII 
(Syria XIX, 1938, p. 210 Fig. 11. K=Ugaritica 
I, p. 82 Fig. 74. K), :1l1d at Minet el-Beida in 
Deposit 43 (Ugaritica 11, p. 139 Fig. 51. 4), 
and in Tombs III (ibid., p. 145 Fig. 54. 2) and 
VI (ibid ., p. 155 Fig. 59. 29, p. 157 Fig. 60. 7). 

T!Jpe VII. HELlOPOUS Nos. 3, 4 and EL
AMARNA No. 115 belong 10 this Type. The 
form was modelled on a bull or a cow, and 
intended for use as a container, obviously of 
liquids, to judge by [he size of its openings. 
The flow of the contents through the snout 
could be regulated by the circular aperture in 
the nape of the neck. It was not possible to 
observe whether any residual matter was left 
inside HELIOPOLIS Nos. 3 and 4. 

HELIOPOLlS No. 4 was decoraled with in
verted arboriform patterns painted down 
either side of the body. Its style and ware 
agree in putting it at an early stage in the evo
lution of B.R.II. Not so HELIOPOLIS No. 3, 
which has oblique painted lines on both sides 
of the body. The fabric and finish of HELIO
POLlS No. 3 and EL-AMARNA No. 115 are 
typical of mature B.R. IT. The painted decOl'a
tion on all three is matt white. Though exact 
measurcments could not be obtained, HELIO
POLlS No. 4 was shorter but broader than 
HELlOPOLIS No. 3. 

B.R. II bull-vases wcre found in Has Shamra 
Tomb 3464 (Les ([IlIlaies archeoiogiques de 
Syrie XIII, 1963, pp. 123 H. Fig. 25) and in a 
tomb at Minet el-Beida (Syria X, 1929, p. 287 
Fig. 2. right). 

EL-AMARNA No. 115 came from the Sf!t

van ts' Quarters of tbe Grea t Palace in Akhena
len's ci ty. 

B.R.I1 vases of illdeleJ'll1illovie Tupe. In[o 
lhis calegory fall EL-AMARNA Nos. 13-18, 
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20-81,85, no, 97-99, 107,109, 112 and 117. 
or these, Nos. 18-18, m, 107, 109, 112 and 
117 at leasl once belongcd to or were closeo 
vessels. The ware of the calalogued pieces con
forms to the characlerislics of la le B.R. n. 
Thcir dccoration is painted in ma[t white. 

All were found in the city of Akhenalen. 
EL-AMilRN A No. 112 came from the Maga
zines of the Great Palace, Nos. 13-18, 20-81, 
117, from tbe heaps of refuse discarded from 
the Great Palace and other large buildings in 
the vicinity, No. 109, from the Police Barracks, 
and Nos. 85, 90, 97-99, from modest dwel
lings. These contexts reaffirm the evidence of 
Types I (see above, pp. 180 L) and IV (see 
above, p. 184) regarding those sections of the 
c:ommunity in possession of B.R. II vases. 

B.R. Il. It is clear from the preceding discus
sion that the circumstances in which the B.R. II 
pots occurred in the Nile Valley are basically 
no different to those which surrounded the 
vessels of B.R. I (see above, p. 168). In fact, 
so far as Egypt is concerned, the di vision be
tween the two \Vares is quite arbitrary, since 
the same major Types were imported after, as 
before the metamorphosis of the B.R. style. 
It is also significant that the B.n. II Types 
were represented in proportions not too dis
similar to those of their B.R. I counterparts. 
Even omitting the B.R. II sherds from el
Amarna which c:annol be classified, yet on 
the whole are more likely to be of Type I than 
otherwise, the juglets of Type I, which make 
lip about 73% of the remaining total, still 
dominate the scene. Bottles and flasks con
stitute about 5% and 15.5% respectively of 
the sum. Jugs , bowls and bull-vases altogether 
form no mOre than 6.5% of the classified im
ports . And because it has been argued that the 
transition from one slyle of decoration to an
olher on vessels of the same shape entailed no 
change in the nature of their contents, these 
fjgures indicate thal the Egyptians' taste for 
the commodities received in B.R. I and their 
equivalent R.L. conlainers persisted in kind 
and degree during the period whcn B.R. II 
vases were beiIlg made and exported to the 
Nile Valley. Also from Ihe fact lhat the gradual 
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tn1Jl~fornl;1tion of RH. 1 inlo It is discernible, 
parliclliarly in the serics of conlaillers bclong
illg 10 Types IAa, lIJa and lVA, lIIay be made 
Ihe deduclion that trade in these kinds of 
yessels contil1l1 erl unbrokell while Ihe change of 
\Vares look place in Cyprus. 

The chances of excHvalion doublless accounL 
for the larger percclltnge of B.B.11 than of 
D.H. I vases encollntered in setllement sites. 
The vast majority of pieces wilh residential 
contexts were found at el-Amarna, which was 
abandoned not long after the death of Akhen
aten. As the compar;llively large quantities of 
Cypriole pOltery in the city suggest tlwt Akhen
aten was responsible for creating a favourable 
climale in which overseas mercbants could 
operate with ease, it may be highly significant 
Lha t no foreign vases of any sort were discovered 
in th e tomb of Tutankhamum. There are, in 
fact, no 13 .R. II pots which must be dated after 
the reign of Akhenaten, with the sole possible 
exceptioll of ANIBA No. 9, which could have 
been deposiled in the XIXth Dynasty. But as H 
came from a tomb, it could be argued that it 
was an heirloom from the XVIIIth Dynasty, if 
not perhaps a relic from an earlier interment 
in the grave. As the social setting of the B.R. II 
\Vare largely co-incides with that of B.R. I, 
there is no evidence to make the conclusions 
for the latter inappli cable to the former. 

B.R. closed. vessels. Under this heading come 
ABUSIR No. 4, MAl DUM Nos. 2,3,5, 7,11
17,19, ADUSIR EL-MALAQ No. 2, EL-LAHUN 
No. 9, and SIDAIANT Nos. 4, 12-14, 19, 20, 
26-28, 51 , 61, 68. ABUSm No. 4, ABUSIR 
EL-MALAQ No. 2 and SIDMANT Nos. 4 and 
51 are juglets, but the shapes of the rest are 
unknowll. Their " Ta res, however, cannot be 
determined from the informatioll available in 
th e records. The inclusion of th e pieces from 
Maidum, el-Lahun and Sidmant (except SID
MANY No. 4) depend!; on the interpretation of 
the word "bilbil", which has alre:ldy heen di s
cussed (see above, p. 158). lnsufflcient details 
account for the presence of the res t. 

Now thal the rebtive chronologies of B.R. J 
and IT have bee n eslablished, it becomes 
possible lo make a lentative identificalion of 

Ihe \Vares 10 which some of these vases , if 
Cypriote, belong. M AI f)UM Nos. 11 and 12, 
which have been dated to the Second Inter
medial e P eriod-Dyn. XVIII A, and SI DM ANT 
Nos. 26-28, 68, which belong la Dyn. XVJll 
A, can be only B.B. 1. SI DJ!ANT Nos. 4, 12, 13 
and 61, which arc atlributed to Dyn. XVIII 13 , 
could be of D.n . r or early B.l{. 11 Ware, though 
lhe form er is lllore likely. EL-LA HUN No. 9. 
if contemporary with the Dyn. XVIII D mate
rial, would be l3.H. 11. The olhers could belong 
to either \Vare. 

MAlDUM No. 10 may be an Egyptiall Red 
Polished imilalion of a B.R. juglet with lWo 
parallel horizon I al plas tic bells or pa in ted lines 
round the neck at the junction of the handle, 
and though its contex t yields no daLe, belong 
lo Dyn. XVIlI 13. Neither the shape, ware nor 
date of GURGD No. 9 can be satisfactorily 
determined. 

W.S. II 

Type I. Egypt has so far produced no ex
amples of this Type. 

Type Il. To this Type belong TELL EL
RATABA No. 2 and EL-AMARNA Nos. 82
84, 91, 93, 95, 96, 102, 111. None was intact, 
but all came from bowls. The sherds have 
been furlher subdivided into three categories, 
corresponding essentially to Sjoqvist Bowl 
Types 2a, 2b and 3 (Problems, p. 45 Fig. 
10) . Type 2a, of which TELL EL-RATABA 
No. 2 and EL-AMARNA Nos. 93, 96 and 111 
are examples, is represented at Ras Shamra by 
bowls from Tombs XXII (Ugaritica II, p. 203 
Fig. 83. 5), XXXVI (Syria XIX, 1938, p. 202 
Fig. 5. S= Ugoritica I, p. 58 Fig. 46. S), XXXVII 
(Ug((ritica II , p. 167 Fig. 65. 8) and LXXV 
(Syria XX, 1939, p. 281 Fig. 3. J, p. 282 Fig. 
4. H), and at Minet el-13eida by bowls from 
Deposit 43 (Ugoritico JI, p . 13H Fig. 51. 6) , an
other deposil (ibid. , p. 173 Fig. 68. 1), and 
Tombs III (ibid., p. 145 Fig. 54. 11 , 18) and IV 
(ibid., p. 151 Fig. 57. 2). Though Type 2b has 
not yet been encountered in Egypt, 1','L-AMAR
iYA No. 95 probably had Ihe same shape and 
ornamental arrangelllelll, bUl with the substi
tulions of dots for the chain of hooked lines (Pro
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!)!ems, p . 4U Fi g. 12 Pntt el'll Type (j ). A sillli
larl y decoral ed sherd W;IS found al Mill e t el
Ik icla (Ufjuriiic(l If , p. un Pig. 80. 23. left). 

EL-AM ARNA No. 91, of Type 3, can be almos t 
exactly paralle led at Ra s Shalllra (i!)icf ., p . 197 
Fig. 80. 25 ). 

All Ih e sherds frolll Egypt \vere discovered 
ill se ttlement si les. EL- .l:1!.4RNA Nos. 82- 84 
ca1l1 e from th e rulJLish dllll1ps associated with 

th e Great Pa lace and o th er large bllildings 
close-by, Nos. 95, 96 and 111 , from badly de
slroyed houses , which mlls t have belonged to 
relnlively hlJm ble c ilizens. Thce l-Amarna pieces 
dat e to th e rei gn of Akhenaten. 

W.S. of llJ1ceriuin Wo r e. J3 UJ-fHN No. 4l:OlIles 
und er Ihis hcading. 

CYPRlOTI~ SHERDS. 
Of unknown "Vare and Type are EL-AMAR

N Il Nos. 88, 89 and AMARA WEST No . 1. EL
AM ARNA Nos. 88 a nd 89 date to Akh enaten's 
time. 

SHIPS AND NAVIGATION 
The Cypriote Bronze Age pottery found in 

Egypt is cl ea rly witness to a specialised trade 
conduc ted by foreign m erchants catering for a 
predictable overseas market. The preceding 
a nalyses indicate th at the whee l- and h and
made ceramic products examined above were 
a t least despatch ed and transported by dif
fere nt cilies , if not actua lly manufa c tured in 
separate countri es . The dividing line falls be

tween the R.L. 'Wheel-made ' '''are and the 
Cypriote hand-made vases. Quite apart from 
lhe techni cal distinclion s b etween these two 
groups, the data assembled points to different 
sources of supply . If, as the tomb paintings 
s ugges t, th e R.L. "Vare wa s introduced into 
E gypt hy the Syrians, th e nbsen ce of pictorial 
r epresentations of native Cypriote "Vares may 
be taken to m ea n that the island's pottery was 
conveyed by foreigne rs other th an Syrians. And 
since the Cypriotes th emselves were in th e best 
position lo direc t their ceramic in duslries in\"o 
profitabl e ch ;ll1nels of production , it seems not 
unrea sonabl e to postulat e th ;\ t it was the is

landers who brought the ir vases 10 Egypt. 
Neverth eless , the co ll ated ev idencc from Egyp t, 
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whi ch shows <I significant correspondence be
Iweell the lypology of RL. and B. l{. J, gives the 
i111 pression tIta t Cypriote and Syrian traders , 

bolh knowint;' Ih e tastes of th eir cus lome rs, 
vied with ea ch o th er 10 comeI' th e Egyp ti an 
Illark et in s imil ;ll' c01llmodit ies . Su ch rivalry , if 
it did in fact exis t, need not. have been inimi cal 
10 good relalions. Indeed Ih e co mparisons b e
lween th e Cypriote po tt ery from Ras Shamrn 
and Egy pt make it impossible to dellY the in
tegra l position the Syria n city occupied in com 
m ercial intercourse between Cyprus and the 
Nile Valley. There are no common, ~l11d few 
even of the rare Types found in Egypt which 
are II Ot represented ;IS well at n as Sha lllra. 

It h;IS long been h eld thal. primitive ll :lv ig;\
lioll nl methods would have inclined ea rl y nw 
riners to hug th e shore as closely as w as prac
ticable , venturing into the open sea only where 

necessary. Though there is no a priori reason 
to doubt that experi ence built up sa ilors' con
fidence to strike out directly for their objec
ti ves, in this case the initiHl assumptions would 
appear to be confirmed by the archaeological 
ev idence from Ras Shamra, which a lso hints 
at th e existen ce of a Cypriol e trad ing com
munity on the si te. The discovery of clay 

tabl ets bearing the Cypro-Minoa n script (Ugu

titiea Ill, pp. 227 ff .; Ugariti ca IV, p. 122 Fi g. 
100, pp. 131 , 133) is th e most eloquent t esti
mony to th e presen ce of Cypr iotes a t Ras 
Shamra. Though th ey belong to L.C. II , docu 
ments in the same language hav e turned up a t 
Enkomi in Cyprus, one in a L.C. I context 
(I{odmos U, 1963, pp. 39 fL ) . It may a lso be 
interes ting to note that the ethnic composition 
of the inhabitants of Minet el-Beida was much 
more heterogen eous than that of Ras Shamra 
proper , which Vallois and F eremba ch were in
clined to ascribe "au ca rac tere portuaire de 
Min et el-Beida, bea ucoup plus sllsceptible qu e 
la ville voisine de recevoir des ctrallgers . Que 
cc ux -c i soient venus de Chyp re ou de Pa lestin e, 
c 'ela it toujours a ux l1l em es races de base qu' ils 
npp:ntenaient , mais sa I1S doute a vec d 'a II tres 
proportions" (l'Ullriiiw I V, p. ()~O) . 

But ,yhat ev id ence is there or seafming' ill 
Bronze Age Cypru s al th e tim e po ttery ",as 
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being exporLed to Syria and Egypt ? Three 
model ships, and probably a fourth, of clay, 
are known of L.e. I or II date. They were 
mad e in Phlin \VhiLe Hand-made Ware, and 
came from Maroni , I\aznphani and Enkomi. 
The specimen fro III Maroni Z({rukas Site A 
Tomb 1 (RM. 98 12-1 105) * (eT, p. 6 A49 ; 
PI. XXXVll. 2. left) has a deep, hollow canoe
shaped hull , semi-ovoid in section, with slightly 
expanding sides and flat-topped gunwales. It is 
broad and low amidships, with a long, narrow, 
flattened bottom, and rises to bow and stern, 
each of which was carinated, and probably 
sunnounted by a projection. The extremities 
are missing. In the centre amidships inside the 
hull is a raised r ec tangular mast socket with an 
oval depression in the Lap. Along either side 
of the hllll, jllst below the gunwale, are 19 
equispaced horizontal piercings extending from 
stem to stern, made before firing. A large, 
roughly circul-ar hole had been cut after firing 
into the fore and aft halves of both sides of the 
bull. The model's maximum height remaining 
is 10.0 cms., maximum width amidships, 14.7 
cms., and maximum overall length remaining, 
32.2 cms. According to the excavator's Notes 
and Tomb-lists preserved in the British Mu
seum, the boat was found to be full of knuckle
bones. 

Another model ship (E-M. 98 12-1 121) * (CT, 
p. 6 A50; PI. XXXVII. 2.·right) came from 
Maroni ZOI"llkas Site A Tomb 7. It also has a 
deep, hollow, canoe-shaped hull, of semi-ovoid 
secLion, with upright, flat-topped gunwales. It 
is lowest amidships, but broadest slightly aft of 
midships, and rises to bow and stern, which 
nre rounded in section. The stem has b een 
capped with a rectangular, fIat-topped projec
tion , set nlmost vertically on top. The stern is 
surmounted by two tall narrow prongs set close 
together in the same contour as the keel, and 
curving slightly in towards each other. Below 
the prongs, inside the hull, is a narrow hori
zontal ledge, with a vertical pi e ~t:ing in the 
centre aL the back. Slightly for 'ard of midships , 
Oil eiLher side on the int erior of the hllll , part 
way down, has been plnced a horizontal con
vex ledge projection , with a vertical piercing in 

the centre at the back. Along eiLher side of Lhe 
hull, just below the gunwale, are 19 equispaced 
horizontal piercings extending from stem to 
stern, made before firing. The boat has been 
mended , and lacks the whole of the lower half 
oC the hull. Its maximum height restored is 
2:i.6 cms., m;)ximul1l width, 21.7 cms., and 
maxim UIll overall lengLh , 58.7 cms. 

The mosL remarkable ship (Kyrenia) *, more 
renlistically mod€lled than the one from Ma
roni Znrukas Tomb 7, which it resembles, was 
discovered in Kazaphani Ayios Andronikos 
Tomb 2B (BCN 88, 1964, p. 337 Fig. 70a- b). 
It too has a deep, hollow, canoe-shaped hull , 
semi-ovoid in section, with incurving, flat
topped gunwales. It is broad and low amidships, 
and rises to bow and stern, which are cari
nated. Along either side on the exterior of the 
hull isa narrow relief ridge reproducing a 
waling piece. The keel itself is represenLed by 
a raised ridge, of rectangular section, inside 
the hull. It is broken amidships by a circular 
mast socket, on either side of which is a bol
lard. To the upper part of the keel at the stern 
have been applied circular plastic buttons, re
presenting pegs. On a level with the gunwales 
two buttons have been placed side by side. The 
keel is projected in the same contour above the 
gunwales at the stem and the stern. At the stem 
it has a flattened top, expanding sides, and two 
piercings side by side in the centre. The stern 
piece, which had evidently been bifurcated, its 
now missing. Along either side of the hull , just 
below the gunwale, are 36 equispaced horizon
tal piercings extending from stem. to stern, 
made before firing. The boat's maximum 
height is 23.0 cms., maximum width, 20.5 cms., 
and maximum length, 45.0 cms. (HCH 88, 
1964, p. 336). 

From an unknown conLext at Enkomi has 
come a less carefully worked model (Brussels 
A 1240) * (PI. XXXVI£. 1). Its canoe-shaped 
hull , which is bollow nnd plain , resembles those 
of the other three boats, but iLs st€1l1 and stern 
are surmounted by identic;)l flat-topped pro

jections. 
In nLlel1Ipting to decide the seaworthiness of 

the ships these models represent, there is liLtle 
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choice blll lo rely on circumstantial e vidence, 
for , as \'erco lllter h :15 alre:ldy indic[ll ed (Ver

coutter, l:mll)/ieJls et Preh f l/enl'S, p. 23), cla y 
reproulIcliollS were apparentl y n o l I1wde to 
scale or r educed ulliformly in s ize. The models 
from M:1rolli illustrate Ihis point. To judge by 
th eir resemblance in shape [lnd other fea tures, 
ns well as the identical number of lat eral pier
cings ea ch has on either side of its hull , they 
were based on the same sort of vessel. As there 

is no r eason to assume that the originals would 
have differed greatly in size, th e omission from 
ol) e model of feature.~ present in the ot h er , Hnd 
the s trikin g dissimilarity between Iheir r espec

tive dimensions, suggest Ihat they had been 
arbi tra rily fashioned and reduced , accord in g 

to the whim of the potters. 

Notwithstanding the inconclusive evidence of 
the m odels themselves, there are some factors 

which spea k in favour of identifying a t least 
three, possibly all four of the Cypriote ships as 
seagoing craf t. The elaborate provisions for 
sails and ri gging on the ones from Maroni and 
Kazaphani would hardly have been suitable 
for traffic, if sllchexisted, on the island's nar

r ow rivers. That the waterways w er'e in fact 
u sed for this purpose in the Bronze Age is itself 
open t o serious doubt , as there is )l0 reason to 
b eli eve that any of the watercourses which 
h ave obviOUSly survived from that p eriod a nd 
cannot be llego tia ted to-day were any the more 
shipworth y in prehis toric times. There are ac

tua ll y a t present no navigable streams in Cy 
prus . Though the settlements at Mm'oni and 
Enlwmi h ad both b een established near river s 

(Op. A.th . IV, pp. 142 if. Map of Cyprus. La te 
Bronze Age Se ttlement), the real importance of 
their positions, as well as that of Kazaphaui, 

which was situated in the north foolhills of the 
Kyrenia Hange, lay in their proximity to the 
seashor e. The concen tration of sites round th e 
coast is a phenomenon of the L.C. period (ibid., 

lac . c it. ). 

I'OTTEHY FO UN D i N EGY P T 

If, ill the Late Bronze Age, :1S in thc era be
fore 'Vorld \Var II , Ih e exporls of Cyprtls "went 
mainly to neighbouring cO Lllllries :ll1d were 
carried in small caiqu e ,~ whi ch ca lled at nu

merOllS Jiltle coves :md hllldin g-places ... n ea r 
the places or production" (Chr istodo ulou , Ru
rul Land Use Pattern in CY f!J"u s, p. 100), it 
may be supposed that th e Cyp riote Bronze Age 
ships, if capable of skirting th e coas ts of th e 

islnnd, were equally well equipped to sail to 
Egyp t, as the route could itself have large ly 

followed the shoreline of Asia (Verco utter , 
J~gyptiens et Preh ellen es, p. 15 Map 1). It is 
also som ething of a co-incidence that th e three 

Bronze Age sites of iVIaroni , Kazaphani and 
Enkomi :ne all located close to sites being used 
fo r loca l exports until the 1930 's (Christodou
Iou, Ruwl Lond Use Pattern in Cypr us, p. 101 
Fig. 58). 

Th e only stretch oe open sea shi ps would have 
had to cross lies between Cyprus and Syr ia. But 

Cyp rus at its east extremity is only abou t 76 
miles from Ras Shamra, its n earest la ndfa ll on 
the Syrian littoral (Hill, Hi story I, p. 5 n. 1), 
and frorn the latter can be seen o n occasion s 
a nd reached by sailing vessel in as few as 24 

hours (Missions, pp. 1 f. ). The port of Minet 
el-neida h as a natural harbour, well prolected 
and particularly conspicuous "de loin it l'oeil 
du m arin grace aux rochers crayeux d'une blan

cheur ecla tante qui bOI'dent son entree" (Ugo
riticu IV, p . xxxv). For these reasons it seems 

tha t the conditions of the crossing would not 
so much not have daunted even th e most timid 
Cypriote mariner in his L.C. sailing ship, as 
h a ve acted as a positive inducement for him to 
str ike out for and traffic with th e coasl oppo

s ite, drawing him as a matter of course t o the 
close a nd convenient haven of Min et el-Beid a . 
There is, accordingly , no objection to conclud

ing that the clay models from Maroni and 
Kazaphani, and perh a ps also from Enkomi, 
were copies of seagoing vessels. 
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fIlS7'OmCA L SUJlIM ARY 

In allempting to view the exchanges between 
Cyprus and Egypt in the light 01' historical 
knowledge, some effort must be made to find 
out the reasons for the beginning and end of 
the trade and its periodical fluctuations, and to 
assess Ihe degree to which Cyprus, Syria and 
Egypt were individually involved at given 
slages in developing these contacts. In tbe first 
place it should be recalled that the inhabita~ts 
of Cyprus not only manufactured the foreIgn 
hand-made pots found in Egypt, but probably 
also transported them there. Nevertheless the 
island 's role should not be overestimated, as the 
evolution of material culture during the entire 
period of its trade with Egypt, i.e. from M.C. 
IB 10 L.C. II, remained unbroken, and even 
continued in the same vein for over a century 
after the effective cessation of trade relations. 
So that, while the initiative for starting the ex
changes probably lay with the Cypriotes, who 
found markets in Syria and Egypt for the 
products of their agriculture and industry, the 
island 's history during this time offers little 
scope for divining the factors which decided 
Ihe future course of the trade. 

011 the other hand, there can be no doubt 
that Ras Shamra, ancient Ugarit, played an 
integral part in the communications between 
Cyprus and Egypt. Quite apart 1'1:0111 the route 
probably takes inilially for purely navigational 
reasons by ships plying this course, the dis
coveries at Ras Shamra of abundant Cypriole 
pottery and occasiomtl Cypro-iVlinoan tablets, 

\vhich hint at the existence of it cOlllllluniLy of 
foreign merchanLs, show how intimaLely in
volved the site was in the conduct of the is
land's trade. Consequently the political fortunes 
of Ras Shamra could ,"vel! hold the key lo the 
history of Cypriote, as well as Syrian com 
merce with the Nile Valley. 

EgypL, as both a customer and an empire 
builder in Asia, was also in a strong position 
to affecL the flow of trade. The extent to which 
it actually did will be difficult to determine, as 
its activities in the Levant were so varied that 
it cannot have exercised as direct an impact as 
H.as Shamra, ·except in its associations with that 
city. It seems unlikely that domestic issues were 
as influential as foreign affairs, since the fore
going interpretation of the Theban tomb scenes 
depicting foreigners 1 implies that Pharaoh did 
not enjoy an exclusive monopoly on overseas 
trade. He may have been the only person who 
mounLed expeditions from Egypt, but was not 
necessarily the sole recipient of goods broughl 
in by foreign ventures. He did, however, have 
full responsibility for formulating foreign pDl
icy, which he did, more often than not, aL the 
head of his army. 

Ras Shamra has to date produced the earliest, 
properly a Ll then tica ted pottery of Cypriote or~
gin found outside the island.2 Stewart consI
dered that the sherds belonged to R.P. knob-lug 
bowls, which had a range in Cyprus of' possibly 
E .C. rr to l\'1.C. Il-IlI , but probably reached 

I See above, pp. 172 ff. 

2 Ug([l'ilica n, p. 2'1:3 Fig. 102. 15. 16. 
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Sy ri:1 c1l1ri ng E. C. I! I13 n nd M. C. P 'fhe eLTtnres

ccnce o/" Cypriote tr:ldc took pl,l ce ill ;V1.C.llf , 

wh cll ;It sites Oil the Syrian coast stlch as R~lS 

Sha III 1',1 there bega n 10 app en r Cypriol e \Vn res 

which inclllded \V.P. Pendenl 4 and Cross Line 

Styles," \V.P. V (j and R.-on -13.' It is noteworthy 

that, frolll the oUlse t, Cypriot e pOltery wa s 

more vari ed ill shape and L1bri c at Ras Shamra 
than ever it W,lS in Egypt. This fact serves to 

und erline the specialisation of the trad e with 
Egypt. Nevertheless, virtually aU the Cypriote 

pollery frOIll the Nile Vnlley can be pantlleled 

at n~lS Shalllr:1. 
To th e secolld half of the Second Interlllcdi,lte 

Period ill Egypl have hecn ussigned pols undcr 
th e illfluence of the W.P. Pendellt Line (TAR
K/-IAN Nos. 2, 3) and Cross Line Styles (SID
MANT No. 57), juglets of \-V.P. VI (D/SHASHA 
No. 1, ABYDOS No. 50) and B.R. I (SIDMANT 
No. 58, EL-S/-I ALLAL No. 5), and R.L. (? ) 
spindle bottles (DEIR RIFf l No. 5, AN/BA Nos. 
37-39). Despite their pau c ity, and the uncer

tainty of sOlJ1 e of lheir dates, these vases do 
point to the existence of commercial exchanges 

prior to th e X\,llIth Dynasty. Their chronology 

heightens the significance of th eir distribution 

up the Nile Vall ey , for Deir Rifa, Abydos , el

Shallal and Aniba are all situated south of the 
a rea over which the Hyksos exercised effective 

control.8 Relevant Lo this siLuatio n is the fact 

that T ell el- Yahudiya containers , whether they 

were m a nufactured by Asiatics in Palestine or 

Low er Egypt, ::lI so occurred at many sites, e.g. 

Deir Rifa, Abydos , Hu, Aniba and Buhen,n 
sOllth of th e Hyksos domain, though they 

ceused b eing interred in Egypt after the begin
ning of the XVlIfth Dynasty .l o The implica

tions a re that S0111e form of contacl, which 

3 SC E IV: lA , p. 281. Astriim has sugges ted th a t the 

date of th e ir importation into Has Shalllra was more 

likely to have been i\I.C. 11 (1I 11cll Mem orial Art Museum 
Bulletin XVII, 1960, p. 76 ll. 7). 

·1 MCflA , pp. 21+ f. 
5 i/lid. ) pp. 218 f. 
G ivid. , pp. 219 ff. 
7 illid .. pp. 226 f. 

8 Garclin c r , Egypt of th c Plwron/rs , p. 168. 

9 MCfltl , pp. 233 ff. 
10 Sec ahovc, p. !l7. 
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;tllowed th e pass;lgC' 0 1" goods , cxisll'u not only 

betwee n th e Lc\'ant [llld Ihe l-Iyksos , who rlll ed 

the greater p:lrl of Lower alH] Middle Egypt, 

bUl ftlso bctween Ih e Hyksos, the nntive dynasts 

in Upper Egypl :ll1d th e kings of l\llsh ill 

Nl1bi~l. 

\Yhal ol.her eviden ce is there to show that 

the IIyksos promoted their own interests out

side I.h e area under their rule? Objects b earing 

th e name of }(hia n, one of lhe great Hyksos 

kings, have turn ed up in excavations a t Knos
sos 11 and Boghazkoy,12 a nd been acquired in 

BaghdadyJ That ,1 ccess was still had to tradi

tioual Egy ptian sources of supply on the Asiatic 

liUoral IlI:IY be inferred fro III Kal\lose's aceo unl 

on lhe second stela from Karnak 14 of his foray 

against the Hyksos slronghold of Ava ris: "I 

have nol left a (single) plank (?) belonging to 

(?) three hundred ships of fr esh ash-wood 

filled with gold, lapis-Iazuli, silver , turquoise, 

[I. 14] a methyst (?) and weapons innumerable, 

apart from moringa-oil , incense, fat, hon ey, 

oak-wood, spn-wood, and [I. 15] every precious 
wood of theirs, (wilh) all good produce of Re

tenu. J a nnexed (?) il a ll, and did nol leave a 

scrap of Avaris n o t empty (?), Ihe Asiatic 
having perished".15 Materia ls such as la pis 
lazuli,16 ash-wood 17 and oak 18 can have come 

only from abroad. Account may also be taken 
of the fa c t that the coffin o[ the E gyptian king 

Sekenenre was mad e of cedar,19 which mu st 

hav e com e from abroad, probably Syria.20 If 
th e timber arrived in the XVIIth Dynasty, to 

Jl PM I, p. 4.1 0 Fig. 30-lb. 

12 MDOG 9-1, 1963, pp. 73 f f . 
"J Hall , A Ge ntral Intr od ucto,.y Guide to tlie Egyp

lion Col/ecti ons in th e fl,.itish Mu seum New en., p. :333 
Fig. 179. 

14 Anllales UII, 1955, pp. 1% H. 
I; Unpllblished translation b y Or Fa1l1kn cr and the 

la te Dr Gartlin er. I am grat efu l to ])r Faulkner for hi s 

pe rmission to quote thi s passage. 
If> Lucas, Anciclll Eg!lptian Moteriol s ond Industri cs 

·Uh cd ., pp. 308 ff. 

17 iliid ., pp. 31!l f. 
18 ibid. , p. -l38. 

19 CC. Ce/"weils des cacli c/l cs rO!Joles , PIs. 1, fl. 

e 61001, p. 1. 

20 Lu ca s, Ancienl EY!lpliol1 Moteriol s ((nd IlIdustri es 
-lth I'd. , pp. -1:32 fl". 

http:Syria.20
http:perished".15
http:Dynasty.lo
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gel to Thehes, where the coffin was fonnd and 
had probnbly been nwde, it would have had to 
have passed through llyksos dominated Lower 
Egypt, as no other route of supply than the 
Nile Valley would have been used. On the other 
hand the wood might have been taken from 
pre-existing stocks in Upper Egypt, and the 
second Ramose stela shows trade was not the 
only way in which raw materials were obtained. 

Yet the evidence of the Cypriote and Tell 
el- Yahudiya poltery suggests that there existed 
during the second half of the Second Inter
mediate Period between the Hyksos and Egyp
tians some sort of entente cordiaie, which 
enabled a free exchange of goods to take place. 
Even if Papyrus Sallier I contains a fair mea
sure of historical fact, and Siive-Soderbergh is 
right in suggesting that the dispute between 
Apopi and Sekenenre over the roaring of the 
hippopotami in Thebes could have constituted a 
legitimate casus belli,21 there is still to date no 
proof that Egyptians began to reassert their 
right to the Hyksos held territory before the 
reign of Ramose, who is known to have been 
responsible for an outbreak of hostilities in his 
third year.22 Up till that time relations between 
the two kingdoms appear to have been, if not 
friendly, at least not overtly hostile. At the 
council of war convened by Kamose, his mi
nisters were reported to favour preserving the 
stutus quo: "Behold, the Asiatics have [ad
vanced ?] as far as Cusae, they have pulled out 
(?) their tongues all together. vVe are at ease 
holding our (part of) Egypt. Elephantine is 
slrong, and the midland (?) is with us as far 
as Cusae. Men till for us the finest of their 
land; our cattle are in the papyrus marshes. 
Spelt is trodden out (?) for (?) our swine. Our 
cattle are not taken away ... on account of it. 
He holds the land of the 'A'mu, we hold Egypt. 
But [whoever ??] comes to land and oppose (?) 

us, then would we oppose him".23 Though this 
speech has undoubtedly been couched in a con
ventional form, there is no reason.J"o assume that 

21 Sii.ve-Soclerbcrgh, On Egyptian Representations of 

Hippopota/}/us Hunting (IS (I Religious Motive, pp. 43 ff. 

22 lEA \I, lD1S, pp. 45 f. 
23 il)id., p. 46. 

it does not reflect a true assessment of prevailing 
conditions at the time Knmose came to power. 
If exact in its details, it would, if nothing else, 
demonstrate the freedom of movement which 
had existed belween the Hyksos and Egyptian 
holdings. The connection between the two king
doms may even have been much closer. In the 
10mb of Amenhotep I at Thebes wns found a 
stone fragment inscribed with the names of 
Auserre Apopi, Ramose's Hyksos antagonist in 
the la te Second in termedia te Period, and of his 
daughter Herit.24 It is just possible that the 
presence of this piece in the burial place of an 
early XVIIlth Dynasty Egyptian Pharaoh in
dicates that some time in the XVIlth Dynasty 
a blood relationship was established between 
the foreign and indigenous royal families. 

All the data suggests that it was against a 
background which seems to have peaceful that 
the first Cypriote pottery started appearing on 
the Egyptian scene in the second half of the 
Second Intermediate Period. In circumstances 
such as these, there could be no difficulty in 
understanding the occurrences of Cypriote, 
Syrian and Tell el-Yahudiya Wares south of 
the border between the Hyksos and Egyptian 
terri tories. Favourable poli tical conditions 
would doubtless have left the way wide open 
for commercial activity along the Nile Valley. 

Yet trade appears not to have suffered even 
in the midst of the upheavals at the end of the 
Second Intermediate Period. The events which 
led to the expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt 
by Ahmose I need not be described here in 
detail, as they seem to have had no adverse 
effect on the influx of pottery from Cyprus and 
Syria. B.R. I juglets (EL-RIQQA No. 4, JlilAl
DUM No. 18, SIDMANT Nos. 53, 54, DEIR RIFA 
No. 6) and a flask (SIDMANT No. 55), and 
R.L. (?) spindle bottles (DEIR RIFA No. 1, 
ANIBA No. 12) have all been dated to the Sec
ond Intermediate Period-Dyn. X VIII A. A B.R.I 
juglet (EL-BALABISH No. 4) has a terminus 
ante quem of the Second Intermediate Period
])yn. XVIII A, and a B.R. I juglet (ABYDOS 
No. 37), jug (SflQQARA. No. 58) and bottle 
(/lE Y DOS No. 38), of early Dyn. XVIII A. 

24 lEA III, lDl6, p. 152. 
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If the pottery was being carried in ships 
manned by foreign ers, it implies that the Egyp
tians' naval activity durillg this transi tional 
phase did not seriously hamper Levantine m er
chants cruisillg south 10 sell their goods in the 
Nile Valley. For that the Egyptians used ships 
at the onset of th eir ca mpaign against the Hyk
sos is proved by th e second Karnak stela, in 
which Kamose boasts : "1 handed at Pi-djed-qen , 
my heart glad, and I caused [I. 4] Apophis to 
see a miserable mom ent, (he) the prince of 
Retenu , feeble of arms, who plans brave deeds 
in hi s heart aild th ey do not happen for him . 
r arrived at Inyt [I. 5J of upstream, and I 
crossed over (the Nil e) to nddress them. 1 made 
the fleet to be marshalled (?) one after an
other, placing prow to steering-oar with my 
[1. 6J Braves, flying over the river as it were 
a falcon, my ship of gold at their head, and the 
falcon thereof at the head of them , [I. 7] and I 
making the brave boat touch (?) the land, the 
... after it as it were ... on the wastes (?) of 
[1. 8] Avaris" .25 Anoth er, probably earlier ac
count of the part played by ships in Ramose's 
military tactics 26 led Siive-SCiderbergh to con
clude that "the King ... uses his vessels as a 
mobile base for operations ... The battle itself 
is evidently fought on land, and the vessels are 
only used for the transportation".27 

The fleet probably served much the same 
function under Ahmose I, whose exploits are 
recounted in the biography of Ahmose, son of 
Abana.28 Ahmose entered on a naval career at 
an early age, and first saw service as an ordi
nary seaman on the ship "The Wild Bull". He 
was subsequently transferred to the "Northern ", 
and ended lip on the "Manifestation in Mem
phis", after which he was appointed "com
mander of the rowers ".29 After the faH of 
Avaris he accompanied Ahmose I on his cam
paign into south Palestine, when the latter laid 
siege to Sharuhen. How Ahmose I moved his 

25 Scc TI. 15 above. 

26 JEA V, 1918, p. 46. 


27 Sii ve-Siiderbergh, Navy, pp. 2 f. 

28 JEA V, 1918, pp. 48 ff. 

29 Save-Siiderbergh, Navy, p . 78. 
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troops in the canlpaign hc under too k to Djahi,30 
probably bIte in his reign,31 is not known. In 
any case, the archaeological evidence from 
Egypt does not give grounds for thinking that 
the overseas traders encountered any interfer
ence with th eir traffic to the Nile Valley during 
Dyn. XVIII A. 

Nothing is known of Egyptian aggression in 
Asia during the reign of Amenhotep 1. How
ever, good reason for inferring that this Pha
raoh followed up his father's successes is sup
plied by the Tombos stela. 32 That Thutmose I 
was able to claim in his second year that his 
empire stretched from Upper Nubia to the 
Euphrates forcibly suggests that AmenhoLep 1 
had already blazed the trail for his successor. 
Extant reco rds show that Thutmose I himself 
campaigned in Reten u and Naharina, :l3 but give 
no indication that the travelled there in any 
other way than overland. Thutmose IJ took an 
expedition against the Shasu.34 But as Drioton 
and Vandier justly remark, it seems unlikely 
that, despite these different campaigns, the 
Egyptians set up garrisons in the territories 
they had conquered, probably contenting them
selves with an exaction of tribute or booty.35 
Therc is no indication that the expanding force 
of Egypt implica ted Ras Shamra during Dyn. 
XVIII A, or had any visible impact on the 
volume and variety of trade from Cyprus and 
Syria to Egypt. Throughout the period there 
was a steady inflow of foreign pottery. B.R. I 
juglets, bottles and flasks, and R.L. spindle 
bottles were all well represented. Containers 
belonging to th ese three major Types became 
the standard imports for the rest of the time 
Cyprus and Syria sent their vases to Egypt. 

A rare peacefUl interlude ushered in Dyn. 
XVIII B. Hatshepsut's reign was distinguished, 
at least in her own eyes, by her trading ven
ture to the land of Punt. 36 This enterprise itself 

30 BAR If, para . 20. 


31 Drioton, L' I~gypt e 3rc! ed., p. 396. 

32 BAR IT, paras. 67 ff . 


23 i/>id., paras. 78 ff. 

34 i/>id. , para. 1 2~ . 


35 Drioton, L'/~gypte 3rc! cd. , p. 397. 

2(; BAR H, paras. 2~6 ff. 
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is sufficiell l 10 pill paid lo Ihe charge that 
Egypt at thi s time "semble s'et re repliee sur 
eJle-mcme",37 for it is inconsistent to argue 
that if Egypt had become isolationist, it would 
more have made contac l with Punt than with 
Asia. Despite Vercoutler's unwillingness to 
concede the paradox that H atshepsll t should 
h ave been the recipient of foreign "tribute", 
when she is not l(l1own to have been a mighly 
warrior, the fact r emains tha t the earliest r e
presentations of Aegeans do occur in the tomb 
of Senmut,38 who was Hatshepsut's architect 
and favourit e. The likelihood that these scenes 
wer e inspired by events before or after her 
reign is thereby reduced. In addition Vercout
[er 's arg ument that the arriva l of the Aegean 
mission depicted could have been sparked off 
by the campaigns of Thutmose I or II in Asia 39 

is valid only if the accompanying objects are 
interpreted as tribute, which is debatable. 

Vercoutter's penetrating analysis of the The
ban tomb paintings which show Aegeans leads 
him to observe th at in the representations in 
the tombs of Senmut and Menkheperrasonb 
''l'accent est mis , non pas sur les lributaires 
eux-memes, mais sur les ob jets apportes et sur 
la matiere de ces derniers. L'esprit de la scene 
est donc different de celui de la ceremonie de 
J'apport du tribut figure dans les tombes des 
vizirs, ou l'accent porte d la foi s sur la per
sonne m eme des tributaires, et sur les objets 
qu'ils apportent".40 One inference to be made 
from this fact is tha I the scenes in the tombs 
of Senm ut and Menkhesperrasonb were of de
pu tations bearing not gifts, let a lone tribu le, 
but m ercha ndise. For if the degree of artistic 
emphasis reflects the proportionate importance 
attached by the owner to the differen t aspects 
of the mission, then since in Senmut's case the 
novelty of the objects is given precedence over 
their bearers, it may be deduced that Senmut 
was not so much concerned with the personal 
side of the mission , which would have been of 

"0 
37 Vercoullcr, L'T:g!Jpte et le lIlonde egeen prehelle

niqu e, p. 4 10. 
~s ibid., pp. 202 ff. 
30 ibid., pp. 410 ff. 

'0 ibid. , p. 1\lO. 

pnralllOllll t in t eres t had it been diploma tic, led 
by foreign notables, as with the preciolls ar
ticles, which are probably here to be seen as 
merchandise. A similar interpre tation, on se
para te grounds, has already been placed on th e 
objects depicted in the tOlllb of lvl enkh eperra 
sonb.4! The significance of the difference in 
spirit between the paintings in the tombs of 
Senmut and later Viziers, e.g. Rekhmire, is con
firm ed by the distinction in office between 
these two men. Though Senmllt may have been 
Vizier in a ll but name, it was n ot his official 
position, which was Chief Steward and Steward 
of Amun.42 It may be, th en, that Rekhmire, 
whose Vizierate is in no doubt, actually did 
receive overseas embassies h eaded by foreign 
princes who had heard of Thutmose Ill's deeds 
and were bringing him giftS.43 However, the 
way in which the scene in Rekhmire's tomb 
was arranged so as to symbolise the four points 
of the compass 44 does raise the possibility that 
no attempt was made to distinguish between 
commercial and di ploma tic missions which 
came la Egypt during Rekhmire's term of of
fice under Thulmose Ill. The interpre tation to 
which the register of Syrians is open 45 lends 
weigh t to this hypothesis. 

It is a lso imporLan t to note that the objects 
of Aegean origin d epic ted in th e tomb of Sen
mut, insofar as they a r e preserved, are only of 
valuable materials such as gold , silver and cop
per or bronze,4G which Pharaoh or members 
of the upper or official class would alone have 
beell in a position to acquire. But what of the 
less sumptuous products, such as pottery, which 
also came from the Aegean during Dyn. XVIII A 
and B? The L.M. IB alabastron from Sidmant 
Cemetery A Tomb 137 (Ashmolean 1921. 1342)47 

jl Sec above, pp. 172 ff. 

42 P. & j'd. T, P art I , 2nd ed., p. 139. 


43 Vercouller, L'J~gyple el le monde egeen prt!helle· 


nique, pp. 56 ff. 
,.4 ibid., p. fJ7. 


45 Sec above, pp. 172 ff. 

4U Vercouller, //f:gg pte et le monde cgeen prehelle


niqu e, Docllments 231, 2:32, 309,330,342, 390,430,462. 
.j7 Sedmen t 11, Pis. XLVlfT. 2=LIX. 19; PM IV, 

p. 270 Pigs. 200a, h; Gp. Arch. VI, Jl. 211 Fig. 19. C; 
MA LT, 19.,!7 , PI. VB. A. 
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nlld the illlitatiol1 L.i'I'I. IA-I13 alabaslron frolll 
Allib:l TOlllb SA 17 (No. 4) ,18 both came from 
contexts which , 10 judge by their appointment, 
can have accol11odated individuals of 110 more 
elevated status than the middle class. Sidmant 
Tomb 137, sitllated in Cemetery A ,19 had three 
chambers, to \vhich two shafts gave access. 50 

The tomb had been disturbed, and yielded only 
a throwing stick , a corn winnower, a wooden 
ushabti and the Cretan poLs l The contents can
not be dated. The vase in Cretan style from 
Aniba Tomb SA 17 has been placed in Dyn. 
XVIII A. The Mycenae:ll1 pots from Saqqara 
Tomb NE. 1,52 the Tomb of Maket at Kahun 
(Ashmolean 1890. 822) ,53 Gurob Tomb 245 
(Cairo J 47079),54 Sidmant Cemetery E Tomb 
53 55 and Dra Abu el-Naga Tomb 20 (Ashmo
lean 1911. 446),56 all of which lie within Dyn. 
XVIII A and 13, occurred in graves , the occupants 
of which were of the same social rank as the 
owners of the vases of Minoan origin or inspi

,8 See above, pp. 138 f. 

49 Sedment Il, PI. LXXXVI. 

50 V.C. Tomb Card. 

51 V.C. Tomb Card. 

52 See above, pp. 21 f. 


53 IJ<G, PI. XXVI. 44; Pill Il, Part Il, p. 512 Fig. 

315. d, PM IV, p. 272 Fig. 203. a; lOio XXXII, 1939, 
p. 146 No. E. 1; Gp. Arch. VI, p. 205 Fig. 15. F; AJA 

LI, 1947, PI. VlII. B; MPL, p. 56. Lahlln; Univcrsity Of 

Oxford. AS/lino/can Jlluseum. Departmcnt of Antiquities. 

A summary guidc to the collcctions (Oxford 1951), PI. 
XXIX. A. centre left; JEA 52, 1966, p. 177. In addition 
to t he Aegean vase, Coffin 9 contained a scarab (I J(G, 
PI. XX VI. 27, p. 23) apparently bearing th e name of 
l'hlltmose Ill. For Ihe date of this tomb , see above, 
pp. 46 f. 

54 Brunton, GllfOb, PI. XIII. 4; Sedment IT, PI. 
XLVII1. 1 (wrongly labelled G. 246); Pill IV, p. 267 Fig. 
1!)7; l<lif) XXXII , 193!J, p. 145 No . A. 2 ; Op. Mcll. VI, 
p. 210 Fig. 18. A; AJA LI, 1!)47, PI. VII. I; MPL, pp. 
56 f. Gllroh (I). The other grave·goods ar e not sllffi
ciently dislinclive to be able 10 give th e deposit a more 
precise date thall Dyn. XVIII A or n. 

55 See above, pp. 59 f. 

56 Five The/)(ln Tombs , PI. XLI. lop left and right 
photos., pp. 6 f. No. 32 ; PM IV, p . 275 Fig. 208; /i.li'" 

XXXII, 193!) , p. J.J6 No. n. I; Op. Arch. VI, p . 2 14 Fig. 
21; AJA LI, IH47, PI. VIII. D: MPL, p. 57. Thehes. The 
vase is probably to be assigncd to the period eove rillg 
the regions of Hat sllep sllt and Thlllmose nI (i.e. Dyn . 
XVIII n) (Five Thebull Tomb s , p. 7). 
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ralion. II is inleres lillg 10 record Ihat Cypriole 
and/or Syriall vessels turned up as well in S:](l
qara Tomb NE. 1 (Sl\QQARA Nos. 24-26), 
the TOl11b of i\L1ket at I(ahun (/(AHUN Nos. 
2-17), Sidmant Cemetery E Tomb 53 (SI D
MANT Nos. 7-0) and Aniba Tomb SA 17 (?) 
(ANIBA No. 31). This fact confirms the social 
horizon to which the deposits containing Aegean 
vases have been attributed, and further sug
ges ts that th e pots , like those from Cyprus and 
Syria, w ere articles of trade bought directly 
or indirectly through middlemen from over
seas merchants . It is noteworthy that the only 
imported conlainers in these middle class 
graves, three of which were found intact, are 
of poltery, not of precious materials, such as 
are depicted in Senmut's tomb. This may re
flect a difference in the purchasing powers of 
the two socia I stra ta, for it seems unlikely that 
members of the middle class would have pos
sessed the means to acquire costly items like 
cups of silver or vessels of copper or bronze, 
whereas the nobles undoubtedly did. 

If this interpretation of the scene in Senmut's 
tomb is correct, it seems improbable that Cyp
riote and Syrian merchant craft would deli
berately have been barred from entering the 
Nile Valley, when Aegean traders were not 
denied access to Egyptian markets. Hatshep
sut's denigration of the Hyksos stems more 
from a pious reaction to the wan ton destruc
tion of ancient monuments than from a mili
tant desire for revenge, and implies no dis
crimination against Asiatics.57 Consequently 
there is no reason to believe that her reign had 
a detrimental effect on the importation of goods 
from abroad. In fact the commercial activity 
adumbrated is perfectly in keeping with the 
tenor of her external policies, which appear to 
have been directed towards achieving her goals 
more through peaceable means than by ont
right aggression. 

The same can hardly be said of Thutmose 
Ill. His ambilions led him by force of arms to 
ex tend the Egyptian cm pire to its flll'thermost 
limits. It was also during his reign that there 
set in a decline in Cypriotc and Syriall exporLs 

57 flAR 11, para. 303. 
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to EgypL For though the statlsllCS show that 
the major Types of I3.R . I juglets were repre
senled in roughly equal proportions in Dyn. 
XVlIl A nnd 13 respectively, no allowance has 
been made for the change-over from B.R. I to 
11, which look place in Dyn. XVIlI B. Theexact 
date at which B.B. II juglets began to enter 
Egypt cannot, of course, be determined, but 
even if it was late in the phase, the mere hand
ful of eX::lmples belonging to Dyn. XVIII B 
(SltQQARA No. 28, SIDJlIANT Nos. 3, 40) and 
Dyn. XVllI B- C or earlier (SAQQARA No. 30, 
CUROB No. 15), and their almost complete ::Ib
sence in Dyn. XVIiI C would still indicate some 
definite slackening in trade. The importation of 
B.R. bottles, which seems to have ceased at the 
end of Dyn. XVIII A, probably due to competi
tion from the R. L. spindle bottles,58 began 
again in Dyn. XVIII B-C, to which a B.R. II 
bottle (GUROB No. 18) has been dated. It can 
only have been sporadic, as no more than four 
other specimens of the B.R. II Type are re
cored. The re-appearance of the B.R. bottle 
may be connected with the fact that the R.L. 
spindle bottles petered out in Dyn. XVIII B-C. 

The date at which the B.H. I flasks were re
placed by their B.R. II descendan ts is not 
known. The fact that there are no closed de
posits and few even of the disturbed contexts 
in which B.R. I and II occur together itself in
dicates at falling off in imports, for if B.R. II 
had continued to come in as often as B.R. I, 
there should be more instances of overlappillg, 
especially since the assemblage of grave-goods 
in anyone deposi t could represen t a few year 's 
accumulation at least , perhaps in some cases 
that of a lifetime. On stylistic grounds also, the 
transition from B.H. I to n, which can be 
traced without a break on the pots from Egypt, 
signifies a marked, but gradual decline in the 

quantities of the juglets and flasks at least, as 

early B.R. 11 representatives, which probably 
belong to Dyn. XVIII B or C, are very small in 

number. The occasional B.R. f~ jug (ABY DOS 
No. 42) and tankards (SIDMANT Nos. 8, 32) 

also turned up in Dyn. XVIII B. 

58 See above, pp. 163 ff. 

Severn I factors could. ha ve been responsible 
for the reduction of cOlllmercial cont:1cts with 
the rest of the Levant. In the first place, the 
Annals of Thutmose Ill's campaigns in Asia 59 

record th:1t large amounts of raw and processed 
Inaterials were acquired through ::Ill manner of 
means and brought back to Egypt. It is not 
Cl priori impossible Iha t amongst them were 
those very commodities held by the Cypriote 
and Syrinn containers imported into Egypt. 
But if, as has been argued, the B.B. juglets 
were used to convey opium, it may be signi
ficant that there are no references in the lists 
10 spn and spnn, which are generally thought 
to mean poppy plant and capsule respectivelyYo 
Nor is there enough evidence to suggest that, 
even if in Year 25 Thutmose III brought cut
tings of Papaver somniferum back with him 
from Asia,61 fhe plant was grown in sufficient 
numbers or ever tapped to produce an adequale 
supply of opium. The only contemporary cap
sule discovered shows no signs of scoring.02 

Admittedly what the bottles and flasks con
tained is unknown, but there is no reason to 
suppose that the substances they held were any 
less likely to have been available in Syria than 
opium . In fact the probability is greater, if it is 
accepted that B.R. I and R.L. bottles and flasks 
respectively contained the same malLer. 

Another possible explanation for the decline 
in Levantine trade to Egypt during Dyn. XVIII 
B lies in the extent to which Egypt's fleet ac
tually dominated the east Mediterranean or 
interfered with the maritime traffic of other 
nations. What is known is that at the end of 
his fifth campaign Thutmose III seized two 
ships, probably Syrian, which were "laden 
wit h everything, with slaves, male and female; 
copper, lead, [emery], (and) everything good " ,63 
and proceeded south t.o Egypt by sea. fi4 They 

59 flAR JI, paras. 301 ff. 

60 BIE XXXVII , Fasc. 1, Session 1954-1055, (Cairo, 
1956), pp. 48 f.; VOIl Deines and Grapow, W6rl erbllch 

del' l'ifJlJplischcn Drogennolllcn, pp. 489 f.; ZAS 85, 1060, 
p. 	78. 

01 See above, pp. 155 f. 
., See above, p. 155. 
M flAR 11, para. 460. 
6j ibid., p. 106 n. c. 
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were undoubt edly cargo hords. This is also the 
first inui ca tioll that Thutmose III had used 
wa ter borne lraffic for the mov emellt of his 
army. It was the obvious way lo save the time 
consuming march through Palestinc, which was 
already securely ill his possession. On his sixlh 
call1paigJl he put ships inlo service 10 transport 
the troops direcL to the Syrian coast, whence 
he could march inland to overthrow Qadesh.G5 
He subseqnentIy captured the coastal cit.ies of 
Simyra and Ardata, the lalter of which he had 
already destroyed in th e previolls campaign.G(; 
The expedition of the following Yea r 31 was 
prilllarily engaged in securing safe harbours 
along the Asiatic littoral at which he could 
disembark his a rmy at will. G7 "The importance 
of the connections with Egypt by water and the 
decisive role played by the navy in these later 
campaigns in Northern Syria are seen from the 
fact tha t from year 31 and onwards the Annals 
contain a reference to th e inspection and eq uip
ment of these harbours on the occasion of 
every expedition, as far as th e text is preserved. 
Of the equipment usually only food and the 
like, supplied by the harbour-towns themselves, 
or by the "chiefs of the Lebanon" are men
tioned; but once - in the year 34 -- three dif
ferent kinds of ships occur, .. . probably the 
Egyptian craft used for the transportation of 
tribute, as well as of the army and its ma
terial ".68 

This evidence is hardly sufficient to justify 
an assumption that the Egyptians held sway 
over the east Mediterranean. Certainly Thut
mose III must have been assnred before setting 
sail that his fleet would not be seriously hin
dered en route from the Delta to the Asiatic 
coast, but there is no evidence to suggest that 
h e ever encountered any opposition. In any 
case there can be little doubt that the Egyptian 
and Asiatic craft of this period were used not 
as warships, but only as cargo boats and troo
pers. Miss D. H. F. Gray con cludes 69 that the 

65 RAR If, paras. 463 ff. 

66 ibid. , para . 461. 


67 ibid. , paras. 4·61' ff. 


u8 Siive-Siiderbergh, l\'ovy. p. 3u. 

o. [ am grateful to ~Iiss Gray for IHI\'illg givell me 

weight of eviden ce favollrs the hypothesis that 
in the eas t iVIedit errancnlI or this til1l e ships 
were 1101 divided by funclion into warships and 
merchan lm en, hut by n<l lionali ty , euc h peo ple 
having its own lype which was used for all 
purposes. There was, however, some adapta
tion for specifi c functions. Funeral and cuIt 
barques were more old fashioned, cargo vessels 
more heavily planked , and warships were given 
a superficial air of ferocity ; but fundamentally 
they were all the samc type. There may have 
been some interchange of ideas, as the Egyp
tians seem to have borrowed the LevanLine 
crow's-nest, and the Minoans may have adopted 
the Egyptian rig, bill the national types re
mained distinct. Thus, even if the Egyptians 
did conlrol the sea, it seems unlikely that they 
would deliberately have clJl-lailed th e move
ments of foreign vessels, so as to ensure greaLer 
security for the passage of th eir own ships. In 
fact the Theban tomb paintings which show 
the arrival of Syrian trade missions 70 confirm 
the continuance of commercial ventures from 
that part of the Levant during the reign Thut
mose Ill. 

Ras Shamra does not appear to have been 
occupied by the Egyptians at thi.s tim e. There 
is no mention of Ugarit in Thutmose Ill's 
Annals, or in th e lists of cities "captured" by 
him ,71 the lates t of which 72 relates to his eighth 
and most far reaching campaign in Year 33, 
when he atta ined the Euphrates.73 But an ala
basLer fragment inscribed with his name has 
turned up at Bas Shamra itself.74 In Ivlinet el
Beida, the harbour lawn of Bas Shamra, were 
brought to light "the houses and tombs, the 
shops and warehouses arranged in rows as in 
our modern POl'ts" .75 In one particular store 

a previ ew of her article 011 Seewesen in Ih e forthcoming 

Arc/we%gia HOlfleriCII (p. Malz (editor), Vanclenhoeck 

& Rupricht, Gottingen ). 
70 See above, pp. 172 H. 

71 S i mons Lists I-V. 

72 Simons List Ic. 

73 Helck , RezieiluJlgen, p. 142; BAR 11, paras. 476 ff. 

74 Les anna/es (/rcld%giques de Syrie nI , 1953, 


p. 122. 

7S Scilaeffcr, The Cunciforlll Texts of l?as ShWllrll

Uf/(l rit, p. H). 

http:POl'ts".75
http:itself.74
http:Euphrates.73
http:Qadesh.G5
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was disrovpred Deposil 21:1,76 which probably 

dates to Dyn. XVIII B-C.77 It contained more 

than a thousand vessels, largely of foreign 

origin. Amongs t them was a great quantity of 
Cypriote v,)ses of n.R. I,'8 B.R. 1I,79 Bucchero,80 

Monochrome 81 and L.C. \V.P. vVares. 82 In 

addition, a tvIinoan stirrup vase,83 an R. L. spindle 
bottle 8~ and local or regional pottery 85 were 

found. Egyptian imports comprised alabaster 

vessels, including stemmed handle1ess vases,86 

76 Syria XIII, 1932, pp. 5 ff.; Ugurilica II, pp. 140 ff. 

77 n.R. I \Vnre wns probably not rcaching Egypt 
nfter Dyn. X VIII n. B.R. 11 had begun to arrive in Dyn. 
XVIII n and carried on into Dyn. XVIII D. i\Iost of 
th e n.R.II con tniners published nrc stylisticatly cnrIy. 
No R.L. spindle hotlle from Egypt has bcen dated latcr 
than Dyn. XVIII B-C. The stemmed handl eless vases 
of nlnbaster should not occur nfler Dyn. X VIlI B. The 
tazza cups begin in Dyn. XVIII n. Two particular spe· 
cimens (Syria XIII , 1932, PI. VIII. I. bottom row, sec
ond from right; Ugarilica 11 , p . 141 Fig. 52. 2) can each 
be paralleled in T ell el-Ajjul Tomb 1037 (AC 11, PI. 
XXIII. 33, 30 respecli vely), which is dated by n scarab 
of Amenhotep II (ibid., Pis. V!. top left photo. fourth 
row from top, second from Ieft= VII. 19) . Lotus cups 
of this type first appea r in Dyn. XVIII B, and, like the 
tazza cups, occur later. 

78 Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 1. top row, right, 2. top 
row, third from left, centre and right, centre row, first , 
third, fifth aml sixth from left, bottom row, fourth 
and sixth from left, PI. X. 2. 1; Ugarilica 11, p. 141 
Fig. 52. 8- 17, 20, 21, 34. 

79 Syria XI n, 1932, PI. VI. 1. top row, left, bottom 
row, first, third alld fo urth from left , 2. top row , first, 
second, fifth and six th from left, cen tre row, second 
and seventh from Icft, bottom row, first, second, third, 
fifth and seventh from left ; Uga rilica n, p. 141 Fig. 
52. 27, p. 142 Fig. 53A, p . 143 Fig. 53. 1-13, p. 197 
Fig. 80. 21 . 

80 Syria, XIII Ill32 , PI. V\. 1. top row, centre. 

81 Ugorilica 11, p. 141 Pig. 52. 25. 

82 S yria XIII, 1932, PI. VI. 1. bottom row , second 
from lefl=Ugarilico ll, p. 1-!1 Pig. 52. 33. 

83 Syria XII , Ill32, PI. VII. I; Uglll"ilico I, p. 77 Pig. 
68; Ugarilica IJ, PI. XX VI I. 

84 Syria XIII, 1932, PI. X. 2. '2=Ugarilica II , p. HI 
Fig. 52.28. 

85 Syria XliI , 1932, PI. X. 2. 3; Uga rilica II, p. 141 
Pig. 52. 7, 18, Ill , 22-24, 26, 29-32. To< 

86 Syria XIII , 1932, PI. VIII. I= Ugarilico I, p. 33 
Pig. 22. top row , left to righl , ce ntre row , right, bottom 
row, second , third and fifth from left; Ugariliw II , p. 
IH Pig. 52. 3, 5, 6. 

!nzza ClIPS,S7 n 10!IIS Clip 88 and a n ecked vase,89 
a faience lotus cup 90 and mnsk,91 and four 
ivory toilet dishcsY2 From the sarne deposit 
came five gold pendants,93 three of which bear 
Astarte figures with J-Iathor hair styles. 

The remarkable concentration in Deposit 213 
of products predominantly from Cyprus and 
Egypt wOllld , if nothing else, prove b eyond 
all doubt that Ras Shamra was a mercantile 
intermediary between the two countries. But it 
also establishes the fact that trade was still 
being carried on between Ras Shamra and 
Egypt until latc in Thutmose HI's reign at least. 
Tha t Cypriote pottery was also being exported 
to Egypt at th e same time is further suggested 
by the Wares and Types represented in the 
deposit, if not necessarily in all cases by their 
respective proportions. Most of the B.R. I and 
II vases belong to Types which occur in Egypt. 94 

The Bucchero, Monochrome and L.C. VV.P. 
\Vares, of which only one specimen of each has 
been published from the group, have not yet 
been encountered in Egypt. The presence of a 
single R.L. spindle bottle may be symptomatic 
of the waning popularity of the form and its 
contents. Cypriote vases aI! but disappeared 
from the Nile Valley in Dyn. XVIII C: the only 
container attributed to this period is a B.R. II 
juglet of Type IBa (ABUSlR No. 1). However, 
the scarcity of pots could also to some, prob
ably small extent be due to shortcomings in the 
chronological system used in Chapter 1. The 
lack of closely dated contexts makes it dif
ficult to identify archaeological criteria charac
teristic of the phase, and to determine with 

87 Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VIII. I =Ugaritico I, p. 33 
Pig. 22. cen tre row, second , third and fourth from left, 
bottom row , first, four th, sixth and seventh from lef t; 
U!larilica 11, p. IH Pig. 52. 2, 4. 

ss Syria XIII , 1932, PI. VIII. I =Ugaritica I, p. 33 
Fig. 22. centre row, lef t. 

89 Syria XIII, 1932, PI. VIII. 1=Ugarilica I, p. 33 
Pig. 22. cen tre row, eentre; Ug(!ritiCCl 1I, p. 141 Fig. 52.1. 

90 Syria XlII, 1932, p. 12 Pig. 8. 
91 iliid., PI. VIII. 2. bottom row , cen tre. 
9' ibid., PI. VIII. 2. top row, left and right, bottom 

row, left and ri ght ; Ugaritica I, p. 34 Pig. 23. 
03 Syria Ill, 1932 , PI. IX. I. 

0" See above , pp. U8 , 150, 15-! , 162, 16[) , 170, 176, 
177, 181-183 

http:Egypt.94
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certainty the Iatcr history, if any, of sOllle of 
Lhe objccts wilh a known range extending to 
Ihe end of DYII. XVIII 13. Yel there can be no 
doubt that the diminution in trade was as real 
as iL was appnrent , for Rn.. 1I Type IBa, which 
hns a known range of Dyn. XV III 13 and C, is 
represented allogether by only 17 juglets, the 
identification of one of which (SAQQAR,{ 1\'0. 
3G) is doubtful. The Type evidently has a ter
minus ante quem of the time of Amenhotep 
Ill. And of the containers attributed to B.R. 1I 
Type rAa , leaving aside the el-Amarna sherds, 
which in any case belong to the time of Akhen
aten, only 16 cannot be datcd. 

No H.L. spindle bottles occurred in Egypt 
after Dyn. XVIII B-C. Corroborative evidence 
for the cessation of Syrian exports to the Nile 
Valley is supplied by the Theban tomb paint
ings which depict the traders and their goods, 
including the red painted, probably R.L. spindle 
bottles.95 fvlost , if not all of these scenes prob
ably commemorate events which took place 
during the reign of Thutmose Ill, tbough they 
may have been painted at the time of Amen
hotep 11.06 In fact, according to Wegner, there 
is an overall decline in the repres€ntations of 
Syrians during the transition from Thutmose 
III to Amenhotep U, and under Amenhotep 11 
and Thutmose IV paintings of this kind are 
altogether lacking.97 

The questions of the decline and termination 
of Cypriote and Syrian Lrading ventures to 
Egypt will now be considered together, as they 
appear to be related. In the record of Amen
hotep II's Asiatic campaign ill his seventh year 
there is a notable failure to describe the events 
between Ihe 26th day of the first month and 
the 10th day of the second mont1l.98 'When the 
account is taken up again, the king has reached 
Niy, where he receives a report of an insurrec
tion at 'lkt. That a town should have attempted 
to revolt while an Egyptian army was still 
on Syrian soil suggests that Amenhotep II 

to 
95 See above , pp. 172 f. 
"tl Sce ahove, p. 173. 
91 MilleilLlngen (Ies deulschen 1llSliluls fur 6gyp

lisch e Allertulllskunde in /((liro IV, 1933, p. 6.3. 
98 Smilh , Stutlle of Ie/ri-mi, pp. 52 f. 
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sllffered a reverse :It the hands of his enemy, the 
Milanni, which inspired '/ kt 10 stage an upris
ing. And since the ancient Egyptians were ac
cllsLomed never to ;l(.:knowledge or refer to 
defeats, it may be guesscd that Amenhotep Il's 
sct-back took place after the skirmish on the 
Afrin before his arrival at Niy. Though he SllC

cessfully qucllcd the revolt at' / kt, it could be 
significant that Year D saw him campaigning 
not in Syria , but in norLh Pales tine. 99 Perhaps 
the blows dealt by the Mitnnni to the much 
vaunted invincibility of the Egyptians led to 
widesprea d disa ffection in Asia, necessi tating 
punitive acLion by the latter in Palestine first 
to recover their holdings. Nevertheless a slela 
from Semna, which a lmost certainly belongs 
to Amenhotep II and is dated to Year 23, con
tains references to Alalakh, Arapakh and 
Takhsi. "That the king of Egypt should still 
record, in his 23rd year, correspondence with 
th e princes of these three northern Syrian 
states, together with some statements about 
Nalwrina and Sengwo, both important foreign 
powers, probably indicates that though he did 
not control them , in actual fact, he was still 
powerful enough in the territories immediately 
south of AZoZab, to demand consideration" .100 

It has been generally accepted that' / Jet was 
Ugarit, ancient Ras Shamra. IL is evident from 
the Karnak stela that the Egyplian garrison, 
which the inhabitants of 'lk! were planning 
to expel, had been established in the city before 
Amenhotep Il's 7th year. Helck goes so far as 
to suggest that the Egyptian troops had already 
been stationed there by the time of Thutmose 
IlI ,lOl whereas Drioton and Vandier assume 
that it was Amenhotep 1I himself 'who left the 
contingent in the city.102 Though neither hypo
thesis can at the moment be proved, it seems 
not unreasonable to postul ate that the Egyp
tians were actually present in 'lk! for some 
time before, as well as after the uprising, for 
by successfully suppressing the revolt, they must 
have regained conlrol of the city. There should 

9" Ann(lles XLI I, 1043, p. 17. 

100 Smith, Stalue of Iclri-Illi , p. 55 . 

101 Bclck, nezielllJllgcn, p. 303. 

102 DrioLon, L'1:gypte 3rd ed., p. 407. 
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flccordingly be al leasl some cviclence of Egyp
tian occupation from Has SI1<1lllra at this time. 
Blit to dale nol a single object inscribed with 
the name of Amenholcp 11 has been fOllnd on 
the site, nor is any other reference to a place 
which may be Ugarit known on his monu
ments from Egypt. 

It is clear frolll the archaeological record 
that there existed close commercial ties be
tween Ras Shamra and Egypt during Dyn. 
X VIII B. These may be taken to imply a cer
tain measure of political sympathy as well. This 
state of affairs makcs it difficult to understand 
what motives would have prompted Amen
hotep II forcibly to occupy the city. Moreover, 
if the Egyptians had been ruling Ras Shamra 
during his reign, it seems hard to believe they 
would have found it necessary to curtail Syrian 
trading ventures to the Nile Valley, still less 
that they would have seen no more Syrians in 
Egypt and deleted them from their repertory 
of subjects for portrayal in the tombs at 
Thebes. That these commercial expeditions did 
disappear from funerary scenes in Dyn. XVIII 
C does suggest that they were brought to a halt 
not by the Egyptians, but by the intervention 
of some foreign power beyond the Egyptians' 
control. The obvious candidates for this role 
were the Mitanni. 

The archaeological and historical objections 
to the thesis that Amenhotep Il, even Thut
mose III incorporated Ras Shamra into the 
Egyptian empire make it imperative to review 
the philological basis for identifying 'Ik! with 
Ugarit. Dr Faulkner has written as follows: 
"I know that ~y 9 ~ on the Memphis and 
Karnak stelae of Amenophis II has always been 
accepted as Ugarit, but I have long had my 
doubts. If Ugarit showed the r in Romesside 
hieroglyphic, it should also have done so in 
Dyn. XVIII. It is this absence of r that to my 
mind rules out the equation'I kt= Ugarit, though 
I can offer no positive suggestion as to the 
identity of '] kf' .103 ~. 

103 I am endebled lo Dr Faulkncr for his infonna

lion . which was conlained in a Icller to the author 
daled 81h November. 19GG. 

If ])1' Faulkner's flulhoritative opinion is flC
cepted, there remains no need whatever to hold 
10 the belief that Ihc Egyptiam under Amen
hotep II occllpied Rfls Shamra. It is the Mitanni 
then who are probably to be held ultimately 
responsible for the break in contacts between 
Ras Shamra and Egypt and the cessation of 
Cypriote exports to the Nile Vnlley. This con
clusion is both consistent find plausible. Thut
mose III found the Mitanni a force to be reck
oned with when he records in his far reaching 
campaign in Year 33 that he laid waste "the 
settlements of that foe of wretched Naha
rin - - _".104 O'Callaghan has no hesitation in 
identifying the individual concerned as Saush
shatar, king of the Mitanni. 105 The death of a 
Pharaoh was a regular signal for revolt and 
unrest in Syria and Palestine. If the Mitanni 
took advantage of the disturbances which pre
sumably followed the death of Thutmose III to 
penetrate the Egyptian sphere of influence in 
Syria, it is not impossible that they gained con
trol of Ras Shamra early in Amenhotep II's 
reign. It would be rash to conclude from the 
shortage of historical records that Amenhotep 
II was less energetic than his predecessor. But 
the fact remains that the only reference to a 
campaign Amenhotep II led before his seventh 
year is contained incidentally on the Amada 
stela, which notes "the return of his majesty 
from Retenu the Upper, having overthrown all 
his enemies, extending the boundaries of Egypt, 
on the first victorious campaign".106 The in
scription dates to his third year. Nor has any 
account of his exploits in Asifl comparable with 
Thutmose Ill's Annals yet been discovered in 
Egypt. If Amenhotep II led military expeditions 
to Asia only intermittently in the first ten years 
of his reign, the Mitanni would have had ample 
opportunity to exert pressure on Syrian terri
tory allied to Egypt. Ras Shamra, which lay 
outside the area over which the Egyptians 
exercised effective control, but within their 
sphere of influence only, could well have been 
one of the Mitanni's early sllccesses. 

104 B;W 1I, para. 479. 


105 O'Callaghan , Arum tVlIlwruilll, p. 77. 


10" BAR 1I . parn. 7D6. 
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There was evidenlly 110 radical dilllilllltioll 
of Egyptian slrenglh at. the beginning of '1'11111
mose IV's reign. He was able 10 boast of the 
booty "which his nwjesty captured in Naharin 
(- - - n ') Ihe wretched , on his firs t victorions 
campaign".107 Undouhtedly, however, the most 
significflnt event of his lime was his marriage 
to the daughter of Artatalllfl, king of the Mi
tflnniJ08 It was obviously fI diplomatic move 
to slrengthen an fllliance between the two pro
tagonists and put an end to their hostilities. 
"That induced them to settle their differences 
was probably the growing power of the Hit
ti tes. 10n 

How Ras Shalllra fared during the fighting 
and subsequent negotiations between the Egyp
tians and Mitanni is still completely unknown. 
If the Mitanni had been overseeing the conduct 
of the city's affairs through the submission of 
the king of Ugarit, it seems unlikely that their 
hold was particularly strong, for the detente 
between Thutmose IV and Artfltama brought 
flbollt a vigorolls renewal of Egyptian contacts 
with Ras Shamra in the reign of the former's 
successor. \Vhereas no objects bearing the 
names of Amenhotep II and Thutmose IV have 
yet turned up on the site, material inscribed 
with Amenhotep Ill's name is not uncommon. 
From the Royal Palace have come alabaster 
fragments with the name of Amenhotep In 110 

and part of a glazed schist Marriage Scarab 
issued on the occasion of his wedding to Tiy.ll1 
Scarabs of Amenhotep III turned up in Tombs 
XLII 112 and LIII.1l3 His name also occurs on 

an alabaster vase 114 and a tablet in the alpha

betic script.1l5 Ugarit itself was included in the 

107 	 BAR II, para. 817. 

108 	 EA 20. 

109 O'Callaghan, Aram Nuilllraim, p. 86. 

110 Lcs allna/cs arcileologiql1es dc Syrie III, 1953, 
p. 123 	Fig. 2, p. 122; Ugaritica IV, p. 97. 

I11 Ugw'itico Ill , pp. 221 ff. 

112 Syria XIX, 1938, p. 215 Fig. 14=Ugllrilica I, p. ~7;.0 

Fig. 50. 0113A RS. 

W Syria XlX , 1938, p. 215 Fig. H=Ugariticu I, p. 70 
fig. 	59. 9-141 HS. 

114 Ugaritica 11, p. 187 Fig . 75. [5. 

11 5 ClIM 1955, pp. 74 f. 
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t()po~r:lphical lisl illscribed Oil <I colulI\Il ill 
Alllenhotep lIl's temple <ll Soleb ill Nllbia. ll6 

Has Shulllrn's return to Ihe Egyptinn fold 
CIIIlIOI. huve been achieved by force of firms, as 
Amenhotep III is not known to have cam
paigned in Asia, though a visit to Sidon is Illen
tioned.117 He had not inherited the bellicose 
lemperament of his forbears, and spent the 
greater part of his reign enjoying the fruits of 
all their conquest and spoil. He did, however, 
further consolidate the alliance with the JVli
tanni by marrying Giluhepa in his tenth year. 
She was the daughter of Shuttarna n, Arta
t:.\I1W 'S successor as king of the Mitanni.1 18 One 
is therefore led to assume thal the IVlitanni 
voluntarily relinquished whatever authority 
they may ha ve exercised in Ras Shamra, giving 
the ruler of Ugari t the opportunity to es tablish 
relations with Egypt once more. 

'With the re-opening of contacts between Ras 
Shamru and Egypt came the reappearance of 
tradings expeditions from Syria, as depicted in 
the tomb of Kenamun (see above, pp. 173 f.), 
and of Cypriote pottery in well dated contexts, 
Though only two B.R II jugJets (KAHUN Nos. 
18, 19) have been dated to the time of Amen
hotep Ill, account should be taken of the fact 
that Akhenaten in the 34th year of his father 's 
reign moved to el-Amarna, where a very large 
quantity of Cypriote, not to mention Mycenaean 
pottery has been found. No RL. spindle bottles 
have occurred in a context later than Dyn. 

XVIII B-C, nor have any B.R II bottles been 
assigned to Dyn. XVIII D, It must be concluded 
that the commodity held by this kind of con
tainer was no longer in demand. B.R. 11 juglets 
and flasks and \V.S. II bowls are all well at
tested in Dyn. XVIlI D. Imports included the 

occasional B.R. II jug (EL-AM ARNA No. 103), 
bowl (EL-AMARNA No. 19) and bull-vase 
(EL-AMARNA No. 115). 

In Amenhotep HI's 21st year Suppiluliullla I 
ascended the Hi tti te throne, and twelve years 
laLer initiated his " first Syrian foray " yn It was 

116 Simons Li s t IX No. a. 5. 
117 	 EA 85. 11. 69-73. 
11 8 	 Kit chen, SI1JlIJifllliIlI1lU, p. 39. 
119 	 Ibid.} pp. 2-1 f. 
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probably this illcursioll which prompted Am
mistaml'll I, King of Ugarit, to appeal to Amen
hotep rr r for support against the Hi Lti te 
threat. 120 A year after Akhenaten founded the 
city of el-Amarna, Niqmad II succeeded Am
mistamrll I as I\ing of Ugarit, and probably a 
year luter, in order to cement a diplomatic 
alliance with the Egyptians, took to wife an 
Egyptian woman of noble birth. The marriage 
he commemorated on an alabaster vase, which 
was found at Ras Shamra.121 It was also Niq
mad IT who sent a letter to Pharaoh asking for 
the services of a doctOr. 122 Thus far Egyptian 
relations with Ugarit appear to have suffered 
no set-back. 

By the time Suppiluliuma I launched his 
"First" Syrian 'Var, Akhenaten had succeeded 
Amenhotep III and been in residence at el
Amarna for about seven years. Despite the 
evidence of continued Egyptian interest shown 
by the discovery in the Royal Palace at Ras 
Shamra of an alabaster fragment inscribed, 
probably between Years 5 and 9 of the reign,123 
with the names of Akhenaten and Nefertiti,124 
Suppiluliuma took advantage of the absence of 
demonstrable Egyptian authority to press down 
on the region. In the course of his campaign 
he deprived the countries of Mukish and Nu
khashshe of their autonomy and incurred their 
abiding enmity. They revolted, and Suppilu
liuma invited Niqmad 11 of Ugarit to side with 
him, promising speedy help if Niqmad himself 
was attacked. 125 The hostile countries coun
tered Suppiluliuma's overtures with a bid of 
their own. When Niqmad declined the rival 
approach in favour of alignment with the Hit
tites, Suppilnliuma assessed his loyalty ill terms 
of a heavy tribute. 126 Finding themselves 
hemmed in by hostile forces, the kings of Mukish, 
Nukhashshe and Niy combined their armed 

120 EA {5. 

121 Ugarilica Ill, p. 165 Fig. 1 [8, p. 180 Fig. 126, 

pp. 164, [68, 179 H. t

122 EA 49. 

123 I{itchen, SuppilllliulJICI, p. 36. 
124 Ugarilica lIT, p. 167 Fig. 120. 
125 PRU IV , II A 1. 

126 ibid. , JI A 2. 

strength to attack Ug:lrit, which they de
stl'oyed. 127 An item of news contained ill one of 
Abimilki of Tyre's letters to Akhenaten accords 
well with the circumstances surrounding the 
action , and may be a reference to the event: 
"And fire has consumed Ugaril, the city (bit? 
house) of the king ; half of it it has consumed, 
and its (other) half is not, and the people of 
the army of !Jotti are not (there) " .128 

But it cannot have been long before Hittite 
troops did in fact appear on the scene, not to 
take advantage of Ugarit's plight, but in an
s\over to all urgent request addressed by Niql11ad 
to Suppiluliuma for his help against their com
mon foe. They drove off Niqmad's adversaries, 
and offered to him the booty they had taken. 
Then Niqmad went to Alalakh to rendeT hom
age to Suppiluliuma, who assured of Niq
mad's loyalty, sealed his trust with a firm pact 
to respect Niqmad's territory down to the smal
lest plant, and the boundaries he himself had 
fixed in Niqmad's favour. 129 Niqmad had now 
become a vassal of Suppiluliul11a's, and re
mained "officially faithful to his Hittite over
lord from Akhenaten's 12th year until his own 
death in the reigns of Mursil 11 and Haremhab, 
not indulging in open, high-level diplomacy 
with Egypt".l3O 

Quite apart from political considerations, the 
archaeological data, or rather lack of it from 
Ras Shamra shows that all intercourse be
tween Ugarit and Egypt stopped immediately 
Niqmad's submission took place. It can be no 
coincidence tha t Cypriote pottery appeaTS to 
have abruptly ceased occurring in Egypt after 
the reign of Akhenaten. l31 And despite the re
sumption of diplomatic relations between Uga
ri t and Egypt in the reigns of Horemheb and 
Ral11esses 11,132 no more Cypriote pottery found 

its way to the Nile Valley. 

m ibid., II A 3. 

128 EA 151. 11. 55-58. 
129 PRU IV, JI A 3. 

130 I<itchen, SuppilLlliulllll, p. 36. 

1 31 Sec above, p. 186. 

13~ I\itchen , Suppi/llliLlI1lU, pp. 36 r. 
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CORPUS 

B.S. Il: Type I) Jug with cut-away spout. 
W.P. Pendent Line Style: Type I) Jug. 
W.P. Cross Line Style: No Types so far di ~covered . 

\V.P. VI: 	Type I) Juglet with tumbler base and pin ched 
spout. 

n.R. I: 

Types J) 

Juglet A) with broad low ba~e-ring 

a) with round mouth 

i) with carinaled should er, and relief decora
tion round neck; 

ii) with round shoulder, and relief decoration 
round neck ; 

iii) with round shoulder, and relief decoratior, 
round neck and down. fronl of body; 

iv) with round shoulder, relief decoration 
round neck and curvilinear relief decoration 
on either side of body; 

v) with round shoulder, and incised decora
tion; 

vi) with round shoulder, and no decoration. 

b) double juglets with round mouths 

c) with pinched spout 
i) trefoil; 
ii) cut-away. 

Juglet E) with lrumpet base-ring 
a) with round mouth 

i) with carinated shoulder, and relief decOl'a
lion round neck; 

ii) with round shoulder, and relief decoralion 
round neck ; 

iii) with round shOlllder, and relief decoration 
round neck and down front of body; 

iv) with round shoulder, relief decoration 
round neck and curvilinear relief decoration 
on either side of body; 

v) with round shoulder, and incised decora
tion; 

vi) with round shoulder, and no decoration. 
b) double juglets with round moulhs 
c) with pin ched spout 

i) trefoil; 

ii) cut-away. 


Juglet C) without base-ring. 
11) Jug with broad low base-ring and round mouth. 
Ill) Bottle A) with tall narrow body 

a) with rOllnd mouth 

b) with pinched trcl'oil spout. 


E) with elongated ovoid body 

a) with round mouth 

b) with pinched trefoil spout. 


IV) Flask A) with plain junction between segmenls 
of body. 

13) with raised ridge round junction between seg
ments of body. 


V) Tankard. 

VI) Bowl. 

VII) Bull-vase. 


W.S . I: Types I) Tankard. 
Il) Bowl. 

R.L.: 	Types I) Eollle. 
11) Flask. 

E.R.II : 

Types I) 
.Juglet A) with broad low base-ring 

a) with round mouth 
b) double juglets with round mouths 
c) with pinched spoul 

i) trefoil; 

ii) cut-away. 


.Iuglet B) with trumpet base-ring 

a) with round mouth 

b) double juglets with round mouths 

c) with pin.ched spout 


i) trefoil; 

ii) cut-away . 


.Juglet C) without base.ring. 
I1) Jug with broad low base-ring an.d round mouth. 
Ill) Bottle A) with tall n.arrow body 

a) with round mouth 

b) with pinched trefoil spout 


B) with elongated ovoid body 

a) with round mouth 

b) with pinched trefoil spout. 


IV) Flask A) with plain junction between segments 
of body. 

E) with raised ridge round junction. between seg
ments of body. 


V) Tankard. 

VI) Bowl. 

VII) Bull-vase. 


W.S. 11: Types I) Tankard. 
11) Bowl. 
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Lepsius, C. R. 16 


Loa I, L. 33 , 49 H., 58 f. 


Lucas, A. 88, 157 f., 191 


M 
lIIcLellan, R. D. ix 


el-Maharraqa 13-1 


- Cemetery 126 Tomb 1 134 


Maidum 32 ff., 186 


- Tomb 31 32, 38 


MD 4 32 


MD 13 32 


MD 21 32 f. 


MD 23B 33 




214 n. s. IIIEHH1LLEES 

i\iJ) 28 3:-3 

~lD 40 33 

?lID 41 33 

~]D 44 33 

~ID 45:\ 33 f. 

MD 50 34, 36, 76 

i\1D 55 34 

MD 58 34 

i\ID 71 34 f. 

MD 72 35 


261A (i\laslaba 17 ) 36 f., 64, 75 

287 37 


Maiyana 67 

Make t, see under Ka hull, Tomb of Ma ket 

Moroni 188, 189 

- Zarulw s Tomb 188 


7 188 

Mazghuna 29 

i\]cdille t Habu 124 


i\Ieikl e, R. D. x, xix, 155 

Memphis 15 f. 

Menkheperasonb 172- 174, 1\)4 

i\1enill ees , Mr and Mrs J. C. i, ix 

Merrillees, Mrs R. S. x 

j\line l el-Beida 151 , 15:2, 165, 166, 185-187 , 189, HJ7 f. 

- Deposit 43 185, 186 


213 148, 150, 154, 162, 165, 170, 176, 177, 

18 1-183, 198 


- Tomb 1 170 

2 148, 150, 170 


III 148, 185, 186 

IV 186 

VI 154, 185 


i\Iinm ontou 120, 160 

Min oa n pottery 83, 195,198 

j'"litanni 199, 200 f. 

Moalla 128 f. 


- Cemetery 6!J Tomb 200 128 f. 

Monochrom e ' Va re 198 

Moss, R. L. n. 2 

Mukish 202 

i\'!urray , H. 157 f. 

Mursil II 202 

Mycenaea n pottery viii , 89,110,195 ,201 

Mycena ean HA po ttery 21 


Mycenaean IlIA pottery 4, 42 , 79, 81, 83, 84 , 8!J 

Mycena ean JIIA/13 p o ttery 5 

i\Iyrcs, J. L. 175 


N 
Nahesha 5, 158, 166 

Nagel , G. 122 

NahariTl a 193, If)9, 201 

Nazle t el-S a flllllun 13 

Ncbamnn 172, 17! 

N eferseshelll re 24 

Ncfertili 202 

Ncfertari (wife o f Ahmose I) 123 


;\derlari (wife o f fblllcsses Il ) 100 

Ni/,olnoll, le ix 

Niqmad 1I 202 

Niy 19(1, 202 

Nukhashshe 202 


o 
O'Callaghan , H. T. 200 r. 

O'Collllor, D. n. ix, xi ff. , 141 

Oj a maa-l{oskinn en, I. ix 

Opium 154, 157, 170, 1\)6 


p 


Papaclnkis, S. 154 

PI/p{/v er (jm ciie 155 


Papaver setiyerum 1;i5 

Papaver somni/erum 154 ff., 176, 170, 196 

Pa rkinson, A. E. x, 62, 157 

Pay ne, J. Crowfoot ix, xi ff. , 66 

Pedu-n-n eb-tani 106 

Peet, T. E. 116 

Pe pi 11 27 

Petrie, W. !l1. F. \'iii, 4, 7 ff. , 43 ff., 47, 64, 67,77, 116, 


128, 130, 146 

Phaistos 166 

Popham, M. R. xiv 


Poppy , see und er Papaver 

Porter, B. 2 

Pot-m a rl, s 169 f. 

Punt 193,194 


Q 
Qaclesh 197 

Qaw eJ-Qebir 90, 91 ff. 

-- Tomb 316 67 , Dl 


320 102 

515 98 

524 100 

562 107 f. 

566 89 

610 91 

657 (l8 


902 D8 

1038 107 

1408 94 

1989 72 


3506 98 

3712 72 

3745 98 

.1987 31 

5297 99, 105 

5322 98 

5522 91 


5540 91 f , !J2 


5545 (l2 


7028 115 f. 

7108 90 

7112 128 
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n·ll 128 LXXXI 170, 17fi , 181 

7:W.. 100, 110 LXXXIV IG1 

7:!RI \)2 L, 1 I G LXXX" 1 .. 5 f. 
7,,7R [,:3 LXXXVH 170 

7GI8 100, 104 , 11() :HG.. 185 

7(;:38 ;-,:2 , 102 n ed Luslrous 'Vh eel·made Ware "iii, 1G3 L, IG9 ff., 

7758 72 187 , 191- 193, 19G, 198, 199,201,203 

Qifl 11 \1 Hed·on·Bla ck Ware 1, H 5, 191 

Quadrus 141 , l()G Hcd Polished Ware (Cyp riote) 1!l0 

- Cemetery 185 TOlllu 1 37 141 Hed Polished Ware (Egyplian) 27, 38, 41, 52, 58, 59 , 
G3, GG, 70, 77, 95, 98, 101 - 103, 106, 12-1, 125, 129,Quban 131 ft. 
1-12 , 149, 1GG, 174, 18G- Cemelery 110 Tornb G 131 

Reid , R. W. 35110 :23 28 
Reisner, G. A. 12 ff.110 73 131 
Hekhlllire 172, 1!l4110 IH 131 
I\elenu 193, 200 


110 l()9 1.32 Rhylon 27 f. 

110 lti;~ lal f . 

Hiefstahl, E. 150110 171 120, 130 , 1:~3 

el·Riqqa 3 1 f., 40110 180 132 
- Tomb 220 !l2110 191 132 f . 

274 3 1 110 192 133 
29G 3 1 110 198 133 
601 31, 67 


110 24~ 133 L 

110 231 133 

G03 31 f. 
607 107 f. 

Rishi coffin type 22, 124 
110 285 13 .. 

Qurnet Murai Tomb 1408 107, 12-1. 
Robinson , D. M. 11 , 15 

Rowe, A. 15,37,128R 
Hnmesses I 122 sRamesses JI 100, 117 , 122 , 142, 202 

Halllesses III 122, 124 Safl e l·Hinna 5 L 

Ramesses VI 122 - Tomb 5 5, 11 

Rarn esses XI 122 13 97 

Has Shamra ix, 1'l5-1f>4, 159, !G2, l()3 , IG8 , 170, 171, 41 5 f. 

17G, 178, 180, 18-1, 185, 187 , 189-191, 193, 197 , 198, 12G 6 

IQ9 H. 311 6 


- Level J (Palace Garden) 16!l 381 6 

IT 145, 146 Saqqara 16 fr. , 148, 159 

- Tomb III 176 - Basket Deposit 18,61 L, 67,107 

VII 183, 185 - Mastaba 3507 27 f. 

XIII 151, 175, 17G, IS!) - Tomb 52 17 f. 

XXI 170, 176, 185 79 18 f., 107 

XXII 18G NE. 21 f., 195 

XXVII 15 1, 152 , 181 NE. 3 22 

XXVIII 185 NE. 4 18, 22 L , 62, 67 f. 

XXIX 170 NE. 8 23 


XXXIII !GI, 183, lR5 NE. 2 .. 18 


XXXVI 14\), 151, 1G5, 167 , 170, 18!), 18G NE. 25 23 


XXXVII 1'70, 17G, 18·1- 18G NE. 37 2:3 L , 107 


XLII 201 NE. 62 2-1 


LIIl 1-1.8 , 151, l()2 , l()5, 170, 17G, 177, NE. 65 28, 41, 50 


183-185, 201 
~. 

NE. 73 24 


LIV I'lG, 149, IG8 , 170 Snushshatar 200 


LV HG Siive· Siiderbe rgh, 1'. ix, 192 L 1!l7 


LVII I·W cl-Sawama 93 f. 

LXXV 1-17, 1G!), 183 , 18 .. , 18G - Tomb S 15 93 f. 


LXXVIIT 17G S 60 \)4 


;.. . 
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Scarnb :~ 


Sehneffer, C. F. A. ix, IH7 


Schiapnrelli, E. 161 , 17n 


Seol!, N. E. 125, 163 


Seelc , re c. 163 


Se ke ne nre Hll, 192 


SC?mna 141 f., 158, 199 


- Fort l.J.l f. 

- Tomh S 51 5 142 


S 553 142 


Se ngara 1\)\) 


Senmut 19-1, 195 


Senusrc i 1140,41,43 


Se ti r 24, 122, 130 


cl-Shnllal 127 f ., 191 


Cemetery 	7 Tombs 2 &. .3 127 


7 5 130 


7 (j 127 f. 


7 9 128 


Sbaruhen 193 


Shasn 193 


Sheikh Nassir 117 


Ships, Cypriote vii, 188 f., 195 


- , Egyptian 174, 193,197 

-, Syrian 173, 174, 195, 196 


Sllunet e\-Zebib 117 


SllUiiarna II 201 


Sidmnnt 57 fr., 186 


- Tomb 0017 58 


53 59 f., 195 


132 102 


137 194 f. 

216 60 


223 60 f. 

241 61 


2.J.2 61 


244 61 


246 61 f. 

248 G2 


254 27 f., 62 ff. , 106, 157 


255 64 


256 64 f ., 99 


263 65 f. 

264 58, 66 r. 

265 67 


267 67 f., 7-l 


268 49, 68 


273 68 


275 68 f. 

282 69 


283 69 f. 

310 70 f., 116 ~o 


586 71 


589 71 


592 71 


907 12 


120-1 71 	 f., 72 , 75 


MERHILLEES 

1207 94 


1213 08 


1210 ·H), 72, 73 


1216 9-1 


1262 77 


1270 20 


1272 75 


1273 75 


1289 72f. 

1200 98 


1300 27, 30 , 71 


1312 34 

1315 73 

1326 73 


1345 or 1346 73 f. 

1951 74 


2200 71 , H ff ., 116 


2253 76 r., 107 


Sidon 201 


Simons, J. 197,201 


Simpson, 1\L re G. i, ix 


Simyra 197 


Sinai 4, 179 


Sj6qvist, E. viii, 2 f., 7, 11, 28, 67, 73, 75, 82 ff., 86 f., 

157, 160, 168, 186 


Smenkhl{are 83 ff. 


Smith, H. S. ix ff., 32, 106, 122 


Smith, S. 199 


Smith, "\CV. Stevenson x ff., 119 


Snefern 36 


Soleb 201 


Stapley, R. ix 


Steindorff, G. 163 


Ste wart, D. E. xi , xiii , xv 


Stewart, J. R. ix , 157 


Stubbings, F. H. 3 

Suppiluliuma I 201 


Syrians 164, 172, 173, 187, 194, 199,200 


T 
Takhsi 199 


Talbot, C. ix 


Tllrkhan 29 ff. 

- Tomb 821 20 f. 


1895 30 f., 98 


Tell el-Ajjul 128 


- Tomb 1037 198 D. 77 


1041 15 


1l.J.5 18 


Tcll el-Rataba 7 


- Great House 107 


Tell el-Yahudiya 8 ff., 171 


.. - Basket Deposit 10 f. 

-- Tomb 23 8 


24 8 f. 

47 9 


52 9 

6-1 !) 
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[I t) !l f. 
[)n 10 
64 10 

JO::l 10 
41{ 10 

- "'flre 0, ::l l, :~ i , r,o, 72, !lfi, !lG f., 110, 1·10, In, 1!l1, 

Tell FflruJl, sce und cr Nflbcsha 
Terrace, E. L. B. x ff. 
Teti 16- 18, 20 f. , 2" 
Thebcs 18, 120 fr. , 1~8 , 172, 192, 200 
- Pit 3 167 r. 
- Tomb 377, 22, 107 , 120 f., 132, 163 

Thethu 23 
Thoulli 120 
Thnill, sec und er lu aa 
Thlllmosc I 3~ , ·17, 109, 121, 120, 132, 1~9- I!'il , 153, 

154,162,166, 171 , 19:~, 194 
Thutmosc 11 4, 3,1 ,47 , 121 , 126, 132, 149-1 51, 153, l;j4 , 

162, 166, 171 , H)3, 194. 
Thutmose III 4, 8-12, 14, 18, 22-24, 29, 31, 32, 34, 

36-38, 46, 47, 60-62, 64, 66--69, 71, 75 , 92 , 96, 
101, 105-110, 115, 120, 122, 123, 126, 127, 129, 130, 

132-13+, 137-1 39, 14.9-151,153-156,162,166,171, 
172, 194 , 195, 195 ff., 199-201 

Thulmose IV 4, 10, 15,122,130,199,201 

Tiy 29, 84., 201 
Tombos 193 
Tura 105 
Tulankhamun viii , 53 , 84 , 85, 88, 157, 186 
Tyre 202 

u 
Ugaril, see uncler Ras Shamra 

v 

\'alloi s, H .·\'. 187 
Vflndil'r , .T. ~, I\)!) 

\'crc()ull c r , .I. 20,172 f., ISO, I!H 
Vprgil l ii7 

w 
Wainwri ght , G. A. vii, ix, !H f . 

Wallis , H. l ~jO , 15:3 

Wallis , T . E. X , X\· f. , Ci , 38, 1~2 f. , 157 

Wegn er , M. l!l!) 
Weslholm , A. 157 

Wcslon , C. x 
While P a in led IV Warc I 
While Paiuleu V Ware 191 
While Painl ed VI \"'are 37, 1~6 f. , 1!11 , 203 

Wbilc Paint cd Cross Linc Slyle Ware 1~6 , 191 , 203 
While P a int ed Pendenl Line Slyle W a re 145 L, 1!l1 203 

\Vhite Slip I Ware viii, 2, 168 f. , 203 
White Slip II Warc 2, 186 fr. , 201 , 203 

Winlock , H. E . 161 
Wreszinski , W. 155, 172 

y 

Young, E. xiii r. 

z 
Zawyet e l-Arya n 13 ft'. 

- Tomb Z 330 13 f., 22 

Z 334 14 
Z 339 l{ 1. 

Zawyel el-Ma iyitin 78 
- Tomb 1 78 

INDEX II EGYPTIAN vVOHDS 

(Translit e rated by i\fr H . S. Smith) m'y 60 

nb 105 
'3/l/Jn3 104 P3-~ll'y 138 
b3(k'?)·/-pr-.'n(lII/) 60 l"-~l/p GO 

brwt 31 rdt-[n?]-l" 30 

fJ)IW/y-l}/p 130 I'dt-l" 5, 30 

~lr-niJ/ 136 ' r-n- (?bi)-' nlJ 67 
' I kj 199 1. l'yt3 105 
tmn-~l/p 14 S3-/p-lh.w 105 

in ~1I ' -ms 105 sn-nlr 110 

tpw-sr(y) 99 .spn, .spnn H)6 

mllW 105 ~. s/)J-n-p/~I 122 

llln-iJpl' 51, 65 twhw 109 



PLATES 


H. S. Mrrrillces 



THE CypnlOTE llHONZE AGE l'OTTEnY FOUND IN EGYPT PI. I 

\ 

I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

I. l3UHEN No. 3. B.S.II(?) 
Type 1. 

2. TARJ(HAN No. 
'vV P. 

3. Egyptian juglet 
Pendent Line Style. 

decoraled in 

3. As No. 2. 4. DISHASHA No. 1. W.P.VI juglet Type 1. 



Pl. 11 H. S. ;\IEIlHILLEE S 

1. TELL EL-YilliUDIYA No. 5. Egyptian jugle t deco- 2. TELL EJ.-YIlHUDIYA No. 6. Egyptian juglet deco
rat ed in "V.P.V I s tyle. rated in W.P.V! s tyle. 

3, ~1. TEU_ EL-l'AHUnIYA No. 8. B.IU jl1glet Type IAn(i). 



TilE CYl'H10TE BHONZE AGE POTTEHY FOCN]) li\' E(;\'PT PI. III 

, 
" 

1, 2. A13YDOS No. 36. B.IU juglel Type IAa(i). 3. NABESHA No. 1. B.IU jngle t 

Type IAa(ii). 

L AllOWS No. 30. B.lU juglcl T y pe L\a(ii). 5. VE;Vp.E1IA 1\0. I. B.n I juglcl Type L\a (ii ) . 



PI. IV 	 R. S. IvIERRILLEES 

2. SIDMANT No. 21. B.R.I juglet Type IAa (iii). 

1. 	 ZA WYET EL-ARYAN No. 5. B.R.l juglet Type 
IAa(iii) . 

3, 4. GUROB No. 47. B.IU juglet Type IAa(iii). 



TIlE CYl'HIOTE BHONZE Ar.E POTTERY FOUND IN EGYPT PI. V 

1, 2. MAIDUM No. 28. B.R.I juglet Type IAa(ii i) . 

,. 


3, 4. SIDMANT No. 1. I3.IU juglet Type IA n( iii ). 



PI. \' I H. S. 1I1EHHILLEES 

I , 2. ABYDOS No. Gl. B.B t juglet Type I Aa (iii ). 

3. SIDMAN'f' )Ii o. GO. I3 .H.I jug let Type IAa (i ii). 4. SIDMAN'J' No. iO. R.B.f juglcl Type fAa (iii ) . 



TIlE CYI'Il10TE BHONI.E A(;" I'OTTI·: HY J'()I JNJ) IN E(~YPT PI. VII 

1. EL-BALAf3JSfl No. 4. B.RJ 2. ESN,[ No. 1. B.RJ juglet Type rA a (iii). 
ju g-let Type lAa (iii). 

:3 , 4 . Am' DOS No . 40. B III jllglel Type I Aa (iii). 



PI. \'11 [ 	 H. S. ;\fEHHILL EES 

I, 2. ,1 /JY DOS No. 7. B.H.I jllglet Type IAn (iv). 

3. GUR013 No. 26. BJU 	 4. 0/D,1II1 N']' No. 7. 
jllglet 	Type IAa (v). B .IU juglet Type 

IAn(\'i) or lfln(vi). 

5, G. J(I\J-JUN 1\0. J 1. B.IU juglcl Type IAc( i). 



TIlE CYI'IIIOTE BHONZE AGE POTTEHY FOUND IN EGYPT PI. IX 

1, 2. SI/JM !INT No. 2. B.l\.! jllglel Typc IAc(iij. 3 CUnOl1 No. 27. B.B.! 

Typc IA(?)c(ii). 

jllgJe l 

4. EL-G/ZA No. 1. n.ru 
Typc Wa(ii). 

juglet 5. Z;\WYET EL-ARYAN No . 

B.IU juglet Type ]Ba (ii ). 

4. 6. ZAWYET EL-ARYAN No. 

n.R.! jugJet Type IBa (ii). 
!J. 

7. SA.QQ ,tR.1 1\0. 5!J. B.1U juglel. S. MA/DUM 1\0. 2U. B.fU jug\ct U. MAJlJUM No. 30 . B.R I jugJcl 
Type 113a(ii). Type Wa(ii). Type IBa(ii). 



PI. X 	 H. S. "rEHHTLLEI:: S 

1. 	 GUROl3 No. 4G. B.n .l juglel 2. SJl)MAN"f" No. 22. B.lt! juglel 3. SJl).lIA N"J" No. 23. B.R I jllgle l 
Type I1Ja (ii). Type II3n (ii ). Type 1 B" (ji). 

4 . 	 SlDMANT No. 24. B.IU juglel 5. SJl) ,llANT No. 71. B.R.! juglel G. EL-SAWAMA No. 1. B.IU 
Type lI3a (ii). Type IBa (ii ). juglel Type IBa (ii). 

7. A!; YI) OS No. 5. 1l .lU jllglel 8. ;\nYJ)os No. G. B. lU jllglct H. fW)' nos No. 52. 

Type lB a( ii) . Type lUa (ii ). B.JU juglel Ty pe 
IBa (ii). 



TilE CYPHIOTI': BRONZE A(;E POTTERY FOUND IN EGYPT PI. XI 

I. ARYDOS No. 73. 2. '!'IIENES No. G. n.lu juglc l 3. E(;YP1' No . 1. I3.1U jllglet 

n.H I 	 juglct T y pe Type IBa (ii). Type Il3a (ii). 

lBa(ii). 


4. 	 GUROn No. 12. B.R.l 5. S!DJ/AN,}, No. 25 . B.TU jugkl G. A.BUS /I? No. 3. B.JU jugl el 

jllglcl Type IBa (v). Type mat,,). Type lI3 a (v;). 

7. I:'it WYET ET>-Al?Y AN No. G. 8. SAQQ!lRA No. 3. n.R.! 9. SAQQARA No. 4. B.n.I 
B.H.J doulll e jug-Iel s Type IBIl . douhl e juglcl s Type I Bb. dOllhle jllgieh T y pe mh o 



Pl. XII n. S. ;\IEHRILLEES 

I, 2. (;UROI1 No. G. B.IU doubl e juglrls Type mb. 3. SI!).H .1NT No . 3G. BJU doubl e 
jllgkl s Tvpe IBb. 

4, 5. SIDMAN'J' No. 7'2. B.R.I double jugle ts Type JEb . G. ARY DOS No. 51. B.lU doubl e 
ju glels Type JEh. 

i. QIFT No . 1. n .H.T dOllbl e 8. ESN ...! No. 2. B.H.I doubl e 9 . I~GYPT No . 3 . B.JU doubl e juglels 
jllglc ls Type !Bh. jllglcl s Typ e TBb. Type JIlh . 



Pl. XllI 

1, 2, 3. A73Y DOS 1'\0. G8. I3.n.l jug1e\ Type me (i) . 

; . 



PI. Xl\" H. S. ~ r " I{ HI L L I'; E S 

1. BENI HASA/v No. 1. J3.lU jug Type I!. 2. ABYDOS No. 42 . E.I\.! jug Type 11. 

3. Ahydos Tomb 040 ;,;' '00. Co nl en ls in si/tt . 



'I'll" CYPHIOTE BHONZI·; ACE POTTEHY FaUN)) IN E(;YPT PI. XV 

I. Ahydos Tomb !l-!O A '00. Con len ts in .~ilu . 

') l.tWYET EL-ARYAN No. 
10. I3.IL! hOllle Type 11IAa . 

N . S. ,.l{ e,.,.ille~s 



PI. xn H. S. ~[EnnILLEE S 

r: 
.:
• 

1. ]{AHUN No. 17 2. ])EJR EL-B,lLLAS No. 1. J3. IU 
n.ru bollle Type hottle Type IIIAn. 

TIlAn. 

3. ET.-ARISH No. 1. 4. MIlIDUM No . 20. B.IU bottle 
n.n.I bottl e Type Type IIIB ,1. 

I[]Ea 

5, G. M;\/DU,)f No. 3;·1. B.IU botll e Type )fInb. 



'1'11E (:YPIII01'1-: IlHONZE ACE PO'J'TEHY FOUN]) IN EGYPT PI. XVII 

1. 'JELL EL-}'AfJUDJYA No. 4. 

B.TU flask Type n 'A. 

;~. SIDMAtY'J' No. 74. ]J.B.! 

finsk Typ e IVA, 

2. ZAWYET EL-ARYAN No, 8, n.R I flask Type IVA. 



PI. X\'III H. S. MEHHILLEES 

1, 2. AnYDOS No . 20. 13.TU flask Type IVA. 

:1, +. A13YLJOS No. 2(). B.rU flask Type IVA. 



THE CYJ'HfOTI·: IlHONZI·: AGE l'01'TEHY FOUND IN EGYPT PI. XIX 

I I 

3. SlD.1lAN7' 1\0. 9. Handl e 
of B.R.! closed vessel, prob 
ably jllgleL Type I or flask 

Type JV. 

I, 2. Dl~NDERA No.2. B R.I flask T ype 1VA. 

4. SAQQAU:l No. GO. \v.S .1 bowl Type 11. 



Plo XX H. S. M"HHILLFES 

, 
'\ , 

~= 01 
2. SIDM , J I l~nka)'4.NT No 8. J3 .RI d Type V. 

--- ... , 

1. EIAI.\RACtl 1'\0. 10. n.!..) I lank:ll 'd Ty' pc V. 

Any DOS No. 22. H.t. spindle 'fHEBES No. 15. l\). H L.
G. THEBES NO'TY'llC L

4. boltle Type J. 5. ". lie bollle . 1I bnlll cH . L~ SJlIIH SpllH C . 

Type I. 



TIlE CYPHIOTE BHONZE ,\(;E POTTEHY FOUND IN EGYPT PI. XXI 

<:::::::) 

;J~ tJ~0 ~ ~ 1 
J. TELL J::J~- :2. GUROI3 3 Jll3YDOS -\. TNEl3ES 5. S.4QQAR;{ G. MAJ[)UM 

YAflUDIYA 	 No. 11. No. 13. No. 15. No. GI. No. 31. 

No. 7. 

{~ 	 ()~ .::::.::=> 	 C-J ~ ~~ 
7. 	 IWHEN 8. /(AflUN 9. SlDill ANT 10. AllYDOS 11. AllYDOS 12. NU No. 1. 

No. l. No. 3. No. 47. No. 4. No. 22. 

\ 

la , 14. ,l//::.\/I' J1/S No.!. H L. flask THJe H. 



PI. XXfI H. s. i-.IEIIHILLEES 

1. MEMPHIS No.!. RL. 2. THEflES No. 21. Egyp 3. SAQQARA No. 14. B.B. 4. SAQQARA No. 15. B.R 
flask Type IT. tian copy of H.L. flask If jnglet Type 1A:1. rr juglet Type 1Aa. 

Type H. 

5, G. CUNon No. 48. B.IUI juglct Type 1A:1. 



T It E C Y P I{ lOT E B H 0 N Z E r\ () E ]> 0 'J' T E H Y F 0 UN]) I N E C; Y I' T PI. XXIII 

1. 	 GUR013 No. 15. B.IUI juglet Type IAa. :2. EL-AM /tRNi [ No. lOG. 13 .11.11 
juglcl Type IA( ?) n. 

3. EL-J]ALA13JSH 

No. 1. 13.R.II jug
leL Type IAn. 

4. ;W US/u Ko . 2. B.lUT .juglet ;'l. (;UlIOU No. 3 1. D.IUl juglcl G. F:GyPt No. 10. B.IUr juglel 
Type IBA. Type JBn. Type le. 



Pt. XXLV H. S. :\ll-:BHILLEES 

I. EL·AMARNA No . 103. B.R.I! jug Type I!. 2. GUl/OB No. 18. B.R.I! boltle 
Type mEa. 

a. jIIEJJES No. 17. B.R.II fi'1 Sk Type IVA. 4. t.L·.'II1/.IRNA No. 110. B.H.lI flask 
Type !VA. 



TJlE CYPHJOTE BHO"ZJ': A(;E I'O')"I'I;;HY !'OU N l) IN ];;(;1'1'1' Pl. XX\' 

1. 	 SlDMANT No. G. n H.II 2. EL-AMilIINA No. 11. n.lul flask 
fhl sk Type IVU. Type Ivn. 

Il J · 
'~"'''' .. ~~ 

SIDE "~ 
3. EL-AMARNA No. 12. B.H.LI flask Type Ivn. 

o 


4. EL-AMARNA No. · llD. 5. El.-AM ARNA No. 19. n.R.II bowl Type VI. G. EL-AMA RNA No. U S. 
Neck of n.IU I closed Leg' of n .R.lI bull -vase 

vessel, prohably fl ask Type VII. 
Type IV. 



PI. XX \'J H. S. i\IEHH1LJ.EES 

1. EL-AM!lRN.1 No. !H. TIim sh erd of W .S.1I bowl 2. EL-AJIARNA No. 03. Rim sherd of w.S.fr bowl 

Type 1I. Type IT. 

:1. /':awycl cl·Aryall Tomb Z :~:30. COlllCllls in sitll ·L Zawycl el·Aryall Tomb Z 3:30. Conll'Jlls ill silll 

(norlh cnd). (SOlll il e lld). 
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Zawyet el-Aryan Tomb Z 330. Pottery. 



Zawyet el-Aryan. Scarahs (obverse). 
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Zawyet r i-A ryan, Scarah~ (r""('rse), 
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Zawyel el-Aryan. Jewellery. 



TilL C\,j>HIOTI': BHONZr·; ..\(;r -: I'OTTLIIY FO U ND I N 1'; (;\'1'']' PI. XXXI 

1. Zawy e L el-Aryan Tomb Z 330. Skeleton in situ. 3. Abycl os Tomb 0-!2 A 'OD. Contents in sitll . 

2. Tnrl<h:lll Tomb is!);). 1\1,,("k hllrni shed jll glc l. .1. .\hyd os (GnrsI8J1t:'s <: xuI\8IioJls in 1(100). Poll ery. 

1~ It . .'-; . . 1Ierrille('8 
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1- 14 I S . e - awama Tomb S 15 . Contenls. 
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Till '; C y P n ( O'j' ,.: B nON %F A (; E POT T " n Y F 0 U N DIN E GYP T PI. XXXIII 

1. 

2. 

3. 


1-3. DeiI' eJ· l3allas Cem ele ry 1 Tomb 182. Conlenls. 




1'1. XXXI\, H. S. \II:I\HILLI:I':S 

1. Thebes Tomb 37. Pottery. 2. Ea rly B.R.I jug. 

3. Esna. Pottery. 



TilE CYPHIOTE BHONZE AGE POTTEHY FOU:\j) IN ECV)''!' PI. XXXV 


l. Saqqarn (Emery's cx cavalions), Alabn ster juglet. 

2, As No. l. 



1'1. XXXVI 	 H. S. ~IEHHII.LEES 

1. 	 Saqqara. Alabaster jugle t. 2. Opium poppy (Papave r S01l1Ili

ferU/n ). Seed capsule . 

3-5. Faience copy of opium poppy ca psule . 

- ----, -
G. C"rn f' liail neckla(;c wilh poppy head beads. 



TilL CYI'HIOTI·: BHO:--rZI ·: A(;], POTTEHY FOUND IN EGYPT PI. XXXVII 

I. Enkomi. Clny model ship. 

~. Cia\' l1lodel silip' frolll ~I<lrolli £(//'u/; (/ s Sil c A Tom" 1 (Idl) and Tomh 7 (righl). 
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STUDIES 11\1 ~IEDITEHHAr.:EA1\' AHCHAEOLOGY 

edited by Dr Paul Aslrom, Si>lvegalan 2, Land , Sweden 

"The Lllnd Studies in Medi terranean Archaeology, 
published in English and finely illu s tra ted are highly 
to bc rc('omlllendc(I." Review Editor, Gre ece Gild Romc. 

"La naissance de cctLe co ll ec ti on , qu c dirige M. Paul 
Astrom, cst unc preuvc nOllvcll e de In vitalite des etudes 
c!'archcologie mediterran eennc en Suede." Charles Del
"oye , L'Antiquile Classique . 

"La coli ana cli "STUD IES IN i\I ED ITERRANEAN 
ARCHAEOLOGY" e cos tituita da elega nti fascicoli in 
Cjuart o nei quali 50110 accura ti ss im c la stampa e la 
roto grafia e nei quali i nomi dci coJl abora to ri e la loro 
('ompetenza si impongollo." Bib los-Prcss. 

"Each volume gives ::l s uccinc t trea tlllen t of a suhject 
preciscly conceived and ex pressed wilh darity. All are 
well-illustrated and co ntaill exce ll e nt bibliographies . .. 
Editor Astrom sho ul d be congra tul a ted for undert ak ing 
thi s project, and the aulhors dese rve congra tlllations 
fo r their well -ordered, cl ea r pr esentatio ns. Recom
mended for archaeological hook shelves." E. L. Ochsen
schlager, Th e Classical W orld. 

"Questa nuova co ll ana d i argolllenti archeologici, se 
continuala, al di lil dei 16 nUll1 eri sino ad ora annun
ciali, con un rilm o continuo, si potrehbe rivelare un 
utilissimo strumento di informazione, di aggiornamento 
e eli messa a punti di rnolti problemi della storia antica 
del Mediterran eo. " L. Gllerrini , Archeologia Classica. 

Vol. I. Per Alin, Das Ende der mykenischen 
Fundstatten auf dem griechisehen FesLland. 
159 S., 1 Karte. Lund 1062. 36 Kr. 

. . . "gehort das Buch VO ll A' Zlun Besten , was in 
dem letzten J ahren liber die myk eni sche Zeit geschrie
bell wurde, schon wegen del' s Hindig von ihm gelibtell 
){ritik IInel del' Ske psis , mit d el' e r vo n anderen allzll 
gem als gesichert be trachte te Tatbest5nde unter dic 
Lupe nimm!. " E. Bielefeld , ErasTnu s. 

. . . "ce ttc docUlnentalion lIlagistrale ... fournira 
dcsormais la base indi spensable de toules les etudes 
c1'histoire mycenienn e, qu 'e ll es concernent les invasions 
doriennes 011 le role de sauvegarde jouc par I'Attiqu e 
dans ce bouleversem en l:." J . Deshayes, Lcs Eludes 
Crccques. 

"Altogcther this is an impor tant piece of work not
able for its objectivity and ca ution." F. H. Stubbings, 
T he Classical Review. 

"11 libro e in sostanza un completo e percio utilis
simo repertorio topografico, i eui dati sono riassunti in 
quadri slatistici se ttori a li e gen erali ... L'interesse del 
lavoro, per la s lla precision e e cOIllpletezzu, vu molto 
al c1i 1:1 de ll a scheda tllra I.opografica e stratigrafica e 
contribuisce not evolm ente a lia interpretazione storica 
eli llll problema gravissimo qna!'e quello della fOl'ma 
zione stessa c1 ell a c ivilta greca ..." G. A. Mansu elli , 
AtheJlaellm. 

"Ser ien inl eddes Iysand e med en arl{Cologisk best- .,.. 
seller, dr P er Alin s viktiga och myckel uppm5rk s3m-\' 
mnde avhandling ... , cn grundla ggande studic ovc r d en 
\'iildiga kulturkataslrof SO Il1 under 1200-tale t f.Kr. 
gjorde slut Pi! d en myken ska kulturen " . C. Nylander, 
Svellska Dllgblndcl . 

"a ca reful , scho la rl y a nd most usefnl study. " Ar
chaeol ogy. 

Vo!. If. Paul As tr tii11, Excavations at l(alop 
sidha and Ayios lakovos in Cyprus. vVith con
tribulions by several scholars. 234 pp., 12 figs. 
in the lex t, 51 plates with 213 figs., Lund 1966. 
133 Cl's. 

Publica tion o f Ill e res lllLs of excavations at two 
Bronze Age sites in Cyprus. The chapler on Ihe pottery 
includ es Cypriotc, i\lycenaea u ancl Syro-Palestinian 
fabrics. The author a lso gives a corpus of Cypriol e 
reli ef bands and pot-marks (aCes t un vrai Corpus , 
heaucoup plus va s te qu e je n e le pensais, et il poulTait 
servir de lllodele pou r des recherches analogues." 
O. r- Ia sso n). There are se\'eral appen dices written by 
specia lis t.s: H. Helhaek o n imprints of grain, N.-G. Gej
vall on the os teologica l material, O. l..tassoll on Cypro· 
j\linoan in scripti o ns, R. S . j'l'lel'l'illes on an Early Cyp
riote tomb group, M. R. Pophalll on "'hite Slip Ware, 
T. \Viese lgren on Iro n Age sh erds, T. Watkins on Ihe 
bron zes, S. A. E rik sso n o n fing er-prints, S. Bottemu 0 11 

pollen a nal yses and H. E . J . Bigg s on mollusca. 

''ForLs a rbele 5 1' substa ntiellt, det star pa en h og 
vetenskaplig niva i metod iskt avseende och ar r ikt pa 
nya sy npunkler oc h uppslag ... Jag kan inty ga all 
de t ar en fascinerande upplevelse att ta del a v de iakt
tag else r , som forf. har gjort, och av de slutsatser, var
till han h a r kommit." E. Gjerstad. 

"I must congratulate ),011 on what must be th e most 
meticulou sly record ed and published dig ever uncl er
taken ill CypJ'l.lS." P erso nal lelter from Dr. R. S . ?ll er
rillees, el a ted 18th Jun e 191313 . 

aIt wo ul d be difficult to praise too highly th e COm
prehensiveness of thi s excava tion report and the quality 
of it s procluction." n. S. Merrillees, Antiquity. 

"This is a highly compete nt report." J. Russel, The 
Classical ~\'orld . 

Vol. Ill. J. R. Stewnrl, Corpus of Early Cyp
riote Material. In preparation. 

The late Professor J. n. Stewart compiltd a corp lls 
of a ll th e Early Cy prio te pottery and other a rt s a nd 
crafts which he could trace; he founded his corp us 011 

th e exca valion s o f th e Swedish Cyprus Expedilion and 
Ih e exca va ti ons a t Vounous, but included materi al from 
o th er exca vations and museums; it also deals with 
materi a l imported from ovcrseas :It the p eriod. This 
Co rpu s was originally designed to be part of The 
Swedish Cyp rus Expedition vol. IV: 1, b ut it pro ved to 
be too long. However it is indispensable for anyone 
ll sin g SCE 1\': I since it explains th e typology of th e 
mal erial; it wOllld be invaluable for an ybody wIJo h ad 
to sor t and classify Cypriote materia l. The Early Cyp riOle 
p er iod was n o t an isolated phase; th e corpus deals with 
po ll ery imported from Crete and Syria and the rela ti ons 
wiltt Ih (' Aegea n , Analolia , Syria, Pal es tin e anti Egyp t 
are tl ealt wil h 1hrollghollt thc corpus. 

Vol. IV. Paul As trom, The CUlrass Tomb and 
Other Finds at DelJdr~l. In preparation. 

The find s from Ihe excavations in 19()O, 19132 a nd 
t0G3 a t Dt' ndnl in the Argolid will he puhli sh ed in Ihi s 

http:CypJ'l.lS


\'OIUIl1<', Th e IlIli<[ue di ,,""Yl'rV o f a ~l .\"' l' lIal'all cuir;).';s 
in tomh J ~ al Dc n<ir:'i fO(,lI s!'s par lic ll lar allcnli o ll Oil 
Ihe c:irc umsl a nccs 01' ils finding , lil" :IrCllil ('c lllre o f Ihc 
lomiJ and Ihe p o l.lery ull co\'ercd ill it. A de l:1iled nceo unt 
o r the ~[ y('ena ca ll c hamber 10lllbs Nos. 13 alld I~ an d 
Ih e d es tru c lion Inye r ill Ih e Ac r o po lis o f !\!id c:1 will 
~d so be gh"e n. 

Vo!. V. Mervyn R. Poph am . The Las t Days of 
the Palace at Knossos - Co mpl ete Va ses of 
the La te Minoan III B P eriod . 28 pp., 9 plates, 
56 iJlus tratiollS. LlInd 1964. 30 Cl's . 

"Poph a lll' s \\'ork is the m os t imporl a nl conlri b ution 
10 l\n ossian arc ha eo logy fo r a lon g while ." ,1. B oa rd
man, The Ch/.~sic al R euiell!. 

"Eine au sserorclenlli c h inte r essn nlc Unl ersuehlln g zur 
sog . reoecupa I iOIl p e riod VOIl ]{nossos verdank en wir 
MervYIl H. P o phalll." F. SciJach er lll eyr , A.meiyer {iir 
cli e All erlul1l swi8sen sc ha{l. 

" i'£. P opham n OllS app o rl e, nvec ee p e tit volume, un e 
contribution de pre miere importa n ce il I' histoi re d e 
Cn ossos. En p llblia n t ces ya ses dll M. R. III n qu'Eva ns 
avait dect a ign e de nOll s fair e co nnall re, e t en loca lisan t 
d a n s tOllt e la m esure d u possibl e l'exa cLe provenan ce 
d' a pres le s carn e ts d u fo nill eur Oll ceux de Mael(enzie, 
l'aute ur no us invite il partage r sa convi c ti o n que ee tle 
p eriod e co rresp o nd bie n il Ull e phase de r eoccupation 
cO ll sec uliv e iJ In d estru Cli o n d\] p a lai s p roprem ent dit." 
J. Deshay es, R euu e d es l;tudes All cienn es. 

Vo1. VI. F ritz Sch achermeyr , Das ag~lisch e 
Neo lithikum. 16 S. , 20 Abb. Lund 1964. 15 1(1'. 

"))i e Arheit F . Schachermeyrs is t ein e g liin ze nde 
kurze Ohersic ht d el' Geschichl e del' F o r schlln g und ihres 
h e uligcn S tand es a us d e l' Pers p ektive des Verfasse r s ... 
A u f weni ge n Seil en wjrd e in m eis lerhafte r Entwurf ge
boten , del' z n er s t d ie Forschungsgeschicht e samt alien 
ihren VersiiUlnnissen drasli sch schild ert. In weitere n 
hehl d el' Verr. lllit recht hen'o r , da ss \Vir es " in Gri e
ch enland mit e in er Ran dprovin z de l' weit iiber le genen 
Neolith- unel Chalkolithknllur An a tolien s" nnd wir 
mochlell hin z ufiigen Vord er as ie n s - zu t un h a h en." 
V. Mil o jc ic, Gel'lnonia . 

... " un e vne d 'ensemble tres s uggestive eln n eolithiqll e 
egce u." J. Deshayes , Rcuu c d es f ;/uilcs Grecgues . 

"Of s pecial inte res l in the hibliogr aphic[: 1 r espe c t is 
Schac h ermeyr' s Dos agoiscile NeoTil hik um , which con
la in s a fa irl y exh a u s li ve bibliog raphy on prehi s toric r e
main s in th e Aegea n a rea and wOll lel h e a va lllahl e pos
scssi o n for it s bibliogrnphy a lone" . E. L. Oc hsenschla
ge r , Th e Class icol World. 

" E s l-il bes oin d 'a jollte r qll e llul ll 'eLait plus qu ulifi e, 
pOllr pre senl e r :lVec mailri se un le l sujel , 'lll e l'emin enl 
specia lis te anqu el n o ns devo ll s lallt d e fOll da menta les 
co ntribut ions, livres el e synth cse o u B crichte ch a rges d e 
sc ience ?" H . Galle l de Sa n terre , Jl ClJu e d es E:tlld es All
cienne. 

Vo1. VII. GeOl'ge E, Mylonas, Grav~ Circle B 
of Mycenne. 10 pp. , 10+ 1 figs. Lllnd 1964. 
15 Cl's. 

. . . "a su cc int, info rmaliv e and r r adable nccoulll 
o f the Gra ves and th eir cOllte llt s , foll ow ed b y a go od 
bibli o gr~ p h y " . F. H. Slubbing, Th c ./ollrn(ll of H ell enic 
S ludies. 

" L t',,) fo nil"'s d u cc rcll' <l e IOlll],,', ;\ , :\ ~r Y l'cll rs, llle
lI"l'S il line epoq Il l' 0 11 le, lilt! II10des a rch eologiq lies 
e la ic nl ,' IH'ore 1h' 1I d c n' lop]l {~l'S, a\'n icnl In issc bCl1 l1
coup de pro blclll cs en s u spcn s . L'alll c ur , apres l'nvoir 
r~ppe l e , s ign a le que la d eco ll\rrt e till ('e rc le 13 , fo uill e 
de H)52 il 1 05 ~" p ermit <I ' e ll reSOllelrC qu e l'llles-llll s. 
C'es t ain si qu e, par IIn c ctlHlc minuli e ll se, Oll a pll r e
co n s lilu e r tres e xacl em c nt les difr,\r c lll e~ pha ses de la 
con s truc ti on de ces lombes, de m ellle qu e d e I'enterre
ment dcs m o rt s : la d escr ip lion d e ces o pe r a lion s oc
cupe la plus gra ncJ e pal· tie d e 1'0 u\T age. Les o ffrand es, 
Ics armes e l le s bij o ux, Irou ves allpres eles co rps , p e r
m e ll cnl , p a r aill e ur s, d e p r eciser que ces 10 lllbes fur ent 
utili sees de 1G50 :1 15:)0 environ a va nt n o tre e re e t que, 
p o ur 1:1 plupa rt , ell es so nt conl emp o ra ines el e ce lles dll 
ce rele A", H. Va nd e ri \'i c r e, L' A ntiguil e Ciassique. 

\'01. VTII. Mauri ce P ope, Aegean Writing and 
Unear A. 1G pp., 7 fi gs. Luud J !:)()4. 15 Crs. 

" Professor ~laurice Po pe gi ves a II ser ul and soher 
assessment o f the p re sent s tate o f Linear A decip her
ment w ilh a full hi b liograp h y ". Th e Tim es Lil erary 
S uppl cm ent. 

" P .'s kritisch e Darstelllln g d er Forschllngssilnntion 
ist a usg ezeiehne t dureh Sa chkenIlI Jli~ , dn re h den u n h e 
s lechli chen Bli c k fiir das Wic ilti ge und Mog lich e unel 
durch d ie Fiihi g l(eil d es yt s, e in kompl exes un d schwie
riges P roblem kla r zu d urchl eu c hte ll und seh a rf zu 
formulieren; \Vir wtin sch e n die Arbeit d en Erfo lg, d e n 
sic ve nlient " . A. H eubec k, 13 ibliotil eca Ori elllalis . 

"Breve et ob j ec live mise a u point (avec bibliogr a
phi e, et quat re p age s d ' illustra tions) eles problelll es 
poses par les ecritures egeenn es d u second mille nairc 
(c reto is hi e roglyphique ; linea ire A; Jin eaire B ; ecr il.nres 
c hypr io tes ; p o te ri e s m a rqu ees d e Lipa ri et de Lern e; 
di sq ue d e Ph a is tos) , lo ul es inel ec hiffrees s:lll f le li n e
ai re B. L'a~ce nt es t mis s urlo ut s ur les d iverse, h ypo 
theses conc crnalll la lan gue eles tex tes ell lin caire A 
(l'uule ur n'y decele p as , comm e fnit V. Georgiev, el e ux 
Inn g ue s (Ii s tin c tes) ; d e c hacune de ces hy potheses, !' all
le ur definit le p o id s , et les faibl esses" . M. Lej e lln e, R e
uu e des f/ud es Ancicnnes. 

" ein e vo rtre fflich e Obersic hl. " F. Sc ilae herm eyr , 
Aaais llnd Orien!. 

"Popc gives Hll e xcell ent brief cl ear jud iciou s s ta le
m ent o f the p r oblem a nel of where o ur s tu d ies sta nd at 
the m o m ent .. . P :l per s like Ihis are much n eeded alld 
do a g rea t service . Th e wh ole se ri es is excellent. " 
J. L. Caskey. 

\'01. IX. Agnes Sa keJlario ll , Die m ykenische 
Si egelglyptik. 11 S., 14 Abb ., Lund 1964. 15 1(1'. 

"The appea rance o f a m o nogra ph dealing w ith My
cen aea n senl g ly ptic is som etlJin g o f a ll histor ic eve nt, 
s incc thi s seem s 10 b e the fir s t publi cation entire ly 
e1 e vo ted 10 the su bj ect." V.E.G . K enna , T h e .Joufllul o{ 
Hell enic Slu d ies. 

"~[me Agll es Sa k e lJ a riou, qui a fa it ses preuves en 
publi,1llt I('s cachets lllin oens d e la coll ec lion Gia malaki s 
il 11 6rnkli o n , an a lyse avcc fine sse les qU :1 lit es propres 
d e la g lyptiCjll e myceni e nne e t en degage I'ori gi na lite 
p a r r ap po rl ') la g l),p li qlle cre to ise. " H . Gall e t d e Sa n 
lerre, Heulle d es J::iuri cs CI(ls sigues. 

" Sa kell ar io u .. . a s urto ut essayc el e n o us r e tra cer 
la gencse et l'ey o lulio n de la gl y pti'lu e myeeni enne 
elans ses rappo rt s ayec la Cre te, Be:l IlCOllp d 'apercus 



illil'rl'ss;lIlh el jlltlicil'II' 1101IS .,olll pdsl'IlI{os ('oll('('r
lIallL le parallelislIH' de SPS rl(~lI' ~Irls rL Jellr opposilioll 
IOlll de IllC'IlI,; r:ulic<llr." .T. lksli:l\'es, lie/me des J~'t(/(les 
GJ'l'c!jucs. 

Vo!. X. Heclor \V. Catling, Mycennean Bron
zes. J11 prepnra lion. 

Vo!. Xl. ])oro Levi, The Beccllt Ex.cavalions 
at Phaislos. 40 pp. 59 figs. nnd plnns. Lund 
19()4. 35 Crs. 

"It is a useful summary in Ellglish, quiLl' well illus
LraLed." J. Doardman, The Classical Review. 

"Zeer belangrijk overziehL van de reeenLe onder
zoekingen in heL Paleis le Phaistos met goede plans en 
/'olo's, die nalIwkeurig worden LoegeliehL. Aau heL sloL 
is eell kleine chronologisehe Label Loegevoegd en eell 
hihliographie." L. Dyvanck - QlIarles van lJfforrl, Rul/e
tin VOII de antil'ke J3l'sellOving. 

"C'esL une excellenLe iniLialive de P. Aslrom qne la 
publica Lion en anglais, sous la forme d'un volume in
dependant, de l'important arLicle de Dol'o Levi con
saere aux recenLes fouilles de PhaisLos. Il s'agit en 
cffet, en allenclant la publica Lion definilive des remar
quables decouvertes de l'Ecole iLalienne, de l'expose le 
plus synUH~tique que nous aiL donne jusqu'ici son diree
teur. Dc nombreuses figures, accompagnees chaculIe 
d'un commenlaire, illustrent le texte, dont l'ordre se 
veuL'1 just.e titre essentiellement chronologique.".T. Des
hayes, Revue des Etudes Anciellnes. 

"In dankenswerler \Veise gibt Dol'o Levi einen Dber
blick Libel' The Recellt Excavations at Phaislos. Es han
dell sich d[ibei nicht nul' um eine detaillierLe Aufziih
lung del' Grabungsergebnisse, sondern vor aUem um 
einen Abriss del' Bau- und BesiedlungsgesehichLe von 
PhaisLos, so wie sie der Ausgriiber jetzt zu erkennen 
glanh!." F. Schachcnneyr, Anzeigel' flir die Altertlllns
lIJissenschaft. 

Vo1. XII. Mervyn Popham, The Destruction 
of the Palace at Knossos, Part l, Deposits of 
Late l\tlinoan III A Pottery from the Palace and 
Villas. In preparation. 

Vo1. XIII. Manolis Andronicos, Vergina, the 
Prehistoric Necropolis and the Hellenistic Pa
lace. 11 pp., 15 figs. Lund 19()4. 15 Cl's. 

"In Volume XIII Professor Manolis Andronikos ex
pounds Vergina in Macedonia, some interesLing early 
iron-age Lombs with links boLh 10 cenLral Europe and 
Lo Greece, and a fine Hellenistic palace wiLh a superh 
floral mosaic." The Times Literary Supplemenl. 

"AilS diesem Heftchen erfahrL der Leser ill kiirzesLer 
Form, dass bei Vergilla in Makedonien Hiigelgraber mit 
220 BeslaLLungen (davon zwei Branc1besLatlungen) un
tersucht worden sind. Nach den Beigaben (Keramik, 
bronzene SehmuckgegensUinde, eisel'ne \Vaffen, ein 
lJronzenes SchwerL) sehliessL del' Verfasser auf die er
sLen drei Jahrhullderte des ersLen ,JahrlauselJds v.Chf~ 
Die grosse Zahl <ler Beslallungen liisst erwarten, dass 
ihre, Yon Andronicos in Aussicht gesLellte gellaue Vcr
offentliehung werLvolle archiiologische llnd kullurge
schichtliche Aufsehliisse bringen wire1. In dem Heft
schen \vird auch iiber die hellcnisLische Villa bei Ver
gina berichlel, deren bereiLs l8G] \'on L. Bellzey begon-

IIPJl(', sril 1'):37 forlgesrlzl(' Ausgr:1llllng hort'ellllich 
,'hpnl':i11s ('illc :Ihs('hliessenilc PlIhlikalion hel.ommen 
wire!." L. Frallz, ilnceiiJer iiir die .ll/crt/lI/lslIJissl'nsc/wfl. 

Vo1. XIV. Photios M. Pelsns, Pella. 8 pp., 
I11np, () figs. LII!lc1 ] nG4. 10 Cl's. Almosl Ollt of 
prinl! 

"summary of rrccnl Cxc:lv:1tions at Ihe birthplace of 
Alexander Ihe Grrat. The illustraLions slress Ihe im
porlance of Ihe pebble lllosnics found Lhere." Al'clweo
logy. 

"le Lexle est ctabli nvec soin; la carle (Macec1oine 
cenlrale) esl. utile, avec une legende explicative bien 
faile; et l'illuslraLion rrproduil commodellIenl les 
fameuses lllosaiqucs." J. Marcadc, UevlIe des f;ILldes 
Anrielllles. 

VoJ. XV. \'17. Schwnbachel', Neue Melhoden 
in der griechischen i'vIiinzfol'schuug. 11 S., ] 0 
Abb. Lund 19()4. 15 Kr. 

"KurzgefassLer Dberblick liber die Entwicklung IInd 
die neuesLen MeLhoden in der grieehischen NlIll1isma
Lik - der kiirzesLe, eind ringlichsLe und beste, der mir 
bisher in die Hand gekommen is!. Jeder AlthisLoriker, 
jeder Student del' AlLen GeschiehLe under jeder Sanlln
ler griechischer l\liinzen sollLe ihn gelesen haben (und 
wOll1oglich die gewonnene Einsiehl - jeder auf seine 
\Veise - auch anwenden.)" R. Gobl, Mitleilullgell del' 
USlerreichisehell NumismatiseheJl Gesellschafl. 

"Cet expose eonsLitue une excellenLe iniLiation aux 
ll1ethodes acLuelles de la recherche numismatique. Dne 
bibliographie choisie l'accoll1pagne." .J. Marcade, ReVile 
des /~Iudes Anricnlles. 

Vo!. XVI. J. Roger Davis and T. B. L. Web
ster, Cesnola Terracottas in the Stanford Uni
versity Musenm. 28 pp., () plates, 61 illustra
tions. Lund 19G4. 20 Cl's. 

"In the five thousand duplicates from the Cesnola 
Colleclion of CyprioLe anliquiLies which Leland SLan
ford acquired from the Metropolitan JvIuseum were 
many hundreds of tcrracotta figurines. Of these 44G 
are caLalogued briefly here, many of Lhem in groups; 
sixLy-one are fairly well illusLraled. However, iL is im
porLant to know wha L is where, anc! such brief publica
tions of large masses of malerial are welcolllP." Ard/Oeo
logy. 

"T. B. L. "'ebsler a, pour Cl' calalogue, utilise celui 
de J. Rogers Davis, qu'il a complete et modifie en cer
tains endroits. Les Lerres-cuiLes de la collection Cesnola 
existant au musee de l'universitc StanfoI'd y sont dc
crites avec beaucoup de precision: Cl'S pieces eypriotes 
rel1lontent, pour les plus anciennes, il la fin de l'age 
du bronze; les plus recenles sonL, elles, d'epoque ro
maine. Quant au dernier clwpitre, i1. cst eonsacre il des 
Lcrres-eniles do facLure cLrangere, mais importees a 
Chypre. Les multiples references il des pnblicaLions re
cenLes, les comparaisons nombrenses avec d'auLres tefl'es
cuiLes. ainsi que les photographies rassemblees a la 
fiu de eet ouvrage en rendenL la consultalion eles plllS 
J'ruclueuses." R. Vaneleriviel'e, l~' Anliqllite Clossique. 

"J. Bogers Davis uncl T. D. L. \Vehster veroffenllich
Len in SLudies in Meditcrr. Arehaeol. vo1. XVI, Cesno/a 
Terraeotlas in tile Slanford University Museum die er
wtilll1Le Kolleldion, doch handell cs sieh llleislens um 



Sliiri,e cler sp:iler('n Zcilen. AlIS (l('r Bronzczeil stam
men Jlur einigc Sticrstatucllen (IcicleI' nicht alle abge
hildet) IInd das Idol einer weihlichen GollheiL" F _ Sclla
chern~eyr, Ilnzcigcl' !iif dic AItcl'tulIlslIJissclIscilaft. 

Vol. XVII. Homer L. Thomas, Near Eastern, 
Mediterranean and European Chronology. The 
Historical, Archaeological, Radiocarbon, Pol
lenanalytical and Geochronological Evidence. 
1. Text. 175 pp. 2. Charts. (62). Lund 1967. 
100 Cl's. 

An archaeological chronology for southwesterll Asia , 
the l\Jediterrnnean, and Europe from the end of the 
Paleoli'lhic to abollt 1200 H.C. It is based primarily 
upon archaeological evidence but utilizes the new 
methods of dating which have become current during 
Ihe Inst decade. Before 3000 n.c., the choice between 
a high or low chronology when allowed by the archaeo
logical evidence has been determined by rndiocnrbon 
determinations, palynologicnl evidence and geological 
data. After the beginning of the historic civilizations in 
Egypt and the Near East, the absolute chronologies of 
cnltures in the Mediterrnnean and Europe have been 
based upon a high historical chronology. An attempt 
hns been made to include the mnjority of recently ex
cavated sites important for chronology as well as to in
cl ude the more important radiocarbon determina tions. 

Vol. XVIII. Robert S. Mel'rillees, The Cyp
riote Bronze Age Pottery Found in Egypt. 
XVIII +217 pp., 37 plates, 4 maps. Lund 1968. 
150 Cl's. 

The first chapter contains a fnll descriptive catalogue 
of the Cypriote Bronze Age pottery discovered in the 
Nile Valley . The list of examples has been built Hp 
from published sources and Museum c.ollections in 
countries of Europe and Africa, Australia and America. 
The Wares represented are Black Slip rr, White Painted 
Pendent and Cross Line Styles, YVhite Painted VI, Base
ring I anc.l IJ, "Vhite Slip [ and If, and Red Ll.1strous 
\Vhcel-made "Yare. Each archaeological context which 
contained one or more of these imported pots is de
scribed as fully as the needs of slIusequent analysis 
demand, particular efforts ha ving been made to estab
lish, where possible, the dates of the deposits within a 
framework of relative chronOlogy dcvised especinlly 
for the purpose. The XVllIth Dynasty is divided up 
into four phases, Dyn. XVIII A, B, C and D, corre
sponding individually to a sequence of Pharaohs' reigns, 
and each context which can be dated is attributed to 
one 01' more of these periods, if it belongs to the 
XVIIIth Dynasty . 

The data assembled in Chapter I are analysed in 
Chapter II according to a Corpus of poltery Types 
organised under thc Wares and shapes represented in 
Egypt. What is immediately apparent is the small 
range of imported forms, which are for the most part 
continued to juglets, hottles nnd flasks in both the hand
and wheel-made Wares. It. demon"4~'ates the highly 
specialised nature of Egyptian requirements, which re
mained largely ullaltered over a period of two cen
turies. The juglets are thought to have contained opium 
in solution; the contents of the other two Types are 

not yel kno\\'n. It is also argued Ihat Ihe for('ign pots 
were exclush'ely arlicles of trade, not of tribule, and 
were brought to Egypt by Cypriote and Syrifln mer
chants in their own ships, sailing via nas Shamra, 
ancicJlt Ugnrit, along the Asiatic cons!. 

In conclusion, an attempt is made to relate thc 
growth, fluctuations and declinc of Cypriole and Syrian 
trade witII Egypt to the contemporary political events 
in the Levant. Since nas Shalllra, 10 judge hy its geo
graphical situation and matcrial rClllains, was the pivot 
on which Cypriote commerce with Egypt revolved, the 
history of thnt site is given pnrticlllar prominence in 
the survey. Drawing on literary, pictorial and archneo
logical evidence, it emerges that the intensity of com· 
mcrcial intercourse between Cyprus and Egypt varied 
in direct proportion to the degree of autonomy Has 
Shamra enjoyed. 

The book is a valuable addition to om knowledge 
of Cypriote contacts with other Lcvantine states in thc 
Bronze Age, nnd a useful inlroduction to the relative 
chronology of the Egyptian XVIIIth Dynasty. "Vhile 
laying sonle claim to an almost exhaustive compilation 
of published refercnces to identifiable Cypriote pottery 
from Egypt, it does not pretend to have done any more 
thnn prepare the wny for a careful and thorough 
examination of the small finds, including pottery, of 
Egyptian origin belollging to the New l{ingdom, with 
a view particularly to establishing valid dating criteria. 
It has nevertheless broken new ground in its treatment 
of Cypriote pottery abroad, its approach to the pro
blems of dating objects in Egypt, and in its interpreta
tion of the documents and paintings which supply 
most of the data for historical rcconstruction. The 
volume is of interest and importance to all who are 
engaged in studying external relations in the Late 
Bronze Age Levar.t. 

Vol. XIX. Keith Branigan, Copper and Bronze 
'Working in Early Bronze Age Crete. 122 pp., 
4 graphs, 13 figs. Lund 1968. 75 Cl's. 

The book is a detailed analysis of the development 
of metallurgy in Crete during the period from E.M. I 
to lVIi\'!.1. It comprises a comprehensive catalogue of 
copper and bronze objects and seven chapters of dis
cussioJl. An introductory chapter is followed by four 
chapters devoted to the typology, origins and develop
ment of the copper and bronze artifacts of the Minoan 
Eal'ly Bronze Age. A sixth chapter discusses the metal
llll'gical techniques employcd by the Early Minoan 
metalworkers, anc.l the sources of copper, tin, silver, 
and lead which they may have utilised. The concluding 
chapter outlines the main characteristics of Early 
Minoan metallurgy and attempt to assess its importance 
to the development of Minoan civilisation. Enrly 
Minoan imports and exports of mctal objects are COIl
sidcred in an appendix. The catalogue contains about 
four hundred and fifty entries, classified nccording to 
thc typology discussed in chapters two to five. Thc 
system of classification is designed so as to enable 
ncwly disco\'ered artifacts to be entered in their 
appropriate place in the catalogue. Both the cataloguc 
and the discussion emphasise the richness and inveJl
tiYencss of Minoan metallurgy in the third millenillm 
BC, and providc a comprehensive survey and corpus of 
extant matcrial. 

tllnrl 1908. Carl malUs no!.-lrycheri A.-B. 
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